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How To Use This Manual
General

To assist in the use of this Manual, it is divided into sections
and sub-sections. The relevant sub-section title is given at the
header of each page.

There is a single Contents section at the front of the Manual,
which is divided by section and sub-section. The book is
numbered from page 1. The page number is given at the
bottom of each page.

The individual actions of the repair operations must be
followed in the sequence in which they appear. Item numbers
in the illustrations refer to the relevant numbered text under
the illustration.

Adjustment and repair operations include reference to Service
tool numbers and the associated illustration depicts the tool in
use. Adjustment and repair operations also include reference
to wear limits, relevant data, torque figures, and specialist
information and useful assembly details. Each adjustment or
repair operation is given a unique Repair Operation number.

WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, NOTES and TIPS have the
following meanings:

When encountering a WARNING, you will be asked to take
a necessary action or not to take a prohibited action. If a
WARNING is not heeded, the following consequences may
occur:

• Serious bodily injury or death to the technician.

• Serious bodily injury or death to other technicians in the
workplace area.

• Serious bodily injury to the driver and/or passenger(s) of
the vehicle, if the vehicle has been improperly repaired.

CAUTION call special attention to a necessary action or to a
prohibited action. If a CAUTION is not heeded, the following
consequences may occur:

• Damage to the vehicle.

• Unnecessary vehicle repairs.

• Unnecessary component replacement.

• Improper operation or performance of the system or
component under repair.

• Damage to any systems or components which are
dependent upon the proper operation of the system or
component under repair.

• Improper operation or performance of any systems
or components which are dependent upon the proper
operation or performance of the system or component
under repair.

• Damage to fasteners, basic tools, or special tools.

• The leakage of coolant, lubricant, or other vital fluids.

NOTE statements emphasize a necessary characteristic of
a diagnostic or repair procedure. NOTE statements are
designed to do the following:

• Clarify a procedure.

• Present additional information for accomplishing a
procedure.

• Give insight into the reason or reasons for performing a
procedure in the manner recommended.

• Present information that will help to accomplish a
procedure in a more effective manner.

• Present information that gives the technician the benefit
of past experience in accomplishing a procedure with
greater ease.

TIP: Gives helpful information.

References

References to the LH or RH side given in this Manual are made
when viewing the vehicle from the rear. With the engine and
gearbox assembly removed, the crankshaft pulley end of the
engine is referred to as the front.

Operations covered in this Manual do not include reference
to testing the vehicle after repair. It is essential that work
is inspected and tested after completion and if necessary a
road test of the vehicle is carried out. This is of particular
importance where safety related items are concerned.

Dimensions

The dimensions quoted are to design engineering specification.
Service limits are included where applicable.

Our company are constantly seeking to improve the
specification, design and production of their vehicles and
alterations take place accordingly. While every effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of this Manual, it should not be
regarded as an infallible guide to current specifications of any
particular vehicle.
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Repairs and Replacements
Parts

When replacement parts are required it is essential that only
our company’s recommended parts are used.

Attention is particularly drawn to the following points
concerning repairs and the fitting of replacement parts and
accessories.

• Safety features and corrosion prevention treatments
embodied in the vehicle may be impaired if other than
SMC recommended parts are fitted.

• Torque wrench setting figures given in this Manual must
be used.

• Locking devices, where specified, must be fitted. If the
efficiency of a locking device is impaired during removal
it must be renewed.

• The terms of the vehicle warranty may be invalidated by
the fitting of parts other than SMC recommended parts.

All SMC recommended parts have the full backing of the vehicle
warranty.

SMC Dealers are obliged to supply only SMC recommended
parts.

Special tools

Special tools have been developed to facilitate removal,
dismantling and assembly of mechanical components in a cost
effective and time efficient manner. The use of special tools
also helps prevent the potential for damage to components.

Some operations in the manual cannot be carried out properly
without the aid of the relevant special tools.

Special tools can be obtained from the following supplier.

Shanghai Xiangzhi Industrial Development Co., Ltd

Address: 17F, Building C, No.900, Yishan Road, Shanghai

Post Code: 200233

Tel: 021-54234810
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General Information

General Information
General Precautions
Dangerous Substances

Modern vehicles contain many materials and liquids which if not
handled with care can be hazardous to both personal health
and the environment.

Warning: Many liquids and other substances used in
vehicles are poisonous and should under no circumstances
be consumed and should, as far as possible, be kept
from contact with the skin. These liquids and substances
include acid, antifreeze, brake fluid, fuel, windscreen
washer additives, lubricants, refrigerants and various
adhesives.

Warning: Always read carefully the instructions printed
on labels or stamped on components and obey them
implicitly. Such instructions are included for reasons of
your health and personal safety. Never disregard them.

Synthetic Rubber

Many O-rings, seals, hoses, flexible pipes and other similar
items which appear to be natural rubber, are in fact, made
of synthetic materials called Fluoroelastomers. Under normal
operating conditions this material is safe and does not present
a health hazard. However, if the material is damaged by fire
or excessive heating, it can break down and produce highly
corrosive Hydrofluoric acid.

Contact with Hydrofluoric acid can cause serious burns on
contact with skin. If skin contact does occur

• Remove any contaminated clothing immediately.

• Irrigate affected area of skin with a copious amount of
cold water or limewater for 15 to 60 minutes.

• Obtain medical assistance immediately.

Should any material be in a burnt or overheated condition,
handle with extreme caution and wear protective clothing
(seamless industrial gloves, protective apron etc.).

Decontaminate and dispose of gloves immediately after use.

Lubricating Oils

Avoid excessive skin contact with used lubricating oils and
always adhere to the health protection precautions.

Warning: Avoid excessive skin contact with used engine
oil. Used engine oil contains potentially harmful
contaminants which may cause skin cancer or other
serious skin disorders.

Warning: Avoid excessive skin contact with mineral oil.
Mineral oils remove the natural fats from the skin, leading
to dryness, irritation and dermatitis.

Health Protection Precautions

The following precautions should be observed at all times.

• Wear protective clothing, including impervious gloves
where practicable.

• Avoid prolonged and repeated contact with oils,
particularly used engine oils.

• Do not put oily rags in pockets.

• Avoid contaminating clothes (particularly those next to
the skin) with oil.

• Overalls must be cleaned regularly. Discard heavily soiled
clothing and oil impregnated footwear.

• First aid treatment should be obtained immediately for
open cuts and wounds.

• Apply barrier creams before each work period to help
prevent lubricating oil from contaminating the skin.

• Wash with soap and water to ensure all oil is removed
(proprietary skin cleansers and nail brushes will help).

• Use moisturisers after cleaning; preparations containing
lanolin help replace the skin's natural oils which have been
removed.

• Do not use petrol/gasoline, kerosene, diesel fuel, oil,
thinners or solvents for cleaning skin.

• Where practicable, degrease components prior to
handling.

• If skin disorders develop, obtain medical advice without
delay.

• Wear eye protection (e.g. goggles or face shield) if there
is a risk of eye contamination. Eye wash facilities should
be provided in close vicinity to the work area.
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Safety Instructions
Jacking

Caution: It is best to use the lift when working under the
vehicle. Be sure to hold the wheels with chocks and apply
parking brake.

Always use the recommended jacking points.

Always ensure that any lifting apparatus has sufficient load
capacity for the weight to be lifted.

Ensure the vehicle is standing on level ground prior to lifting
or jacking.

Apply the parking brake and chock the wheels.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

Do not leave tools, lifting equipment, spilt oil, etc. around or
on the work bench area. Always keep a clean and tidy work
area.

Brake Shoes and Pads

Always fit the correct grade and specification of brake linings.
When renewing brake pads and brake shoes, always replace as
complete axle sets.

Brake Hydraulics

Observe the following recommendations when working on the
brake system:

• Ensure that hoses run in a natural curve and are not
kinked or twisted.

• Ensure that hoses run in a natural curve and are not
kinked or twisted.

• Fit brake pipes securely in their retaining clips and ensure
that the pipe cannot contact a potential chafing point.

• Containers used for brake fluid must be kept absolutely
clean.

• Do not store brake fluid in an unsealed container, it will
absorb water and in this condition would be dangerous
to use due to a lowering of its boiling point.

• Do not allow brake fluid to be contaminated with mineral
oil, or put new brake fluid in a container which has
previously contained mineral oil.

• Do not re-use brake fluid removed from the system.

• Always use clean brake fluid or a recommended
alternative to clean hydraulic components.

• After disconnection of brake pipes and hoses,
immediately fit suitable blanking caps or plugs to prevent
the ingress of dirt.

• Only use the correct brake fittings with compatible
threads.

• Observe absolute cleanliness when working with
hydraulic components.

Cooling System Caps and Plugs

expansion tank caps and coolant drain or bleed screws when
the engine is hot, especially if it is overheated. To avoid
the possibility of scalding, allow the engine to cool before
attempting removal.
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Environmental Precautions
General

This section provides general information which can help to
reduce the environmental impacts from the activities carried
out in workshops.

Emissions to Air

Many of the activities that are carried out in workshops emit
gases and fumes which contribute to global warming, depletion
of the ozone layer and/or the formation of photochemical
smog at ground level. By considering how the workshop
activities are carried out, these gases and fumes can be
minimised, thus reducing the impact on the environment.

Exhaust Fumes
Running car engines is an essential part of workshop activities
and exhaust fumes need to be ventilated to atmosphere.
However, the amount of time engines are running and the
position of the vehicle should be carefully considered at all
times, to reduce the release of poisonous gases and minimise
the inconvenience to people living nearby.

Solvents
Some of the cleaning agents used are solvent based and will
evaporate to atmosphere if used carelessly, or if cans are left
unsealed. All solvent containers should be firmly closed when
not needed and solvent should be used sparingly. Suitable
alternative materials may be available to replace some of the
commonly used solvents. Similarly, many paints are solvent
based and the spray should be minimised to reduce solvent
emissions.

Refrigerant
Discharge and replacement of these materials from air
conditioning units should only be carried out using the correct
equipment.

Engines:
Always adhere to the following.

• Don't leave engines running unnecessarily;

• Minimise testing times and check where the exhaust
fumes are being blown.

Materials:
• Keep lids on containers of solvents;

• Only use the minimum quantity;

• Consider alternative materials;

• Minimise over-spray when painting.

Gases:
• Use the correct equipment for collecting refrigerants;

• Don't burn rubbish on site.

Discharges to Water

Oil, petrol, solvent, acids, hydraulic oil, antifreeze and other
such substances should never be poured down the drain and
every precaution must be taken to prevent spillage reaching
the drains.

Handling of such materials must take place well away from the
drains and preferably in an area with a kerb or wall around it, to
prevent discharge into the drain. If a spillage occurs it should
be soaked up immediately. Having a spill kit available will make
this easier.

Checklist
Always adhere to the following disposal and spillage prevention
instructions.

• Never pour anything down a drain without first checking
that it is environmentally safe to do so, and that it does
not contravene any local regulations.

• Store liquids in a walled area;

• Protect bulk storage tanks from vandalism by locking the
valves;

• Transfer liquids from one container to another in an area
away from open drains;

• Ensure lids are replaced securely on containers;

• Make sure that taps on liquid containers are secure and
cannot be accidentally turned on;

• Have spill kits available near to points of storage and
handling of liquids.

Spill Kits
Special materials are available to absorb a number of different
substances. They can be in granular form, ready to use and
bought in convenient containers for storage. Disposal of used
spill-absorbing material is dealt with in 'Waste Management'
section.

Land Contamination

Oils, fuels and solvents etc. can contaminate any soil that
they are allowed to contact. Such materials should never be
disposed of by pouring onto soil and every precaution must be
taken to prevent spillage reaching soil. Waste materials stored
on open ground could also leak, or have polluting substances
washed off them that would contaminate the land. Always
store these materials in suitable robust containers.

Checklist
Always adhere to the following.

• Don't pour or spill anything onto the soil or bare ground;

• Don't store waste materials on bare ground, see 'Spillage
prevention' list.
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Local Issues

A number of environmental issues will be of particular concern
to residents and other neighbours close to the site. The
sensitivity of these issues will depend on the proximity of the
site and the layout and amount of activity carried on at the site.

Car alarm testing, panel beating, hammering and other such
noisy activities should, whenever possible, be carried out
indoors with doors and windows shut or as far away from
houses as possible.

Be sensitive to the time of day when these activities are carried
out and minimise the time of the noisy operation, particularly
in the early morning and late evening.

Another local concern will be the smell from the various
materials used. Using less solvent, paint and petrol could help
prevent this annoyance.

Local residents and other business users will also be concerned
about traffic congestion, noise and exhaust fumes, be sensitive
to these concerns and try to minimise inconvenience from
deliveries, customers and servicing operations.

Checklist
Always adhere to the following.

• Identify where the neighbours who are likely to be
affected are situated;

• Minimise noise, smells and traffic nuisance;

• Prevent litter by disposing of waste in the correct
manner;

• Have waste containers emptied regularly.

Waste Management

One of the major ways that pollution can be reduced is by the
careful handling, storage and disposal of all waste materials that
occur on sites. This means that it is necessary to not only know
what the waste materials are, but also to have the necessary
documentation and to know local regulations that apply.

Handling and Storage of Waste
They should be stored in such a way as to prevent the escape
of the material to land, water or air.

They must also be segregated into different types of waste
e.g. oil, metals, batteries, used vehicle components. This will
prevent any reaction between different materials and assist in
disposal.

Disposal of Waste
Disposal of waste materials must only be to waste carriers who
are authorised to carry those particular waste materials and
have all the necessary documentation. The waste carrier is
responsible for ensuring that the waste is taken to the correct
disposal sites.

Dispose of waste in accordance with the following guidelines.

• Fuel, hydraulic fluid, anti-freeze and oil: keep separate
and dispose of to specialist contractor.

• Refrigerant: collect in specialist equipment and reuse.

• Detergents: safe to pour down the foul drain if diluted.

• Paint, thinners: keep separate and dispose of to specialist
contractor.

• Components: send back to supplier for refurbishment,
or disassemble and reuse any suitable parts. Dispose of
the remainder in ordinary waste.

• Small parts: reuse any suitable parts, dispose of the
remainder in ordinary waste.

• Metals: can be sold if kept separate from general waste.

• Tyres: keep separate and dispose of to specialist
contractor.

• Packaging: compact as much as possible and dispose of
in ordinary waste.

• asbestos material keep separate and dispose of to
specialist contractor.

• Oily and fuel wastes (e.g. rags, used spill kit material):
keep separate and dispose of to specialist contractor.

• Air filters: keep separate and dispose of to specialist
contractor.

• Rubber/plastics: dispose of in ordinary waste.

• Hoses: dispose of in ordinary waste.

• Batteries: keep separate and dispose of to specialist
contractor.

• Airbags - explosives: keep separate and dispose of to
specialist contractor.

• Electrical components: send back to supplier for
refurbishment, or disassemble and reuse any suitable
parts. Dispose of the remainder in ordinary waste.

• Catalysts: can be sold if kept separate from general waste

• Used spill-absorbing material: keep separate and dispose
of to specialist contractor.
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General Fitting Instructions
Component Removal

Whenever possible, clean components and surrounding area
before removal.

• Blank off openings exposed by component removal.

• Immediately seal fuel, oil or hydraulic lines when
apertures are exposed; use plastic caps or plugs to
prevent loss of fluid and ingress of dirt.

• Close the open ends of oilways exposed by component
removal with tapered hardwood plugs or conspicuous
plastic plugs.

• Immediately a component is removed, place it in a
suitable container; use a separate container for each
component and its associated parts.

• Clean bench and provide marking materials, labels and
containers before dismantling a component.

Dismantling

Observe scrupulous cleanliness when dismantling components,
particularly when brake, fuel or hydraulic system parts are
being worked on. A particle of dirt or a cloth fragment could
cause a serious malfunction if trapped in these systems.

• Blow out all tapped holes, crevices, oilways and fluid
passages with an air line. Ensure that any O-rings used
for sealing are correctly replaced or renewed, if disturbed
during the process.

• Use marking ink to identify mating parts and ensure
correct reassembly. Do not use a centre punch or
scriber to mark parts, they could initiate cracks or
distortion in marked components.

• Wire together mating parts where necessary to prevent
accidental interchange (e.g. roller bearing components).

• Attach labels to all parts which are to be renewed, and
to parts requiring further inspection before being passed
for reassembly; place these parts in separate containers
from those containing parts for rebuild.

• Do not discard a part due for renewal until after
comparing it with a new part, to ensure that its correct
replacement has been obtained.

Cleaning Components

Always use the recommended cleaning agent or equivalent.
Ensure that adequate ventilation is provided when volatile
degreasing agents are being used. Do not use degreasing
equipment for components containing items which could be
damaged by the use of this process.

General Inspection

All components should be inspected for wear or damage
before being reassembled.

• Never inspect a component for wear or dimensional
check unless it is absolutely clean; a slight smear of grease
can conceal an incipient failure.

• When a component is to be checked dimensionally
against recommended values, use the appropriate
measuring equipment (surface plates, micrometers,
dial gauges etc.). Ensure the measuring equipment is
calibrated and in good serviceable condition.

• Reject a component if its dimensions are outside the
specified tolerances, or if it appears to be damaged.

• A part may be refitted if its critical dimension is exactly
to its tolerance limit and it appears to be in satisfactory
condition. Use 'Plastigauge' for checking bearing surface
clearances.
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Ball and Roller Bearings
General

When removing and installing bearings, ensure that the
following practices are observed to ensure component
serviceability.

• Remove all traces of lubricant from bearing under
inspection by cleaning with a suitable degreasant;
maintain absolute cleanliness throughout operations.

• Hold inner race of bearing between finger and thumb of
one hand and spin outer race to check that it revolves
absolutely smoothly. Repeat, holding outer race and
spinning inner race.

• Rotate outer ring gently with a reciprocating motion,
while holding inner ring; feel for any check or obstruction
to rotation. Reject bearing if action is not perfectly
smooth.

• Lubricate bearing with generous amounts of lubricant
appropriate to installation.

• Inspect shaft and bearing housing for discoloration or
other markings which indicate movement between
bearing and housing.

• Ensure that shaft and housing are clean and free from
burrs before fitting bearing.

• If one bearing of a pair shows an imperfection, it
is advisable to replace both with new bearings; an
exception could be if the faulty bearing had covered a
low mileage, and it can be established that damage is
confined to only one bearing.

• Never refit a ball or roller bearing without first ensuring
that it is in a fully serviceable condition.

• When hub bearings are removed or displaced, new
bearings must be fitted; do not attempt to refit the old
hub bearings.

• When fitting a bearing to a shaft, only apply force to the
inner ring of the bearing. When fitting a bearing into a
housing, only apply force to the outer ring of the bearing.

• In the case of grease lubricated bearings (e.g. hub
bearings) fill the space between bearing and outer seal
with the recommended grade of grease before fitting
seal.

• Always mark components of separable bearings (e.g.
taper roller bearings) when dismantling, to ensure
correct reassembly. Never fit new rollers in a used outer
ring; always fit a complete new bearing assembly.
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Oil Seals
General

Always renew oil seals which have been removed from their
working location (whether as an individual component or
as part of an assembly). NEVER use a seal which has been
improperly stored or handled, such as hung on a hook or nail.

• Carefully examine seal before fitting to ensure that it is
clean and undamaged.

• Ensure the surface on which the new seal is to run is
free of burrs or scratches. Renew the component if the
original sealing surface cannot be completely restored.

• Protect the seal from any surface which it has to pass
when being fitted. Use a protective sleeve or tape to
cover the relevant surface.

• Lubricate the sealing lips with a recommended lubricant
before use to prevent damage during initial use. On dual
lipped seals, smear the area between the lips with grease.

• If a seal spring is provided, ensure that it is fitted correctly.
Place lip of seal towards fluid to be sealed and slide into
position on shaft. Use fitting sleeve where possible to
protect sealing lip from damage by sharp corners, threads
or splines. If a fitting sleeve is not available, use plastic
tube or tape to prevent damage to the sealing lip.

• Grease outside diameter of seal, place square to housing
recess and press into position using great care, and if
possible a 'bell piece' to ensure that seal is not tilted. In
some cases it may be preferable to fit seal to housing
before fitting to shaft. Never let weight of unsupported
shaft rest in seal.

• Use the recommended service tool to fit an oil seal. If
the correct service tool is not available, use a suitable
tube approximately 0.4 mm (0.015 in.) smaller than
the outside diameter of the seal. Use a hammer VERY
GENTLY on drift if a suitable press is not available.

• Use the recommended service tool to fit an oil seal. If
the correct service tool is not available, use a suitable
tube approximately 0.4 mm (0.015 in.) smaller than
the outside diameter of the seal. Use a hammer VERY
GENTLY on drift if a suitable press is not available.
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Joints and Joint Faces
General

Fit joints dry unless specified otherwise.

• Always use the correct gaskets as specified.

• When sealing compound is used, apply in a thin uniform
film to metal surfaces; take care to prevent sealing
compound from entering oilways, pipes or blind tapped
holes.

• If gaskets and/or sealing compound is recommended for
use; remove all traces of old sealing compound prior to
reassembly. Do not use a tool which will damage the
joint faces and smooth out any scratches or burrs using
an oil stone.

• Prior to reassembly, blow through any pipes, channels or
crevices with compressed air.

Locking Devices
General

Always replace locking devices with one of the same design.

Tab Washers

Always release locking tabs and fit new locking washers. Do
not re-use locking tabs.

Locking Nuts

Always use a backing spanner when loosening or tightening
locking nuts, brake and fuel pipe unions.

Roll Pins

Always fit new roll pins of an interference fit in the hole.

Circlips

Always fit new circlips of the correct size for the groove.

Keys and Keyways

Remove burrs from edges of keyways with a fine file and clean
thoroughly before attempting to refit key.

Clean and inspect key closely; keys are suitable for refitting only
if indistinguishable from new, as any indentation may indicate
the onset of wear.

Split Pins

Always fit new split-pins of the correct size for the hole in the
bolt or stud.
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Screw Threads
General

Metric threads to ISO standards are used.

Damaged nuts, bolts and screws must always be discarded.
Cleaning damaged threads with a die or tap impairs the
strength and fit of the threads and is not recommended.

Always ensure that replacement bolts are at least equal in
strength to those replaced.

Castellated nuts must not be loosened to accept a split-pin,
except in recommended cases when this forms part of an
adjustment.

Do not allow oil or grease to enter blind threaded holes. The
hydraulic action on screwing in the bolt or stud could split the
housing.

Always tighten a nut or bolt to the recommended torque
figure. Damaged or corroded threads can affect the torque
reading.

To check or re-tighten a bolt or screw to a specified torque
figure, first loosen a quarter of a turn, then re-tighten to the
correct torque figure.

Oil thread lightly before tightening to ensure a free
running thread, except in the case of threads treated with
sealant/lubricant, and selflocking nuts.

Fasteners Identification
Bolt Identification

An ISO metric bolt or screw made of steel and larger than 6
mm in diameter can be identified by either of the symbols ISO
M or M embossed or indented on top of the bolt head.

In addition to marks identifying the manufacturer, the top of the
bolt head is also marked with symbols indicating the strength
grade, e.g. 8.8; 10.9; 12.9; 14.9. As an alternative, some bolts
and screws have the M and strength grade symbol stamped on
the flats of the hexagon.

Encapsulated Bolts and Screws

Encapsulated bolts and screws have a microencapsulated
locking agent pre-applied to the thread. They are identified
by a coloured section which extends 360° around the thread.
The locking agent is released and activated by the assembly
process and is then chemically cured to provide the locking
action.

Unless a specific repair procedure states otherwise,
encapsulated bolts may be reused providing the threads are
undamaged and the following procedure is adopted:

• Remove loose adhesive from the bolt and housing
threads.

• Ensure threads are clean and free of oil and grease.

• Apply an approved locking agent.
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An encapsulated bolt may be replaced with a bolt of equivalent
specification provided it is treated with an approved locking
agent.

Self-locking Bolts and Screws

Self-locking bolts and screws, i.e. nylon patched or trilobular
thread can be reused providing resistance can be felt when the
locking portion enters the female thread.

Nylon patched bolts and screws have a locking agent
pre-applied to the threads. They are identified by the presence
of a coloured section of thread which extends for up to 180°
around the thread.

Trilobular bolts (i.e. Powerlok) have a special thread form
which creates a slight interference with the thread of the hole
or nut into which it is screwed.

DO NOT reuse self-locking fasteners in critical locations (e.g.
engine bearings, flywheel). Always use the correct replacement
self-locking nut, bolt or screw.

DO NOT fit non self-locking fasteners in applications where a
self-locking nut, bolt or screw is specified.

Nut Identification A

A nut with an ISO metric thread is marked on one face or on
one of the flats of the hexagon with the strength grade symbol
8, 12, or 14. Some nuts with a strength grade 4, 5 or 6 are

also marked and some have the metric symbol M on the flat
opposite the strength grade marking.

When tightening a slotted or castellated nut, never loosen it
to insert a split pin except where recommended as part of an
adjustment. If difficulty is experienced, alternative washers or
nuts should be selected, or the washer thickness reduced.

Where bearing preload is involved, nuts should be tightened in
accordance with special instructions.

Self-locking Nuts

Self-locking nuts, e.g. nylon insert or deferred thread nuts, can
be reused providing resistance can be felt when the locking
portion of the nut passes over the thread of the bolt or stud.

Where self-locking nuts have been removed, it is advisable to
replace them with new ones of the same type.

Don't use non self-lock nuts in the area where self-lock nuts
must be used.
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Flexible Pipes and Hoses
General

When removing and installing flexible hydraulic pipes and
hoses, ensure that the following practices are observed to
ensure component serviceability.

• Clean end fittings and the area surrounding them as
thoroughly as possible.

• Obtain appropriate plugs or caps before detaching hose
end fittings, so that the ports can be immediately covered
to prevent the ingress of dirt.

Clean hose externally and blow through with airline.
Examine carefully for cracks, separation of plies, security
of end fittings and external damage. Reject any faulty
hoses.

• When refitting a hose, ensure that no unnecessary bends
are introduced, and that hose is not twisted before or
during tightening of union nuts.

• Fit a cap to seal a hydraulic union and a plug to its socket
after removal to prevent ingress of dirt.

• Absolute cleanliness must be observed with hydraulic
components at all times.

After any work on hydraulic systems, carefully inspect
for leaks underneath the vehicle while a second operator
applies maximum brake pressure to the brakes (engine
running) and operates the steering.

Fuel System Hoses

All fuel hoses are made up of two laminations, an armoured
rubber outer sleeve and an inner viton core. If any of the fuel
system hoses have been disconnected, it is imperative that the
internal bore is inspected to ensure that the viton lining has
not become separated from the armoured outer sleeve. A
new hose must be fitted if separation is evident.

Cooling System Hoses

The following precautions MUST be followed to ensure that
integrity of cooling hoses and their connections to system
components are maintained.

Hose Orientation and Connection

Correct orientation of cooling hoses is important in ensuring
that the hose does not become fatigued or damaged through
contact with adjacent components. Where 'timing' marks (1)
are provided on the hose and corresponding connection, these
must be used to ensure correct orientation. Hoses must be
pushed fully onto their connection points. Usually, a moulded
form (2) on the stub pipe provides a positive indicator.

Hose Clip

Markings (1) are usually provided on the hose to indicate the
correct clip position. If no markings are provided, position the
clip directly behind the retaining lip at the end of the stub as
shown. Worm drive clips should be oriented with the crimped
side of the drive housing (2) facing towards the end of the hose,
or the hose may become pinched between the clip and the stub
pipe retaining lip. Worm drive clips should be tightened to 3
Nm unless otherwise stated. Ensure that hose clips do not foul
adjacent components.

Heat Protection
Always ensure that heatshields and protective sheathing are
in good condition. Replace if damage is evident. Particular
care must be taken when routing hoses close to hot engine
components, such as the exhaust manifold and the Exhaust Gas
Recirculation (EGR) pipe. Hoses will relax and deflect slightly
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when hot; ensure this movement is taken into account when
routing and securing hoses.

Fuel Handling Precautions
General

Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined spaces is
also explosive and toxic. The vapour is heavier than air
and will always fall to the lowest level. The vapour can be
easily distributed throughout a workshop by air currents;
consequently, even a small spillage of fuel is potentially very
dangerous.

The following information provides basic precautions which
must be observed if fuel is to be handled safely. It also
outlines other areas of risk which must not be ignored. This
information is issued for basic guidance only, if in doubt consult
your local Fire Officer.

Always have a fire extinguisher containing FOAM, CO2, GAS
or POWDER close at hand when handling or draining fuel or
when dismantling fuel systems. Fire extinguishers should also
be located in areas where fuel containers are stored.

Always disconnect the vehicle battery before carrying out
dismantling or draining work on a fuel system.

Whenever fuel is being handled, drained or stored, or when
fuel systems are being dismantled, all forms of ignition must be
extinguished or removed; any lead lamps must be flameproof
and kept clear of spillage.

Warning: No one should be permitted to repair
components associated with fuel without first having
specialist training.

Warning: Do not remove fuel system components while
the vehicle is over a pit.

Fuel Tank Draining

Fuel tank draining should be carried out in accordance with
the procedure outlined in the FUEL DELIVERY section of this
manual and observing the following precautions

Warning: Do not remove fuel system components while
the vehicle is over a pit. Extraction or draining of fuel
must be carried out in a well ventilated area.

The capacity of containers must be more than adequate for
the amount of fuel to be extracted or drained. The container
should be clearly marked with its contents and placed in a safe
storage area which meets the requirements of local authority
regulations.

Fuel Tank Removal

When the fuel line is secured to the fuel tank outlet by a
spring steel clip, the clip must be released before the fuel line
is disconnected or the fuel tank is removed. This procedure
will avoid the possibility of fumes in the fuel tank being ignited
when the clip is released.
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As an added precaution, fuel tanks should have a 'FUEL
VAPOUR' warning label attached to them as soon as they are
removed from the vehicle.

Fuel Tank Repairs

No attempt should be made to repair a plastic fuel tank. If the
structure of the tank is damaged, a new tank must be fitted.

Body Repairs

Plastic fuel pipes are particularly susceptible to heat, even
at relatively low temperature, and can be melted by heat
conducted from some distance away.

When body repairs involve the use of heat, all fuel pipes which
run in the vicinity of the repair area must be removed, and the
tank outlet plugged.

Warning: If welding is to be carried out in the vicinity of
the fuel tank, the fuel systemmust be drained and the tank
removed before welding commences.

Electrical Precautions
General

The following guidelines are intended to ensure the safety of
the operator while preventing damage to the electrical and
electronic components fitted to the vehicle. Where necessary,
specific precautions are detailed in the individual procedures of
this manual.

Equipment

Prior to commencing any test procedure on the vehicle ensure
that the relevant test equipment is working correctly and any
harness or connectors are in good condition. It is particularly
important to check the condition of the lead and plugs of mains
operated equipment.

Polarity

Never reverse connect the vehicle battery and always ensure
the correct polarity when connecting test equipment.

High Voltage Circuits

Whenever disconnecting live HT circuits always use insulated
pliers and never allow the open end of the HT lead to contact
other components, particularly ECUs. Exercise caution when
measuring the voltage on the coil terminals while the engine is
running, high voltage spikes can occur on these terminals.

Connectors and Harnesses

The engine compartment of a vehicle is a particularly hostile
environment for electrical components and connectors:

• Always ensure electrically related items are dry and oil
free before disconnecting and connecting test equipment.

• Ensure disconnected multiplugs and sensors are
protected from being contaminated with oil, coolant
or other solutions. Contamination could impair
performance or result in catastrophic failure.

• Never force connectors apart using tools to prise apart
or by pulling on the wiring harness.

• Always ensure locking tabs are disengaged before
disconnection, and match orientation to enable correct
reconnection.

• Ensure that any protection (covers, insulation etc.) is
replaced if disturbed.

Having confirmed a component to be faulty:

• Switch off the ignition and disconnect the battery.

• Remove the component and support the disconnected
harness.

• When replacing the component keep oily hands away
from electrical connection areas and push connectors
home until any locking tabs fully engage.
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Battery Disconnection

Before disconnecting the battery, disable the alarm system and
switch off all electrical equipment.

Caution: To prevent damage to electrical components,
always disconnect the battery when working on the
vehicle's electrical system. The ground lead must be
disconnected first and reconnected last.

Caution: Always ensure that battery leads are routed
correctly and are not close to any potential chafing
points.

Battery Charging

Always ensure any battery charging area is well ventilated and
that every precaution is taken to avoid naked flames and sparks.

Disciplines

Remove the handset prior to making any connection or
disconnection in the system to prevent electrical surges
caused by disconnecting ‘live' connections damaging electronic
components.

Ensure hands and work surfaces are clean and free of grease,
swarf, etc. Grease collects dirt which can cause electrical
tracking (shortcircuits) or high resistance contacts.

When handling printed circuit boards, treat with care and hold
by the edges only; note that some electronic components are
susceptible to body static.

Connectors should never be subjected to forced removal or
refit, especially inter-board connectors. Damaged contacts can
cause short-circuit and open-circuit fault conditions.

Prior to commencing test, and periodically during a test, touch
a good vehicle body earth to discharge static charge. Some
electronic components are vulnerable to the static electricity
that may be generated by the operator.

Electrical Multiplugs Lubricate

In order to prevent corrosion, Some multiplugs under bonnet
and carpet is wiped special lubricate in factory. If these is
destroyed in maintaining, repair and replacing process, special
lubricate should be newly wiped

Supplementary Restraint System Precautions
General Precautions

The SRS system contains components which could be
potentially hazardous to the service engineer if not serviced
and handled correctly. The following guidelines are intended
to alert the service engineer to potential sources of danger
and emphasise the importance of ensuring the integrity ofSRS
components fitted to the vehicle.

Warning: Always follow the 'SRS Precautions' and the
correct procedures for working on SRS components.
Persons working on SRS systems must be fully trained and
have been issued with copies of the Safety guidelines.

Warning: It is imperative that before any work
is undertaken on the SRS system the appropriate
information is read thoroughly.

Warning: The airbag module contains sodium azide which
is poisonous and extremely flammable. Contact with
water, acid or heavy metals may produce harmful or
explosive compounds. Do not dismantle, incinerate or
bring into contact with electricity, before the unit has
been deployed.

Warning: Always replace a seat belt assembly that has
withstood the strain of a severe vehicle impact, or if the
webbing shows signs of fraying.

Warning: Always disconnect the vehicle battery before
carrying out any electric welding on a vehicle fitted with
an SRS system.

Caution: Do not expose an airbag module or seat belt
pre-tensioner to heat exceeding 85° C.

It should be noted that these precautions are not restricted
to operations performed when servicing theSRS system,
the same care must be exercised when working on ancillary
systems and components located in the vicinity of theSRS
components; these include, but are not limited to:

• Steering system steering wheel airbag, rotary coupler.

• Front fascia passenger front airbag.

• Interior trimICS Head Curtain Airbags (‘A'-post trim,
‘B'-post upper trim, grab handles, headlining above front
doors ;SRS Electronic Control Unit (ECU) (beneath
centre console); side impact crash sensors (under carpet
beneath front seats)

• Seats side (thorax) airbags.

• Electrical system–SRS harnesses, link leads and
connectors.
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Making the System Safe
Before working on, or in the vicinity ofSRS components,
ensure the system is rendered safe by performing the following
procedures:

• Remove the handset from the docking station.

• Disconnect both battery leads, earth lead first.

• Wait 10 minutes forSRSECU the SRS ECU back-up
power circuit to discharge.

TheSRS system uses energy reserve capacitors to keep the
system active in the event of electrical supply failure under
crash conditions. It is necessary to allow the capacitor
sufficient time to discharge (10 minutes) in order to avoid the
risk of accidental deployment.

Caution: Disconnect the battery before starting the SRS
operation. Disconnect the battery negative terminal first.
DO NOT disconnect the battery in the reverse order.

Installation
In order to ensure system integrity, it is essential that the
SRS system is regularly checked and maintainedSRS so that
it is ready for effective operation in the event of a collision.
Carefully inspect SRS components before installation.SRS
Do not install a part that shows signs of being dropped or
improperly handled, such as dents, cracks or deformation.

Warning: The integrity of the SRS system is critical for
safety reasons.

Ensure the following precautions are always adhered to:

• Never install used SRS components from another
vehicleSRS or attempt to repair anSRS component.

• Never use the SRS parts without a clear
identificationSRS label.

• Never use an airbag orSRS ECU that has been dropped.

• When repairing an SRS system only useSRS genuine new
parts.

• Never apply electrical power to an SRS component
unless instructed to doSRS so as part of an approved
test procedure.

• Ensure the bolts are tightened to the correct torque.
Always use new fixingsSRS when replacing SRS
components.

• Ensure the ECU is always installed correctly.SRS
ECU.SRSECU There must not be any gap between the
ECU and the bracket to which it is mounted.SRSECU
An incorrectly mounted ECU could cause the system to
malfunction.

• Do not supply power to the ECU are connected.SRS
before all SRS componentsSRSECU before all SRS
components.

Caution: Ensure SRS components are not contaminated
with oil, grease, detergent or water.

Caution: Torque wrenches should be regularly checked for
accuracy to ensure that all fixings are tightened to the
correct torque.

Caution: Following seat belt pretensioner deployment,
the seat belts can still be used as conventional seat
belts, but will need to be replaced as soon as possible to
re-establish full SRS protection.

Caution: If the SRS component is to be replaced, the bar
code of the new unit must be recorded.

SRS Component Testing Precautions

TheSRS components are triggered using relatively low
operating currents, always adhere to the following precautions:

Warning: Do not use a multimeter or other general
purpose test equipment on SRS system components
or accidental deployment may occur. Only use the
recommended diagnostic equipment to diagnose system
faults.
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Warning: Do not use electrical test equipment on the SRS
harness while it is connected to any of the SRS system
components. It may cause accidental deployment and
personal injury.

Handling and Storage

Always comply with the following handling precautions.

Warning: The SRS components are sensitive and
potentially hazardous if not handled correctly; always
comply with the following handling precautions:

• ECU and airbag must be stored in a cabinet in a dry
room at normal room temperatures not exceeding
85° C. Ensure that heating, fire, water and other
chemical corrosive substances cannot contaminate
the stored SRS components.

• For safety reasons, do not store inflammable goods
close to the area where the SRS components are
stored.

• Keep new airbag module in the original packaging,
until just before fitting.

• The storage area must comply with all legal
requirements. It must have suitable fire extinguishers
or other fire extinguishing equipment.

• Never drop an SRS component. The airbag
diagnostic control unit is a particularly shock
sensitive device and must be handled with extreme
care.

• Never wrap your arms around an airbag module. If
an airbag module has to be carried, hold it by the
cover, with the cover uppermost and the base away
from your body.

• Never transport airbag modules or seat belt
pre-tensioners in the cabin of a vehicle.

Warning: Never attach anything to an airbag cover or any
trim componentcovering an airbag module. Do not allow
anything to rest on top of an airbag module.

Caution: Do not apply grease or cleaning solvents to seat
belt pretensioner units, component failure could result.

Warning: Store the airbag module with the deployment
side uppermost. If it is stored deployment side down,
accidental deployment will propel the airbag module with
enough force to cause serious injury.

Warning: Airbag modules and seat belt pre-tensioners are
classed as explosive devices. For overnight and longer
term storage, they must be stored in a secure steel cabinet
which has been approved as suitable for the purpose and
has been registered by the local authority.

Warning: When recovering the seat belt pretensioner, DO
NOT aim the piston pipe at yourself or others. Keep the
pistons facing the ground. Hold the case instead of the
seat belt.

Warning: Store the airbag module or seat belt
pre-tensioners in a designated storage area.

Caution: Improper handling or storage can internally
damage the airbag module, making it inoperative. If you
suspect the airbag module has been damaged, install
a new module and refer to theDeployment/Disposal
Procedures for disposal of the damaged module.

SRS Harnesses and Connectors
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Always observe the following precautionsSRS with regards to
SRS system electrical wiring:

• Never attempt to modify, splice or repairSRS wiring.

• Never install electronic equipment (such as a mobile
telephone, two-way radio or in-car entertainment
system) in such a way that it could generate electrical
interference in the airbag harness. Seek specialist advice
when installing such equipment.

Note: SRS system wiring can be identified by a special
yellow outer sleeve protecting the wires (black with yellow
stripe protective coverings are sometimes used).

Warning: Always ensure SRS wiring is routed correctly.
Be careful to avoidtrapping or pinching the SRS wiring.
Do not leave the connectors hanging loose or allow SRS
components to hang from their harnesses. Look for
possible points of chafing.

Precautions for Vehicle Owners

For the airbag to work effectively and protect vehicle owners,
follow the precautions listed below.

Driver and passengers must use seat belts correctly. Correctly
using the seat belts can protect the body and reduce injuries
in the event of an accident.

Never fit any accessory that obstructs or impairs the operation
of the seat belt pretensioners or airbags.

Do not place any object on the steering wheel or instrument
panel that could penetrate an inflating airbag or be a thrown
item likely to cause injury.

Never fit cover on seat which fitting side airbag.

Children under 12 years old should not sit in the front seat.

Only genuine accessory parts are allowed to be installed.

Only authorised people can remove airbag modules, ECU,
SRS system wiring harness and connectors.SRSECU andSRS
system wiring harness and connectors.

If the airbag and seat belt pre-tensioner are deployed during an
accident,SRSECU must be replaced and discarded.

Every SRS system on every carSRS has been paired and
identified,SRS illegally adding or modifying the SRS system
and the wiring harness could injure people.

Modifying the vehicle structure or SRS system is strictly not
allowedSRS and may cause wrong airbag deployment or failure
to deploy when required.

Rotary Coupler Precautions

Caution: Always follow the procedure for fitting and
checking the rotary coupler as instructed in the SRS
repairs section. Comply with all safety and installation
procedures to ensure the system functions correctly.

Observe the following precautions:

• Do not unlock and rotate the rotary coupler when it is
removed from the vehicle.

• Do not turn the road wheels when the rotary coupler is
removed from the vehicle.

• Always ensure the rotary coupler is removed and
installed in its centred position and with the front road
wheels in the straight ahead position - procedure.SRS
refer to the SRS repair section for the correct removal
and installation

• If a new rotary coupler is being installed, ensure the
locking tab holding the coupler's rotational position is
not broken; units with a broken locking tab should not
be used.

Warning Labels

Warning symbols are displayed at various positions in the
vehicle.SRS components have additional warning labels
displayed on them to indicate that particular care is needed
when handling them. These include airbag modules,SRS
ECU, seat belt pre-tensioners and the rotary coupler.

The following warning symbols may be displayed at various
locations on the vehicle:
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A The need for caution when working in close proximity to
SRS components.SRS in close proximity to SRS components.

B Refer to the publication where the procedures,SRS
instructions and advice can be found (usually Workshop
Manual or Owner's Handbook) for working on the SRS
system.

C Do not use rear facing child seats in the front passenger seat
if the vehicle is fitted with a passenger airbag.

Warning: It is imperative that before any work
is undertaken on the SRS system the appropriate
information is read thoroughly.

The following list indicates possible locations and content
for warning labels. Exact positions and content may vary
dependent on model year, legislation and market trends.

Do not use rear facing child seat in front passenger seat of
vehicles fitted with passenger airbag.

Rotary Coupler

1. The need for caution when workingSRS in close
proximity to SRS components.

2. Refer to Workshop Manual for detailed instructions.

3. Ensure the wheels are in the straight ahead position
before removal and refitting.

4. Bar code. The code number must be recorded if the
rotary coupler is to be replaced.

Bar Codes
Bar codesSRS are fitted to SRS system components and
componentsSRS which are critically related to SRS operation.
The code number(s) must be recorded if the component is to
be replaced.

Components featuring bar codes include the following:

• Driver's front airbag module – label attached to rear of
module housing

• Passenger front airbag module – label attached at side of
module housing

• SRSECU IncludedSRSECU on label on top of ECU

• Rotary coupler – several labels on front face

Vehicle Recovery

TowingSRS Components Not Deployed
Normal towing procedures are unlikely to cause an airbag to
deploy. However, as a precaution, remove the handset from
the docking station and then disconnect both battery leads.
Disconnect the negative ‘-’ lead first.

TowingSRS Components Not Deployed
Once the drivers airbag has been deployed, the vehicle must
have a suspended tow. However, as a precaution remove the
handset from the docking station and then disconnect both
battery leads. Disconnect the negative - lead first.

SRS Components Deployed
If a vehicle is to be scrapped and contains an undeployed airbag
module, the module must be manually deployed.

Always observe the following precautions:

Warning: Only personnel who have undergone the
appropriate training should undertake deployment of
airbag and seat belt pre-tensioner modules.

Warning: A deployed airbag or seat belt pre-tensioner is
very hot, DO NOT return to a deployed airbag module
until at least 30 minutes have elapsed since deployment.
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Warning: Only use approved deployment equipment,
and only deploy SRS components in a well-ventilated
designated area. Ensure SRS components are not
damaged or ruptured before deployment.

Warning: Contact with chemicals from deployed and
damaged SRS components could present a health hazard,
wear protective clothing when handling. DO NOT eat,
drink or smoke when handling SRS components.

Warning: Deployment of airbag modules and seat belt
pre-tensioners can cause injury to personnel in the close
vicinity of the deploying unit. In case of injury seek urgent
medical advice. Possible sources of injury include:

• impact - due to inflating airbag or pretensioner
operation causing component 'kick'.

• hearing - due to noise produced by deploying airbags
and seat belt pretensioner units.

• burns - hot component parts and gases.

• irritation to eyes and lungs - from deploying gases or
combustion residue.

Warning: Ensure the SRS component to be deployed is
securely fastened to its mounting.

Warning: Compliance with the following precautions
MUST be ensured:

• Only use deployment equipment approved for the
intended purpose.

• Before commencing deployment procedure, ensure
the deployment tool functions properly.

• Deployment of airbag/pre-tensioner modules should
be performed in a well ventilated area which has
been designated for the purpose.

• Ensure airbag/pre-tensioner modules are not
damaged or ruptured before attempting to deploy.

• Notify the relevant authorities of intention to deploy
airbag and pretensioner units.

• When deploying airbag and seat belt pre-tensioner
units, ensure that all personnel are at least 15 metres
away from the deployment zone.

• When deploying seat belt pretensioners in the
vehicle, ensure the pre-tensioner unit is fully secured
to its fixing point.

• When removing deployed airbag and seat belt
pre-tensioner modules, wear protective clothing.
Use gloves and seal deployed units in a plastic bag.

• Following deployment of any component of the SRS
system within the vehicle, all SRS components must
be replaced. DO NOT re-use or salvage any parts of
the SRS system.

• Do not lean over airbag modules or seat belt
pre-tensioner units when connecting deployment
equipment.
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SRS Component Replacement Policy
Impacts Which Do Not Deploy the Airbags or
Pre-tensioners

Check for structural damage in the area of the impact, paying
particular attention to bumper armatures, longitudinals, crash
cans and bracketry.

Impacts Which Deploy the Airbags or
Pre-tensioners

The replacement and inspection policy is dependent on the
type and severity of the crash condition. SRS. The following
guidelines are the minimum that should be exercised as a result
of the deployment of specific SRS components:

Front Airbag Deployment (driver and passenger)
If the front airbags are deployed, the following parts must be
replaced:

• Driver airbag module

• Passenger airbag module

• Flyleads (where applicable) connectingSRS front airbag
modules to SRS harness

• Seat belt pre-tensioners

• Driver's seat belt retractor

• Rotary coupler

• SRS ECU

In addition, the following should be inspected for damage and
replaced as necessary:

• Front passenger's seat belt retractor (webbing, tongue
latching, 'D' loop, body anchorage point)

• Rear seat belt buckles (webbing, buckle covers, body
anchorage and tongue latching function)

• Fascia moulding adjacent to passenger airbag module

• Steering wheel (if damage is evident)

• Front seat frames and head restraints (if there is evidence
of damage to the seat frame or cushion pan)

• Steering column (if adjustment is lost or there are signs
of collapse)

• Seat belt automatic height adjusters on 'BC' posts

• Rear seat belt escutcheons in parcel shelf trim

Side (Thorax) Airbags
If the side (thorax) airbags are deployed, the following parts
must be replaced, on the side of the vehicle on which the
deployment occurred:

• Seat (thorax) airbag module

• Seat squab foam

• Seat squab cover

• Front seat belt buckle pre-tensioners

• SRS ECU

• Side impact crash sensors (both sides of vehicle)

In addition, the following should be inspected for damage and
replaced as necessary:

• Front seat belts (retractors, webbing, tongue latching, 'D'
loop and body anchorage points)

• Rear seat belt buckles (webbing, buckle covers, tongue
latching and body anchorage)

• Front seat frame (if there is evidence of external or airbag
deployment damage to seat frame)

• 'BC' post internal finishers and fixings

• Door casings

• Seat belt automatic height adjusters on 'B' post

• Rear seat belt escutcheons in parcel shelf trim

Inflatable Curtain Structure (ICS) Airbags
Modules
If the Inflatable Curtain Structure airbag modules are deployed,
the following parts must be replaced, (ICS) on the side of the
vehicle for which deployment occurred:

• ICS airbag module

• Link lead between airbag gas generatorSRS and SRS
harness

• Airbag retaining clips above window aperture

• 'A' post internal finisher

• Front seat belt pre-tensioners

• SRS ECU

• Side impact crash sensors (both sides of vehicle)

In addition, the following should be inspected for damage and
replaced as necessary:

• Headlining

• ICS mounting brackets

• Alarm sensor

• Front seat belts (retractors, webbing, tongue latching, ‘D'
loop and body anchorage points)

• Rear seat belt buckles (webbing, buckle covers, tongue
latching and body anchorage)

• 'BC' post upper finisher and fixings

• Door casing

• Seat belt automatic height adjusters on ‘B' post

• Rear seat belt escutcheons in parcel shelf trim

Rear Impacts
Rear impacts may cause the seat belt pretensioners to deploy.
If this occurs, all pretensioner units must be replaced. In
addition, the following components should be inspected for
damage and replaced as necessary:
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• Front seat frames

• Seat belt automatic height adjusters on ‘B'- post

• Front seat belts (retractors, webbing, tongue latching, 'D'
loop and body anchorage points)

• Rear seat belt buckles (webbing, buckle covers, tongue
latching and body anchorage)

• Rear seat belt escutcheons in parcel shelf trim

• SRS ECU

Periodic Replacement of SRS Components

The performance of the propellants within airbags and
pre-tensioners will deteriorate over a period of time. As a
result, it is essential that the airbags and pre-tensioners are
periodically replaced to maintain occupant safety. Airbags,
seat belt pre-tensioners and the rotary coupler should be
replaced at 12 year intervals.

Air Conditioning System Precautions
General

The air conditioning system contains fluids and components
which could be potentially hazardous to the service engineer
or the environment if not serviced and handled correctly. The
following guidelines are intended to alert the service engineer
to potential sources of danger and emphasise the importance
of ensuring the integrity of the air conditioning operating
conditions and components fitted to the vehicle.

Where necessary, additional specific precautions are detailed
in the relevant sections of this Manual which should be referred
to prior to commencing repair operations.

The refrigerant used in the air conditioning system is HFC-134a
(Hydrofluorocarbon) R134a.

Warning: Servicing must only be carried out by personnel
familiar with both the vehicle system and the charging and
testing equipment. All operations must be carried out in
a well ventilated area away from open flame and heat
sources.

Warning: R134a is a hazardous liquid and when handled
incorrectly can cause serious injury. Suitable protective
clothing, consisting of face protection, heat-proof gloves,
rubber boots and rubber apron or waterproof overalls,
must be worn when carrying out operations on the air
conditioning system.

Remedial Actions

If an accident involving R134a should occur, conduct the
following remedial actions:

• If liquid R134a enters the eye, do not rub it. Gently run
large quantities of eye wash over affected eye to raise the
temperature. If an eye wash is not available, cool, clean
water may be used to flush the eye. After rinsing, cover
the eye with a clean pad and seek immediate medical
attention.

• If liquid R134a is splashed onto the skin, run large
quantities of water over the affected area to raise the
temperature. Implement the same action if the skin
comes in contact with discharging cylinders. Wrap
the contaminated body parts in blankets (or similar
materials) and seek immediate medical attention.

• If the debilitating effects of inhalation of R134a vapour
is suspected, seek fresh air. If the affected person is
unconscious, move them away from the contaminated
area to fresh air and apply artificial respiration and/ or
oxygen and seek immediate medical attention.
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Warning: Due to its low evaporating temperature, R134a
must be handled with care. R134a splashed on any part
of the body will cause immediate freezing of that area.
Also, refrigerant cylinders and replenishment trolleys
when discharging will freeze skin to them if contact is
made.

Service Precautions

Observe the following precautions when handling components
used in the air conditioning system:

• Air conditioning units must not be lifted by their hoses,
pipes or capillary lines.

• Hoses and lines must not be subjected to any twist or
stress; the efficiency of the system will be impaired by
kinks or restrictions. Ensure that hoses are correctly
positioned before tightening couplings, and ensure that
all clips and supports are utilised.

• Flexible hoses should not be positioned close to the
exhaust manifold (less than 100 mm) unless protected
by heat shielding.

• Completed assemblies must be checked for refrigeration
lines touching metal panels. Any direct contact of
components and panels may transmit noise and so must
be eliminated.

• The appropriate torque wrench must be used when
tightening refrigerant connections to the stipulated
value. An additional spanner must be used to hold the
union to prevent twisting of the pipe when tightening
connections.

• Before connecting any hose or pipe, ensure that
refrigerant oil is applied to the seat of the new O-rings,
BUT NOT to the threads of the connection.

• All protective plugs must remain in place to seal the
component until immediately prior to connection.

• Ensure components are at room temperature before
uncapping, to prevent condensation of moisture from
the air that enters it.

• Components must not remain uncapped for longer than
15 minutes. In the event of a delay, the caps must be
fitted.

• When disconnecting, immediately cap all air conditioning
pipes to prevent ingress of dirt and moisture into the
system.

• The receiver/drier contains desiccant which absorbs
moisture. It must be positively sealed at all times. A
receiver/drier that has been left uncapped must not be
used, fit a new unit.

• The receiver/drier should be the last component
connected to the system to ensure optimum dehydration
and maximum moisture protection of the system.

• Whenever the refrigerant system is opened, the
receiver/drier must be renewed immediately before
evacuating and recharging the system.

• Use alcohol and a clean lint-free cloth to clean dirty
connections.

• Ensure that all new parts fitted are marked for use with
R134a.

Refrigerant Oil
Refrigerant oil easily absorbs water and must not be stored for
long periods. Do not pour unused refrigerant oil back into the
container. Always use an approved refrigerant oil.

When replacing components in the A/C system, drain the
refrigerant oil from the component being replaced into
a graduated container. On assembly, add the quantity of
refrigerant oil drained to the new component.

Compressor
A new compressor is sealed and pressurised with Nitrogen gas.
When fitting a new compressor, slowly release the sealing cap;
gas pressure should be heard to vent as the seal is broken.

Caution: Do not remove the cap(s) until immediately
prior to connecting the air conditioning pipes to the
compressor.

Rapid Refrigerant Discharge
If the air conditioning system is involved in accident damage and
the system is punctured, the refrigerant will discharge rapidly.
The rapid discharge of refrigerant will also result in the loss
of most of the oil from the system. The compressor must be
removed and all the remaining oil in the compressor drained
and refilled as instructed in the air conditioning section of this
manual.

Precautions for Refrigerant Recovery, Recycling
and Recharging

When the air conditioning system is recharged, any existing
refrigerant is first recovered from the system and recycled.
The system is then charged with the required weight of
refrigerant and volume of refrigerant oil.

Warning: Refrigerant must always be recycled before
re-use to ensure that the purity of the refrigerant is high
enough for safe use in the air conditioning system.

Warning: Recycling should always be carried out with
equipment which is design certified by Underwriter
Laboratory Inc. for compliance with SAE J1991. Other
equipment may not recycle refrigerant to the required
level of purity.

Warning: A R134a Refrigerant Recovery Recycling
Recharging Station must not be used with any other type
of refrigerant.
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Warning: Refrigerant R134a from domestic and
commercial sources must not be used in motor vehicle air
conditioning systems.

Caution: The system must be evacuated immediately
before recharging commences. Delay between evacuation
and recharging is not permitted.

Air Conditioning Compressor Replacement
Replacement Instructions

A new compressor is supplied filled with a full charge of
refrigerant oil. The new compressor must be drained and a
calculated quantity of oil added before fitting. To calculate the
quantity of oil to be added, carry out the following procedure:

1. Remove the filler/drain plug from the old compressor.

2. Invert the compressor and gravity drain the oil into a
calibrated measuring cylinder. Rotate the compressor
clutch to ensure the compressor is completely drained.

3. Record the quantity of oil drained, discard the oil.

4. Remove the filler/drain plug from the new compressor.

5. Invert the compressor and gravity drain the oil into a
calibrated measuring cylinder. Rotate the compressor
clutch to ensure the compressor is completely drained.

6. Add the same amount of oil drained from the old
compressor to the new compressor.

7. Discard the remaining oil drained from the new
compressor.

8. Fit and tighten the compressor filler/drain plug.
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Vehicle Identification Number
Vehicle Identification
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)

Example:LSJW26G3X8SXXXXXX

LSJ Manufacturer's identifier

W2 Marque/Model Type

6 Body style 6 = Four door

G Engine G = 1.8T petrol

3
Restraint system 3 = Seat
belts, driver and passenger
front air bag module

X Check digit, a single number
0-9 or the letter X

A Model year A = 2010

S Assembly plant S = Shanghai
Lingang China

XXXXXX 6 figures = Serial number

TheVIN is stamped in the following location:

On a plate behind the LH lower corner of the windshield.

On top of RH suspension turret.

Vehicle Identification Plate

The VIN plate is located on the outer ‘B’ post on the LH side.

The VIN plate contains the following information:

1. Model identifier

2. Number of occupants

3. Build date

4. Gross vehicle weight

5. Country of manufacture

6. Vehicle Identification NumberVIN

7. Manufacturer’s name

8. Engine power

9. Engine capacity

10. Engine type
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Other Identification Plate Locations
Engine Number

Stamped on the rear LH side of the cylinder block.

Automatic Gearbox Number

Stamped on the upper RH side of the gearbox casing.

Manual Gearbox Number

A label is attached on the LH side of the gearbox casing.

Body Number

Stamped onto the body around the suspension turret.
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Lifting & Towing
Lifting
Lifting Instructions

The following instructions must be carried out before raising
the vehicle off the ground:

• Use a solid level ground surface.

• Apply parking brake.

• Select ‘P' or ‘N'.

To avoid damage occurring to the under body components of
the vehicle the following lifting procedures must be adhered to:

DONOT POSITION JACKSORAXLE STANDSUNDER THE
FOLLOWING COMPONENTS:

• Body structure

• Bumpers

• Fuel lines

• Brake lines

• Front suspension arms

• Steering linkage

• Rear suspension arms

• Fuel tank

• Engine sump

• Gearbox bell housing

• Rear towing eye

Note: Jacking and supporting the front of the vehicle
should only be done under the customer front jacking
points and/or the jacking bracket on the front section of
the front subframe.

Vehicle Jacking Points Front and Rear
The jack provided with the vehicle is only intended for changing
a wheel in an emergency. DO NOT use the jack for any other
purpose.

To use the vehicle jack for changing a wheel, ensure the jack is
positioned on firm level ground under the jacking point nearest

the wheel to be removed. Note that the domed head of the
jack must fit into the corresponding recess in the sill plate.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

Hydraulic Jack
A hydraulic jack with a minimum 1500 kg (3300 lb.) load
capacity must be used.

Warning: Do not commence work on the underside of the
vehicle until suitable safety supports have been positioned
under the sill reinforced brackets.

Warning: Always chock the wheels when jacking.

Raising and Supporting the Vehicle

Front jacking point for hydraulic jack

Front: Position the head of the jack under the central front
jacking bracket on the forward section of the front subframe.

Side: Position the head of the jack under the front or rear
jacking points on the sills (See front and rear jacking points
illustration).

Caution: Only use a jack with a domed head at the sill
jacking points. The domed head of the jack fits into the
corresponding recess in the sill plate.

Caution: Do not jack or support the vehicle on any other
points than those indicated. Failure to comply is likely to
result in damage to the body or chassis components.

Warning: Do not commence work on the underside of the
vehicle until suitable safety supports have been positioned
under the sill reinforced brackets.

Warning: Always chock the wheels when jacking.
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Two Post Ramp

Locate the pads under the reinforced jacking points on the sill.

Vehicle Recovery
Recovery Instructions

It is recommended that a recovery trailer or two-wheel car
ambulance be used. In an emergency, the car may be towed on
its own wheels using the front towing eye.

Front Towing Eye

A removable towing eye is used at the front of the vehicle for
recovery purposes. The front towing eye is normally stored in
the vehicle tool box and should be returned to the tool box
after use. To fit the towing eye, first remove the plug set into
the RH side of the front bumper and then screw the towing eye
into its mounting behind the bumper plug (bumper armature).

Rear Towing Eye - Saloon

The removable rear towing eye must only be used for towing
light vehicles. On manual transmission vehicles, the towing
point can also be used for a rear suspended tow.

Caution: A rear suspended tow must not be used for
vehicles with an automatic transmission, as serious
damage will be caused to the transmission.

Manual Transmission
Use the front towing eye for towing on all four wheels from
the front.
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Before towing commences, release the parking brake, place
the gear lever in neutral with the ignition on. Do not tow at a
speed greater than 30 mph (50 km/h).

Ensure the following precautions are observed:

To ensure that the steering does not lock when the vehicle is
being towed, it is essential that the handset is docked; ignition
on and put on ‘1’ position while the vehicle is moving.

• Do not tow if the gearbox or a drive shaft is faulty.

• Ensure the gear lever is in neutral and the parking brake
is released.

• Remember that greater effort than normal will be
necessary to operate the brakes and steering if the
vehicle is being towed without the engine running.

Caution: If the transmission case occurs malfunction
and the transmission fluid level is too low or the towing
distance is above 30 miles (50 km), the four wheels of the
vehicle cannot be towed absolutely.

Automatic Transmission
Ideally, cars fitted with an automatic gearbox should only
be recovered using a trailer/transporter, or using a front
suspended tow (front wheels raised).

Caution: A rear suspended tow must not be used for
vehicles with an automatic transmission, as serious
damage will be caused to the transmission.

When a car with automatic gearbox is to be towed on four
wheels from the front, the following precautions must be
observed:

Warning: When the vehicle is being towed.

• The selector must be at 'N'.

• The vehicle must not be towed at speeds greater than
50 km/h (30 mph) or for a distance exceeding 50 km
(30 miles).

• Do not tow if the gearbox or a drive shaft is faulty.

• Ensure the gear lever is in neutral and the parking
brake is released.

• Remember that greater effort than normal will be
necessary to operate the brakes and steering if the
vehicle is being towed without the engine running.

Caution: Do not tow on four wheels if the gearbox or drive
shafts are touching the body or frame.

Note: A vehicle with an automatic transmission cannot be
started by towing or pushing.
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Lubrication & Maintenance
Capacities
Fluid Capacities

The following capacities are only an approximation of the
amount of fluid required to fill the respective system:

Component/system Capacity

Fuel tank

Usable

From dry

62 L

63 L

Engine-K1.8

Engine oil and filter change 4.9 L

Manual gearbox

Refill

Fill from dry

2.0 L

2.2 L

Automatic gearbox

Refill 7.9 L

Cooling system 7.8 L

MT Brake system fluid (fill
from dry)

0.8 L

AT Brake system fluid (fill
from dry)

0.75 L

Windscreen washer
reservoir

3.8 L

Fluids
Fuel

Always use the following recommended fluids:

Petrol engines
Use unleaded petrol with a minimum octane rating of 93
RON to GB17930 specification.RON Do not use petrol that
contains Methanol.

Antifreeze Solutions

Use a 50% mix of water and OAT. Antifreeze and Summer
Coolant or any ethylene glycol based antifreeze (containing no
methanol) with Organic Acid Technology (OAT) corrosion
inhibitors to protect the cooling system. Only antifreeze
containingOAT corrosion inhibitors should be used.

Do not top-up or refill cooling system with any other type of
antifreeze. In an emergency, if this type of antifreeze is not
available, top-up the cooling system with clean water only but
be aware of the resultant reduction in frost protection. The
correct antifreeze concentration must be restored as soon as
possible.

The cooling system should be drained, flushed and refilled with
the correct amount of antifreeze solution at the intervals given
on the Service Maintenance Check Sheet.

After filling with antifreeze solution, attach a warning label to a
prominent position on the vehicle stating the type of antifreeze
contained in the cooling system to ensure that the correct type
is used for topping-up.

Antifreeze Concentration

The overall antifreeze concentration should not fall, by volume,
below 50% to ensure that the anticorrosion properties of the
coolant are maintained. Antifreeze concentrations greater
than 60% are not recommended as cooling efficiency will be
impaired.

The following recommended quantities of antifreeze will
provide frost protection to -37℃ - 40℃.

Engine - K1.8

Concentration 50%

Amount of antifreeze 3.9 litres

Brake/Clutch Fluid

Use only DOT 4 brake fluid.

PAS Fluid

Use fluid to Dexron III specification.
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Lubrication
General

The engine and other lubricating systems are filled with
high-performance lubricants giving prolonged life.

Caution: Always use a high quality oil of the correct
viscosity range in the engine. The use of oil of the
incorrect specification can lead to high oil and fuel
consumption and ultimately to damaged components.

Oil to the correct specification contains additives which
disperse the corrosive acids formed by combustion and
prevent the formation of sludge which can block the oil ways.
Additional oil additives should not be used. Always adhere to
the recommended servicing intervals.

Engine Oil

Use a 5w-40 oil meeting specification ACEA A3/B3. Engine oil
viscosity/temperature range chart:

Ambient temperature range

Transmission Oil

Use of transmission oils other than those specified may result
in serious damage to the transmission,

Manual Transmission
Use Texaco MTF 94 oil or Burmah Oil MTF 1067 plus OPEL B
0400063 for refill or topping up.

General Greasing

Use FN745/94 lubricating grease made by Fuchs.

Bonnet Latch

Use FN745/94 lubricating grease made by Fuchs.

Locks, Latches and Hinges

Use FN745/94 lubricating grease made by Fuchs.

Washer Fluid

Use QX-35 washer fluid.
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Engine Mechanical-1.8T
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt- camshaft carrier to cylinder head 7–10Nm

Bolt- exhaust camshaft seal blanking plate to cylinder head 22–28Nm

Spark plugs 22–28Nm

Nut-intake manifold to cylinder head 15–18Nm

Nut-exhaust manifold to cylinder head 40–50Nm

Bolt-bearing ladder to cylinder block 28–32Nm

Bolt-connecting rod big – end bearing cap to connecting rod 10–22Nm+40°to50°

Bolt-oil rail to bearing ladder 7–10Nm

Bolt-oil pick – up strainer to oil rail 7–10Nm

Bolt-sump to bearing ladder 28–32Nm

Bolt-oil dipstick tube to cylinder block 7–10Nm

Bolt-oil dipstick tube bracket and thermostat housing to
cylinder block

7–10Nm

Bolt-oil pump to cylinder block 8–11Nm

Bolt-flywheel (drive plate) to crankshaft 70–85Nm

Bolt-engine to gearbox 75–90Nm

Bolt-flywheel (drive plate) to torque converter 25–35Nm

Bolt-closing panel to gearbox block 22–28Nm

Bolt-cylinder head to cylinder block 20Nm 180° 135°

Bolt-Alternator upper bracket to cylinder head 22–28Nm

Stud-Alternator upper bracket to cylinder head 8–11Nm

Bolt-Alternator heat shield to alternator bracket 25Nm

Bolt-compressor to compressor mounting bracket 22-28Nm

Bolt-Alternator to alternator lower bracket 40–50Nm

Screw-drive belt rear upper cover to coolant pump 8–11Nm

Bolt-camshaft pulley to camshaft 61–68Nm

Bolt-camshaft cover to camshaft carrier 7–10Nm

Bolt-inlet camshaft seal blanking plate to cylinder head 5–7Nm

Bolt-Ignition coil 8Nm

Nut-oil feed pipe to oil filter 17–21Nm

Bolt-Engine harness to oil pump 9Nm

Bolt-Sump drain plug 25–30Nm

Bolt-transmission to engine 75–90Nm

Bolt-engine mounting lower tie rod bracket to sump 90–110Nm

Nut-Front Front pipe to turbocharger 45–55Nm

Screw-drive belt front upper cove fasten 5Nm

Screw-drive belt front upper cove to rear upper cover 5Nm

Bolt-crankshaft pulley damper 200–210Nm

Bolt-road wheel 115–130Nm

Bolt-engine RH hydraulic mounting to body 90–110Nm
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Description Value

Bolt-engine RH mounting arm to engine 90–110Nm

Bolt-power steering fluid collection to engine RH hydraulic
mounting

7–10Nm

Bolt-engine RH mounting tie rod to body 90–110Nm

Bolt-drive belt front lower cover to cylinder block 8–11Nm

Bolt-PAS belt tensioner 25Nm

Bolt-drive belt tensioner to cylinder head 20–23Nm

Bolt-mounting bracket to transmission 70–90Nm

Bolt-transmission RH hydraulic mounting to body 85Nm

Bolt-transmission mounting to body bracket 50–65Nm

Nut-transmission bracket to mounting 90–110Nm

Bolt-lower arm outer ball joint to swivel hub 40–50Nm

Bolt-INMD SHF bearing to engine 25Nm

Nut-tie rod fasten 30Nm

Bolt-Compressor to engine 22–28Nm

Bolt-PAS export hose to PAS pump 22Nm

Bolt-PAS import hose to PAS pump 10Nm

Bolt-HOSE SUP BRKT to COLR HOSE 10Nm

Bolt-ENG BAY ERTH to TRSM 85Nm

Nut-Battery lead to starter motor 6–10Nm

Bolt-air dust installation bracket to body 45Nm

Bolt-transmission LH hydraulic mounting to body 50–65Nm

Bolt-engine mounting lower tie rod to subframe 50–65Nm

Nut-transmission LH mounting bracket to transmission LH
hydraulic mounting

90–110Nm

Nut-selector arm to neutral start switch 25Nm

Nut-exhaust manifold to turbocharger 28–32Nm

Bolt-Alternator to alternator upper bracket 40–50Nm

Bolt-oil feed pipe to turbocharger 16–22Nm

Screw-oil feed pipe bracket to cylinder block 40–50Nm

Screw-intercooler to radiator 2–4Nm

Bolt-cooling system air duct to radiator 7-10 Nm

Reference
General

Type 1.8L petrol, 16 valve, Dual overhead cam, turbocharged.

Cylinder arrangement 4 cylinder, in-line, transverse, No. 1 cylinder at front of engine

Cylinder bore diameter 80.00 mm

Stroke 89.30 mm

Displacement 1796 cm3

Firing order 1 - 3 - 4 - 2

Compression ratio 9.2:1 ± 0.5:1

Direction of rotation Clockwise, viewed from the front of the engine

Maximum power 118 kW@ 5500 rev/min
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Maximum torque 215 Nm @ 2500 - 4500 rev/min

Idle speed 750 ± 50 rev/min

Max engine speed 7000 rev/min

Weight (Fully equipped, wet) 114 kg

Dimensions:

l Length (nominal) 654 mm

l Width (nominal) 600 mm

l Height (nominal) 615 mm

Spark plugs:

l Gap 0.85 ± 0.05 mm

Turbocharger Garrett GT2052LS

Ignition coils:

l Make Beru

l Type 2x twin spark ignition coil, top mounted, cylinder 1 and 4 sharing, cylinder 2 and
3 sharing

l Primary resistance (typical) 0.67 ± 0.07 Ω @ 20°C

l Secondary resistance (typical) 10.2 ± 2kΩ @ 20°C

Fuel injection system:

Type Return-less system, MFI system, controlled by ECM

Controller SIEMENS 3 breakerless; electronic; full mapped engine management system

Injector: 4 × DEKA 7

l Operation pressure 3.8 bar

Injector static flow rate 229.8 g/min

Injector dynamic flow rate 8.675 mg/ pulse @ 2.5 ms × 20 ms

Valve operation Self - adjusting, lightweight hydraulic tappets operated directly by camshafts

Emission standard ECD3

Cylinder block:

Material Aluminium alloy

Cylinder liner type Damp, bottom half stepped - sliding fit into lower part of cylinder block

Cylinder liner bore diameter: 80.000-80.030mm

Cylinder head:

Material Aluminium alloy
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Cylinder head warp - maximum 0.05 mm

Cylinder head height:

l New 118.95 - 119.05 mm

l Reface limit 0.20 mm

Crankshaft:

Crankshaft end-float: 0.205 ± 0.1 mm

l Service limit 0.34 mm

Main journal diameter: 47.986 - 48.007 mm

l Maximum out of round 0.010 mm

Main journal tolerance:

l Grade 1 48.000 - 48.007 mm

l Grade 2 47.993 - 48.000 mm

l Grade 3 47.986 - 47.993 mm

Big-end journal diameter 47.986 - 48.007 mm

l Maximum out of round 0.010 mm

Big-end journal tolerance:

l Grade A 48.000 - 48.007 mm

l Grade B 47.993 - 48.000 mm

l Grade C 47.986 - 47.993 mm

Main bearings:

Quantity 5

Type Steel backed, aluminium/tin lined, No 2, 3 and 4 journal upper halves shells are oil
grooved; No 1 and 5 upper and lower halves shells are plain.

Clearance in bearings 0.013 - 0.043 mm

Thrust washers Two halves on the left and right at the third main bearing, sticks to the thrust surface

Thrust washer halves thickness 2.61 - 2.65 mm

Connecting rod big-end bearings:

Clearance in bearings 0.021 - 0.049 mm

Big-end-float 0.10 - 0.25 mm

Connecting rods:

Type Horizontally split big-end, plain small end (no oil slot)

Distance between centres 131.55 - 131.65 mm
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Pistons:

Type Aluminium alloy, tin plated, thermal expansion with offset gudgeon pin

Piston diameter: 79.974 - 79.990 mm

Clearance in bore 0.01 - 0.04 mm

Maximum ovality 0.5 mm

Piston rings:

Type: 2 compression, 1 oil control

l Top compression ring Barrel faced, granulite coated

l 2nd compression ring Tapered, phosphate coated

l Oil control ring Nitrided ring with radii and spring

Piston ring to ring groove clearance:

l Top compression ring 0.040 - 0.072 mm

l 2nd compression ring 0.030 - 0.062 mm

l Oil control ring 0.010 - 0.180 mm

Piston ring fitted gap :

(20 mm from top of bore)

l Top compression ring 0.20 - 0.35 mm

l 2nd compression ring 0.28 - 0.48 mm

l Oil control ring - segment 0.15 - 0.40 mm

Piston ring width:

l Top compression ring 0.978 - 0.990 mm

l 2nd compression ring 1.178 - 1.190 mm

l Oil control ring 1.850 - 2.000 mm

Camshaft:

Type DOHC acting directly on tappets, incorporates target/reluctor for camshaft sensor

Bearings 6 per camshaft, direct line bored

Drive Toothed belt driven from crankshaft gear, automatically tensioned

Camshaft end-float: 0.06 - 0.19 mm

l Service limit 0.30 mm

Bearing clearance: 0.060 - 0.094 mm

l Service limit 0.15 mm
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Tappets:

Type Lightweight hydraulic tappets; self-adjusting; camshafts directly driven

Tappet outside diameter 32.959 - 32.975 mm

Valve timing:

Inlet valves:

l Opens 12°BTDC

l Closes 52°ABDC

l Max lift 8.8 mm

Exhaust valves:

l Opens 52°BBDC

l Closes 12°ATDC

l Max lift 8.8 mm

Valve max lift:

l Inlet valves 8.8 mm

l Exhaust valves 8.8 mm

Valves:

Stem diameter:

l Inlet valves 5.952-5.967 mm

l Exhaust valves 5.947-5.962 mm

Stem to guide clearance:

l Inlet valves 0.033-0.073 mm

l Exhaust valves 0.038-0.078 mm

Valve stem fitted height:

l New 38.93-39.84 mm

l Service limit 40.10 mm

Valve stem diameter - fitted height 6.00 mm

Valve head diameter:

l Inlet valves 27.6-27.8 mm

l Exhaust valves 24.0-24.2 mm

Valve seat width

l Inlet 1.2 mm
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l Exhaust 1.6 mm

l Seat face angle - Inlet and Exhaust 45°

Valve face angle - Inlet and Exhaust 45°

Valve springs:

Free length 50.0 mm

Fitted length 37.0 mm

Load at fitted length 250 ± 12.5 N

Load at valve open length 450 ± 18 N

Lubrication:

Type Cast aluminium wet sump

Pump type: Crankshaft driven, eccentric rotor

l Inner rotor tip clearance 0.05 - 0.13 mm

l Rotor end-float 0.02 - 0.06 mm

Pressure relief valve spring free length 41.5 ± 1mm

Oil filter Full flow disposable screw-on canister

Pressure at 3500 rev/min 4 - 4.2 bar

Limit valve open pressure 5.4 - 6.5 bar

Oil pressure switch open pressure 0.20 - 0.58 bar

Sensor:

Crankshaft sensor Siemens VDO; Hall effect acting on profiled on flywheel

Camshaft sensor:

l Make/Type Siemens VDO, Hall effect acting on camshaft reluctor ring

Oxygen sensor:

l Make/Type UAES BOSCH LSF4.2

l Heating element (nominal) 7 Watts

l Sensor voltage - high ≈900 mV

l Sensor voltage - low ≈40 mV

Electronic controlled throttle:

l Make/Type Siemens VDO

l Total track resistance 1 KΩ ± 25%

TMAP sensor:
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l Make/Type Motorola

l Sensor supply voltage 5V ± 4%

Coolant temperature sensor:

l Make/Type TEMB NTC

Main bearing group selection table

Crankshaft main journal groupMain bearing
bore group Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Grade A Blue - Blue Red - Blue Red - Red

Grade B Blue - Green Blue - Blue Red - Blue

Grade C Green -
Green

Blue - Green Blue - Blue

1 Crankshaft main journal group codes are marked on
the side of the first crankshaft journal and the first letter
indicates the first main journal.

2 Main journal bore group codes are marked on the
outside of the first main bearing bore of bearing ladder
and the first letter indicates the first main bearing bore.

3 Main bearing shell color codes indicate the thickness
of the shells. From the thickest to the thinnest are:
red-blue-green and they are marked on the end of the
shells.

4 If two different colored shells are to be used on the
same journal, the thicker one must be fitted to bearing
ladder.

Crankshaft main bearing type table

1 2 3 4 5

Cylinder
block Plain With

grooved
With
grooved

With
grooved Plain

Bearing
ladder Plain Plain Plain Plain Plain

Connecting rod bearing group selection table

Connecting rod big - end journal groupConnecting
rod big - end
bearing bore
group

Grade A Grade B Grade C

Grade 5 Blue - Blue Red - Blue Red - Red

Grade 6 Blue - Yellow Blue - Blue Red - Blue

Grade 7 Yellow -
Yellow Blue - Yellow Blue - Blue

1 Crankshaft connecting rod journal grouping codes are
marked on the rear side of the fourth connecting rod
journal and the first letter indicates the first connecting
rod journal.

2 Connecting rod big - end bore group codes are marked
on connecting rod big - end cap and the first letter
indicates the first connecting rod big end bore. The
letters on the connecting rod indicate the weight group
of the connecting rod. The 4 connecting rods on an
engine should be the same weight.

3 Connecting rod shell color codes indicate the thickness
of the shells. From the thickest to the thinnest are:
red-blue-yellow and they are marked on the end of the
shells.

4 If two different colored shells are to be used on
the same journal, the thicker one must be fitted to
connecting rod big - end cap.
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Description and Operation
Engine Component Layout
K4 Engine Component Layout

K4 engine general viewturbocharger engine
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S102001

K4 engine internal viewturbocharger engine
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Cylinder Block Components

1. O-ring thermostat housing to coolant pump

2. Thermostat housing

3. Screw thermostat housing to cylinder block

4. Thermostat seal

5. Thermostat cover

6. O-ring thermostat cover to coolant pipe

7. Bolt connecting rod

8. Big-end bearing cap

9. Big-end bearing shell (upper)

10. Big-end bearing shell (lower)
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11. Connecting rod

12. Piston

13. Oil control ring

14. 2nd compression ring

15. Top compression ring

16. Cylinder liner

17. Vent screw to coolant pipe

18. Sealing washer vent screw to coolant pipe

19. Coolant pipe

20. Bolts coolant pipe to cylinder block

21. Cylinder head gasket

22. Bolts cover to housing

23. Cylinder block

24. O-ring coolant pump to cylinder block

25. Bolt coolant pump to cylinder block

26. Screws coolant pump to cylinder block

27. Coolant pump

28. Dowels coolant pump to cylinder block

29. Dowels cylinder block to cylinder head
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Crankshaft,Crankshaft,Crankshaft, SumpSumpSump andandand OilOilOil PumpPumpPump AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

1. Oil pump assembly

2. Gasket oil pump

3. Crankshaft

4. Thrust washers (2 off at No. 3 main bearing)

5. Main bearing shells (upper) (5 off; plain in No. 1 and 5,
grooved in No. 2, 3 and 4)

6. Dowel

7. Crankshaft rear oil seal

8. Flywheel/drive plate assembly
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9. Bolts flywheel/drive plate to crankshaft (6 off)

10. Main bearing shells (lower) (5 off)

11. Dowels bearing ladder to cylinder block

12. Bearing ladder

13. Dowels bearing ladder to transmission case

14. Banjo bolt - turbocharger oil feed pipe to turbocharger

15. Washers - turbocharger oil feed pipe to turbocharger

16. Turbocharger oil feed pipe

17. Gasket - turbocharger oil drain pipe to turbocharger

18. Turbocharger oil drain pipe

19. Gasket - turbocharger oil drain pipe

20. Bolts - turbocharger oil drain pipe to engine block

21. Oil filter cartridge

22. Oil filter adaptor insert

23. Screws oil filter adaptor to bearing ladder

24. Oil filter head

25. Gasket oil filter adaptor to bearing ladder

26. Oil rail

27. Studs bearing ladder to oil rail

28. Nuts bearing ladder to oil rail

29. Oil pressure switch

30. Sump gasket

31. Sump

32. Bolts (long) sump to bearing ladder

33. Plug sump oil drain

34. Sealing washer sump plug

35. Screws (short) sump to bearing ladder

36. Screw oil suction pipe to bearing ladder

37. Oil suction pipe

38. Seal oil suction pipe

39. Oil rail core plug

40. Bolts (long) bearing ladder to cylinder block

41. Bolts (short) bearing ladder to cylinder block

42. Bolts oil pump to cylinder block

43. Crankshaft front oil seal

44. Gasket dipstick tube to bearing ladder

45. Screws dipstick tube to bearing ladder

46. Dipstick tube

47. Bolt dipstick tube to housing and cylinder block

48. Dipstick
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CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Bolts camshaft carrier to cylinder head

2. Camshaft carrier

3. Inlet camshaft

4. Oil seal camshaft

5. Exhaust camshaft

6. Cylinder head

7. Cover plate inlet camshaft

8. Screws cover plate to camshaft cover

9. Cover plate exhaust camshaft

10. Screws cover plate to camshaft cover
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11. Gasket coolant outlet elbow

12. Coolant outlet elbow

13. Screws coolant outlet elbow to cylinder head

14. Washer coolant temperature sensor

15. Coolant temperature sensor

16. Nuts - turbocharger to exhaust manifold

17. Gasket - turbocharger to exhaust manifold

18. Nuts exhaust manifold to cylinder head studs

19. Exhaust manifold

20. Gasket exhaust manifold to cylinder head

21. Studs exhaust manifold to cylinder head

22. Valve guides

23. Exhaust valves

24. Exhaust valve seat inserts

25. Inlet valves

26. Inlet valve seat inserts

27. Valve stem oil seal

28. Valve spring

29. Valve spring cap

30. Collets cap

31. Hydraulic tappets

32. Ring dowel cylinder head to camshaft carrier

33. Drive pin camshaft

34. Bolts cylinder head
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CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft Cover,Cover,Cover, EngineEngineEngine CoverCoverCover andandand InletInletInlet ManifoldManifoldManifold

1. Bolts spark plug cover to camshaft cover

2. Spark plug cover

3. Bolts camshaft cover to camshaft carrier

4. Oil filler cap

5. Oil filler cap seal

6. Bolt camshaft sensor to camshaft cover

7. Camshaft sensor

8. O-ring camshaft sensor

9. Gasket camshaft cover to camshaft carrier

10. Nuts inlet manifold to cylinder head studs
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11. Studs inlet manifold to cylinder head

12. Gasket inlet manifold to cylinder head (outside)

13. Gasket inlet manifold to cylinder head (inside)

14. Inlet manifold

15. Temperature Manifold Absolute Pressure (TMAP) sensor

16. Cap screws TMAP sensor to inlet manifold

17. Camshaft cover assembly

18. Spring clip part load breather hose to camshaft cover

19. Part load breather hose with one way valve camshaft
cover to inlet manifold breather

20. Full load breather hose - camshaft cover to turbocharger
air inlet hose

21. Spring clip full load breather hose to camshaft cover.
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CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft TimingTimingTiming BeltBeltBelt ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Screws upper front to upper rear drive belt cover

2. Upper front drive belt cover

3. Drive belt

4. Bolt tensioner to cylinder head

5. Tensioner

6. Bolt camshaft drive gear to camshaft

7. Washer camshaft drive gear to camshaft

8. Inlet camshaft drive gear

9. Upper rear drive belt cover assembly

10. Screw (long) upper rear drive belt cover to cylinder block

11. Screws (short) upper rear drive belt cover to cylinder
block

12. Exhaust camshaft drive gear

13. Seal lower front drive belt cover

14. Lower front drive belt cover assembly

15. Screw lower front drive belt cover to oil pump

16. Crankshaft drive gear

17. Screw lower front drive belt cover to upper rear drive
belt cover

18. Screw tensioner index wire stop to cylinder head

19. Crankshaft pulley

20. Bolt and washer crankshaft pulley

21. Seal upper front drive belt cover
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ExhaustExhaustExhaust ManifoldManifoldManifold ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Gasket - exhaust manifold to cylinder head

2. Flanged nut exhaust manifold to turbocharger

3. Exhaust manifold

4. Gasket - exhaust manifold to turbocharger

5. Stud turbocharger to exhaust manifold

6. Flanged nut turbocharger to exhaust manifold

7. Turbocharger

8. Flanged nut exhaust manifold to cylinder head
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InletInletInlet ManifoldManifoldManifold ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Inlet manifold

2. Nuts - inlet manifold to cylinder head

3. Gasket - inlet manifold to cylinder head (outside)

4. Gasket - inlet manifold to cylinder head (inside)
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Description
General

The K4 engine is constructed from seven machined aluminium
castings:

• Camshaft cover

• Camshaft carrier

• Cylinder head

• Cylinder block

• Bearing ladder

• Oil rail

• Sump

Ten cylinder head bolts pass through the cylinder head, cylinder
block and bearing ladder to screw into the oil rail. This puts
the cylinder head, cylinder block, bearing ladder and oil rail
into compression with all the tensile loads being carried by
the cylinder head bolts. These components form the main
structure of the engine.

When the cylinder head bolts are removed, additional fixings
are used to retain the bearing ladder to the cylinder block and
the oil rail to the bearing ladder.

Cylinder Block Components

The cylinder block is fitted with 'damp' stepped cylinder liners.
The lower, thinner part of the liner a sliding fit into the cylinder
block forming the 'dry' part whilst the upper, thicker part of the
liner forms the 'wet' part of the liner. The liners are sealed in
the block with a bead of sealant applied around the stepped
portion of the liner. The seal at the cylinder head is performed
by the cylinder head gasket with the liner top acting as a break
between the combustion chamber and gasket.

The aluminium alloy, thermal expansion pistons have a
semi-floating gudgeon pin which is offset towards the thrust
side, to reduce 'piston slap' when the engine is cold. They
have an interference fit in the small-end of the connecting rod.
Each piston is fitted with two piston rings and an oil control
ring.

The forged steel connecting rods are of 'H' section
construction. The big end of the connecting rod runs on
bearing shells on the crank journal. Big-end bearing diametric
clearance is controlled by three grades of selective shell
bearings. Big end caps are line bored with the connecting rod
and are secured with two bolts.

The crankshaft is of five bearing design with eight balance
weights. End-float is controlled by thrust washer halves at the
top of the central main bearing. Bearing diametric clearance
is controlled by three grades of selective shell bearing. Oil
grooves are provided in the upper halves of main bearings No.
2, 3 and 4 to supply oil via drillings in the crankshaft, to the
connecting rod big-end bearings.

Cylinder Head Components

The cross flow cylinder head is a four-valve per cylinder, central
spark plug design with the inlet ports designed to induce swirl
of the air/ fuel mixture serving to improve combustion and
hence fuel economy, performance and exhaust emissions.

Hydraulic tappets are fitted on top of each valve and are
operated directly by the camshaft. Hydraulic tappets are fed
with high pressure oil and remove the clearances in the valve
train, whilst allowing the valves to close fully. The valve stem
oil seals are moulded onto a metal base which act as the valve
spring seat on the cylinder head.

The exhaust valves are of the carbon break type. A machined
profile on the valve stem removes any build up of carbon in the
combustion chamber end of the valve guide thereby preventing
valves from sticking.

The Multi-Layer-Steel (MLS) cylinder head gasket has raised
embossment around all coolant, breather and oil apertures and
has steel cylinder bore eyelets. Compression of the gasket is
controlled by limiters at each end of the gasket.

Provision is made in the camshaft cover CMPfor the camshaft
position sensor.

A single 'half moon' tooth is cast into the exhaust camshaft
providing the reluctor for the camshaft position sensor. The
camshafts are sealed at each end using rubber seals.

Solid timing gears are fitted to the drive end of the camshaft
and retained using a washer and a bolt.

Engine Ancillaries

There are two polyvee belts driven by the crankshaft pulley.
One drives (PAS) pump, the other drives the alternator and
A/C compressor. Both belts are tensioned by friction damped
tensioners.

Oil Sump Components

The aluminium oil sump is shaped to accumulate oil around the
pick-up pipe. It is sealed to the bearing ladder with a gasket
and secured with bolts.

Oil is drawn through the pick-up pipe which incorporates a
strainer to prevent contaminates from entering the oil pump.
Oil supply is filtered by a canister-type filter and fed to an oil
rail attached below the main bearing ladder. The sump drain
plug is fitted to the front LH side of the sump and is sealed
with a copper washer.

Engine Mountings

The engine is mounted via two mounts and a tie-bar
specifically:

• A RH gearbox mount mounted to the body using four
bolts and to the gearbox using three bolts on automatic
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gearboxes and four bolts on manual gearboxes. One nut
is used to connect the two halves.

• A LH engine mount mounted to the body using two bolts
and to the engine using three bolts.

• A lower tie-bar linked to the sump bracket and subframe
cross member using two bolts.

The engine and gearbox mounts carry the mass of the engine
and gearbox and control the vertical and lateral movements
of the engine. Engine movement is caused by the torque
reaction of engine operation and movement induced through
the suspension during vehicle motion over varying road
conditions.

The tie-bar controls the torque inputs to dampen the engine's
tendency for fore-aft roll during acceleration and deceleration.

Turbocharger

The turbocharger is mounted to the exhaust manifold using
four studs and nuts, and is sealed with a metal gasket. The
exhaust front pipe is secured to the turbocharger using 3 studs
and nuts sealed with a metal gasket.

The turbocharger is composed of an exhaust gas driven turbine
and a radial air compressor mounted at opposite ends of a
common shaft, enclosed in cast housings. The compressor
and turbine housings are attached to a centre housing in which
the shaft is enclosed and supported by semi floating bearings,
making up a single rotating unit. The turbocharger features a
built in wastegate to control boost pressure.

Due to the high temperatures generated, the turbocharger is
fed with coolant taken from a Tpiece in the coolant bottom
hose. Coolant circulates through the turbocharger and returns
to the top coolant pipe.

Crankcase Ventilation

A full and part load breather system is utilised. Full load
breathing is via pipe work attached to the camshaft cover at
one end and the clean air ducting for the turbocharger intake.
Part load breathing is via a hose connecting the camshaft cover
to the inlet manifold, incorporating a pressure control valve
designed to isolate the camshaft cover and engine assembly
during turbocharger boost
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Operation
Lubrication Circuit

1. Cylinder head oil supply drilling

2. Cylinder head oilways (oil feed for hydraulic tappets and
camshaft bearings)

3. Crankshaft cross-drillings

4. Cylinder block main oil gallery

5. Turbocharger oil feed pipe

6. Turbocharger

7. Turbocharger oil drain pipe

8. Oil filter (full-flow cartridge type)

9. Oil pick-up pipe (incorporating strainer)

10. Oil pressure sensor

11. Oil pump pressure relief valve

12. Oil pump pressure relief port (return to oil pump inlet)

13. Oil pump

14. Cylinder block oil feed drilling to cylinder head

The lubrication system is a wet sump, full-flow filtration,
forced fed type. Oil is drawn through the pick-up pipe which

incorporates a strainer to prevent contaminates from entering
the oil pump
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The oil pump is directly driven from the crankshaft which
incorporates a pressure relief valve. If oil pressure is too high,
the oil pressure relief valve opens and the excess oil is diverted
back to the intake side of the oil pump. Oil leaving via the outlet
port of the oil pump is fed through a full-flow cartridge type
oil filter mounted on an adapter attached to the oil filter head.
The filter incorporates a bypass valve which relieves excess
pressure in the event of a blockage in the filter.

An oil pressure sensor is also fitted into the head outlet port to
monitor the oil pressure at the outflow side of the filter. If the
oil pressure falls below the specified pressure, 0.2 - 0.58 bar,
the sensor switches to earth and illuminates the oil pressure
light.igh pressure oil is then fed into the cylinder block via the
oil rail attached below the main bearing ladder. High pressure
oil is fed through the main oil gallery and then through cross
drillings to direct oil to the main bearings. The crankshaft has
cross-drillings which carry oil from the main bearings to the
big-end bearings.

A passage in the oil pump housing connects to a drilling in the
cylinder block which supplies high pressure oil to an oilway in
the cylinder head, through the cylinder head to two full length
oilways in the camshaft carrier to supply oil to each hydraulic
tappet and camshaft bearings.

The cylinder walls are splash lubricated from the crankshaft.
The con rod small ends are lubricated from oil collected on
the underside of the piston crown. Oil is fed from the con rod
small ends to the gudgeon pins and bushes via a drilling.

A revised engine block and bearing ladder is used. This
incorporates a turbocharger oil drain facility. The oil feed
for the turbocharger is taken from the oil filter housing. The
oil circulates around the turbocharger, providing cooling and
lubrication to the bearings. A drain pipe takes the oil from the
turbocharger to a boss on the bearing ladder in the engine.

Turbocharger

The turbocharger is an exhaust gas driven device that supplies
compressed air, or boost, to the engine's cylinders increasing
its volumetric efficiency. The turbine wheel housed in the

turbine housing receives the hot exhaust gases from the
exhaust manifold, driving the turbine wheel. This drive
is transmitted through a shaft supported by a bearing to
the compressor wheel in the compressor housing. The
compressor draws air from the air cleaner and forces the
compressed air, through the intercooler and into the inlet
manifold. This increase in delivered air, when mixed with fuel
at a given air to fuel ratio, gives the effect of increasing the size
of the engine and improving engine performance.

The shaft bearing is supplied with a high pressure oil feed from
the filer housing and returns to the oil rail via a drain tube.
The exhaust gases exit the turbocharger into the exhaust front
pipe.

Boost pressure is limited by the wastegate. The wastegate,
located within the turbocharger, provides a bypass of the
exhaust driven turbine, in order to limit the pressure entering
the engine as the turbocharger's output exceeds the engine's
volumetric flow. A pneumatic actuator controls the wastegate,
bypassing the excess boost pressure in response to a signal
from the boost control solenoid valve.

Crankcase Ventilation

During engine operation a small amount of combustion gases
escape past the piston rings into the crankcase, these are
known as blowby gases. These gases, formed mainly of
unburned hydrocarbons (HC), contaminate engine oil and, at
higher engine speeds create excess crankcase pressure that
can lead to oil leakage from seals and gaskets. A positive
crankcase ventilation system is used to vent these gases from
the crankcase to the air intake system.

In addition, a one way valve is fitted in the breather hose
between the camshaft cover and the inlet manifold. This valve
is open when the engine is at idle and on overrun, when the
throttle butterfly is closed, and allows crankcase gases to enter
the inlet manifold. The valve closes when the engine is on
boost, preventing crankcase gases from being forced back into
the engine. The gases are diverted, via a separate breather
hose, back into the inlet side of the turbocharger.
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Service Procedures
Cylinder Head Overhaul - with Cylinder Head
Removed
Remove

1. Using sequence shown, remove 7 nuts securing exhaust
manifold to cylinder head and remove manifold.

2. Remove and discard gasket.

3. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen then
remove 7 flanged nuts, securing intake manifold to
cylinder head.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing coolant outlet elbow to
cylinder head. Remove elbow and discard gasket.

5. Remove 2 bolts securing camshaft seal blanking plate to
cylinder head and remove plate.

6. Remove any debris from spark plug recesses.

7. Remove spark plugs.

8. Check camshaft end-float using a DTI (refer to
specification).

9. If end-float is excessive, fit new camshaft(s) and repeat
check. If end-float is still excessive, replace cylinder
head and camshaft carrier assembly.

10. Working in the sequence shown, progressively loosen
26 bolts securing camshaft carrier to cylinder head until
valve spring pressure is released.

11. Release camshaft carrier from locating dowels, remove
camshaft carrier and support on wooden blocks.

12. Suitably identify each camshaft to its fitted position,
remove camshafts.
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13. Remove and discard oil seals from camshafts.

14. Remove 16 tappets from cylinder head and store in
fitted order. Invert tappets to prevent oil loss.

15. Measure the outside diameter of each tappet.
Measurement must be taken half way along tappet body.

a. Tappet outside diameter = 32.959 to 32.975 mm.

16. Ensure that oil hole in each tappet is clear.

17. Clean camshafts and cylinder head bearing surfaces.

18. Inspect camshaft and replace if scored, pitted or
excessively worn.

19. Position camshafts in cylinder head and place Plastigauge
across each journal.

20. Refit camshaft carrier and tighten bolts in sequence to
10 Nm. DO NOT rotate camshafts.

21. Progressively loosen bolts, remove camshaft carrier.

22. Measure widest portion of Plastigauge on each journal
(Refer to specification).

23. If clearance is excessive, fit new camshafts and repeat
check. If clearance is still excessive renew cylinder head
and camshaft carrier assembly.

24. Remove drive pin from old camshaft and fit to new with
split towards centre of camshaft.

25. Position cylinder head on its exhaust manifold face and
support on wooden blocks. Remove inlet valves with
cylinder head in this position.

26. Using tool T10005compress valve spring.

27. Remove 2 collets from valve.

28. Release valve spring.

29. Remove toolT10005.

30. Remove remaining valve springs, caps and valves. Keep
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valves and springs in fitted order.

31. Remove T10006valve stem seal using tool.

32. Clean mating face of cylinder head.

33. Check cylinder head for damage. Pay particular
attention to gasket face of cylinder head.

34. Check cylinder head face for warpage across centre
and from corner to corner as shown.

35. Cylinder head height (Refer to specification).

36. Cylinder head may be refaced up to a maximum of 0.20
mm.

37. Remove carbon from valve guide, valve, valve seat
insert and combustion area. Remove all loose particles
of carbon on completion.

38. Check existing valve stem diameter. Check valve guide
clearance using new valve (Refer to specification).

39. Renew valves as necessary. If valve guides should be
renewed, new cylinder head and camshaft carrier
assembly must be fitted.

40. Check condition of valve seat and valve, if to be reused.

41. Re-cut valve seat using pilot and the following cutters:

a. 15° MS76-120 - To cut first angle

b. 45° MS76-122 - Make final cut and remove any burrs

c. 60° MS76-111 - To narrow seat and obtain seat
widths

42. Cut valve face angle and valve seat to the following:

a. Valve seat

b. Width A:

c. Angle = 45°

d. Inlet = 1.2 mm

e. Exhaust = 1.6 mm

f. Valve face angle B:

g. Inlet = 45°

h. Exhaust = 45°

43. Lap valve to seat using fine grinding paste.
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44. Apply Prussian Blue to valve seat, insert valve and press
into position without rotating. Remove and check for
even and central seating. Seating position shown by
blue should be in centre of valve face.

45. Lap and re-check valve seating.

46. Check valve stem fitted height (Refer to specification).

47. If still over limit renew cylinder head and camshaft
carrier assembly as necessary.

Intake and exhaust valve seal repair dimensions

Intake Exhaust

A=15° A=15°

B=45° B=45°

C=60° C=60°

D=0.4 mm radius D=0.4 mm radius

E=29.560 to 29.573 mm E=25.960 to 25.973 mm

F=1.2mm F=1.6mm

G=26.43mm G=22.83mm

H=29.475 to 29.500 mm H=25.913 to 25.888 mm

J=5.95 to 6.00 mm J=5.45 to 5.80 mm

K=6.16 to 6.32 mm K=5.70 to 5.86 mm

48. Check condition of valve spring:

a. Free length = 50.0 mm

b. Fitted length = 37.0 mm

c. Load - valve closed = 250 ± 12.5 N

d. Load - valve open = 450 ± 18 N

Refit

1. Clean sealing surfaces on cylinder head and camshaft
carrier. Use foam action gasket remover and a plastic
scraper - DO NOT USE A METAL SCRAPER ON
SEALING SURFACES. Clean inlet and exhaust manifold
joint faces.

2. Blow out oilways and waterways. Ensure oil feed to
camshaft carrier is clear.

Tip: Please use SAIC MOTOR recommended solvent.

3. UsingT10006fit new valve stem oil seals.

4. Lubricate valve stems and assemble valves, using tool,
T10005to compress valve spring. Fit cap (use for seal).
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5. Lubricate outside of tappets and fit tappets in original
bores. Lubricate bearings, fit camshafts and position
inlet drive pin at 4 o'clock and exhaust drive pin at
8 o'clock.

6. Lubricate bearings, fit camshafts and position inlet drive
pin at 4 o'clock (120 degrees) and exhaust drive pin
at 8 o'clock (240 degrees).

7. Apply continuous thin beads of sealant to inside or
outside paths of camshaft carrier, then spread to an
even film using a roller.

Caution: Ensure sealant does not block oil ways.

Caution: To avoid contamination, assembly should be
completed immediately after application of sealant.

8. Lubricate camshaft cams and journals.

9. Fit camshaft carrier and progressively tighten bolts, in
sequence shown to 10 Nm. Exhaust rear camshaft seal
shown, other seals similar7–10Nm.

10. Fit tool to end of camshafts to protect seals.T10013to
end of camshafts to protect seals.

11. Please lubricate the lip of oil seals.

12. Noting that front oil seals are coloured black and rear
oil seals are coloured red, fit new camshaft oil seals
using tool T10015

13. Position exhaust camshaft rear seal blanking plate, fit
and tighten bolts to 22–28Nm

14. Set gaps on new spark plugs to 0.85 ± 0.05 mm, fit plugs
and tighten to 22–28Nm.

15. Fit a new coolant outlet elbow gasket to cylinder head,
fit elbow and tighten bolts to 9 Nm.

16. Clean mating faces of intake manifold and cylinder head.

17. Fit new intake manifold gasket to cylinder head.

18. Fit intake manifold to cylinder head, fit and tighten 7
nuts in sequence shown to 15–18Nm.

19. Clean mating faces of exhaust manifold and cylinder
head.

20. Fit new exhaust manifold gasket to cylinder head, fit
manifold and fit and tighten nuts in sequence shown
to 40–50Nm.
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Crankshaft Overhaul - with Engine Removed
Remove

1. Remove crankshaft rear oil seal.

CrankshaftCrankshaftCrankshaft RearRearRear OilOilOil SealSealSeal

2. Remove cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

3. Remove crankshaft timing gear.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing engine harness to oil pump.

5. Noting fitted position of M6 x 20 bolt, remove and
discard 9 bolts securing oil pump to cylinder block.

6. Release oil pump from locating dowels, remove oil
pump, remove and discard gasket.

7. Remove and discard crankshaft front oil seal from oil
pump body.

8. Remove dipstick.

9. Remove bolt securing coolant rail housing and dipstick
tube to cylinder block.

10. Remove 2 bolts securing dipstick tube to cylinder block.

11. Remove dipstick tube and collect gasket.

12. Remove and discard oil filter.

EngineEngineEngine OilOilOil andandand OilOilOil FilterFilterFilter

13. Support engine with sump upwards on suitable blocks.

14. Noting fitted positions of 2 longest bolts, remove 14
bolts securing sump to engine bearing ladder.
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15. Remove sump and gasket.

16. Temporarily remove cylinder liner retainer clamps
T10018.Do not rotate crankshaft with clamps
removed.

17. Remove 2 bolts securing oil pick-up strainer to oil rail.

18. Remove oil pick-up strainer.

19. Remove and discard 'O' ring from strainer.

20. Remove 2 nuts securing oil rail to bearing ladder.

21. Remove oil rail.

22. Fit cylinder liner retainer clampsT10018 using nylon
nuts supplied to retain the clamps. Ensure feet of
clamps do not protrude over cylinder bores.

23. Temporarily fit crankshaft timing gear and pulley

ensuring that indent on pulley locates over lug on
timing gear.

24. Fit pulley bolt and washer, lightly tighten bolt.

25. Mark connecting rod bearing caps for refitment.

Caution: Keep bearing caps, bearings and bolts in their
fitted order.

26. Using crankshaft pulley bolt, rotate crankshaft for
access to connecting rod bearing cap bolts.

27. Remove bolts securing bearing caps to connecting rods
and remove bearing caps.

28. Remove bearing shells from caps.

29. Push connecting rods clear of crankshaft.

30. Using assistance, position cylinder block on its side.

31. Remove cylinder liner clampsT10018 Do not move
pistons up or down cylinder bores with clamps
removed.

32. Remove crankshaft pulley bolt, washer and pulley.

33. Remove 10 bolts securing bearing ladder to cylinder
block and remove ladder.

34. Remove crankshaft.
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35. Remove 2 thrust washers from No. 3 bearing position.

36. Remove main bearing shells from cylinder block and
bearing ladder.

Refit

1. Clean mating faces of cylinder block and bearing ladder.

2. Clean dowels and dowel holes.

3. Clean bearing and thrust washer locations in cylinder
block.

4. Clean bearing locations in bearing ladder.

5. Clean bearing locations on connecting rods and caps.

6. Clean crankshaft and inspect for damage.

7. Record main bearing code letters from bearing ladder.

8. Record main bearing code numbers from crankshaft
front web.

9. Check crankshaft main journal diameters (Refer to
Crankshaft Bearing Selection - main bearing group
selection table.).

10. Determine appropriate main bearing shells to be fitted
from size selection and type (Refer to specification).

11. Colour code on edge of bearing denotes bearing
thickness as follows:

a. GREEN = thin

b. BLUE = intermediate

c. RED = thick.

Caution: If two bearing colours are to be used on the same
journal, the thicker bearing must be fitted to the bearing
ladder. When original crankshaft is to be refitted, bearing
shells must be as selected from table.

12. Use a lint free cloth and suitable solvent to clean sealing
surfaces on cylinder block and bearing ladder.

Tip: Please use MG MOTOR recommended solvent.

13. Fit selected crankshaft main bearings and fit to cylinder
block and bearing ladder.

14. Clean and fit new thrust washers into block, each side
of No. 3 main bearing with oil grooves facing outwards.

15. Lubricate crankshaft main journals with engine oil.

16. Hold crankshaft with big end journals horizontal, lower
crankshaft onto main bearings.

17. Apply a continuous bead of sealant to paths shown on
cylinder block then spread to an even film with roller.

Caution: To avoid contamination, assembly should be
completed immediately after application of sealant.
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18. Lubricate main bearing journals with engine oil. Fit
bearing ladder to block, fit bolts ensuring that flanged
head bolt is fitted at position 10.

19. Tighten bolts in sequence shown to 5 Nm. Then in the
same sequence tighten to 28–32Nm.

20. Fit cylinder liner retainer clamps, T10018using nylon
nuts supplied to retain the clamps.

21. Connecting rod bearing selection is required at this
stage. Refer to connecting rod bearing selection tables
for bearings required.

22. Fit selected connecting rod bearing shells to connecting
rods and bearing caps.

23. Lubricate connecting rod bearings.

24. Position connecting rod to crankshaft.

25. Lubricate connecting rod bearing cap.

26. Fit bearing cap to connecting rod.

27. Fit bolts securing bearing cap to connecting rod and
tighten to 10–22Nm+40°to50°.

28. Using a lint free cloth and suitable solvent, wipe clean
sealing surfaces on bearing ladder and oil rail.

29. Temporarily remove cylinder liner clamps.

30. Take care not to disturb cylinder liners when the clamps
are removed, do not rotate crankshaft.

31. Fit oil rail to bearing ladder, fit nuts and tighten to

7–10Nm.

32. Refit cylinder liner clamps T10018and tighten bolts
sufficiently to secure cylinder liners.

33. Clean oil pick up strainer.

34. Clean 'O' ring recesses.

35. Lubricate new 'O' ring with oil and fit to pick-up
strainer.

36. Fit strainer to engine, fit bolts and tighten to 7–10Nm.

37. Clean inside of sump. Use a lint-free cloth and suitable
solvent to clean mating faces of sump and bearing
ladder.

38. Fit new gasket and carefully lower sump onto bearing
ladder.

39. Fit 2 bolts into holes and gasket shown No.3 and 4,
tighten to 4 Nm.

40. Fit 12 bolts into remaining holes, finger tighten all bolts.
Ensure that 2 longest bolts are fitted into No.9 and 10
holes in sump.

41. Working in the sequence shown, progressively tighten
engine sump bolts to 28–32Nm

42. Fit new oil filter.

EngineEngineEngine OilOilOil andandand OilOilOil FilterFilterFilter

43. Fit new gasket and dipstick tube to cylinder block.

44. Fit bolts securing dipstick tube to cylinder block and
tighten to7–10Nm .

45. Fit bolt securing dipstick tube and coolant rail housing
to cylinder block, tighten to 7–10Nm.

46. Fit dipstick.

47. Clean mating surfaces of oil pump and cylinder block
and crankshaft front oil seal recess in pump body.

48. Clean oil seal running surface on crankshaft.

49. Turn oil pump rotor to align drive with crankshaft.

50. Fit new oil pump gasket to cylinder block and position
oil pump.

51. Fit new Patchlock bolts and tighten progressively in
sequence shown to 8–11Nm.
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52. Align engine harness to oil pump, fit bolts and tighten
to 8–11Nm.

53. Fit oil seal guide from seal kit to crankshaft.

54. Please lubricate the lip of oil seals.

55. Using tool T10032fit new crankshaft front oil seal.

56. Remove oil seal guide.

57. Fit crankshaft timing gear.

58. Fit crankshaft rear oil seal.

CrankshaftCrankshaftCrankshaft RearRearRear OilOilOil SealSealSeal

59. Fit cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

Connecting Rod Bearings Overhaul
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

3. Remove sump

SumpSumpSump ResealResealReseal

4. Temporarily remove cylinder liner retainer clamps
T10018. Do not rotate crankshaft with clamps
removed.

5. Remove 2 bolts securing oil pick up to oil rail and
remove oil pick up strainer.

6. Remove and discard O-ring from oil pick up strainer.

7. Remove 2 bolts securing oil rail, remove oil rail.

8. Fit cylinder liner retainer clampsT10018 using nylon
nuts supplied to retain the clamps. Ensure that feet of
clamps do not protrude over cylinder bores.

9. Identify each con rod bearing cap to its relevant cylinder.

10. Rotate crankshaft to gain access to connecting rod
bearing bolts.

11. Keeping bolts and bearing caps in fitted order, remove
bolts securing bearing cap to connecting rod and
remove bearing cap.
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12. Remove bearing half from cap.

13. Push connecting rod clear of crankshaft.

14. Remove bearing half from connecting rod.

Refit

1. Record big-end journal code letters from crankshaft
rear web. Reading from left to right, the first letter is
No. 1 big-end bearing.

2. Check crankshaft big-end journal diameters (Refer to
specification).

3. Record big-end bearing bore numbers. This will be 5, 6
or 7 located on the connecting rod bearing cap.

Connecting rod big - end journal groupConnecting
rod big - end
bearing bore
group

Grade A Grade B Grade C

5 Blue - Blue Red - Blue Red - Red

6 Blue -
Yellow

Blue - Blue Red - Blue

7 Yellow -
Yellow

Blue -
Yellow

Blue - Blue

4. Colour code on edge of bearing denotes bearing
thickness as follows:

YELLOW = thin

BLUE = intermediate

RED = thick

Caution: If two bearing colours are to be used on the same
journal, the thicker bearing must be fitted to the bearing
ladder. When original crankshaft is to be refitted, bearing
shells must be as selected from table.

5. Ensure crankshaft journals, bearing caps and bearings
are clean.

6. Select the appropriate big-end bearing shells from the
table.

7. Lubricate bearing halves and crankshaft.

8. Fit bearing halves to connecting rod and bearing cap.

9. Position connecting rod to crankshaft.

10. Fit bearing cap to connecting rod.

11. Fit and tighten bolts securing cap to connecting rod
to 10–22Nm+40°to50°.

12. Using feeler gauges, check that end-float of big-end
bearing/connecting rod is 0.10 to 0.25 mm.

13. Clean oil rail, oil pick up strainer and mating faces.

14. Blow out oil ways in oil rail and oil pick up strainer.

15. Temporarily remove cylinder liner retainer clamps
T10018taking care that crankshaft is not rotated until
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clamps are refitted.

16. Fit oil rail to bearing ladder. CAUTION: A new oil
rail must

17. Fit and tighten nuts securing oil rail 7–10Nm.

18. Fit cylinder liner retainer clamps T10018 loosely
tighten bolts.

19. Fit new 'O' ring to oil strainer, fit strainer and tighten
bolts to7–10Nm.

20. Fit sump.

SumpSumpSump ResealResealReseal

21. Fit cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

Pistons & Liners
Remove

1. Remove connecting rod bearings.

ConnectingConnectingConnecting RodRodRod BearingsBearingsBearings OverhaulOverhaulOverhaul

2. Remove ridge of carbon from top of cylinder liner bore.

3. Ensure that cylinder liner clampsT10018 do not
protrude over cylinder liner bores.

4. Push piston to top of cylinder liner.

5. Ensuring that connecting rods do not contact cylinder
bores, carefully push piston assembly from liner.

Caution: Please carefully mark each piston and match
liner.

6. Refit bearing cap onto connecting rod, lightly tighten
dowel screws.

7. Using an expander, remove and discard old piston rings.

Refit

1. Clean ring grooves in piston and blow out oil ways.

2. Check gap in new ring when fitted 20 mm from top of
cylinder liner: (Refer to specification).

3. Check pistons for distortion and cracks.

4. Measure piston diameter at 90° to the gudgeon pin and
8 mm from the bottom of skirt. (Refer to specification).

5. Invert piston, connecting rod and with word FRONT
on piston crown facing towards rear of cylinder block,
insert piston into cylinder liner.
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6. Position piston with bottom of skirt 30 mm from top of
cylinder block.

7. Using feeler gauges, measure and record clearance
between piston and left hand side of cylinder liner -
viewed from front of cylinder block.

8. Renew a piston/cylinder liner that is outside the
prescribed specifications (Refer to specification).

Caution: Piston and connecting rods are only supplied as
an assembly. Connecting rods refitted must be the same
weight group.

9. Fit oil control spring.

10. With 'TOP' or identification markings to top of piston,
use an expander to fit piston rings in sequence; oil
control, 2nd compression and top compression.

11. Ensure rings are free to rotate, position compression
ring gaps A and B at 120° to each other and away from
thrust side of piston.

12. Position oil control ring gap C and spring gap D at 30°
on other side of gudgeon pin axis.

13. Check new ring to groove clearance (Refer to
specification).

14. Measure wear and taper in two axes 65 mm from top
of cylinder liner bore.

Caution: Cylinder liners with excessively glazed, worn,
scratched or scored bores must be replaced. DO NOT
attempt to hone or remove glazing from bore. Ensure that
if original liners are to be refitted, reference marks made
during dismantling are not erased.

15. Remove bolts securing cylinder liner clampsT10018
and remove clamps. If original cylinder liner is to be
refitted, use a felt tipped pen to make suitable alignment
marks between liner and cylinder block. DO NOT etch
or stamp liners.

16. From the underside, use hand pressure to push the
cylinder liners out towards the top of the engine and
remove liners.

17. Remove sealant from cylinder block and if original
cylinder liner is to be refitted, from shoulders of liner.

18. Clean cylinder liner and wipe dry.

19. Apply a 2 mm thick continuous bead of sealant, around
shoulder of cylinder liner.
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20. Keeping cylinder liner 'square' to block, push liner fully
down until shoulder of liner seats against cylinder block.
DO NOT drop liners into position.

21. Fit cylinder liner clamps T10018and secure with bolts.
Ensure that feet of clamps do not protrude over bores.

22. Lubricate cylinder liner bores, pistons and rings with
engine oil, ensure ring gaps are correctly spaced.

23. Fit ring clampT10016 to piston. Fit piston into cylinder
liner with front mark on piston to front of engine.

24. Push piston into bore until flush with top face of
cylinder liner.

25. Remove ring clampT10016.

Caution: Do not push pistons below top face of cylinder
liner until big end bearings and caps are to be fitted.

26. Fit connecting rod bearing.

ConnectingConnectingConnecting RodRodRod BearingsBearingsBearings OverhaulOverhaulOverhaul
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Crankshaft Rear Oil Seal
Remove

1. Manual transmission models: Remove engine flywheel.

FlywheelFlywheelFlywheel --- ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission ...

2. Automatic transmission models: Remove torque converter
drive plate.

TorqueTorqueTorque ConverterConverterConverter DriveDriveDrive PlatePlatePlate --- AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission ...

3. Using a burr free flat ended screwdriver, ease crankshaft
rear oil seal from cylinder block and discard seal. Take
care not to mark sealing surface on crankshaft.

Refit

1. Clean oil seal recess in cylinder block and running
surface on crankshaft. It is essential that these areas are
thoroughly clean, free of old sealant and dry.

Tip: Please use MG MOTOR recommended solvent.

2. Please lubricate the lip of oil seals.

3. FitT10059 to the back of crankshaft.

4. Apply a 1.5 mm bead of sealant to the new oil seal.

5. Push the oil seal to the end with hands.

6. UseT10040 to push the oil seal into cylinder block.

7. Fit oil seal replacerT10033 retain tool using 3 slave
bolts.
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8. Leave seal replacer in position for a minimum of 30
minutes and allow sealant to cure before rotating
crankshaft or topping-up engine oil.

9. Remove oil seal replacer.

10. Manual transmission models: Fit engine flywheel.

FlywheelFlywheelFlywheel --- ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission

11. Automatic transmission models: Fit torque converter
drive plate.

TorqueTorqueTorque ConverterConverterConverter DriveDriveDrive PlatePlatePlate --- AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission

Crankshaft Front Oil Seal
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

3. Remove crankshaft timing gear.

4. Fit thrust buttonT10025 to end of crankshaft.

5. FitT10031 to crankshaft front oil seal.

6. Tighten centre bolt of tool T10031to remove seal.

7. Discard crankshaft front oil seal.

Refit

1. Using a lint free cloth, thoroughly clean oil seal recess
in oil pump and running surface on crankshaft.

2. Fit oil seal guide from seal kit to crankshaft.

3. Use T10032to fit new oil seal.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

4. Fit crankshaft timing gear.

5. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

6. Connect battery earth lead.
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Flywheel - Manual Transmission
Remove

1. Remove clutch assembly.

ClutchClutchClutch AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

2. Fit flywheel locking toolT10028 to cylinder block and
secure with bolt.

3. Remove and discard 6 Patchlock bolts securing flywheel
to crankshaft.

4. Remove flywheel locking tool T10028.

5. Remove flywheel from crankshaft.

Refit

1. Clean adhesive from threads of flywheel bolt holes in
crankshaft using an old flywheel bolt, with 2 saw cuts
at an angle of 45° to the bolt shank.

2. Clean flywheel and mating face of crankshaft.

3. Fit flywheel to crankshaft.

4. Fit new Patchlock bolts,do not tighten at this stage.

5. Fit flywheel locking toolT10028 and secure with bolt.

6. Working in a diagonal sequence, tighten flywheel bolts
to 70–85Nm

7. Fit clutch assembly.

ClutchClutchClutch AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

Torque Converter Drive Plate - Automatic
Transmission
Remove

1. Remove automatic transmission.

2. Position T10028to starter ring gear and secure with
bolt to cylinder block to restrain crankshaft.

3. Remove and discard 6 Patchlock bolts securing drive
plate to crankshaft.

4. Remove drive plate from crankshaft.

Refit

1. Clean bolt holes in crankshaft using an old drive plate
bolt with two saw cuts at an angle of 45° to the bolt
shank.

2. Clean drive plate and mating face of crankshaft.

3. Position drive plate to crankshaft, fit new Patchlock
bolts but do not fully tighten at this stage.

4. Position T10028to starter ring gear and secure with
bolt to cylinder block to restrain crankshaft.

5. Progressively tighten drive plate bolts in sequence
shown to 70–85Nm.

6. Carefully push the auto transmission to engine and
position torque convert to engine crankshaft.

7. Ensure auto transmission fit well with engine, fit the
bolts securing engine to transmission and tighten
to75–90Nm.
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8. Fit bolts from flywheel to hydraulic torque convert and
tighten to 25–35Nm.

9. Fit bolts from LH and RH closing panel to auto
transmission housing and tighten to 22–28Nm.

Cylinder Head Gasket Overhaul - with Engine
Removed
Remove

1. Remove and discard camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

2. Remove camshaft cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket

3. Remove upper and lower alternator fixings and remove
alternator.

4. Remove nut securing heat shield to upper bracket.
Remove bolt and stud securing alternator upper
bracket to cylinder head and remove bracket.

5. Remove 3 bolts securing compressor to lower bracket
and remove compressor.
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6. Remove bolt securing alternator heat shield to cylinder
block and remove heat shield.

7. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen cylinder
head bolts 1 to 6; remove bolts and store in fitted order.

8. Remove locking toolT10029 from timing gears.

9. Using tool T10030rotate both camshafts clockwise to
gain access to bolts 7 and 8.

10. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen bolts 7
to 10; remove bolts and store in fitted order. Do not
rotate crankshaft until cylinder head is removed and
cylinder liner retainer clamps are fitted.

11. Suitably identify each timing gear to its respective
camshaft.

12. Restrain timing gears usingT10030 and remove bolts
and washers securing timing gears to camshafts.

13. Remove timing gears.

14. Remove bolt securing dipstick support bracket and
screw rear cover to coolant pump.

15. Remove bolts securing drive belt rear upper cover to
engine.
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16. Remove drive belt rear upper cover.

17. Using assistance, remove cylinder head from cylinder
block.

18. Remove and discard cylinder head gasket from cylinder
block.

19. Fit cylinder liner retainer clampsT10018 to cylinder
block and secure with cylinder head bolts; ensure feet
of clamps do not protrude over cylinder bores.

Refit

1. If crankshaft has been rotated, ensure that timing
marks on crankshaft timing gear and oil pump flange
are aligned.

2. Remove bolts securing cylinder liner clampsT10018
and remove clamps. Do not rotate crankshaft with
clamps removed.

3. Clean joint surfaces of cylinder head and cylinder block.

4. Check cylinder head for damage, pay particular
attention to gasket face of cylinder head.

5. Check cylinder head face for warping, across centre
and from corner to corner as shown.

6. Check cylinder head height (refer to specifications)

7. Clean oil and coolant passages.

8. Clean cylinder head bolts, inspect bolts for signs of
damage.

9. Wash cylinder head bolts and wipe dry.

10. Apply a light film of oil to bolt threads and underside of
bolt heads.

11. Fit new cylinder head gasket, dry, to cylinder block.

12. Using assistance, fit cylinder head onto cylinder block
carefully locating on dowels.

13. Carefully enter cylinder head bolts, DO NOT DROP.
Screw bolts into place by hand.

14. Temporarily fit timing gears to their respective
camshafts, fit but do not tighten retaining bolts and
washers.

15. Working in the sequence shown, progressively tighten
the cylinder head bolts to 20 Nm; use timing gears to
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rotate camshafts to gain access to cylinder head bolts.
Use a felt tip pen and mark position of radial mark on
each bolt head on the cylinder head. Use a suitable
angle torque gauge and tighten all bolts in sequence
180°. Then tighten all bolts in sequence a further 135°,
ensure radial marks are aligned.20Nm180°135°.

16. If any bolt is overtightened, back off 90° and realign.

17. Remove timing gears.

18. Fit camshaft cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket

19. Fit heat shield to engine and tighten lower bolt to 45
Nm. DO NOT fit upper heat shield bolt at this stage.

20. Fit alternator upper bracket and tighten bolt to
22–28Nm,tighten stud to 8–11Nm.

21. Fit nut securing heat shield to alternator upper bracket
and tighten to 25Nm. Fit compressor and tighten
bolts to 22-28Nm.

22. Fit alternator, fit lower and upper bolts and tighten to
40–50Nm.

23. Fit camshaft drive belt rear upper cover.

24. Fit screws securing camshaft drive belt rear upper
cover and tighten to 8–11Nm.

25. Fit and tighten dipstick support bracket bolt to
7–10Nm.

26. Fit timing gears to their respective camshafts, ensure
that drive pins are located in correct slot in gears.

27. Fit bolts and washers securing timing gears to camshafts.
Using tool T10030restrain each gear in turn and
tighten bolts to 61–68Nm.

28. Using toolT10030 align timing marks and fit timing
gear locking tool T10029.

29. Fit new camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt
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Camshaft Cover Gasket
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release 2 clips and disconnect 2 breather hoses from
camshaft cover.

3. Disconnect ignition coil and camshaft position sensor
harness to engine harness multiplug.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing inlet camshaft seal blanking
plate to cylinder head and position harness and plate
aside.

5. Remove ignition coils.

IgnitionIgnitionIgnition CoilsCoilsCoils

6. Progressively loosen and remove 15 bolts securing
camshaft cover.

7. Remove camshaft cover.

Caution: The gasket is reusable and should remain
attached to the camshaft cover.

8. Check condition of sealing path. It should be complete
and attached to gasket. Remove gasket from camshaft
cover only if sealing path is damaged or detached from
gasket.

Refit

1. Clean mating surfaces of camshaft cover and carrier.

2. Clean inside of camshaft cover. If necessary, wash oil
separator elements in solvent and blow dry.

3. If camshaft cover gasket is to be renewed, fit new gasket
with 'EXHAUST MAN SIDE' mark towards exhaust
manifold.

4. Fit camshaft cover to camshaft carrier. Fit bolts and
working in sequence illustrated, tighten progressively
to 7–10Nm.

5. Fit ignition coils.

IgnitionIgnitionIgnition CoilsCoilsCoils

6. Fit inlet camshaft seal blanking plate and tighten blots
to 5–7Nm.

7. Connect ignition coil and camshaft sensor harness to
engine harness multiplugs.

8. Connect breather hoses and secure with clips.

9. Connect battery earth lead.
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Valves
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

3. Using sequence shown, remove 7 nuts securing exhaust
manifold to cylinder head.

4. Remove manifold and discard gasket.

5. Remove any debris from spark plug recesses.

6. Remove spark plugs from cylinder head.

7. Working in the sequence shown, progressively loosen
then remove 7 nuts securing intake manifold to cylinder
head.

8. Remove intake manifold, remove and discard gasket.

9. Remove both camshafts and discard oil seals.

10. Using a stick magnet, remove 16 tappets from cylinder
head.

11. Using a stick magnet, remove 16 tappets from cylinder
head.

Caution: Store hydraulic tappets in their fitted order
and store inverted (cupped upward). Maintain absolute
cleanliness when handling hydraulic tappets. Failure to
observe these precautions can result in engine failure.

12. Using tool T10005compress valve spring.

13. Remove collects and release valve spring.

14. Remove T10005.
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15. Remove valve spring, cap and valve.

16. Remove valve stem seal usingT10006.

Refit

1. Remove carbon from valve guide, valve, valve seat
insert and combustion area. Remove all loose particles
of carbon on completion.

2. Check existing valve stem diameter. Check valve guide
clearance using new valve (Refer to specification).

3. Check condition of valve seat and valve, if to be reused.

4. Re-cut valve seat and use pilot and the following cutters:

a. 15° MS76-120 - To cut first angle

b. 45° MS76-122 - To make final cut and remove any
burrs

c. 60° MS76-111- To narrow valve seats and obtain seat
widths

5. Cut valve face angle and valve seat to the following:

• Valve seat:

Angle = 45°

Width A:

Inlet = 1.2 mm;

Exhaust = 1.6 mm

• Valve face angle B:

Inlet = 45°

Exhaust = 45°

6. Lap valve to seat using fine grinding paste.

7. Apply Prussian Blue to valve seat, insert valve and press
into position without rotating. Remove and check for
even and central seating. Seating position shown by
blue should be in centre of valve face.

8. Lap and re-check valve seating.

9. Check valve stem fitted height (Refer to specification).

10. If it still over limit renew cylinder head and camshaft
carrier assembly.

Intake and Exhaust Valve Seat Repair Dimensions

Intake Exhaust

A=15° A=15°

B=45° B=45°

C=60° C=60°

D=0.4 mm radius D=0.4 mm radius

E=29.560 to 29.573mm E=25.960 to 25.973mm

F=1.2mm F=1.6mm

G=26.43mm G=22.83mm

H=29.475 to 29.500mm H=25.913 to 25.888mm

J=5.95 to 6.00mm J=5.45 to 5.80mm

K=6.16 to 6.32mm K=5.70 to 5.86mm
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11. Check condition of valve spring:

• Free length = 50.0 mm

• Fitted length = 37.0 mm

• Load - valve closed = 250±12.5N

• Load - valve open = 450±18N

12. Ensure tappets, valve, valve spring, spring cap and
collets are clean.

13. Lubricate valve and valve stem seal.

14. Fit valve stem seal to valve guide using T10006.

15. Fit valve. Fit spring and cap, position T10006to valve
and compress spring.

16. Fit collects.

17. Release valve spring and remove T10006.

18. Lubricate and fit tappets to tappet bores.

19. Clean camshafts and mating faces of cylinder head and
camshaft carrier.

Tip: Please use SAIC MOTOR recommended solvent.

20. Blow out oilways and lubricate camshaft journals and
bearings.

21. Fit camshafts and position inlet drive pin at 4 o'clock
(120 degrees) and exhaust camshaft drive pin at 8
o'clock (240 degrees).

22. Apply continuous thin bead of sealanton camshaft
carrier as shown, then spread to an even film using a
roller.

Caution: Ensure sealant does not block oil ways.

Caution: To avoid contamination, assembly should be
completed immediately after application of sealant.
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23. Fit camshaft carrier and progressively tighten bolts
securing camshaft carrier to cylinder head in the
sequence shown to 7–10Nm.

24. Clean camshaft seal locations and running surfaces.

25. Fit T10013to end of camshaft to protect oil seal.

26. Noting that front oil seals are coloured black and rear
oil seals are coloured red, fit new oil seals, dry, using
tool T10015.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

27. Clean mating faces of intake manifold and cylinder head.

28. Fit new intake manifold gasket to cylinder head.

29. Position intake manifold, fit and tighten 7 nuts in the
sequence shown to15–18Nm.

30. Clean mating faces of exhaust manifold and cylinder
head.

31. Fit new exhaust manifold gasket to cylinder head.

32. Position exhaust manifold and fit and tighten nuts in
sequence shown to 40–50Nm.

33. Set gap of each spark plug to 0.9±0.1 mm.

34. Fit spark plugs and tighten to 22–28Nm.

35. Fit HT leads to spark plugs.

36. Fit cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket ...

37. Connect battery earth lead.Valves
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Hydraulic Tappets
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshafts.

CamshaftsCamshaftsCamshafts --- InletInletInlet ororor ExhaustExhaustExhaust

3. Using a stick magnet, carefully remove tappets.

Caution: Store hydraulic tappets in their fitted order
and store inverted (cupped upward). Maintain absolute
cleanliness when handling hydraulic tappets. Failure to
observe these precautions can result in engine failure.

Refit

1. Ensure tappets and tappet bores are clean.

2. Lubricate and fit tappets to tappet bores.

3. Fit camshafts.

CamshaftsCamshaftsCamshafts --- InletInletInlet ororor ExhaustExhaustExhaust ...

4. Connect battery earth lead.

Camshafts - Inlet or Exhaust
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

3. Remove timing gear locking tool.T10029.

4. Suitably identify each timing gear to its respective
camshaft.

5. Restrain timing gears using T10030, remove bolts and
washers securing gears to camshafts, remove gears.

6. Noting fitted position of longest screw, remove screws
securing camshaft drive belt rear cover to cylinder head
and upper to coolant pump.

7. Remove camshaft cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket ...

8. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen 26 bolts
securing camshaft carrier to cylinder head, until valve
spring pressure is no longer acting on camshafts.
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9. Remove camshaft carrier.

10. Remove both camshafts.

11. Remove and discard oil seals from camshafts.

Refit

1. Clean camshafts.

2. Clean mating faces of cylinder head and camshaft
carrier.

3. Clean camshaft carrier bolt holes and dowels.

4. Blow out oil ways and lubricate camshaft journals and
bearings.

5. Fit camshafts and position inlet drive pin at 4 o’clock
(120 degrees) and exhaust camshaft drive pin at 8
o’clock (240 degrees).

6. Apply a 2 mm continuous bead of recommended sealant
to inside paths and outside paths on camshaft carrier as
shown then spread to an even film using a roller.

Caution: Ensure sealant does not block oil ways.

Caution: To avoid contamination, assembly should be
completed immediately after application of sealant.

7. Fit camshaft carrier to cylinder head.

8. Fit and using sequence shown, progressively tighten
bolts securing camshaft carrier to cylinder head to
7–10Nm.

9. Clean camshaft seal locations and running surfaces.

10. FitT10013 to end of camshaft to protect seal.

11. Noting that front seals are coloured black and rear oil
seals are coloured red, fit new camshaft oil seals using
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tool T10015.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

12. Fit camshaft cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket

13. Fit screws securing camshaft drive belt rear upper
cover to cylinder head and coolant pump and tighten
to 8–11Nm.

14. Ensure timing gears are clean and free from oil or
grease.

Caution: If sintered gears have been subjected to
prolonged oil contamination, they must be soaked in
solvent and then thoroughly washed in clean solvent
before refitting. Because of the porous construction of
sintered material, oil impregnated in the gear will emerge
and contaminate a new belt.

15. Fit timing gears to camshafts ensuring that timing marks
are aligned and that drive pins are located in correct
slot in gears.

16. Restrain timing gears using tool T10030.

17. Fit bolts and washers and tighten to 61–68Nm.

18. Ensure timing marks on gears are aligned.

19. Fit timing gear locking tool T10029.

20. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

21. Connect battery earth lead.

Intake Manifold Gasket
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Drain cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

3. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

4. Disconnect purge valve hose from intake manifold.

5. Disconnect multiplug from electronic controlled
throttle.

6. Disconnect breather hose from intake manifold.

7. Press plastic collar and disconnect brake servo hose
from intake manifold.

8. Remove 3 screws securing spark plug cover and remove
cover.
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9. Remove 2 bolts securing RH coil and release coil.

10. Disconnect coil multiplugs and release coil harness
from retaining clips.

11. Release clip and disconnect coolant hose from intake
manifold.

12. Release injector harness multiplug from bracket and
disconnect multiplug.

13. Release clip securing engine harness to intake manifold
bracket.

14. Position absorbent cloth beneath fuel rail.

15. Release fuel feed pipe from fuel rail.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

16. Working in sequence shown, progressively loosen then
remove 7 nuts securing intake manifold to cylinder
head.

17. Remove intake manifold, remove and discard gasket.

Refit

1. Ensure mating surfaces are clean and metal inserts are
fitted in intake manifold stud and bolt holes.

2. Fit new gasket to intake manifold.

Tip: Please ensure the inner and outer gasket fitting
position.

3. Fit intake manifold, fit 7 nuts and tighten in sequence
shown to 15–18Nm.
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4. Connect coolant hose to intake manifold and secure
clip.

5. Remove plugs from fuel hose and fuel rail.

6. Position fuel feed pipe to fuel rail.

7. Secure engine harness clip to manifold bracket.

8. Connect multiplug to injector harness and secure
multiplug to bracket.

9. Connect coil multiplugs, fit bolts securing RH coil and
tighten to 8Nm.

10. Secure coil harness in clips.

11. Connect brake servo hose to intake manifold.

12. Connect breather pipe to intake manifold.

13. Connect multiplug to electronic controlled throttle.

14. Connect purge valve hose to intake manifold and
tighten clip.

15. Refit air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

16. Refill cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

17. Connect battery earth lead.

Exhaust Manifold Gasket
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Drain coolant system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill ...

3. Raise front of vehicle and support on stand(s).

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

4. Remove front exhaust pipe.

FrontFrontFront PipePipePipe --- TurbochargerTurbochargerTurbocharger

5. Remove alternator heatshield.

HeatHeatHeat ShieldShieldShield --- AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

6. Remove 2 bolts securing oil drain pipe to turbocharger.

7. Remove 2 bolts securing oil drain pipe to engine.

8. Remove oil drain pipe.

9. Loosen jubilee clip securing air intake hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

10. Release pressure control hoses from turbocharger and
wastegate.
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11. Loosen jubilee clip securing intercooler intake hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

12. Loosen jubilee clip securing coolant inlet hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

13. Remove stands and lower vehicle.

14. Remove bolt and 2 washers securing oil feed pipe to
turbocharger and release pipe.

15. Release clip and disconnect top coolant hose from
turbocharger.

16. Remove alternator top nut and bolt, loosen bottom nut
and pivot alternator backwards.

17. Remove nut and bolt securing alternator upper bracket
to engine and remove bracket.

18. Remove 3 bolts securing spark plug cover to engine
and remove cover.
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19. Release circlip securing top coolant hose to engine,
release hose and position aside.

20. Remove 7 nuts securing exhaust manifold to engine.

21. With assistance manoeuvre turbocharger and exhaust
manifold from engine compartment.

22. Remove 4 nuts securing turbocharger to manifold,
release manifold from turbocharger. Remove and
discard gasket.

Refit

1. Fit gasket and turbocharger to manifold, fit and tighten
nuts to 30 Nm.

2. With assistance manoeuvre turbocharger and exhaust
manifold into engine compartment and position over
mounting studs.

3. Fit coolant top hose to engine and secure with circlip.

4. Position exhaust manifold to engine. Fit and tighten
40–50Nm.

5. Fit spark plug cover to engine and secure with bolts.

6. Fit alternator upper bracket. Fit and tighten nut and
bolt to 22–28Nm.

7. Position alternator, tighten bottom nut to 40–50Nmfit
and tighten top nut and bolt to 40–50Nm.

8. Fit top coolant drain hose to turbocharger and secure
with clip.

9. Position oil feed pipe to turbocharger, fit sealing
washers to bolt. Fit and tighten bolt to 17–21Nm.

10. Raise front of vehicle and support on stand(s).

11. Fit coolant inlet hose to turbocharger and tighten
jubilee clip.

12. Fit intercooler intake hose to turbocharger and tighten
clip.

13. Fit control hoses to turbocharger and wastegate.

14. Fit air intake hose to turbocharger and tighten jubilee
clip.

15. Position oil drain pipe to engine and turbocharger and
secure with 4 bolts.

16. Fit alternator heatshield.

HeatHeatHeat ShieldShieldShield --- AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

17. Fit front exhaust pipe.

FrontFrontFront PipePipePipe --- TurbochargerTurbochargerTurbocharger

18. Remove stands and lower the vehicle.

19. Connect battery earth lead.

20. Refill coolant system.
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CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill Oil Pump
Remove

1. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

2. Remove crankshaft timing gear.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing engine harness to oil pump
and move harness clear of pump.

4. Noting fitted position of M6 x 20 bolt, remove and
discard 9 bolts securing oil pump to cylinder block.

5. Remove lower screw from drive belt rear upper cover.

6. Release rear upper cover to facilitate oil pump removal.

7. Release oil pump from locating dowels, remove oil
pump, remove and discard gasket.

8. Remove and discard crankshaft front oil seal from oil
pump body.

Refit

1. Clean oil pump and mating face and crankshaft front oil
seal recess in pump body.

2. Clean oil seal running surface on crankshaft.

3. Fit a new oil pump gasket dry, align and fit oil pump.

4. Fit new Patchlock bolts ensuring M6 x 20 bolt is in its
correct position. Tighten bolts in sequence shown to
8–11Nm.

5. Fit and tighten screw securing drive belt rear upper
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cover to8–11Nm.

6. Fit bolts securing engine harness to oil pump to Fit
bolts securing engine harness to oil pump to9Nm.

7. Fit oil seal guide from seal kit to crankshaft.

8. Using tool T10032fit new crankshaft front oil seal.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

9. Fit crankshaft timing gear.

10. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

Engine Oil and Oil Filter
Replace

1. Raise vehicle on ramp.

2. Remove underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

3. Place a suitable container under engine sump drain plug,
remove plug and discard sealing washer.

Warning: Observe due care when draining engine oil as
the oil can be very hot.

Warning: Avoid excessive skin contact with used engine
oil. Used engine oil contains potentially harmful
contaminants which may cause skin cancer or other
serious skin disorders.

4. Clean area around filter head and place a suitable
container beneath filter to catch any oil spillage.

5. Remove and discard engine oil filter.

Refit

1. Clean mating face of filter head.

2. Lubricate sealing ring of new filter with clean engine oil.

3. Fit new filter and tighten by hand until it seats, then
tighten a further half turn.

4. Clean sump drain plug and fit new sealing washer.

5. Fit sump drain plug and tighten to 25–30Nm.

6. Remove engine oil filler cap and fill engine with oil to
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correct level.

CapacitiesCapacitiesCapacities

FluidsFluidsFluids andandand LubricantsLubricantsLubricants

7. Fit oil filler cap.

8. Fit underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

9. Lower vehicle.

10. Start and run engine until oil pressure warning light
extinguishes.

11. Stop engine. Re-check engine oil level.

12. Check for signs of leakage.

Engine Oil Pressure Check
Check

1. Remove oil pressure switch.

SwitchSwitchSwitch --- OilOilOil PressurePressurePressure ...

2. Fit sealing washer from oil pressure switch to oil
pressure gauge adaptor.

3. Fit and tighten oil pressure gauge adaptor to oil pump
housing.

4. Connect oil pressure gaugeT10001 to adaptor and
tighten union.

5. Check and if necessary, top-up engine oil.

6. Start and run engine until normal operating temperature
is reached.

7. Note oil pressure readings with the engine running at
idle and at 3500 rev/min (Refer to specification).

8. Switch off engine, unscrew gauge union and remove
gauge.

9. Remove adaptor.

10. Wipe off oil spillage.

11. Fit oil pressure switch.

SwitchSwitchSwitch --- OilOilOil PressurePressurePressure
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Oil Pick - Up Strainer
Remove

1. Remove engine sump.

SumpSumpSump ResealResealReseal

2. Remove 2 bolts securing oil pick up strainer to oil rail.

3. Remove oil pick up strainer and remove and discard
'O' ring from strainer.

Refit

1. Clean oil pick up strainer and mating faces.

2. Lubricate a new 'O' ring with engine oil and fit to
strainer.

3. Fit oil pick up strainer and tighten bolts to7–10Nm

4. Fit engine sump.

SumpSumpSump ResealResealReseal

Engine Sump
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Raise front of vehicle.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

3. Drain engine oil and remove filter.

EngineEngineEngine OilOilOil andandand OilOilOil FilterFilterFilter

4. Remove 3 nuts securing front exhaust pipe to
turbocharger, release front exhaust pipe and discard
gasket.

5. Remove bolt securing engine mounting lower tie rod
to mounting lower tie rod bracket.

6. Remove 4 bolts and remove engine mounting lower
tie rod bracket from sump.

7. Remove 3 bolts securing sump to transmission.

8. Remove 4 bolts securing front exhaust pipe to sump
and transmission.

9. Remove 3 bolts securing front exhaust pipe to exhaust
pipe.

10. Noting the fitted position of 2 longest bolts, remove 14
bolts securing sump to engine bearing ladder.

11. Lower front exhaust pipe and remove sump and gasket.

Refit

1. Ensure mating faces of sump and bearing ladder are
clean.

2. Position new gasket and sump to engine bearing ladder
and fit bolts ensuring that 2 longest bolts are in their
original fitted positions. Lightly tighten bolts.

Caution: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

3. Fit bolts securing sump to transmission housing, lightly
tighten and then loosen bolts. This will align the rear
sump flange to the transmission.
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4. Working in the sequence shown, progressively tighten
engine sump bolts to 28–32Nm.

5. Tighten bolts securing transmission to sump to
75–90Nm.

6. Position engine mounting lower tie rod bracket to
sump. Fit and tighten bolts to 90–110Nm.

7. Tighten bolt securing engine mounting lower tie rod to
engine mounting lower tie rod bracket to 100 Nm.

8. Clean front exhaust pipe and turbocharger mating faces.

9. Fit new gasket to front pipe and fit front pipe to
turbocharger. Tighten exhaust nuts to 45–55Nm.

10. Fit new oil filter and fill with oil.

EngineEngineEngine OilOilOil andandand OilOilOil FilterFilterFilter

11. Remove stand(s) and lower vehicle.

12. Connect battery earth lead.

Camshaft Drive Belt Cover - Front Upper
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Loosen lower screw securing drive gear front upper
cover.

3. Remove 5 screws securing drive gear front upper cover
to rear upper cover.

4. Remove drive gear front upper cover and seal.

Refit

1. Clean drive gear front upper cover.

2. Fit seal to upper cover.

3. Fit drive gear front upper cover, ensuring correct
position of seal.

4. Fit screws securing drive gear front upper cover and
tighten to 5Nm.

5. Tighten lower screw securing drive gear front upper
cover to engine to 5Nm.

6. Connect battery earth lead.
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Camshaft Drive Belt Cover - Rear Upper
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

3. Suitably identify each timing gear to its respective
camshaft.

4. Remove timing gear locking tool T10029.

5. Use T10030to restrain timing gears, remove bolts,
washers and gears from camshafts.

6. Remove bolt securing dipstick support bracket.

7. Remove screw securing drive belt rear upper cover to
coolant pump.

8. Remove bolts securing drive belt rear upper cover to
engine and remove cover.

Refit

1. Fit drive belt rear upper cover, fit new bolts and tighten
to 8–11Nm.

2. Tighten bolt securing dipstick support bracket to
7–10Nm.

3. Clean gears and camshaft mating faces.

4. Fit timing gears to camshafts ensuring that drive pins are
located in correct slot in gears. Fit bolts and washers
to retain gears.

5. Restrain each gear in turn using tool T10030and
tighten bolts to 61–68Nm.

6. Align timing gear timing marks using tool T10030.

7. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

8. Connect battery earth lead.
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Crankshaft Pulley
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove starter motor.

StarterStarterStarter motormotormotor

3. Raise front of vehicle.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

4. Remove RH front wheel.

5. Remove ancillary drive belt.

DriveDriveDrive beltbeltbelt

6. Fit flywheel locking tool T10036 automatic
transmission)T10037manual transmission) to flywheel
housing and secure with bolts.

7. Remove bolt securing pulley to crankshaft and collect
washer.

8. Remove crankshaft pulley.

Refit

1. Clean crankshaft pulley and mating face.

2. Fit crankshaft pulley and ensure indent on pulley locates
over lug on crankshaft timing gear.

3. Fit washer and tighten bolt securing crankshaft pulley

to 200–210Nm

4. Remove bolts and remove flyingwheel locking tool.

5. Fit ancillary drive belt.

DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

6. Fit wheel and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm.

7. Remove stand(s) and lower vehicle.

8. Fit starter motor.

StarterStarterStarter MotorMotorMotor

9. Connect battery earth lead.
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Engine Mounting - RH
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Support engine on jack.

Caution: To prevent damage to components, cushion the
jack pad with a block of wood or hard rubber.

3. Remove 3 bolts securing PAS reservoir to engine RH
mounting, and position reservoir aside.

4. Remove 3 bolts securing engine RH mounting to engine.

5. Remove 2 bolts securing engine RH mounting to body.

6. Remove engine RH mounting.

Refit

1. Clean mounting mounting and body mating faces.

2. Fit engine RH mounting to engine. Secure 2 bolts
from engine RH mounting to body and tighten to
90–110Nm.

3. Fit 3 bolts from engine RH mounting to engine and
tighten to 90–110Nm.

4. Fit bolts from PAS reservoir to engine RH mounting
and tighten to 7–10Nm.

5. Lower and remove jack.

6. Connect battery earth lead.

Engine Mounting Lower Tie Rod
Remove

1. Remove underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

2. Remove 2 bolts securing engine mounting lower tie rod
to engine mounting lower tie rod bracket and subframe.

3. Remove engine mounting lower tie rod from mounting
brackets.

Refit

1. Position engine mounting lower tie rod to mounting
brackets.

2. Fit bolts securing engine mounting lower tie rod and
tighten to 90–110Nm.

3. Fit underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly
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Camshaft Front Oil Seal - Exhaust
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

3. Remove timing gear locking toolT10029 from timing
gears.

4. UseT10030 to restrain exhaust timing gear and
remove bolt and plain washer securing gear to exhaust
camshaft.

5. Remove timing gear.

6. Fit timing gear retaining bolt to camshaft.

7. Remove camshaft oil seal usingT10022 and centre bolt
T10023.

8. Discard camshaft oil seal.

9. Remove bolt from camshaft.

Refit

1. Clean sealing area of cylinder head and camshaft carrier.
Do not use a scraper as this may damage sealing
surfaces.

2. FitT10013 to end of camshaft to protect oil seal.

3. Noting that this oil seal is coloured black, fit new
camshaft oil seal using tool T10015.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

4. Clean timing gear and camshaft mating faces.

Caution: If sintered gears have been subjected to
prolonged oil contamination, they must be soaked in
solvent and then thoroughly washed in clean solvent
before refitting. Because of the porous construction of
sintered material, oil impregnated in the gear will emerge
and contaminate a new belt.

5. Fit timing gear to camshaft ensuring that drive pin is
located in correct slot in gear. Fit plain washer and
bolt, restrain gear using toolT10030 and tighten bolt
to 61–68Nm

6. Rotate timing gears to align timing marks. Fit timing
gear locking tool T10029.

7. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

8. Connect battery earth lead.
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Camshaft Front Oil Seal - Inlet
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

3. Remove timing gear locking toolT10029 from timing
gears.

4. UseT10030 to restrain inlet timing gear and remove
bolt and plain washer securing gear to inlet camshaft.

5. Remove timing gear.

6. Fit timing gear retaining bolt to camshaft.

Exhaust camshaft shown, inlet camshaft similar.

7. Remove camshaft oil seal usingT10022 and centre bolt
T10023.

8. Discard camshaft oil seal.

9. Remove bolt from camshaft.

Refit

1. Clean sealing area of cylinder head and camshaft carrier.
Do not use a scraper as this may damage sealing
surfaces.

2. FitT10013 to end of camshaft to protect seal.

Exhaust camshaft shown, inlet camshaft similar.

3. Noting that this oil seal is coloured black, fit new
camshaft oil seal using T10015.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

4. Clean timing gear and camshaft mating faces.

Caution: If sintered gears have been subjected to
prolonged oil contamination, they must be soaked in
solvent and then thoroughly washed in clean solvent
before refitting. Because of the porous construction of
sintered material, oil impregnated in the gear will emerge
and contaminate a new belt.

5. Fit timing gear to camshaft ensuring that drive pin is
located in correct slot in gear. Fit plain washer and
bolt, restrain gear usingT10030 and tighten bolt to
61–68Nm.

6. Rotate timing gears to align gear timing marks. Fit
timing gear locking tool T10029.

7. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

8. Connect battery earth lead.
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Camshaft Drive Belt
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove drive belt front upper cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt CoverCoverCover --- FrontFrontFront UpperUpperUpper

3. Support engine on jack.

Caution: To prevent damage to components, cushion the
jack pad with a block of wood or hard rubber.

4. Remove 3 bolts securing PAS reservoir to engine mount
and position reservoir aside.

5. Remove 3 bolts securing engine RH hydramount to
engine.

6. Remove 2 bolts securing engine RH hydramount to
body.

7. Remove engine RH hydramount.

8. Rotate crankshaft clockwise to align camshaft timing
gear marks.

Caution: Never use the camshaft gear, the camshaft gear
retaining bolts or the timing belt to turn the crankshaft.

9. Fit timing gear locking tool T10029.

10. Check that timing mark on crankshaft pulley is aligned
with mark on drive belt front lower cover.

11. Remove crankshaft pulley.

CrankshaftCrankshaftCrankshaft PulleyPulleyPulley

Caution:

12. Remove 2 bolts securingPAS belt tensioner and
remove tensioner.

13. Remove 3 screws and remove drive belt front lower
cover and seals.

14. Remove and discard drive belt tensioner bolt and
remove tensioner. If the original belt is to be refitted,
mark the direction of rotation on the belt.
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15. Remove camshaft drive belt.

Caution: Ease the belt off gears using fingers only. Metal
levers may damage the belt and gears.

Caution: Drive belt must be replaced if cylinder head is
to be removed or new timing gears, tensioner or coolant
pump are to be fitted.

Caution: Drive belts must be stored and handled with
care. Always store a drive belt on its edge with a bend
radius greater than 50 mm. Do not use a drive belt that
has been twisted or bent double as this will damage the
reinforcing fibres. Do not use a drive belt if debris other
than belt dust is found in the timing cover. Do not use
a drive belt if partial engine seizure has occurred. Do
not use a drive belt if belt mileage exceeds 72,000 km.
Do not use an oil or coolant contaminated belt, cause of
contamination must be rectified.

16. Remove crankshaft timing gear from crankshaft.

Refit

1. Clean timing gears and pulleys.

Caution: If sintered gears have been subjected to
prolonged oil contamination, they must be soaked in
solvent and then thoroughly washed in clean solvent
before refitting. Because of the porous construction of
sintered material, oil impregnated in the gear will emerge
and contaminate a new belt.

2. Fit crankshaft timing gear to crankshaft.

3. Check correct alignment of dots on crankshaft gear
with flange on oil pump.

4. Fit drive belt tensioner with tensioner lever at 9 o'clock
position and tighten new fixing bolt until it is just
possible to move tensioner lever.

5. Ensure camshaft timing gear marks are aligned.

6. Using fingers only, fit drive belt. Ensure belt run
between the crankshaft gear and the exhaust camshaft
gear is kept taut during the fitting procedure.

Caution: If the original drive belt is being refitted, ensure
the direction of rotation mark is facing the correct way.

7. Check that drive belt is positioned centrally around all
gears and tensioner pulley.

8. Clean drive belt front lower cover.

9. Fit seals to cover.

10. Fit drive belt front lower cover and tighten screws to
8–11Nm.

11. CleanPAS belt tensioner and mating face.

12. FitPAS belt tensioner and tighten bolts to 25Nm.

13. Fit crankshaft pulley.

CrankshaftCrankshaftCrankshaft PulleyPulleyPulley

14. Remove camshaft timing gear locking tool T10029.

15. Use a Allen key to rotate tensioning lever in an
anti-clockwise direction and align pointer to index wire
as shown.
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16. If original belt is to be refitted then the pointer must
be aligned so that the index wire is adjacent to lower
land of pointer.

17. Tighten tensioner bolt to 20–23Nm.

Caution: It is imperative that the pointer approaches the
index wire from above. If the pointer passes the index
wire, the tension must be fully released and the tensioning
procedure must be repeated.

18. Using a spanner on the crankshaft pulley, rotate
crankshaft 2 complete revolutions and align camshaft
gear timing marks.

Caution: Never use the camshaft gear, the camshaft gear
retaining bolts or the timing belt to turn the crankshaft.

19. Check alignment of pointer to index wire.

20. If pointer is not correctly aligned, loosen bolt until
it is just possible to move tensioning lever. Rotate
tensioning lever clockwise until tension is completely
backed off, then rotate tensioning lever anti-clockwise
until pointer is aligned correctly to index wire.

21. Tighten tensioner bolt to 20–23Nm.

22. Rotate crankshaft 2 complete revolutions and align
timing marks.

23. Check alignment of pointer to index wire, if incorrect,
repeat adjustment procedure.

24. Fit drive belt front upper cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt CoverCoverCover --- FrontFrontFront UpperUpperUpper

25. Clean engine RH mounting arm and mating face.

26. Fit engine RH hydramount to engine, secure 2 bolts
from engine RH hydramount to body and tighten to
90–110Nm.

27. Fit 3 bolts from engine RH hydramount to engine and
tighten to 90–110Nm.

28. Fit bolts from PAS reservoir to engine RH hydramount
and tighten to 7–10Nm.

29. Lower and remove jack.

30. Connect battery earth lead.
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Engine and Manual Transmission
Remove

1. Position vehicle on a 2 post ramp.

2. Drain cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

3. Disconnect battery earth lead.

4. Remove battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

5. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

6. Depressurise fuel system.

FuelFuelFuel SystemSystemSystem --- DepressuriseDepressuriseDepressurise

7. Release clips securing engine harness and earth lead to
air cleaner mounting bracket.

8. Remove 3 bolts securing air cleaner mounting bracket
to body and remove bracket.

9. Release clips securing hoses to coolant elbow and
disconnect hoses.

10. Release clip securing coolant hose to coolant rail and
disconnect hose. Disconnect ECT sensor multiplug.

11. Release clip securing heater hose to cylinder block and
disconnect hose.

12. Release clip securing expansion tank hose to intake
manifold and disconnect hose.

13. Disconnect vacuum pipe from intake manifold.

14. Remove nut and disconnect battery lead from starter
motor.
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15. Disconnect Lucar connector from starter motor.

16. Remove bolt and release earth lead from transmission.

17. Remove bolt and disconnect engine earth lead from
engine compartment fuse box.

18. Disconnect multiplug from engine compartment fuse
box.

19. Disconnect engine harness to main harness multiplug.

20. Release clip and disconnect purge valve hose from
intake manifold.

21. Disconnect purge valve multiplug.

22. Release clip and disconnect hose from fuel rail.

23. Remove bolt securingPAS hose support bracket to
coolant rail.PAS hose support bracket to coolant rail.
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24. UsingT22002 disconnect clutch fluid pipe.

25. Release gear change cables from selector shafts.

26. Release clips and disconnect gear change cables from
transmission mounting bracket.

27. Release clip and disconnect reverse light switch
multiplug.

28. Release latch and disconnect multiplugs from ECM.

29. FeedECM harness into engine bay.

30. DisconnectPAS pressure sensor multiplug.

31. ReleasePAS pump cover fromPAS pump.

32. Position container underPAS pump.

33. Remove 2 bolts securing fluid inlet hose toPAS pump,
release hose, remove and discard 'O' ring.
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34. Remove banjo bolt securing fluid outlet hose toPAS
pump, release hose, remove and discard sealing
washers.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

35. Remove 3 bolt securingPAS reservoir to engine RH
hydramount and position reservoir aside.

36. Remove front wheel.

37. Drain transmission oil.

CapacityCapacityCapacity

FluidFluidFluid andandand OilOilOil

38. Using a 13 mm spanner, rotate tensioner to release
tension and remove ancillary drive belt from A/C
compressor pulley.

39. Remove 3 bolts and move A/C compressor aside.

40. Remove 3 nuts securing front exhaust pipe flange to
turbocharger, release front pipe.

41. Remove and discard exhaust flange gasket.

42. Loosen jubilee clip securing air intake hose to
turbocharger and release hose.
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43. Release pressure control hoses from turbocharger and
wastegate.

44. Loosen jubilee clip securing intercooler intake hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

45. Loosen jubilee clip securing coolant inlet hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

46. Release clip and disconnect coolant drain hose from
turbocharger.

47. Remove 2 bolts securing engine mounting lower tie rod
to lower tie rod bracket and subframe, remove tie rod.

48. Remove nut securing RH track rod ball joint.

49. Fit an nut to ball pin, flush with end of pin and using
T38008, release ball joint taper.

50. Remove nut from ball pin.

51. Remove clip securing RH brake hose and release brake
hose from support bracket and clip onABS sensor
harness. Release pad wear sensor harness andABS
sensor harness from support bracket.
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52. Disconnect pad wear indicator harness multiplug,
release harness from clip.

53. Remove nut and bolt securing lower ball joint to RH
front lower suspension arm.

54. UsingT32020 andT32011 release ball joint from lower
suspension arm.

55. Fit lower arm ball joint protector T32003.

56. Remove 3 bolts securing intermediate shaft bearing
support to engine.

57. Remove nut from LH track rod ball joint.

58. Fit an M10 nut to ball pin, flush with end of pin and
using T38008release ball joint taper.

59. Remove M10 nut from ball pin.

60. Release clip securing LH brake hose and release brake
hose from support bracket and clip onABS sensor
harness. ReleaseABS sensor harness from support
bracket.

61. Remove nut and bolt securing lower ball to LH lower
suspension arm.

62. Using T32020and T32011, release ball joint from
lower suspension arm.

63. Fit lower arm ball joint protector T32003.

64. UsingT30001 release LH inner drive shaft joint from
transmission.

65. With assistance, pull front hubs outwards and release
drive shaft and intermediate shaft from transmission.
Keep both shafts square to avoid damage to oil seals
in transmission.

66. Remove and discard circlip from LH drive shaft inner
joint.
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67. Tie drive shaft aside.

68. Remove 2 bolts and remove camshaft seal blanking
plate.

69. Fit lifting bracketT10035 in place of plate and tighten
bolts.

70. Fit lifting bracketT10035 to cylinder head and secure
with bolt.

71. Use a hoist and connect adjustable lifting
bracketT10007 to engine.

72. Raise hoist to take weight of engine without exerting
load on mountings.

73. Remove 3 bolts securing engine RH hydramount to
engine and 2 bolts to body, remove RH hydramount.

74. Remove nut securing LH transmission mounting bracket
to LH transmission hydraulic.

75. Remove 4 bolts securing LH transmission hydraulic
to LH transmission hydraulic mounting bracket and
remove hyraulic.

76. Remove 4 bolts securing LH transmission hydraulic
mounting bracket to body and remove mounting
bracket.
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77. Remove 4 bolts securing transmission mounting bracket
to transmission, and remove mounting bracket.

78. Raise hoist and maneuver engine and manual
transmission from vehicle.

Refit

1. With assistance, lower engine and transmission
assembly into engine compartment.

2. Lower unit to position mountings.

3. Position LH transmission mounting bracket to
transmission, fit and tighten bolts to 70–90Nm.

4. Position LH transmission hydraulic mounting bracket to
body, fit bolts and tighten to 85Nm.

5. Fit through bolt securing LH transmission hydraulic to
LH transmission hydraulic mounting bracket and tighten
to 50–65Nm.

6. Fit nut securing LH transmission mounting bracket to
LH transmission hyraulic and tighten to 90–110Nm.

7. Fix engine RH hydramount to engine and body, securing
bolts on both and tighten to 90–110Nm.

8. Lower hoist, disconnect and remove adjustable lifting
bracket T10007.

9. Remove lifting bracket T10035.Renew camshaft seal
blanking plate, fit bolts and tighten to 22–28Nm.

10. Remove lifting bracketT10035 from cylinder head.

11. Release LH drive shaft, fit new circlip to drive shaft.
Release RH drive shaft.

12. With assistance, fit drive shafts to transmission, keeping
both shafts square to prevent damage to oil seals in
transmission.

13. Remove lower arm ball joint protectors T32003.

14. Clean lower ball joints and inspect ball joint boots for
damage.

15. Position ball joints into LH and RH hubs.

16. Fit nuts and bolts securing ball joints to hubs and tighten
to 40–50Nm.

17. Ensure that ball joints are fully located in hubs and bolts
are in grooves in ball joints.

18. Position intermediate shaft support bearing to engine,
fit bolts and tighten to 25Nm.

19. Position brake hoses, pad wear sensor andABS sensor
harnesses in support brackets and secure brake hoses
with clips. Secure brake hoses inABS sensor harness
clips.

20. Connect pad wear indicator harness multiplug, secure
harness in clip.

21. Position track rod ends, fit nuts and tighten to 30Nm.

22. Position engine mounting lower tie rod to subframe
and lower tie rod bracket, fit bolts and tighten to
90–110Nm.

23. Using a new gasket, position front exhaust pipe to
turbocharger fit nuts and tighten to 45–55Nm.

24. Fit coolant drain hose to turbocharger and secure with
clip.

25. Fit coolant inlet hose to turbocharger and tighten
jubilee clip.

26. Fit intercooler intake hose to turbocharger and tighten
clip.

27. Fit control hoses to turbocharger and wastegate.

28. Fit air intake hose to turbocharger and tighten jubilee
clip.

29. Refill transmission with oil.

FluidFluidFluid CapacitiesCapacitiesCapacities

LubricationLubricationLubrication

30. Fit A/C compressor to mounting bracket. Fit and
tighten bolts to 22–28Nm.

31. Using a 13 mm spanner, rotate tensioner, fit ancillary
drive belt to A/C compressor pulley.

32. Fit front wheels and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm.

33. Remove plugs fromPAS pipes.

34. Using new sealing washers, fitPAS outlet hose to pump
and tighten banjo bolt to 22Nm.
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35. Using a new 'O' ring, fitPAS inlet hose to pump, fit
bolts and tighten to 10Nm.

36. ConnectPAS pressure sensor multiplug and securePAS
pump cover.

37. PositionPAS reservoir to engine RH hyramount, fit nut
and bolts tighten to 7–10Nm.

38. Position and connect multiplug to engineECM and
secure latch.

39. Fit engine compartment bulkhead access panel.

40. Fit air intake plenum grille.

41. Connect multiplug to reverse light switch.

42. PositionPAS hose support bracket to coolant rail, fit
bolt and tighten to 10Nmand secure engine harness
to bracket with cable tie.

43. Connect fuel hose to fuel rail.

44. Connect hose to purge control valve.

45. Connect purge control valve multiplug.

46. Connect main harness to engine harness multiplug.

47. Connect multiplug to engine compartment fuse box.

48. Position engine earth lead to engine compartment fuse
box, fit and tighten bolt to 8 Nm.

49. Fit engine compartment fuse box cover.

50. Position engine earth lead to transmission and tighten
to 85Nm.

51. Connect Lucar connector to starter motor.

52. Connect battery lead to starter motor and tighten nut
to 6–10Nm.

53. Connect vacuum pipe to intake manifold.

54. Connect expansion tank vent pipe to intake manifold
and secure with clip.

55. Connect coolant hose to coolant rail and secure with
clip.

56. Connect coolant hoses to elbow and secure with clips.

57. Connect heater hose to cylinder block and secure with
clip.

58. Position air cleaner mounting bracket to body, fit and
tighten bolts to 45Nm.

59. Secure harness and earth lead to air cleaner mounting
bracket.

60. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

61. Fit battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

62. Fill cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

Engine and Automatic Transmission
Remove

1. Position vehicle on a 2 post ramp.

2. Drain cooling system

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

3. Disconnect battery earth lead.

4. Remove battery carrier

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

5. Remove air cleaner

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

6. Depressurise fuel system.

FuelFuelFuel SystemSystemSystem --- DepressuriseDepressuriseDepressurise

7. Release clips securing engine harness and earth lead to
air cleaner mounting bracket.

8. Remove 3 bolts securing air cleaner mounting bracket
to body and remove bracket.

9. Release and disconnect 2 transmission harness
multiplugs.

10. Disconnect starter solenoid multiplug from
transmission.
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11. Release clips securing hoses to coolant elbow and
disconnect hoses.

12. Release clip securing coolant hose to coolant rail and
disconnect hose. Disconnect ECT sensor multiplug.

13. Release clip securing heater hose to cylinder block and
disconnect hose.

14. Release clip securing expansion tank hose to intake
manifold and disconnect hose.

15. Disconnect servo vacuum pipe from intake manifold.

16. Remove nut and disconnect battery lead from starter
motor.

17. Disconnect Lucar connector from starter motor.

18. Remove bolt and release earth lead from transmission.
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19. Remove bolt and disconnect engine earth lead from
engine compartment fuse box.

20. Disconnect multiplug from engine compartment fuse
box.

21. Disconnect engine harness to main harness multiplug.

22. Release clip and disconnect purge valve hose from
intake manifold.

23. Disconnect purge valve multiplug.

24. Release clip and disconnect hose from fuel rail.

25. Remove bolt securing PAShose support bracket to
coolant rail.

26. Release latch and disconnect multiplugs from ECM.
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27. Feed ECMharness into engine bay.

28. Disconnect PASpressure sensor multiplug.

29. Release PASpump cover from PASpump.

30. Position container under PASpump.

31. Remove 2 bolts securing fluid inlet hose to PASpump.

32. Release hose, remove and discard 'O' ring.

33. Remove banjo bolt securing fluid outlet hose to
PASpump.

34. Release hose, remove and discard sealing washers.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

35. Remove 2 bolts and nut securing PASreservoir to

engine RH hydramount and position reservoir aside.

36. Remove front wheels.

37. Drain transmission oil.

38. Using a 13 mm spanner, rotate tensioner to release
tension and remove ancillary drive belt from A/C
compressor pulley.

39. Remove 3 bolts and move A/C compressor aside.

40. Remove 3 nuts securing front exhaust pipe flange to
turbocharger, release front pipe.
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41. Remove and discard exhaust flange gasket.

42. Loosen jubilee clip securing air intake hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

43. Release pressure control hoses from turbocharger and
wastegate.

44. Loosen jubilee clip securing coolant inlet hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

45. Loosen jubilee clip securing intercooler intake hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

46. Release clip and disconnect coolant drain hose from
turbocharger.

47. Remove 2 bolts securing engine mounting lower tie rod
to lower tie rod bracket and subframe, remove tie rod
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48. Remove nut securing RH track rod ball joint.

49. Fit an M10 nut to ball pin, flush with end of pin and
using T38008release ball joint taper.

50. Remove M10 nut from ball pin.

51. Remove clip securing RH brake hose and release brake
hose from support bracket and clip on ABSsensor
harness. Release pad wear sensor harness and
ABSsensor harness from support bracket.

52. Disconnect pad wear indicator multiplug, release
harness from clip.

53. Remove nut and bolt securing lower ball joint to RH
front lower suspension arm.

54. Using T32020and T32011release ball joint from lower

suspension arm.

55. Fit lower arm ball joint protectorT32003.

56. Remove 3 bolts securing intermediate shaft bearing
support to engine

57. Remove nut from LH track rod ball joint.

58. Fit an M10 nut to ball pin flush with end of pin.

59. Using T38008release ball joint taper.

60. Remove M10 nut from ball pin.

61. Release clip securing LH brake hose and release brake
hose from support bracket and clip on ABSsensor
harness.

62. Release ABSsensor harness from support bracket.

63. Remove nut and bolt securing lower ball to LH lower
suspension arm.

64. Using aT32020and T32011release ball joint from
lower suspension arm.

65. Fit lower arm ball joint protectorT32003

66. Using T30001release LH inner drive shaft joint from
transmission.
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67. With assistance, pull front hubs outwards and release
drive shaft and intermediate shaft from transmission.
Keep both shafts square to avoid damage to oil seals
in transmission.

68. Remove and discard circlip from LH drive shaft inner
joint.

69. Tie drive shaft aside.

70. Loosen and disconnect 2 transmission fluid cooler
hoses and discard 'O' rings.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

71. Remove nut securing selector lever to transmission,
release lever from transmission.

72. Release clip and remove selector cable from
transmission bracket.

73. Remove 2 bolts and remove camshaft seal blanking
plate.

74. Fit lifting bracket T10035in place of plate and tighten
bolts.

75. Fit lifting bracket T10035to cylinder head and secure
with bolt.

76. Use a hoist and connect adjustable lifting bracket
T10007to engine.
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77. Raise hoist to take weight of engine without exerting
load on mountings.

78. Remove 3 bolts securing engine RH hydramount to
engine and 2 bolts to body, remove hydramount.

79. Remove nut securing LH transmission mounting bracket
to LH transmission hydraulic.

80. Remove 4 bolts securing LH transmission hydraulic
to LH transmission hydraulic mounting bracket and
remove hydraulic.

81. Remove 2 bolts securing transmission mounting bracket
to transmission.

82. Remove 4 bolts securing LH transmission hydraulic
mounting bracket to body and remove mounting

bracket.

83. Remove transmission on mounting bracket.

84. Raise hoist and manoeuvre engine automatic
transmission from vehicle.

Refit

1. With assistance, lower engine and transmission
assembly into engine compartment.

2. Lower unit to position mountings.

3. Position transmission mounting bracket to transmission,
fit and tighten bolts to 50–65Nm.

4. Position LH transmission hydraulic mounting bracket to
body, fit bolts and tighten to85Nm.

5. Fit transmission LH hydramount to hydraulic mounting
bracket, securing bolts and tighten to50–65Nm.

6. Fit nuts securing transmission mounting bracket to
transmission LH hydraulic and tighten to 90–110Nm.

7. Fit engine RH hydramount to engine and body, securing
the bolts and tighten to 90–110Nm.

8. Lower hoist, disconnect and remove lifting bracket
T10007.

9. Remove lifting bracketT10035. Renew camshaft seal
blanking plate, fit bolts and tighten to22–28Nm.

10. Remove lifting bracket T10035 from cylinder
headT10035.

11. Release LH drive shaft, fit new circlip to drive shaft.
Release RH drive shaft.

12. With assistance, fit drive shafts to transmission, keeping
both shafts square to prevent damage to oil seals in
transmission.

13. Remove lower arm ball joint protectors T32003.

14. Clean lower ball joints and inspect ball joint boots for
damage.

15. Position ball joints to LH and RH hubs.

16. Fit nuts and bolts securing ball joints to hubs and tighten
to 40–50Nm.

17. Ensure that ball joints are fully located in hubs and bolts
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are in grooves in ball joints.

18. Position intermediate shaft support bearing to engine,
fit bolts and tighten to 25Nm.

19. Position brake hoses, pad wear sensor and ABSsensor
harnesses in support brackets and secure brake hoses
with clips. Secure brake hoses in ABSsensor harness
clips.

20. Connect pad wear indicator harness multiplug, secure
harness in clip.

21. Position track rod ends, fit nuts and tighten to30Nm.

22. Position engine mounting lower tie rod to subframe
and lower tie rod bracket, fit bolts and tighten to
90–110Nm.

23. Using a new gasket, position front exhaust pipe to
turbocharger fit nuts and tighten to 45–55Nm.

24. Fit coolant drain hose to turbocharger and secure with
clip.

25. Fit coolant inlet hose to turbocharger and tighten
jubilee clip.

26. Fit intercooler intake hose to turbocharger and tighten
clip.

27. Fit control hoses to turbocharger and wastegate.

28. Fit air intake hose to turbocharger and tighten jubilee
clip.

29. Fit A/C compressor to mounting bracket. Fit and
tighten bolts to 22–28Nm.

30. Using a 13 mm spanner, rotate tensioner and fit
ancillary drive belt to A/C compressor pulley.

31. Fit selector cable to transmission bracket and secure
with clip.

32. Position selector lever to transmission, fit nut and
tighten to 25Nm.

33. Check and adjust selector cable.

34. Fit front wheels and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm.

35. Remove plugs from PASpipes.

36. Using new sealing washers, fit PASoutlet hose to pump
and tighten banjo bolt to 22Nm.

37. Using a new 'O' ring, fit PASinlet hose to pump, fit
bolts and tighten to 10Nm.

38. Connect PASpressure sensor multiplug and secure
PASpump cover.

39. Position PASreservoir to engine RH hyramount, fit nut
and bolts tighten to 7–10Nm.

40. Lubricate new 'O' rings with transmission fluid and fit
to transmission fluid cooler hoses.

41. Connect transmission fluid cooler hoses to fluid cooler,
tighten unions.

42. Position and connect multiplug to ECMand secure
latch.

43. Position PAShose support bracket to coolant rail, fit
bolt and tighten to 10Nm.

44. Connect fuel hose to fuel rail.

45. Connect hose to purge control valve.

46. Connect purge control valve multiplug.

47. Connect main harness to engine harness multiplug.

48. Connect transmission harness multiplugs and secure
with mounting bracket clips.

49. Connect multiplug to engine compartment fuse box.

50. Position engine earth lead to engine compartment fuse
box, fit and tighten bolt.

51. Fit engine compartment fuse box cover.

52. Position engine earth lead to transmission housing, fit
bolt and tighten to 85Nm.

53. Connect Lucar connector to starter motor.

54. Connect battery lead to starter motor and tighten nut
to6–10Nm.

55. Connect vacuum pipe to intake manifold.

56. Connect expansion tank vent pipe to intake manifold
and secure with clip.

57. Connect coolant hose to coolant rail and secure with
clip.

58. Connect coolant hoses to elbow and secure with clips.

59. Connect heater hose to cylinder block and secure with
clip.

60. Connect transmission harness multiplugs and starter
solenoid connector, secure with clips in mounting
bracket.

61. Position air cleaner mounting bracket to body, fit and
tighten bolts to 45Nm.

62. Fit cable clips to air cleaner mounting bracket.

63. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

64. Fit battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

65. Fill cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

66. Refill transmission with transmission fluid.

67. Connect battery earth lead.

68. Bleed PASsystem.

PowerPowerPower AssistedAssistedAssisted SteeringSteeringSteering SystemSystemSystem BleedingBleedingBleeding
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Cylinder Head Gasket
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Raise front of vehicle.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

3. Drain cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

4. Remove air cleaner.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

5. Remove and discard camshaft drive belt.

6. Remove 4 nuts securing turbocharger to exhaust
manifold.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

7. Release turbocharger from exhaust manifold and collect
gasket.

8. Disconnect camshaft position sensor multiplug from
engine harness.

9. Remove 2 bolts and remove inlet camshaft seal blanking
plate and position aside.

10. Release clip and disconnect radiator top hose from
coolant outlet elbow.

11. Release clip and disconnect coolant hose from coolant
outlet elbow.

12. Disconnect multiplug from ECTsensor.

13. Disconnect multiplug from electronic controlled
throttle.

14. Disconnect multiplug from injector harness.

15. Position absorbent cloth around fuel feed pipe
connection to collect spillage.

Warning: Depressurise the system before disconnecting
any components. Fuel pressure will be present in the
system even if the ignition has been switched off for some
time.

16. Press plastic collar on feed pipe and release feed pipe
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from manifold.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

17. Release clip and disconnect purge hose from throttle
housing.

18. Press plastic collar on quick release connector and
disconnect brake servo vacuum hose from intake
manifold.

19. Release clip and disconnect expansion tank hose from
intake manifold.

20. Remove alternator heat shield.

HeatHeatHeat ShieldShieldShield --- AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

21. Remove camshaft cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket

22. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen cylinder
head bolts 1 to 6; remove bolts and store in fitted order.

23. Remove locking tool T10029from timing gears.

24. Using tool T10030rotate both camshafts clockwise to
gain access to cylinder head bolts 7 and 8.

25. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen cylinder
head bolts 7 to 10; remove bolts and store in fitted
order. Do not rotate crankshaft until cylinder liner
retainer clamps T10018are fitted.

26. Suitably identify each timing gear to its respective
camshaft and using T10030tool to hold timing gears
against rotation, remove 2 bolts and washers retaining
timing gears.

27. Remove timing gears.

28. Remove bolt securing dipstick support bracket.
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29. Remove screw securing drive belt rear upper cover to
coolant pump.

30. Remove screws securing drive belt rear upper cover to
cylinder head, remove cover.

31. Remove cylinder head from cylinder block.

32. Remove and discard cylinder head gasket from cylinder
block. Do not rotate crankshaft until cylinder liner
retainer clamps T10018are fitted.

33. Fit cylinder liner clamps T10018to cylinder block and
secure with cylinder head bolts. Ensure that feet of
clamps do not protrude over cylinder bores.

Refit

1. Remove bolts securing cylinder liner clamps
T10018and remove clamps. Do not rotate crankshaft
with clamps removed.

2. Clean mating faces of cylinder head and cylinder block.

3. Check cylinder head for damage, pay particular
attention to gasket face of cylinder head.

4. Check cylinder head face for warping, across centre
and from corner to corner as shown.

5. Check cylinder head height. Cylinder head may be
refaced up to a maximum of 0.20 mm (Refer to
specification).

6. Remove all debris from oil and coolant passages.

7. Clean mating faces of exhaust manifold and
turbocharger.

8. Clean cylinder head bolts and inspect for signs of
damage.

9. Wash cylinder head bolts and wipe dry.

10. Apply a light film of oil to bolt threads and underside of
bolt heads.

11. Fit new cylinder head gasket, dry, to cylinder block.

12. Using assistance, fit cylinder head onto cylinder block,
carefully locating on dowels.

13. Carefully enter cylinder head bolts, DO NOT DROP.
Screw bolts into place by hand.
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14. To enable camshafts to be rotated in order to gain
access to cylinder head bolts, temporarily fit timing
gears to their respective camshafts, fit but do not
tighten bolts.

15. Working in the sequence shown, progressively tighten
the cylinder head bolts to 20 Nm; use timing gears to
rotate camshafts to gain access to cylinder head bolts.
Use a felt tip pen and mark position of radial marks on
each bolt head. Use a suitable angle torque gauge and
tighten all bolts in sequence 180°. Then tighten all bolts
in sequence a further 135°.20Nm180°135°.

16. Ensure radial marks are aligned. Should any bolt be
overtightened, back off 90° and re-align.

17. Remove timing gears.

18. Fit camshaft cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket

19. Fit alternator heat shield.

HeatHeatHeat ShieldShieldShield --- AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

20. Connect expansion tank hose to intake manifold and
secure clip.

21. Connect vacuum hose to intake manifold.

22. Connect purge hose to throttle housing and secure
with clip.

23. Connect fuel feed pipe to manifold.

24. Connect multiplug to injector harness.

25. Connect multiplug to electronic controlled throttle.

26. Connect multiplug to ECTsensor and secure with clip.

27. Fit hose to coolant outlet elbow and secure with clip.

28. Fit radiator top hose to coolant outlet elbow and
secure with clip.

29. Fit upper camshaft seal blanking plate and tighten blots
to 5–7Nm.Fit lower camshaft seal blanking plate and
tighten blots to 22–28Nm.

30. Connect camshaft position sensor multiplug to engine
harness and fit to camshaft seal blanking plate.

31. Fit new gasket to exhaust manifold flange, connect

turbocharger and tighten nuts to 45–55Nm.

32. Fit drive belt rear upper cover, fit screws noting that
longest screw secures cover to coolant pump. Tighten
screws to 8–11Nm.

33. Fit and tighten dipstick bracket bolt to7–10Nm.

34. Fit timing gears to their respective camshafts ensuring
that drive pins are located in correct slots in gears, fit
bolts and plain washers.

35. Restrain each timing gear in turn using toolT10030and
tighten bolts to 61–68Nm.

36. Align timing gear marks using tool T10030.

37. Fit timing gear locking tool T10029.

38. Fit new camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

39. Remove stand(s) and lower vehicle.

40. Refill cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

41. Connect battery earth lead.

42. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner
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Turbocharger
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Drain coolant system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand Refill.Refill.Refill.

3. Raise front of vehicle and support on stand(s).

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

4. Remove front exhaust pipe.

FrontFrontFront PipePipePipe --- TurbochargerTurbochargerTurbocharger ...

5. Remove alternator heatshield.

HeatHeatHeat Shield-RemoveShield-RemoveShield-Remove AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

6. Remove 2 bolts securing oil drain pipe to turbocharger.

7. Remove 2 bolts securing oil drain pipe to engine.

8. Remove oil drain pipe.

9. Loosen jubilee clip securing air intake hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

10. Release pressure control hoses from turbocharger and
wastegate.

11. Loosen jubilee clip securing intercooler intake hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

12. Loosen jubilee clip securing coolant inlet hose to
turbocharger and release hose.

13. Remove stands and lower vehicle.

14. Remove bolt and 2 washers securing oil feed pipe to
turbocharger and release pipe.
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15. Release clip and disconnect top coolant drain hose
from turbocharger.

16. Remove alternator top nut and bolt, loosen bottom nut
and pivot alternator backwards.

17. Remove nut and bolt securing alternator upper bracket
to engine and remove bracket.

18. Remove 3 bolts securing spark plug cover to engine
and remove cover.

19. Release circlip securing top coolant hose to engine,
release hose and position aside.

20. Remove 7 nuts securing exhaust manifold to engine.

21. With assistance manoeuvre turbocharger and exhaust
manifold from engine compartment.

22. Remove 4 nuts securing turbocharger to manifold,
release manifold from turbocharger, remove and
discard gasket.
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Refit

1. Fit gasket and turbocharger to manifold, fit and tighten
nuts to 28–32Nm.

2. With assistance manoeuvre turbocharger and exhaust
manifold into engine compartment and position over
mounting studs.

3. Fit coolant top hose to engine and secure with circlip.

4. Position exhaust manifold to engine. Fit and tighten
to 40–50Nm.

5. Fit spark plug cover to engine and secure with bolts.

6. Fit alternator upper bracket. Fit and tighten nut and
bolt to 22–28Nm.

7. Position alternator, tighten bottom nut to 40–50Nmfit
and tighten top nut and bolt to 40–50Nm.

8. Fit top coolant drain hose to turbocharger and secure
with clip.

9. Position oil feed pipe to turbocharger, fit sealing
washers to bolt. Fit and tighten bolt to 16–22Nm.

10. Raise front of vehicle and support on stand(s).

11. Fit coolant inlet hose to turbocharger and tighten
jubilee clip.

12. Fit intercooler intake hose to turbocharger and tighten
clip.

13. Fit control hoses to turbocharger and wastegate.

14. Fit air intake hose to turbocharger and tighten jubilee
clip.

15. Position oil drain pipe to engine and turbocharger and
secure with 4 bolts.

16. Fit alternator heat shield.

HeatHeatHeat Shield-AlternatorShield-AlternatorShield-Alternator

17. Fit front exhaust pipe.

FrontFrontFront PipePipePipe --- TurbochargerTurbochargerTurbocharger

18. Remove stands and lower the vehicle.

19. Connect battery earth lead.

20. Refill coolant system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill ...
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Hose - Coolant Drain - Turbocharger
Remove

1. Drain coolant system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

2. Release clip and disconnect coolant drain hose from
turbocharger.

3. Release clip and disconnect coolant drain hose from
'Y' piece in top hose.

Refit

1. Fit coolant drain hose to turbocharger and secure with
clip.

2. Fit coolant drain hose to 'Y' piece in top hose and
secure with clip.

3. Refill coolant system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand Refill.Refill.Refill.

Hose - Coolant Intake - Turbocharger
Remove

1. Drain coolant system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

2. Remove underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

3. Loosen jubilee clip securing coolant inlet hose to
turbocharger and release hose from turbocharger.

4. Loosen jubilee clip securing coolant inlet hose to
T-piece in coolant bottom hose and remove hose from
coolant bottom hose.

Refit

1. Fit coolant inlet hose to T-piece in coolant bottom hose
and tighten jubilee clip.

2. Fit coolant inlet hose to turbocharger and tighten with
jubilee clip.

3. Fit underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

4. Refill coolant system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill
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Pipe - Oil Return - Turbocharger
Remove

1. Remove underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

2. Remove 2 bolts securing oil drain pipe to turbocharger,
release pipe and remove and discard gasket.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing oil drain pipe to engine,
remove pipe and remove and discard gasket.

Refit

1. Position gasket and oil drain pipe to turbocharger and
secure with bolts.

2. Position gasket and oil drain pipe to engine and secure
with bolts.

3. Fit underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

Hose - Air Intake - Turbocharger
Remove

1. Release jubilee clip securing turbocharger air intake
hose to air cleaner and release hose from air cleaner.

AT model illustrated, MT model is similar.

2. Remove underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

3. Remove vacuum hose from boost control valve to
turbocharger air intake hose.

4. Loosen jubilee clip securing air intake hose to
turbocharger and release hose from turbocharger.

Refit

1. Fit air intake hose to turbocharger and secure with
jubilee clip.

2. Secure vacuum hose to turbocharger air intake hose.

3. Fit underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

4. Fit turbocharger air intake hose to air cleaner and
secure with jubilee clip.
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Pipe - Oil Feed - Turbocharger
Remove

1. Remove bolt and 2 copper washers securing oil feed
pipe to turbocharger and release pipe.

2. Raise front of vehicle and support on stand(s).

3. Remove underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

4. Remove 2 bolts securing oil feed pipe brackets to
engine.

5. Release union nut connecting oil feed pipe to oil filter
housing and remove pipe.

Refit

1. Position oil feed pipe to oil filter housing and tighten
union nut to 17–21Nm.

2. Position oil feed pipe brackets to engine, fit and tighten
bolts to 40–50Nm.

3. Fit underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

4. Remove stand(s) and lower vehicle.

5. Position washers and oil feed pipe to turbocharger, fit
and tighten bolt to 16–22Nm.

Hose - Air Intake - Electronic Throttle
Remove

1. Remove battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

2. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

3. Disconnect theTMAP sensor mulitplug from throttle
intake hose.

4. Loosen the clips, disconnect the throttle intake hose
from throttle.

5. Loosen the clips and disconnect the throttle intake
hose from intercooler.

6. Remove the clips from throttle intake pipe to air cleaner
mounting bracket, and depart intake hose from bracket.

7. Remove intake hose from throttle.

Refit

1. Fit the clips from throttle intake hose to throttle.

2. Fit the throttle intake hose to air cleaner mounting
bracket with clips.

3. Fit the throttle intake hose to intercooler with clips.

4. ConnectTMAP sensor multiplug.

5. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner
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6. Remove battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

Intercooler
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove front bumper.

BumperBumperBumper AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- FrontFrontFront

3. Remove battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

4. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

5. ReleasePAS cooler pipe from intercooler.

6. Remove 4 bolts securing cooling system fan cowl to
radiator, and remove fan cowl.

7. Loosen clip and disconnect intercooler air intake hose
from intercooler.

8. Loosen clip and disconnect throttle intake hose from
intercooler.

9. Remove 2 bolts securing intercooler to radiator.

10. Carefully move intercooler forward, and remove it.

Refit

1. Carefully fit intercooler on radiator.

2. Fit bolt securing intercooler to radiator tighten to
2–4Nm.

3. Fit clip from throttle intake hose to intercooler.

4. Fit clip from intercooler intake hose to intercooler.

5. Fit cooling system fan cowl to radiator, fit bolts and
tighten to 7-10 Nm.

6. RefitPAS cooler pipe from intercooler.

7. Fit front bumper.

BumperBumperBumper AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- FrontFrontFront

8. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

9. Fit battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

10. Connect battery earth lead.
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Hose - Air Intake - Intercooler
Remove

1. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

2. Loosen jubilee clip securing intercooler air intake hose
to turbocharger and release hose.

3. Loosen jubilee clip securing intercooler air intake hose
to intercooler and remove hose.

Refit

1. Fit intercooler air intake hose to intercooler and tighten
with jubilee clip.

2. Fit intercooler air intake hose to turbocharger and
tighten with jubilee clip.

3. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T10005 Valve spring
compressor

T10006 Remover valve
stem seal

T10013
Protector

Sleeve Camshaft
Oil Seal

T10015 Replacer
camshaft oil seal

T10018
Retainer clamps
cylinder block

line

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T10032
Replacer, Front
Crankshaft /
Camshaft Seals

T10016 Piston ring
compressor

T10059

Protector
Sleeve

Crankshaft Rear
oil seal

T10040

Protector
Sleeve

Crankshaft Rear
oil seal

T10033
crankshaft oil
seal replacer
rear
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Tool
Number

Description Picture

T10025
Cap remover
crankshaft front
oil seal

T10031

Camshaft /
Crankshaft
Front Oil Seal
Remover

T10028 flywheel locking
tool

T10029 timing gear
locking tool

T10030 timing gear
retainer

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T10001
Engine oil
pressure test
equipment

T10036 Flywheel
lockingAT

T10037 Flywheel
locking (MT)

T10022 Remover
camshaft oil seal

T10023
Adapter
remover
camshaft seal
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Tool
Number

Description Picture

T22002 Pipe dismantling
fork

T38008 Remover ball
joint

T32020
Spreader Front
Lower Arm
Ball Joint

T32011
Lever front
lower arm ball

joint

T32003
Protector -
front lower arm
ball joint

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T30001 Remover drive
shaft

T10035 Engine lifting
bracket

T10007 Engine lift
bracket
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Engine Mechanical-1.8 VCT
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt- camshaft carrier to cylinder head 7–10Nm

Bolt- exhaust camshaft seal blanking plate to cylinder head 22–28Nm

Spark plugs 22–28Nm

Nut-intake manifold to cylinder head 15–18Nm

Nut-exhaust manifold to cylinder head 40–50Nm

Bolt-bearing ladder to cylinder block 28–32Nm

Bolt-connecting rod big – end bearing cap to connecting rod 10–22Nm+40°to50°

Bolt-oil rail to bearing ladder 7–10Nm

Bolt-oil pick – up strainer to oil rail 7–10Nm

Bolt-sump to bearing ladder 28–32Nm

Bolt-oil dipstick tube to cylinder block 7–10Nm

Bolt-oil dipstick tube bracket and thermostat housing to
cylinder block

7–10Nm

Bolt-oil pump to cylinder block 8–11Nm

Bolt-flywheel (drive plate) to crankshaft 70–85Nm

Bolt-engine to gearbox 75–90Nm

Bolt-flywheel (drive plate) to torque converter 25–35Nm

Bolt-closing panel to gearbox block 22–28Nm

Bolt-cylinder head to cylinder block 20Nm 180° 135°

Bolt-Alternator upper bracket to cylinder head 22–28Nm

Stud-Alternator upper bracket to cylinder head 8–11Nm

Bolt-Alternator heat shield to alternator bracket 25Nm

Bolt-compressor to compressor mounting bracket 22-28Nm

Bolt-Alternator to alternator lower bracket 40–50Nm

Screw-drive belt rear upper cover to coolant pump 8–11Nm

Bolt-camshaft pulley to camshaft 61–68Nm

Bolt-camshaft cover to camshaft carrier 7–10Nm

Bolt-inlet camshaft seal blanking plate to cylinder head 5–7Nm

Bolt-Ignition coil 8Nm

Nut-exhaust manifold to exhaust system 55–75Nm

Bolt-Engine harness to oil pump 9Nm

Bolt-Sump drain plug 25–30Nm

Bolt-transmission to engine 75–90Nm

Bolt-engine mounting lower tie rod bracket to sump 90–110Nm

Nut-Front Front pipe to turbocharger 45–55Nm

Screw-drive belt front upper cove fasten 5Nm

Screw-drive belt front upper cove to rear upper cover 5Nm

Bolt-crankshaft pulley damper 200–210Nm

Bolt-road wheel 115–130Nm

Bolt-engine RH hydraulic mounting to body 90–110Nm
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Description Value

Bolt-engine RH mounting arm to engine 90–110Nm

Bolt-power steering fluid collection to engine RH hydraulic
mounting

7–10Nm

Bolt-engine RH mounting tie rod to body 90–110Nm

Bolt-drive belt front lower cover to cylinder block 8–11Nm

Bolt-PAS belt tensioner 25Nm

Bolt-drive belt tensioner to cylinder head 20–23Nm

Nut-transmission LH mounting bracket to transmission LH
hydraulic mounting

90–110Nm

Bolts-Battery box (carrier) fixing bracket to transmission LH
hydraulic pressure suspension and bracket

7–10Nm

Bolt-INMD SHF bearing to engine 25Nm

Bolt-PAS pump bracket to cylinder block 45Nm

Bolt-mounting bracket to transmission 70–90Nm

Bolt-A/C compressor to installation bracket 22–28Nm

Bolt-Battery box (carrier) to fixing bracket 19–25Nm

Bolt-oil control valve to oil control valve housing 9Nm

Bolt-oil control valve housing to camshaft cover 9Nm

Reference
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Description and Operation
Component Layout
K4 Engine Component Layout

K4 engine general view
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K4 engine internal view
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Cylinder Block Components

1. O-ring thermostat housing to coolant pump

2. Thermostat housing

3. Screw thermostat housing to cylinder block

4. O-ring thermostat cover to coolant pipe

5. Bolt connecting rod

6. Big-end bearing cap

7. Big-end bearing shell (lower)

8. Big-end bearing shell (upper)

9. Connecting rod

10. Piston
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11. Oil control ring

12. 2nd compression ring

13. Top compression ring

14. Cylinder liner

15. Vent screw to coolant pipe

16. Sealing washer vent screw to coolant pipe

17. Coolant pipe

18. Bolts coolant pipe to cylinder block

19. Cylinder head gasket

20. Cylinder block

21. O-ring coolant pump to cylinder block

22. Bolt coolant pump to cylinder block

23. Screws coolant pump to cylinder block

24. Coolant pump

25. Dowels coolant pump to cylinder block

26. Dowels cylinder block to cylinder head
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Crankshaft, Sump and Oil Pump Assembly

1. Oil pump assembly

2. Gasket oil pump

3. Crankshaft

4. Thrust washers (2 off at No. 3 main bearing)

5. Main bearing shells (upper) (5 off; plain in No. 1 and 5,
grooved in No. 2, 3 and 4)

6. Dowel

7. Crankshaft rear oil seal

8. Flywheel/drive plate assembly
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9. Bolts flywheel/drive plate to crankshaft

10. Main bearing shells (lower)

11. Dowels bearing ladder to cylinder block

12. Bearing ladder

13. Dowels bearing ladder to transmission case

14. Oil rail

15. Studs bearing ladder to oil rail

16. Nuts bearing ladder to oil rail

17. Gasket oil filter adaptor to bearing ladder

18. Bolts - turbocharger oil drain pipe to engine block

19. Oil filter cartridge

20. Oil filter adaptor insert

21. Screws oil filter adaptor to bearing ladder

22.

23. Oil pressure switch

24. Sump gasket

25. Sump

26. Bolts (long) sump to bearing ladder

27. Sealing washer sump plug

28. Plug sump oil drain

29. Screws (short) sump to bearing ladder

30. Screw oil suction pipe to bearing ladder

31. Oil suction pipe

32. Seal oil suction pipe

33. Oil rail core plug

34. Bolts (long) bearing ladder to cylinder block

35. Bolts (short) bearing ladder to cylinder block

36. Bolts oil pump to cylinder block

37. Crankshaft front oil seal

38. Gasket dipstick tube to bearing ladder

39. Screws dipstick tube to bearing ladder

40. Dipstick tube

41. Bolt dipstick tube to housing and cylinder block

42. Dipstick
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Cylinder Head Components

1. Bolts,camshaft carrier to cylinder head

2. Inlet camshaft oil control solenoid housing

3. Camshaft carrier

4. Inlet camshaft

5. Gasket exhaust camshaft oil control solenoid housing to
camshaft carrier

6. Dowel

7. Bolt,exhaust camshaft oil control solenoid to housing

8. Exhaust camshaft oil control solenoid

9. Exhaust camshaft oil control solenoid housing

10. Bolt,exhaust camshaft oil control solenoid housing to
camshaft carrier
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11. Exhaust camshaft

12. Cylinder head

13. Bolt,inlet camshaft position sensor housing to cylinder
head

14. Bolt,inlet camshaft position sensor to housing

15. Inlet camshaft position sensor

16. Gasket inlet camshaft position sensor housing to cylinder
head

17. Dowel

18. Gasket,exhaust camshaft position sensor housing to
cylinder head

19. Gasket,coolant outlet elbow to cylinder head

20. Coolant outlet elbow

21. Coolant temperature sensor

22. Screws,coolant outlet elbow to cylinder head

23. Exhaust manifold

24. Bolt,exhaust manifold to exhaust pipe

25. Nuts,exhaust manifold to cylinder head studs

26. Gasket,exhaust manifold to cylinder head

27. Studs,exhaust manifold to cylinder head

28. Valve guides

29. Exhaust valves

30. Exhaust valve seat inserts

31. Inlet valve

32. Inlet valve seat inserts

33. Valve stem oil seal

34. Valve spring

35. Valve spring cap

36. Collets cap

37. Hydraulic tappets

38. Ring dowel,cylinder head to camshaft carrier

39. Oil seal front inlet camshaft

40. Bolts,cylinder head
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Camshaft Cover, Engine Cover and Inlet Manifold

1. Bolts spark plug cover to camshaft cover

2. Spark plug cover

3. Bolts camshaft cover to camshaft carrier

4. Oil filler cap

5. Oil filler cap seal

6. Gasket camshaft cover to camshaft carrier

7. Nuts inlet manifold to cylinder head studs

8. Studs inlet manifold to cylinder head

9. Gasket inlet manifold to cylinder head

10. Gasket inlet manifold to cylinder head
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11. Inlet manifold

12. Blanking plate

13. Cap screws blanking plate

14. Camshaft cover

15. Full load breather hose

16. Spring clip part load breather hose to camshaft cover

17. Part load breather hose with one way valve camshaft
cover to inlet manifold breather
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CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft TimingTimingTiming BeltBeltBelt ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Screws upper front to upper rear drive belt cover

2. Upper front drive belt cover

3. Drive belt

4. Bolt tensioner to cylinder head

5. Tensioner

6. Blanking plug, camshaft phaser unit to camshaft

7. Bolt inlet camshaft phaser unit to camshaft

8. Inlet camshaft phaser unit

9. Upper rear drive belt cover

10. Screw (long) upper rear drive belt cover to cylinder block

11. Screws (short) upper rear drive belt cover to cylinder
block

12. Exhaust camshaft phaser unit

13. Seal lower front drive belt cover

14. Lower front drive belt cover

15. Screw lower front drive belt cover to oil pump

16. Crankshaft drive gear

17. Screw lower front drive belt cover to upper rear drive
belt cover

18. Screw tensioner index wire stop to cylinder head

19. Crankshaft pulley

20. Bolt and washer crankshaft pulley

21. Seal upper front drive belt cover
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Description
General

The K4 engine is constructed from seven machined aluminium
castings:

• Camshaft cover

• Camshaft carrier

• Cylinder head

• Cylinder block

• Bearing ladder

• Oil rail

• Sump

Ten cylinder head bolts pass through the cylinder head, cylinder
block and bearing ladder to screw into the oil rail. This puts
the cylinder head, cylinder block, bearing ladder and oil rail
into compression with all the tensile loads being carried by
the cylinder head bolts. These components form the main
structure of the engine.

When the cylinder head bolts are removed, additional fixings
are used to retain the bearing ladder to the cylinder block and
the oil rail to the bearing ladder.

Cylinder Block Components

The cylinder block is fitted with 'damp' stepped cylinder liners.
The lower, thinner part of the liner a sliding fit into the cylinder
block forming the 'dry' part whilst the upper, thicker part of the
liner forms the 'wet' part of the liner. The liners are sealed in
the block with a bead of sealant applied around the stepped
portion of the liner. The seal at the cylinder head is performed
by the cylinder head gasket with the liner top acting as a break
between the combustion chamber and gasket.

The aluminium alloy, thermal expansion pistons have a
semi-floating gudgeon pin which is offset towards the thrust
side, to reduce 'piston slap' when the engine is cold. They
have an interference fit in the small-end of the connecting rod.
Each piston is fitted with two piston rings and an oil control
ring.

The forged steel connecting rods are of 'H' section
construction. The big end of the connecting rod runs on
bearing shells on the crank journal. Big-end bearing diametric
clearance is controlled by three grades of selective shell
bearings. Big end caps are line bored with the connecting rod
and are secured with two bolts.

The crankshaft is of five bearing design with eight balance
weights. End-float is controlled by thrust washer halves at the
top of the central main bearing. Bearing diametric clearance
is controlled by three grades of selective shell bearing. Oil
grooves are provided in the upper halves of main bearings No.
2, 3 and 4 to supply oil via drillings in the crankshaft, to the
connecting rod big-end bearings.

Cylinder Head Components

The cross flow cylinder head is a four-valve per cylinder, central
spark plug design with the inlet ports designed to induce swirl
of the air/ fuel mixture serving to improve combustion and
hence fuel economy, performance and exhaust emissions.

Hydraulic tappets are fitted on top of each valve and are
operated directly by the camshaft. Hydraulic tappets are fed
with high pressure oil and remove the clearances in the valve
train, whilst allowing the valves to close fully. The valve stem
oil seals are moulded onto a metal base which act as the valve
spring seat on the cylinder head.

The exhaust valves are of the carbon break type. A machined
profile on the valve stem removes any build up of carbon in the
combustion chamber end of the valve guide thereby preventing
valves from sticking.

The Multi-Layer-Steel (MLS) cylinder head gasket has raised
embossment around all coolant, breather and oil apertures and
has steel cylinder bore eyelets. Compression of the gasket is
controlled by limiters at each end of the gasket

Engine Ancillaries

There are two polyvee belts driven by the crankshaft pulley.
One drives the Power Assisted Steering (PAS)pump, the other
drives the alternator and A/C compressor. Both belts are
tensioned by friction damped tensioners.

Oil Sump Components

The aluminium oil sump is shaped to accumulate oil around the
pick-up pipe. It is sealed to the bearing ladder with a gasket
and secured with bolts.

Oil is drawn through the pick-up pipe which incorporates a
strainer to prevent contaminates from entering the oil pump.
Oil supply is filtered by a canister-type filter and fed to an oil
rail attached below the main bearing ladder. The sump drain
plug is fitted to the front LH side of the sump and is sealed
with a copper washer.

Engine Mountings

The engine is mounted via two mounts and a tie-bar
specifically:

• A RH gearbox mount mounted to the body using four
bolts and to the gearbox using three bolts on automatic
gearboxes and four bolts on manual gearboxes. One nut
is used to connect the two halves.

• A LH engine mount mounted to the body using two bolts
and to the engine using three bolts.

• A lower tie-bar linked to the sump bracket and subframe
cross member using two bolts.

The engine and gearbox mounts carry the mass of the engine
and gearbox and control the vertical and lateral movements
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of the engine. Engine movement is caused by the torque
reaction of engine operation and movement induced through
the suspension during vehicle motion over varying road
conditions.

The tie-bar controls the torque inputs to dampen the engine's
tendency for fore-aft roll during acceleration and deceleration.

Crankcase Ventilation

A full and part load breather system is utilised. Full load
breathing is via pipe work attached to the camshaft cover at
one end and the clean air ducting for the turbocharger intake.
Part load breathing is via a hose connecting the camshaft cover
to the inlet manifold, incorporating a pressure control valve
designed to isolate the camshaft cover and engine assembly
during turbocharger boost
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Operation
Lubrication Circuit

1. Cylinder head oil supply drilling

2. Cylinder head oilways (oil feed for hydraulic tappets and
camshaft bearings)

3. Crankshaft cross-drillings

4. Cylinder block main oil gallery

5. Oil filter (full-flow cartridge type)

6. Oil pick-up pipe (incorporating strainer)

7. Oil pressure sensor

8.

9. Oil pump pressure relief valve

10. Oil pump pressure relief port (return to oil pump inlet)

11. Oil pump

12. Cylinder block oil feed drilling to cylinder head

The lubrication system is a wet sump, full-flow filtration,
forced fed type. Oil is drawn through the pick-up pipe which
incorporates a strainer to prevent contaminates from entering
the oil pump

The oil pump is directly driven from the crankshaft which
incorporates a pressure relief valve. If oil pressure is too high,
the oil pressure relief valve opens and the excess oil is diverted
back to the intake side of the oil pump.
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Oil leaving via the outlet port of the oil pump is fed through
a full-flow cartridge type oil filter mounted on an adapter
attached to the oil filter head. The filter incorporates a bypass
valve which relieves excess pressure in the event of a blockage
in the filter. An oil pressure sensor is also fitted into the head
outlet port to monitor the oil pressure at the outflow side of
the filter. If the oil pressure falls below the specified pressure,
0.2 - 0.58 bar, the sensor switches to earth and illuminates the
oil pressure light.

High pressure oil is then fed into the cylinder block via the
oil rail attached below the main bearing ladder. High pressure
oil is fed through the main oil gallery and then through cross
drillings to direct oil to the main bearings. The crankshaft has
cross-drillings which carry oil from the main bearings to the
big-end bearings.

A passage in the oil pump housing connects to a drilling in the
cylinder block which supplies high pressure oil to an oilway in
the cylinder head, through the cylinder head to two full length
oilways in the camshaft carrier to supply oil to each hydraulic
tappet and camshaft bearings.

The cylinder walls are splash lubricated from the crankshaft.
The con rod small ends are lubricated from oil collected on
the underside of the piston crown. Oil is fed from the con rod
small ends to the gudgeon pins and bushes via a drilling.

A revised engine block and bearing ladder is used. This
incorporates a turbocharger oil drain facility. The oil feed
for the turbocharger is taken from the oil filter housing. The
oil circulates around the turbocharger, providing cooling and
lubrication to the bearings. A drain pipe takes the oil from the
turbocharger to a boss on the bearing ladder in the engine.

VCT

The oil control solenoids receive high pressure oil from
the cylinder head oil supply drilling. When the solenoid
receives a signal from the Engine Control Module , ECMthe
electromagnet within the solenoid moves the internal control
slider to switch the oil pressure between the working
chambers in the phaser unit. The working chamber that is
not subjected to oil pressure is connected to the return port
allowing the oil to return to the sump for reuse. The hydraulic
connection allows the rotor to rotate inside the stator,
depending on which side oil is fed to from the solenoids,
advancing or retarding the camshafts. To hold the camshaft
timing in a set point, the solenoid is held in a centre position
preventing the oil from entering or returning from the phaser
unit.

The operation of the VCT system results in a reduction in fuel
consumption and exhaust emissions as well as increased power
and torque.

Shifting position
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Controlled position

Crankcase Ventilation

During engine operation a small amount of combustion gases
escape past the piston rings into the crankcase, these are
known as blowby gases. These gases, formed mainly of
unburned hydrocarbons (HC), contaminate engine oil and, at

higher engine speeds create excess crankcase pressure that
can lead to oil leakage from seals and gaskets. A positive
crankcase ventilation system is used to vent these gases from
the crankcase to the air intake system.
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Service Procedures
Cylinder Head Overhaul - with Cylinder Head
Removed
Remove

1. Using sequence shown, remove 7 nuts securing exhaust
manifold to cylinder head and remove manifold.

2. Remove and discard gasket.

3. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen then
remove 7 flanged nuts, securing intake manifold to
cylinder head.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing coolant outlet elbow to
cylinder head. Remove elbow and discard gasket.

5. Remove 2 bolts securing camshaft seal blanking plate to
cylinder head and remove plate.

6. Remove any debris from spark plug recesses.

7. Remove spark plugs.

8. Check camshaft end-float using a DTI (refer to
specification).

9. If end-float is excessive, fit new camshaft(s) and repeat
check. If end-float is still excessive, replace cylinder
head and camshaft carrier assembly.

10. Working in the sequence shown, progressively loosen
26 bolts securing camshaft carrier to cylinder head until
valve spring pressure is released.

11. Release camshaft carrier from locating dowels, remove
camshaft carrier and support on wooden blocks.

12. Suitably identify each camshaft to its fitted position,
remove camshafts.
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13. Remove and discard oil seals from camshafts.

14. Remove 16 tappets from cylinder head and store in
fitted order. Invert tappets to prevent oil loss.

15. Measure the outside diameter of each tappet.
Measurement must be taken half way along tappet body.

a. Tappet outside diameter = 32.959 to 32.975 mm.

16. Ensure that oil hole in each tappet is clear.

17. Clean camshafts and cylinder head bearing surfaces.

18. Inspect camshaft and replace if scored, pitted or
excessively worn.

19. Position camshafts in cylinder head and place Plastigauge
across each journal.

20. Refit camshaft carrier and tighten bolts in sequence to
10 Nm. DO NOT rotate camshafts.

21. Progressively loosen bolts, remove camshaft carrier.

22. Measure widest portion of Plastigauge on each journal
(Refer to specification).

23. If clearance is excessive, fit new camshafts and repeat
check. If clearance is still excessive renew cylinder head
and camshaft carrier assembly.

24. Remove drive pin from old camshaft and fit to new with
split towards centre of camshaft.

25. Position cylinder head on its exhaust manifold face and
support on wooden blocks. Remove inlet valves with
cylinder head in this position.

26. Using tool T10005compress valve spring.

27. Remove 2 collets from valve.

28. Release valve spring.

29. Remove toolT10005.

30. Remove remaining valve springs, caps and valves. Keep
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valves and springs in fitted order.

31. Remove T10006valve stem seal using tool.

32. Clean mating face of cylinder head.

33. Check cylinder head for damage. Pay particular
attention to gasket face of cylinder head.

34. Check cylinder head face for warpage across centre
and from corner to corner as shown.

35. Cylinder head height (Refer to specification).

36. Cylinder head may be refaced up to a maximum of 0.20
mm.

37. Remove carbon from valve guide, valve, valve seat
insert and combustion area. Remove all loose particles
of carbon on completion.

38. Check existing valve stem diameter. Check valve guide
clearance using new valve (Refer to specification).

39. Renew valves as necessary. If valve guides should be
renewed, new cylinder head and camshaft carrier
assembly must be fitted.

40. Check condition of valve seat and valve, if to be reused.

41. Re-cut valve seat using pilot and the following cutters:

a. 15° MS76-120 - To cut first angle

b. 45° MS76-122 - Make final cut and remove any burrs

c. 60° MS76-111 - To narrow seat and obtain seat
widths

42. Cut valve face angle and valve seat to the following:

a. Valve seat

b. Width A:

c. Angle = 45°

d. Inlet = 1.2 mm

e. Exhaust = 1.6 mm

f. Valve face angle B:

g. Inlet = 45°

h. Exhaust = 45°

43. Lap valve to seat using fine grinding paste.
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44. Apply Prussian Blue to valve seat, insert valve and press
into position without rotating. Remove and check for
even and central seating. Seating position shown by
blue should be in centre of valve face.

45. Lap and re-check valve seating.

46. Check valve stem fitted height (Refer to specification).

47. If still over limit renew cylinder head and camshaft
carrier assembly as necessary.

Intake and exhaust valve seal repair dimensions

Intake Exhaust

A=15° A=15°

B=45° B=45°

C=60° C=60°

D=0.4 mm radius D=0.4 mm radius

E=29.560 to 29.573 mm E=25.960 to 25.973 mm

F=1.2mm F=1.6mm

G=26.43mm G=22.83mm

H=29.475 to 29.500 mm H=25.913 to 25.888 mm

J=5.95 to 6.00 mm J=5.45 to 5.80 mm

K=6.16 to 6.32 mm K=5.70 to 5.86 mm

48. Check condition of valve spring:

a. Free length = 50.0 mm

b. Fitted length = 37.0 mm

c. Load - valve closed = 250 ± 12.5 N

d. Load - valve open = 450 ± 18 N

Refit

1. Clean sealing surfaces on cylinder head and camshaft
carrier. Use foam action gasket remover and a plastic
scraper - DO NOT USE A METAL SCRAPER ON
SEALING SURFACES. Clean inlet and exhaust manifold
joint faces.

2. Blow out oilways and waterways. Ensure oil feed to
camshaft carrier is clear.

Tip: Please use SAIC MOTOR recommended solvent.

3. UsingT10006fit new valve stem oil seals.

4. Lubricate valve stems and assemble valves, using tool,
T10005to compress valve spring. Fit cap (use for seal).
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5. Lubricate outside of tappets and fit tappets in original
bores. Lubricate bearings, fit camshafts and position
inlet drive pin at 4 o'clock and exhaust drive pin at
8 o'clock.

6. Lubricate bearings, fit camshafts and position inlet drive
pin at 4 o'clock (120 degrees) and exhaust drive pin
at 8 o'clock (240 degrees).

7. Apply continuous thin beads of sealant to inside or
outside paths of camshaft carrier, then spread to an
even film using a roller.

Caution: Ensure sealant does not block oil ways.

Caution: To avoid contamination, assembly should be
completed immediately after application of sealant.

8. Lubricate camshaft cams and journals.

9. Fit camshaft carrier and progressively tighten bolts, in
sequence shown to 10 Nm. Exhaust rear camshaft seal
shown, other seals similar7–10Nm.

10. Fit tool to end of camshafts to protect seals.T10013to
end of camshafts to protect seals.

11. Please lubricate the lip of oil seals.

12. Noting that front oil seals are coloured black and rear
oil seals are coloured red, fit new camshaft oil seals
using tool T10015

13. Position exhaust camshaft rear seal blanking plate, fit
and tighten bolts to 22–28Nm

14. Set gaps on new spark plugs to 0.85 ± 0.05 mm, fit plugs
and tighten to 22–28Nm.

15. Fit a new coolant outlet elbow gasket to cylinder head,
fit elbow and tighten bolts to 9 Nm.

16. Clean mating faces of intake manifold and cylinder head.

17. Fit new intake manifold gasket to cylinder head.

18. Fit intake manifold to cylinder head, fit and tighten 7
nuts in sequence shown to 15–18Nm.

19. Clean mating faces of exhaust manifold and cylinder
head.

20. Fit new exhaust manifold gasket to cylinder head, fit
manifold and fit and tighten nuts in sequence shown
to 40–50Nm.
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Crankshaft Overhaul - with Engine Removed
Remove

1. Remove crankshaft rear oil seal.

CrankshaftCrankshaftCrankshaft RearRearRear OilOilOil SealSealSeal

2. Remove cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

3. Remove crankshaft timing gear.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing engine harness to oil pump.

5. Noting fitted position of M6 x 20 bolt, remove and
discard 9 bolts securing oil pump to cylinder block.

6. Release oil pump from locating dowels, remove oil
pump, remove and discard gasket.

7. Remove and discard crankshaft front oil seal from oil
pump body.

8. Remove dipstick.

9. Remove bolt securing coolant rail housing and dipstick
tube to cylinder block.

10. Remove 2 bolts securing dipstick tube to cylinder block.

11. Remove dipstick tube and collect gasket.

12. Remove and discard oil filter.

EngineEngineEngine OilOilOil andandand OilOilOil FilterFilterFilter

13. Support engine with sump upwards on suitable blocks.

14. Noting fitted positions of 2 longest bolts, remove 14
bolts securing sump to engine bearing ladder.
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15. Remove sump and gasket.

16. Temporarily remove cylinder liner retainer clamps
T10018.Do not rotate crankshaft with clamps
removed.

17. Remove 2 bolts securing oil pick-up strainer to oil rail.

18. Remove oil pick-up strainer.

19. Remove and discard 'O' ring from strainer.

20. Remove 2 nuts securing oil rail to bearing ladder.

21. Remove oil rail.

22. Fit cylinder liner retainer clampsT10018 using nylon
nuts supplied to retain the clamps. Ensure feet of
clamps do not protrude over cylinder bores.

23. Temporarily fit crankshaft timing gear and pulley

ensuring that indent on pulley locates over lug on
timing gear.

24. Fit pulley bolt and washer, lightly tighten bolt.

25. Mark connecting rod bearing caps for refitment.

Caution: Keep bearing caps, bearings and bolts in their
fitted order.

26. Using crankshaft pulley bolt, rotate crankshaft for
access to connecting rod bearing cap bolts.

27. Remove bolts securing bearing caps to connecting rods
and remove bearing caps.

28. Remove bearing shells from caps.

29. Push connecting rods clear of crankshaft.

30. Using assistance, position cylinder block on its side.

31. Remove cylinder liner clampsT10018 Do not move
pistons up or down cylinder bores with clamps
removed.

32. Remove crankshaft pulley bolt, washer and pulley.

33. Remove 10 bolts securing bearing ladder to cylinder
block and remove ladder.

34. Remove crankshaft.
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35. Remove 2 thrust washers from No. 3 bearing position.

36. Remove main bearing shells from cylinder block and
bearing ladder.

Refit

1. Clean mating faces of cylinder block and bearing ladder.

2. Clean dowels and dowel holes.

3. Clean bearing and thrust washer locations in cylinder
block.

4. Clean bearing locations in bearing ladder.

5. Clean bearing locations on connecting rods and caps.

6. Clean crankshaft and inspect for damage.

7. Record main bearing code letters from bearing ladder.

8. Record main bearing code numbers from crankshaft
front web.

9. Check crankshaft main journal diameters (Refer to
Crankshaft Bearing Selection - main bearing group
selection table.).

10. Determine appropriate main bearing shells to be fitted
from size selection and type (Refer to specification).

11. Colour code on edge of bearing denotes bearing
thickness as follows:

a. GREEN = thin

b. BLUE = intermediate

c. RED = thick.

Caution: If two bearing colours are to be used on the same
journal, the thicker bearing must be fitted to the bearing
ladder. When original crankshaft is to be refitted, bearing
shells must be as selected from table.

12. Use a lint free cloth and suitable solvent to clean sealing
surfaces on cylinder block and bearing ladder.

Tip: Please use MG MOTOR recommended solvent.

13. Fit selected crankshaft main bearings and fit to cylinder
block and bearing ladder.

14. Clean and fit new thrust washers into block, each side
of No. 3 main bearing with oil grooves facing outwards.

15. Lubricate crankshaft main journals with engine oil.

16. Hold crankshaft with big end journals horizontal, lower
crankshaft onto main bearings.

17. Apply a continuous bead of sealant to paths shown on
cylinder block then spread to an even film with roller.

Caution: To avoid contamination, assembly should be
completed immediately after application of sealant.
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18. Lubricate main bearing journals with engine oil. Fit
bearing ladder to block, fit bolts ensuring that flanged
head bolt is fitted at position 10.

19. Tighten bolts in sequence shown to 5 Nm. Then in the
same sequence tighten to 28–32Nm.

20. Fit cylinder liner retainer clamps, T10018using nylon
nuts supplied to retain the clamps.

21. Connecting rod bearing selection is required at this
stage. Refer to connecting rod bearing selection tables
for bearings required.

22. Fit selected connecting rod bearing shells to connecting
rods and bearing caps.

23. Lubricate connecting rod bearings.

24. Position connecting rod to crankshaft.

25. Lubricate connecting rod bearing cap.

26. Fit bearing cap to connecting rod.

27. Fit bolts securing bearing cap to connecting rod and
tighten to 10–22Nm+40°to50°.

28. Using a lint free cloth and suitable solvent, wipe clean
sealing surfaces on bearing ladder and oil rail.

29. Temporarily remove cylinder liner clamps.

30. Take care not to disturb cylinder liners when the clamps
are removed, do not rotate crankshaft.

31. Fit oil rail to bearing ladder, fit nuts and tighten to

7–10Nm.

32. Refit cylinder liner clamps T10018and tighten bolts
sufficiently to secure cylinder liners.

33. Clean oil pick up strainer.

34. Clean 'O' ring recesses.

35. Lubricate new 'O' ring with oil and fit to pick-up
strainer.

36. Fit strainer to engine, fit bolts and tighten to 7–10Nm.

37. Clean inside of sump. Use a lint-free cloth and suitable
solvent to clean mating faces of sump and bearing
ladder.

38. Fit new gasket and carefully lower sump onto bearing
ladder.

39. Fit 2 bolts into holes and gasket shown No.3 and 4,
tighten to 4 Nm.

40. Fit 12 bolts into remaining holes, finger tighten all bolts.
Ensure that 2 longest bolts are fitted into No.9 and 10
holes in sump.

41. Working in the sequence shown, progressively tighten
engine sump bolts to 28–32Nm

42. Fit new oil filter.

EngineEngineEngine OilOilOil andandand OilOilOil FilterFilterFilter

43. Fit new gasket and dipstick tube to cylinder block.

44. Fit bolts securing dipstick tube to cylinder block and
tighten to7–10Nm .

45. Fit bolt securing dipstick tube and coolant rail housing
to cylinder block, tighten to 7–10Nm.

46. Fit dipstick.

47. Clean mating surfaces of oil pump and cylinder block
and crankshaft front oil seal recess in pump body.

48. Clean oil seal running surface on crankshaft.

49. Turn oil pump rotor to align drive with crankshaft.

50. Fit new oil pump gasket to cylinder block and position
oil pump.

51. Fit new Patchlock bolts and tighten progressively in
sequence shown to 8–11Nm.
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52. Align engine harness to oil pump, fit bolts and tighten
to 8–11Nm.

53. Fit oil seal guide from seal kit to crankshaft.

54. Please lubricate the lip of oil seals.

55. Using tool T10032fit new crankshaft front oil seal.

56. Remove oil seal guide.

57. Fit crankshaft timing gear.

58. Fit crankshaft rear oil seal.

CrankshaftCrankshaftCrankshaft RearRearRear OilOilOil SealSealSeal

59. Fit cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

Connecting Rod Bearings Overhaul
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

3. Remove sump

SumpSumpSump ResealResealReseal

4. Temporarily remove cylinder liner retainer clamps
T10018. Do not rotate crankshaft with clamps
removed.

5. Remove 2 bolts securing oil pick up to oil rail and
remove oil pick up strainer.

6. Remove and discard O-ring from oil pick up strainer.

7. Remove 2 bolts securing oil rail, remove oil rail.

8. Fit cylinder liner retainer clampsT10018 using nylon
nuts supplied to retain the clamps. Ensure that feet of
clamps do not protrude over cylinder bores.

9. Identify each con rod bearing cap to its relevant cylinder.

10. Rotate crankshaft to gain access to connecting rod
bearing bolts.

11. Keeping bolts and bearing caps in fitted order, remove
bolts securing bearing cap to connecting rod and
remove bearing cap.
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12. Remove bearing half from cap.

13. Push connecting rod clear of crankshaft.

14. Remove bearing half from connecting rod.

Refit

1. Record big-end journal code letters from crankshaft
rear web. Reading from left to right, the first letter is
No. 1 big-end bearing.

2. Check crankshaft big-end journal diameters (Refer to
specification).

3. Record big-end bearing bore numbers. This will be 5, 6
or 7 located on the connecting rod bearing cap.

Connecting rod big - end journal groupConnecting
rod big - end
bearing bore
group

Grade A Grade B Grade C

5 Blue - Blue Red - Blue Red - Red

6 Blue -
Yellow

Blue - Blue Red - Blue

7 Yellow -
Yellow

Blue -
Yellow

Blue - Blue

4. Colour code on edge of bearing denotes bearing
thickness as follows:

YELLOW = thin

BLUE = intermediate

RED = thick

Caution: If two bearing colours are to be used on the same
journal, the thicker bearing must be fitted to the bearing
ladder. When original crankshaft is to be refitted, bearing
shells must be as selected from table.

5. Ensure crankshaft journals, bearing caps and bearings
are clean.

6. Select the appropriate big-end bearing shells from the
table.

7. Lubricate bearing halves and crankshaft.

8. Fit bearing halves to connecting rod and bearing cap.

9. Position connecting rod to crankshaft.

10. Fit bearing cap to connecting rod.

11. Fit and tighten bolts securing cap to connecting rod
to 10–22Nm+40°to50°.

12. Using feeler gauges, check that end-float of big-end
bearing/connecting rod is 0.10 to 0.25 mm.

13. Clean oil rail, oil pick up strainer and mating faces.

14. Blow out oil ways in oil rail and oil pick up strainer.

15. Temporarily remove cylinder liner retainer clamps
T10018taking care that crankshaft is not rotated until
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clamps are refitted.

16. Fit oil rail to bearing ladder. CAUTION: A new oil
rail must

17. Fit and tighten nuts securing oil rail 7–10Nm.

18. Fit cylinder liner retainer clamps T10018 loosely
tighten bolts.

19. Fit new 'O' ring to oil strainer, fit strainer and tighten
bolts to7–10Nm.

20. Fit sump.

SumpSumpSump ResealResealReseal

21. Fit cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

Pistons & Liners
Remove

1. Remove connecting rod bearings.

ConnectingConnectingConnecting RodRodRod BearingsBearingsBearings OverhaulOverhaulOverhaul

2. Remove ridge of carbon from top of cylinder liner bore.

3. Ensure that cylinder liner clampsT10018 do not
protrude over cylinder liner bores.

4. Push piston to top of cylinder liner.

5. Ensuring that connecting rods do not contact cylinder
bores, carefully push piston assembly from liner.

Caution: Please carefully mark each piston and match
liner.

6. Refit bearing cap onto connecting rod, lightly tighten
dowel screws.

7. Using an expander, remove and discard old piston rings.

Refit

1. Clean ring grooves in piston and blow out oil ways.

2. Check gap in new ring when fitted 20 mm from top of
cylinder liner: (Refer to specification).

3. Check pistons for distortion and cracks.

4. Measure piston diameter at 90° to the gudgeon pin and
8 mm from the bottom of skirt. (Refer to specification).

5. Invert piston, connecting rod and with word FRONT
on piston crown facing towards rear of cylinder block,
insert piston into cylinder liner.
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6. Position piston with bottom of skirt 30 mm from top of
cylinder block.

7. Using feeler gauges, measure and record clearance
between piston and left hand side of cylinder liner -
viewed from front of cylinder block.

8. Renew a piston/cylinder liner that is outside the
prescribed specifications (Refer to specification).

Caution: Piston and connecting rods are only supplied as
an assembly. Connecting rods refitted must be the same
weight group.

9. Fit oil control spring.

10. With 'TOP' or identification markings to top of piston,
use an expander to fit piston rings in sequence; oil
control, 2nd compression and top compression.

11. Ensure rings are free to rotate, position compression
ring gaps A and B at 120° to each other and away from
thrust side of piston.

12. Position oil control ring gap C and spring gap D at 30°
on other side of gudgeon pin axis.

13. Check new ring to groove clearance (Refer to
specification).

14. Measure wear and taper in two axes 65 mm from top
of cylinder liner bore.

Caution: Cylinder liners with excessively glazed, worn,
scratched or scored bores must be replaced. DO NOT
attempt to hone or remove glazing from bore. Ensure that
if original liners are to be refitted, reference marks made
during dismantling are not erased.

15. Remove bolts securing cylinder liner clampsT10018
and remove clamps. If original cylinder liner is to be
refitted, use a felt tipped pen to make suitable alignment
marks between liner and cylinder block. DO NOT etch
or stamp liners.

16. From the underside, use hand pressure to push the
cylinder liners out towards the top of the engine and
remove liners.

17. Remove sealant from cylinder block and if original
cylinder liner is to be refitted, from shoulders of liner.

18. Clean cylinder liner and wipe dry.

19. Apply a 2 mm thick continuous bead of sealant, around
shoulder of cylinder liner.
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20. Keeping cylinder liner 'square' to block, push liner fully
down until shoulder of liner seats against cylinder block.
DO NOT drop liners into position.

21. Fit cylinder liner clamps T10018and secure with bolts.
Ensure that feet of clamps do not protrude over bores.

22. Lubricate cylinder liner bores, pistons and rings with
engine oil, ensure ring gaps are correctly spaced.

23. Fit ring clampT10016 to piston. Fit piston into cylinder
liner with front mark on piston to front of engine.

24. Push piston into bore until flush with top face of
cylinder liner.

25. Remove ring clampT10016.

Caution: Do not push pistons below top face of cylinder
liner until big end bearings and caps are to be fitted.

26. Fit connecting rod bearing.

ConnectingConnectingConnecting RodRodRod BearingsBearingsBearings OverhaulOverhaulOverhaul
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Crankshaft Rear Oil Seal
Remove

1. Manual transmission models: Remove engine flywheel.

FlywheelFlywheelFlywheel --- ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission ...

2. Automatic transmission models: Remove torque converter
drive plate.

TorqueTorqueTorque ConverterConverterConverter DriveDriveDrive PlatePlatePlate --- AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission ...

3. Using a burr free flat ended screwdriver, ease crankshaft
rear oil seal from cylinder block and discard seal. Take
care not to mark sealing surface on crankshaft.

Refit

1. Clean oil seal recess in cylinder block and running
surface on crankshaft. It is essential that these areas are
thoroughly clean, free of old sealant and dry.

Tip: Please use MG MOTOR recommended solvent.

2. Please lubricate the lip of oil seals.

3. FitT10059 to the back of crankshaft.

4. Apply a 1.5 mm bead of sealant to the new oil seal.

5. Push the oil seal to the end with hands.

6. UseT10040 to push the oil seal into cylinder block.

7. Fit oil seal replacerT10033 retain tool using 3 slave
bolts.
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8. Leave seal replacer in position for a minimum of 30
minutes and allow sealant to cure before rotating
crankshaft or topping-up engine oil.

9. Remove oil seal replacer.

10. Manual transmission models: Fit engine flywheel.

FlywheelFlywheelFlywheel --- ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission

11. Automatic transmission models: Fit torque converter
drive plate.

TorqueTorqueTorque ConverterConverterConverter DriveDriveDrive PlatePlatePlate --- AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission

Crankshaft Front Oil Seal
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

3. Remove crankshaft timing gear.

4. Fit thrust buttonT10025 to end of crankshaft.

5. FitT10031 to crankshaft front oil seal.

6. Tighten centre bolt of tool T10031to remove seal.

7. Discard crankshaft front oil seal.

Refit

1. Using a lint free cloth, thoroughly clean oil seal recess
in oil pump and running surface on crankshaft.

2. Fit oil seal guide from seal kit to crankshaft.

3. Use T10032to fit new oil seal.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

4. Fit crankshaft timing gear.

5. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

6. Connect battery earth lead.
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Flywheel - Manual Transmission
Remove

1. Remove clutch assembly.

ClutchClutchClutch AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

2. Fit flywheel locking toolT10028 to cylinder block and
secure with bolt.

3. Remove and discard 6 Patchlock bolts securing flywheel
to crankshaft.

4. Remove flywheel locking tool T10028.

5. Remove flywheel from crankshaft.

Refit

1. Clean adhesive from threads of flywheel bolt holes in
crankshaft using an old flywheel bolt, with 2 saw cuts
at an angle of 45° to the bolt shank.

2. Clean flywheel and mating face of crankshaft.

3. Fit flywheel to crankshaft.

4. Fit new Patchlock bolts,do not tighten at this stage.

5. Fit flywheel locking toolT10028 and secure with bolt.

6. Working in a diagonal sequence, tighten flywheel bolts
to 70–85Nm

7. Fit clutch assembly.

ClutchClutchClutch AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

Torque Converter Drive Plate - Automatic
Transmission
Remove

1. Remove automatic transmission.

2. Position T10028to starter ring gear and secure with
bolt to cylinder block to restrain crankshaft.

3. Remove and discard 6 Patchlock bolts securing drive
plate to crankshaft.

4. Remove drive plate from crankshaft.

Refit

1. Clean bolt holes in crankshaft using an old drive plate
bolt with two saw cuts at an angle of 45° to the bolt
shank.

2. Clean drive plate and mating face of crankshaft.

3. Position drive plate to crankshaft, fit new Patchlock
bolts but do not fully tighten at this stage.

4. Position T10028to starter ring gear and secure with
bolt to cylinder block to restrain crankshaft.

5. Progressively tighten drive plate bolts in sequence
shown to 70–85Nm.

6. Carefully push the auto transmission to engine and
position torque convert to engine crankshaft.

7. Ensure auto transmission fit well with engine, fit the
bolts securing engine to transmission and tighten
to75–90Nm.
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8. Fit bolts from flywheel to hydraulic torque convert and
tighten to 25–35Nm.

9. Fit bolts from LH and RH closing panel to auto
transmission housing and tighten to 22–28Nm.

Cylinder Head Gasket Overhaul - with Engine
Removed
Remove

1. Remove and discard camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

2. Remove camshaft cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket

3. Remove upper and lower alternator fixings and remove
alternator.

4. Remove nut securing heat shield to upper bracket.
Remove bolt and stud securing alternator upper
bracket to cylinder head and remove bracket.

5. Remove 3 bolts securing compressor to lower bracket
and remove compressor.
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6. Remove bolt securing alternator heat shield to cylinder
block and remove heat shield.

7. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen cylinder
head bolts 1 to 6; remove bolts and store in fitted order.

8. Remove locking toolT10029 from timing gears.

9. Using tool T10030rotate both camshafts clockwise to
gain access to bolts 7 and 8.

10. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen bolts 7
to 10; remove bolts and store in fitted order. Do not
rotate crankshaft until cylinder head is removed and
cylinder liner retainer clamps are fitted.

11. Suitably identify each timing gear to its respective
camshaft.

12. Restrain timing gears usingT10030 and remove bolts
and washers securing timing gears to camshafts.

13. Remove timing gears.

14. Remove bolt securing dipstick support bracket and
screw rear cover to coolant pump.

15. Remove bolts securing drive belt rear upper cover to
engine.
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16. Remove drive belt rear upper cover.

17. Using assistance, remove cylinder head from cylinder
block.

18. Remove and discard cylinder head gasket from cylinder
block.

19. Fit cylinder liner retainer clampsT10018 to cylinder
block and secure with cylinder head bolts; ensure feet
of clamps do not protrude over cylinder bores.

Refit

1. If crankshaft has been rotated, ensure that timing
marks on crankshaft timing gear and oil pump flange
are aligned.

2. Remove bolts securing cylinder liner clampsT10018
and remove clamps. Do not rotate crankshaft with
clamps removed.

3. Clean joint surfaces of cylinder head and cylinder block.

4. Check cylinder head for damage, pay particular
attention to gasket face of cylinder head.

5. Check cylinder head face for warping, across centre
and from corner to corner as shown.

6. Check cylinder head height (refer to specifications)

7. Clean oil and coolant passages.

8. Clean cylinder head bolts, inspect bolts for signs of
damage.

9. Wash cylinder head bolts and wipe dry.

10. Apply a light film of oil to bolt threads and underside of
bolt heads.

11. Fit new cylinder head gasket, dry, to cylinder block.

12. Using assistance, fit cylinder head onto cylinder block
carefully locating on dowels.

13. Carefully enter cylinder head bolts, DO NOT DROP.
Screw bolts into place by hand.

14. Temporarily fit timing gears to their respective
camshafts, fit but do not tighten retaining bolts and
washers.

15. Working in the sequence shown, progressively tighten
the cylinder head bolts to 20 Nm; use timing gears to
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rotate camshafts to gain access to cylinder head bolts.
Use a felt tip pen and mark position of radial mark on
each bolt head on the cylinder head. Use a suitable
angle torque gauge and tighten all bolts in sequence
180°. Then tighten all bolts in sequence a further 135°,
ensure radial marks are aligned.20Nm180°135°.

16. If any bolt is overtightened, back off 90° and realign.

17. Remove timing gears.

18. Fit camshaft cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket

19. Fit heat shield to engine and tighten lower bolt to 45
Nm. DO NOT fit upper heat shield bolt at this stage.

20. Fit alternator upper bracket and tighten bolt to
22–28Nm,tighten stud to 8–11Nm.

21. Fit nut securing heat shield to alternator upper bracket
and tighten to 25Nm. Fit compressor and tighten
bolts to 22-28Nm.

22. Fit alternator, fit lower and upper bolts and tighten to
40–50Nm.

23. Fit camshaft drive belt rear upper cover.

24. Fit screws securing camshaft drive belt rear upper
cover and tighten to 8–11Nm.

25. Fit and tighten dipstick support bracket bolt to
7–10Nm.

26. Fit timing gears to their respective camshafts, ensure
that drive pins are located in correct slot in gears.

27. Fit bolts and washers securing timing gears to camshafts.
Using tool T10030restrain each gear in turn and
tighten bolts to 61–68Nm.

28. Using toolT10030 align timing marks and fit timing
gear locking tool T10029.

29. Fit new camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt
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Camshaft Cover Gasket
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release 2 clips and disconnect 2 breather hoses from
camshaft cover.

3. Disconnect ignition coil and camshaft position sensor
harness to engine harness multiplug.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing inlet camshaft seal blanking
plate to cylinder head and position harness and plate
aside.

5. Remove ignition coils.

IgnitionIgnitionIgnition CoilsCoilsCoils

6. Progressively loosen and remove 15 bolts securing
camshaft cover.

7. Remove camshaft cover.

Caution: The gasket is reusable and should remain
attached to the camshaft cover.

8. Check condition of sealing path. It should be complete
and attached to gasket. Remove gasket from camshaft
cover only if sealing path is damaged or detached from
gasket.

Refit

1. Clean mating surfaces of camshaft cover and carrier.

2. Clean inside of camshaft cover. If necessary, wash oil
separator elements in solvent and blow dry.

3. If camshaft cover gasket is to be renewed, fit new gasket
with 'EXHAUST MAN SIDE' mark towards exhaust
manifold.

4. Fit camshaft cover to camshaft carrier. Fit bolts and
working in sequence illustrated, tighten progressively
to 7–10Nm.

5. Fit ignition coils.

IgnitionIgnitionIgnition CoilsCoilsCoils

6. Fit inlet camshaft seal blanking plate and tighten blots
to 5–7Nm.

7. Connect ignition coil and camshaft sensor harness to
engine harness multiplugs.

8. Connect breather hoses and secure with clips.

9. Connect battery earth lead.
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Valves
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket

3. Using sequence shown, remove 7 nuts securing exhaust
manifold to cylinder head.

4. Remove manifold and discard gasket.

5. Remove any debris from spark plug recesses.

6. Remove spark plugs from cylinder head.

7. Working in the sequence shown, progressively loosen
then remove 7 nuts securing intake manifold to cylinder
head.

8. Remove intake manifold, remove and discard gasket.

9. Remove both camshafts and discard oil seals.

10. Using a stick magnet, remove 16 tappets from cylinder
head.

11. Using a stick magnet, remove 16 tappets from cylinder
head.

Caution: Store hydraulic tappets in their fitted order
and store inverted (cupped upward). Maintain absolute
cleanliness when handling hydraulic tappets. Failure to
observe these precautions can result in engine failure.

12. Using tool T10005compress valve spring.

13. Remove collects and release valve spring.

14. Remove T10005.
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15. Remove valve spring, cap and valve.

16. Remove valve stem seal usingT10006.

Refit

1. Remove carbon from valve guide, valve, valve seat
insert and combustion area. Remove all loose particles
of carbon on completion.

2. Check existing valve stem diameter. Check valve guide
clearance using new valve (Refer to specification).

3. Check condition of valve seat and valve, if to be reused.

4. Re-cut valve seat and use pilot and the following cutters:

a. 15° MS76-120 - To cut first angle

b. 45° MS76-122 - To make final cut and remove any
burrs

c. 60° MS76-111- To narrow valve seats and obtain seat
widths

5. Cut valve face angle and valve seat to the following:

• Valve seat:

Angle = 45°

Width A:

Inlet = 1.2 mm;

Exhaust = 1.6 mm

• Valve face angle B:

Inlet = 45°

Exhaust = 45°

6. Lap valve to seat using fine grinding paste.

7. Apply Prussian Blue to valve seat, insert valve and press
into position without rotating. Remove and check for
even and central seating. Seating position shown by
blue should be in centre of valve face.

8. Lap and re-check valve seating.

9. Check valve stem fitted height (Refer to specification).

10. If it still over limit renew cylinder head and camshaft
carrier assembly.

Intake and Exhaust Valve Seat Repair Dimensions

Intake Exhaust

A=15° A=15°

B=45° B=45°

C=60° C=60°

D=0.4 mm radius D=0.4 mm radius

E=29.560 to 29.573mm E=25.960 to 25.973mm

F=1.2mm F=1.6mm

G=26.43mm G=22.83mm

H=29.475 to 29.500mm H=25.913 to 25.888mm

J=5.95 to 6.00mm J=5.45 to 5.80mm

K=6.16 to 6.32mm K=5.70 to 5.86mm
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11. Check condition of valve spring:

• Free length = 50.0 mm

• Fitted length = 37.0 mm

• Load - valve closed = 250±12.5N

• Load - valve open = 450±18N

12. Ensure tappets, valve, valve spring, spring cap and
collets are clean.

13. Lubricate valve and valve stem seal.

14. Fit valve stem seal to valve guide using T10006.

15. Fit valve. Fit spring and cap, position T10006to valve
and compress spring.

16. Fit collects.

17. Release valve spring and remove T10006.

18. Lubricate and fit tappets to tappet bores.

19. Clean camshafts and mating faces of cylinder head and
camshaft carrier.

Tip: Please use SAIC MOTOR recommended solvent.

20. Blow out oilways and lubricate camshaft journals and
bearings.

21. Fit camshafts and position inlet drive pin at 4 o'clock
(120 degrees) and exhaust camshaft drive pin at 8
o'clock (240 degrees).

22. Apply continuous thin bead of sealanton camshaft
carrier as shown, then spread to an even film using a
roller.

Caution: Ensure sealant does not block oil ways.

Caution: To avoid contamination, assembly should be
completed immediately after application of sealant.
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23. Fit camshaft carrier and progressively tighten bolts
securing camshaft carrier to cylinder head in the
sequence shown to 7–10Nm.

24. Clean camshaft seal locations and running surfaces.

25. Fit T10013to end of camshaft to protect oil seal.

26. Noting that front oil seals are coloured black and rear
oil seals are coloured red, fit new oil seals, dry, using
tool T10015.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

27. Clean mating faces of intake manifold and cylinder head.

28. Fit new intake manifold gasket to cylinder head.

29. Position intake manifold, fit and tighten 7 nuts in the
sequence shown to15–18Nm.

30. Clean mating faces of exhaust manifold and cylinder
head.

31. Fit new exhaust manifold gasket to cylinder head.

32. Position exhaust manifold and fit and tighten nuts in
sequence shown to 40–50Nm.

33. Set gap of each spark plug to 0.9±0.1 mm.

34. Fit spark plugs and tighten to 22–28Nm.

35. Fit HT leads to spark plugs.

36. Fit cylinder head.

CylinderCylinderCylinder HeadHeadHead GasketGasketGasket ...

37. Connect battery earth lead.Valves
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Hydraulic Tappets
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshafts.

CamshaftsCamshaftsCamshafts --- InletInletInlet ororor ExhaustExhaustExhaust

3. Using a stick magnet, carefully remove tappets.

Caution: Store hydraulic tappets in their fitted order
and store inverted (cupped upward). Maintain absolute
cleanliness when handling hydraulic tappets. Failure to
observe these precautions can result in engine failure.

Refit

1. Ensure tappets and tappet bores are clean.

2. Lubricate and fit tappets to tappet bores.

3. Fit camshafts.

CamshaftsCamshaftsCamshafts --- InletInletInlet ororor ExhaustExhaustExhaust ...

4. Connect battery earth lead.

Camshafts - Inlet or Exhaust
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

3. Remove timing gear locking tool.T10029.

4. Suitably identify each timing gear to its respective
camshaft.

5. Restrain timing gears using T10030, remove bolts and
washers securing gears to camshafts, remove gears.

6. Noting fitted position of longest screw, remove screws
securing camshaft drive belt rear cover to cylinder head
and upper to coolant pump.

7. Remove camshaft cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket ...

8. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen 26 bolts
securing camshaft carrier to cylinder head, until valve
spring pressure is no longer acting on camshafts.
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9. Remove camshaft carrier.

10. Remove both camshafts.

11. Remove and discard oil seals from camshafts.

Refit

1. Clean camshafts.

2. Clean mating faces of cylinder head and camshaft
carrier.

3. Clean camshaft carrier bolt holes and dowels.

4. Blow out oil ways and lubricate camshaft journals and
bearings.

5. Fit camshafts and position inlet drive pin at 4 o’clock
(120 degrees) and exhaust camshaft drive pin at 8
o’clock (240 degrees).

6. Apply a 2 mm continuous bead of recommended sealant
to inside paths and outside paths on camshaft carrier as
shown then spread to an even film using a roller.

Caution: Ensure sealant does not block oil ways.

Caution: To avoid contamination, assembly should be
completed immediately after application of sealant.

7. Fit camshaft carrier to cylinder head.

8. Fit and using sequence shown, progressively tighten
bolts securing camshaft carrier to cylinder head to
7–10Nm.

9. Clean camshaft seal locations and running surfaces.

10. FitT10013 to end of camshaft to protect seal.

11. Noting that front seals are coloured black and rear oil
seals are coloured red, fit new camshaft oil seals using
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tool T10015.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

12. Fit camshaft cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket

13. Fit screws securing camshaft drive belt rear upper
cover to cylinder head and coolant pump and tighten
to 8–11Nm.

14. Ensure timing gears are clean and free from oil or
grease.

Caution: If sintered gears have been subjected to
prolonged oil contamination, they must be soaked in
solvent and then thoroughly washed in clean solvent
before refitting. Because of the porous construction of
sintered material, oil impregnated in the gear will emerge
and contaminate a new belt.

15. Fit timing gears to camshafts ensuring that timing marks
are aligned and that drive pins are located in correct
slot in gears.

16. Restrain timing gears using tool T10030.

17. Fit bolts and washers and tighten to 61–68Nm.

18. Ensure timing marks on gears are aligned.

19. Fit timing gear locking tool T10029.

20. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

21. Connect battery earth lead.

Intake Manifold Gasket
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Drain cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

3. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

4. Disconnect purge valve hose from intake manifold.

5. Disconnect multiplug from electronic controlled
throttle.

6. Disconnect breather hose from intake manifold.

7. Press plastic collar and disconnect brake servo hose
from intake manifold.

8. Remove 3 screws securing spark plug cover and remove
cover.
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9. Remove 2 bolts securing RH coil and release coil.

10. Disconnect coil multiplugs and release coil harness
from retaining clips.

11. Release clip and disconnect coolant hose from intake
manifold.

12. Release injector harness multiplug from bracket and
disconnect multiplug.

13. Release clip securing engine harness to intake manifold
bracket.

14. Position absorbent cloth beneath fuel rail.

15. Release fuel feed pipe from fuel rail.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

16. Working in sequence shown, progressively loosen then
remove 7 nuts securing intake manifold to cylinder
head.

17. Remove intake manifold, remove and discard gasket.

Refit

1. Ensure mating surfaces are clean and metal inserts are
fitted in intake manifold stud and bolt holes.

2. Fit new gasket to intake manifold.

Tip: Please ensure the inner and outer gasket fitting
position.

3. Fit intake manifold, fit 7 nuts and tighten in sequence
shown to 15–18Nm.
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4. Connect coolant hose to intake manifold and secure
clip.

5. Remove plugs from fuel hose and fuel rail.

6. Position fuel feed pipe to fuel rail.

7. Secure engine harness clip to manifold bracket.

8. Connect multiplug to injector harness and secure
multiplug to bracket.

9. Connect coil multiplugs, fit bolts securing RH coil and
tighten to 8Nm.

10. Secure coil harness in clips.

11. Connect brake servo hose to intake manifold.

12. Connect breather pipe to intake manifold.

13. Connect multiplug to electronic controlled throttle.

14. Connect purge valve hose to intake manifold and
tighten clip.

15. Refit air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

16. Refill cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

17. Connect battery earth lead.

1.8VCT Exhaust Manifold Gasket
Remove

1. Remove alternator.

AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

2. Raise vehicle on ramp.

3. Remove 3 nuts securing exhaust manifold to
intermediate pipe. Remove and discard gasket.

4. Remove 2 nuts securing exhaust manifold support
bracket to engine.

5. Release and disconnect pre catalyst HO2S multiplug.
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6. Release and disconnect post catalyst HO2S multiplug.

7. Remove 5 nuts securing exhaust manifold to cylinder
head and remove exhaust manifold.

8. Remove and discard exhaust manifold gasket.

9. Remove nut securing support bracket to exhaust
manifold and remove bracket.

Refit

1. Clean component mating faces.

2. Fit support bracket to exhaust manifold and secure
with nut. Do not tighten fully at this stage.

3. Fit exhaust manifold gasket to cylinder head studs.

4. Fit exhaust manifold to cylinder head, fit nuts, align
support bracket to engine studs.

5. Tighten exhaust manifold nuts to40–50Nm.

6. Fit nuts securing support bracket to engine and tighten
to

7. Tighten support bracket nut.

8. Fit nuts securing exhaust manifold to intermediate pipe
and tighten to 55–75Nm.

9. Lower vehicle on ramp.

10. Connect both HO2S multiplugs.

11. Fit alternator.

AlternatorAlternatorAlternator
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Oil Pump
Remove

1. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

2. Remove crankshaft timing gear.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing engine harness to oil pump
and move harness clear of pump.

4. Noting fitted position of M6 x 20 bolt, remove and
discard 9 bolts securing oil pump to cylinder block.

5. Remove lower screw from drive belt rear upper cover.

6. Release rear upper cover to facilitate oil pump removal.

7. Release oil pump from locating dowels, remove oil
pump, remove and discard gasket.

8. Remove and discard crankshaft front oil seal from oil
pump body.

Refit

1. Clean oil pump and mating face and crankshaft front oil
seal recess in pump body.

2. Clean oil seal running surface on crankshaft.

3. Fit a new oil pump gasket dry, align and fit oil pump.

4. Fit new Patchlock bolts ensuring M6 x 20 bolt is in its
correct position. Tighten bolts in sequence shown to
8–11Nm.

5. Fit and tighten screw securing drive belt rear upper

cover to8–11Nm.

6. Fit bolts securing engine harness to oil pump to Fit
bolts securing engine harness to oil pump to9Nm.

7. Fit oil seal guide from seal kit to crankshaft.

8. Using tool T10032fit new crankshaft front oil seal.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

9. Fit crankshaft timing gear.

10. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt
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Engine Oil and Oil Filter
Replace

1. Raise vehicle on ramp.

2. Remove underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

3. Place a suitable container under engine sump drain plug,
remove plug and discard sealing washer.

Warning: Observe due care when draining engine oil as
the oil can be very hot.

Warning: Avoid excessive skin contact with used engine
oil. Used engine oil contains potentially harmful
contaminants which may cause skin cancer or other
serious skin disorders.

4. Clean area around filter head and place a suitable
container beneath filter to catch any oil spillage.

5. Remove and discard engine oil filter.

Refit

1. Clean mating face of filter head.

2. Lubricate sealing ring of new filter with clean engine oil.

3. Fit new filter and tighten by hand until it seats, then
tighten a further half turn.

4. Clean sump drain plug and fit new sealing washer.

5. Fit sump drain plug and tighten to 25–30Nm.

6. Remove engine oil filler cap and fill engine with oil to

correct level.

CapacitiesCapacitiesCapacities

FluidsFluidsFluids andandand LubricantsLubricantsLubricants

7. Fit oil filler cap.

8. Fit underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

9. Lower vehicle.

10. Start and run engine until oil pressure warning light
extinguishes.

11. Stop engine. Re-check engine oil level.

12. Check for signs of leakage.
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Engine Oil Pressure Check
Check

1. Remove oil pressure switch.

SwitchSwitchSwitch --- OilOilOil PressurePressurePressure ...

2. Fit sealing washer from oil pressure switch to oil
pressure gauge adaptor.

3. Fit and tighten oil pressure gauge adaptor to oil pump
housing.

4. Connect oil pressure gaugeT10001 to adaptor and
tighten union.

5. Check and if necessary, top-up engine oil.

6. Start and run engine until normal operating temperature
is reached.

7. Note oil pressure readings with the engine running at
idle and at 3500 rev/min (Refer to specification).

8. Switch off engine, unscrew gauge union and remove
gauge.

9. Remove adaptor.

10. Wipe off oil spillage.

11. Fit oil pressure switch.

SwitchSwitchSwitch --- OilOilOil PressurePressurePressure

Oil Pick - Up Strainer
Remove

1. Remove engine sump.

SumpSumpSump ResealResealReseal

2. Remove 2 bolts securing oil pick up strainer to oil rail.

3. Remove oil pick up strainer and remove and discard
'O' ring from strainer.

Refit

1. Clean oil pick up strainer and mating faces.

2. Lubricate a new 'O' ring with engine oil and fit to
strainer.

3. Fit oil pick up strainer and tighten bolts to7–10Nm

4. Fit engine sump.

SumpSumpSump ResealResealReseal
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Engine Sump
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Raise front of vehicle.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

3. Drain engine oil and remove filter.

EngineEngineEngine OilOilOil andandand OilOilOil FilterFilterFilter

4. Remove 3 nuts securing front exhaust pipe to
turbocharger, release front exhaust pipe and discard
gasket.

5. Remove bolt securing engine mounting lower tie rod
to mounting lower tie rod bracket.

6. Remove 4 bolts and remove engine mounting lower
tie rod bracket from sump.

7. Remove 3 bolts securing sump to transmission.

8. Remove 4 bolts securing front exhaust pipe to sump
and transmission.

9. Remove 3 bolts securing front exhaust pipe to exhaust
pipe.

10. Noting the fitted position of 2 longest bolts, remove 14
bolts securing sump to engine bearing ladder.

11. Lower front exhaust pipe and remove sump and gasket.

Refit

1. Ensure mating faces of sump and bearing ladder are
clean.

2. Position new gasket and sump to engine bearing ladder
and fit bolts ensuring that 2 longest bolts are in their
original fitted positions. Lightly tighten bolts.

Caution: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

3. Fit bolts securing sump to transmission housing, lightly
tighten and then loosen bolts. This will align the rear
sump flange to the transmission.

4. Working in the sequence shown, progressively tighten
engine sump bolts to 28–32Nm.

5. Tighten bolts securing transmission to sump to
75–90Nm.

6. Position engine mounting lower tie rod bracket to
sump. Fit and tighten bolts to 90–110Nm.

7. Tighten bolt securing engine mounting lower tie rod to
engine mounting lower tie rod bracket to 100 Nm.

8. Clean front exhaust pipe and turbocharger mating faces.

9. Fit new gasket to front pipe and fit front pipe to
turbocharger. Tighten exhaust nuts to 45–55Nm.

10. Fit new oil filter and fill with oil.

EngineEngineEngine OilOilOil andandand OilOilOil FilterFilterFilter

11. Remove stand(s) and lower vehicle.

12. Connect battery earth lead.
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Camshaft Drive Belt Cover - Front Upper
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Loosen lower screw securing drive gear front upper
cover.

3. Remove 5 screws securing drive gear front upper cover
to rear upper cover.

4. Remove drive gear front upper cover and seal.

Refit

1. Clean drive gear front upper cover.

2. Fit seal to upper cover.

3. Fit drive gear front upper cover, ensuring correct
position of seal.

4. Fit screws securing drive gear front upper cover and
tighten to 5Nm.

5. Tighten lower screw securing drive gear front upper
cover to engine to 5Nm.

6. Connect battery earth lead.

Camshaft Drive Belt Cover - Rear Upper
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

3. Suitably identify each timing gear to its respective
camshaft.

4. Remove timing gear locking tool T10029.

5. Use T10030to restrain timing gears, remove bolts,
washers and gears from camshafts.

6. Remove bolt securing dipstick support bracket.

7. Remove screw securing drive belt rear upper cover to
coolant pump.

8. Remove bolts securing drive belt rear upper cover to
engine and remove cover.
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Refit

1. Fit drive belt rear upper cover, fit new bolts and tighten
to 8–11Nm.

2. Tighten bolt securing dipstick support bracket to
7–10Nm.

3. Clean gears and camshaft mating faces.

4. Fit timing gears to camshafts ensuring that drive pins are
located in correct slot in gears. Fit bolts and washers
to retain gears.

5. Restrain each gear in turn using tool T10030and
tighten bolts to 61–68Nm.

6. Align timing gear timing marks using tool T10030.

7. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

8. Connect battery earth lead.

Crankshaft Pulley
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove starter motor.

StarterStarterStarter motormotormotor

3. Raise front of vehicle.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

4. Remove RH front wheel.

5. Remove ancillary drive belt.

DriveDriveDrive beltbeltbelt

6. Fit flywheel locking tool T10036 automatic
transmission)T10037manual transmission) to flywheel
housing and secure with bolts.

7. Remove bolt securing pulley to crankshaft and collect
washer.

8. Remove crankshaft pulley.

Refit

1. Clean crankshaft pulley and mating face.

2. Fit crankshaft pulley and ensure indent on pulley locates
over lug on crankshaft timing gear.

3. Fit washer and tighten bolt securing crankshaft pulley
to 200–210Nm
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4. Remove bolts and remove flyingwheel locking tool.

5. Fit ancillary drive belt.

DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

6. Fit wheel and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm.

7. Remove stand(s) and lower vehicle.

8. Fit starter motor.

StarterStarterStarter MotorMotorMotor

9. Connect battery earth lead.

Engine Mounting - RH
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Support engine on jack.

Caution: To prevent damage to components, cushion the
jack pad with a block of wood or hard rubber.

3. Remove 3 bolts securing PAS reservoir to engine RH
mounting, and position reservoir aside.

4. Remove 3 bolts securing engine RH mounting to engine.

5. Remove 2 bolts securing engine RH mounting to body.

6. Remove engine RH mounting.

Refit

1. Clean mounting mounting and body mating faces.

2. Fit engine RH mounting to engine. Secure 2 bolts
from engine RH mounting to body and tighten to
90–110Nm.

3. Fit 3 bolts from engine RH mounting to engine and
tighten to 90–110Nm.

4. Fit bolts from PAS reservoir to engine RH mounting
and tighten to 7–10Nm.

5. Lower and remove jack.

6. Connect battery earth lead.
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Engine Mounting Lower Tie Rod
Remove

1. Remove underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

2. Remove 2 bolts securing engine mounting lower tie rod
to engine mounting lower tie rod bracket and subframe.

3. Remove engine mounting lower tie rod from mounting
brackets.

Refit

1. Position engine mounting lower tie rod to mounting
brackets.

2. Fit bolts securing engine mounting lower tie rod and
tighten to 90–110Nm.

3. Fit underbelly panel.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

1.8VCT Camshaft Front Oil Seal - Exhaust
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove drive belt upper rear cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt CoverCoverCover --- RearRearRear Upper.Upper.Upper.

3. Remove camshaft oil seal using T10022andT10023.

4. Remove and discard seal.

5. Remove bolt from camshaft.

Refit

1. Clean camshaft seal locations and running surfaces.

2. Fit T10013to end of camshaft to protect seal.

3. Noting that this oil seal is coloured black, fit new
camshaft oil seal using toolT10015.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

4. Fit drive belt upper rear cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt CoverCoverCover --- RearRearRear UpperUpperUpper

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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1.8VCT Camshaft Front Oil Seal - Inlet
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft dDrivedDrivedDrive BeltBeltBelt

3. Remove camshaft oil seal using T10022andT10023.

Exhaust camshaft shown, inlet camshaft similar.

4. Remove and discard seal.

5. Remove bolt from camshaft.

Refit

1. Clean camshaft seal locations and running surfaces.

2. Fit T10013to end of camshaft to protect seal.

Exhaust camshaft shown, inlet camshaft similar.

3. Noting that this oil seal is coloured black, fit new
camshaft oil seal using .T10015

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

4. Fit drive belt upper rear cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt CoverCoverCover --- RearRearRear UpperUpperUpper

5. Connect battery earth lead.

1.8VCT Camshaft Drive Belt (New)
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove drive belt front upper cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt CoverCoverCover --- FrontFrontFront UpperUpperUpper

3. Remove engine RH hydraulic mounting.

EngineEngineEngine HydramountHydramountHydramount --- RHRHRH

4. Rotate crankshaft clockwise to align mark on crankshaft
pulley with mark on drive belt front lower cover.

Caution: Never use the camshaft gear, the camshaft gear
retaining bolts or the timing belt to turn the crankshaft.

5. Remove inlet camshaft position sensorCMP .

InletInletInlet CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft PositionPositionPosition SensorSensorSensor

6. Remove exhaust camshaft position sensorCMP .

ExhaustExhaustExhaust CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft PositionPositionPosition SensorSensorSensor

7. Adjust camshaft to the position as the picture shown.

8. FitT10058to the back of camshaft.
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9. Remove crankshaft pulley.

CrankshaftCrankshaftCrankshaft PulleyPulleyPulley

Caution:

10. Remove 2 bolts securing PASbelt tensioner and
remove tensioner.

11. Remove 3 screws and remove drive belt front lower
cover and seals.

12. Remove and discard drive belt tensioner bolt and
remove tensioner. If the original belt is to be refitted,
mark the direction of rotation on the belt

13. Remove camshaft drive belt.

Caution: Ease the belt off gears using fingers only. Metal
levers may damage the belt and gears.

Caution: Drive belt must be replaced if cylinder head is
to be removed or new timing gears, tensioner or coolant
pump are to be fitted.

Caution: Drive belts must be stored and handled with
care. Always store a drive belt on its edge with a bend
radius greater than 50 mm. Do not use a drive belt that
has been twisted or bent double as this will damage the
reinforcing fibres. Do not use a drive belt if debris other
than belt dust is found in the timing cover. Do not use
a drive belt if partial engine seizure has occurred. Do
not use a drive belt if belt mileage exceeds 72,000 km.
Do not use an oil or coolant contaminated belt, cause of
contamination must be rectified.

14. Remove crankshaft timing gear from crankshaft.

Refit

1. Clean drive belt gears and pulleys.

Caution: If sintered gears have been subjected to
prolonged oil contamination, they must be soaked in
solvent and then thoroughly washed in clean solvent
before refitting. Because of the porous construction of
sintered material, oil impregnated in the gear will emerge
and contaminate a new belt.

2. Fit crankshaft timing gear to crankshaft.

3. Check correct alignment of dots on crankshaft gear
with flange on oil pump.
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4. Fit drive belt tensioner with tensioner lever at 9 o'clock
position and tighten new fixing bolt until it is just
possible to move tensioner lever.

5. Using fingers only, fit drive belt. Ensure belt run
between the crankshaft gear and the exhaust camshaft
gear is kept taut during the fitting procedure.

Caution: If the original drive belt is being refitted, ensure
the direction of rotation mark is facing the correct way.

6. Check that drive belt is positioned centrally around all
gears and tensioner pulley.

7. Clean drive belt front lower cover.

8. Fit seals to cover.

9. Fit drive belt front lower cover, fit and tighten screws
to8–11Nm.

10. Clean PASbelt tensioner and mating face.

11. FitPAS belt tensioner and tighten bolts to 25Nm.

12. Fit crankshaft pulley.

PulleyPulleyPulley --- CrankshaftCrankshaftCrankshaft

13. Remove camshaft locking tool T10058.

14. Fit camshaft cover. CMP .

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft CoverCoverCover GasketGasketGasket

15. Fit camshaft position sensorCMP

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft PositionPositionPosition SensorSensorSensor

16. Use a Allen key to rotate tensioning lever in an

anti-clockwise direction and align pointer to index wire
as shown.

17. If original belt is to be refitted then the pointer must
be aligned so that the index wire is adjacent to lower
land of pointer.

18. Tighten tensioner bolt to 20–23Nm.

Caution: It is imperative that the pointer approaches the
index wire from above. If the pointer passes the index
wire, the tension must be fully released and the tensioning
procedure must be repeated.

19. Using a spanner on the crankshaft pulley, rotate
crankshaft 2 complete revolutions and align camshaft
gear timing marks.

Caution: Never use the camshaft gear, the camshaft gear
retaining bolts or the timing belt to turn the crankshaft.

20. Check alignment of pointer to index wire

21. If pointer is not correctly aligned, loosen bolt until
it is just possible to move tensioning lever. Rotate
tensioning lever clockwise until tension is completely
backed off, then rotate tensioning lever anti-clockwise
until pointer is aligned correctly to index wire.

22. Rotate crankshaft 2 complete revolutions and align
timing marks.

23. Check alignment of pointer to index wire, if incorrect,
repeat adjustment procedure.
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24. Fit drive belt front upper cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt CoverCoverCover --- FrontFrontFront UpperUpperUpper

25. Fit RH engine hydraulic mounting.

EngineEngineEngine HydramountHydramountHydramount --- RHRHRH

26. Connect battery earth lead.

1.8VCT Camshaft Phaser Unit
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft --- DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt （（（newnewnew version)version)version) RemoveRemoveRemove

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft --- DriveDriveDrive Belt.Belt.Belt.（（（oldoldold version)version)version) RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove phaser unit plug.

4. Use a spanner fitted to camshaft hexagon to counteract
torque. Remove bolt and plain washer securing phaser
unit to camshaft.

5. Remove phaser unit.

Remove

1. Clean component mating faces.

2. Fit phaser to camshaft, fit and finger tighten retaining
bolt and washer.

3. Fit camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft --- DriveDriveDrive Belt(New)Belt(New)Belt(New)

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft --- DriveDriveDrive Belt(Old)Belt(Old)Belt(Old)

4. Support camshaft with spanner fitted to hexagon and
tighten bolt to105–115Nm.

5. Fit phaser unit plug.

6. Connect battery earth lead.
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1.8VCT Engine and Manual Transmission
Remove

1. Position vehicle on a 2 post ramp.

2. Drain cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

3. Remove front subframe.

SubframeSubframeSubframe --- FrontFrontFront

4. Remove alternator.

AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

5. Remove starter motor

StarterStarterStarter motormotormotor

6. Remove air cleaner assembly.

AirAirAir Cleaner(s)Cleaner(s)Cleaner(s)

7. Remove ECM.

EngineEngineEngine ControlControlControl ModuleModuleModule (ECM)(ECM)(ECM) ...

8. Remove battery carrier bracket.

BatteryBatteryBattery carriercarriercarrier bracketbracketbracket ...

9. Release clips securing battery lead and harness
connector blocks to battery carrier.

10. Remove 4 bolts securing battery carrier and remove
bracket.

11. Release 2 harness clips from battery carrier support

bracket and remove bracket.

12. Disconnect vacuum pipe from throttle body and
position aside.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

13. Remove 3 bolts securing air conditioning compressor
to mounting bracket and position air conditioning
compressor aside.

14. Release clips and disconnect gear selector cables from
transmission bracket.

15. Noting fitted positions, carefully disconnect both gear
selector cable ball joints.
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16. Remove 2 bolts securing gear selector cable support
bracket to transmission.

17. Remove PAS reservoir screw top and syphon fluid.

18. Remove 3 bolts securing PASreservoir to RH
hydramount and position aside.

19. Release clip securing PASreturn hose to reservoir.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

20. Disconnect PASpump pressure sensor multiplug.

21. Remove 2 nuts and 3 bolts from PASpump and tie
aside.

22. Release clip securing return hose to coolant reservoir
at cylinder block.

23. Disconnect coolant heater hose at coolant elbow and
position aside.

24. Release clip disconnect coolant top hose from coolant
elbow and position aside.

25. Release clip securing heater hose to engine block and
position heater hose aside.

26. Depress clip and release vacuum hose from inlet
manifold and position aside.
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27. Position cloth to collect spillage and carefully disconnect
fuel line from fuel rail, ensuring fuel line is positioned
aside. Intake hose removed for clarity.

Warning: The spilling of fuel is unavoidable during this
operation. Ensure that all necessary precautions are
taken to prevent fire and explosion.

Warning: Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined
spaces is also explosive and toxic. Always have a fire
extinguisher containing foam, CO2, gas or powder close

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

Caution: Before disconnecting any part of the fuel
system, it is imperative that all dust, dirt and debris is
removed from around components to prevent ingress of
foreign matter into fuel system.

28. Disconnect transmission multiplug.

29. Open fuse box lid and disconnect 3 electrical
connectors.

30. Cut cable tie securing starter motor solenoid lead to
engine harness and position aside.

31. Remove bolt securing battery ground cable to body
and disconnect battery ground cable.

32. Release clip from bottom hose elbow, release hose and
position aside.

33. Raise vehicle.

34. Remove clip and release clutch slave cylinder from
bracket, position aside.

35. Using T30001release LH inboard drive shaft from
transmission and tie aside.

36. Remove 3 bolts securing RH drive shaft steady bearing
and release inboard drive shaft from transmission. With
assistance tie aside

37. Lower vehicle.

38. Remove 2 bolts securing battery carrier support
bracket to LH transmission hydramount and remove
bracket. Release 2 harness clips.
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39. Protect engine cooling components and radiator from
damage.

40. Carefully lower ramp, position wood to support engine
and gearbox.

41. Remove nut securing transmission to LH transmission
hydramount bracket.

42. Remove 3 bolts securing RH engine hydramount to
engine.

43. Check the engine and transmission are stable and with
assistance raise the ramp.

44. With assistance manoeuvre engine and transmission
to bench.

Refit

1. With assistance position engine and transmission
assembly to engine bay and support on wood.

2. Remove lifting equipment.

3. Carefully lower the ramp, ensuring the engine and
transmission are aligned to the engine bay.

4. Align the mountings, fit nut to transmission and bolts
to engine mounting tighten to 90–110Nm.

5. Remove radiator protection and wood supports.

6. Fit battery carrier support bracket to LH engine
mounting and tighten bolts to 7–10Nm.

7. Secure the harness clips to bracket.

8. Raise vehicle.

9. Fit RH inner drive shaft to transmission, align support
bracket and tighten bolts to 25Nm.

10. Fit LH inner drive shaft to transmission.

11. Fit clutch slave cylinder and secure clip.

12. Lower vehicle.

13. Connect bottom hose elbow and secure the clip.

14. Connect coolant top hose to coolant elbow and secure
clip.

15. Connect coolant heater hose to coolant elbow and
secure clip.

16. Fit bolt securing battery ground cable to body tighten.

17. Secure starter motor solenoid lead to engine harness
with cable tie.

18. Fit multiplug in fuse box and tighten both bolts.

19. Connect transmission multiplug.

20. Connect fuel line to fuel rail.

21. Connect vacuum hose to intake manifold.

22. Connect coolant heater hose to cylinder block and
secure with clip.

23. Connect return hose to coolant reservoir at cylinder
block and secure clip.

24. Fit PASpump assembly and tighten nuts and bolts to
45Nm.

25. Connect PASpressure sensor multiplug.

26. Fit and secure PASreturn hose to reservoir.

27. Fit PASreservoir to RH engine hydramount and tighten
bolts to 7–10 Nm.

28. Position gear selector cables, align bracket to
transmission and tighten bolts to 70–90Nm.

29. Secure selector cables to transmission bracket with
clips.

30. Connect gear selector cable ball joints to transmission.

31. Position AC compressor to mounting and secure with
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bolts to 22–28Nm.

32. Connect vacuum pipe to throttle body.

33. Fit battery carrier support bracket and tighten bolts
to 10 Nm.

34. Fit battery carrier bracket and tighten bolts to
19–25Nm.

35. Connect battery earth cable and harness clips to
battery carrier bracket.

36. Fit battery carrier barcket.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

37. Fit air cleaner assembly.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

38. Fit ECMECM.

EngineEngineEngine ControlControlControl ModuleModuleModule (ECM)(ECM)(ECM)

39. Fit alternator.

AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

40. Fit starter motor.

StarterStarterStarter MotorMotorMotor

41. Fit front subframe.

SubframeSubframeSubframe --- FrontFrontFront

42. Fill and bleed cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- Drain,Drain,Drain, FlushFlushFlush andandand RefillRefillRefill

43. Bleed the power steering system.

PowerPowerPower AssistedAssistedAssisted SteeringSteeringSteering SystemSystemSystem BleedingBleedingBleeding

1.8VCT Engine and Automatic Transmission
Remove

1. Position vehicle on a 2 post ramp.

2. Drain coolant

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- Drain,Drain,Drain, FlushFlushFlush andandand RefillRefillRefill

3. Remove front subframe.

SubframeSubframeSubframe --- FrontFrontFront

4. Remove alternator.

AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

5. Remove starter motor

StarterStarterStarter motormotormotor

6. Remove air cleaner assembly.

AirAirAir FleanerFleanerFleaner

7. Remove ECM.

EngineEngineEngine ControlControlControl ModuleModuleModule (ECM)(ECM)(ECM)

8. Remove battery carrier bracket.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

9. Release 6 clips securing battery lead and harness
connector blocks to battery carrier.

10. Remove 4 bolts securing battery carrier bracket.

11. Release 2 harness clips from battery carrier support
bracket and remove bracket.
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12. Disconnect vacuum pipe from throttle body and
position aside.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

13. Remove 3 bolts securing air conditioning compressor to
mounting bracket and tie air conditioning compressor
aside.

14. Loosen nut to release gear selector cable from starter
inhibitor / position sensor.

15. Release gear selector cable from gearbox bracket.

16. Remove 2 bolts securing gear selector cable bracket to
automatic transmission and release gear selector cable

bracket.

17. Remove PAS reservoir screw top and syphon fluid.

18. Remove 3 bolts securing PASreservoir to RH engine
mounting and position aside.

19. Release clip securing PASreturn hose to reservoir.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

20. Disconnect PASpump pressure sensor multiplug.

21. Remove 2 nuts and 3 bolts from PASpump and tie
aside.

22. Release clip securing return hose to coolant reservoir
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at cylinder block.

23. Disconnect coolant heater hose at coolant elbow and
position aside.

24. Release clip disconnect coolant top hose from coolant
elbow and position aside.

25. Release clip securing heater hose to engine block and
position heater hose aside.

26. Depress clip and release vacuum hose from inlet
manifold and position aside.

27. Position cloth to collect spillage and carefully disconnect
fuel line from fuel rail, ensuring fuel line is positioned
aside. Intake hose removed for clarity.

Warning: The spilling of fuel is unavoidable during this
operation. Ensure that all necessary precautions are
taken to prevent fire and explosion.

Warning: Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined
spaces is also explosive and toxic. Always have a fire
extinguisher containing foam, CO2, gas or powder close

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

Caution: Before disconnecting any part of the fuel
system, it is imperative that all dust, dirt and debris is
removed from around components to prevent ingress of
foreign matter into fuel system.

28. Release crank case breather from throttle body intake
hose and disconnect pressure hose connection from
turbocharger.

29. Release clip securing gearbox breather pipe and
position aside.

30. Disconnect transmission multiplug.

31. Open fuse box lid and disconnect 3 electrical
connectors.

32. Cut cable tie securing starter motor solenoid lead to
engine harness and position aside.

33. Remove bolt securing battery ground cable to body
and disconnect battery ground cable.

34. Release clip from bottom hose elbow, release hose and
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position aside.

35. Raise vehicle.

36. Using T30001release LH inboard drive shaft from
transmission and tie aside.

37. Remove 3 bolts securing RH drive shaft steady bearing
and release inboard drive shaft from transmission. With
assistance tie aside.

38. Lower vehicle.

39. Remove 2 bolts securing battery carrier support
bracket to LH transmission hydramount and remove
bracket. (Manual transmission bracket illustrated).

40. Disconnect starter inhibitor / position sensor multiplug.

41. Protect engine cooling components and radiator from

damage.

42. Carefully lower ramp, position wood to support engine
and transmission.

43. Remove nut securing gearbox to LH transmission
hydramount.

44. Remove 3 bolts securing RH engine hydramount to
engine.

45. Check the engine and transmission are stable and with
assistance raise the ramp.

46. With assistance manoeuvre engine and transmission
to bench.

Refit

1. With assistance position engine and transmission
assembly to engine bay and support on wood.

2. Remove lifting equipment.

3. Carefully lower the ramp, ensuring the engine and
transmission are aligned to the engine bay.

4. Align the mountings, fit nut to transmission and bolts
to engine mounting tighten to 90–110Nm.

5. Remove radiator protection and wood supports.

6. Connect starter inhibitor / position sensor connector.

7. Fit battery tray support bracket to LH engine mounting
and tighten bolts to 7–10Nm.

8. Raise vehicle.
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9. Fit RH inner drive shaft to transmission, align support
bracket and tighten bolts to25Nm.

10. Fit LH inner driveshaft to transmission.

11. Lower vehicle.

12. Connect bottom hose elbow and secure the clip.

13. Connect coolant top hose to coolant elbow.

14. Fit bolt securing battery ground cable to body tighten.

15. Secure starter motor solenoid lead to engine harness
with cable tie.

16. Fit multiplug in the fuse box and tighten both bolts to
10 Nm.

17. Connect transmission multiplug connector.

18. Position transmission breather pipe and secure the clip.

19. Fit crankcase breather to throttle body intake hose and
connect hose to wastegate control valve.

20. Remove plugs and connect fuel line to fuel rail.

21. Connect vacuum hose to intake manifold.

22. Connect coolant heater hose to cylinder block and
secure with clip.

23. Connect coolant heater hose to coolant elbow and
secure clip.

24. Connect return hose to coolant reservoir at cylinder
block and secure clip.

25. Fit PASpump assembly and tighten nuts and bolts to
45Nm.

26. Connect PASpressure sensor multiplug.

27. Fit and secure PASreturn hose to reservoir.

28. Fit PASreservoir to RH engine hydramount and tighten
bolts to 7–10 Nm.

29. Position gear selector cable, align bracket to gearbox
and tighten bolts to70–90Nm.

30. Secure selector cable to transmission bracket with clip.

31. Connect gear selector cable to starter inhibitor/position
sensor and tighten nut.

32. Position AC compressor to mounting and secure with
bolts to 22–28Nm.

33. Connect vacuum pipe to throttle body.

34. Fit battery carrier support bracket and tighten bolts
to7–10Nm.

35. Fit battery carrier and tighten bolts to 19–25Nm.

36. Connect battery earth cable and harness clips to
battery carrier bracket.

37. Fit battery carrier bracket.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket

38. Fit air cleaner assembly.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

39. Fit ECM.ECM.

EngineEngineEngine ControlControlControl ModuleModuleModule (ECM)(ECM)(ECM)

40. Fit alternator.

AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

41. Fit starter motor.

StarterStarterStarter MotorMotorMotor

42. Fit front subframe.

SubframeSubframeSubframe --- FrontFrontFront

43. Fill and bleed cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- Drain,Drain,Drain, FlushFlushFlush andandand RefillRefillRefill

44. Bleed the power steering system.

PowerPowerPower AssistedAssistedAssisted SteeringSteeringSteering SystemSystemSystem BleedingBleedingBleeding
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1.8VCT Solenoid - Exhaust Camshaft
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect solenoid multiplug.

S106028S106027

3. Position absorbent cloth to collect spillage, remove bolt
securing solenoid to housing and remove solenoid.

Refit

1. Clean mating faces of components.Fit new O-ring.

2. Fit solenoid to housing, tighten bolt to 9Nm.

3. Connect solenoid multiplug.

4. Connect battery earth lead.

1.8VCT Solenoid - Inlet Camshaft
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect solenoid multiplug.

S 1 0 6 0 0 5S 1 0 6 0 2 7S 1 0 6 0 2 8

3. Position absorbent cloth to collect spillage, remove bolt
securing solenoid to housing and remove solenoid.

Refit

1. Clean mating faces of components.Fit new O-ring.

2. Fit solenoid to housing, tighten bolt to9Nm.

3. Connect solenoid multiplug.

4. Connect battery earth lead.
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1.8VCT Solenoid Housing - Exhaust Camshaft
Remove

1. Remove exhaust camshaft solenoid.

SolenoidSolenoidSolenoid --- exhaustexhaustexhaust camshaftcamshaftcamshaft ...

2. Remove 3 bolts securing housing to camshaft carrier,
remove housing and discard gasket.

S106028S106027

Refit

1. Clean mating faces of components.

2. Using a new gasket, fit housing to camshaft carrier
tighten bolts to 9Nm.

3. Fit exhaust camshaft solenoid.

SolenoidSolenoidSolenoid --- exhaustexhaustexhaust camshaftcamshaftcamshaft ...

1.8VCT Solenoid Housing - Inlet Camshaft
Remove

1. Remove inlet camshaft solenoid.

SolenoidSolenoidSolenoid --- inletinletinlet camshaftcamshaftcamshaft 101702.101702.101702.

2. Remove 3 bolts securing housing to camshaft carrier,
remove housing and discard gasket

S 1 0 6 0 0 5S 1 0 6 0 2 7S 1 0 6 0 2 8

Refit

1. Clean mating faces of components.

2. Using a new gasket, fit housing to camshaft carrier
tighten bolts to9Nm .

3. Fit inlet camshaft solenoid.

SolenoidSolenoidSolenoid --- inletinletinlet camshaftcamshaftcamshaft ...
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1.8VCT Cylinder Head GasketNew
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

3. Remove rear upper camshaft drive belt cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt CoverCoverCover --- RearRearRear UpperUpperUpper

4. Remove exhaust manifold.

ExhaustExhaustExhaust ManifoldManifoldManifold GasketGasketGasket

5. Drain cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

6. Release clip and disconnect radiator top hose from
coolant outlet elbow.

7. Release clip and disconnect heater hose from coolant
outlet elbow.

8. Disconnect multiplug from ECTsensor.

9. Disconnect multiplug from PASpump pressure sensor

10. Disconnect multiplug from electronic controlled
throttle.

11. Disconnect multiplug from injector harness.

12. Disconnect multiplug from CMP sensor.

13. Repeat the above step and disconnect inlet CMP sensor.

14. Disconnect multiplug from exhaust VCT control
solenoid.

15. Disconnect multiplug from inlet VCT control solenoid.

16. Position absorbent cloth around fuel feed pipe
connection to collect spillage.

Warning: Depressurise the system before disconnecting
any components. Fuel pressure will be present in the
system even if the ignition has been switched off for some
time.

17. Depress collar on fuel feed pipe and release pipe from
fuel rail.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

18. Release clip and disconnect purge hose from throttle
housing.

19. Depress collar and disconnect brake servo vacuum
hose from inlet manifold.

20. Release clip and disconnect expansion tank hose from
inlet manifold.

21. Remove camshaft alignment setting tool T10058.

22. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen cylinder
head bolts 1 to 6; remove bolts and store in fitted order.

23. Using a spanner on the camshaft hexagon, rotate both
camshafts clockwise to gain access to cylinder head
bolts 7 and 8.

24. Using sequence shown, progressively loosen cylinder
head bolts 7 to 10; remove bolts and store in fitted
order. Do not rotate crankshaft until cylinder liner
retainer clamps T10018are fitted.

25. Using assistance, remove cylinder head assembly from
cylinder block.

26. Remove and discard cylinder head gasket from cylinder
block. Do not rotate crankshaft until cylinder liner
retainer clamps T10018are fitted.

27. Fit cylinder liner clamps T10018to cylinder block and
secure with cylinder head bolts. Ensure that feet of
clamps do not protrude over cylinder bores.

Refit

1. Remove bolts securing cylinder liner clamps
T10018and remove clamps. Do not rotate crankshaft
with clamps removed.

2. Clean mating faces of cylinder head and cylinder block.

3. Check cylinder head for damage, pay particular
attention to gasket face of cylinder head.

4. Check cylinder head face for warping, across centre
and from corner to corner as shown.
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5. Check cylinder head height. Cylinder head may be
refaced. (Refer to specification).

6. Remove all debris from oil and coolant passages.

7. Clean mating faces of exhaust manifold.

8. Clean cylinder head bolts and inspect for signs of
damage.

9. Apply a light film of oil to bolt threads and underside of
bolt heads.

10. Fit new cylinder head gasket to cylinder block align to
dowels.

11. Using assistance, fit cylinder head onto cylinder block,
carefully locating on dowels.

12. Carefully enter cylinder head bolts into engine and start
bolts into threads.

13. To enable camshafts to be rotated in order to gain
access to cylinder head bolts, use a spanner on the
camshaft hexagon.

14. Working in the sequence shown, progressively tighten
the cylinder head bolts to 20 Nm.

15. Use a felt tip pen and place a radial mark on each bolt
head.

16. Use an angle torque gauge and tighten all bolts in
sequence 180°. Then tighten all bolts in sequence a
further 135°.20Nm180°135°.

17. Ensure radial marks are aligned. Should any bolt be

overtightened, back off 90° and re-align.

18. Adjust camshaft to the position as the picture shown.

19. FitT10058to the back of camshaft.

20. Fit rear upper camshaft drive belt cover.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt CoverCoverCover -Rear-Rear-Rear UpperUpperUpper

21. Connect expansion tank hose to inlet manifold and
secure clip.

22. Connect vacuum hose to inlet manifold.

23. Connect brake servo vacuum hose to inlet manifold.

24. Connect purge hose to throttle housing and secure
with clip.

25. Connect fuel feed pipe to manifold.

26. Connect multiplug to injector harness.

27. Connect multiplugs to CMP sensors.

28. Connect multiplugs to VCT control solenoids.

29. Connect multiplug to throttle body.

30. Connect multiplug to ECT sensor and secure with
clip.ECT

31. Fit heater hose to coolant outlet elbow and secure
with clip.

32. Fit radiator top hose to coolant outlet elbow and
secure with clip.

33. Connect multiplug to PASpump pressure sensor.
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34. Fit exhaust manifold.

ExhaustExhaustExhaust ManifoldManifoldManifold GasketGasketGasket

35. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner

36. Connect battery earth lead.

37. Refill cooling system. .

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- Drain,Drain,Drain, FlushFlushFlush andandand RefillRefillRefill
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T10005 Valve spring
compressor

T10006 Remover valve
stem seal

T10013
Protector

Sleeve Camshaft
Oil Seal

T10015 Replacer
camshaft oil seal

T10018
Retainer clamps
cylinder block

line

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T10032
Replacer, Front
Crankshaft /
Camshaft Seals

T10016 Piston ring
compressor

T10059

Protector
Sleeve

Crankshaft Rear
oil seal

T10040

Protector
Sleeve

Crankshaft Rear
oil seal

T10033
crankshaft oil
seal replacer
rear
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Tool
Number

Description Picture

T10025
Cap remover
crankshaft front
oil seal

T10031

Camshaft /
Crankshaft
Front Oil Seal
Remover

T10028 flywheel locking
tool

T10029 timing gear
locking tool

T10030 timing gear
retainer

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T10001
Engine oil
pressure test
equipment

T10036 Flywheel
lockingAT

T10037 Flywheel
locking (MT)

T10022 Remover
camshaft oil seal

T10023
Adapter
remover
camshaft seal
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Tool
Number

Description Picture

T10058 Adjuster VCT
camshaft timing

T30001 Remover drive
shaft
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Engine Cooling System
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-Expansion tank to fixing bracket 5 Nm

Bolt-Cooling fan, cowl and motor assembly to radiator lug 5 - 7 Nm

Bolt-Cooling fan relay unit to radiator 7 - 10 Nm

Bolt-Bonnet locking platform to body 7 - 10 Nm

Bolt-Bonnet locking platform bracket to platform 7 - 10 Nm

Bolt-Safety catch to bonnet locking platform 7 - 10 Nm

Bolt-Coolant outlet tube to auto transmission 18 Nm

Bolt-Coolant inlet tube to auto transmission 18 Nm

Bolt-Coolant pump to cylinder block 10Nm

Bolt-Camshaft timing belt back cover to coolant pump 10Nm

Bolt-Dipstick support bracket 9Nm
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Reference
Type Pressurised, spill return, thermostatically controlled water

/OAT

Cooling fan: 7 blade axial flow electric, thermostatically controlled

Coolant capacity: 7.8L

-

On

∙Low speed 17 bar

∙High speed 22 bar

Off

∙Low speed 10 bar

∙High speed 19 bar

Cooling fan switching points - for engine cooling during
normal running:

On:

∙Low speed 100℃
∙High speed 112℃
Off:

∙Low speed 94℃
∙High speed 106℃
Cooling fan switching points - for engine cooling immediately
after engine stops:

On

∙High speed 104℃
∙Low speed Engine coolant temperature sensor failure

Search time No more than 300 seconds

Radiator: Cross-flow radiator

Coolant pump: Radial flow impeller - mechanical

Coolant pump drive ratio: 1 : 1

Thermostat: Wax element

Thermostat operating temperature:

∙Initial opening 82 ± 2℃
∙Complete opening 96℃
∙Complete opening risen distance ≥ 10mm

Expansion tank cap relief valve:

∙High pressure opening 140-160KPa

∙Low pressure opening 0-10KPa
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Turbo Charger

For connections F to I see illustration on following page

A= Heater feed connection; B= Heater return connection; C= Cylinder head to bleed hose connection;

D= Automatic transmission return connection; E= Automatic transmission feed connection

1. Cooling fan shroud

2. Radiator

3. Cooling fan and cowl

4. Hose - coolant elbow to front coolant pipe

5. Hose - turbocharger return

6. Front coolant pipe

7. Hose - front coolant pipe to radiator

8. Radiator right hand support bracket

9. Bleed hose - radiator to expansion tank

10. Bleed hose - cylinder head to expansion tank

11. Expansion tank cap

12. Expansion tank

13. Expansion tank bracket

14. Coolant level sensor

15. Hose - coolant expansion tank to T-piece

16. Hose - heater return

17. T-piece

18. Hose - T-piece to rear coolant pipe

19. Hose - heater feed

20. Cooling fan motor heatshield

21. Cooling fan motor

22. Hose - T piece to rear coolant pipe

23. Hose - turbocharger feed

24. T-piece

25. Thermostat

26. Hose - thermostat to T-piece

27. Hose - radiator to thermostat

28. Radiator left hand support bracket

29. Intercooler

30. Cooling fan relay unit

31. Cooling fan low speed resistance
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VCT Engine

For connections F to I see illustration on previous page

A=Heater feed connection; B= Heater return connection; C=Cylinder head to bleed hose connection;

1. Cooling fan shroud

2. Radiator

3. Cooling fan and cowl

4. Hose - coolant elbow to front coolant pipe

5. Front coolant pipe

6. Hose - front coolant pipe to radiator

7. Radiator right hand support bracket

8. Bleed hose - radiator to expansion tank

9. Bleed hose - inlet manifold to expansion tank

10. Expansion tank cap

11. Expansion tank

12. Expansion tank bracket

13. Coolant level sensor

14. Hose - coolant expansion tank to T-piece

15. Hose - heater return

16. T-piece

17. Hose - T-piece to rear coolant rail

18. Hose - heater feed

19. Cooling fan motor

20. Hose - thermostat to coolant elbow

21. Thermostat

22. Cooling fan low speed resistance

23. Hose - radiator to thermostat

24. Radiator left hand support bracket

25. Cooling fan relay unit
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Cooling System Cylinder Block Component Layout

1. Flanged bolts

2. Rear coolant pipe

3. Bleed screw

4. Sealing washer

5. Flanged bolt

6. ECT sensor

7. Sealing washer

8. Elbow - engine outlet

9. Gasket

10. Pillar bolt

11. Flanged bolts

12. Coolant pump

13. Seal

14. Coolant pump location dowel
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Description
General

The system circulates the engine coolant, a 50% water and
50% Organic Acid Technology operating conditions. (OAT)
coolant mix, around the engine and the heater circuit to
maintain the engine at an optimum working temperature
under varying ambient and engine.

Caution: Engine coolant will damage paint finished
surfaces. If spilled, immediately rinse area with plenty of
water.

The cylinder block is fitted with ‘damp', stepped cylinder liners.
The lower, thinner part of the liner a sliding fit into the cylinder
block forming the ‘dry' part whilst the upper, thicker part of the
liner forms the ‘wet' part of the liner. This thermally efficient
design exposes the upper part of the liners to the coolant and
dissipates heat directly from their outer surfaces.

Periodic draining, flushing and renewal of the coolant is
necessary to maintain optimum efficiency and corrosion
resistance.

Cooling System Components

Coolant Pump

The coolant is circulated by a rotor type pump mounted on the
upper rear edge of the crankshaft drive end of the engine. It is
sealed to the block using an O-ring and driven by the camshaft
timing belt.

Coolant Hoses

Rubber coolant hoses transfer the coolant between
components. Steel spring bands secure the hoses to
components with spring assisted worm drive clips fitted to the
engine inlet and outlet hoses and the turbocharger feed and
return hoses. 'Quick-fit' connections are used for the heater
feed and radiator top hose connections to the cast aluminium
coolant elbow. The coolant elbow is fitted to the LH side of
the cylinder head and is sealed with a gasket. A feed to the
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) unit heater
matrix is taken from the coolant elbow to the feed stub which
passes through the bulkhead. The return pipe from the heater
matrix connects to the return stub, and the expansion tank
outlet which in turn connects to the rear coolant pipe.

Additional hoses in the coolant system redirect flow through
the turbocharger. The turbocharger feed hose is connected
to the engine lower coolant hose. The turbocharger coolant
return hose is connected to the front coolant pipe behind the
radiator. The feed and return hoses and coolant elbow outlet
hose are manufactured from silicone rubber.

A bleed screw is fitted in the rear coolant pipe to allow air to
be bled from the cooling system during filling.

Expansion Tank

A plastic coolant expansion tank, fitted with a pressure relief
cap, is mounted on a bracket on the RH suspension turret. A
bleed hose connects the expansion tank to the top RH side of
the radiator and a stub on the inlet manifold. The expansion
tank outlet is fitted to a T-piece in the heater return hose
fitted between the stub on the bulkhead and the rear coolant
pipe. A float type coolant level sensor is incorporated into the
expansion tank.

Thermostat

The thermostat is a wax element type with a pressure relief
feature. It is located in a sealed housing connected to the
radiator bottom hose, front coolant pipe and rear coolant
pipe. The housing is secured to a lug on the cooling fan cowl.
This positioning allows a more stable control of the coolant
temperature and easier filling with a reduced chance of air
locks forming.

When the engine is cold and the coolant temperature is low,
the wax element of the thermostat is solid, the thermostat is
closed and the coolant is prevented from circulating through
the radiator. Coolant is however able to circulate through the
bypass and heater matrix circuits.

As the coolant temperature increases, the wax element starts
to melt and the thermostat gradually opens, bleeding low
temperature coolant from the radiator bottom hose into the
cylinder block and allowing hot coolant to flow to the radiator
via the top hose, balancing the flow of hot and cold coolant
to maintain the optimum engine temperature. When the
thermostat opens fully, the full flow of coolant passes through
the radiator.

In the event of a failed thermostat, the complete housing must
be replaced.
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Radiator and Cooling Fan

The radiator is a cross flow type with an aluminium matrix
with moulded plastic end tanks and, if fitted, an automatic
transmission oil cooler. The radiator has features that carry
the fan assembly and Air Conditioning (A/C) condenser and
intercooler (Turbocharger). The lower section of the radiator
is located in rubber bushes supported by brackets fitted to the
front longitudinals. The top of the radiator is located in rubber
bushes in the bonnet locking platform. A plastic shroud is fitted
behind the front bumper to direct air through the radiator.
The condenser is installed in front of the radiator and locates
on two lower mounting lugs secured to the radiator with two
bolts. The turbocharger intercooler is mounted in front of the
lower section of the radiator.

The radiator cooling fan and motor assembly is fitted to a cowl
at the rear of the radiator. A heatshield is fitted to the rear of
the motor to protect it from the high temperature generated
by the turbocharger. The fan is a 'pull through' type drawing air
through the radiator when in operation with the cowl featuring
five additional vents on the LH side to allow for increased air
flow across the radiator during high speed driving. The cooling
fan relay unit is fitted to the LH side of the radiator.

Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT)Sensor

TheECT sensor is fitted into the coolant elbow and consists
of an encapsulated Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC)
thermistor which is in contact with the engine coolant and is
part of a voltage divider circuit which consists of a regulated
5 volt supply, a fixed resistor inside the Engine Control
Module (ECM) and a temperature dependent variable resistor
(theECT sensor).
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Operation
Coolant Flow

Turbocharger

A= Cold B= Hot

VCT
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A= Cold B= Hot

Coolant Flow
The cooling system operates using the conduction principle,
transferring heat from the engine components into the
coolant. When the engine is cold, the coolant pump circulates
coolant through the engine block, cylinder head and passenger
compartment heater. The thermostat remains closed
preventing coolant from flowing through the radiator but will
allow a degree of coolant bypass to prevent excessive pressure
build up. As the engine begins to reach normal operating
temperature, the thermostat begins to open, bleeding cool
coolant from the radiator bottom hose into the cylinder block
and allowing hot coolant to flow to the radiator via the top
hose, balancing the flow of hot and cold coolant to maintain
the optimum engine temperature. When the thermostat
opens fully, the full flow of coolant passes through the radiator.

Any excess coolant, created by heat expansion, is returned to
the expansion tank through bleed hoses from the top of the
radiator and from the cylinder head. The expansion tank also
bleeds any air from the coolant. The expansion tank has an
outlet hose which is connected into the coolant circuit allowing
coolant to flow through the tank at any engine temperature.

The expansion tank cap, rated at 1.4 bar, seals the cooling
system from atmosphere so increasing the pressure of the
cooling system as the coolant expands with temperature rise.
This increase in pressure raises the boiling point of the coolant,

allowing the engine to run at a higher, more efficient operating
temperature without the risk of coolant boiling. There is a limit
to which the cooling system can be pressurised so the cap is
fitted with a relief valve. This will release any excess pressure
in the cooling system in the event of the maximum working
pressure being reached.

Warning: Since injury such as scalding could be caused by
escaping steam or coolant, do not remove the filler cap
from the coolant expansion tank while the system is hot.

Coolant flows through the radiator from the top RH tank to
the bottom LH tank and is cooled by air passing through the
matrix. The temperature of the cooling system is measured
by theECT sensor. This sends a signal to theECM where
it is used to control the cooling fan operation as necessary.
This coolant temperature signal is sent from theECM via
High Speed (HS)CAN Bus to the Body Controller Module
(BCM) and to the instrument pack via the Medium Speed
(MS)CAN Bus where the coolant temperature is displayed. If
the coolant temperature becomes too high, a warning light in
the instrument pack and an audible message alerts the driver.

Coolant from the bottom of the radiator flows towards the
engine. A T-piece divides coolant flow between engine and
turbocharger. Coolant flows into the turbocharger and around
the bearing housing, exiting via the return hose on top of the
housing and joins into the coolant pipe.
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Heated coolant exits the coolant elbow and enters the heater
matrix feed pipe and is fed to the heater matrix. During engine
operation, coolant is constantly circulated through the heater
matrix by the coolant pipe. The coolant exits the matrix via
the return pipe to be recirculated.

Cooling Fan Strategy
The cooling fan will operate at high or low speeds. Control
is achieved by theECM and the relay unit. TheECM uses
information provided by theECT sensor, theBCM and the
A/C pressure sensor to control fan speed as so limit engine
coolant temperature.

During normal running, the fan will operate at the following
coolant temperatures:

Cooling fan status Low speed High speed

ON 100 ℃℃℃ 112 ℃℃℃
OFF 94 ℃℃℃ 106 ℃℃℃

During normal running, the fan will operate at the following
pressure:

Cooling fan status Low speed High speed

ON 17 bar 22 bar

OFF 10 bar 19 bar

The fan strategy includes an engine idle adjustment to
compensate for the additional load when switching on the
fan. The cooling fan may run for a period of 5 minutes if the
coolant temperature exceeds 104 ℃℃℃, after the handset is
removed to provide additional engine cooling in hot ambient
conditions. In the event ofECT failure, the fan will operate at
its low speed.

Cooling Fan Relay Unit
The fan control relay unit is connected to theECM by two
wires, these wires supply a ground path to the internal relay
windings. The cooling fan relay receives a 12V supply through

fuse 4 in the engine compartment fusebox. The fan motor is
driven by the output from the internal relays through fuse 4 in
the engine compartment fusebox. To produce a slow fan speed
theECM provides a ground path to pin 1 of connector EB037
at the relay. To produce a fast fan speed theECM provides a
ground path to pin 2 of connector EB036 at the relay.

The cooling fan relay could fail in the following ways:

• High speed relay winding open circuit

• High speed relay winding short circuit

• High speed relay contacts high resistance

• High speed relay contacts open circuit

• Low speed relay winding open circuit

• Low speed relay winding short circuit

• Low speed relay contacts high resistance

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring short circuit to 12V

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring high resistance

Warning: Keep clear of the cooling fan. The fan may start
automatically without warning, even after the engine is
turned off.

Coolant Level Sensor
When the coolant is within the ‘MAX' and ‘MIN' limits marked
on the side of the expansion tank, the sensor float will be
in the 'high' position generating an open circuit condition. If
the coolant level falls, the float will drop to the 'low' position
closing the circuit, sending a signal to the ECM. TheECM
sends a signal via the HSCAN bus to the BCMBCM which
passes the signal via the MSCAN bus to the instrument pack,
illuminating the warning message and alerting the driver to any
drop in coolant level.
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Service Procedures
Coolant - Drain and Refill

Caution: Engine coolant will damage paint finished
surfaces. If spilled, immediately rinse area with plenty of
water.

Drain

1. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly Remove.Remove.Remove.

2. Remove expansion tank cap.

Warning: Since injury such as scalding could be caused by
escaping steam or coolant, do not remove the filler cap
from the coolant expansion tank while the system is hot.

3. Position container to collect coolant.

4. Release clip and disconnect heater return hose from
rear of cylinder block.

5. Release clip and disconnect bottom hose from radiator.

6. Allow cooling system to drain.

Refill

1. Connect bottom hose to radiator and secure with clip.

2. Connect heater return hose to cylinder block and
secure with clip.

3. Release clip and disconnect hose from bleed valve.

4. Connect hose to bleed valve and blow through to
ensure bleed valve pin is not sticking.

5. Connect hose to bleed valve and secure with clip.

6. Remove bleed screw from coolant pipe.

7. Prepare coolant to required concentration.

FluidsFluidsFluids

8. Fill cooling system, keeping coolant up to neck of
expansion tank until a steady stream of coolant is
emitted from bleed screw hole. Fit and tighten bleed
screw.

9. Continue filling until coolant reaches expansion tank
neck and remains static.

10. Ensure air conditioning is switched off.

11. With the expansion tank cap off, start and run engine at
1500-2500 rev/min. Fill expansion tank as necessary to
maintain coolant level just below expansion tank neck.
When coolant starts to rise up expansion tank neck, fit
expansion tank cap.

12. Continue running engine at 1500-2500 rev/min until
cooling fan comes on, then run engine at idle speed
until cooling fan stops.

13. Switch off engine and allow to cool for 30 minutes.

14. Check cooling system for leaks.

15. Remove expansion tank cap and, if necessary, top up
coolant level to MAX level. If MAX mark is not visible,
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remove excess coolant until level is at MAX mark.

Warning: Since injury such as scalding could be caused by
escaping steam or coolant, do not remove the filler cap
from the coolant expansion tank while the system is hot.

16. Fit expansion tank cap.

17. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly Refit.Refit.Refit.

Expansion Tank Cap- Pressure Test
Check

1. Visually check engine and cooling system for signs of
coolant leaks.

2. Examine hoses for signs of cracking, distortion and
security of connections.

3. Remove expansion tank cap.

Warning: Since injury such as scalding could be caused by
escaping steam or coolant, do not remove the filler cap
from the coolant expansion tank while the system is hot.

4. Fit adaptor from pressure testing kit T14001to
expansion tank cap.

5. Fit pressure hose from pressure testing kit T14001to
adaptor.
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6. Slowly pressurise cap to required pressure and check
whether the pressure is between 140=160 KPa.

7. Release pressure by depressing pressure release valve
on T14001.

8. Remove pump from adaptor and remove hose from
T14001.

9. Remove cap from adaptor and fit to expansion tank.

System - Pressure Test
Check

1. Examine hoses for signs of cracking, distortion and
security of connections.

2. Remove expansion tank filler cap.

Warning: Since injury such as scalding could be caused by
escaping steam or coolant, do not remove the filler cap
from the coolant expansion tank while the system is hot.

3. Fit adaptor from pressure testing kit T14001to
expansion tank.

4. Fit pressure hose from pressure testing kit T14001 to
adaptor.

5. Slowly pressurise system to 140-160 KPa and check
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for leaks.

Warning: Do not exceed the setting pressure value, or the
cooling system will be damaged.

6. Visually check engine and cooling system for signs of
coolant leaks.

7. Release pressure by depressing pressure release valve
on T14001.

8. Remove hose from adaptor.

9. Remove adaptor from expansion tank and refit
expansion tank cap.

Coolant Expansion Tank
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove expansion tank cap.

3. Reduce the quantity of coolant in the tank to below
the fluid level.

CoolantCoolantCoolant draindraindrain

4. Clamp hoses from expansion tank to T-pieces.

5. Release clips securing hoses to expansion tank.

6. Position container to collect coolant.

7. Release hoses from expansion tank.

8. Disconnect coolant level sensor multiplug.

9. Remove 2 bolts securing expansion tank to bracket and
remove tank.

Refit

1. Position tank, fit bolts and tighten to 5 Nm

2. Connect coolant level sensor multiplug.

3. Connect hoses and secure with clips.

4. Remove clamps from hoses.

5. Top up cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant refillrefillrefill ...

6. Fit expansion tank cap.

7. Connect battery earth lead.
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Fan Assembly
Remove

Warning: Disconnect the battery to prevent operation of
the cooling fan, which could cause personal injury.

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove front bumper.

FrontFrontFront BumperBumperBumper AssemblyAssemblyAssembly Remove.Remove.Remove.

3. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner Remove.Remove.Remove.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing bonnet locking platform
supports to platform.

5. Mark fitted position of safety catch. Remove 2 bolts
securing safety catch to bonnet locking platform and
position aside.

6. Remove 4 bolts securing bonnet locking platform to
body and position aside.

7. Disconnect cooling fan relay unit multiplugs.

8. Remove 2 bolts securing relay unit to radiator.

9. Position container to catch coolant spillage.

10. Release clip and disconnect top hose from radiator,
move coolant pipe from fan cowl locating points.
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11. Release thermostat from cowl mounting lug.

12. Disconnect the top hose from the radiator.

13. Remove 2 bolts securing cowl to radiator, release from
radiator lugs and remove fan assembly.

Caution: Do not attempt to remove the fan from the
fan motor. The assembly is dynamically balanced during
manufacture.

Refit

1. Position cowl in radiator lugs, fit bolts and tighten to
5 - 7 Nm.

2. Position thermostat to mounting lug in fan cowl.

3. Connect top hose to radiator and secure with clip,
ensure coolant pipe is located correctly in fan cowl.

4. Position fan relay unit to radiator, fit bolts and tighten
to 7 - 10 Nm.

5. Connect fan multiplugs and secure to body.

6. Position safety catch to approximate fitted position and
connect multiplug.

7. Position bonnet locking platform to body and radiator,
fit and tighten bolts to 7 - 10 Nm.

8. Position bonnet locking platform supports to platform,
fit and tighten bolts to 7 - 10 Nm.

9. Align safety catch to bonnet locking platform, fit and
tighten bolts to 7 - 10 Nm.

10. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir CleanerCleanerCleaner Refit.Refit.Refit.

11. Fit front bumper.

FrontFrontFront BumperBumperBumper AssemblyAssemblyAssembly Refit.Refit.Refit.

12. Connect battery earth lead.

13. Top-up coolant.

RefillRefillRefill
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Cooling Fan Resistor
Remove

Warning: Disconnect the battery to prevent operation of
the cooling fan, which could cause personal injury.

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove cooling fan, cowl and motor assembly.

FanFanFan assemblyassemblyassembly Remove.Remove.Remove.

3. Remove screws securing resistor bracket to the shroud.

4. Measure 5 cm lead from the two ends of the resistor
respectively, and cut it off.

5. Removing the 7 mm cord insulator from the remaining
wire after removing the resistor.

Refit

1. Take a resistor to be installed and insert the heat shrink
tube.

2. Insert the wires into the butt splice and use
T84001crimping tool to crimp the terminal.

3. Cover the butt splice using heat shrink and heat it up
until fully covered.

Caution: DO NOT burn out the heat shrink tubing during
the heating process.

4. Fit the resistor bracket to the shroud with 2 self tappng
screws. Ensure that the lead and wire harness will not
cause any interference.

5. Fit cooling fan, cowl and motor assembly.

FanFanFan assemblyassemblyassembly Refit.Refit.Refit.

6. After completing the replacement, check the operation
of the fan and ensure that the low-speed condition of
the fan is operational.

Radiator Assembly
Remove

1. Drain cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain

2. Remove condenser.

Condenser.Condenser.Condenser.

3. Release 2 clips securing radiator top hose and bleed
hose to radiator and release hoses.

4. Release hose support from fan cowl bracket and release
thermostat.

5. Position drain tray below transmission fluid cooler
(Automatic transmission models only).

6. Press clips and release 2 transmission cooling fluid hose
from radiator (Automatic transmission models only).

Warning: Observe due care when draining gearbox fluid
as the fluid can be very hot.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

7. Disconnect cooling fan multiplugs.

8. Release and remove radiator from mounting rubbers,
taking care not to damage cooling fins.
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Note: The left and right radiator tank or transmission oil
cooler cannot be replaced separately. If there is a fault
in these components, the whole radiator assy must be
replaced.

9. Remove 2 bolts securing relay unit to radiator and
position aside.

10. Remove 2 bolts securing fan cowl to radiator, lift and
release cowl from mounting lugs and position aside.

Refit

1. 1 Position fan cowl in radiator lugs, fit bolts and tighten
to 5 - 7 Nm.

2. Fit radiator to vehicle and secure in mountings, taking
care not to damage cooling fins.

3. Connect cooling fan multiplugs.

4. Position and secure transmission fluid hoses to radiator
(Automatic transmission models only).

5. Fit relay unit to radiator, fit bolts and tighten to 7 -
10 Nm.

6. Connect radiator top hose and bleed hose to radiator
and secure with clip.

7. Fit thermostat to fan cowl lug and position hose to fan
cowl bracket.

8. Fit condenser.

Condenser.Condenser.Condenser.

9. Top up gearbox oil (Automatic transmission models
only).

AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic TransmissionTransmissionTransmission --- TopTopTop Up.Up.Up.

10. Fill cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- RefillRefillRefill
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Supply Fluid Cooler Hose - Automatic
Transmission
Remove

1. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir cleaner(s)cleaner(s)cleaner(s) remove.remove.remove.

2. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly remove.remove.remove.

3. Position drain tray below radiator.

4. Depress clip and release transmission cooling fluid hose
from radiator.

Warning: Observe due care when draining gearbox fluid
as the fluid can be very hot.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove bolt securing hose to transmission, release
hose from transmission and remove from vehicle.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

6. Remove and discard O-ring.

Refit

1. Lubricate new O-ring with clean transmission fluid and
fit O-ring to hose.

2. Fit hose to transmission, fit and tighten bolt to 18 Nm

3. Position hose and secure hose to radiator.

4. Top up transmission oil level.

automaticautomaticautomatic transmissiontransmissiontransmission --- top-uptop-uptop-up ...

5. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir cleaner(s)cleaner(s)cleaner(s) remove.remove.remove.

6. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly refit.refit.refit.
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Return Fluid Cooler Hose - Automatic
Transmission
Remove

1. Remove undertray

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly removeremoveremove

2. Position drain tray below radiator.

3. Depress clip and release transmission cooling fluid hose
from radiator.

Warning: Observe due care when draining gearbox fluid
as the fluid can be very hot.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

4. Remove bolt securing hose to transmission, release
hose from transmission and remove from vehicle.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove and discard hose O-ring.

Refit

1. Lubricate new O-ring with clean transmission fluid and
fit O-ring to hose.

2. Fit hose to transmission, fit and tighten bolt to 18 Nm

3. Position hose and secure to radiator.

4. Top up transmission oil level.

automaticautomaticautomatic transmissiontransmissiontransmission --- top-uptop-uptop-up ...

5. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly refitrefitrefit
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Thermostat
Remove

1. Drain cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- DrainDrainDrain

2. Remove cooling hoses support from cooling fan cowl
and lift thermostat from mounting lug.

3. Release clips and disconnect hoses from thermostat
housing.

4. Remove thermostat.

Refit

1. Clean thermostat housing inlets and outlets.

2. Position thermostat to cooling hoses and fix with
bracket.

3. Position thermostat to cowl mounting lug, position
cooling hoses to cowl bracket.

4. Fill cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- Refill.Refill.Refill.

Pump-Coolant
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove and discard camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt Remove.Remove.Remove.

3. Drain cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- Drain.Drain.Drain.

4. Remove bolt securing dipstick tube support bracket.

5. Remove bolt securing camshaft drive belt rear cover to
coolant pump.

6. Remove 5 bolts securing coolant pump to cylinder
block.

7. Release coolant pump from 2 dowels.

8. Remove coolant pump.

9. Remove and discard O-ring from coolant pump body.

Refit

1. Clean component mating faces.

2. Clean dowel and dowel holes.

3. Fit new O-ring to coolant pump and fit coolant pump
to cylinder block.

4. Fit bolts securing coolant pump to cylinder block and
tighten to 10Nm.

5. Fit bolt securing camshaft drive belt rear cover to
coolant pump and tighten to 10Nm.

6. Fit bolt securing dipstick tube support bracket and
tighten to 9Nm.

7. Fit new camshaft drive belt.

CamshaftCamshaftCamshaft DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt RefitRefitRefit

8. Refill cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- Refill.Refill.Refill.

9. Connect battery earth lead.
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T14001
Cooling System
Pressure Test

Kit

T84001 Harness Repair
Kit
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Engine Manifold & Exhaust System
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-Silencer to intermediate pipe clamp 50–60Nm

Heated oxygen sensor 45–60Nm

Nut-Front exhaust flange to exhaust system 55–75Nm

Bolt-Exhaust pipe frame to body 19–28Nm

Nut-Front Front pipe to turbocharger 45–55Nm

Bolt-Front pipe frame to engine oil pan 20–25Nm

Bolt-Heat shield to alternator bracket 40–50Nm

Bolt-Compressor to engine 22–28Nm

Nut-Heat shield to alternator 4–6Nm

Screw-Silencer heatshield to body 4–6Nm

Bolt-Exhaust pipe and Fuel tank heat shield to body 4–6Nm

Bolt-Throttle body to inlet manifoldy 9Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout-1.8T Inlet and
Exhaust System
Air Cleaner Component layout— 1.8T

1. Air cleaner cover screw

2. Air cleaner cover

3. Inlet duct screw

4. Inlet duct
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5. Worm drive clamp

6. Outlet duct

7. Worm drive clamp

8. Air cleaner mounting bracket

9. Bolt, air cleaner mounting bracket to body

10. Air cleaner housing

11. Air cleaner element
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InletInletInlet ManifoldManifoldManifold ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Inlet manifold

2. Nut - inlet manifold to cylinder head

3. Gasket - inlet manifold to cylinder head (outside)

4. Gasket - inlet manifold to cylinder head (inside)
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ExhaustExhaustExhaust ManifoldManifoldManifold ComponentComponentComponent Layout—Layout—Layout— 1.8T1.8T1.8T

1. Gasket - exhaust manifold to cylinder head

2. Flanged nut - exhaust manifold to turbocharger

3. Exhaust manifold

4. Gasket - exhaust manifold to turbocharger

5. Stud - turbocharger to exhaust manifold

6. Flanged nut - turbocharger to exhaust manifold

7. Turbocharger

8. Flanged nut - exhaust manifold to cylinder head
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ExhaustExhaustExhaust SystemSystemSystem ComponentComponentComponent Layout—Layout—Layout— 1.8T1.8T1.8T

1. Gasket - front pipe to turbocharger

2. Front pipe incorporating TWC

3. Intermediate pipe

4. Rubber mounting

5. Rear silencer and tail pipe

6. Rubber mounting

7. Rubber mounting

8. Rubber mounting

9. Nut - front pipe to intermediate pipe

10. Gasket - front pipe to intermediate pipe
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11. Bolt - front pipe to sump
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System Component Layout-1.8VCT Inlet and
Exhaust System
Inlet Manifold Components

1. Inlet manifold

2. Nuts - inlet manifold to cylinder head

3. Gasket - inlet manifold to cylinder head (outside)

4. Gasket - inlet manifold to cylinder head (inside)
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Air Cleaner Component layout

1. Air cleaner cover screw

2. Air cleaner cover

3. HFM sensor housing seal

4. HFM sensor and housing

5. HFM sensor housing screw (2 off)

6. Worm drive clip

7. Duct

8. Worm drive clip

9. Inlet duct screw

10. Inlet duct screw (2 off)
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11. Air cleaner housing

12. Air cleaner mounting bracket

13. Bolt, air cleaner mounting bracket to body

14. Air cleaner element
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ExhaustExhaustExhaust ManifoldManifoldManifold ComponentComponentComponent LayoutLayoutLayout

1. Exhaust manifold

2. Gasket - exhaust manifold to cylinder head

3. Manifold nut

4. Bolt - manifold to intermediate pipe

5. Stud - support bracket to engine

6. Nut - support bracket to engine
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Exhaust System Component Layout

1. Intermediate pipe

2. Rubber mounting

3. Rear silencer and tail pipe

4. Rubber mounting

5. Rubber mounting

6. Rubber mounting

7. Flanged nut (3 off)

8. Gasket - intermediate pipe to exhaust manifold
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Description-1.8T Inlet and Exhuast System
Air Cleaner-1.8T

A flexible duct fits between the air cleaner lid and the
turbocharger secured using worm drive clamps. A duct,
secured with two spring assisted worm drive clamps to ensure
a complete seal, connects the turbocharger to the intercooler
pipe, which runs along the lower front of the engine bay
secured to the front subframe using two bolts. A duct
connects the pipe to the intercooler, again using two spring
assisted worm drive clamps. The intercooler is located at the
front of the engine bay to maximise air flow. It is mounted to
the radiator on two lugs and secured with two bolts. A duct
connects the outlet of the intercooler to the ETB secured
using worm drive clamps. A Temperature Manifold Absolute
PressureTMAPsensor is fitted into the duct.

Inlet Manifold-1.8T

The inlet manifold is a one piece plastic moulding which is
secured to the cylinder head using seven studs with nuts.
Four rubber moulded gaskets, located in recesses in the inlet
manifold mounting face, seals the manifold to the cylinder
head.

The inlet manifold features a vacuum take-off point for the
brake servo and a connection for the purge valve and camshaft
cover into the inlet manifold breather pipe and a connection
point for the recirculating valve to inlet manifold pipe.

The fuel rail attaches to the inlet manifold using two bolts
and has four ports housing the injectors. The fuel injectors
are sealed to the inlet manifold with O-rings and retained in
position by the fuel rail.

The ETB is fitted to the LH end of the inlet manifold and is
secured with four bolts and sealed with an O-ring.

A Temperature Manifold Absolute PressureTMAP sensor is
fitted on the top of the manifold on the RH side and sealed
with an O-ring.

Exhaust Manifold-1.8T

The exhaust manifold is of cast stainless steel construction.
Four separate branches, one from each exhaust port, are
welded to a flange secured to the cylinder head using seven
studs with nuts. A metal corrugated gasket seals the exhaust
manifold to the cylinder head. The turbocharger inlet flange is
secured to the exhaust manifold flange using four studs with
nuts sealed with a metal gasket.

The turbocharger outlet flange mates with the front pipe flange
and is secured using three studs with nuts and is sealed with a
metal gasket. A flexible joint incorporated into the front pipe
connects the front pipe to the exhaust system using a three
bolt flange. Four bolts secure the front pipe to the engine
sump.

An HO2S is fitted in the front pipe upstream of the catalytic
converter.

Exhaust System-1.8T

A two piece, stainless steel fabricated exhaust system is fitted
incorporating a catalytic converter and two silencers. An
HO2S is fitted downstream of the second catalytic converter.
Adjacent pipe assemblies are secured together using studs
and nuts with gaskets installed between joint faces. The tail
pipe assembly is connected using a slip joint and secured with
a spot welded clamp. Five rubber mountings, the front two
are silicone rubber, secure the exhaust system to the body
to allow slight exhaust movement insulating the body from
vibrations. Heatshields are fitted to insulate the body from
high temperatures. The tail pipes are fitted with twin stainless
steel finishers.
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Description-1.8VCT Inlet and Exhuast System
Air Cleaner-1.8VCT

All engines use a common inlet duct and a replaceable paper
air cleaner element.

TheHFMis fitted to the outlet of the air cleaner assembly and
is secured with 2 screws. A flexible duct fits between the HFM
and Electronic Throttle Body (ETB) secured using worm drive
clips.

Inlet Manifold-1.8VCT

The inlet manifold is a one piece plastic moulding which is
secured to the cylinder head using seven studs with nuts.
Four rubber moulded gaskets, located in recesses in the inlet
manifold mounting face, seals the manifold to the cylinder
head.

The fuel rail attaches to the inlet manifold using two bolts
and has four ports housing the injectors. The fuel injectors
are sealed to the inlet manifold with O-rings and retained in
position by the fuel rail.

The ETB is fitted to the LH end of the inlet manifold and is
secured with four bolts and sealed with an O-ring.

Exhaust Manifold-1.8VCT

The exhaust manifold is a fabricated steel construction. Four
separate branches, one from each exhaust port, are welded
to a flange secured to the cylinder head using seven studs with
nuts. A metal corrugated gasket seals the exhaust manifold
to the cylinder head. The four branches merge into the
Three Way CatalystTWC . A support bracket is fitted to the
engine block with two studs and two nuts and is secured to
theTWCusing a clamp. A single pipe exits from theTWCand
connects to the exhaust system via a flexible joint using a
three bolt flange sealed with a metal gasket.

Two Heated Oxygen SensorsHO2Sare fitted in the manifold,
one upstream and one downstream of the catalytic converter.

Exhaust System-1.8VCT

A two piece, stainless steel fabricated exhaust system is fitted
incorporating two silencers. Adjacent pipe assemblies are
secured together using studs and nuts with gaskets installed
between joint faces. The tail pipe assembly is connected using
a slip joint and secured with a spot welded clamp. Five rubber
mountings, the front two are silicone rubber, secure the
exhaust system to the body to allow slight exhaust movement
insulating the body from vibrations. Heatshields are fitted to
insulate the body from high temperatures. The tail pipes are
fitted with twin stainless steel finishers.
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Operation-1.8T Inlet and Exhuast System
Air Cleaner–1.8T

Air enters the air duct at the front of the engine bay above
the radiator. It passes through the air cleaner element where
abrasive material is removed from the air and is retained by the
cleaner.

Filtered air from the air cleaner element passes through the
duct to the turbocharger. The turbocharger compresses
the air which exits into the intercooler ducting and into the
intercooler. It is an air-to-air intercooler with rows of cooling
fins to cool the high charge air temperature generated by
the turbocharger. Hot air is less dense than cooler air and
contains less oxygen at the same pressure. The intercooler
increases the density of the charge thus increasing the oxygen
content improving vehicle performance. The cooled exits the
intercooler, passes through the ducting and TMAP1 sensor to
the ETB.

Inlet Manifold-1.8T

Air from the air cleaner assembly flows through the ETB into
the inlet manifold. The air separates into the four inlet tracts.
The fuel injectors, located at the end of each tract, inject fuel
into the inlet manifold tracts which atomises in the air. The
air/fuel mix is delivered to the cylinders.

Exhaust Manifold and Exhaust System–1.8T

Hot exhaust gases pass from each exhaust port into the
exhaust manifold. The manifold branches converge into a
single flange which enters the turbocharger. The turbocharger
increases inlet manifold pressure forcing more air into the
cylinders and this combined with increased fuelling, results in
greater engine torque and power. The exhaust gases exit the
turbocharger and pass through the catalytic converter and
into the exhaust system where they enter the silencers. The
primary silencer is an absorption type with perforated tubing
passing through the silencer body. The perforations allow the
noise energy to penetrate the silencing material reducing the
exhaust noise to an acceptable level whilst also minimising
the restriction to the flow. The secondary rear silencer is a
reflective type silencer that uses internal baffles to reflect the
sound waves towards the source to reduce noise levels.

Three-way Catalytic ConverterTWC-1.8T

Warning: TWCs operate at very high temperatures;
therefore, extreme caution is necessary when handling
this component.

Caution: For a catalytic converter to work efficiently and
to prevent premature failure do not run on leaded fuel
and do not allow unburnt fuel to pass through the exhaust
system.

Primary combustion occurs in the combustion chamber. The
exhaust gases pass through the exhaust manifold where they

enter the TWC. The TWC is only effective after reaching
its minimum operating temperature. The exhaust gases pass
through the monolith structure which is coated in platinum and
rhodium (the catalysts) where two processes occur, reduction
and oxidation. NitrogenOxideNOXis reduced to Nitrogen (N)
which gives up its oxygen molecules to the Carbon monoxide
(CO) to form Carbon dioxide (CO2). Hydrocarbons (HC)
and CO will continue to burn in the catalytic convertor with
any oxygen that remains in the exhaust gases. This results in
oxidation of hydrogen and carbon to produce waterH2S and
CO2.2.
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Operation-1.8VCT Inlet and Exhaust System
Air Cleaner-1.8VCT

Air enters the air duct at the front of the engine bay above
the radiator. It passes through the air cleaner element where
abrasive material is removed from the air and is retained by the
cleaner.

Filtered air from the air cleaner element passes through the
HFM and through the duct to the ETB.

Inlet Manifold-1.8VCT

Air from the air cleaner assembly flows through the ETB into
the inlet manifold. The air separates into the four inlet tracts.
The fuel injectors, located at the end of each tract, inject fuel
into the inlet manifold tracts which atomises in the air. The
air/fuel mix is delivered to the cylinders.

Exhaust Manifold and Exhaust System-1.8VCT

Hot exhaust gases pass from each exhaust port into the
exhaust manifold. The manifold branches converge into the
catalytic converter. The exhaust gases pass through the
catalytic converter and into the exhaust system where they
enter the silencers. The primary silencer is an absorption
type with perforated tubing passing through the silencer body.
The perforations allow the noise energy to penetrate the
silencing material reducing the exhaust noise to an acceptable
level whilst also minimising the restriction to the flow. The
secondary rear silencer is a reflective type silencer that uses
internal baffles to reflect the sound waves towards the source
to reduce noise levels.

Three-way Catalytic Converter (TWC)-1.8VCT

Warning: TWCs operate at very high temperatures;
therefore, extreme caution is necessary when handling
this component.

Caution: For a catalytic converter to work efficiently and
to prevent premature failure do not run on leaded fuel
and do not allow unburnt fuel to pass through the exhaust
system.

Primary combustion occurs in the combustion chamber. The
exhaust gases pass through the exhaust manifold where they
enter the TWC. The TWC is only effective after reaching
its minimum operating temperature. The exhaust gases pass
through the monolith structure which is coated in platinum
and rhodium (the catalysts) where two processes occur,
reduction and oxidation. Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) is reduced
to Nitrogen (N) which gives up its oxygen molecules to the
Carbon monoxide (CO) to form Carbon dioxide (CO2).
Hydrocarbons (HC) and CO will continue to burn in the
catalytic convertor with any oxygen that remains in the
exhaust gases. This results in oxidation of hydrogen and
carbon to produce water (H2O) and CO2.
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Service Procedures
Air Cleaner
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect HFMsensor multiplug (VCT models only).

3. Remove 2 screws and remove HFMsensor and housing
from air cleaner duct (VCT model only).

4. Release boost control solenoid valve from air cleaner
(Turbocharged models only).

5. Loosen clip and disconnect outlet hose from air cleaner
(Turbocharged models only).

S 2 0 3 0 2 9

6. Remove 2 screws and release intake ducting hose from

front panel.

7. Release air cleaner from 3 grommets and remove air
cleaner.

Refit

1. Fit air cleaner and secure on grommets.

2. Fit air intake ducting hose to front panel and secure
with screws.

3. Fit boost control solenoid to air cleaner (Turbocharged
models only).

4. Clean HFMsensor housing and mating face. Fit
HFMsensor and housing to air cleaner casing and
secure with screws (VCT models only).

5. Connect HFMsensor multiplug (VCT models only).

6. Fit air outlet hose to air cleaner and secure with clip
(Turbocharged models only).

7. Connect battery earth lead.
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Element - Air Cleaner
Remove

1. Remove 5 screws securing air cleaner cover to air
cleaner casing (Turbocharged model shown, VCT
similar).

2. Release and lift cover to access air filter element
(Turbocharged model shown, VCT similar).

3. Remove air cleaner element.

Refit

1. Clean inside of air cleaner.

2. Fit air cleaner element.

3. Fit cover and tighten screws.

Tail Pipe and Silencer
Remove

Warning: Exhaust components get extremely hot during
operation. Ensure exhaust components are sufficiently
cooled before handling.

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Loosen clamp bolt securing silencer to intermediate
pipe.

3. With assistance, remove 2 rubber mountings from
body, remove tail pipe from intermediate pipe and
remove from vehicle.

Refit

1. Clean mating faces of silencer and intermediate pipe.

2. Using assistance, fit and align silencer to intermediate
pipe and fit rubber mountings.

3. Position clamp and tighten bolt to 50–60Nm.

4. Lower the vehicle.
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Intermediate Pipe
Remove

Warning: Exhaust components get extremely hot during
operation. Ensure exhaust components are sufficiently
cooled before handling.

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

3. Remove bolts securing brace to body and remove
brace.

4. Remove tailpipe and silencer.

TailTailTail PipePipePipe andandand SilencerSilencerSilencer

5. Disconnect post catalyst HO2S multiplug (Turbocharged
models only).

6. Remove 3 nuts securing intermediate pipe to front pipe,
(Turbocharged model shown, VCT similar).

7. Release 3 rubber mountings securing intermediate pipe
to body.

8. Remove intermediate pipe and collect gasket.

9. Remove HO2S from intermediate pipe, (Turbocharged
models only).

Refit

1. Clean component mating faces. Apply anti-seize
compound to thread of HO2S.

2. Fit HO2S to intermediate pipe and tighten to
45–60Nm.(Turbocharged models only).

3. Clean mating faces of front and intermediate pipes and
fit new gasket.

4. Position intermediate pipe to front pipe, fit rubber
mountings, fit and tighten nuts to 55–75Nm.

5. Connect HO2S multiplug (Turbocharged models only).

6. Fit tailpipe and silencer.

TailTailTail PipePipePipe andandand SilencerSilencerSilencer

7. Fit the brace to the body, and tighten the bolt to
19–28Nm.

8. Lower the vehicle.

9. Connect battery earth lead.
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Front Pipe - Turbocharger
Remove

Warning: Exhaust components get extremely hot during
operation. Ensure exhaust components are sufficiently
cooled before handling.

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect pre catalyst HO2S multiplug.

3. Remove upper nut securing front pipe to turbocharger.

4. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

5. Remove lower 2 nuts securing front pipe to
turbocharger.

6. Remove 3 nuts securing front pipe to intermediate pipe.

7. Remove 4 bolts securing front pipe bracket to engine.

8. Remove front pipe and collect gaskets.

9. Remove HO2S from front pipe.

Refit

1. Clean components and mating faces.

2. Apply anti-seize compound to thread of HO2S.

3. Fit HO2S to front pipe and tighten to 45–60Nm.

4. Fit new exhaust gaskets.

5. Position front pipe to intermediate pipe and
turbocharger.

6. Fit and tighten nuts securing front pipe to intermediate
pipe and tighten to 55–75Nm.

7. Fit lower 2 nuts securing front pipe to turbocharger
and tighten to 45–55Nm.

8. Fit bolts securing front pipe bracket to engine oil pan
and tighten to 20–25Nm.

9. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

10. Fit upper nut securing front pipe to turbocharger and
tighten to 45–55Nm.

11. Connect HO2S multiplug.

12. Connect battery earth lead.
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Heat Shield - Alternator
Remove

1. Remove nut securing heat shield to alternator upper
bracket.

2. Release tension on ancillary drive belt and remove belt.

3. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

4. Remove 3 bolts securing Air Conditioning (A/C)
compressor to engine.

5. Fix compressor aside and support it.

6. Remove bolt securing heat shield to alternator lower
bracket and remove heatshield.

Refit

1. Position heat shield and secure to alternator lower
bracket with bolt and tighten to 40–50Nm.

2. Move A/C compressor into position and tighten bolts
to 22–28Nm.

3. Release tension and fit drive belt.

4. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

5. Fit nut securing heat shield to alternator support
bracket and tighten to 4–6Nm.
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Heat Shield - Rear Silencer
Remove

1. Remove tail pipe and silencer.

TailTailTail PipePipePipe andandand SilencerSilencerSilencer

2. Remove 4 bolts securing heat shield and remove heat
shield.

Refit

1. Fit heat shield and tighten screws to 4–6Nm.

2. Fit tail pipe and silencer.

TailTailTail PipePipePipe andandand SilencerSilencerSilencer

Heat Shield - Exhaust Pipe and Fuel Tank
Remove

1. Remove intermediate pipe.

IntermediateIntermediateIntermediate pipepipepipe

2. Remove 8 screws securing fuel tank heat shield to body.
Remove heat shield.

Refit

1. Fit fuel tank heat shield to body and tighten screws to
4–6Nm.

2. Fit intermediate pipe.

IntermediateIntermediateIntermediate pipepipepipe ...
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Electric Throttle - Includes Tuning
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect multiplug from MAPsensor.(Turbocharged
models only).)

3. Disconnect multiplug from throttle body.

4. Release clip and disconnect air duct from throttle body.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove 4 bolts securing throttle body to inlet manifold.

6. Remove throttle body.

7. Remove and discard O-ring from throttle body.

Refit

1. Clean mating faces of throttle body and inlet manifold.

2. Fit O-ring to inlet manifold.

3. Position throttle body to inlet manifold, fit bolts and
tighten in a diagonal sequence to 9Nm.

4. Connect air duct to throttle body and secure with clip.

5. Connect multiplug to throttle body.

6. Connect multiplug to MAPsensor.(Turbocharged
models only).

7. Connect battery earth lead.

8. Retune throttle using procedure in the diagnostic tool.
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Engine Fuel & Management System
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Spark plugs 22–28Nm

Bolt-Ignition coil 8Nm

Bolt-spark plug cover 7–10Nm

nuts and bolts-ECM to bracket nuts and bolts 8–10Nm

ECT sensor 15Nm

Oil pressure switch 25–27Nm

Bolt-CKP sensor 6Nm

Bolt-CMP sensor 8Nm

Screw-Camshaft position sensor 7–10Nm

Screw-MAP sensor to throttlebody inlet pipe 1.8–2.4Nm

Bolt-Knock sensor 25Nm

Heated oxygen sensor 45–60Nm

Bolt-fuel rail to intake manifold 9Nm

Bolt-charcoal canister to body 10–15Nm

Bolt-fuel tank strap 21–25Nm

Bolt-handbrake cables to Fuel tank strap 19–22Nm

Bolts-anti-roll bar bush and clamp to subframe 22–28Nm

fuel tank unit locking ring 75–85Nm

Bolt-fuel pump closing panel to body 7–10Nm

Bolt-fuel filter to filter support bracket 7–10Nm

Bolt-fuel filler to body 7–10Nm

Bolt-fuel filler neck to body 10–15Nm

Bolt-inertia switch to body 8Nm
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Description and Operation-1.8T
System Component Layout
Engine Management System Component Location

1. Purge valve

2. Air Conditioning (A/C) compressor pressure sensor

3. Temperature Manifold Absolute Pressure sensorsTMAP

4. Knock sensor

5. Electronic Throttle Body (ETB) sensor

6. Engine Control ModuleECM

7. Crankshaft Position sensorCKP

8. Boost control solenoid valve

9. Main relay

10. A/C compressor clutch relay

11. Cooling fan relay unit

12. Engine Coolant Temperature sensorECT

13. Heated Oxygen SensorHO2S

14. Camshaft Position sensorCMP

15. Engine oil pressure switch

16. Ignition coils

17. Fuel injectors
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Cruise Control System Component Location

1. Clutch switchMT only

2. Indication lamp

3. Main switch

4. ECM
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Control Diagram-1.8T
Engine Management System Control Diagram

A=Hard wiredB=HSCAN BusC=MSCAN BUS
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1. Cooling fan relay unit

2. A/C pressure sensor

3. Alternator

4. SCS/ABSmodule

5. PAS pressure sensorWhere fitted

6. TMAP sensor 1

7. TMAP sensor 2

8. ECT Sensor

9. ETC

10. Ignition Coils

11. CKP sensor

12. CMP sensor

13. Boost valve

14. Fuel injectors

15. Purge valve

16. HO2S

17. TCMAT only

18. ECM

19. BCM

20. Instrument Pack
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CruiseCruiseCruise SystemSystemSystem ControlControlControl DiagramDiagramDiagram

A=Hard wiredB=HSCAN BusC=MSCAN BUS

1. Clutch switchMT only

2. SCS/ABSmodule

3. ECM

4. ETC

5. BCM

6. Instrument Pack

7. Main switch

8. Brake switch
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Description
General

The Engine Management System EMS is used to control a
number of aspects of an engine's operation. It receives inputs
from various sensors and uses them to determine outputs
including the quantity of fuel delivered to the combustion
chamber, the ignition timing and boost control.

K4 1.8T engine are fitted with a Siemens VDO EMS61 engine
management system. This system is a sequential multi-point
fuel injection system which is controlled by an Engine Control
Module (ECM).

Engine Control Module (ECM)

TheECM is mounted in an aluminium case for heat dissipation
and protection from electromagnetic interference. TheECM
is mounted on a bracket which forms part of the battery carrier
and is secured with two nuts and one bolt. Three multiplugs,
secured with rotary clips, connect the harness to the ECM.

Crankshaft Position (CKP) Sensor

The CKP sensor is a Hall effect sensor mounted on the rear
face of the cylinder block with a reluctor on the front face of
the flywheel (manual transmission only) or torque converter
driveplate (automatic transmission only). The sensor connects
to the engine management harness using connector EM012. It

receives a 12V supply provided by the main relay and via fuse 2.
The CKP sensor also requires a ground path, this is provided
by the ECM.

The teeth on the reluctor ring are spaced at 6° intervals. There
are 58 teeth, this leaves a space where two teeth are missing.
When the crankshaft is positioned at 36° After Top Dead
Centre ATDCthe sensor will align to the trailing edge of the
first tooth after the missing teeth. TheCKP sensor output is
in the form of a digital signal which switches as the teeth of the
reluctor rotate past the tip of the sensor.

Camshaft Position (CMP) Sensor

ACMP sensor is used to confirm the position of the camshaft
and ensure that fuel injection timing is correct when cylinder
1 is on the compression stroke.

A singleCMP sensor fitted in the camshaft cover. The sensor is
connected to the engine management harness using connector
C0001 (EM006). The sensor is a Hall effect device, which uses
a reluctor cast into the exhaust camshaft to induce a voltage in
the sensor as the reluctor passes the sensor tip. The reluctor
consists of a single ‘tooth' design which extends over 180° of
the camshafts rotation, for this reason it is known as a half
moon cam wheel.

Knock sensor
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A piezo-ceramic knock sensor fitted to the rear of the cylinder
block between cylinders 3 and 4 connected to the engine
management harness terminating in connector EM021.

Temperature Manifold Absolute Pressure (TMAP)
Sensor

Two sensors are fitted to the air inlet system.TMAP sensor
1 is mounted in the inlet duct before the ETB to determine
the pressure across the ETB and is connected to the engine
management harness using connector EM010.TMAP sensor
2 is mounted on the inlet manifold, at the opposite end to
the ETB secured with two screws, and measures both the
air temperature and pressure within the inlet manifold and is
connected to the engine management harness using connector
EM005.

Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT) Sensor

TheECT sensor is located in the cooling system outlet
elbow from the cylinder head and connects to the engine
management harness using connector EM015. TheECT
sensor consists of an NTC thermistor which is in contact with
the engine coolant and is part of a voltage divider circuit which
consists of a regulated 5 volt supply, a fixed resistor (inside

the ECM) and a temperature dependent variable resistor
(insideECT sensor).

Electronic Throttle Body (ETB)

The ETB connects to the engine management harness using
connector EM004. The sensor consists of two potentiometers
which provide an analogue voltage that theECM converts to
throttle position information.

A Pedal Position SensorECM is integrated within the throttle
pedal and is connected to the engine bay harness using
connector EB054. The PPS consists of two potentiometers
providing a signal to enable the ECM to determine the driver
demands.

Boost Control Solenoid Valve

The boost control solenoid valve, connected to the engine
management harness using connector EM013, is mounted on
the RH side of the air cleaner and secured with a clip. The
valve takes pressure feeds from the air inlet hose and the
turbocharger compressor housing. An outlet hose connects
to the turbocharger wastegate.
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Ignition Coils

Two ignition coils are mounted on the camshaft cover. They
are fitted above cylinders 1 and 3 and are connected to the coil
harness using connectors C0052 and C0156. Each coil has a
spark plug connection on its lower face and an HT lead which
connects to a second spark plug.

The coil fitted above cylinder 1 is attached to the spark plug
for cylinder 1 and the HT lead connects to the spark plug for
cylinder 4. The coil fitted above cylinder 3 is attached to the
spark plug for cylinder 3 and the HT lead connects to the spark
plug for cylinder 2.

Each ignition coil consists of a pair of windings wrapped around
a laminated iron core, the primary winding has a resistance of
0.7Ω, and the secondary winding has a resistance of 10 kΩ.

An ignition coil cover is fitted and is secured with three bolts.

Caution: Never crank or run the engine with the HT leads
disconnected from the ignition coils; failure of the ECM
and/or the coil may result. Always disable the ignition
system by disconnecting the LT connectors from the coil.

Warning: TheHT voltage of the ignition system is in excess
of 50 kV and the LT voltage is in excess of 400V. Voltages
this high can cause serious injury and may even be fatal.
Never touch any ignition components while the engine is
running or cranking.

Fuel Injectors

Four fuel injectors are located in the inlet manifold ports,
sealed with O-rings at their base. The injectors are connected
to the injector harness using connectors C0522 (IL002),
C0523 (IL003), C0524 (IL004) and C0525 (IL005). The
injector consists of a pintle type needle and seat, and a
solenoid winding which lifts the needle against a return spring.
The solenoid winding has a resistance of 13 - 16Ω at 20 °C (68
°F). High flow rate injectors delivering a maximum of 187g/sec
so that the correct Air/Fuel Ratio AFR can be maintained
when turbocharger boost pressure is high.

Heated Oxygen Sensor (HO2S)

AnHO2S is located in the exhaust manifold upstream of
the Three Way CatalystTWC and is connected to the
engine management harness using connector EM018. A
secondHO2S is fitted downstream of the TWC. TheHO2S
consists of a sensing element which is exposed to exhaust
gases and ambient air.

Caution: HO2S are easily damaged. Care must be taken
not to damage the sensor housing or tip.

• TheHO2S becomes very hot, take care when working
near it.

• Do not measure the resistance of the sensing element.
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• Observe the correct torque tightening value when
installing the HO2S.

• Do not subject theHO2S to mechanical shocks.

• TheHO2S may be contaminated if fuel with added lead
is used.

• Avoid using silicone sprays around the sensors or inlet
manifold.

Brake Switch

The brake switch is a Hall effect device consisting of an
inner sensor in an outer mounting sleeve. To ensure correct
orientation, the sensor is keyed to the mounting sleeve and
the mounting sleeve is keyed to the pedal mounting bracket
on the engine bulkhead. Mating serrations hold the sensor in
position in the mounting sleeve.

The brake pedal is installed on a pivot shaft in the pedal
mounting bracket. A clevis pin and clip connect the input rod
of the brake servo to the brake pedal. A tang on the end of
the brake pedal activates the 'instant make and break' switch.

The brake switch includes two separate circuits, one normally
open and one normally closed, connecting to ground. The two
circuits are referred to as 'brake main' and 'brake safety'.

Clutch Switch - Manual Transmission Only

The clutch switch is identical to the brake switch. It is located
on the pedal box assembly connected to the engine bay harness
using connector EB059.

The clutch switch consists of an inner sensor in an outer
mounting sleeve. To ensure correct orientation, the sensor
is keyed to the mounting sleeve and the mounting sleeve is
keyed to the pedal mounting bracket. Mating serrations hold
the sensor in position in the mounting sleeve.

PAS Pressure Sensor

ThePAS pump is driven from the crankshaft pulley via a
polyvee drive belt. Turning the steering wheel onto full lock
will place a considerable extra load on the engine compared
to the straight ahead position. To avoid the possibility of the
engine stalling, or running too slowly at idle, aPAS load signal
is produced by a sensor connected to the high pressure side
of the steering hydraulic pump. The sensor is located on the
outlet union of the pump body and is connected to the engine
management harness using connector EM009.

A/C Compressor Clutch Relay

The A/C clutch relay is located in relay position 7 in the engine
compartment fuse box and is a four pin relay using the DIN
pin layout. It does not contain any reverse polarity protection
devices.

The relay is controlled by theECM and, when energised,
supplies battery voltage to the A/C compressor clutch circuit
under the following conditions:

• A/C request from A/C system

• Engine speed above 500 rpm

• Refrigerant pressure within tolerance required by the
pressure switch

• Evaporator temperature above -7 °C (19 °F)

• Throttle angle less than 85°

• Engine temperature below 118 °C (244 °F)
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A/C Pressure Sensor

The A/C pressure sensor is located on the A/C high pressure
refrigerant pipe on the RH side of the engine compartment and
is connected to the engine bay harness using connector EB034.
It contains three pressure switches. The switches complete
two ground paths between theECM and the vehicle body.

Cooling Fan Relay Unit

The cooling fan relay unit is fitted to the LH side of the radiator
and is fitted with two relays.

The cooling fan is operated by the relay unit under the control
of the ECM. TheECM uses information provided by theECT
sensor,BCM and the A/C pressure switch to limit engine
coolant temperature.

The fan strategy includes an engine idle adjustment to
compensate for the additional load when switching on the fan.
The cooling fan may run for a period of 5 minutes after the
handset is removed to provide engine compartment cooling
in hot conditions.

Main Relay

The main relay is located in relay position 4 in the engine
compartment fusebox. It is a four pin relay using the DIN pin
layout. The relay does not include a reverse polarity protection
diode as this function is carried out by the ECM. The relay coil
has a resistance of 80Ω ± 25% and is controlled by the ECM.

Fuel Pump Relay

The fuel pump relay is located in the BCM. It is a four pin relay
using the DIN pin layout. The relay does not include a reverse
polarity protection device. The relay winding has a resistance
of 80Ω ± 25%.

The relay is controlled by theECM and, when energised,
supplies battery voltage to the fuel pump circuit under the
following conditions:

• The ignition is on (for a duration of 2 seconds).

• Engine cranking/running.

5 Speed Electronic Automatic Transmission (EAT)

The 5 speed EAT has a separate Transmission Control Module
TCMwhich manages the functions and diagnostics relating to
the transmission unit. TheTCMmakes use of various inputs to
control the mechanical parts of the EAT via solenoid operated
oil control valves. This description is limited to only the inputs
and outputs which relate to the ECM. For further information
on the EAT refer to Automatic Transmission.

TheECM and theTCM are able to communicate via theCAN
Bus. This allows the sharing of information collected from
sensors installed in the powertrain components. TheECM
transmits sensor information which is used by theTCM
to control gear shift timing and ratio selection. TheTCM
transmits information which is used by theECM to control
engine torque output and cooling fan operation.

On-Board Diagnostics (OBD)

The EMS has been designed to meet the current exhaust
emissions standards, European Commission Directive Stage 4
(EUCD 4).OBD is concerned with the monitoring of certain
engine functions, the failure of which would lead to an increase
in emissions above legislated thresholds.OBD concentrates
mainly on the engine management system, but other systems,
such as automatic transmission and anti-lock braking may also
be monitored. When such a fault occurs it is stored as a code
in the memory of the ECM, or relevant ECU.

The EMS warns the driver of malfunctions by illumination of
the Malfunction Indicator LightMIL. The post catalystHO2S,
positioned downstream of the TWC, monitors the operating
efficiency of the TWC.

TheOBD function runs in the background within the
operations managed by the ECM. The systems which fall
within the scope ofOBD are monitored when the vehicle
is in use, the driver will not be aware that any ‘testing' is
being carried out. The individual system tests take place as
the correct circumstances occur, the full range of driving
conditions necessary to accommodate all theOBD tests is
known as an ‘OBD drive cycle'. Faults logged by theECM are
normally qualified by one of the following failure types:

• MIN. the minimum expected value has been exceeded

• MAX. the maximum expected value has been exceeded

• SIGNAL. the signal is not present

• PLAUS. an implausible condition has been detected

The nature of the fault is indicated by codes assigned to
particular conditions or components. Fault codes will be
stored in theECM memory, these can be retrieved using the
diagnostic tool.
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Engine Immobilization

The engine immobilization system prevents unauthorized
starting of the engine, i.e. without a correctly coded handset.
The system consists primarily of the following components:

• ECM

• ESCL

• Body Control ModuleBCM

• Handset transponder

• Transponder coil

• PARK/NEUTRAL switch (automatic transmission only).

The description here relates solely to the functions
concerning the ECM, for further information SECURITY
AND LOCKING, Security System Arming and Disarming

The handset contains a coded transponder chip which
communicates with a transponder coil fitted around the
handset docking station. When the handset is moved to the
CRANK position, the immobilization module communicates
with the coded transponder chip using a code known only
to that vehicle's transponder. If the transponder recognizes
the code it will transmit it to the immobilization module. If
the number matches the code stored in the immobilization
module, it will allow the engine to be started, if the
transmission must be in PARK or NEUTRAL (automatic
transmission only).

When the handset is docked, it receives a new code from the
immobilization module. This code must be received on the
next ignition cycle to allow the engine to start. This is known
as a 'rolling code'.

In production, the immobilization module is programmed with
a code specific to that particular vehicle. When the ECM
is fitted it is not coded but has to 'learn' the code from the
immobilization module. The immobilization module and the
ECM then function as a matched pair. An ECM cannot function
without being connected to the immobilization module. The
ECM then cannot be fitted to any other vehicle. In service
ECMs are supplied uncoded and must learn the code stored
in the immobilization module using the procedure in the
diagnostic tool. A replacement immobilization module is
supplied coded to that vehicle and once fitted the rolling
codes must be synchronized to the ECM.

When a correctly coded handset is used to attempt an engine
start, the immobilization module will energize the starter relay,
located in the engine compartment fusebox, and crank the
engine. The immobilisation module will also authorize engine
fuelling by transmitting a signal to the ECM.

The security code and authorization to start are transmitted
between the immobilisation module and theCAN via theECM
Bus.

CAN Bus Data Received By The ECM From The
TCM

TheECM via theCAN Bus receives the following information
from theTCM TCM:

• Target gear.

This tells theECM what gear is currently engaged or, if a
gear change is in progress, the gear to which the EAT is
shifting. This information is used by theECM to assist in
engine load change prediction.

• EAT status.

This signal is used to inform the ECM that there is a
fault with the EAT that increases emissions above an
unacceptable limit.

• TCM torque level required.

This message is used to request engine torque reductions
from the ECM. This is equivalent to lifting off the throttle
in manual vehicles.

• EAT cooling request.

This signal is used to inform theECM to switch on the
cooling fan. This signal will only be set when the EAT
fluid temperature becomes high.

CAN Bus Data Sent From The ECM To The TCM

TheTCM receives the following information from theCAN via
theECM Bus:

• Handset dock status.

This signal is transmitted from the ECM. TheTCM
is powered via the main relay. When the handset is
removed, it identifies the change in state. TheTCM
remains powered to allow fault data to be stored.

• Engine speed signal error.

This signal, sent from the ECM, informs theTCM that
there is a fault with the value of engine speed that it is
calculating. TheTCM can then take the necessary steps
to compensate for this error and protect the EAT from
damage.

• Torque reduction status.

This message is transmitted from theECM and is used
to inform theTCM of the success of a torque reduction
request.

• Torque measurement error.

This signal is used to inform theTCM that the torque
values it is receiving from theECM are incorrect/faulty.

• Engine speed.

TheTCM uses the engine speed to assist in gear shift
scheduling.
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• Actual engine torque.

TheECM produces this parameter. This signal indicates
the actual engine torque produced at any moment.
TheTCM uses this parameter to control gear shift
scheduling.

• Indexed engine torque.

TheECM produces this parameter. This signal indicates
the maximum engine torque that it is possible for
the engine to produce under normal circumstances.
TheTCM uses this signal to control gear shift scheduling.

• Friction torque.

TheECM produces this parameter. This signal
represents the current frictional torque losses within
the engine. TheTCM uses this signal to control gear
shift scheduling.

• Multiplexed information.

TheECM produces a parameter which represents the
currentCAN Bus standard being implemented on the
Bus. ItECM also produces a parameter detailing OBD
functions which it supports. Finally it produces a signal
which represents the maximum possible torque that the
engine is able to deliver. TheTCM uses this information
to confirm correct information with other ECUs and also
to aid in gear shift scheduling.

• Engine coolant temperature.

This signal will be used by theTCM to help with OBD
diagnostics. TheTCM will use this signal to detect when
the engine has completed a 'warm-up' cycle.

• Throttle angle.

This message is transmitted by the ECM. TheTCM uses
this information to control gear shift scheduling.

Air Conditioning (A/C)

The A/C system uses theECM to operate the electromagnetic
clutch which drives the refrigerant compressor. TheECM
engages the compressor clutch by providing a ground path
to the winding of the A/C clutch relay. When the A/C
system requests the compressor on, the energises the A/C
compressor clutch relay. The compressor is a variable stroke
type and does not cycle on/off to regulate the refrigerant
pressure. It has the ability to vary the output to maintain
a constant temperature at the evaporator. This gives a
more stable temperature control which does not suffer from
temperature cycling. The compressor will be engaged all
the time that the A/C is switched on but the load placed on
the engine will vary as the stroke varies. To avoid adversely
affecting the idle speed quality a compressor load signal, which
is derived from the evaporator temperature sensor, allows
theECM to compensate for A/C load at idle.

The compressor clutch is controlled by theECM in
conjunction with a pressure switch which turns off the
compressor if the refrigerant pressure is too low or too high.
The pressure switch will also turn on the cooling fan if the
refrigerant pressure exceeds a pre-set value.
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FuelFuelFuel SystemSystemSystem

1. RH float valve

2. Vent pipe to filler neck

3. Filler cap

4. Filler neck anti-spill valve

5. Filler neck

6. Charcoal canister

7. Fuel tank strap (2 off)

8. Fuel tank

9. LH float valve

The fuel system is a returnless, multi-point injection system
using electro-mechanical fuel injectors. The fuel pump
is a continuous flow, electrically driven roller vane pump
incorporating a pressure regulator and filter submerged in the
tank. It is connected to the body harness using connector
BY038. Fuel is drawn from the swirl pot, through the in-tank
filter and delivered to the externally mounted fuel filter. The
fuel is then delivered to the fuel injector rail, located in the
engine bay, by a single fuel line. The fuel rail is common
between all four injectors and incorporates a valve to allow
pressure testing.

TheECM communicates with the following fuel system
components

• Electric fuel pump

• Sender unit

• Purge valve

The fuel tank contains a sender unit for the fuel gauge
connected in series with the instrument pack. The instrument

pack uses a complex algorithm to accurately measure the
quantity of fuel in the tank.

Evaporative Emission (EVAP) System

The EVAP system prevents fuel vapour emissions to the
atmosphere. The system comprises a canister filled with
charcoal particles, which can absorb hydrocarbon vapours
temporarily while the vehicle is not in use. The charcoal
canister is located behind the RH rear wheel. A pipe is
connected between the top of the fuel tank expansion tank
(air space above the fuel) and the canister. The charcoal
canister has a finite capacity and therefore needs to be purged
by drawing fuel vapour into the cylinders when the engine is
running. A pipe connects the canister to the inlet manifold via
the purge valve. The final vent stage is a pipe connected to the
charcoal canister which is attached to the RH rear chassis rail.
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Purge Valve

The purge valve is located on a bracket on the rear of the
cylinder block and is connected via a flexible pipe to the inlet
manifold and the charcoal canister. The purge valve consists
of a solenoid operated valve, which is connected to the engine
bay harness using connector EM060, is controlled by theECM
using a 12V PWM signal.

Cruise Control

General

The cruise control system (where fitted) is integrated with the
EMS and uses fuelling intervention to automatically maintain a
set vehicle speed. Once engaged, the system can also be used
to accelerate the vehicle without using the throttle pedal. The
cruise control system comprises:

• A master switch, SET and RES steering wheel switches

• A clutch switch (manual transmission only)

• Brake switch

• A warning light in the instrument pack

• The ECM

Cruise control is enabled when the steering wheel master
switch is pressed. Once enabled, the cruise control system
is operated using the steering wheel switches. The steering
wheel switches output signals to the ECM. In the cruise
control mode, theECM adjusts the pulse width of the fuel
injector signals to adjust the fuel supply and the position of
the butterfly in the ETB as necessary to maintain the vehicle
at the set speed.

The cruise control warning light provides a visual indication of
when the system is engaged.

Steering Wheel Switches

The steering wheel switches, the master, SET and RES, are non
latching push switches that engage and disengage cruise control
and adjust the set speed. While pressed, the switches connect
a power supply to the ECM.

Warning Light

The warning light indicates the status of the cruise control
system. Located in the instrument pack, the warning light
consists of a motorway graphic on a yellow background that
illuminates when cruise control is engaged.

Diagnostics

A diagnostic socket allows the exchange of information
between theECM and the diagnostic tool. The diagnostic
socket is located in the driver's footwell and is constructed to
ISO standard.

TheCAN Bus connects theECM and the diagnostic socket
and allows the retrieval of diagnostic information and the
programming of certain functions to be performed using the
diagnostic tool.

ECM Connector Details

The following tables give input/output information for the
three harness connectors used on the ECM

Connector EM055 (grey) 48 pin

Pin No. Description Input/ Output

A1 Not used -

A2 Not used -

A3 Not used -

A4 Not used -

B1 TMAP sensor 1
supply

Output

B2 TMAP sensor 2
supply

Output

B3 Not used -

B4 Not used -

C1 TMAP2 and PAS
sensor supply

Output

C2 MAP sensor 1
ground

Output
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C3 TMAP sensor 2
pressure signal

Input

C4 TMAP sensor 1
pressure signal

Input

D1 A/C pressure
sensor supply

Output

D2 Not used -

D3 TMAP sensor
2 temperature
signal

Input

D4 Not used -

E1 ETB supply Output

E2 Not used -

E3 Not used -

E4 Not used -

F1 HO2S and knock
sensor shield

Output

F2 ETB ground Output

F3 ETB signal Input

F4 ETB signal Input

G1 Not used -

G2 Not used -

G3 Knock sensor
ground

Output

G4 Knock sensor
signal

Input

H1 CMP sensor
ground

Output

H2 CKP sensor signal Input

H3 Not used -

H4 CMP sensor signal Input

J1 Not used -

J2 CKP sensor
ground

Output

J3 Not used -

J4 Purge valve
ground

Output

K1 Not used -

K2 Boost control
solenoid valve

Output

K3 A/C relay Output

K4 Not used -

L1 Fuel injector 1
ground

Output

L2 Fuel injector 2
ground

Output

L3 Fuel injector 3
ground

Output

L4 Fuel injector 4
ground

Output

M1 ETB actuator
(negative side)

Output

M2 ETB actuator
(positive side)

Output

M3 HO2S
pre-catalyst
heater ground

Output

M4 HO2S
post-catalyst
heater ground

Output

Connector EM056 (black) 32 pin

Pin No. Description Input/Output

A1 A/C pressure
sensor signal

Input

A2 PAS pressure
sensor signal

Input

A3 Not used-A4 PAS
pressure sensor
ground

Output

B1 Not used -

B2 sensor signal Input

B3 -

B4 A/C pressure
sensor ground
ECT

Output

C1 Not used -

C2 Not used -

C3 Not used -

C4 ECT sensor
ground

Output

D1 Not used -

D2 HO2S
post-catalyst
signal

Input

D3 Not used -

D4 HO2S
post-catalyst
sensor ground

Output

E1 Alternator
control

Output

E2 HO2S
pre-catalyst
sensor signal

Input

E3 Not used -

E4 HO2S
pre-catalyst
sensor ground

Output

F1 Not used -
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F2 Not used -

F3 Not used -

F4 Not used -

F1 Not used -

F2 Not used -

F3 Not used -

F4 Not used -

H1 Ignition coil
cylinders 2 and
3

H2 Not used -

H3 gnition coil
cylinders 1 and
4

Output

H4 Not used -

Connector EB042 (brown) 44 pin

Pin No. Description Input/Output

A1 Cooling fan relay
2

Output

A2 Fuel pump relay Output

A3 Cooling fan relay
1

Output

A4 Main relay Output

B1 Not used -

B2 Not used -

B3 Not used -

B4 Not used -

C1 PPS 1 signal Input

C2 PPS 1 ground Output

C3 Not used -

C4 PPS 1 supply Output

D1 Brake switch
signal

Input

D2 PPS 2 signal Input

D3 PPS 2 ground Output

D4 PPS 2 supply Output

E1 Brake switch
safety

Input

E2 Not used -

E3 Not used -

E4 Not used -

F1 Not used -

F2 Not used -

F3 Not used -

F4 Not used -

G1 CAN Bus high Input/Output

G2 CAN Bus low Input/Output

G3 Clutch switch
signal

Input

G4 Not used -

H1 Not used -

H2 CAN Bus Input/Output

H3 Not used -

H4 Not used -

J1 Not used -

J2 Not used -

J3 Not used -

J4 Ignition supply Input

L1 Battery supply Input

L2 Not used -

L3 Not used -

L4 ECM ground Input

M1 ECM ground Input

M2 ECM ground Input

M3 Main relay
switched battery
supply

M4 ECM ground Input
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Operation
ECM - General

TheECM monitors the conditions required for optimum
combustion of fuel in the cylinders using sensors located at
points around the engine. From these sensor inputs, theECM
can control and adjust the fuel quantity and timing of the fuel
being delivered to each cylinder.

TheECM contains an Electronically Erasable Programmable
Read Only Memory (EEPROM) which is programmed with data
required to run the engine. TheECM receives and stores a
vehicle specific security code from the immobilisation module
during production. TheECM cannot function unless itECM is
connected to an immobilisation module with the same code.

When replacing anECM in service, the new unit is supplied
'blank' and must be programmed using the diagnostic tool. The
new unit must learn the security code from the immobilisation
module.

TheECM controls the following:

• The main relay

• Fuel pump operation

• Closed loop fuelling

• Open loop fuelling

• Ignition timing

• Idle speed control

• EVAPcontrol

• Engine immobilisation (in conjunction with the
immobilisation module)

• Engine cooling fan relays

• A/Ccompressor clutch control

TheECM sends and receives information to and from the
components and signals shown in the control diagram and the
following input and output table:

Inputs Processor Outputs

Battery voltage ECM

Handset position Fuel injector

CKPsensor Coils

CMPsensors 5V sensor supply
for TMAPsensor

TMAP sensor 1 ETB

TMAP sensor 2 ECT signal

Knock sensor A/C compressor
clutch relay

ECT sensor Purge valve

HO2S HO2S

ETB Boost control
solenoid valve

A/CA/C pressure
switch

Fuel pump relay

PASPAS pressure
sensor

Main relay

Alternator load Cooling fan relays

Fuel tank level
sender

MIL

Vehicle speed
and rough road
signals from DSC
ABSECU

CAN Bus

Immobilisation
module

DiagnosticCAN
Bus

CAN Bus

DiagnosticCAN
Bus

All system inputs are in the form of analogue or digital voltage
signals, all system outputs are driver circuits which supply a
ground path to the external component. The outputs are Pulse
Width Modulated PWMsignals where the output is regulated.

TheECM interfaces with the following:

• Diagnostics via connection to the diagnostic tool

• A/C

• PAS

• Immobilisation module

• TCM

• Instrument pack

• BCM

• DSCABSECU

With the ignition on, theECM primes the fuel system by
running the fuel pump for approximately two seconds. This
is achieved by completing the ground path for the fuel pump
relay coil. TheECM references the sensors prior to start up.

When the handset is moved to the CRANK position, the ECM
communicates with the immobilisation module. If it receives
authority to start, the ECM begins ignition and fuelling when
CKP and CMP sensor signals are detected. The ECM will
operate the fuel pump continuously when a valid CKP sensor
signal is received.
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When the handset is removed, theECM switches off ignition
and fuelling to stop the engine. TheECM continues to hold the
main relay in the on position until it has completed the power
down functions. Power down functions include engine cooling
and referencing the position of the throttle butterfly for the
next start up. When the power down process is completed,
theECM switches off the main relay and enters a low power
mode. During low power mode theECM will consume less
than 1mA.

If theECM suffers an internal failure, such as break down of the
processor or driver circuits, there are no back up systems or
limp home capability. If a sensor circuit fails to supply an input,
this will result in a substitute or default value being adopted
where possible. This enables the vehicle to function, but with
reduced performance.

TheECM is connected to vehicle ground using four wires. Pins
M1, M2, M4 and L4 ofECM connector EB042 are connected
to body ground. With the handset removed, theECM is
supplied with battery voltage to power the memory. The
voltage is supplied from the battery positive terminal via the
engine compartment fuselink 1 and fuse 5 to pin L1 ofECM
connector.

When the handset is docked, theECM receives battery voltage
at pin J4 of connector EB042. TheECM initiates 'wake up' by
energising the main relay. This is carried out by completing the
ground path for the relay coil which is connected to theECM
at pin A4 of connector EB042.

Fuel Quantity

TheECM controls fuel quantity by providing timed sequential
fuel injection to the inlet manifold tracts. TheCMPsensor and
reluctor allows theECM to synchronise injection at cranking
speed for starting. The precise quantity of fuel delivered
is controlled by adjusting the duration of the injector open
time. To achieve optimum performance theECM is able to
'learn' the individual characteristics of an engine and adapt the
fuelling strategy to suit. This capability is known as adaptive
fuel strategy.

Adaptive fuel strategy must be maintained under all throttle
positions except:

• Cold start

• Hot start

• Wide Open ThrottleWOT

All of the above throttle positions are deemed to be 'open
loop'. Open loop fuelling does not rely on information from
the HO2S, but sets the Air/Fuel Ratio (AFR) according to the
stored data, or 'map', in the ECM. During a cold start, the
ECM references the ECT sensor to calculate the appropriate
amount of fuel required to support combustion, and adjusts
the idle speed to the correct 'fast idle' value. This strategy is

maintained until the HO2S reaches a high enough temperature
to provide an accurate feedback signal. The specific nature of
the other open loop conditions listed means that the HO2S
feedback is unsuitable as a control value for fuelling. Adaptive
strategy also allows the ECM to compensate for wear in engine
components and for production tolerances in sensors.

To calculate the amount of fuel to be injected into each cylinder,
theECM has to determine the quantity of oxygen available in
the cylinder. This can be calculated by processing information
from the following sensors

• TMAP sensor

• CKP sensor

• ECT sensor

• ETB

The pressure of the air in the inlet manifold will vary according
to the following factors:

• The position of the throttle pedal (driver input)

• The atmospheric pressure (altitude and weather
conditions)

• The mechanical condition of the engine (volumetric
efficiency)

The pressure in the inlet manifold, downstream of the ETB,
indicates how much air has flowed into the cylinders. This
will decrease at higher altitudes as the air becomes less dense.
This will also mean that there will be less oxygen available for
combustion of fuel.

From the above information, theECM can calculate how much
air has been induced into the cylinders. The oxygen content
is determined by adding the inlet air temperature into the
equation. By comparing these values to a fuelling map stored
in theECM memory, the amount of oxygen induced into the
cylinders can be calculated. The values obtained from theECT
sensor provide 'fine tuning' to the calculations.

To deliver the fuel theECM completes a ground path to the
injector coil, opening the injector for the precise amount
of time required for the quantity determined. The correct
cylinder order is determined by referencing the CMPsensor
during start up to synchronise theCKP sensor signal . The
fuel is injected into the inlet ports of the inlet manifold and is
drawn into the cylinder as an air and fuel mixture.

TheECM references battery voltage to adjust opening times to
suit the state of battery charge. This is required because low
battery voltage will mean slower response from the injectors,
and could give a leanerAFR than intended.

Heated Oxygen Sensor (HO2S)

The material used in the sensing element only becomes active
at around 300 °C (572 °F), therefore it is necessary to provide
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additional heating via an electrical resistive element. This
element uses a 12V supply and is controlled by the ECM.
This allows a short warm up time and minimises emissions
from start up. The resistance of the heating element can
be measured with a multimeter, it should be 6Ω at 20 °C
(68 °F). If the HO2S fails theECM adopts open loop fuelling
strategy and stores fault codes which can be retrieved using
the diagnostic tool.

The difference in oxygen content between the ambient air
and the exhaust gas produces an electrical potential difference
across the sensing element. The ECM can use the voltage
produced in the HO2S sensing element to calculate the AFR
and thereby control fuelling to a high degree of accuracy. The
amount of oxygen in ambient air is constant at around 20%,
but the oxygen content of the exhaust gas varies with the
AFR, a typical value for exhaust gas is around 3-4%. The ECM
can use the voltage produced in the HO2S sensing element
to calculate the AFR and thereby control fuelling to a high
degree of accuracy. The second HO2S signal is used by the
ECM to monitor the oxygen content of the exhaust gas exiting
the TWC and thus determine its efficiency.

A Ambient air

B Exhaust gases

1. Protective ceramic coating

2. Electrodes

3. Zirconium oxide

The 12V power supply for the heating elements is supplied
from the battery via the main relay. The supply passes
through fuse 3 in the engine compartment fusebox for the
pre-catalyst sensor and fuse 1 for the post-catalyst sensors.
The ground path for the heating elements is supplied by the
ECM. TheECM supplies a ground path to the HO2S heaters
when the ignition is on. APWM current is supplied when the
ignition is on to avoid sudden heating which can damage the
ceramic sensor elements.

Each sensor is connected to the ECM using two wires which
are screened to protect the signal from interference. The
pre-catalyst sensor is connected to the ECM at pin E2 and
E4 of connector EM056. The output from the sensor can be
measured using a multimeter connected between pins 1 and 2
at connector EM018. The post-catalyst sensor is connected
to the ECM at pin D2 and D4 of connector EM056. The
output from the sensor can be measured using a multimeter
connected between pins 1 and 2 at connector EB038.

With the engine warmed up and theECM operating in closed
loop fuelling, the sensor voltage should switch from less than
0.3V to more than 0.5V. The voltage should switch between
limits every one to two seconds at idle speed. This switching
action shows that the ECMis varying the LambdaAFR within
the Lambda window tolerance to maximise the efficiency of the
TWC. If the heating element is not working or the engine is
cold, the HO2S voltage will default to 0.45 - 0.5V. If the engine
is running with a constantly leanAFR due to a fault, the HO2S
will produce a voltage which is constantly low (0.1V). If the
engine is running with a constantly richAFR due to a fault, the
sensor will produce a voltage which is constantly high (>0.8V).
At the stoichiometricAFR(the ratio for complete combustion
of air and fuel), the sensor produces a voltage of approximately
0.45V.

To test if the fault lies with the sensor, attempt to make the
voltage switch by artificially enriching or weakening theAFR. If
the sensor voltage does not change; a faulty sensor is indicated,
if the sensor voltage does change; the fault lies elsewhere.

A Rich AFR

B Lean AFR

C Lambda window

DHO2S output in mV

Failure

TheHO2S could fail, or provide an incorrect signal, in the
following ways:
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• Contamination by leaded fuel

• Contamination by carbon or silicon deposits

• Impact damage/mechanical shock

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring short circuit to 12V

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring high resistance

• Heater element open circuit

• Heater element short circuit

• ECM not supplying ground path for heating element

• Wiring screen not connected to ground

Closed Loop Fuelling

TheECM uses a closed loop fuelling system as part of the
overall strategy. The efficient operation of the TWCrelies
on the .ECMswitching the AFRfrom rich to lean within the
Lambda window. The Lambda window is 1.00 ± 0.03. An
AFRof 14.7: 1 (by weight) corresponds with a Lambda of 1.00.
When theAFR becomes richer the Lambda value reduces, e.g.
Lambda 0.97 is richer than Lambda 1.00. When the AFRratio
becomes leaner the Lambda value increases, e.g. Lambda 1.03
is leaner than Lambda 1.00

To achieve closed loop fuelling theECM uses the following
components:

• Pre-catalyst HO2S

• Fuel injectors

Closed loop fuelling is a rolling process controlled by the ECM.
TheECM uses information from the CKPECTTMAP and
ETB sensors, together with a signal for road speed, to calculate
the amount of fuel required to achieve anAFR within the
Lambda window during the following conditions:

• Idle

• Light engine load

• Cruise (if function fitted)

When the engine is operating in the above conditions, theECM
implements the closed loop fuelling strategy. The amount of
residual oxygen remaining in the exhaust gas is used as an
indicator of AFR. TheHO2S generates an electrical voltage
inversely proportional to the amount of oxygen present in the
exhaust gas (passing over the tip of the sensor) in comparison
with the ambient air. TheECM processes the voltage obtained
by the sensor and calculates the corresponding AFR. If the
ECM receives a voltage corresponding with anAFR at the lean
limit of the Lambda window, the amount of fuel delivered is
increased. When the rich limit is reached, the fuel is reduced
until the lean limit is reached. It can be seen that the process is
a continuous switching from rich to lean within the constraints

of the Lambda window which allows theTWC to absorb and
release oxygen for optimum efficiency.

For a quick test of closed loop functionality:

• Start engine and run until normal operating temperature
is reached

• Run engine at 2500 rpm to ensure that theHO2S is at
normal operating temperature

• The voltage should switch between limits every one to
two seconds at idle speed

• Signal amplitude should reach at least 550 mA when rich
and drop below 400 mA when lean

TheHO2Swill only give a reliable reading when it has achieved
a temperature of approximately 300 °C (572 °F)

Open Loop Fuelling

TheECM employs open loop fuelling when it is not possible, or
desirable, to use feedback from theHO2S to control theAFR.
In these circumstances theECM must use information from
the other sensors and maps stored in memory, to set fuelling
parameters. The open loop fuelling strategy is implemented
under the following conditions:

• Cold start

• Warm up (untilHO2S is functional)

• WOT

• Part throttle acceleration (beyond 85° TP)

• Hot start (until HO2Sis functional)

• Overrun fuel cut off

• HO2Sfailure

During a cold start, the engine temperature is low enough to
promote fuel condensation on the cold surfaces of the manifold
and cylinder walls. This will leave theAFR lean and too poorly
distributed through the charge to provide a readily combustible
mixture. To overcome this problem theECM must increase
the amount of fuel injected and thereby provide a rich AFR.
The primary input for this stage is the ECT sensor, which is
used to provide a reference for the maps for cold start fuelling.

Once the engine is running, theECM will reference the
ECT TMAP ETB andCMP sensors to modify the fuelling
as the engine warms up. As the engine temperature rises,
theAFR can be leaned off until the HO2Sis functional and
theECM can monitor the residual oxygen content.

The AFR required for maximum power (12:1) is richer
than that required for maximum TWC efficiency (14.7:1).
Therefore when the engine is required to produce more
power by sudden application of the throttle or continuous
WOT operation, the ECM must allow the AFR to override
the Lambda window control.
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When a hot engine is turned off, the fuel in the injectors
and injector rail absorb heat, this causes the combustion
characteristics to change. A hot start becomes more
demanding due to difficulties in achieving the correct AFRand
even mixture distribution. To overcome these problems
theECM references theECT sensor and enriches theAFR
using the necessary information stored in the fuelling maps.

When the vehicle is decelerating with a closed throttle, the
fuel injection can be switched off for a short period. During
this phase theECM looks at the following inputs to determine
whether overrun fuel cut off should be enabled:

• CKPECT sensor

• ETB sensor

• DSCABSECU

• ECT sensor

During overrun fuel cut-off, theHO2S output cannot be
used. If the output from the HO2Sis missing or outside
theECM tolerances, then open loop fuelling strategy will be
implemented.

Ignition Timing

The ignition timing is an important part of theECM adaptive
strategy. The timing of the spark will affect the quality of
combustion and the power produced. TheECM will reference
all relevant sensors to achieve the optimum timing for any
given condition. The duration of the ignition spark depends
on the time allowed for the current to flow through the
primary coil windings (the dwell period). At high engine
speeds the dwell period is shorter and a reduced spark
duration can result. Constant energy systems overcome
this by electronically increasing the dwell period and engine
speeds rise thus maintaining a strong ignition spark at allengine
speeds.

ECM.The ECM calculates ignition timing using inputs from the
following:

• CKP sensor

• TMAP sensor

• ETB

• ECT sensor

ECMuses the following parameters to calculate the charging
time (closed angle)

• Battery voltage (main relay)

• CKPsensor

At start up and idle theECM sets ignition timing by referencing
theECT andCKP sensors. Once above idle, the ignition
timing will be controlled according to maps stored in the
memory and modified according to additional sensor inputs.
The choice of ignition point is critical in maintaining engine

power output with low emissions. Advancing the ignition
may increase power output under certain conditions, but it
also increases the amount of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and
hydrocarbons (HC) produced in the combustion chamber.

There is a narrow band of ignition points for all engine
conditions which give an acceptable compromise between
power output and emission control. The ignition mapping
contained within theECM memory keeps the ignition timing
within this narrow band.

Idle Speed Control

TheECM uses two methods of idle speed control:

• Ignition timing adjustment

• Adjusting the position of the throttle butterfly in the ETB

When the engine idle speed fluctuates, and there are no
additional loads on the engine, theECM will vary the ignition
timing to regulate the idle speed. This allows very rapid
correction of out of tolerance idle speeds. When an additional
load is placed on the engine, such as when the steering is
turned onto full lock, theECM uses the ETB to adjust the
position of the throttle butterfly to increase the idle speed to
specification.

The idle speed is determined from theCKP sensor, but there
are also inputs to theECM from the following:

• PAS pressure sensor

• Alternator load

• PARK/NEUTRAL switch (automatic transmission only)

• A/C compressor load

• Cooling fan status

If theECM receives information from the above inputs that an
extra load is being placed on the engine,ECM can immediately
compensate and avoid engine poor idle or stall conditions.

Crankshaft Position (CKP) Sensor

The CKP sensor operates using the Hall effect principle. A
permanent magnet inside the sensor applies a magnetic flux to
a semiconductor. This creates an output voltage which is read
by the ECM. As the gaps between the poles of the reluctor pass
the sensor tip, the magnetic flux is changed and this causes a
change to the output voltage. The ECM is unable to determine
the exact position of the engine within its four stroke cycle
from the CKP sensor alone, the CMP sensor must also be
referenced to provide sufficient data for ignition timing and
sequential injection.

When the tooth is positioned adjacent to the tip of the sensor
the voltage output will be 'low'. As the engine rotates the signal
will switch between high voltage (>90% of battery voltage)
and low voltage (<0.5V). During the period of rotation where
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theCKP sensor is adjacent to a missing tooth (an extended
land) the voltage will remain low.

The signal quality is decided by the distance between sensor
probe and magnetic ring, which is shorted for air gap and can’t
be adjusted.

CKPsensor allows theECM to calculate the rotational speed
and angular position of the crankshaft. This information is
required by theECM to calculate ignition timing and fuel
injection timing during all conditions when the engine is
cranking or running. If theCKP sensor signal is missing, the
engine will run as the CMP sensor signal is still available.

Failure
The CKPsensor or reluctor could fail, or provide an incorrect
signal, in the following ways:

• CKP sensor air gap not to specification.

• CKP sensor contaminated with dirt.

• CKP sensor Hall effect semiconductor damaged.

• CKP sensor magnetic field too weak.

• CKPsensor wiring open circuit.

• CKP sensor wiring short circuit.

• CKP sensor wiring high resistance.

• Reluctor contaminated with dirt.

• Reluctor definition poor due to corrosion or mechanical
failure.

• CKP sensor signal distorted due to flywheel or drive
plate run-out.

• CKP sensor signal variation due to crank radial
movement.

To check if theECM is receiving aCKP sensor signal carry out
the following:

• Check that the fuel pump runs during engine crank, if the
pump primes when the ignition is on but does not run
during cranking this would indicate that theECM is not
seeing aCKP sensor signal.

• Signal output from the CKP sensor can be checked using
an oscilloscope connected to pin 15 of connector EM028.
Set the scope to display a 12V digital pattern over a time
base which allows individual holes to be identified. Crank
the engine and observe the pattern on the scope.

Camshaft Position (CMP) Sensor

When the tooth is positioned adjacent to the tip of the sensor
the voltage output will be 'low'. When the tip of the sensor is
positioned in the gap the voltage output will be 'high'.

1. Cam lobe start

2. Cam lobe end

Failure
TheCMP sensor or reluctor could fail, or provide an incorrect
signal, in the following ways:

• CMP sensor air gap not to specification

• CMP sensor contaminated with metallic debris

• CMP sensor Hall effect semiconductor damaged

• CMP sensor magnetic field too weak

• CMP sensor wiring open circuit

• CMP sensor wiring short circuit

• CMP sensor wiring high resistance

• Reluctor contaminated with metallic debris

• Reluctor definition poor due to mechanical damage

• Inlet camshaft timing incorrect

• Exhaust camshaft timing incorrect

To check if theECM is receiving aCKP sensor signal, carry out
the following:

• The sensor signal can be checked by an oscilloscope.ECM
CMP EM055H4

• Set the scope to display a 12V digital pattern.

• Crank the engine and observe pattern produced.

• If a dual trace oscilloscope is available bothCKP
andCMP sensor patterns could be observed at the same
time to check relative timing.
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Knock Sensor

The knock sensor is used to detect knock or 'detonation'
which occurs when the air/fuel mixture is ignited before the
point of optimum combustion generating excess pressure in
the combustion chamber. This can be caused by a high AFR,
high loading on the engine when in a high gear, high inlet charge
temperatures or advanced ignition timing.

The knock sensor’s detecting element is a piezo-ceramic
crystal which normally has no voltage across it. When
the sensor subjected to mechanical pressure at the knock
frequency, approximately 15 kHz, the crystal’s electrical
structure becomes distorted, generating a voltage output.
The voltage output is directly proportional to the degree of
knock. This signal is processed by theECM which will retard
the ignition timing by 3°. If this resolves the problem then
theECM will restore the ignition timing to its original value in
increments of 0.75°. If the knock persists, theECM will retard
the ignition by a further 3° up to -15°. When the knock has
been resolve, theECM will restore the ignition timing to its
original value in increments of 0.75°.

The knock sensors can fail, or provide an incorrect signal, in
the following ways:

• Sensor open circuit

• Short circuit to ground

• Intermittent sensor open circuit

• Knock sensor incorrectly fitted

In the event of a knock sensor signal failure any of the following
symptoms may be observed:

• Fault code will be stored

• TheECM will not be able to detect any combustion
knock from the engine

• ECM reverts to a default setting

HFM

TheHFM sensor operates on the hot film principle.HFM
sensor has two sensing elements contained within a film. One
element is at ambient temperature e.g. 25 °C (77 °F) while
the other is heated to 200 °C (392 °F) above this temperature
i.e. 225 °C (437 °F). As air passes through theHFM sensor
it has a cooling effect on the film. The current required to
maintain the 200 °C (392 °F) differential provides a precise,
although non-linear, signal of the air drawn into the engine.

TheHFM sensor incorporates an NTC thermistor in a voltage
divider circuit. As the temperature of the inlet air increases,
the resistance in the thermistor decreases. As the thermistor
allows more current to pass to ground, the voltage sensed
at theECM decreases. The change in voltage is proportional
to the temperature change of the inlet air. From the voltage
output of the sensor, theECM can correct the fuelling map

for inlet air temperature. This correction is an important
requirement because hot air is less dense and contains less
oxygen available for combustion than cold air for any given
volume.

Inputs to theHFM sensor are a 12V supply from the engine
compartment fuse box and a ground path connection. There
are two outputs from the HFMsensor, these are in the form
of a signal and signal return connection to theECM. The NTC
thermistor utilises a 5V reference input from the ECMand
shares the ground path of theHFM sensor. The output
from the NTC thermistor is calculated within theECM by
monitoring the changes in the reference voltage which supplies
the NTC thermistor voltage divider circuit.

If theHFM sensor fails the ECMimplements a back up strategy,
which is based on engine speed. In the event of aHFM sensor
signal failure, any of the following symptoms may be observed:

• Difficult starting.

• Engine stalls after starting.

• Emissions control inoperative.

• Idle speed control inoperative.

• Reduced engine performance.

Should the NTC thermistor fail theECM defaults to an
assumed air temperature of -5 °C (23 °F). In the event of
an NTC thermistor signal failure, either of the following
symptoms may be observed:

• Over fuelling resulting in black smoke

• Idle speed control inoperative

•

Temperature Manifold Absolute Pressure (TMAP)
Sensor

The sensors receive a regulated 5V power supply from
theECM and are connected to ground via an internalECM
connection. When the sensor is subjected to air pressure,
the resistance of the sensing element changes producing an
analogue voltage signal which is proportional to the manifold
pressure. The NTC thermistor measures the temperature of
the incoming air.

The output signal from the TMAP sensor is used by the ECM
to calculate the amount of air induced into the cylinders.
This enables the ECM to determine ignition timing and fuel
injection duration values. The normal operating parameters
of the sensor signal are as follows:
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1. voltageV

2. pressure of the manifoldkPa

The output from the sensor can be checked for an approximate
reading, without a pressure gauge, using the following values:

Condition Reading

IGN on, engine off 100kPa

Engine idling/hot 40kPa

Failure

TheTMAP sensor could fail, or provide an incorrect signal, in
the following ways:

• Air pressure not communicated toTMAP sensor
(mechanical blockage or leak)

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring high resistance

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring short circuit to 5V

• ECM not providing 5V supply

• ECM not providing ground path

• TMAP sensor output not to specification

If theTMAP sensor signal is missing, theECM will substitute
default values based on crankshaft speed and throttle angle.
The engine will continue to run with reduced driveability and
increased emissions, although this may not be immediately
apparent to the driver. TheECM will store fault codes which
can be retrieved using the diagnostic tool.

If the IAT sensor fails or is disconnected, the engine will run
with substitute default value of 45 °C (113 °F). The ECM uses
the information from the speed/load map to run the engine,
but adaptive fuelling will be disabled.

Engine Oil Temperature (EOT) Sensor—VCT
Engine Only

As the temperature of the oil changes due to engine loading
and ambient conditions, its viscosity varies. This temperature

change is detected by the EOT sensor which provides a
signal that is inversely proportional to the oil temperature.
This allows theECM to compensate for these variations by
adjusting the fuelling strategy.

The EOT sensor receives a regulated 5V reference supply
from theECM when the ignition is on. The ground path is
through the ECM. The signal voltage can be measured by
connecting a multimeter to the voltage reference circuit at pin
56 of connector EM028 and comparing the measured voltage
with the expected reading from the graph below.

1. Temperature°C

2. ResistanceΩ

Failure
The EOT sensor could fail or provide an incorrect signal, in the
following ways:

• Lack of oil in system

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring short circuit to 5V

• External wiring high resistance

• ECM not providing 5V reference

• ECM not providing ground path

• EOT sensor thermistor damaged

If the sensor fails, theECM will substitute a default value. This
condition will not be apparent to the driver. The engine will run
but may suffer from reduced engine performance and increased
emissions, as the adaptive fuelling is disabled. TheECM will
store fault codes which can be retrieved using the diagnostic
instrument.

Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT) Sensor

TheECT receives a regulated 5V reference voltage from
theECM when the ignition is on. The provides the ground
path to the vehicle body. The signal voltage can be measured
by connecting a multimeter to the voltage reference circuit at
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pin B2 of connector EM056 on and comparing the measured
voltage with the expected reading from the graph below.

1. Temperature°C

2. ResistanceΩ

TheECT consists of an NTC thermistor which is in contact
with the engine coolant.

TheECT sensor is part of a voltage divider circuit which
consists of a regulated 5V supply, and a fixed resistor (inside
the ECM) and a temperature dependent variable resistor (the
EOT sensor).

The properties of the NTC thermistor are such that as the
temperature of the coolant increases, the resistance through
the ECT reduces. This produces a fall in signal voltage as more
current passes through the ECT to ground, via the ECM.

It provides a signal to the ECM which allows the engine
temperature to be determined. The ECM uses engine
coolant temperature to calculate fuelling and ignition timing
parameters during start up and to provide a temperature
correction for fuelling and ignition timing when the engine is
warming up, running normally or overheating. The ECT signal
is used by the ECM when controlling the engine cooling fans
and it is converted to a message to enable the instrument
pack to display engine temperature to the driver via the
temperature gauge.

If theECT signal is missing, or outside the acceptable range,
theECM will substitute a default value of 80 °C (176 °F). This
will enable the engine to function, but it will have reduced
driveability and increased emissions as adaptive fuelling and
the purge valve are disabled. TheECM will switch on the
cooling fan in fast mode, whenever the ignition is on, to provide
protection against the engine overheating. This condition may
not be immediately apparent to the driver, but theECM will
store fault codes which can be retrieved using the diagnostic
tool. The temperature gauge will display 'cold' and the engine
temperature warning light will illuminate.

The A/C compressor clutch will be disengaged if theECT
detects a temperature of more than 118 °C (244 °F), and will
not re-engage until it falls below 114 °C (237 °F).

Failure
TheECT sensor could fail, or provide an incorrect signal, in
the following ways:

• Lack of coolant in system due to leakage

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring short circuit to 5V

• External wiring high resistance

• ECM not providing 5V reference

• ECM not providing ground path

• ECT thermistor damaged

Electronic throttle body

The ETB uses the signal from the PPS in the throttle pedal
to determine the position of the throttle butterfly, this is
monitored by the ETB. This ensures that the engine receives
the correct quantity of air and fuel for any particular engine
loading, driveability is improved and emissions are reduced.
This system also allows finer control over idle speed and
cruise control (if fitted).

The ETB signal is required for control of the following engine
functions:

• Idle speed control

• Throttle damping

The ETB signal is used by the TCM to determine gear shift
points.

Boost Control Solenoid Valve— Turbocharger Only

The boost control solenoid valve receives a 12V supply
from the main relay and fuse 1 in the engine compartment
fusebox, with actuation controlled by theECM grounding the
solenoid windings. The windings have a nominal resistance of
approximately 18 Ohms.

The boost control solenoid valve modulates the wastegate
actuator, as mapped in the ECM. When the boost control
solenoid valve is deenergised, a spring moves the shuttle valve
to one end of the solenoid valve housing, allowing boost
pressure to pass through the valve to the actuator. This
condition is called 0% modulation. When the solenoid is
energised, the valve moves against spring pressure to prevent
boost pressure passing through the valve to the actuator,
boost pressure is therefore uncontrolled. This condition is
called 100% modulation.

Turbocharger boost pressure is controlled to a target figure by
varying the amount of time (pulse width) that the solenoid is
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energised. This acts across the entire engine speed range to
achieve a smooth torque curve. The pulse width can be varied
between 0 and 100% of the full pulse period, and therefore
control the boost pressure over a wide range.

Ignition Coils

The ignition coils operate using the wasted spark principle.
The spark plugs are connected in series with the secondary
winding of the coil so a spark occurs in both cylinders at the
same time. When a spark occurs in the cylinder which is on
the compression stroke, the air/fuel charge is ignited. When
a spark occurs in the cylinder which is on the exhaust stroke,
the spark has no effect, hence the term 'wasted spark'.

Each coil is supplied with a 12V feed from the main relay via
fuse 2 in the engine compartment fuse box. TheECM controls
the primary winding current by supplying the ground path. Coil
1 is connected to theECM at pin H3 of connector EM056 and
coil 2 is connected to theECM at pin H1 of connector EM056.

The coils primary voltage can be checked by using an
oscilloscope. As a simple check to see if the coils are being
triggered by the ECM, connect a 12V test lamp between a 12V
supply and pin 2 on the coil connector. The test lamp should
flash when the engine is cranked. If an ignition coil fails, the
pair of cylinders may not fire at all or may suffer from misfiring
due to reduced spark voltages. This will be noticeable to the
driver as poor performance and will be detected by the misfire
monitor within the OBDstrategy. TheECM will store fault
codes, which can be retrieved using the diagnostic tool. In
the event of a permanent misfire condition, theECM will also
shut off fuelling to the affected cylinders, thereby protecting
theTWC from damaging exhaust pulses.

Failure
An ignition coil could fail in the following ways:

• Primary winding open circuit

• Primary winding short circuit

• Primary winding resistance outside tolerance

• Secondary winding open circuit

• Secondary winding short circuit

• Secondary winding short circuit to primary winding

• Secondary winding resistance outside tolerance

• Mechanical damage to coil tower insulation

Fuel Injectors

The injectors receive fuel under pressure from the fuel rail
and a 12V supply in parallel, through fuse 2 in the engine
compartment fusebox, from the main relay. The fuel injectors
operate at a pressure of 3.5 bar (50 lbf/in2). To deliver fuel to
the engine, theECM has to lift the needle off the injector seat
by energising the solenoid. To energise the solenoid theECM
supplies a ground path to the injector winding. Each injector

opens during the inlet stroke of the cylinder it supplies. The
injectors deliver fuel to the engine as an atomised spray to
maximise the benefits of the swirl and turbulence in the
manifold and cylinder head ports. The difference between
inlet manifold pressure and fuel pressure is calculated by the
ECM, using theTMAP sensor signal. The injector open time
is adjusted accordingly. This enables the ECMto have total
control over theAFR at all times. If an injector fails, the
engine may lose power and driveability. TheECM will store
fault codes which can be retrieved using the diagnostic tool.

TheECM driver circuits can be monitored using an
oscilloscope and the injector opening time measured. The
opening time (duty cycle) of the injector varies according to
the fuel requirement of the engine. There are no specifications
for the duty cycle as each individual engine may vary but you
should be able to observe changes in duty cycle if you vary
the following conditions:

• Engine speed

• Engine load

• Engine temperature

• Throttle position

On road test the injector duty cycle should be 0% when
overrun fuel cut off conditions are met.

Failure
A fuel injector could fail in the following ways:

• Nozzle contaminated with dirt or wax (reduced flow)

• Nozzle misaligned (spray not positioned correctly)

• Blocked fuel filter

• Winding open circuit

• Winding short circuit to ground

• Winding short circuit to 12V

• Winding resistance outside tolerance

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring short circuit to 12V

Brake Switch

The brake switch is activated when the brake pedal is operated.
For further information, refer to Brakes.

Clutch Switch - Manual Transmission Only

The clutch switch is activated when the clutch pedal is
operated. For further information, refer to Clutch.

Vehicle Speed Signal

The speed of the vehicle is an important input when
considering engine management strategy. The idle speed,
overrun fuel cut off, and adaptive fuelling are all controlled by
theECM after it has made calculations using the speed signal.
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The vehicle speed signal is produced by rotation of the road
wheels when ignition is on and is calculated by the ABS/DSC
ECU DSCABSECU from information received from all four
wheel sensors. For further information, refer to Brakes.

Rough Road Signal

When the vehicle is travelling over a rough road surface, the
crankshaft may be subjected to torsional vibrations caused by
the mechanical feedback from the road surface through the
transmission. This may be misinterpreted as a misfire by the
OBDmisfire monitor. To avoid this situation theOBD misfire
monitor is turned off when a rough road surface is detected
using the ABS sensors, refer to Brakes.

Low Fuel Level Signal

When the fuel tank is almost empty there is a risk that air may
be drawn into the fuel system causing fuel starvation leading to
misfires. This may be particularly apparent when the vehicle is
cornering, accelerating or braking rapidly due to the movement
of fuel in the tank.

The fuel tank level is determined by the tank sender unit and
interpreted by the instrument pack for display on the fuel
gauge. The tank sender unit, comprising of variable resistors
controlled by floats, is installed inside the fuel tank. The
instrument pack receives the signal from the sender unit via
the MSCAN Bus and determines fuel level using the resistance
through the sender. This signal is not interpreted by theECM
when the tank is less than 15% full.

Main Relay

The relay winding is connected to pins 85 and 86, the moving
contact is connected to pin 30. The normally open contact
is connected to pin 87. Pin 30 is connected to battery
positive via the engine compartment fusebox (there is no fuse
protection) and is permanently live. Pin 86 is connected to
battery positive via the engine compartment fusebox (there
is no fuse protection) and is permanently live. Pin 85 is
connected to the ECM at pin A4 of connector EB042. Pin 87
is connected to the engine compartment fusebox 'output' and
supplies the following fuses and components:

Fuse 1
• Purge valve

• CKPsensor

• Post-catalystHO2S

Fuse 2
• Fuel injectors (all in parallel)

• Ignition coils (both, in parallel) primary windings

Fuse 3
• HO2S heater circuit

• CMP sensor

Fuse 4
• Cooling fan relay unit

• EAT and shift solenoid

The main relay could fail in the following ways:

• Relay winding short circuit

• Relay winding open circuit

• Relay winding high resistance

• Relay contact stuck open

• Relay contact stuck closed

• Relay contact high resistance

• Relay wiring open circuit

• Relay wiring high resistance

• Relay wiring short circuit to 12V

• Relay wiring short circuit to ground

• ECM not providing ground path

To determine if the main relay is functioning the following
checks can be carried out:

• Audible check - does the fuel pump run for 2 seconds at
ignition on?

• Is there power to injectors or ignition coils? (use a
multimeter to detect battery voltage)

If any of these tests reveal a positive result the main relay is
working

Fuel Pump Relay

1. Handset removed

2. Ignition on

3. Engine cranking

The relay winding is supplied with 12V from the ignition
switch output via the passenger compartment fuse number
35 and is live when the ignition is on. The relay winding
ground path is controlled by the ECM. It provides the ground
path for two seconds at ignition on to prime the fuel system,
and continuously when the ECM is receiving a signal that the
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crankshaft is rotating. The voltage input to the relay contact
is via the inertia switch fuel cut off, this is also connected to
the BCM.

The inertia switch supplies 12V to power the fuel pump, the
connection to theBCM provides fuel pump circuit status
information. If the fuel pump relay fails the following symptoms
will be observed:

At Start Up

• If the fuel system pressure has fallen to zero the engine
will not fire.

• If the fuel system pressure has fallen below normal
operating pressure (3.5 bar) the engine may attempt to
fire but will not run normally.

• If the fuel system pressure is normal the engine will fire
and run but will eventually cut out as the fuel pressure
falls, it will not be possible to restart it.

During Driving

If the fuel pump relay fails whilst driving, the engine will lose
power and eventually cut out due to fuel starvation.

The pump relay could fail in the following ways:

• Relay coil short circuit

• Relay coil open circuit

• Relay coil high resistance

• Relay contact stuck open

• Relay contact stuck closed

• Relay contact high resistance

• Relay wiring open circuit

• Relay wiring high resistance

• Relay wiring short circuit to 12V

• Relay wiring short circuit to ground

• ECM not providing ground path

To determine if the fuel pump relay is functioning the following
checks can be carried out:

• Audible check - does the fuel pump run for 2 seconds at
ignition on

• If the answer is negative, check the inertia switch fuel cut
off to ensure it has not been inadvertently triggered

If the fuel pump does not appear to run but the inertia switch
is 'ON' remove the fuel pump relay and test.

Check that theECM is supplying a ground path to the
fuel pump relay winding at ignition on (for 2 seconds) and
during crank. With the fuel pump relay removed, connect
a multimeter between a 12V supply on the vehicle and the
fusebox terminal which corresponds with terminal 85 of the

fuel pump relay. Switch the ignition on and check the outputs
against the diagram shown on the previous page.

Due toECM the voltage drop across the ECM internal driver
circuit, the voltage measured may be one volt less than battery
voltage.

A/C Clutch Relay

The relay coil is supplied with 12V through fuse 9 in the
engine compartment fusebox and is live when the main relay
is energised. The relay coil ground path is controlled by
the ECM.ECM completes the ground path when anA/C on
request message is received. For further details, refer to AIR
CONDITIONING.

Cooling Fan Relay Unit

The fan control relay unit is connected to theECM by two
wires, these wires supply a ground path to the internal relay
windings. The cooling fan relay receives a 12V supply through
fuse 4 in the engine compartment fusebox. The fan motor is
driven by the output from the internal relays through fuse 4 in
the engine compartment fusebox. To produce a slow fan speed
the ECM provides a ground path to pin 1 of connector EB037
at the relay. To produce a fast fan speed theECM provides a
ground path to pin 2 of connector EB036 at the relay.

EVAP System Purge Valve

The purge valve receives a 12V supply from the main relay via
fuse 1 in the engine compartment fusebox. TheECM controls
the flow through the valve by supplying a PWMground path
which is varied to suit the prevailing conditions. When the
vehicle is being driven theECM will purge the EVAP canister
by opening the purge valve, this allows the vacuum present in
the inlet manifold to draw fuel vapour from the canister into
the cylinders for combustion.

The amount of fuel vapour which enters the cylinders can affect
the overallAFR, therefore theECMmust only open the purge
valve when it is able to compensate by reducing fuel injector
duration. The purge valve will operate under the following
conditions:

• ECT sensor reading above 60 °C (140 °F)

• Closed loop fuelling strategy implemented

The HC vapours are converted into carbon dioxide (CO2) and
water (H2O) by the combustion process and the TWC.

When fuel vapour is being removed from the canister, fresh
air is allowed to enter via an automatic one-way valve, this
makes the canister ready for the next 'absorption' phase.
Typical values range from a duty cycle of 0% when the vehicle
is stationary and idling, to 100% when the vehicle is travelling
at speed with under WOT. The mechanical function of the
valve can be tested using a vacuum pump.
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If the purge valve fails there is no back up system. TheEVAP
canister will not be purged, so there may be fuel vapours
released if levels reach saturation point. The driver may notice
this condition as a fuel vapour smell emanating from the vehicle
when parked.

The performance of the EVAP system is not monitored by
the ECM under the OBD legislation, therefore the only faults
which can be detected are electrical. If the ECM detects an
electrical fault in the driver circuit to the purge valve it will
store fault codes which can be retrieved using the diagnostic
tool.

Failure
The valve could fail in the following ways:

• Solenoid winding open circuit

• Solenoid winding short circuit

• External wiring short circuit to 12V

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring high resistance

• ECMnot providing a PWMsignal

• Mechanical defect in valve
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Cruise Control-1.8T

1. Master switch

2. Thumb wheel

3. RES/SUS switch

Cruise control enables the driver to maintain a constant road
speed without using the accelerator pedal. This is particularly
useful for motorway cruising, or for any journey where a
constant speed can be maintained for a lengthy period.

Note: UsingUsingUsing ‘sport’‘sport’‘sport’ modemodemode ononon automaticautomaticautomatic gearboxgearboxgearbox

vehiclesvehiclesvehicles isisis notnotnot recommendedrecommendedrecommended withwithwith cruisecruisecruise controlcontrolcontrol

selected.selected.selected.

The following precautions must be observed when using cruise
control:

• DO NOT attempt to use cruise control when using
reverse gear.

• DO NOT use cruise control on winding or slippery road
surfaces, in the rain, or in traffic conditions where a
constant speed cannot easily be maintained.

• ALWAYS switch off the master switch when you no
longer intend to use cruise control.

To operate cruise control

The cruise control system has three switches; two push
switches (master switch and resume switch) and a thumb
wheel set switch. All switches are mounted on the right hand
side of the steering wheel.

1. Press the master switch (1), the warning light in the
instrument panel will illuminate.

2. Press the thumb wheel (2) to set the road speed in the
system memory. Cruise control will now maintain that
speed without the need to use the accelerator pedal.
Accelerate until the desired cruising speed is reached.
This must be above the system's minimum operational
speed of 40 km/h and below the maximum operating
speed of 200 km/h.Cruise control can be enabled until
the speed of 45 km/h.

Note: TheTheThe setsetset speedspeedspeed heldheldheld ininin thethethe cruisecruisecruise controlcontrolcontrol

memorymemorymemory willwillwill bebebe cancelledcancelledcancelled whenwhenwhen eithereithereither thethethe cruisecruisecruise

controlcontrolcontrol mastermastermaster switchswitchswitch isisis pressedpressedpressed ororor thethethe handsethandsethandset

removed.removed.removed.

With cruise control operating, speed can be increased by
normal use of the accelerator e.g. for overtaking. When the
accelerator is released, road speed will return to the selected
cruising speed.

Cruise control will be disengaged when the brake pedal is
pressed or a different gear is selected. To return to your
previous set speed, press the RES switch (3).

Note: ForForFor manualmanualmanual gearboxgearboxgearbox vehicle,vehicle,vehicle, cruisecruisecruise systemsystemsystem cancancan

onlyonlyonly workworkwork whenwhenwhen thethethe selectorselectorselector leverleverlever isisis ininin 3rd3rd3rd geargeargear

ororor above.above.above.

Note: DoDoDo notnotnot pushpushpush downdowndown thethethe mainmainmain switchswitchswitch forforfor moremoremore thanthanthan

666 secondssecondsseconds ororor pushpushpush downdowndown twotwotwo buttonsbuttonsbuttons atatat once,once,once, ititit maymaymay

arisearisearise failurefailurefailure ininin cruisecruisecruise system.system.system. IfIfIf thisthisthis happens,happens,happens,

pleasepleaseplease restartrestartrestart ignitionignitionignition switch.switch.switch.

To change the set cruising speed

Rotate the thumb wheel upwards - the car will accelerate
automatically. Release the switch as soon as the desired speed
has been reached.

Rotate the thumb wheel downwards - the car will decelerate
automatically. Release the switch as soon as the desired speed
has been reached.

Alternatively, the set speed can be increased or decreased
incrementally by pushing and releasing the thumb wheel; up
to increase and down to decrease speed. Each operation
of the thumb wheel will increase or decrease the speed by
approximately 1 km/h.
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Description and Operation-1.8 VCT
System Component Layout-1.8VCT
Engine Management System Component Location

1. Oil control switch

2. Air Conditioning (A/C) compressor pressure sensor

3. Purge valve

4. Knock sensor

5. Electronic Throttle Body (ETB) sensor

6. Engine Control ModuleECM

7. Crankshaft Position sensorCKP

8. Heated Flow Meter sensorHFM

9. Main relay

10. A/C compressor clutch relay

11. Cooling fan relay unit

12. Engine Coolant Temperature sensorECT

13. Camshaft Position sensorCMP

14. Heated Oxygen Sensor HO2S

15. Engine oil temperature sensor

16. Engine oil pressure switch

17. Ignition coils

18. Fuel injectors
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Cruise Control System Component Location

1. Clutch switchMT only

2. Indication lamp

3. Main switch

4. ECM
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Control Diagram-1.8 VCT
Engine Management System Control Diagram

A=Hard wiredB=HSCAN BusC=MSCAN BUS
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1. Cooling fan relay unit

2. A/C pressure sensor

3. Alternator

4. SCS/ABS module

5. PAS pressure sensorWhere fitted

6. HFM

7. EOT sensor

8. ECT Sensor

9. ETC

10. Ignition Coils

11. CKP sensor

12. CMP sensor

13. Engine Oil Control Valve

14. Fuel injectors

15. Purge valve

16. HO2S

17. TCMAT only

18. ECM

19. BCM

20. Instrument Pack

21. Knock sensor
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Description
General

The Engine Management System EMS is used to control a
number of aspects of an engine's operation. It receives inputs
from various sensors and uses them to determine outputs
including the quantity of fuel delivered to the combustion
chamber and ignition timing.

The K4 1.8 VCT engine uses a Bosch ME 7.9.7.1 EMS. It is
a sequential, multiport fuel injection system, controlled by
an Engine Control Module ECM, which uses a mass airflow
principle combined with electronic throttle control.

Engine Control Module (ECM)

TheECM is mounted in an aluminium case for heat dissipation
and protection from electromagnetic interference. The ECM is
mounted on a bracket which forms part of the battery carrier
and is secured with two nuts and one bolt. Two multiplugs
connect the harness to theECM.

Crankshaft Position (CKP) Sensor

TheCKP sensor is a Hall effect sensor mounted on the rear
face of the cylinder block with a reluctor on the front face of
the flywheel (manual transmission only) or torque converter
flexplate (automatic transmission only). The sensor connects
to the engine management harness using connector EM012. It
receives a 12V supply provided by the main relay. TheCKP

sensor also requires a ground path, this is provided by the
ECM.

The teeth on the reluctor ring are spaced at 6° intervals. There
are 58 teeth, this leaves a space where two teeth are missing.
When the crankshaft is positioned at 36° After Top Dead
Centre ATDCthe sensor will align to the trailing edge of the
first tooth after the missing teeth. TheCKP sensor output is
in the form of a digital signal which switches as the teeth of the
reluctor rotate past the tip of the sensor.

Camshaft Position (CMP) Sensor

Two CMP sensors, one for the inlet camshaft and the other
for the exhaust camshaft, are fitted in housings fitted to the
non-drive end of the cylinder head. The sensors are connected
to the engine management harness using connector EM007
and EM017. Each sensor is a Hall effect device, which uses a
reluctor cast into the camshaft to induce a voltage in the sensor
as the reluctor passes the sensor tip. The sensor housings are
fitted with a gasket to act as the rear camshaft oil seal. A 4
tooth reluctor is cast into the non-drive end of each camshaft.

Knock sensor

A piezo-ceramic knock sensor fitted to the rear of the cylinder
block between cylinders 3 and 4 connected to the engine
management harness terminating in connector EM021.
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HFM Sensor

The HFM sensor is located in a housing between the air cleaner
element and the Electronic Throttle Body (ETB). It is sealed
to the housing using an O-ring, secured using 2 screws and
connected to the engine management harness using connector
EM053. The main components of the sensor are a platinum hot
wire, a Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) thermistor
and a control circuit.

Engine Oil Temperature (EOT) Sensor

TheECM sensor is located in the oil filter housing and
connects to the engine management harness using connector
EM022. The EOT sensor consists of an NTC thermistor
which is in contact with the engine oil and is part of a voltage
divider circuit which consists of a regulated 5V supply, a
fixed resistor (inside the ECM) and a temperature dependent
variable resistor (the EOT sensor).

Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT) Sensor

TheECT sensor is located in the cooling system outlet
elbow from the cylinder head and connects to the engine
management harness using connector EM015. TheECT
sensor consists of an NTC thermistor which is in contact with
the engine coolant and is part of a voltage divider circuit which
consists of a regulated 5 volt supply, a fixed resistor (inside
the ECM) and a temperature dependent variable resistor
(theECT sensor).

Electronic control throttle body (ETB)

The ETB connects to the engine management harness using
connector EM004. The sensor consists of two potentiometers
which provide an analogue voltage that theECM converts to
throttle position information.

A Pedal Position Sensor (PPS) is integrated within the throttle
pedal and is connected to the engine bay harness using
connector EB054. The PPS consists of two potentiometers
providing a signal to enable theECM to determine the driver
demands.
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Variable Camshaft Timing (VCT)

Two hydraulic solenoids are fitted to either side of the camshaft
carrier at the drive end of the camshaft. They are connected
to the engine management harness using connectors EM008
and EM016. These control the flow of oil to and from phaser
units fitted to each camshaft gear. The solenoids are four port
proportional valves comprising one oil feed port, one oil return
port and two working chambers and are fitted to the camshaft
carrier using three bolts and sealed with a gasket.

Ignition Coils

Two ignition coils are mounted on the camshaft cover. They
are fitted above cylinders 1 and 3 and are connected to the coil
harness using connectors C0052 and C0156. Each coil has a
spark plug connection on its lower face and an HT lead which
connects to a second spark plug.

The coil fitted above cylinder 1 is attached to the spark plug
for cylinder 1 and the HT lead connects to the spark plug for
cylinder 4. The coil fitted above cylinder 3 is attached to the
spark plug for cylinder 3 and the HT lead connects to the spark
plug for cylinder 2.

Each ignition coil consists of a pair of windings wrapped around
a laminated iron core, the primary winding has a resistance of
0.7Ω, and the secondary winding has a resistance of 10 kΩ.

An ignition coil cover is fitted and is secured with three bolts.

Warning: TheHT voltage of the ignition system is in excess
of 50 kV and the LT voltage is in excess of 400V. Voltages
this high can cause serious injury and may even be fatal.
Never touch any ignition components while the engine is
running or cranking.

Caution: Never crank or run the engine with the HT leads
disconnected from the ignition coils; failure of the ECM
and/or the coil may result. Always disable the ignition
system by disconnecting the LT connectors from the coil.

Fuel Injectors

Four fuel injectors are located in the inlet manifold ports,
sealed with O-rings at their base. The injectors are connected
to the injector harness using connectors C0522, C0523,
C0524 and C0525. The injector consists of a pintle type
needle and seat, and a solenoid winding which lifts the needle
against a return spring. The solenoid winding has a resistance
of 13 - 16Ω at 20 °C (68 °F). VCT engines are fitted with
injectors delivering a maximum of 137g/sec.

Heated Oxygen Sensor (HO2S)

An HO2S is located in the exhaust manifold upstream of the
Three Way Catalyst (TWC) and is connected to the engine
management harness using connector EM018. A second
HO2S is fitted downstream of the TWC, and is connected
to the engine management harness using connector EM057.
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The HO2S consists of a sensing element which is exposed to
exhaust gases and ambient air.

Caution: HO2S are easily damaged. Care must be taken
not to damage the sensor housing or tip.

• TheHO2S becomes very hot, take care when working
near it

• Do not measure the resistance of the sensing element

• Observe the correct torque tightening value when
installing the HO2S.

• Do not subject theHO2S to mechanical shocks.

• TheHO2S may be contaminated if fuel with added lead
is used

• Avoid using silicone sprays around the sensors or inlet
manifold

Brake Switch

The brake switch is a Hall effect device consisting of an
inner sensor in an outer mounting sleeve. To ensure correct
orientation, the sensor is keyed to the mounting sleeve and
the mounting sleeve is keyed to the pedal mounting bracket
on the engine bulkhead. Mating serrations hold the sensor in
position in the mounting sleeve.

The brake pedal is installed on a pivot shaft in the pedal
mounting bracket. A clevis pin and clip connect the input rod
of the brake servo to the brake pedal. A tang on the end of
the brake pedal activates the 'instant make and break' switch.

The brake switch includes two separate circuits, one normally
open and one normally closed, connecting to ground. The two
circuits are referred to as 'brake main' and 'brake safety'.

Clutch Switch - Manual Transmission Only

The clutch switch is identical to the brake switch. It is located
on the pedal box assembly connected to the engine bay harness
using connector EB059.

The clutch switch consists of an inner sensor in an outer
mounting sleeve. To ensure correct orientation, the sensor
is keyed to the mounting sleeve and the mounting sleeve is
keyed to the pedal mounting bracket. Mating serrations hold
the sensor in position in the mounting sleeve.

A/C Pressure Sensor

TheA/C pressure sensor is located on the A/C high pressure
refrigerant pipe on the RH side of the engine compartment and
is connected to the engine bay harness using connector EB034.
It contains three pressure switches. The switches complete
two ground paths between the ECMand the vehicle body.
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Cooling Fan Relay Unit

The cooling fan relay unit is fitted to the LH side of the radiator
and is fitted with two relays.

The cooling fan is operated by the relay unit under the control
of the ECM. TheECM uses information provided by theECT
sensor,BCM and theA/C pressure switch to limit engine
coolant temperature.

The fan strategy includes an engine idle adjustment to
compensate for the additional load when switching on the fan.
The cooling fan may run for a period of 5 minutes after the
handset is removed to provide engine compartment cooling
in hot conditions.

Main Relay

The main relay is located in relay position 4 in the engine
compartment fusebox. It is a four pin relay using the DIN pin
layout. The relay does not include a reverse polarity protection
diode as this function is carried out by the ECM. The relay coil
has a resistance of 80Ω ± 25% and is controlled by the ECM.

Fuel Pump Relay

The fuel pump relay is located in BCM. It is a four pin relay
using the DIN pin layout. The relay does not include a reverse
polarity protection device. The relay winding has a resistance
of 80Ω ± 25%.

The relay is controlled by theECM and, when energised,
supplies battery voltage to the fuel pump circuit under the
following conditions:

• The ignition is on (for a duration of 2 seconds)

• Engine cranking/running

5 Speed Electronic Automatic Transmission (EAT)

The 5 speed EAT has a separate Transmission Control Unit
TCMwhich manages the functions and diagnostics relating to
the transmission unit. TheTCMmakes use of various inputs to
control the mechanical parts of the EAT via solenoid operated
oil control valves. This description is limited to only the inputs

and outputs which relate to the ECM. For further information
on the EAT refer to Automatic Transmission.

TheECM and theTCM are able to communicate via the CAN
Bus. This allows the sharing of information collected from
sensors installed in the powertrain components. TheECM
transmits sensor information which is used by theTCM
to control gear shift timing and ratio selection. TheTCM
transmits information which is used by theECM to control
engine torque output and cooling fan operation.

On-Board DiagnosticsOBD

The EMS has been designed to meet the current exhaust
emissions standards, European Commission Directive Stage 4
(EUCD 4). OBD is concerned with the monitoring of certain
engine functions, the failure of which would lead to an increase
in emissions above legislated thresholds. OBD concentrates
mainly on the engine management system, but other systems,
such as automatic transmission and anti-lock braking may also
be monitored. When such a fault occurs it is stored as a code
in the memory of the ECM, or relevant ECU.

The EMS warns the driver of malfunctions by illumination of
the Malfunction Indicator Light (MIL). The post catalyst HO2S,
positioned downstream of the TWC, monitors the operating
efficiency of the TWC.

The OBD function runs in the background within the
operations managed by the ECM. The systems which fall
within the scope of OBD are monitored when the vehicle
is in use, the driver will not be aware that any 'testing' is
being carried out. The individual system tests take place as
the correct circumstances occur, the full range of driving
conditions necessary to accommodate all the OBD tests is
known as an 'OBD drive cycle'. Faults logged by theECM are
normally qualified by one of the following failure types:

• MIN. the minimum expected value has been exceeded

• MAX. the maximum expected value has been exceeded

• SIGNAL. the signal is not present

• PLAUS. an implausible condition has been detected

The nature of the fault is indicated by codes assigned to
particular conditions or components. Fault codes will be
stored in theECM memory, these can be retrieved using the
diagnostic tool.

Engine Immobilisation

The engine immobilisation system prevents unauthorised
starting of the engine, i.e. without a correctly coded handset.
The system consists primarily of the following components:

• ECM

• ESCL

• Body Controller ModuleBCM
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• Handset transponder.

• Transponder coil.

• PARK/NEUTRAL switch (automatic transmission only).

•

The description here relates solely to the functions
concerning the ECM, for further information SECURITY
AND LOCKING, Security System Arming and Disarming.

The handset contains a coded transponder chip which
communicates with a transponder coil fitted around the
handset docking station. When the handset is moved to the
CRANK position, the immobilisation module communicates
with the coded transponder chip using a code known only
to that vehicle's transponder. If the transponder recognises
the code it will transmit it to the immobilisation module. If
the number matches the code stored in the immobilisation
module, it will allow the engine to be started, if the
transmission must be in PARK or NEUTRAL (automatic
transmission only).

When the handset is docked, it receives a new code from the
immobilisation module. This code must be received on the
next ignition cycle to allow the engine to start. This is known
as a 'rolling code'.

In production, the immobilisation module is programmed with
a code specific to that particular vehicle. When theECM
is fitted it is not coded but has to 'learn' the code from
the immobilisation module. The immobilisation module and
the ECM then function as a matched pair. An ECMcannot
function without being connected to the immobilisation
module. TheECM then cannot be fitted to any other vehicle.
In serviceECM are supplied uncoded and must learn the code
stored in the immobilisation module using the procedure in
the diagnostic tool. A replacement immobilisation module
is supplied coded to that vehicle and once fitted the rolling
codes must be synchronised to the ECM.

When a correctly coded handset is used to attempt an engine
start, the immobilisation module will energise the starter relay,
located in the engine compartment fusebox, and crank the
engine. The immobilisation module will also authorise engine
fuelling by transmitting a signal to the ECM.

The security code and authorisation to start are transmitted
between the immobilisation module and theECM via the CAN
Bus.

CAN Bus Data Received By The ECM From The
TCM

ECM The ECM receives the following information from the
TCM via the CAN Bus:

• Target gear.

This tells theECM what gear is currently engaged or, if a
gear change is in progress, the gear to which the EAT is
shifting. This information is used by theECM to assist in
engine load change prediction.

• EAT status.

This signal is used to inform theECM that there is a
fault with the EAT that increases emissions above an
unacceptable limit.

• TCM torque level required.

This message is used to request engine torque reductions
from the ECM. This is equivalent to lifting off the throttle
in manual vehicles.

• EAT cooling request.

This signal is used to inform theECM to switch on the
cooling fan. This signal will only be set when the EAT
fluid temperature becomes high.

CAN Bus Data Sent From The ECM To The TCM

The TCM receives the following information from the via the
CAN Bus:ECM via the CAN Bus:

• Handset dock status.

This signal is transmitted from the ECM. The TCM
is powered via the main relay. When the handset is
removed, it identifies the change in state. The TCM
remains powered to allow fault data to be stored.

• Engine speed signal error.

This signal, sent from the ECM, informs the TCM that
there is a fault with the value of engine speed that it is
calculating. The TCM can then take the necessary steps
to compensate for this error and protect the EAT from
damage.

• Torque reduction status.

This message is transmitted from theECM and is used
to inform the TCM of the success of a torque reduction
request.

• Torque measurement error.

This signal is used to inform the TCM that the torque
values it is receiving from theECM are incorrect/faulty.

• Engine speed.

The TCM uses the engine speed to assist in gear shift
scheduling.

• Actual engine torque.

TheECM produces this parameter. This signal indicates
the actual engine torque produced at any moment. The
TCM uses this parameter to control gear shift scheduling.
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• Indexed engine torque.

TheECM produces this parameter. This signal indicates
the maximum engine torque that it is possible for the
engine to produce under normal circumstances. The
TCM uses this signal to control gear shift scheduling.

• Friction torque.

TheECM produces this parameter. This signal
represents the current frictional torque losses within
the engine. The TCM uses this signal to control gear
shift scheduling.

• Multiplexed information.

The ECM produces a parameter which represents
the current CAN Bus standard being implemented on
the Bus. It also produces a parameter detailing OBD
functions which it supports. Finally it produces a signal
which represents the maximum possible torque that the
engine is able to deliver. The TCM uses this information
to confirm correct information with other ECUs and
also to aid in gear shift scheduling.

• Engine coolant temperature.

This signal will be used by the TCM to help with OBD
diagnostics. The TCM will use this signal to detect when
the engine has completed a 'warm-up' cycle.

• Throttle angle.

This message is transmitted by the ECM. The TCM uses
this information to control gear shift scheduling.

Air Conditioning (A/C)

The A/C system uses theECM to operate the electromagnetic
clutch which drives the refrigerant compressor. TheECM
engages the compressor clutch by providing a ground path to
the winding of the A/C clutch relay. When the A/C system
requests the compressor on, theECM energises the A/C
compressor clutch relay. The compressor is a variable stroke
type and does not cycle on/off to regulate the refrigerant
pressure. It has the ability to vary the output to maintain
a constant temperature at the evaporator. This gives a
more stable temperature control which does not suffer from
temperature cycling. The compressor will be engaged all
the time that the A/C is switched on but the load placed on
the engine will vary as the stroke varies. To avoid adversely
affecting the idle speed quality a compressor load signal, which
is derived from the evaporator temperature sensor, allows
theECM to compensate for A/C load at idle.

The compressor clutch is controlled by theECM in
conjunction with a pressure switch which turns off the
compressor if the refrigerant pressure is too low or too high.
The pressure switch will also turn on the cooling fan if the
refrigerant pressure exceeds a pre-set value.
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FuelFuelFuel SystemSystemSystem

1. RH float valve

2. Vent pipe to filler neck

3. Filler cap

4. Filler neck anti-spill valve

5. Filler neck

6. Charcoal canister

7. Fuel tank strap

8. Fuel tank

9. LH float valve

The fuel system is a returnless, multi-point injection system
using electro-mechanical fuel injectors. The fuel pump
is a continuous flow, electrically driven roller vane pump
incorporating a pressure regulator and filter submerged in the
tank. It is connected to the body harness using connector
BY038. Fuel is drawn from the swirl pot, through the in-tank
filter and delivered to the externally mounted fuel filter. The
fuel is then delivered to the fuel injector rail, located in the
engine bay, by a single fuel line. The fuel rail is common
between all four injectors and incorporates a valve to allow
pressure testing.

TheECM communicates with the following fuel system
components:

• Electric fuel pump

• Sender unit

• Purge valve

•

The fuel tank contains a sender unit for the fuel gauge
connected in series with the instrument pack. The instrument
pack uses a complex algorithm to accurately measure the
quantity of fuel in the tank.

Evaporative Emission (EVAP) System

TheEVAP system prevents fuel vapour emissions to the
atmosphere. The system comprises a canister filled with
charcoal particles, which can absorb hydrocarbon vapours
temporarily while the vehicle is not in use. The charcoal
canister is located behind the RH rear wheel. A pipe is
connected between the top of the fuel tank expansion tank
(air space above the fuel) and the canister. The charcoal
canister has a finite capacity and therefore needs to be purged
by drawing fuel vapour into the cylinders when the engine is
running. A pipe connects the canister to the inlet manifold via
the purge valve. The final vent stage is a pipe connected to the
charcoal canister which is attached to the RH rear chassis rail.
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Purge Valve

The purge valve is located on a bracket on the rear of the
cylinder block and is connected via a flexible pipe to the inlet
manifold and the charcoal canister. The purge valve consists

of a solenoid operated valve, which is connected to the engine
bay harness using connector EM060, is controlled by theECM
using a 12V PWM signal.
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Operation
ECM - General

TheECM monitors the conditions required for optimum
combustion of fuel in the cylinders using sensors located at
points around the engine. From these sensor inputs, theECM
can control and adjust the fuel quantity and timing of the fuel
being delivered to each cylinder.

The ECM contains an Electronically Erasable Programmable
Read Only Memory (EEPROM) which is programmed with
data required to run the engine. The ECM receives and
stores a vehicle specific security code from the immobilisation
module during production. The ECM cannot function unless it
is connected to an immobilisation module with the same code.

TheECM controls the following:

• The main relay

• Fuel pump operation

• Closed loop fuelling

• Open loop fuelling

• Ignition timing

• Idle speed control

• EVAP control

• Engine immobilisation (in conjunction with the
immobilisation module)

• Engine cooling fan relays

• A/C compressor clutch control

• VCT oil control solenoids

The ECM sends and receives information to and from the
components and signals shown in the control diagram and the
following input and output table:

Inputs Processor Outputs

Battery voltage ECM

Handset position Fuel injector

CKP sensor Coils

CMP sensor 5V sensor supply
for TMAP sensor

TMAPsensor 1 ETB

TMAP sensor 2 ECT signal

Knock sensor A/C compressor
clutch relay

ECT sensor Purge valve

HO2S HO2S

ETB Boost control
solenoid valve

A/C pressure
switch

Fuel pump relay

PAS pressure
sensor

Main relay

Alternator load Cooling fan relays

Fuel tank level
sender

MIL

Vehicle speed and
rough road signals
from ABS/DSC
ECU

CAN Bus

Immobilisation
module

Diagnostic CAN
Bus

CAN Bus

Diagnostic CAN
Bus

All system inputs are in the form of analogue or digital voltage
signals, all system outputs are driver circuits which supply a
ground path to the external component. The outputs are Pulse
Width Modulated PWMsignals where the output is regulated.

TheECM interfaces with the following:

• Diagnostics via connection to the diagnostic tool

• A/C

• PAS

• Immobilisation module

• TCM

• Instrument pack

• BCM

• DSCABSECU

With the ignition on, the around the engine. From these
sensor inputs, the ECM can control and adjust the fuel quantity
and timing of the fuel being delivered toECM primes the
fuel system by running the fuel pump for approximately two
seconds. This is achieved by completing the ground path for
the fuel pump relay coil. TheECM references the sensors
prior to start up.

When the handset is moved to the CRANK position, the ECM
communicates with the immobilisation module. If it receives
authority to start, the ECM begins ignition and fuelling when
CKP and CMP sensor signals are detected. The ECM will
operate the fuel pump continuously when a valid CKP sensor
signal is received.

When the handset is removed, theECM switches off ignition
and fuelling to stop the engine. TheECM continues to hold the
main relay in the on position until it has completed the power
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down functions. Power down functions include engine cooling
and referencing the position of the throttle butterfly for the
next start up. When the power down process is completed,
theECM switches off the main relay and enters a low power
mode. During low power mode theECM will consume less
than 1mA.

If theECM suffers an internal failure, such as break down of the
processor or driver circuits, there are no back up systems or
limp home capability. If a sensor circuit fails to supply an input,
this will result in a substitute or default value being adopted
where possible. This enables the vehicle to function, but with
reduced performance.

TheECM is connected to vehicle ground using four wires. Pins
M1, M2, M4 and L4 ofECM connector EB042 are connected
to body ground. With the handset removed, theECM is
supplied with battery voltage to power the memory. The
voltage is supplied from the battery positive terminal via the
engine compartment fuselink 1 and fuse 5 to pin L1 ofECM
connector.

When the handset is docked, theECM receives battery voltage
at pin J4 of connector EB042. TheECM initiates 'wake up' by
energising the main relay. This is carried out by completing the
ground path for the relay coil which is connected to theECM
at pin A4 of connector EB042.

Fuel Quantity

TheECM controls fuel quantity by providing timed sequential
fuel injection to the inlet manifold tracts. TheCMP sensor and
reluctor allows theECM to synchronise injection at cranking
speed for starting. The precise quantity of fuel delivered
is controlled by adjusting the duration of the injector open
time. To achieve optimum performance theECM is able to
'learn' the individual characteristics of an engine and adapt the
fuelling strategy to suit. This capability is known as adaptive
fuel strategy.

Adaptive fuel strategy must be maintained under all throttle
positions except:

• Cold start

• Hot start

• Wide Open Throttle (WOT)

All of the above throttle positions are deemed to be 'open
loop'. Open loop fuelling does not rely on information from
the HO2S, but sets the Air/Fuel Ratio (AFR) according
to the stored data, or 'map', in the ECM. During a cold
start, theECM references theECT sensor to calculate the
appropriate amount of fuel required to support combustion,
and adjusts the idle speed to the correct 'fast idle' value. This
strategy is maintained until theHO2S reaches a high enough
temperature to provide an accurate feedback signal. The
specific nature of the other open loop conditions listed means

that theHO2S feedback is unsuitable as a control value for
fuelling. Adaptive strategy also allows theECM to compensate
for wear in engine components and for production tolerances
in sensors.

To calculate the amount of fuel to be injected into each cylinder,
theECM has to determine the quantity of oxygen available in
the cylinder. This can be calculated by processing information
from the following sensors:

• TMAP sensor

• CKP sensor

• ECT sensor

• ETB

The pressure of the air in the inlet manifold will vary according
to the following factors:

• The position of the throttle pedal (driver input)

• The atmospheric pressure (altitude and weather
conditions)

• The mechanical condition of the engine (volumetric
efficiency)

The pressure in the inlet manifold, downstream of the ETB,
indicates how much air has flowed into the cylinders. This
will decrease at higher altitudes as the air becomes less dense.
This will also mean that there will be less oxygen available for
combustion of fuel.

From the above information, theECM can calculate how much
air has been induced into the cylinders. The oxygen content
is determined by adding the inlet air temperature into the
equation. By comparing these values to a fuelling map stored
in theECM memory, the amount of oxygen induced into the
cylinders can be calculated. The values obtained from theECT
sensor and ETB provide 'fine tuning' to the calculations.

To deliver the fuel theECM completes a ground path to the
injector coil, opening the injector for the precise amount
of time required for the quantity determined. The correct
cylinder order is determined by referencing theCMP sensor
during start up to synchronise the CMP sensor signal to the
CKP sensor signal. The fuel is injected into the inlet ports of
the inlet manifold and is drawn into the cylinder as an air and
fuel mixture.

TheECM references battery voltage to adjust opening times to
suit the state of battery charge. This is required because low
battery voltage will mean slower response from the injectors,
and could give a leaner AFR than intended.

Heated Oxygen Sensor (HO2S)

The material used in the sensing element only becomes active
at around 300 °C (572 °F), therefore it is necessary to provide
additional heating via an electrical resistive element. This
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element uses a 12V supply and is controlled by the ECM.
This allows a short warm up time and minimises emissions
from start up. The resistance of the heating element can
be measured with a multimeter, it should be 6Ω at 20 °C
(68 °F). If theHO2S fails theECM adopts open loop fuelling
strategy and stores fault codes which can be retrieved using
the diagnostic tool.

The difference in oxygen content between the ambient air
and the exhaust gas produces an electrical potential difference
across the sensing element. TheECM can use the voltage
produced in theHO2S sensing element to calculate the AFR
and thereby control fuelling to a high degree of accuracy. The
amount of oxygen in ambient air is constant at around 20%,
but the oxygen content of the exhaust gas varies with the
AFR, a typical value for exhaust gas is around 3-4%. TheECM
can use the voltage produced in theHO2S sensing element
to calculate the AFR and thereby control fuelling to a high
degree of accuracy. The second HO2S signal is used by the
ECM to monitor the oxygen content of the exhaust gas exiting
theTWC and thus determine its efficiency.

A Ambient air

B Exhaust gases

1. Protective ceramic coating

2. Electrodes

3. Zirconium oxide

The 12V power supply for the heating elements is supplied
from the battery via the main relay. The supply passes through
fuse 3 in the engine compartment fusebox for the pre-catalyst
sensor and fuse 1 for the post-catalyst sensors. The ground
path for the heating elements is supplied by the ECM. The ECM
supplies a ground path to the HO2S heaters when the ignition
is on. A PWM current is supplied when the ignition is on to
avoid sudden heating which can damage the ceramic sensor
elements.

Each sensor is connected to theECM using two wires which
are screened to protect the signal from interference. The

pre-catalyst HO2S sensor is connected to theECM at pin
E2 and E4 of connector EM056. The output from the sensor
can be measured using a multimeter connected between pins
1 and 2 at connector EM018. The post-catalystHO2S sensor
is connected to theECM at pin D2 and D4 of connector
EM056. The output from the sensor can be measured using
a multimeter connected between pins 1 and 2 at connector
EB038.

With the engine warmed up and theECM operating in closed
loop fuelling, the sensor voltage should switch from less than
0.3V to more than 0.5V. The voltage should switch between
limits every one to two seconds at idle speed. This switching
action shows that theECM is varying the AFR within the
Lambda window tolerance to maximise the efficiency of the
TWC. If the heating element is not working or the engine
is cold, the HO2Svoltage will default to 0.45 - 0.5V. If the
engine is running with a constantly lean AFR due to a fault,
theHO2S will produce a voltage which is constantly low
(0.1V). If the engine is running with a constantly rich AFR due
to a fault, theHO2S sensor will produce a voltage which is
constantly high (>0.8V). At the stoichiometric AFR (the ratio
for complete combustion of air and fuel), the sensor produces
a voltage of approximately 0.45V.

To test if the fault lies with the sensor, attempt to make the
voltage switch by artificially enriching or weakening the AFR. If
the sensor voltage does not change; a faulty sensor is indicated,
if the sensor voltage does change; the fault lies elsewhere.

A Rich AFR

B Lean AFR

C Lambda window

DHO2S output in mV

Failure

TheHO2S could fail, or provide an incorrect signal, in the
following ways:

• Contamination by leaded fuel
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• Contamination by carbon or silicon deposits

• Impact damage/mechanical shock

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring short circuit to 12V

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring high resistance

• Heater element open circuit

• Heater element short circuit

• ECM not supplying ground path for heating element

• Wiring screen not connected to ground

Closed Loop Fuelling

TheECM uses a closed loop fuelling system as part of the
overall strategy. The efficient operation of the TWCrelies
on the switching the AFR from rich to lean within the Lambda
window. The Lambda window is 1.00 ± 0.03. An AFR of 14.7:
1 (by weight) corresponds with a Lambda of 1.00. When the
AFR becomes richer the Lambda value reduces, e.g. Lambda
0.97 is richer than Lambda 1.00.

To achieve closed loop fuelling theECM uses the following
components:

• Pre-catalyst HO2S

• Fuel injectors

Closed loop fuelling is a rolling process controlled by the ECM.
TheECM uses information from the CKP, ECT, TMAP and
ETBs, together with a signal for road speed, to calculate the
amount of fuel required to achieve an AFR within the Lambda
window during the following conditions:

• Idle

• Light engine load

• Cruise

When the engine is operating in the above conditions, theECM
implements the closed loop fuelling strategy. The amount of
residual oxygen remaining in the exhaust gas is used as an
indicator of AFR. TheHO2S generates an electrical voltage
inversely proportional to the amount of oxygen present in the
exhaust gas (passing over the tip of the sensor) in comparison
with the ambient air. TheECM processes the voltage obtained
by the sensor and calculates the corresponding AFR. If
theECM receives a voltage corresponding with an AFR at
the lean limit of the Lambda window, the amount of fuel
delivered is increased. When the rich limit is reached, the fuel
is reduced until the lean limit is reached. It can be seen that
the process is a continuous switching from rich to lean within
the constraints of the Lambda window which allows theTWC
to absorb and release oxygen for optimum efficiency.

For a quick test of closed loop functionality:

• Start engine and run until normal operating temperature
is reached

• Run engine at 2500 rpm to ensure that theECM is at
normal operating temperature

• The voltage should switch between limits every one to
two seconds at idle speed

• Signal amplitude should reach at least 550 mA when rich
and drop below 400 mA when lean

Open Loop Fuelling

TheECM employs open loop fuelling when it is not possible, or
desirable, to use feedback from theHO2S to control the AFR.
In these circumstances theECM must use information from
the other sensors and maps stored in memory, to set fuelling
parameters. The open loop fuelling strategy is implemented
under the following conditions:

• Cold start

• Warm up (untilHO2S is functional)

• WOT

• Part throttle acceleration (beyond 85° TP)

• Hot start (untilHO2S is functional)

• Overrun fuel cut off

• HO2S failure

During a cold start, the engine temperature is low enough to
promote fuel condensation on the cold surfaces of the manifold
and cylinder walls. This will leave the AFR lean and too poorly
distributed through the charge to provide a readily combustible
mixture. To overcome this problem theECM must increase
the amount of fuel injected and thereby provide a rich AFR.
The primary input for this stage is theECT sensor, which is
used to provide a reference for the maps for cold start fuelling.

Once the engine is running, theECM will reference the ECT,
TMAP, TP andCMP sensors to modify the fuelling as the engine
warms up. As the engine temperature rises, the AFR can
be leaned off until theHO2S is functional and theECM can
monitor the residual oxygen content.

The AFR required for maximum power (12:1) is richer
than that required for maximumTWC efficiency (14.7:1).
Therefore when the engine is required to produce more
power by sudden application of the throttle or continuous
WOT operation, the ECM must allow the AFR to override
the Lambda window control.

When a hot engine is turned off, the fuel in the injectors
and injector rail absorb heat, this causes the combustion
characteristics to change. A hot start becomes more
demanding due to difficulties in achieving the correct AFR
and even mixture distribution. To overcome these problems
theECM references theECT sensor and enriches the AFR
using the necessary information stored in the fuelling maps.
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When the vehicle is decelerating with a closed throttle, the
fuel injection can be switched off for a short period. During
this phase theECM looks at the following inputs to determine
whether overrun fuel cut off should be enabled:

• CKP sensor

• ETB

• DSCABSECU

• ECT sensor

During overrun fuel cut-off, theHO2S output cannot be
used. If the output from theHO2S is missing or outside
theECM tolerances, then open loop fuelling strategy will be
implemented.

Ignition Timing

The ignition timing is an important part of theECM adaptive
strategy. The timing of the spark will affect the quality of
combustion and the power produced. The will reference all
relevant sensors to achieve the optimum timing for any given
condition. The duration of the ignition spark depends on the
time allowed for the current to flow through the primary coil
windings (the dwell period). At high engine speeds the dwell
period is shorter and a reduced spark duration can result.
Constant energy systems overcome this by electronically
increasing the dwell period and engine speeds rise thus
maintaining a strong ignition spark at all engine speeds.

TheECM calculates ignition timing using inputs from the
following:

• CKP sensor

• TMAP sensor

• ETB

• ECT sensor

TheECM calculates dwell period using inputs from the
following:

• Battery voltage (main relay)

• CKP sensor

At start up and idle theECM sets ignition timing by referencing
theECT and CKP sensors. Once above idle, the ignition
timing will be controlled according to maps stored in the
memory and modified according to additional sensor inputs.
The choice of ignition point is critical in maintaining engine
power output with low emissions. Advancing the ignition
may increase power output under certain conditions, but it
also increases the amount of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and
hydrocarbons (HC) produced in the combustion chamber.

There is a narrow band of ignition points for all engine
conditions which give an acceptable compromise between
power output and emission control. The ignition mapping

contained within theECM memory keeps the ignition timing
within this narrow band.

Idle Speed Control

TheECM uses two methods of idle speed control:

• Ignition timing adjustment

• Adjusting the position of the throttle butterfly in the ETB

When the engine idle speed fluctuates, and there are no
additional loads on the engine, theECM will vary the ignition
timing to regulate the idle speed. This allows very rapid
correction of out of tolerance idle speeds. When an additional
load is placed on the engine, such as when the steering is
turned onto full lock, theECM uses the ETB to adjust the
position of the throttle butterfly to increase the idle speed to
specification.

The idle speed is determined from the CKP sensor, but there
are also inputs to theECM from the following:

• PAS pressure sensor

• Alternator load

• PARK/NEUTRAL switch (automatic transmission only)

• A/C compressor load

• Cooling fan status

If theECM receives information from the above inputs that an
extra load is being placed on the engine.ECM can immediately
compensate and avoid engine poor idle or stall conditions.

Crankshaft Position (CKP) Sensor

The CKP sensor operates using the Hall effect principle. A
permanent magnet inside the sensor applies a magnetic flux
to a semiconductor. This creates an output voltage which
is read by the ECM. As the gaps between the poles of the
reluctor pass the sensor tip, the magnetic flux is changed and
this causes a change to the output voltage. TheECM is unable
to determine the exact position of the engine within its four
stroke cycle from the CKP sensor alone, theCMP sensor must
also be referenced to provide sufficient data for ignition timing
and sequential injection.

When the tooth is positioned adjacent to the tip of the sensor
the voltage output will be 'low'. As the engine rotates the signal
will switch between high voltage (>90% of battery voltage) and
low voltage (<0.5V). During the period of rotation where the
CKP sensor is adjacent to a missing tooth (an extended land)
the voltage will remain low.
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The distance between the tip of the sensor and the reluctor
land will determine the quality of the sensor signal. This is
known as the air gap and is not adjustable.

The signal produced by theECM sensor allows theECM
to calculate the rotational speed and angular position of
the crankshaft. This information is required by the ECM to
calculate ignition timing and fuel injection timing during all
conditions when the engine is cranking or running. If the CKP
sensor signal is missing, the engine will not run as there is no
substitute signal or default.

Failure
The CKP sensor or reluctor could fail, or provide an incorrect
signal, in the following ways:

• CKP sensor air gap not to specification

• CKP sensor contaminated with dirt

• CKP sensor Hall effect semiconductor damaged

• CKP sensor magnetic field too weak

• CKP sensor wiring open circuit

• CKP sensor wiring short circuit

• CKP sensor wiring high resistance

• Reluctor contaminated with dirt

• Reluctor definition poor due to corrosion or mechanical
failure

• CKP sensor signal distorted due to flywheel or drive
plate run-out

• CKP sensor signal variation due to crank radial
movement

To check if theECM is receiving a CKP sensor signal carry out
the following:

• Check that the fuel pump runs during engine crank, if the
pump primes when the ignition is on but does not run
during cranking this would indicate that theECM is not
seeing a CKP sensor signal.

• Signal output from the CKP sensor can be checked
using an oscilloscope connected to pin H2 of connector
EM055. Set the scope to display a 12V digital pattern
over a time base which allows individual holes to be
identified. Crank the engine and observe the pattern on
the scope.

Camshaft Position (CMP) Sensor

When the tooth is positioned adjacent to the tip of the sensor
the voltage output will be 'low'. When the tip of the sensor is
positioned in the gap the voltage output will be 'high'.

1. Cam lobe start

2. Cam lobe end

Failure
TheCMP sensor or reluctor could fail, or provide an incorrect
signal, in the following ways:

• CMP sensor air gap not to specification

• CMP sensor contaminated with metallic debris

• CMP sensor Hall effect semiconductor damaged

• CMP sensor magnetic field too weak

• CMP sensor wiring open circuit

• CMP sensor wiring short circuit

• CMP sensor wiring high resistance

• Reluctor contaminated with metallic debris

• Reluctor definition poor due to mechanical damage

• Inlet camshaft timing incorrect

• Exhaust camshaft timing incorrect

To check if theECM is receiving a CMP sensor signal, carry out
the following:

• Signal output from the sensor can be checked using an
oscilloscope. Connect the oscilloscope to pin H4 of
connector EM055 at the ECM.

• Set the scope to display a 12V digital pattern.

• Crank the engine and observe pattern produced.
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• If a dual trace oscilloscope is available both CKP andCMP
sensor patterns could be observed at the same time to
check relative timing.

Knock Sensor

The knock sensor is used to detect knock or 'detonation'
which occurs when the air/fuel mixture is ignited before the
point of optimum combustion generating excess pressure in
the combustion chamber. This can be caused by a high AFR,
high loading on the engine when in a high gear, high inlet charge
temperatures or advanced ignition timing.

The knock sensor’s detecting element is a piezo-ceramic
crystal which normally has no voltage across it. When
the sensor subjected to mechanical pressure at the knock
frequency, approximately 15 kHz, the crystal’s electrical
structure becomes distorted, generating a voltage output.
The voltage output is directly proportional to the degree of
knock. This signal is processed by theECM which will retard
the ignition timing by 3°. If this resolves the problem then
theECM will restore the ignition timing to its original value in
increments of 0.75°. If the knock persists, the ECM will retard
the ignition by a further 3° up to -15°. When the knock has
been resolve, the ECM will restore the ignition timing to its
original value in increments of 0.75°.

The knock sensors can fail, or provide an incorrect signal, in
the following ways:

• Sensor open circuit

• Short circuit to ground

• Intermittent sensor open circuit

• Knock sensor incorrectly fitted

In the event of a knock sensor signal failure any of the following
symptoms may be observed:

• Fault code will be stored

• TheECM will not be able to detect any combustion
knock from the engine

• ECM reverts to a default setting

HFM

The HFM sensor operates on the hot film principle. The HFM
sensor has two sensing elements contained within a film. One
element is at ambient temperature e.g. 25 °C (77 °F) while the
other is heated to 200 °C (392 °F) above this temperature i.e.
225 °C (437 °F). As air passes through the HFM sensor it has
a cooling effect on the film. The current required to maintain
the 200 °C (392 °F) differential provides a precise, although
non-linear, signal of the air drawn into the engine.

The HFM sensor incorporates an NTC thermistor in a voltage
divider circuit. As the temperature of the inlet air increases,
the resistance in the thermistor decreases. As the thermistor
allows more current to pass to ground, the voltage sensed

at theECM decreases. The change in voltage is proportional
to the temperature change of the inlet air. From the voltage
output of the sensor, theECM can correct the fuelling map
for inlet air temperature. This correction is an important
requirement because hot air is less dense and contains less
oxygen available for combustion than cold air for any given
volume.

Inputs to the HFM sensor are a 12V supply from the engine
compartment fuse box and a ground path connection. There
are two outputs from the HFM sensor, these are in the form
of a signal and signal return connection to the ECM. The
NTC thermistor utilises a 5V reference input from the ECM
and shares the ground path of the HFM sensor. The output
from the NTC thermistor is calculated within the ECM by
monitoring the changes in the reference voltage which supplies
the NTC thermistor voltage divider circuit.

If the HFM sensor fails theECM implements a back up strategy,
which is based on engine speed. In the event of a HFM sensor
signal failure, any of the following symptoms may be observed:

• Difficult starting.

• Engine stalls after starting.

• Emissions control inoperative.

• Idle speed control inoperative.

• Reduced engine performance.

Should the NTC thermistor fail theECM defaults to an
assumed air temperature of -5 °C (23 °F). In the event of
an NTC thermistor signal failure, either of the following
symptoms may be observed:

• Over fuelling resulting in black smoke

• Idle speed control inoperative

•

Engine Oil Temperature (EOT) Sensor—VCT
Engine Only

As the temperature of the oil changes due to engine loading
and ambient conditions, its viscosity varies. This temperature
change is detected by the EOT sensor which provides a
signal that is inversely proportional to the oil temperature.
This allows theECM to compensate for these variations by
adjusting the fuelling strategy. The VCT system is disabled
at oil temperatures of 125 °C (257 °F) or above as the oil
control solenoids cannot operate at the required speed due
to the reduced viscosity of the oil.

The EOT sensor receives a regulated 5V reference supply
from theECM when the ignition is on. The ground path is
through the ECM. The signal voltage can be measured by
connecting a multimeter to the voltage reference circuit at pin
56 of connector EM028 and comparing the measured voltage
with the expected reading from the graph below.
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1. Temperature°C

2. ResistanceΩ

Failure
The EOT sensor could fail or provide an incorrect signal, in the
following ways:

• Lack of oil in system

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring short circuit to 5V

•

• ECM not providing 5V reference

• ECM not providing ground path

• EOT sensor thermistor damaged

If the EOT sensor fails, theECM will substitute a default value.
This condition will not be apparent to the driver. The engine
will run but may suffer from reduced engine performance and
increased emissions, as the adaptive fuelling is disabled. The
ECM will store fault codes which can be retrieved using the
diagnostic instrument.

Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT) Sensor

TheECT receives a regulated 5V reference voltage from
theECM when the ignition is on. TheECM provides the
ground path to the vehicle body. The signal voltage can be
measured by connecting a multimeter to the voltage reference
circuit at pin B2 of connector EM056 on and comparing the
measured voltage with the expected reading from the graph
below.

1. Temperature°C

2. ResistanceΩ

TheECT consists of an NTC thermistor which is in contact
with the engine coolant.

TheECT sensor is part of a voltage divider circuit which
consists of a regulated 5V supply, and a fixed resistor (inside
the ECM) and a temperature dependent variable resistor (the
ECT sensor).

The properties of the NTC thermistor are such that as the
temperature of the coolant increases, the resistance through
theECT reduces. This produces a fall in signal voltage as more
current ,via theECM, passes through theECT to ground.

It provides a signal to the ECM which allows the engine
temperature to be determined. The ECM uses engine
coolant temperature to calculate fuelling and ignition timing
parameters during start up and to provide a temperature
correction for fuelling and ignition timing when the engine is
warming up, running normally or overheating. The ECT signal
is used by the ECM when controlling the engine cooling fans
and it is converted to a message to enable the instrument
pack to display engine temperature to the driver via the
temperature gauge.

If theECT signal is missing, or outside the acceptable range,
theECM will substitute a default value of 80 °C (176 °F). This
will enable the engine to function, but it will have reduced
driveability and increased emissions as adaptive fuelling and
the purge valve are disabled. TheECM will switch on the
cooling fan in fast mode, whenever the ignition is on, to provide
protection against the engine overheating. This condition may
not be immediately apparent to the driver, but theECM will
store fault codes which can be retrieved using the diagnostic
tool. The temperature gauge will display 'cold' and the engine
temperature warning light will illuminate.

The A/C compressor clutch will be disengaged if theECT
detects a temperature of more than 118 °C (244 °F), and will
not re-engage until it falls below 114 °C (237 °F).
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Failure
TheECT sensor could fail, or provide an incorrect signal, in
the following ways:

• Lack of coolant in system due to leakage

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring short circuit to 5V

• External wiring high resistance

• ECM not providing 5V reference

• ECM not providing ground path

• ECT thermistor damaged

Electronic throttle body(ETB)

The ETB uses the signal from the PPS in the throttle pedal
to determine the position of the throttle butterfly, this is
monitored by the ETB. This ensures that the engine receives
the correct quantity of air and fuel for any particular engine
loading, driveability is improved and emissions are reduced.
This system also allows finer control over idle speed and
cruise control (if fitted).

The ETB signal is required for control of the following engine
functions:

• Idle speed control

• Throttle damping

The ETB signal is used by the TCM to determine gear shift
points.

Ignition Coils

The ignition coils operate using the wasted spark principle.
The spark plugs are connected in series with the secondary
winding of the coil so a spark occurs in both cylinders at the
same time. When a spark occurs in the cylinder which is on
the compression stroke, the air/fuel charge is ignited. When
a spark occurs in the cylinder which is on the exhaust stroke,
the spark has no effect, hence the term 'wasted spark'.

Each coil is supplied with a 12V feed from the main relay via
fuse 2 in the engine compartment fuse box. TheECM controls
the primary winding current by supplying the ground path. Coil
1 is connected to theECM at pin H3 of connector EM056 and
coil 2 is connected to theECM at pin H1 of connector EM056.

The coils primary voltage can be checked by using an
oscilloscope. As a simple check to see if the coils are being
triggered by the ECM, connect a 12V test lamp between a 12V
supply and pin 2 on the coil connector. The test lamp should
flash when the engine is cranked. If an ignition coil fails, the
pair of cylinders may not fire at all or may suffer from misfiring
due to reduced spark voltages. This will be noticeable to the
driver as poor performance and will be detected by the misfire
monitor within the OBD strategy. TheECM will store fault

codes, which can be retrieved using the diagnostic tool. In
the event of a permanent misfire condition, theECM will also
shut off fuelling to the affected cylinders, thereby protecting
theTWC from damaging exhaust pulses.

Failure
An ignition coil could fail in the following ways:

• Primary winding open circuit

• Primary winding short circuit

• Primary winding resistance outside tolerance

• Secondary winding open circuit

• Secondary winding short circuit

• Secondary winding short circuit to primary winding

• Secondary winding resistance outside tolerance

• Mechanical damage to coil tower insulation

Fuel Injectors

The injectors receive fuel under pressure from the fuel rail
and a 12V supply in parallel, through fuse 2 in the engine
compartment fusebox, from the main relay. The fuel injectors
operate at a pressure of 3.5 bar (50 lbf/in2). To deliver fuel to
the engine, theECM has to lift the needle off the injector seat
by energising the solenoid. To energise the solenoid theECM
supplies a ground path to the injector winding. Each injector
opens during the inlet stroke of the cylinder it supplies. The
injectors deliver fuel to the engine as an atomised spray to
maximise the benefits of the swirl and turbulence in the
manifold and cylinder head ports. The difference between
inlet manifold pressure and fuel pressure is calculated by the
ECM, using the TMAP sensor signal. The injector open time
is adjusted accordingly. This enables theECM to have total
control over the AFR at all times. If an injector fails, the
engine may lose power and driveability. TheECM will store
fault codes which can be retrieved using the diagnostic tool.

TheECM driver circuits can be monitored using an
oscilloscope and the injector opening time measured. The
opening time (duty cycle) of the injector varies according to
the fuel requirement of the engine. There are no specifications
for the duty cycle as each individual engine may vary but you
should be able to observe changes in duty cycle if you vary
the following conditions:

• Engine speed

• Engine load

• Engine temperature

• Throttle position

On road test the injector duty cycle should be 0% when
overrun fuel cut off conditions are met.

Failure
A fuel injector could fail in the following ways:
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• Nozzle contaminated with dirt or wax (reduced flow)

• Nozzle misaligned (spray not positioned correctly)

• Blocked fuel filter

• Winding open circuit

• Winding short circuit to ground

• Winding short circuit to 12V

• Winding resistance outside tolerance

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring short circuit to 12V

Brake Switch

The brake switch is activated when the brake pedal is operated.
For further information, refer to Brakes.

Clutch Switch - Manual Transmission Only

The clutch switch is activated when the clutch pedal is
operated. For further information, refer to Clutch.

Vehicle Speed Signal

The speed of the vehicle is an important input when
considering engine management strategy. The idle speed,
overrun fuel cut off, and adaptive fuelling are all controlled by
the ECMafter it has made calculations using the speed signal.

The vehicle speed signal is produced by rotation of the road
wheels when ignition is on and is calculated by the ABS/DSC
ECU from information received from all four wheel sensors.
For further information, refer to Brakes.

Rough Road Signal

When the vehicle is travelling over a rough road surface, the
crankshaft may be subjected to torsional vibrations caused
by the mechanical feedback from the road surface through
the transmission. This may be misinterpreted as a misfire by
theOBD misfire monitor. To avoid this situation theOBD
misfire monitor is turned off when a rough road surface is
detected using the ABS sensors, refer to Brakes.

Low Fuel Level Signal

When the fuel tank is almost empty there is a risk that air may
be drawn into the fuel system causing fuel starvation leading to
misfires. This may be particularly apparent when the vehicle is
cornering, accelerating or braking rapidly due to the movement
of fuel in the tank.

The fuel tank level is determined by the tank sender unit and
interpreted by the instrument pack for display on the fuel
gauge. The tank sender unit, comprising of variable resistors
controlled by floats, is installed inside the fuel tank. The
instrument pack receives the signal from the sender unit via
the MS CAN Bus and determines fuel level using the resistance
through the sender. This signal is not interpreted by theECM
when the tank is less than 15% full.

Main Relay

The relay winding is connected to pins 85 and 86, the moving
contact is connected to pin 30. The normally open contact
is connected to pin 87. Pin 30 is connected to battery
positive via the engine compartment fusebox (there is no fuse
protection) and is permanently live. Pin 86 is connected to
battery positive via the engine compartment fusebox (there
is no fuse protection) and is permanently live. Pin 85 is
connected to the ECM at pin A4 of connector EB042. Pin 87
is connected to the engine compartment fusebox 'output' and
supplies the following fuses and components

Fuse 1

• Purge valve

• CKP sensor

• Post-catalyst HO2S

Fuse 2

• Fuel injectors (all in parallel)

• Ignition coils (both, in parallel) primary windings

Fuse 3

• HO2S heater circuit

• CMP sensor

Fuse 4

• Cooling fan relay unit

• EAT and shift solenoid

The main relay could fail in the following ways:

• Relay winding short circuit

• Relay winding open circuit

• Relay winding high resistance

• Relay contact stuck open

• Relay contact stuck closed

• Relay contact high resistance

• Relay wiring open circuit

• Relay wiring high resistance

• Relay wiring short circuit to 12V

• Relay wiring short circuit to ground

• ECM not providing ground path

To determine if the main relay is functioning the following
checks can be carried out:

• Audible check - does the fuel pump run for 2 seconds at
ignition on?

• Is there power to injectors or ignition coils? (use a
multimeter to detect battery voltage)

If any of these tests reveal a positive result the main relay is
working
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Fuel Pump Relay

1. Handset removed

2. Ignition on

3. Engine cranking

The relay winding is supplied with 12V from the ignition
switch output via the passenger compartment fuse number
35 and is live when the ignition is on. The relay winding
ground path is controlled by the ECM. It provides the ground
path for two seconds at ignition on to prime the fuel system,
and continuously when the ECM is receiving a signal that the
crankshaft is rotating. The voltage input to the relay contact
is via the inertia switch fuel cut off, this is also connected to
the BCM.

The inertia switch supplies 12V to power the fuel pump, the
connection to theBCM provides fuel pump circuit status
information. If the fuel pump relay fails the following symptoms
will be observed:

At Start Up

• If the fuel system pressure has fallen to zero the engine
will not fire.

• If the fuel system pressure has fallen below normal
operating pressure (3.8 bar) the engine may attempt to
fire but will not run normally.

• If the fuel system pressure is normal the engine will fire
and run but will eventually cut out as the fuel pressure
falls, it will not be possible to restart it.

During Driving

If the fuel pump relay fails whilst driving, the engine will lose
power and eventually cut out due to fuel starvation.

The pump relay could fail in the following ways:

• Relay coil short circuit

• Relay coil open circuit

• Relay coil high resistance

• Relay contact stuck open

• Relay contact stuck closed

• Relay contact high resistance

• Relay wiring open circuit

• Relay wiring high resistance

• Relay wiring short circuit to 12V

• Relay wiring short circuit to ground

• ECM not providing ground path

To determine if the fuel pump relay is functioning the following
checks can be carried out:

• Audible check - does the fuel pump run for 2 seconds at
ignition on?

• If the answer is negative, check the inertia switch fuel cut
off to ensure it has not been inadvertently triggered.

If the fuel pump does not appear to run but the inertia switch
is 'ON' remove the fuel pump relay and test.

Check that theECM is supplying a ground path to the
fuel pump relay winding at ignition on (for 2 seconds) and
during crank. With the fuel pump relay removed, connect
a multimeter between a 12V supply on the vehicle and the
fusebox terminal which corresponds with terminal 85 of the
fuel pump relay. Switch the ignition on and check the outputs
against the diagram shown on the previous page.

Due to the voltage drop across theECM internal driver circuit,
the voltage measured may be one volt less than battery voltage.

A/C Clutch Relay

The relay coil is supplied with 12V through fuse 9 in the
engine compartment fusebox and is live when the main relay
is energised. The relay coil ground path is controlled by the
ECM.ECM completes the ground path when an A/C on
request message is received.

Cooling Fan Relay Unit

The fan control relay unit is connected to theECM by two
wires, these wires supply a ground path to the internal relay
windings. The cooling fan relay receives a 12V supply through
fuse 4 in the engine compartment fusebox. The fan motor is
driven by the output from the internal relays through fuse 4 in
the engine compartment fusebox. To produce a slow fan speed
theECM provides a ground path to pin 1 of connector EB037
at the relay. To produce a fast fan speed theECM provides a
ground path to pin 2 of connector EB036 at the relay.

EVAP System Purge Valve

The purge valve receives a 12V supply from the main relay via
fuse 1 in the engine compartment fusebox. TheECM controls
the flow through the valve by supplying aPWM ground path
which is varied to suit the prevailing conditions. When the
vehicle is being driven theECM will purge the EVAP canister
by opening the purge valve, this allows the vacuum present in
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the inlet manifold to draw fuel vapour from the canister into
the cylinders for combustion.

The amount of fuel vapour which enters the cylinders can affect
the overallAFR, therefore theECMmust only open the purge
valve when it is able to compensate by reducing fuel injector
duration. The purge valve will operate under the following
conditions:

• ECT sensor reading above 60 °C (140 °F)

• Closed loop fuelling strategy implemented

The HC vapours are converted into carbon dioxide (CO2) and
water (H2O) by the combustion process and the TWC.

When fuel vapour is being removed from the canister, fresh
air is allowed to enter via an automatic one-way valve, this
makes the canister ready for the next 'absorption' phase.
Typical values range from a duty cycle of 0% when the vehicle
is stationary and idling, to 100% when the vehicle is travelling
at speeds less than WOT. The mechanical function of the valve
can be tested using a vacuum pump.

If the purge valve fails there is no back up system. TheEVAP
canister will not be purged, so there may be fuel vapours
released if levels reach saturation point. The driver may notice
this condition as a fuel vapour smell from the vehicle when
parked.

The performance of theEVAP system under the
OBDlegislation is not monitored by theECM, therefore the
only faults which can be detected are electrical. If theECM
detects an electrical fault in the driver circuit to the purge
valveECM will store fault codes which can be retrieved using
the diagnostic tool.

Failure
The valve could fail in the following ways:

• Solenoid winding open circuit.

• Solenoid winding short circuit.

• External wiring short circuit to 12V.

• External wiring short circuit to ground

• External wiring high resistance.

• ECM not providing aPWM signal

• Mechanical defect in valve.
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Cruise Control-1.8VCT

1. Master switch

2. Thumb wheel

3. RES/SUS switch

Cruise control enables the driver to maintain a constant road
speed without using the accelerator pedal. This is particularly
useful for motorway cruising, or for any journey where a
constant speed can be maintained for a lengthy period.

Note: UsingUsingUsing ‘sport’‘sport’‘sport’ modemodemode ononon automaticautomaticautomatic gearboxgearboxgearbox

vehiclesvehiclesvehicles isisis notnotnot recommendedrecommendedrecommended withwithwith cruisecruisecruise controlcontrolcontrol

selected.selected.selected.

The following precautions must be observed when using cruise
control:

• DO NOT attempt to use cruise control when using
reverse gear.

• DO NOT use cruise control on winding or slippery road
surfaces, in the rain, or in traffic conditions where a
constant speed cannot easily be maintained.

• ALWAYS switch off the master switch when you no
longer intend to use cruise control.

To operate cruise control

The cruise control system has three switches; two push
switches (master switch and resume switch) and a thumb
wheel set switch. All switches are mounted on the right hand
side of the steering wheel.

1. Press the master switch (1), the warning light in the
instrument panel will illuminate.

2. Press the thumb wheel (2) to set the road speed in the
system memory. Cruise control will now maintain that
speed without the need to use the accelerator pedal.
Accelerate until the desired cruising speed is reached.
This must be above the system's minimum operational
speed of 40 km/h and below the maximum operating
speed of 200 km/h.Cruise control can be enabled until
the speed of 45 km/h.

Note: TheTheThe setsetset speedspeedspeed heldheldheld ininin thethethe cruisecruisecruise controlcontrolcontrol

memorymemorymemory willwillwill bebebe cancelledcancelledcancelled whenwhenwhen eithereithereither thethethe cruisecruisecruise

controlcontrolcontrol mastermastermaster switchswitchswitch isisis pressedpressedpressed ororor thethethe handsethandsethandset

removed.removed.removed.

With cruise control operating, speed can be increased by
normal use of the accelerator e.g. for overtaking. When the
accelerator is released, road speed will return to the selected
cruising speed.

Cruise control will be disengaged when the brake pedal is
pressed or a different gear is selected. To return to your
previous set speed, press the RES switch (3).

Note: ForForFor manualmanualmanual gearboxgearboxgearbox vehicle,vehicle,vehicle, cruisecruisecruise systemsystemsystem cancancan

onlyonlyonly workworkwork whenwhenwhen thethethe selectorselectorselector leverleverlever isisis ininin 3rd3rd3rd geargeargear

ororor above.above.above.

Note: DoDoDo notnotnot pushpushpush downdowndown thethethe mainmainmain switchswitchswitch forforfor moremoremore thanthanthan

666 secondssecondsseconds ororor pushpushpush downdowndown twotwotwo buttonsbuttonsbuttons atatat once,once,once, ititit maymaymay

arisearisearise failurefailurefailure ininin cruisecruisecruise system.system.system. IfIfIf thisthisthis happens,happens,happens,

pleasepleaseplease restartrestartrestart ignitionignitionignition switch.switch.switch.

To change the set cruising speed

Rotate the thumb wheel upwards - the car will accelerate
automatically. Release the switch as soon as the desired speed
has been reached.

Rotate the thumb wheel downwards - the car will decelerate
automatically. Release the switch as soon as the desired speed
has been reached.

Alternatively, the set speed can be increased or decreased
incrementally by pushing and releasing the thumb wheel; up
to increase and down to decrease speed. Each operation
of the thumb wheel will increase or decrease the speed by
approximately 1 km/h.
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Service Procedures
Spark Plugs
Remove

1. Remove ignition coils.

IgnitionIgnitionIgnition coilscoilscoils

2. Clean area around spark plugs.

3. Using a spark plug socket, remove 4 spark plugs.

Refit

1. Clean spark plugs and set gaps 0.85 mm ± 0.05 mm.

2. Fit spark plugs and tighten to 22–28Nm.

3. Refit coils.

IgnitionIgnitionIgnition coilscoilscoils

Ignition Coils
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove 3 bolts securing spark plug cover to camshaft
cover and remove cover.

3. Release HT lead from spark plug.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing coil and release from spark
plug.

5. Disconnect multiplug from coil and remove coil.

6. Remove HT lead from coil.

7. Repeat steps 3 to 5 to remove the remaining coil.

Refit

1. Fit HT leads to coils.

2. Fit coils to spark plugs, fit bolts and tighten to 8Nm.

3. Connect multiplugs to coils.

4. Fit HT leads to spark plugs.

5. Fit spark plug cover, fit bolts and tighten to 7–10Nm.

6. Connect battery earth lead.
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Engine Control Module (ECM)
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect multiplugs from Engine Control
ModuleECM . (Turbocharged ECM Illustrated).

3. Remove nuts and bolts securing ECMto bracket
(Turbocharged ECM illustrated).

4. Remove ECMfrom bracket.

Refit

1. Position ECMand align to bracket.

2. Fit nuts and bolts securing ECMto bracket and tighten
to 8–10Nm.

3. Position wiring harness and connect ECMmultiplugs.

4. Connect battery earth lead.

5. Programme ECMusing T5 diagnostic tool.

Sensor - Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT)
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove coolant expansion tank cap to release system
pressure, then refit cap.

Warning: Since injury such as scalding could be caused by
escaping steam or coolant, do not remove the filler cap
from the coolant expansion tank while the system is hot.

3. Disconnect multiplug from ECTsensor.

4. Position container to collect coolant spillage.

5. Remove ECTsensor.

Refit

1. Clean ECTsensor thread, and smear with Loctite 577.

2. FitECT sensor and tighten to 15Nm

3. Connect multiplug to ECTsensor.

4. Connect battery earth lead.

5. Refill coolant system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- draindraindrain andandand refillrefillrefill ...
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Switch - Oil Pressure
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly

3. Disconnect multiplug from oil pressure switch.

4. Position drain tray below switch to collect oil spillage.

5. Remove oil pressure switch.

Warning: Observe due care when draining engine oil as
the oil can be very hot.

Refit

1. Clean oil pressure switch thread.

2. Using new sealing washer, fit oil pressure switch and
tighten to 25–27Nm

3. Connect multiplug to oil pressure switch.

4. Remove drain tray.

5. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly

6. Connect battery earth lead.

7. Check and if necessary top up engine oil.

EngineEngineEngine oiloiloil andandand filterfilterfilter

Sensor - Crankshaft Position (CKP)
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

3. Disconnect multiplug fromCKP sensor.

4. Remove bolt securingCKP sensor to cylinder block.

5. RemoveCKP sensor.

Refit

1. CleanCKP component mating faces.

2. PositionCKP sensor to cylinder block, fitCKP bolt and
tighten to 6Nm

3. Connect multiplug toCKP sensor.

4. Lower the vehicle.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Sensor - camshaft position (CMP) - VCT
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove 3 bolts and spark plug cover.

3. Disconnect the multiplug from CMPsensor.

4. Remove bolt securingCMPsensor, removeCMPsensor
and discard O-ring.

Refit

1. Clean CMPsensor and component mating faces.

2. Fit O-ring seal to CMPsensor, fit bolt and tighten to
8Nm.

3. Connect CMPsensor multiplug.

4. Fit spark plug cover, tighten bolts to 7–10Nm.

5. Connect battery earth lead.

Sensor - inlet camshaft position (CMP) - VCT
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect CMPsensor multiplug. (Exhaust
CMPsensor illustrated).

3. Remove bolt securing CMPsensor to cylinder head and
remove CMPsensor. Remove and discard gasket.

Refit

1. CMP OCMP

2. Fit CMPsensors to cylinder head and secure with bolt
to 8Nm

3. Connect CMPsensor multiplug.

4. Connect battery earth lead.
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Sensor - Exhaust Camshaft Position (CMP) - VCT
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect CMPsensor multiplug.

3. Remove bolt securing CMPsensor to cylinder head and
remove CMPsensor. Remove and discard gasket.

Refit

1. CleanCMP sensors mating faces and fit new gasket.

2. Fit CMPsensors to cylinder head and secure with bolt
to 8Nm.

3. Connect CMPsensor multiplug.

4. Connect battery earth lead.

Sensor - temperature and manifold absolute
pressure (TMAP)
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect TMAPsensor multiplug.

3. Remove 2 screws securing TMAPsensor to inlet
manifold and remove sensor.

Refit

1. Clean TMAPsensor and component mating faces.

2. Fit TMAPsensor to inlet manifold and secure with
screws to 7–10Nm.

3. Connect TMAPsensor multiplug.

4. Connect battery earth lead.
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Sensor - manifold absolute pressure (MAP)
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect MAPsensor multiplug.

3. Remove 2 screws securing MAPsensor to air duct and
remove sensor.

Refit

1. Clean MAPsensor and component mating faces.

2. Fit MAPsensor to air duct and secure with screws to
1.8 - 2.4 Nm.

3. Connect1.8–2.4NmMAP sensor multiplug.

4. Connect battery earth lead.

Sensor - Knock (KS)
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly ...

3. Disconnect knock sensor multiplug.

4. Remove bolt securing knock sensor to cylinder block
and remove knock sensor.

Refit

1. Clean component mating faces.

2. Position knock sensor to cylinder block ensuring
harness is correctly routed, fit bolt and tighten to
25Nm

3. Connect multiplug to knock sensor.

4. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assembly.assembly.assembly.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Sensor - Heated Oxygen (HO2S) - Front -
Turbocharger
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect HO2S multiplug.

3. Remove HO2S from down pipe.

Warning: Exhaust components get extremely hot during
operation. Ensure exhaust components are sufficiently
cooled before handling.

Refit

1. Clean component mating faces.

2. Apply Bosch No. 5 964 080 112 anti seize compound
to thread of HO2S, fit HO2S to down pipe and tighten
to 45–60Nm.

3. Connect HO2S multiplug.

4. Connect battery earth lead.

Sensor - Heated Oxygen (H02S) - Rear -
Turbocharger
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

3. Disconnect HO2S multiplug.

4. Remove HO2S from intermediate pipe.

Warning: Exhaust components get extremely hot during
operation. Ensure exhaust components are sufficiently
cooled before handling.

Refit

1. Clean HO2S and exhaust system mating face.

2. Apply Bosch No. 5 964 080 112 anti seize compound
to thread of HO2S. Fit to intermediate pipe and tighten
to 45–60Nm.

3. Connect HO2S multiplug.

4. Lower the vehicle.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Solenoid - Boost Control - Turbocharger
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Noting their fitted locations, disconnect pressure
control hoses from solenoid.

3. Disconnect multiplug from solenoid.

4. Unclip solenoid from air cleaner housing and remove
solenoid.

Refit

1. Secure solenoid to air cleaner housing using clip.

2. Connect multiplug to solenoid.

3. Connect pressure control hoses ensuring their correct
locations.

4. Connect battery earth lead.

Fuel Rail
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

Warning: Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined
spaces is also explosive and toxic. Always have a fire
extinguisher containing foam, CO2, gas or powder close

2. Remove engine oil dipstick.

3. Depressurise fuel system.

FuelFuelFuel systemsystemsystem --- depressurisedepressurisedepressurise

4. Release fuel feed hose from fuel rail.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove 2 bolts securing fuel rail to inlet manifold.

6. Release fuel rail and injectors from inlet manifold.

7. Disconnect multiplugs from injectors.

8. Remove fuel rail complete with injectors.
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9. Release spring clips securing injectors to fuel rail and
remove injectors.

10. Remove and discard 2 O-rings from each injector.

11. Fit protective caps to each end of injectors.

Refit

1. Remove protective caps from injectors.

2. Clean injectors, fuel rail and inlet manifold groove.

3. Lubricate new O-rings and fit to injectors.

4. Fit injectors to fuel rail.

5. Secure injectors to fuel rail with spring clips.

6. Position fuel rail in inlet manifold and connect injector
multiplugs.

7. Push each injector into inlet manifold.

8. Fit 2 bolts securing fuel rail to inlet manifold and tighten
to 9Nm

9. Connect fuel feed hose to fuel rail.

10. Fit engine oil dipstick.

11. Connect battery earth lead.

12. Check fuel rail for leakage.

FuelFuelFuel systemsystemsystem－－－pressurepressurepressure releasereleaserelease

Injectors
Remove

1. Remove fuel rail.

FuelFuelFuel railrailrail

Refit

1. Fit fuel rail.

FuelFuelFuel rail.rail.rail.
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Charcoal Canister
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove bolt securing canister to body and release
canister.

3. Disconnect air vent pipe.

4. Disconnect purge valve and tank pipes.

5. Remove charcoal canister.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

Refit

1. Ensure all components and mating faces are clean.

2. Connect tank pipe, purge valve pipe and air vent pipe
to canister.

3. Fit canister to body, fit bolt and tighten to 10–15Nm.

4. Lower the vehicle.

Purge Control Valve
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

3. Disconnect purge control valve multiplug.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly Remove.Remove.Remove.

4. Disconnect purge control valve multiplug.

5. Release clip and disconnect hose from inlet manifold.

6. Release clip and disconnect breather hose from fuel
tank.

7. Remove purge control valve from bracket on cylinder
block.

Refit

1. Connect breather hose to fuel tank.

2. Connect hose to purge control valve.

3. Connect purge valve multiplug.

4. Fit purge control valve to the bracket on cylinder block.

5. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly Refit.Refit.Refit.

6. Lower vehicle.

7. Connect battery earth lead.
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Pipe Assembly - Body Underfloor Fuel Lines
Remove

1. Drain the fuel tank.

TankTankTank --- draindraindrain fuelfuelfuel Remove.Remove.Remove.

2. Release fuel vent pipe from purge control valve.

3. Release fuel feed pipe from injector rail.

4. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

5. Release fuel pipe from fuel filter.

6. Release fuel pipe from fuel tank.

7. Release 8 pipe clamps and 12 clips securing fuel pipes
assembly to body underfloor.

8. Release underfloor pipes from charcoal canister.

9. Remove underfloor fuel pipes.

Refit

1. Fit 8 pipe clamps and 12 clips securing fuel pipe
assembly to body underfloor.

2. Fit fuel pipe to charcoal canister.

3. Fit fuel pipe to fuel tank.

4. Fit fuel pipe to fuel filter.

5. Fit fuel vent pipe to purge control valve.

6. Lower vehicle.

7. Fit fuel feed pipe to injector rail.

8. Refill fuel tank.

RefillRefillRefill fuelfuelfuel tanktanktank Refit.Refit.Refit.
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Tank - Fuel
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

Warning: Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined
spaces is also explosive and toxic. Always have a fire
extinguisher containing foam, CO2, gas or powder close

2. Depressurise fuel system.

FuelFuelFuel systemsystemsystem --- depressurisedepressurisedepressurise

Warning: Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined
spaces is also explosive and toxic. Always have a fire
extinguisher containing foam, CO2, gas or powder close

3. Release handbrake lever closing panel.

4. Loosen handbrake cable adjusting nut.

5. Drain fuel tank.

TankTankTank --- draindraindrain fuelfuelfuel Remove.Remove.Remove.

Caution: Before disconnecting any part of the fuel
system, it is imperative that all dust, dirt and debris is
removed from around components to prevent ingress of
foreign matter into fuel system.

6. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

7. Remove 2 bolts securing LH anti roll bar saddle clamp
to rear subframe and remove clamp .

8. Remove 2 bolts securing RH anti roll bar saddle clamp
to rear subframe and remove clamp .

9. Move rear anti roll bar aside for access to fuel tank.

10. Remove exhaust and fuel tank heat shield.

HeatHeatHeat shieldshieldshield --- exhaustexhaustexhaust pipepipepipe andandand fuelfuelfuel tanktanktank

Remove.Remove.Remove.

11. Remove 2 bolts securing handbrake compensator
bracket to body and release compensator.

12. Remove bolt securing handbrake cables to fuel tank
strap.

13. Remove 2 bolts securing handbrake cables to rear
subframe.

14. Release handbrake cables from retaining clips securing
cables to rear suspension lower arm.Move cables aside
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for access to fuel tank.

15. Release charcoal canister to fuel tank vent pipe at
charcoal canister and remove 3 clips securing pipe to
body.

16. Remove tamper proof cover and loosen clip securing
filler neck breather hose to fuel tank. Release hose
from tank.

Warning: The spilling of fuel is unavoidable during this
operation. Ensure that all necessary precautions are
taken to prevent fire and explosion.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

17. Support weight of tank.

18. Remove 4 bolts securing fuel tank straps to body and
remove straps. Lower fuel tank to access top of tank.

19. Disconnect fuel pump multiplug.

20. Disconnect fuel feed pipe and fuel return pipe from fuel
pump to filter.

21. With assistance remove fuel tank.

Refit

1. With assistance position fuel tank.

2. Connect fuel feed and return pipes to fuel pump.

3. Connect fuel filler pipes to fuel tank clips.

4. Connect multiplug to fuel pump and rear sub frame.

5. Raise fuel tank and align straps.

Caution: Take care not to trap any pipes or cables when
fitting fuel tank.
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6. Fit strap bolts and tighten to 21–25Nm

7. Connect charcoal canister to fuel tank vent pipe at
charcoal canister and refit 3 clips securing pipe to body.

8. Fit filler pipe to fuel tank, and tighten clips securing
filler neck breather hose to fuel tank.

9. Reposition handbrake cables. Secure handbrake cables
to rear suspension lower arm retaining clips.

10. Fit 2 bolts securing handbrake cable bracket to fuel tank
strap and tighten to 19–22Nm

11. Fit 2 bolts securing handbrake compensator bracket to
body and tighten to19–22Nm

12. Fit exhaust and fuel tank heat shield.

HeatHeatHeat shieldshieldshield --- exhaustexhaustexhaust pipepipepipe andandand fuelfuelfuel tanktanktank

Refit.Refit.Refit.

13. Fit bolts and secure anti roll bar saddle clamps to
subframe and tighten to 22–28Nm

14. Lower the vehicle.

15. Refill fuel tank.

16. Adjust handbrake.

HandbrakeHandbrakeHandbrake --- adjustmentadjustmentadjustment Refit.Refit.Refit.

17. Fit handbrake lever closing panel.

18. Connect battery earth lead.

Fuel Pump
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

Warning: Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined
spaces is also explosive and toxic. Always have a fire
extinguisher containing foam, CO2, gas or powder close

Warning: The spilling of fuel is unavoidable during this
operation. Ensure that all necessary precautions are
taken to prevent fire and explosion.

2. Depressurise fuel system.

FuelFuelFuel systemsystemsystem --- depressurisedepressurisedepressurise Remove.Remove.Remove.

3. Remove rear seat cushion.

RearRearRear seatseatseat cushioncushioncushion RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Pull back sound insulation and carpet.

5. Remove 4 bolts securing fuel pump unit access cover
to body and remove cover.

6. Cover surrounding area to protect against fuel spillage.

7. Disconnect multiplug from fuel pump.

8. Release fuel feed and fuel return pipes from the fuel
pump.

Caution: Before disconnecting any part of the fuel
system, it is imperative that all dust, dirt and debris is
removed from around components to prevent ingress of
foreign matter into fuel system.
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Warning: The spilling of fuel is unavoidable during this
operation. Ensure that all necessary precautions are
taken to prevent fire and explosion.

9. Using toolT18007 release and remove fuel pump
locking ring.

10. Carefully release fuel pump assembly.

11. Remove and discard seal.

Refit

1. Fit new seal to fuel tank and fit fuel pump, taking care
not to dislodge the seal.

2. Using T18007fit fuel pump locking ring and tighten to
75–85Nm

3. Connect fuel feed and fuel return pipes to fuel pump.

4. Connect multiplug to fuel pump.

5. Fit access cover and tighten bolts to 7–10Nm

6. Position sound insulation and carpet.

7. Fit rear seat cushion.

RearRearRear seatseatseat cushioncushioncushion Refit.Refit.Refit.

8. Connect battery earth lead.

Fuel System - Depressurise
Check

1. Position absorbent cloth around fuel rail to catch any
fuel spillage.

Warning: Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined
spaces is also explosive and toxic. Always have a fire
extinguisher containing foam, CO2, gas or powder close

Warning: The spilling of fuel is unavoidable during this
operation. Ensure that all necessary precautions are
taken to prevent fire and explosion.

2. Remove dust cover from fuel rail.

3. Connect adaptor T18003to fuel rail.

Caution: When connecting T18003 to fuel rail, do not
use excessive force to tighten. Tighten only to ensure no
leakage, overtightening will damage T18003 O-ring.

4. Position end of adaptor in a container.

5. Loosen thumbwheel to depressurise fuel system and
collect fuel.

6. Tighten thumbwheel and remove container.

7. Remove adaptor T18003and refit dust cover.
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Fuel System - Pressure Test
Check

1. Position absorbent cloth around fuel rail to catch any
fuel spillage.

Warning: Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined
spaces is also explosive and toxic. Always have a fire
extinguisher containing foam, CO2, gas or powder close

Warning: The spilling of fuel is unavoidable during this
operation. Ensure that all necessary precautions are
taken to prevent fire and explosion.

2. Remove dust cover from fuel rail.

3. Connect adaptor T18003to pressure gauge T18002.

4. Position pressure gauge T18002and connect adaptor
T18003to fuel rail.

Caution: When connecting T18003 to fuel rail, do not
use excessive force to tighten. Tighten only to ensure no
leakage, overtightening will damage T18003 O-ring.

5. Position drain tube in a container.

6. Start engine allow engine to idle, check reading and
pressure drop over one minute, if the reading is
between 3.5 bar and 3.9 bar above manifold pressure,
the fuel system is normal.

7. Stop engine, if 20 minutes later the fuel system pressure
is below 2 bar then this indicates ,the fuel system cannot
maintain pressure.Check the fuel pump regulator valve.

8. Remove gauge T18003from fuel rail.

9. Fit dust cover.

10. Drain fuel from gauge into drain tray.

11. Release clips and remove adaptor T18002from
pressure gauge T18003.
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Tank-Drain & Refill
Drain & Refill

Warning: Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined
spaces is also explosive and toxic. Always have a fire
extinguisher containing foam, CO2, gas or powder close

1. Release fuel filler cap from the filler neck.

2. Using a fuel recovery appliance, drain fuel from the
tank into a sealed container. Follow manufacturer's
instructions for connection and safe use of appliance.

Warning: The capacity of containers must be more than
adequate for the amount of fuel to be extracted or
drained. The container should be clearly marked with its
contents and placed in a safe storage area which meets
the requirements of local authority regulation.

3. Refill fuel tank.

Fuel Filter
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Depressurise fuel system.

FuelFuelFuel systemsystemsystem --- depressurisedepressurisedepressurise Remove.Remove.Remove.

3. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

4. Disconnect fuel line connectors from fuel filter.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

Warning: The spilling of fuel is unavoidable during this
operation. Ensure that all necessary precautions are
taken to prevent fire and explosion.

5. Remove screw securing filter to filter clamp and
remove filter.

Refit

1. Position earth lead.

2. Position filter to filter clamp and tighten screw to
7–10Nm.

3. Remove plugs and connect fuel line connectors to fuel
filter.

4. Lower the vehicle.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Filler Neck
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Depressurise fuel system.

FuelFuelFuel systemsystemsystem --- depressurisedepressurisedepressurise Remove.Remove.Remove.

Warning: Fuel vapour is highly flammable and in confined
spaces is also explosive and toxic. Always have a fire
extinguisher containing foam, CO2, gas or powder close

Warning: The spilling of fuel is unavoidable during this
operation. Ensure that all necessary precautions are
taken to prevent fire and explosion.

Caution: Before disconnecting any part of the fuel
system, it is imperative that all dust, dirt and debris is
removed from around components to prevent ingress of
foreign matter into fuel system.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

3. Drain fuel tank.

TankTankTank --- draindraindrain fuelfuelfuel Remove.Remove.Remove.

4. Release fuel filler cap from filler neck.

5. Remove RH rear wheel arch liner.

LinerLinerLiner --- rearrearrear wheelwheelwheel archarcharch --- eacheacheach Remove.Remove.Remove.

6. From underside of wheel arch, remove bolt securing
filler neck to body.

7. Remove bolt securing filler neck to body and release
filler neck.

8. Loosen clips securing filler neck hoses and release
hoses from filler neck.

9. Remove grommet securing fuel filler neck to filler cap
aperture.

10. Remove filler neck assembly.

Refit

1. Position filler neck. Connect filler hoses to tank and
filler neck, secure clips.

2. From underside of wheel arch, fit bolt securing filler
neck to body and tighten to 7–10Nm

3. Fit bolt securing filler pipe to body and tighten to
10–15Nm
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4. Position filler neck to filler cap aperture and fit
grommet.

5. Fit rear wheel arch liner.

LinerLinerLiner --- rearrearrear wheelwheelwheel archarcharch --- eacheacheach Refit.Refit.Refit.

6. Refill fuel tank.

7. Fit filler cap.

8. Connect battery earth lead.

Switch - Inertia - Fuel Cut Off
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release the storage box from fascia.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing inertia switch to fascia
support, release switch to access multiplug.

4. Disconnect multiplug from inertia switch and remove
switch.

Refit

1. Connect multiplug to inertia switch.

2. Position inertia switch to body. Fit bolts and tighten
to 8Nm

3. Press top of switch to ensure it is set.

4. Fit storage box to fascia and close.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T18007 Wrench fuel
tank lock ring

T18003 Adaptor fuel
pressure test

T18002 Fuel Pressure
Test Equipment
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Engine Electrical System
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-Alternator to alternator upper bracket 40–50Nm

Bolt-Alternator to alternator lower bracket 40–50Nm

Nut-Battery lead to alternator 5–7Nm

Bolt-Alternator upper bracket to cylinder head 22–28Nm

Stud-Alternator upper bracket to cylinder head 8–11Nm

Nut-Alternator upper bracket to cylinder head 22–28Nm

Bolt-Alternator lower bracket to cylinder block 40–50Nm

Bolt-A/C compressor to installation bracket 22–28Nm

Bolt-drive belt tensioner to cylinder head 20–23Nm

Bolt-Starter motor 40–50Nm

Nut-Battery lead to starter motor 6–10Nm

Bolts-Battery box (carrier) fixing bracket to transmission LH
hydraulic pressure suspension and bracket

7–10Nm

Bolt-Battery box (carrier) to fixing bracket 19–25Nm

Screw-Belt tensioner 22–28Nm
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Description and Operation
Component Layout
ENGINE ELECTRICAL System View Starting and
Charging Component Location

1. Alternator 2. Starter motor
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Control Diagram
Starting and Charging Control Diagram

1. Alternator

2. ECM

3. Starter motor

4. Battery

5. Instrument pack

6. Handset and dock

7. BCM

8. Main fusible linkFL1 150A

9. Ignition switch supply fuse 220A

10. ECMsupply fuse 510A

11. Main relay
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Description
General

The starting system on the vehicle comprises a 12V starter
motor. The starter motor converts electrical energy into
mechanical energy.

Starter Motor

The starter motor is located at the LH rear of the engine
and is secured to threaded holes in the gearbox casing with
two flanged bolts. A 1.2kW starter motor is fitted to vehicles
with manual transmission. The mechanical energy of the pinion
turns the flywheel; the low gear ratio between the two allows
sufficient torque to start the engine.

Each starter motor is of pre-engaged type and comprises of
a series wound motor, an overrunning clutch and an integral
solenoid. Both are of conventional layout with the motor
in-line with the pinion and the solenoid mounted above. A
single connector on the starter motor provides the connection
to the immobilisation module. A 25 mm cable connects the
battery positive terminal directly to the starter motor via a
copper threaded stud and is secured with a nut.

Alternator

All models are fitted with a 120 Amp alternator located at
the RH front of the engine secured to two aluminium brackets
with two bolts and flanged nuts. A drive pulley is attached
to one end of the rotor and is driven by a polyvee belt from
the crankshaft. Belt tension is maintained by a friction damped
tensioner. The instrument pack incorporates a charge warning
light which illuminates when there is no output or a low output
from the alternator.

The alternator comprises of a stator, a rotor, a rectifier pack
and a regulator. The alternator provides the connections for
the charge warning light, ignition supply andECMcharge signal.
The alternator is connected to the battery using a 12 mm cable,
via a fuse link, and is connected to earth via its mountings.

The stator comprises of a stator core and a stator coil
which are supported by frames at each end. The stator is
manufactured from laminated soft iron plates with slots to
accommodate the stator coil and is secured to the alternator
casing. The stator has three sets of coils made from heavy
gauge, enamelled copper wire.

The three coil windings are connected in a 'star connection',
where one end of each winding is connected to the other two.
The output current is supplied from the opposite end of each
winding. The stator core allows the magnetic flux produced
by the rotor poles to flow across the stator coil.

The rotor comprises of a field winding, wound around an iron
core and mounted on a shaft. The iron core has extensions
at each end which form North and South poles as current
flows through the field winding. The rotor is located inside

the stator and is mounted on bearings for smooth running and
to support the rotor due to the high side loading applied by
the drive belt tension. The rectifier, located at the rear of the
alternator comprises eight semi-conductor diodes mounted on
a heat sink to dissipate heat. Three diodes are on the positive
side and three on the negative side with the two remaining
diodes being neutral.

The integrated circuit regulator is also located at the rear of
the alternator.

Battery

Warning: Battery fluid (electrolyte) contains sulphuric
acid. It may cause severe burns if it gets on your skin or
in your eyes. Wear protective clothing and a face shield.
If electrolyte gets on your skin or clothes, immediately
rinse it off with water. If electrolyte gets in your eyes,
immediately flush eyes with water for at least 15 minutes
and seek medical help.

Caution: When removing the battery, ensure that the
alarm is disarmed and that the ignition is switched off.
Always disconnect the negative terminal first and then
the positive terminal. When refitting the battery, always
fit the positive terminal first followed by the negative
terminal.

Caution: If the battery is removed for repair, make sure
that the battery fitting belt does not cover the ventilation
hole on top of the battery.

Caution: If the battery is discharged it must be removed
from the vehicle for recharging. A constant current
charger must be used to recharge the battery. A fast
charger MUST not be used or permanent damage to the
battery may occur.

All vehicles are fitted with a 12V, 60A/h, maintenance free,
lead/sulphuric-acid battery located on the LH side of the engine
compartment, housed on a pressed steel carrier fixed to the
gearbox mount, secured with a fabric strap and enclosed in a
heat shield. The battery terminals are of the post type using
clamp type connections.

The battery has both positive and negative plates with grids
expanded from a strip leadcalcium alloy. This technology
provides improved durability of the mechanical integrity of the
plate packs and reduces electrolyte loss when compared to
previous technologies.

The battery is completely sealed, but the vent hole on the head
cover allows releasing oxygen and hydrogen generated which
will make the battery become over-charged.

The battery uses a complete hydrometer with temperature
compensation to provide direct instruction about electrolyte's
density and fluid level. Different colors displayed on the
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indicator means different conditions of the battery as
followings:

• Green - indicates the battery is in a good charging
condition and can be used.

• Darken (becoming black) - indicates the lower battery
and need to be charged.

• Transparent or yellow - indicates the battery can not be
used and must be replaced.

If the indicator shows transparent or yellow, the inner of the
battery is damaged. In this case, do not attempt to charge the
battery or start the vehicle by external power.
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Operation
Starter Motor

When the handset is docked, the immobilisation unit, located
within the instrument pack, compares the code stored within
the handset with that stored in the unit. If these codes match,
a signal is sent, via theBCMto the starter relay located in the
engine compartment fusebox. The starter relay energises the
starter solenoid. The solenoid windings become energised
driving the pinion into engagement with the ring gear on the
flywheel. The pinion is forced into mesh on the flywheel ring
gear via an engaging lever. If the gears do not fully mesh,
a flexible linkage allows the solenoid to close the contacts
connecting the motor to the battery feed. This allows a high
current to flow to the motor which creeps the gears into
mesh. The pinion rotates via a unidirectional clutch turning
the starter ring gear on the flywheel/drive plate.

Once the engine has started, the pinion speed will exceed the
motor speed. If the handset is held in the crank position,
the unidirectional clutch will slip protecting the motor. When
the handset is released, the solenoid deenergises, the switch
contacts are opened and the spring force withdraws the pinion
from the flywheel ring gear.

To allow the starter motor to draw the maximum current
when cranking the engine, certain loads are powered down
when the handset is moved to the CRANK position. The
headlamp main beam, Heated Rear Window HRW and
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning HVAC blower
motor all powered down. When cranking is complete the
loads are re-enabled individually to limit the current draw
from the battery.

The loads are re-enabled after the following time delays:

• HVACblower after 1 second

• HRWafter 1.5 seconds

If cranking takes more than 45 seconds, the starter motor is
disengaged and all loads are re-enabled immediately.

Alternator

The alternator uses a self excited system in which a number of
diodes supply the rotor with a portion of the current generated
by the alternator. The alternator cannot supply the initial
current required to start the charging process.

This initial current is provided by a battery feed from the
ignition switch and excites the field windings to start the
charging process. When the ignition is switched on, battery
voltage is also supplied through the charge warning light and
is connected to earth via the alternator field windings, causing
the warning light to illuminate and supplying the alternator
with the initial current.

When the engine is started the rotor rotates within the
stator, generating 3-phase Alternating CurrentAC . The AC
produced is unsuitable for use by the vehicle's electrical system
and passes through the rectifier semiconductor diodes. The
diodes only allow flow of current one way ensuring that the
output current is 'rectified'. The diodes in the rectifier also
prevent current flow from the battery to the alternator when
the alternator output voltage is less than the battery voltage.

The regulator has power transistors, connected to the earth
side of the field, which rapidly switch on and off acting as a field
switching device. This regulates the voltage output according
to the voltage sensed internally to prevent overcharging and
damage to the vehicle's electrical components. The output
is limited to approximately 14.2V and is protected by a surge
protection diode. This value will allow the alternator to vary
the output voltage depending on the state of charge of the
battery and charge the battery quickly when in a low state
of charge, for example operating the starter motor and will
reduce the charging rate to zero as the battery reaches a fully
charged state preventing overcharging. The regulator provides
an alternator load signal to theECM. The signal is a 12 volts
digital Pulse Wave ModulatedPWMfrequency where the duty
cycle varies from 0 - 100% according to alternator load allowing
theECMto adjust idle speed under varying electrical loads.

The regulator also has a charge warning light output which
controls the warning light operation. If the alternator output
falls to below the battery voltage the charge warning light
is illuminated. Output voltage rises rapidly as the rotational
speed of the rotor increases, increasing the potential difference
on the output side of the diodes. As the voltage increases the
charge warning light is extinguished when the alternator output
voltage equals the battery voltage. At this point the alternator
generates enough current from the field diodes to self excite
and charging of the battery will start.

Failure

The alternator could fail, or provide an incorrect signal, in the
following ways:

• Internal regulator failure

• Diode pack failure

• Stator winding open circuit

• Stator winding short circuit to earth

• Field winding short circuit

• Field winding open circuit

• Mechanical defect

• External wiring short circuit

• External wiring open circuit
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Service Procedures
Belt - PAS Pump
Remove

1. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

2. Disconnect battery earth lead.

3. Fit a spanner to hexagon on belt tensioner and rotate
fully clockwise to release tension on drive belt.

4. To hold tensioner in this position, fit a pin, not
exceeding 3 mm diameter, through centre of hexagon
into tensioner backplate.

5. Remove drive belt.

Refit

1. Ensure PAS pump belt pulleys are clean and damage
free.

2. Fit drive belt. Ensure belt is located correctly in pulley
grooves.

3. Hold tensioner with a spanner, remove retaining pin
and lower tensioner pulley onto drive belt.

4. Connect battery earth lead.

5. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

Alternator
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove drive belt.

DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

3. Remove nut securing battery cable to alternator and
remove cable.

4. Disconnect multiplug from alternator.

5. Remove nut and bolt securing alternator to top support
bracket.

6. Remove bolt securing alternator to lower support
bracket and collect washer.

7. Position A/C pipe and battery cable aside to access
alternator.

8. Remove alternator from vehicle.

Refit

1. Position alternator to lower bracket, fit nuts but do
not tighten at this stage.

2. Fit bolt securing alternator to top bracket and tighten
to 40–50Nm.

3. Tighten lower nut to 40–50Nm.

4. Position battery cable to alternator, fit and tighten nut
to 5–7Nm.

5. Connect multiplug to alternator.
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6. Fit drive belt.

DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

7. Connect battery earth lead.

Bracket - Alternator - Upper
Remove

1. Remove alternator.

AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

2. Remove nut securing heatshield to alternator upper
support bracket

3. Remove bolt and stud securing upper support bracket
to cylinder head and remove bracket.

Refit

1. Fit upper support bracket and tighten bolt to22–28Nm
and stud to 8–11Nm.

2. Fit nut securing heatshield to upper support bracket
and tighten to 22–28Nm.

3. Fit alternator.

AlternatorAlternatorAlternator
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Bracket - Alternator - Lower
Remove

1. Remove alternator.

AlternatorAlternatorAlternator

2. Remove bolt securing tensioner to alternator lower
support bracket and remove tensioner.

3. Remove 3 bolts securing A/C compressor tensioner
to alternator lower support bracket and release
compressor and tie aside.

4. Remove bolt securing heat shield to alternator lower
support bracket and remove heat insulation plate.

5. Remove 4 bolts securing alternator lower support

bracket to cylinder block and remove bracket.

Refit

1. Fit alternator lower support bracket to cylinder block,
fit 4 bolts and tighten to 40–50Nm.

2. Fit alternator heatshield to alternator, fit bolt and
tighten.

3. Fit compressor and tighten 3 bolts to 22–28Nm.

4. Fit tensioner and tighten bolt to 20–23Nm.

5. Refit alternator.

AlternatorAlternatorAlternator
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Drive Belt
Remove

1. RemovePAS pump belt.

BeltBeltBelt --- PASPASPAS PumpPumpPump

2. Fit a 13mm spanner to hexagon on belt tensioner and
rotate fully clockwise to release tension on drive belt.

3. To hold tensioner in this position, fit a pin, not
exceeding 3 mm diameter, through centre of hexagon
into tensioner backplate.

4. Remove drive belt and discard.

Refit

1. Ensure belt pulleys are clean and damage free.

2. Fit new drive belt to belt pulleys.

3. Hold tensioner with a 13 mm spanner, remove retaining
pin and lower tensioner pulley onto drive belt.

4. FitPAS pump belt.

BeltBeltBelt --- PASPASPAS PumpPumpPump

Starter Motor
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect Lucar from starter solenoid.

3. Remove nut and disconnect battery lead from starter
solenoid.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing starter motor and remove
starter motor.

Refit

1. Clean mating faces of starter motor and transmission.
Clean dowel and dowel hole.

2. Fit starter motor, fit and tighten bolts to 40–50Nm.

3. Fit battery cable to starter solenoid and tighten nut
to 6–10Nm.

4. Connect Lucar to starter solenoid.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Battery Tray and Support Bracket
Remove

1. Disconnect the battery leads, earth lead first.

2. Remove battery cover.

3. Remove bolt securing battery fixing clamp and remove
clamp.

4. Remove battery.

5. Release clips securing harness and harness multiplugs
to battery tray.

6. RemoveECM from battery tray.

7. Remove 4 bolts securing battery tray to tray support
bracket. Remove battery tray.

8. Remove 2 bolts securing battery tray support bracket
to LH transmission mounting bracket. Remove tray
support bracket.

S 1 2 4 0 0 3

Refit

1. Position battery tray support bracket to LH
transmission mounting bracket, fit bolts and tighten to
7–10Nm.

2. Position battery tray to tray support bracket, fit bolts
and tighten to 19–25Nm.

3. SecureECM to battery tray.

4. Fit harness andECM multiplugs to battery tray and
secure with clips.

5. Position battery (with assistance if necessary) to
tray. Fit fixing clamp, washer and bolt and tighten to
19–25Nm.

6. Wipe clean battery terminals and smear with petroleum
jelly.

7. Fit battery cover.

8. Connect battery leads, positive lead first.
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Tensioner - Alternator Drive Belt
Remove

1. Remove drive belt.

DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt

2. Remove bolt securing tensioner to alternator lower
support bracket and remove tensioner.

Refit

1. Position tensioner, fit bolt and tighten to 22–28Nm.

2. Fit drive belt.

DriveDriveDrive BeltBeltBelt
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Shift Lock Control-AT
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Nut-selector cable to arm 14–18Nm

Bolt-selector cable bracket to transmission 40–50Nm

Bolt-front heat shield 4–6Nm

Bolt-selector to central tunnel 19–25Nm

Bolt-selector housing to vent 9Nm
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Description and Operation
Description
Selector Lever

The selector lever assembly consists of a lever and a cover
attached to a base. The selector lever base is located on a
gasket and secured to the transmission tunnel by 4 bolts. A
latch in the lever engages with detents in the base.

The selector lever positions operate as follows:

• P: prevents the vehicle from moving by locking the
transmission

• R: select only when vehicle is stationary and the engine
is at idle

• N: no torque transmitted to the road wheels

• D: this position utilises all five forward gears. It is the
default position selected for conventional driving

• W: this position causes the TCM to adopt aWinter mode
and is used for starting-off on slippery road surfaces

• S: Sports mode

• +/-Tiptronic

Tiptronic Gear Changes

If the selector lever is moved from the 'D' position to the right,
the system will automatically begin to operate in a Sport mode
with different gear shift parameters. The Tiptronic mode is
separate from Sport mode and will give full, manual control of
gear shifts by sequentially moving the selector lever. Movement
of the selector lever in the forward (+) direction changes the
transmission up the ratios and movement in a rearward (-)
direction changes the transmission down the ratios. Some

models have additional controls on the steering wheel. Once
Tiptronic has been selected Sport mode cannot be accessed
until the gear selector has been returned to the D position.

Shift Interlock Solenoid

1. Gear selector

2. Spring loaded interlock hook

3. Pivot

4. Solenoid pushrod

5. Interlock solenoid

The transmission incorporates an interlock solenoid at the
bottom of the selector lever. This is controlled by the TCM.

When the gear selector is in 'P' and the solenoid is not
energised a spring loaded hook engages with a corresponding
hook at the bottom of the selector lever, preventing accidental
movement of the gear selector. The solenoid is only energised
when the handset is docked, the selector lever is in 'P', and
the foot brake is applied.

Energising the solenoid pushes the solenoid pushrod towards
the rear of the car. This rotates the interlock hook around its
pivot, against spring pressure, and allows the gear selector to
be moved from the 'P' position.

Selector Cable

The selector cable is a Bowden type cable that connects the
selector lever to an input lever on the transmission. A 'C' clip
secures the outer cable to the selector lever assembly; the
transmission end of the outer cable is secured to a bracket
on the transmission by an integral clip. The inner cable is
adjustable at the connection with the transmission input lever.
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Service Procedures
Knob–Selector Lever–Automatic
Remove

1. Position gear selector lever to neutral.

2. Carefully release selector knob finisher ring.

3. Remove 'C' clip from gear selector knob.

4. Note orientation of gear selector knob.

5. Remove gear selector knob and collect gear selector
knob finisher.

Refit

1. Position gear selector knob finisher to gear selector
lever.

2. Fit gear selector knob to gear selector lever.

3. Align with groove in gear selector lever and fit 'C' clip
to gear selector knob.

4. Align locating tag to groove and fit gear selector knob
finisher.

Rod/Cable Assembly–Selector–Automatic
Remove

1. Position selector lever in neutral.

2. Disconnect battery earth lead.

3. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir Cleaner-RemoveCleaner-RemoveCleaner-Remove

4. Mark position of pin on neutral start switch.

5. Remove wood trim from centre console.

WoodWoodWood Trim-RemoveTrim-RemoveTrim-Remove

6. Release gear selector cable at gear selector assembly
end and collect bushing.

7. Carefully remove and collect 'C' clip securing gear
selector cable to body.

8. Remove front RH bolt securing exhaust heat shield
to body and position aside heat shield to reveal gear
selector cable.

9. Remove 2 bolts securing gear selector cable bracket to
gearbox and release gear selector cable bracket.

10. Loosen nut securing gear selector cable to neutral start
switch and release cable from neutral start switch.

11. Remove gear selector cable from vehicle.

Refit

1. Ensuring pin on neutral start switch remains in marked
position, fasten nut with gear selector cable inserted
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through aperture to secure gear selector cable to
neutral start switch. Tighten nut to 14–18Nm.

2. Align cable to fitted position, fit bolts securing gear
selector cable bracket to gearbox and tighten to
40–50Nm.

3. Position cable through body and secure 'C' clip within
the vehicle, ensuring 'O' ring is securely in place.

4. Position exhaust heatshield, fit RH bolt and tighten
to4–6Nm.

5. Fit gear selector cable and bushing to gear selector
assembly.

6. Fit wood trim to centre console.

WoodWoodWood Trim–RefitTrim–RefitTrim–Refit

7. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RefitCleaner–RefitCleaner–Refit

8. Connect battery earth lead.

Lever–Gearshift Selector Assembly–Automatic
Remove

1. Remove centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole Assembly–RemoveAssembly–RemoveAssembly–Remove

2. Release 2 screws and 1 bolt, remove centre console
duct.

3. Disconnect 2 multiplugs.

4. Release clip securing wiring harness to selector
assembly.

5. Release inner cable from selector lever.

6. Remove clip securing outer cable to selector housing
and release cable from gear selector assembly.

7. Remove 4 bolts securing selector assembly to vent and
remove selector assembly.

Refit

1. Position selector housing to body, fit and tighten bolts
to 19–25Nm. Connect inner cable to selector lever
and secure outer cable to selector housing with clip.

2. Position selector housing to vent, fit and tighten bolts
to 9Nm.

3. Connect multiplugs and secure wiring harness to gear
selector assembly.

4. Fit centre console duct and secure with bolt and screws.

5. Fit centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole Assembly–RefitAssembly–RefitAssembly–Refit
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Shift Lock Control-MT
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-gear change mechanism to floor 19–25Nm
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Service Procedures
Knob–Gear Lever–Manual
Remove

1. Ensure neutral is selected.

2. Release 10 clips securing gaiter to centre console and
release gaiter.

3. Carefully pull gear knob upwards to release from gear
selector lever.

Warning: Gear knob will be released suddenly, keep face
clear of gear knob during removal.

4. remove gear knob and gaiter.

Refit

1. Position gear knob to gear selector lever and engage
on selector lever.

2. Position gaiter to centre console and secure with clips.

Remote Control–Gear Change–Manual
Remove

1. Remove centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole Assembly–RemoveAssembly–RemoveAssembly–Remove

2. Note fitted position and disconnect cable ball joints
from shift and selector levers.

3. Release clips and securing selector cables to abutment
bracket.

4. Remove 4 bolts securing remote control assembly to
body.

5. Remove remote control assembly.

Refit

1. Position gear change mechanism to floor, fit and tighten
bolts to 19–25Nm.

2. Secure gear selector outer cables to abutment with
clips.

3. Connect gear selector cable ball joints.

4. Fit centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole Assembly–RefitAssembly–RefitAssembly–Refit
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Transmission-AT
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Nut-neutral start switch 5.9–7.8Nm

Nut-arm to neutral start switch 10–14Nm

Bolt-neutral start switch 19.6–29.4Nm

Bolt-transmission to engine 75–90Nm

Bolt-drive plate to converter 25–35Nm

Bolt-closing panel to transmission 22–28Nm

Bolt-CKP sensor to cylinder 10Nm

Drain plug 23.5–54.9Nm

Bolt-dipstick to transmission 7.8–11.8Nm

Bolt-TCM bracket to body 6–7Nm

Nut-TCM bracket 8–10Nm

Bolt-input speed sensor to transmission 3.9–6.9Nm

Bolt-oil pan to automatic transmission 9.8–15.7Nm
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Specifications
Type AW55–51SN 5 speed tiptronic transmission

Gear Ratio

·First

·Second

·Third

·Fourth

·Fifth

·Reverse

·Differential(1.8T)

·Differential(1.8VCT)

·Counter

4.576

2.980

1.948

1.318

1.000

5.024

2.652

2.864

1.018

Clutch

·C1

·C2

·C3

Flange: 1, Clutch disc: 4, Clutch plate: 4

Flange: 1, Clutch disc: 4, Clutch plate: 4 Cushion plate: 1

Flange: 1, Clutch disc: 4, Clutch plate: 4

Brake:

·B1

·B2

·B3

·B4

·B5

Flange: 1, Brake disc: 2, Brake plate: 2

Flange: 1, Brake disc: 3, Brake plate: 3

Flange: 2, Brake disc: 5, Brake plate: 4

Brake band: 1

Flange: 1, Brake disc: 6, Brake plate: 6, Cushion plate: 1

One way clutch:

·F1

·F2

One way clutch 1

One way clutch 2

Shift solenoid 5:

Linear solenoid 3:

S1, S2, S3, S4, S5

SLT, SLS, SLU

ATF JWS-3309(T-IV)

Line pressure

Idle speed

·D

·R

Stall speed

·D

·R

0.35–0.39Mpa(3.6–4.0kgf/cm2)

0.49–0.61Mpa(5.0–6.2kgf/cm2)

1.29–1.41Mpa(13.0–14.3kgf/cm2)

1.71–1.99Mpa(17.4–20.1kgf/cm2)
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Stall revolution 2567rpm

Clearance

Torque converter

Oil seal–oil pump

LH differential oil seal

RH differential oil seal

10.5mm

-0.15–0.15mm

3.0–4.0mm

5.5–6.5mm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Electronic Automatic Transmission (EAT)
Component Layout

1. Automatic transmission

2. Tiptronic

3. Gear selector

4. Shift lock solenoid

5. Ignition switch

6. Automatic Transmission FluidATFcoolerIn radiator

7. Brake switch

8. Body Control Module(BCM)

9. Transmission Control ModuleTCM

10. Neutral Start SwitchNSW
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AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic TransmissionTransmissionTransmission ComponentComponentComponent LayoutLayoutLayout

1. Gearbox casing

2. Differential oil seal–LH

3. Input speed sensor

4. Neutral start switch assembly

5. Transmission oil dipstick

6. Torque converter

7. Drain plug and seal

8. Differential oil seal–RH

9. Breather assembly

10. Output speed sensor
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SectionalSectionalSectional ViewViewView ofofof TransmissionTransmissionTransmission

1. Direct clutch (C2)

2. Forward clutch (C1)

3. 1st and Reverse brake (B3)

4. One-way clutch No.2 (F2)

5. 2nd brake (B2)

6. 2nd coast brake (B1)

7. One-way clutch No.1 (F1)

8. Torque converter

9. Counter drive gear

10. Counter driven gear
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11. Differential

12. Underdrive (U/D) brake (B4)

13. U/D clutch (C3)

14. B5 brake (B5)
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ValveValveValve BlockBlockBlock andandand SolenoidSolenoidSolenoid ValvesValvesValves

1. Oil temperature sensorOT

2. Line pressure control solenoidSLT

3. Lockup control solenoidSLU

4. Shift solenoid valve 2S2

5. Shift pressure control solenoidSLS

6. Shift solenoid valve 1S1

7. Shift solenoid valve 4S4

8. Shift solenoid valve 3S3

9. Shift solenoid valve 5S5
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System Control System
Automatic Transmission Control Diagram

A = Hard wired; B = HS CAN Bus; C= MS CAN Bus; D=LIN Bus

1. Neutral start switchNSW

2. Input speed sensor

3. Output speed sensor

4. Valve block assembly

5. Transmission ModuleTCM

6. Engine Control ModuleECM
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7. Gear selector

8. Wheel speed sensor

9. DSC/ABS ECU

10. Body Control ModuleBCM

11. Steering wheel controlsTiptronic

12. Fascia

13. Brake switch

14. Engine coolant temperatureECTsensor

15. Crankshaft positionCKPsensor

16. Throttle position sensor

17. Handset docking station

18. Shift interlock solenoid

19. Diagnostic socket
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HydraulicHydraulicHydraulic ControlControlControl SystemSystemSystem

1. TCM

2. Regulator and modulator solenoid valves

3. Line pressure

4. Shift and control solenoid valves

5. Clutches and brakes

6. Lubrication

7. Planetary gears

8. Sump/side cover

9. Oil pump

10. Oil pump pressure

11. Oil cooler

12. Torque Converter (TC)

13. Oil output to TC

14. Voltage
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Description
General

Where specified, an Aisin AW 55-51SN automatic
transmission is fitted. It is an electronically controlled
five-speed transmission designed for front wheel drive vehicles,
and includes an additional tiptronic feature which allows the
driver to manually select the five forward gears using the
selector lever.

The TCM controls the system, working in a similar way to
other ECUs fitted to the vehicle. Information is received from
sensors or other ECUs, calculations are made according to the
mapped information stored in the TCM memory and outputs
are then made in the form of signals sent either to actuators
or ECUs. Information received or sent to and from the ECUs
is mainly through the Controller Area Network (CAN) Bus.

Diagnostic testing is performed through the diagnostic socket.
The TCM stores relevant Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs),
which can be retrieved using T5 and will illuminate a warning
light in the Instrument Pack if certain transmission faults occur.

Gear selection is made with the selector lever located on the
centre console. The selector lever gives the driver a choice
of six positions P (PARK), R (REVERSE), N (NEUTRAL), D
(DRIVE), W (WINTER) and S (SPORT).

The TCM controls the gear shifting pattern according to one of
four sets of preprogrammed parameters grouped into various
driving modes.

The available modes are:

• Normal/Economy

• Winter/Snow

• Sport. A Tiptronic mode can be accessed from Sport
mode to give manual control.

• Cruise

The current driving mode is displayed in the Instrument Pack

• If the Normal/Economy mode is selected, the display will
remain blank.

• The selected gear, when in Sport or Tiptronic, will be
displayed in the Instrument Pack.

Selector Lever

The selector lever assembly consists of a lever and a cover
attached to a base. The selector lever base is located on a
gasket and secured to the transmission tunnel by 4 bolts. A
latch in the lever engages with detents in the base.

Transmission Gear Ratios:

Gear Ratio

1st 4.576

2nd 2.980

3rd 1.948

4th 1.318

5th 1.000

Reverse 5.024

Differential(1.8T) 2.652

Differential(1.8VCT) 2.864

Counter 1.018

Oil pump

The TCM sends signals to the various solenoid valves based
on the pump delivery pressure. These signals govern the
hydraulic pressure acting on the torque converter, planetary
gears, clutches and brakes in accordance with the vehicle
driving conditions.

Valve Block and Solenoid Valves

The transmission uses eight solenoid valves located on the
valve block. The solenoid valves are energised/de-energised
by the TCM to control the transmission fluid flow around the
transmission to supply clutches, brakes and brake band (gear
change scheduling), fluid to the torque converter, lubrication
and cooling. Each solenoid valve is controlled separately by the
TCM. All eight solenoid valves can be classified into three types
by their operation. Three of them are duty solenoid valves and
the remaining five are on-off solenoid valves.

Each solenoid valve consists of an internal coil and needle
valve. A voltage is passed through the coil of the solenoid to
actuate the needle valve. The needle valve opens and closes the
fluid pressure circuits. On-off solenoid valves close the fluid
pressure circuits in response to current flow. Duty solenoid
valves repeatedly turn on and off in 50 Hz cycles. This opens
and closes the fluid circuits allowing a higher level of control
on the circuits. For example, smooth operation of the lock-up
clutch in the torque converter to eliminate harsh engagement/
disengagement.

All of the solenoid valves are supplied with battery voltage and
an earth path by the TCM.

On/Off Solenoid Valves
The on/off solenoid valves are used to change gear ranges
through the operation of clutches and brakes.
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Shift solenoid valves 2, 3 and 5 are normally closed.

Shift solenoid valves 1 and 4 are normally open.

The TCM switches the on/off solenoid valves to open and close
in response to vehicle speed and throttle opening. The position
of these solenoid valves at any one time determines the gear
selected.

Shift Solenoid Valve Activation

Gear S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

1st O O O X X

2nd X X O X X

3rd X X O O X

Shift Solenoid Valve Activation (cont'd.)

4th X X X O X

5th X O X O X

X = Solenoid valve off; O = Solenoid valve on

Duty Solenoid Valves
The duty solenoid valves are:

• Lock-up control solenoid valveSLU

• Line pressure control solenoid valveSLT

• Shift pressure control solenoid valveSLS

Duty solenoid valves are used to adjust line pressure to give
accurate control of the operation of the brakes and clutches.
They operate on signals from the TCM.

The lock-up control solenoid valve SLU controls the lock up
clutch in the torque converter to reduce shift shock. It also
directly controls the 1st and Reverse brake under 1st gear
engine braking and 2nd brake under 2nd gear engine braking.

The line pressure control solenoid valve SLT controls line
pressure to clutches and brakes to reduce shift shock.
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The shift pressure control solenoid valve SLS controls line
pressure and directly controls the 2nd coast brake in 2nd, 3rd
and 4th and the direct clutch in 5th and Reverse.

Valve block and solenoid valve harness assembly

The harness is fitted to the automatic transmission and
provides electrical connection between the shift solenoid
valves (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5), the Duty solenoid valves (SLT, SLU,
SLS) and ATF oil temperature sensor.

Torque converter

The torque converter is located inside the torque converter
housing which is on the RH side of the transmission casing.

The torque converter acts as the coupling element between
the engine and transmission. The driven power from the
engine is transmitted hydraulically and then mechanically in

certain gears and operating conditions, through the torque
converter lockup clutch to the transmission. The torque
converter is connected to the engine by a drive plate.

The torque converter consists of an impeller, stator and
turbine. The engine drives the impeller, while the turbine
drives the transmission. The stator is situated between the
impeller and turbine on a one-way clutch.

The impeller picks up fluid and directs it out into the turbine,
thereby causing the turbine to rotate and transmit power. The
stator redirects the fluid returning from the turbine so that
it reenters the impeller in the same direction of rotation as
the impeller, and at the best possible angle for efficient power
transmission.

The one-way clutch prevents the stator from moving
backwards, so that this accurate redirection of fluid can be
achieved. When the engine is idling the impeller directs very
little fluid, the turbine is not forced to turn, and the power is
not transmitted to the transmission.

As engine speed increases the impeller throws out more
fluid causing the turbine to start to turn. The turbine speed
increases as the engine speed rises. At faster turbine speeds,
an increasing amount of the fluid is thrown against the back
of the stator, causing it to turn in the same direction. When
turbine speed approaches impeller speed, centrifugal force in
both units is almost equal and all three components move at
nearly the same rate. This is called 'coupling point'.

The torque multiplication or drive ratio varies until a 1:1
coupling point is reached. To achieve the power required
to climb a hill, the driver depresses the accelerator pedal
and the torque converter reacts by increasing the torque
multiplication. When driving on a flat road at cruising speed,
the power required is not as great and therefore, the torque
converter maintains the 1:1 ratio.

Transmission Control ModuleTCM

The TCM is located on the engine bulkhead in the front
passenger's footwell. It is connected to the vehicle wiring by
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two connectors. Connector 1 has 24 pins and connector 2
has 26 pins.

The TCM uses a 'flash' Electronic Erasable Programmable Read
Only Memory (EEPROM). This enables a new or replacement
TCM to be externally configured. EEPROM also allows the
TCM to be updated with new information and market specific
data. To input new information the TCM must be configured
using T5. The EEPROM allows the TCM to be reconfigured as
many times as is necessary to meet ever changing specifications
and legislation.

The TCM memorises the signal values of the transmission
sensors and actuators. These stored values, specific to the
driver, ensure optimum transmission performance is achieved
at all times. This information is lost if battery voltage is too
low, for example if the battery becomes discharged. The TCM
reverts to default readings on first engine start after a battery
discharge or disconnection. The EEPROM facility in the TCM
allows the stored values to be rapidly re-learnt.

Inputs and Outputs
he sensor signals allow the TCM to monitor the condition
of the transmission. The TCM processes the signals and
compares the information to the stored data within its
memory. If these signals are not within the TCM stored
parameters the TCM will make adjustments to the operation
of the transmission through the actuators to provide optimum
driveability and performance. Inputs to the TCM can be seen
in the “Automatic Transmission Control Diagram.

The TCM will make any required adjustment to the operation
of the transmission through the following actuators:

• Gear control solenoid valves

• Lock-up solenoid valve

• Line pressure solenoid valve

The TCM also interfaces with the following:

• ECM

• BCM

• DSC/ABS ECU

• Diagnostic socket

TCM pin out tables

A1 Earth lead (-)

A2 Line pressure solenoid valve (SLT) (-)

A3 Lock-up control solenoid valve (SLU) (-)

A4 Line pressure solenoid valve (SLT) (+)

A5 Lock-up control solenoid valve (SLU) (+)

A6 Ignition

A7 CAN message signal (low)

A8 Not used

A9 Not used

A10 Not used

A11 Fluid temperature sensor (OT) (+)

A12 Fluid temperature sensor (OT) (-)

A13 Gear control solenoid valve No. 4

A14 Gear control solenoid valve No. 3

A15 Gear control solenoid valve No. 2

A16 Gear control solenoid valve No.1

A17 CAN message signal (high)

A18 Not used

A19 Shift pressure control solenoid valve
(SLS) (-)

A20 Not used

A21 Shift pressure control solenoid valve
(SLS) (+)

A22 Gear control solenoid valve No.5

A23 Earth lead (-)

A24 Battery (+)

B1 Not used

B2 Gear lock up control signal

B3 Not used

B4 Not used

B5 Output speed sensor (-)

B6 Input speed sensor (-)

B7 'B’signal NSW

B8 'A’signal NSW

B9 Not used

B10 Not used

B11 Not used

B12 Not used

B13 Manual gear down (TAP-DOWN)
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B14 Output speed sensor (+)

B15 Not used

B16 Input speed sensor (+)

B17 Not used

B18 Not used

B19 'PA’signal NSW

B20 'C’signal NSW

B21 Manual gear up (TAP-UP)

B22 Sports mode (S)

B23 Not used

B24 Not used

B25 Not used

B26 Not used

Neutral Start SwitchNSW

The neutral start switch is located on the selector shaft on
top of the transmission. The TCM is provided with a voltage
output from the inhibitor switch that informs the TCM which
gear position the driver has selected.

The TCM determines the position of the selector lever by
monitoring seven sets of contacts in the inhibitor switch
which are operated by the selector shaft. Each set of contacts
corresponds to one of the seven selector lever positions.
Only one set of contacts will supply battery voltage to the
TCM at any one time. The TCM monitors the switch output.
The electrical input to the inhibitor switch is provided by fuse
4 of the engine compartment fuse box.

Speed Sensors

The TCM sets correct gear change scheduling using three
speed signal inputs:

• input speed

• output speed

• vehicle speed

The gearbox sensors are Hall Effect types producing square
wave signals which are interpreted by the TCM as speed.

Vehicle speed data is collected by the TCM from a signal
generated by the Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) control
module over the CAN Bus.

Input Speed Sensor

The reluctor ring, formed on the outer casing of the forward
clutch, rotates as the input shaft is driven by the torque
converter. Each time a tooth passes the input sensor, a signal
is generated and sent to the TCM.
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Output Speed Sensor

The output speed sensor operates in the same way as the input
sensor. However, its signal is generated by the passing of teeth
on a reluctor ring formed on the parking gear.

Transmission Fluid Temperature Sensor

The fluid temperature sensor is located within the transmission
on the valve block. The fluid temperature sensor is used by the
TCM to monitor the transmission fluid temperature. The fluid
temperature sensor has an electrical output, which is earthed
via the TCM.

The fluid temperature sensor is a negative temperature
coefficient sensor. As the temperature rises, the resistance
in the sensor decreases. As temperature decreases, the
resistance in the sensor increases. The change in resistance
is proportional to the temperature of the transmission fluid.
From the resistance of the sensor, the TCM calculates the
temperature of the transmission fluid.

Fluid Temperature Sensor Resistance Values

Temperature (℃) Resistance (kΩ)

10 5.80-7.09

110 0.231-0.263

Brake Switch

The brake switch is located in the pedal box within the
passenger compartment. The TCM uses this switch to
monitor brake pedal status. The BCM monitors the status of
the switch and transmits data to the TCM on the CAN BUS.

The TCM can allow the transmission to apply more engine
braking, therefore slowing down the vehicle in a shorter
distance and reducing brake pad wear. The TCM achieves
engine braking by applying the low and reverse clutches.

In the event of a brake switch signal failure, extra engine braking
will not occur.

Transmission Cooler

A transmission oil cooler is incorporated into the LH side of
the radiator. Fluid pipes (arrowed in the illustration) connect
the transmission to the cooler.

Controller Area NetworkCANBus

The TCM communicates with other ECUs using the CAN Bus
for the following:

• Gear change torque control

• Engine coolant temperature

• Vehicle speed

• Gear selected

• Gear change information

• Engine torque reduction

• Engine drag control
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Operation
Power Flows

The following figures show the power flow in the transmission
for each forward gear and reverse.

Clutch, Brake, Input/Output or Schematic Diagram Operation (when active)

1 Direct clutch (C2) Connects the input shaft to the sun gear

2 Forward clutch (C1) Connects the input shaft to the rear ring gear

3 1st and reverse brake (B3) Locks the front ring gear

4 2nd brake (B2) Locks the counter-clockwise rotation of the sun gear

5 2nd coast brake (B1) Locks the sun gear

6 1-way clutch No.2 (F2) Locks the counter-clockwise rotation of the
front ring gear

7 1-way clutch No.1 (F1) Locks the counter-clockwise rotation of the sun
gear, when the 2nd brake is active

8 Shows engine rotation Input from Torque Converter

9 Shows differential rotation To differential

10 U/D brake (B4) Locks the U/D sun gear

11 U/D clutch (C3) Connects the U/D sun gear to the U/D front carrier

12 B5 brake (B5) Locks the U/D rear carrier

A Shows direction of gear rotation in this gear Main rear planetary gear

B Shows direction of gear rotation in this gear Main front planetary gear

C Shows direction of gear rotation in this gear U/D rear planetary gear

D Shows direction of gear rotation in this gear U/D front planetary gear

W Input shaft —

X Counter drive gear —

Y Counter driven gear —

Z Output shaft —
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1st Gear (D selected)

C1 C2 C3 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 F1 F2
Gear S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

(2) (1) (11) (5) (4) (3) (10) (12) (7) (6)

D 1st ON ON ON OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON OFF ON
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2nd Gear (D selected)

C1 C2 C3 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 F1 F2
Gear S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

(2) (1) (11) (5) (4) (3) (10) (12) (7) (6)

D 2nd OFF OFF ON OFF OFF ON OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF ON ON OFF
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3rd Gear (D selected)

C1 C2 C3 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 F1 F2
Gear S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

(2) (1) (11) (5) (4) (3) (10) (12) (7) (6)

D 3rd OFF OFF ON ON OFF ON OFF OFF ON ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF
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4th Gear (D selected)

C1 C2 C3 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 F1 F2
Gear S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

(2) (1) (11) (5) (4) (3) (10) (12) (7) (6)

D 4th OFF OFF OFF ON OFF ON OFF OFF ON ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF
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5th Gear (D selected)

C1 C2 C3 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 F1 F2
Gear S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

(2) (1) (11) (5) (4) (3) (10) (12) (7) (6)

D 5th OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON ON ON OFF ON OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF
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Reverse Gear

C1 C2 C3 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 F1 F2
Gear S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

(2) (1) (11) (5) (4) (3) (10) (12) (7) (6)

V<=7 OFF OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF OFF OFF ON OFF ON OFF OFF
R

V>7 ON OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF
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General

The TCM controls the following functions:

• Gear shift control

• Line pressure control

• Engine torque reduction

• Adaption guidelines

• Torque convertor lock-up clutch control

• Driving mode engagement

• Cruise mode engagement

• Gear shift interlock

• Upslope mode

• Hot mode

• Gear shift inhibit, when ABS/DSC active

• Selector position display

• Driving mode display

• Fault status

• Fault code storage

• Emergency/Fail-safe programme control.

Gear Shift Scheduling

The TCM uses the relationship between the vehicle speed
and the throttle position to carry out gear shift scheduling.
Depending on these inputs, the TCM controls gear selection
using the three shift solenoid valves located in the valve block.

N-D shift control

Quality of the N to D shift is maintained by controlling the line
pressure at C1 clutch. The automatic transmission learns the
stroke of the C1 clutch piston during adaption and ensures that
hydraulic pressure is optimised during the N to D shift.

The transmission learns the optimum pressure by monitoring
the time C1 clutch takes to engage and the rotation change
rate.

N-R shift control

Quality of the N to R shift is maintained by controlling the line
pressure at C2 clutch. The automatic transmission learns the
stroke of the C2 clutch piston during adaption and ensures that
hydraulic pressure is optimised during the N to R shift.

The transmission learns the optimum pressure by monitoring
the time C2 clutch takes to engage and the rotation change
rate.

Shift Shock Reduction

Line Pressure Control

Line pressure refers to the operating fluid pressure that is
supplied to the clutches and brakes within the transmission.
Line pressure control provides smooth vehicle operation and

gear shift action. The line pressure control is continuously
responding to current driving conditions to regulate and
deliver the optimum operating pressure at all times. For
example line pressure is lower under normal operating
conditions than it would be under hard acceleration. The
TCM controls line pressure by actuating the line pressure
solenoid valve in the valve block. The TCM calculates the line
pressure required by using engine speed, vehicle speed and
throttle position. High line pressures will cause very harsh
gearshifts and gear engagement. Low line pressure will cause
gearshifts to take an excessive amount of time to change, this
situation will quickly burn out the clutches and brakes within
the transmission.

Engine Torque Reduction

The TCM improves the gearshift quality and avoids 'engine
flare' by sending a request to the Engine Management System
(EMS) to reduce engine torque.

This control establishes an upper limit for engine torque during
all gearchanges, which increases the smoothness of the shift.

Adaption Guidelines

Caution: Adaption data must be cleared after
replacement of the automatic transmission or after a
software update. And readaption will then be required.

1. Warm up the vehicle.

The ATF fluid must be between 65℃ and 110℃. Run
the vehicle at idle or by a short test drive. Check the
temperature using a temperature gauge. DO NOT run a
stall test.

2. Adaption for N to D and N to R.

Hold the vehicle stationary by pressing the foot brake
and move the shift lever from N to R. Hold in R for three
seconds then move back to N.

Repeat the N to R shift a further five times. Shift from N
to D, hold in D for three seconds and then move back to
N. Repeat a further five times

3. Adaption for upshifts and downshifts.

Accelerate to above 50 km/h in 4th gear with 15% to
20% throttle opening in D(30 seconds).

Then apply the foot brake to bring the vehicle to a stop.
(The deceleration period must exceed fourteen seconds)

Repeat this procedure a further five times.

If you are unable to measure throttle opening percentage,
accelerate to 50 km/h in D, with a constant throttle position
and ensure that it takes 30 seconds to reach the target speed.
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Repeat this procedure a further five times.

4. Confirmation

Confirm that adaption is complete by improvement in
gear shift quality.

Torque Converter Lock-up Clutch Control

1. Impeller

2. Turbine

3. Lock-up clutch mechanism

4. Torque converter fluid feed (release)

5. Input shaft

1. Impeller

2. Turbine

3. Lock-up clutch mechanism

4. Torque converter fluid feed (lock-up)

5. Apply feed

6. Input shaft

In a torque converter there is always a certain amount of slip
between the impeller and turbine. This will contribute to a

reduction in fuel economy especially during high speed cruising.
This is eliminated by the torque converter lock-up mechanism.
The lock-up mechanism is attached to the turbine. The TCM
will actuate the lock-up solenoid valve, which operates the
lock-up control valve to direct fluid to either lock, or unlock
the torque converter. The lock fluid pressure is supplied to
the torque converter apply feed line to force the friction lining
of the lock-up mechanism onto the impeller, therefore making
a mechanical link and eliminating any slip between the impeller
and turbine. The unlock fluid pressure is supplied to the torque
converter release feed line to force the friction lining away from
the impeller, therefore going back to a hydraulic link between
the impeller and turbine.

The TCM monitors the relationship between vehicle speed
and throttle position to decide when to lock-up the torque
converter. Lock-up control is possible in forward gears 2, 3, 4
and 5. For example, lock-up is possible when cruising at high
vehicle speed with low throttle opening.

A refinement to the torque converter lock-up system is the
reduction of harshness or shock during lock and unlock. The
TCM actuates the lock-up solenoid valve, which gradually
varies the fluid pressure to the lock-up control valve. This
causes the lock-up clutch to engage and disengage slowly, thus
producing a smooth operation.

To promote engine warm-up at low temperatures, the TCM
will inhibit lock-up if the transmission fluid temperature is
below 40℃.
Driving Mode

There are four different driving modes that the driver can
select. Gear change scheduling is altered to correspond with
which mode is selected.

Economy Mode

On power up the TCM will always initialise economy mode. In
this mode all automatic/adaptive modes will be active. Normal
mode is a compromise between the sport and snow modes,
the shift points and mesh point at a lower speed range, to
reduce the speed of the engine giving gear change scheduling
for economic driving.

Sport and Tiptronic Modes

In sport mode the TCM uses a shift map with upshifts at higher
engine speeds than in Normal/Economy mode. Additionally,
5th gear is inhibited. These strategies aid acceleration and
vehicle responsiveness. However, once the gear selector has
been moved forwards or backwards the transmission enters
Tiptronic mode. By sequentially tapping the gear selector, or
steering wheel controls (where fitted), up or downshifts can
be manually selected.
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In Tiptronic mode TCM will prevent automatic upshifts and
the engine speed can be increased to maximum. The TCM,
however, only allows manual gearshifts if the engine speed
is within preset parameters. If the vehicle is brought to a
standstill, 1st gear will be selected automatically. All gears,
including 5th, can be selected and the current gear will be
displayed in the driver's instrument pack. In Tiptronic mode,
the vehicle can start in 1st, 2nd or 3rd gear.

Snow Mode

In winter mode, start the vehicle in 2nd gear, the TCM will
modify gear change scheduling to aid the control of the vehicle
in wet or icy conditions. Gear changes will shift at lower engine
speeds.

Cruise Mode

Activating cruise control will prompt the TCM to enter cruise
mode. The cruise control system requires quick acting and
large throttle angle variations to maintain the vehicle speed,
which causes the transmission to continually up and down shift.
When cruise control is selected a signal is sent to the TCM
which activates a specially designed cruise control shift map
that is far less sensitive to changes in throttle angle.

Upslope Mode

Hill mode modifies the transmission shift pattern to assist
driveability on steep gradients. The TCM detects the
conditions to activate hill mode by monitoring the engine
torque values, throttle angle and engine speed. This mode
delays upshift when the throttle is briefly released, such
as when approaching a corner on a steep gradient, thus
preventing unnecessary gear changes.

Hot Mode

The purpose of the transmission fluid cooling strategy is to
reduce engine and transmission temperatures during high
load conditions. Under these conditions the engine and
transmission may generate excessive heat. The TCM will
adopt a 'Hot Mode' gear shift strategy if the sensor signals an
ATF temperature above 130℃. When the TCM selects Hot
Mode early upshift of the gears will be experienced and the
lock-up clutch will operate in third, fourth and fifth gears. This
will reduce either the engine speed or the slip in the torque
converter, therefore reducing the heat generated. Normal
gearshift strategy will resume if the ATF temperature falls
below 125℃.

Entering 'Hot Mode' does not cause the illumination of any
warning lights in the instrument pack.

Gear Shift Inhibition (ABS/DSC Active)

If current gear shifting is in progress, this function inhibits gear
shifting after current gear shifting is finished.

Gear shifting for following purpose is allowed even if this
function is activated.

• Gear shifting for protection of Engine or Automatic
Transmission

Such as prevention of engine over revolution, prevention
of clutch slipping in situation that high torque and low
speed at high gear.

• 1-2 upshift as fail safe action for 1st gear failure.

• Gear selection of emergency mode.
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Service Procedures
Automatic transmission–Pressure Test
Test

1. Fully apply handbrake and chock road wheels.

2. FitT26001 to transmission pressure test port.

3. Apply full pressure to the foot brake and move the
selector lever to 'D' and then 'R', check pressure at
idle speed.

Idle speed

• D 0.35-0.39Mpa(3.6-4.0kgf/cm2)

• R 0.49-0.61Mpa(5.0-6.2kgf/cm2)

Stall speed

• D 1.29-1.41Mpa(13.0-14.3kgf/cm2)

• R 1.71-1.99Mpa(17.4-20.1kgf/cm2)

Neutral start (inhibitor)–Switch
Remove

1. Disconnect hose connector from intercooler to
throttle valve.

ElectricElectricElectric ThrottleThrottleThrottle --- IncludesIncludesIncludes Tuning–RemoveTuning–RemoveTuning–Remove

2. Release clips securing air cleaner to turbocharger and
move aside.

3. Remove 3 bolts securing air cleaner bracket to body.

4. Release transmission multiplug from air filter bracket
and remove bracket.

5. Ensure vehicle is in Neutral.

6. Release selector arm from neutral start switch, move
arm and selector cable aside.

7. Release harness clip from bolt securing inhibitor switch.

8. Disconnect multiplug from inhibitor switch.

9. Using a screw driver, pry off the lock washer.

10. Remove locking nut, lock tab and rubber washer from
selector shaft.
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11. Remove 2 bolts securing inhibitor switch to
transmission casing and remove switch.

Refit

1. Fit inhibitor switch and bolts to transmission casing, but
do not fully tighten bolts.

2. Fit the lock washer and lock nut. Tighten nut to
5.9–7.8Nm.

3. Position selector arm to selector rod, ensuring correct
location. Fit and tighten nut to 10–14Nm.

4. Connect multiplug to switch.

5. Adjust neutral start switch.

NeutralNeutralNeutral StartStartStart (Inhibitor)–Switch–Check(Inhibitor)–Switch–Check(Inhibitor)–Switch–Check andandand

AdjustAdjustAdjust

6. Tighten the inhibitor switch bolts to 19.6–29.4Nm.

7. Bend lock washer to nut.

8. Fit harness clip to bolt.

9. Check that the engine will start in 'P' and 'N' positions
and that the engine start is inhibited when drive
positions are selected.

10. Connect air cleaner hose to turbocharger and tighten
with clips.

11. Connect hose connector from intercooler to throttle
valve.

ElectricElectricElectric Throttle–IncludesThrottle–IncludesThrottle–Includes Tuning–RefitTuning–RefitTuning–Refit
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Neutral Start (Inhibitor)–Switch–Check and
Adjust
Check and Adjust

1. Ensure selector lever is at 'N’position.

2. Release selector arm from neutral start switch, move
arm and selector cable aside.

3. FitTPT00001 to selector valve lever, and
alignTPT00001 finger to neutral datum line.

4. Position selector arm to neutral start switch and ensure
correct fitting. Fit and tighten nut to 10–14Nm.

5. Move selector lever from 'P' to 'W' and then return to
'P', ensure positive selection of all gears.

6. Check that the engine will start in 'P' or 'N' positions
and that the engine start is inhibited when drive
positions are selected.

Transmission and Converter
Remove

1. Remove engine and transmission assembly.

EngineEngineEngine andandand AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic Transmission–RemoveTransmission–RemoveTransmission–Remove

2. Disconnect CKP sensor multiplug.

3. Remove bolt securing CKP sensor to rear closure plate
and remove sensor.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing rear closure plate to
transmission and remove plate.

5. Mark fitted position of torque converter to drive plate.

6. Remove and discard 6 bolts securing torque converter
to drive plate.
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7. Remove 5 remaining bolts securing transmission to
engine.

8. Release transmission from 2 dowels, make sure the
torque converter remains attached to the transmission.

9. With assistance position transmission aside.

10. Fit security strap to prevent accidental removal of
torque converter.

Refit

1. Remove torque converter strap.

2. Ensure converter is fully located in oil pump drive
by checking depth 'A' as illustrated. Clearance: 'A'=
10.5mm

3. Clean engine and trnasmission mating faces.

4. Clean trnasmission dowels and dowel holes.

5. Lubricate torque converter spigot.

6. With assistance position trnasmission and engage the
dowels.

7. Fit 2 central and 3 lower bolts securing trnasmission to
engine, tighten bolts to 75–90Nm.

8. Align marks on drive plate and torque converter.

9. Fit bolts securing drive plate to torque converter and
tighten to 25–35Nm.

10. Fit rear closure plate, fit bolts and tighten to 22–28Nm.

11. Fit CKP sensor to closure plate, fit bolt and tighten
to 10Nm.

12. Connect CKP sensor multiplug.

13. Fit the engine and trnasmission assembly.

EngineEngineEngine andandand AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic Transmission–RefitTransmission–RefitTransmission–Refit

14. Check and top up transmission fluid.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–AutomaticSystem–AutomaticSystem–Automatic TransmissionTransmissionTransmission

–top–top–top upupup

Automatic Transmission Fluid–Drain and Refill
Drain

Warning: Observe due care when draining gearbox fluid
as the fluid can be very hot.

1. Remove undertray.

Undertray–RemoveUndertray–RemoveUndertray–Remove

2. Position a container to collect transmission oil.

3. Clean area around drain plug.

4. Remove drain plug and discard sealing washer.

5. Allow oil to drain.

Refill

1. Clean drain plug and fit a new sealing washer.

2. Fit drain plug and tighten to 23.5–54.9Nm.

3. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RemoveCleaner–RemoveCleaner–Remove

4. Clean area around filler/dipstick plug.

5. Remove bolt securing filler/dipstick plug and discard
O-ring.

6. Add required quantity of transmission oil through filler.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–AutomaticSystem–AutomaticSystem–Automatic

Transmission–TopTransmission–TopTransmission–Top UpUpUp

7. Clean and replace filler/dipstick plug.

8. Fit air cleaner.
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AirAirAir Cleaner–RefitCleaner–RefitCleaner–Refit

9. Start engine, move selector from 'P' through all gear
positions, pausing in each gear for 2-3 seconds and
return to 'P' position.

10. Stop engine and remove air cleaner.

11. Remove filler/dipstick plug and check oil level is within
the 'HOT’range. Remove and discard O-ring.

12. Fill so that fluid level is within the 'HOT’range on the
dipstick.

13. Fit new O-ring, fit filler/dipstick, fit bolt and tighten to
7.8–11.8Nm.

14. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RefitCleaner–RefitCleaner–Refit

15. Fit undertray.

Undertray–RefitUndertray–RefitUndertray–Refit

Automatic Transmission–Top Up
Check & Top-Up

Condition of the ATF can be a useful diagnostic aid. A
damaged transmission can cause the fluid to smell burnt or
appear emulsified. In addition, metal particles within the fluid
is also an indication of a transmission failure.

• Low fluid level will cause the pump to take in air and cause
the fluid pressure to fall, thus causing faults.

High fluid level will cause ATF blow off from breather
tube due to oil level increase by stirring and making
bubbles inside the transmission.

• Fluid is normally a clan, red colour with a consistent
viscosity.

Abnormal fluid could contain water (emulsified) or
different ATF will cause 'shock', 'harsh shift' and 'bad
durability' of transmission and 'bad characteristics of
disks and sealing materials'.

1. Check that fluid temperature is between 70℃ to 80℃.
Caution: The Fluid level will vary according to the
temperature of the gearbox. Always check the fluid level
when the gearbox is at normal operating temperature.

2. Ensuring vehicle is on level ground.

3. Clean area around filler/dipstick plug.

4. Remove bolt securing filler/dipstick plug, remove
dipstick and discard O-ring seal.

5. Wipe dipstick and check ATF oil level is within the HOT
range.If the Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF) level is
different, please use lower fluid level.

Caution: If the Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF) level
is different, please use lower fluid level. Check the
transmission for leaks and rectify any problems before
proceeding.

6. Add fluid via the filler/dipstick plug to HOT range on
dipstick.

Caution: To ensure correct transmission function use the
correct specification Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF) .
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7. Wipe dipstick and check ATF oil level.

8. Fit new O-ring to level/dipstick plug, fit and tighten bolt
to 7.8–11.8Nm.

Control Unit–Automatic Transmission
Remove

Warning: The Transmission Control Module (TCM) is
uniquely coded to this vehicle and therefore will not work
if fitted to another vehicle.

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove glovebox.

GloveGloveGlove BoxBoxBox Assembly–RemoveAssembly–RemoveAssembly–Remove

3. Disconnect 3 BCM multiplugs, J, L and M and position
harness aside.

4. Disconnect 2 transmission control unit multiplugs and
move harness aside to access front control unit fixing
bolt.

5. Remove 2 nuts securing control unit to mounting
bracket.

6. Remove rear bolt securing control unit bracket to body.
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7. Loosen front bolt securing control unit mounting
bracket to body.

8. Rotate mounting bracket, release control unit and
remove from vehicle.

Refit

1. Position control unit to bracket align bracket to body
and fit rear bolt.

2. Fit and tighten control unit bracket bolts to 6–7Nm.

3. Align control unit to mounting bracket, fit and tighten
nuts to 8–10Nm.

4. Position harness and connect multiplugs to control unit.

5. Connect multiplugs to BCM.

6. Fit glovebox.

GloveGloveGlove BoxBoxBox Assembly–RefitAssembly–RefitAssembly–Refit

7. Connect battery earth lead.

Harness–Automatic Transmission
Remove

1. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RemoveCleaner–RemoveCleaner–Remove

2. Disconnect multiplug from input speed sensor.

3. Disconnect multiplug from output speed sensor.

4. Disconnect multiplug from neutral start switch.

5. Disconnect transmission harness multiplug.

6. Release 3 clips securing harness to transmission and
remove harness.

Refit

1. Position harness and secure with clips.

2. Connect transmission harness multiplug

3. Connect position sensor multiplug.

4. Connect input speed sensor multiplug.

5. Connect output speed sensor multiplug.

6. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RefitCleaner–RefitCleaner–Refit
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Sensor–Speed Input
Remove

Warning: Switch off ignition switch and wait for 90
seconds before starting work.

1. Remove air cleaner assembly.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RemoveCleaner–RemoveCleaner–Remove

2. Remove bolt securing sensor to transmission and
remove sensor.

Caution: Care must be taken when removing the sensor
to avoid any damage.

Refit

1. Clean speed sensor, fit a new O-ring with ATF fluid.

2. Fit speed sensor and tighten bolt to 3.9–6.9Nm.

3. Fit air cleaner assembly.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RefitCleaner–RefitCleaner–Refit

Sensor–Speed Output
Remove

Warning: Switch off ignition switch and wait for 90
seconds before starting work.

1. Remove air cleaner assembly.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RemoveCleaner–RemoveCleaner–Remove

2. Remove bolt securing sensor to transmission and
remove sensor.

Caution: Care must be taken when removing the sensor
to avoid any damage.

Refit

1. Clean speed sensor, fit new O-ring with ATF fluid.

2. Fit speed sensor and tighten bolt to 3.9–6.9Nm.

3. Fit air cleaner assembly.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RefitCleaner–RefitCleaner–Refit
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Dipstick–Oil Level
Remove

1. Remove air cleaner assembly.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RemoveCleaner–RemoveCleaner–Remove

2. Remove bolt securing dipstick to gearbox and remove
dipstick.

Refit

1. Smear a new O-ring with ATF fluid and fit to dipstick.

2. Fit dipstick, secure with bolt and tighten to
7.8–11.8Nm.

Caution: Care must be taken to avoid any damage to the
gearbox drive shaft side cover, gearbox drive shaft body
and housing.

3. Fit air cleaner assembly.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RefitCleaner–RefitCleaner–Refit

Oil Seal–Differential–LH
Remove

1. Drain fluid from automatic transmission.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–DrainSystem–DrainSystem–Drain andandand RefillRefillRefill

2. Remove drive shaft assembly.

ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith BothBothBoth Joints–RemoveJoints–RemoveJoints–Remove

3. Insert the tip of screwdriver between differential
housing and oil seal, in order to remove oil seal.

Caution: Wrap tape around the tip of the screwdriver and
lever carefully. Care must be taken to avoid any damage
to the gearbox drive shaft side cover, gearbox drive shaft
body and housing.

4. Use the tip of the screwdriver to prise out the oil seal.

Refit

1. Use T26002and a plastic hammer, carefully fit the new
seal into the drive shaft housing.

Caution: Be careful not to damage the oil seal.

2. The oil seal must be 3.5±0.5mm below the surface of
the housing.
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3. Fit drive shaft assembly.

LH–ShaftLH–ShaftLH–Shaft withwithwith BothBothBoth Joints–RefitJoints–RefitJoints–Refit

4. Fill automatic transmission with fluid.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–DrainSystem–DrainSystem–Drain andandand RefillRefillRefill

Oil Seal–Differential–RH
Remove

1. Drain fluid from automatic transmission.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–DainSystem–DainSystem–Dain andandand RefillRefillRefill

2. Remove drive shaft assembly.

RHRHRH ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith BothBothBoth Joints–RemoveJoints–RemoveJoints–Remove

3. Insert the tip of screwdriver between differential
housing and oil seal, in order to remove oil seal.

Caution: Wrap tape around the tip of the screwdriver and
lever carefully. Care must be taken to avoid any damage
to the gearbox drive shaft side cover, gearbox drive shaft
body and housing.

4. Use the tip of the screwdriver to prise out the oil seal.

Refit

1. Using toolT26003 and a plastic hammer, carefully fit
the new seal into the drive shaft housing.

Caution: Be careful not to damage the oil seal.

2. The oil seal must be 6.0±0.5mm below the base of the
housing.
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3. Fit drive shaft assembly.

RHRHRH ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith BothBothBoth Joints–RefitJoints–RefitJoints–Refit

4. Fill automatic transmission with fluid.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–DrainSystem–DrainSystem–Drain andandand RefillRefillRefill

Torque Converter
Remove

1. Drain ATF.

LubricationLubricationLubrication SystemSystemSystem --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

2. Remove automatic transmission assembly.

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission andandand Converter–RemoveConverter–RemoveConverter–Remove

3. Remove torque converter.

Caution: Be careful not to damage the oil seal.

Caution: Be careful not to drop the torque convertor.

Refit

1. Fit the torque converter on the automatic transmission.

Caution: Be careful not to damage the oil seal.

Caution: Be careful not to drop the torque convertor.

2. Check the torque converter is installed correctly.

3. Check the clearance between the end of the
transmission housing. A=10.5mm

4. Fit transmission assembly.

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission andandand Converter–RefitConverter–RefitConverter–Refit

5. Fit drain plug and tighten to 23.5–54.9Nm.

6. Fill ATF and check level.

LubricationLubricationLubrication SystemSystemSystem --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill
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Side Cover
Remove

1. Drain ATF.

LubricationLubricationLubrication SystemSystemSystem --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill

2. Remove automatic transmission.

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission andandand Converter–RemoveConverter–RemoveConverter–Remove

3. Remove 9 bolts securing side cover to transmission
assembly and remove cover.

Caution: Be careful not to damage the side cover and
transmission assembly.

Refit

1. Remove any traces of sealant from the mating faces of
the transmission assembly.

Caution: Ensure that the mating faces are free from oil.

2. Apply FIPG (Formed in Place Gasket) to the new side
cover.

3. Install the side cover on the transmission assembly.

4. Fit 9 new bolts securing the side cover to the
transmission assembly and tighten to 9.8–15.7Nm.

5. Fit automatic transmission.

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission andandand converter–Refitconverter–Refitconverter–Refit

6. Fit drain plug and tighten to 23.5–54.9Nm.

7. Fill ATF and check level.

LubricationLubricationLubrication SystemSystemSystem --- DrainDrainDrain andandand RefillRefillRefill
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Oil Seal–Oil Pump
Remove

1. Remove torque converter.

TorqueTorqueTorque Converter–RemoveConverter–RemoveConverter–Remove

2. Use tool to remove the oil seal from the oil pump.

Caution: Be careful not to damage the bushing on the oil
pump body.

Caution: Be careful not to damage the input shaft.

Refit

1. Use T26005and a hammer to fit the new oil seal on
oil pump.

Caution: Be careful not to damage the oil seal.

Caution: Be careful not to damage the input shaft.

2. Ensure oil seal is 0±0.15 from the end of the oil pump
body.

3. Smear the oil seal lip with grease.

4. Fit the torque convertor.

TorqueTorqueTorque Converter–RefitConverter–RefitConverter–Refit
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T26001
Transmission
pressure test
equipment

TPT00001 Adjusterneutralstart switch

T26002 Replacer, drive
shaft oil seal, LH

T26003
Replacer, drive
shaft oil seal,

RH

T26005 Replacer, oil
pump seal
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Transmission-MT
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-cable support bracket to front housing 22–30Nm

Drain plug 30–40Nm

Filler plug 30–40Nm

Bolt-battery earth lead 75–90Nm

Bolt-mounting bracket to transmission 70–90Nm

Bolt-transmission mounting to body bracket 50–65Nm

Nut-transmission bracket to mounting 90–110Nm

Bolt-closing panel to transmission 22–28Nm

Bolt-CKP sensor to cylinder 10Nm

Nut-clutch slave cylinder to slave cylinder bracket 20–25Nm

Bolt-clutch slave cylinder to slave cylinder bracket 18–22Nm

Bolt-RH drive shaft bracket to engine 19–25Nm

Switch-reverse light 32–44Nm

Bolt-base cover to rear housing 10–14Nm

Bolt-retainer plate of input shaft front bearing to front housing 22–30Nm

Bolt-front housing to rear housing 30–40Nm

Bolt-control assembly to rear housing 22–30Nm

Bolt-rear housing to reverse idler shaft 32–44Nm

Bolt-final drive gear to differential housing 140–170Nm

Bolt-thrust plate of reverse lock to control assembly 18–26Nm

Bolt-interlock assembly on rear housing 30–40Nm

Bolt-slave cylinder bracket to rear housing 22–30Nm

Self-locking dowel assembly 32–44Nm

Bolt-guide sleeve to front housing 10–14Nm

Bolt-release fork to release shaft 30–40Nm
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Specifications

Type
SH78ZA 5 forward manual transmission1.8T

SH78ZA1 5 forward manual transmission1.8VCT

Gear Ratio

·First

·Second

·Third

·Fourth

·Fifth

·Reverse

·Final drive1.8T

·Final drive1.8VCT

3.583

2.105

1.379

1.030

0.820

3.363

3.722

4.053

Center Distance of Transmission: 78mm

Rated Power of Mated Engine: 120Kw

Maximum Input Torque: 215Nm

Maximum Input Speed 6000r/min

Weight (without oil): 43kg

Lubricant: MTF 94

Capacity:

·Drain and Refill

·Dry Fill

2.0L

2.2L

Overall Dimensions of Transmission

Length:

Width:

Height:

400mm

543mm

365mm

Sealant:

·Mating face:

·Thread:

1596F Gray Silicone

1598 Black Silicone

1243 thread sealant
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Transmission Assembly Component Layout
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TransmissionTransmissionTransmission OperationOperationOperation andandand HousingHousingHousing ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Gear shift lever

2. Roll pin

3. Nylon block

4. Oil seal–gear shift and selector shaft

5. Needle roller bearing–gear shift and selector shaft

6. Gear selector lever

7. Bolt–gear shift and selector bracket

8. Gear shift and selector shaft

9. Breather plug

10. Control housing

11. Bolt–control housing

12. Dowel–control housing

13. Return spring thrust plate–1st/2nd gears

14. Return spring–1st/2nd gears

15. Reverse lock

16. Selector–reverse lock

17. Dowel

18. Torsional spring–reverse lock

19. Shaft–reverse lock

20. Washer–reverse lock thrust plate to control housing

21. Bolt–reverse lock thrust plate to control housing

22. Roll pin

23. Washer

24. Thrust plate–reverse lock

25. Interlock assembly

26. Gear shift arm guide

27. Return spring–5th/reverse gears

28. Bush–1st/2nd gears Selector shaft

29. Selector shaft–1st/2nd gears

30. Selector fork–1st/2nd gears

31. Dowel

32. Gear selector–1st/2nd gears

33. Gear selector–3rd/4th gears

34. Selector fork–3rd/4th gears

35. Selector fork–5th/reverse gears

36. Gear selector–5th/reverse gears
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37. Selector–reverse light

38. Selector shaft–5th/reverse gears

39. Self-locking dowel

40. Washer

41. Bolt–front and rear housing

42. Cap

43. Output shaft oil guide

44. Input shaft oil guide

45. Base cover–rear housing

46. Bolt–base cover of rear housing

47. Bolt

48. Washer

49. Filler plug

50. Washer

51. Dowel–front and rear housing

52. Front housing

53. Bush–clutch release shaft

54. Bush–clutch release shaft

55. Dust cover–clutch release shaft

56. Clutch release shaft

57. Guide sleeve

58. Bolt–guide sleeve

59. Release bearing

60. Bolt–release fork

61. Washer–release fork bolt

62. Release fork

63. Selector shaft–3rd/4th gears

64. Rear housing
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GearGearGear DriveDriveDrive MechanismMechanismMechanism ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Circlip(selective)–input shaft front bearing

2. Front bearing–input shaft

3. Retainer plate–front bearing

4. Bolt–bearing cover

5. Input shaft

6. 3rd gear–input shaft

7. Needle roller bearing–3rd/5th/Reverse gears

8. Synchro ring–3rd/4th/5th/Reverse gears

9. Synchro sleeve

10. Synchro hub–3rd/4th gears

11. Synchro key–3rd/4th/5th/Reverse gears

12. Spacer–4th gear*

13. 4th gear–input shaft

14. Needle roller bearing–4th gear

15. 5th gear–input shaft

16. Circlip(selective)–input shaft 5th gear

17. Sleeve–circlip

18. Rear bearing–input shaft

19. Circlip–input shaft rear bearing*

20. Oil seal–input shaft

21. Reverse idler shaft

22. Needle roller bearing–reverse gear

23. Reverse idler gear

24. Thrust plate–reverse idler gear

25. Circlip–reverse idler gear

26. Front bearing–output shaft

27. Output shaft

28. Needle roller bearing–output shaft 1st gear

29. 1st gear–output shaft

30. Inner synchro ring–1st/2nd gears

31. Mid synchro ring–1st/2nd gears

32. Outer synchro ring–1st/2nd gears

33. Synchro sleeve–1st/2nd gears

34. Synchro key–1st/2nd gears

35. Synchro hub–1st/2nd gears

36. Needle roller bearing–output shaft 2nd gear
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37. 2nd gear–output shaft

38. 3rd gear–output shaft

39. Spacer(selective)–output shaft 3rd/4th gears

40. 4th gear–output shaft

41. Needle roller bearing–output shaft 5th gear

42. 5th gear–output shaft

43. Synchro hub–5th gear

44. Needle roller bearing–output shaft reverse gears

45. Reverse gear–output shaft

46. Rear bearing–output shaft

47. Snap ring(selective)–output shaft rear bearing

48. Circlip(selective)–output shaft rear bearing
*If fitted
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DifferentialDifferentialDifferential AssemblyAssemblyAssembly ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Oil seal–drive shaft

2. Tapered roller bearing

3. Differential housing

4. Final drive gear

5. Roll pin–pinion shaft

6. Bolt–differential housing to final drive gear

7. Shim(selective)

8. Washer–planetary gear

9. Planetary gear

10. Thrust washer(selective)–sun gear

11. Sun gear

12. Pinion shaft
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TransmissionTransmissionTransmission AccessoriesAccessoriesAccessories ComponentComponentComponent LocationLocationLocation

1. Cable support bracket

2. Bolt

3. Bolt

4. Reverse lamp switch

5. Washer

6. Drain plug

7. Slave cylinder bracket (if fitted)

8. Slave cylinder bracket (if fitted)

9. Slave cylinder bracket (if fitted)
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Description
General

Where specified, a 5-speed manual transmission is fitted.

The selector lever, fitted within the passenger compartment in
the centre console, gives the driver a choice of six positions,
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and reverse.

The drive shafts fit into the differential assembly on the rear of
the unit and transmit the drive to the road wheels.

The transmission housing is of cast aluminium construction and
bolts to the LH side of the cylinder block. It features bearing
supports for the input and output shafts.

The transmission housing is fitted with a filler plug located on
the lower front face of the casing and a drain plug sealed with
an aluminium washer located on the lower rear face of the unit.

The transmission is filled with oil which splash lubricates the
internal components.

A breather plug is fitted to the rear of the selector housing.

Pressed steel closure plates seal the openings between the
transmission housing and the cylinder block.

Transmission Components

The input shaft features splines on its front end which fits
through the inner hub of the clutch drive plate.

It is supported by a front bearing and carries, in order from
the cylinder block end:

• 3rd gear and bearing

• 3rd and 4th gear synchro rings

• 3rd and 4th gear synchro hubs, synchro sleeves and
synchro keys assembly

• 3rd and 4th gear synchro rings

• 4th gear spacer (if fitted)

• 4th gear and bearing

• 5th gear and bearing

• Rear bearing and rear oil seal

The reverse idler shaft carries the reverse idler gear.

The output shaft features a machined gear on its front end. It
is supported by a front bearing and carries, in order from the
cylinder block end:

• 1st gear

• 1st and 2nd gear inner, mid and outer synchro rings and
synchro hubs, sleeves and synchro keys

• 2nd and 3rd gears and bearings

• 3rd and 4th gear spacer

• 4th and 5th gears and bearings

• 3rd, 4th, 5th and reverse gear synchro rings

• 5th and reverse gear synchro hubs, sleeves and synchro
keys

• Reverse gear and bearing

• Rear bearing

Gear Ratios

Gear Ratio

1st 3.583

2nd 2.105

3rd 1.379

4th 1.030

5th 0.820

Reverse 3.363

Final drive 1.8T 3.722

Final drive 1.8VCT 4.053

Shift and Selector

Gear selection is performed using a selector lever mounted in
the centre console within the passenger compartment.

Two cables connect to the base of the selector lever, a fore-aft
cable and a cross gate cable.

These pass along the transmission tunnel and connect to
the gear selector and shift levers mounted externally on the
transmission housing using a rose joint type fitting secured
with a screw.

The selector levers are connected to the selector forks within
the transmission housing.

Reverse Lock and Switch

A reverse lock mechanism is fitted to prevent inadvertent
shifting directly from 5th gear to reverse gear. A plunger
type reverse light switch is fitted to the rear of the selector
housing.

Differential

The differential is of conventional design with a differential
housing bolted to the final drive gear.

The housing supports the differential pin, planetary and sun
gears.

The differential assembly is supported in the transmission
housing using taper roller bearings.
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Operation
Transmission Components

The drive train changes the speed and direction of rotation
of the drive by engaging different gears between the input and
output shafts to produce five forward ratios and one reverse
gear ratio.

All gears are in constant mesh with the exception of reverse
gear.

When 1st gear is selected, the synchro sleeve pressures the
synchromesh female cone into contact with a corresponding
male cone in the gear chosen.

This synchronizes the speeds of the synchro hub and gear. The
synchro sleeve then engages the gear by means of a synchro
ring and teeth extensions on the synchro sleeve.

Detents in the selector shaft ensure that precise gear selection
is made and ensures that the gear is held in engagement.

Torque is transmitted from the engine via the clutch to the
input shaft. Torque is then transmitted through the selected
gear to the output shaft pinion and final drive gear to the drive
shafts.

The 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th gears operate as the 1st gear.

When reverse gear is selected, reverse gear (integrated with
the input shaft) is obtained by engaging reverse idler gear with
the reverse gears changing the direction of rotation of the
output shaft.

Shift and Selector

When moving the selector lever to the 1st gear position,
the selector lever operates the gear selector and shift lever
through the cables.

The gear selector lever engages the gear shift arm guide
(attached to the gear shift and selector shaft) through the
selector cable with the detent of 1st/2nd gears selector and
disengages from the detent of 3rd/4th gears selector.

One end of the interlock assembly blocks the detents of the
3rd/4th and 5th/reverse gears selector, but the other end is
disengaged from the detent of the 1st/2nd gears selector.

The gear shift lever rotates the gear shift arm guide (attached
to the gear shift and selector shaft) through the cross gate
cable.

The gear shift arm guide turns the 1st/2nd gears selector
engaged with the 1st/2nd gear synchronizer to realize the 1st
gear's shift and selector.

The other gears are selected in the same way as 1st gear.

Reverse Lock

When 5th gear is selected, the reverse lock is pressed against
the outer side of the reverse lock's thrust plate under pressure
from the torsional spring.

When 5th gear is shifted, the reverse lock frees from the
reverse lock's thrust plate and returns to its natural position
under pressure from the torsional spring.

When the gear position is to be shifted directly from 5th gear
to the reverse gear, the reverse lock rotates in the opposite
direction and is stopped by the reverse lock's thrust plate.

This prevents the gear shift to the reverse gear.

Differential

The differential allows the road wheels to turn at different
speeds whilst providing an equal amount of torque.

The integral gear on the output shaft meshes with the final
drive gear on the differential assembly.

When the output shaft rotates, and the wheels are in the
straight ahead position, torque is applied to the complete
assembly, the planetary gear does not rotate.

Torque is transmitted to the road wheels through the drive
shafts.

During cornering, the inner wheel travels a shorter distance at
a lower speed.

This results in the planetary gear rotating about the outer
wheel gear increasing the speed of that wheel.
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Service Procedures
Oil Seal–Gear Change Rod
Remove

1. Remove battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier Bracket–RemoveBracket–RemoveBracket–Remove

2. Ensure neutral is selected.

3. Note fitted position and carefully disconnect gear
change cable ball joint from shift and selector levers.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing selector lever bracket to
transmission and remove bracket.

5. With assistance, support gear selector lever, remove
roll pin securing gear selector lever and remove lever.

6. Remove and discard gear change oil seal.

Refit

1. Clean gear change oil seal recess, gear change cover
and transmission mating faces.

2. UsingT24016 fit new seal to gear change cover
ensuring stepped portion of seal faces outwards.

3. Fit gear shift lever and secure with new roll pin.

4. Fit selector lever bracket to transmission casing, fit
bolts and tighten to 22–30Nm.

5. Connect cable ball joints to shift and selector levers.

6. Check gear change quality, if gear change is poor with
high frictional loads, this indicates incorrect assembly.

Remove assembly and repeat refit instructions.

7. Fit battery cover.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier Bracket–RefitBracket–RefitBracket–Refit
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Lubrication System–Drain & Refill
Drain & Refill

1. Remove undertray.

Undertray–RemoveUndertray–RemoveUndertray–Remove

2. Position suitable container under transmission.

3. Clean area around filler plug.

4. Remove filler plug and discard sealing washer.

5. Clean area around drain plug.

6. Remove drain plug and discard sealing washer.

7. Allow transmission oil to drain.

8. Clean filler and drain plugs.

9. Fit drain plug with a new sealing washer and tighten
plug to 30–40Nm.

10. Add specified litres of oil through filler hole.

Drain and Refill 2.0L

Dry fill 2.2L

11. Fit filler plug with a new sealing washer and tighten plug
to 30–40Nm.

12. Fit undertray.

Undertray–RefitUndertray–RefitUndertray–Refit

Manual Transmission Assembly
Remove

1. Remove air cleaner.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RemoveCleaner–RemoveCleaner–Remove

2. Disconnect ECM multiplugs.

3. Remove battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier Bracket–RemoveBracket–RemoveBracket–Remove

4. Disconnect reverse lamp switch multiplug.

5. Note fitted position and disconnect both cable ball
joints from gearbox selector.

6. Release clips and disconnect outer selector cables from
abutment bracket.
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7. Drain gearbox oil.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–DrainSystem–DrainSystem–Drain &&& RefillRefillRefill

8. Remove LH drive shaft.

LHLHLH ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith BothBothBoth Joints–RemoveJoints–RemoveJoints–Remove

9. Remove front subframe.

FrontFrontFront Subframe–RemoveSubframe–RemoveSubframe–Remove

10. Remove 3 bolts securing RH drive shaft steady bearing
to cylinder block.

11. With assistance release RH drive shaft from gearbox
and position aside.

12. Remove starter motor.

StarterStarterStarter Motor–RemoveMotor–RemoveMotor–Remove

13. Remove bolt securing crankshaft position sensor(CKP)
and position sensor aside.

14. Remove 2 bolts from gearbox rear closing plate and
remove plate.

15. Remove 3 bolts securing front closing plate to gearbox
and remove plate.

16. Release clip securing slave cylinder to bracket, release
slave cylinder and discard remains of strap. (if fitted)

17. Remove 2 nuts securing slave cylinder to bracket, leave
aside the slave cylinder . (if fitted)
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18. Remove 1 bolt securing clutch slave cylinder to bracket,
leave aside the slave cylinder. (if fitted)

19. Remove 3 bolts from gearbox flange lower.

20. Lower vehicle, leave sufficient height to remove
gearbox from beneath.

21. Remove gearbox housing bolt securing engine earth
lead, release earth lead and position aside.

22. Position jack to support engine.

23. Connect lifting equipment to gearbox housing.

24. Remove nut from gearbox mount.

25. Remove 4 bolts securing gearbox mount to bracket
and remove gearbox mount.

26. Remove 4 bolts securing gearbox mounting bracket to
gearbox and remove mounting bracket.
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27. Remove remaining gearbox flange bolts.

28. Release gearbox from engine, adjust jack height and
lower gearbox to floor.

29. Disconnect lifting equipment and with assistance
remove gearbox.

Refit

1. Clean component mating faces.

2. Clean gearbox dowels and dowel holes.

3. With assistance position gearbox beneath vehicle and
attach lifting equipment.

4. Raise gearbox, adjust jack and locate gearbox dowels.

5. Position engine earth lead, fit and tighten gearbox flange
bolts to 75–90Nm.

6. Position mounting bracket to gearbox, fit bolts and
tighten to 70–90Nm.

7. Fit gearbox mount to body bracket, fit bolts and tighten
to 50–65Nm.

8. Align gearbox to mount, fit nut and tighten to
90–110Nm.

9. Remove engine support.

10. Disconnect lifting equipment.

11. Connect reverse light switch multiplug and fit harness
clips.

12. Fit gear selector outer cables to abutment bracket and
secure clips.

13. Connect gear selector inner cable ball joints.

14. Check operation of gearbox.

15. Raise vehicle on a lift.

16. Fit front closing plate, fit bolts and tighten to
22–28Nm.

17. Fit rear closing plate, fit bolts and tighten to 22–28Nm.

18. Fit CKP sensor, fit bolt and tighten to 10Nm.

19. Fit starter motor.

StarterStarterStarter Motor–RefitMotor–RefitMotor–Refit

20. Secure slave cylinder to bracket with a clip. (if fitted)

21. Fit slave cylinder to bracket and tighten 2 nuts to
20–25Nm. (if fitted)

22. Fit slave cylinder to bracket and tighten a bolt to
18–22Nm. (if fitted)

23. Clean inboard end of RH drive shaft.

24. With assistance, align and fit RH drive shaft to gearbox.
Take care not to damage oil seal.

25. Align RH drive shaft bearing support bracket to engine,
fit bolts and tighten to 19–25Nm.

26. Fit LH drive shaft assembly.

LHLHLH ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith BothBothBoth Joints–RefitJoints–RefitJoints–Refit

27. Fit front subframe.

FrontFrontFront Subframe–RefitSubframe–RefitSubframe–Refit

28. Refill gearbox with oil.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–DrainSystem–DrainSystem–Drain &&& RefillRefillRefill

29. Fit battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier Bracket–RefitBracket–RefitBracket–Refit

30. Connect ECM multiplugs.

31. Fit air cleaner.

AirAirAir Cleaner–RefitCleaner–RefitCleaner–Refit
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Lamp Switch–Reverse
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect reverse lamp switch multiplug.

3. Remove reverse lamp switch from transmission.

Refit

1. Clean reverse lamp switch and mating face on
transmission.

2. Apply thread sealant to reverse lamp switch.

3. Fit reverse lamp switch to transmission and tighten to
32–44Nm.

4. Connect multiplug to reverse lamp switch.

5. Connect battery earth lead.

Cover–Reverse Access–Reseal
Remove

1. Drain transmission oil.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–DrainSystem–DrainSystem–Drain &&& RefillRefillRefill

2. Position suitable container under transmission to catch
oil.

3. Remove 6 bolts securing reverse access cover to
transmission casing.

4. Carefully break sealant joint to reverse access cover
from transmission casing. Discard reverse access cover.

Refit

1. Clean transmission casing mating face.

2. Apply a bead of 1598 black silicone sealant to reverse
access cover mating face on transmission casing.

3. Position new cover, fit bolts and tighten to 10–14Nm.

4. Fill transmission with oil.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–DrainSystem–DrainSystem–Drain &&& RefillRefillRefill
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Lubrication System–Manual Transmission–Top
up
Check & Top Up

1. Raise vehicle on a lift.

2. Clean area around filler plug.

3. Remove filler plug.

4. Fill gearbox through filler plug hole, until oil is level
with the bottom of the hole.

5. Clean filler plug.

6. Fit gearbox filler plug and tighten to 30–40Nm.

7. Lower vehicle.

Oil Seal–Differential–LH
Remove

1. Remove LH drive shaft.

LHLHLH ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith BothBothBoth Joints–RemoveJoints–RemoveJoints–Remove

2. Carefully remove and discard differential oil seal, take
care not to damage oil seal recess.

Refit

1. Clean oil seal recess.

2. Using T24010, fit a new differential oil seal.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

3. Fit LH drive shaft.

LHLHLH ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith BothBothBoth Joints–RefitJoints–RefitJoints–Refit

4. Top up transmission oil level.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–DrainSystem–DrainSystem–Drain &&& RefillRefillRefill
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Oil Seal–Differential–RH
Remove

1. Remove RH drive shaft.

RHRHRH ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith BothBothBoth Joints–RemoveJoints–RemoveJoints–Remove

2. Carefully remove and discard differential oil seal, take
care not to damage oil seal recess.

Refit

1. Clean oil seal recess.

2. Using T24010fit a new differential oil seal.

Caution: Oil seals are waxed and must not be lubricated
prior to fitting.

3. Fit RH drive shaft.

RHRHRH ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith BothBothBoth Joints–RefitJoints–RefitJoints–Refit

4. Top up transmission oil level.

LubricationLubricationLubrication System–DrainSystem–DrainSystem–Drain &&& RefillRefillRefill

Manual Transmission Dismantling
Remove

1. Remove transmission assembly.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RemoveAssembly–RemoveAssembly–Remove

2. Remove control assembly.

3. Remove release mechanism.

AccessoriesAccessoriesAccessories andandand ReleaseReleaseRelease Mechanism–RemoveMechanism–RemoveMechanism–Remove

4. Remove reverse idler gear.

ReverseReverseReverse IdlerIdlerIdler Gear–RemoveGear–RemoveGear–Remove

5. Noting their fitted position, remove 16 bolts securing
front to rear housing.

6. Using pliers release snap ring retaining output shaft
rear bearing.

7. Using rubber mallet, knock rib of rear housing to
release rear housing from front housing.

8. Remove rear housing.

9. Remove and discard input shaft oil guide plate.

10. Remove and discard output shaft oil guide plate.

11. Remove and discard oil block pate.

12. Remove and discard differential oil seal.

13. Remove bolts securing input shaft front bearing
retaining plate.
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14. Remove retaining plate.

15. Raise both input and output shafts slightly from housing.

16. Remove selector shafts, selector forks and selectors.

Caution: CareCareCare mustmustmust bebebe takentakentaken tototo ensureensureensure nonono excessiveexcessiveexcessive

forceforceforce isisis appliedappliedapplied tototo selectorselectorselector shafts.shafts.shafts.

17. Lift differential assembly out of front housing.

18. Remove and discard differential oil seal.

19. Remove and discard input shaft oil seal.

20. Remove and discard 1st/2nd selector shaft bush from
front housing.

Refit

Caution: Clean all the parts before assembling.

Caution: Use manual transmission fluid to lubricate
bearing and running parts.

Caution: Check components for wear,scratch,damage
and replace as necessary.

Caution: Apply sealant to thread of bolt.

1. Using T24011, fit input shaft oil seal to front housing.

2. Using T24010, fit differential oil seal.

3. Fit output shaft front bearing outer race to front
housing.

4. Using T24012, fit outer race of output shaft tapered
roller bearing.

5. Using T24013, 1st/2nd selector shaft bush to front
housing.

6. Fit shaft and fork assemblies into front housing.

7. Secure input shaft bearing retaining plate to front
housing and tighten bolts to 22–30Nm.

8. Fit differential assembly into front housing.

9. After fitting, check tapered roller bearing pre-tightening
torque.

Caution: Pre-tighteningPre-tighteningPre-tightening torquetorquetorque shouldshouldshould bebebe withinwithinwithin

4-6Nm.4-6Nm.4-6Nm.

10. In rear housing, using T24014, fit output shaft oil guide
plate and snap ring retaining output shaft rear bearing.

Caution: Refer to table for snap ring selection.

Thickness (mm)

1.90

1.875
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1.85

1.825

1.80

11. Measure original shim thickness and select suitable
shim, fit into tapered roller bearing outer race by using
T24012.

Caution: Refer to table for shim selection.

Thickness (mm) Colour

1.0±0.01 Yellow

0.8±0.01 Green

0.5±0.01 Red

0.2±0.01 White

0.15±0.01 Black

0.1±0.01 Purple

12. Using T24013, fit 1st/2nd selector shaft bush into rear
housing.

13. Using T24015, fit shift and selector shaft needle roller
bearing.

14. Using T24010, fit differential oil seal.

15. Fit oil block plate into rear housing.

16. Clean mating face ensuring all traces of silicone sealant
are removed from housing.

17. Apply a bead of 1596F gray silicone sealant to mating
face of housing.

18. Position rear housing over front housing, keeping rear
housing square to front.

19. Lower rear housing into position and push fully down
on to front housing.

20. Fit 14 bolts securing rear housing to front housing and
progressively tighten bolts to 30–40Nm.

21. Apply a bead of 1596F gray silicone sealant to mating
face of rear housing.

22. Fit control assembly into rear housing and tighten bolts
to 22–30Nm.

23. Fit reverse idler gear.

ReverseReverseReverse IdlerIdlerIdler Gear–RefitGear–RefitGear–Refit

24. Fit new cap, rear housing base cover and tighten 6
securing bolts to 10–14Nm.

25. Fit release mechanism.

AccessoriesAccessoriesAccessories andandand ReleaseReleaseRelease Mechanism–RefitMechanism–RefitMechanism–Refit

26. Fit exterior brackets and bolts and tighten securing
bolts to 22–30Nm.

27. Fit manual transmission assembly.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RefitAssembly–RefitAssembly–Refit

Input Shaft Assembly
Remove

1. Dismantle transmission.

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission DismantleDismantleDismantle

2. Retain input shaft in suitable securing device for
operation access.

3. Remove and discard input shaft front bearing circlip.

4. Using T32001, remove input shaft front bearing.

5. Remove and discard oil seal from rear of input shaft.

6. Remove input shaft rear bearing circlip.

7. Using T32001, remove input shaft rear bearing.

8. Remove and discard circlip sleeve.

Caution: TakeTakeTake greatgreatgreat carecarecare notnotnot tototo damagedamagedamage geargeargear teeth.teeth.teeth.
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9. Remove and discard 5th gear input shaft circlip.

10. Using T32001, remove 5th gear from input shaft.

11. Remove 4th gear from input shaft.

12. Remove 4th gear needle roller bearing from input shaft.

13. Remove 4th gear synchro spring ring and synchro ring.

14. Remove synchro sleeve.

15. Remove synchro hub and slide blocks.

16. Remove 3rd synchro ring and spring ring.

17. Using T32001, remove 3rd gear from input shaft.

18. Remove 3rd gear needle roller bearing.

Refit

Caution: Clean all the parts before assembling.

Caution: Fit new circlip after fitting the bearing.

Caution: Use manual transmission fluid to lubricate
bearing and running parts.
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Caution: Check components for wear,scratch,damage
and replace as necessary.

1. Position input shaft on press.

2. UsingT24001 fit input shaft front bearing.

3. Measure and select a new input shaft front bearing
circlip.

Caution: Refer to table for circlip selection.

Thickness
(mm)

Colour

L1 2.30 Red

L2 2.33 White

L3 2.36 Natural

L4 2.39 Green

4. Fit new circlip.

5. Lubricate 3rd gear needle roller bearings and fit to
input shaft.

6. Fit 3rd gear to input shaft.

7. Fit 3rd gear synchro ring and spring ring to input shaft.

8. Fit synchro hub, slide block, synchro sleeve and 4th
gear space collar to input shaft.

Caution: Ensure parts are fitted in correct order and
orientation.

9. Lubricate bearings with clean oil, usingT24002 fit inner
ring of 4th gear needle roller bearing.

10. Fit 4th synchro ring, spring ring and 4th gear assembly
to input shaft.

11. Fit 5th gear to input shaft.

12. Measure and select correct size 5th gear split circlip.

Caution: Refer to table for thrust washer selection.

Thickness
(mm)

Colour

L1 3.85 White

L2 3.89 Purple

L3 3.93 Natural

L4 3.97 Red

L5 4.01 Green

L6 4.05 Blue

L7 4.09 Pink

L8 4.13 Yellow

L9 4.17 Brown

13. Fit new circlip.

14. Fit circlip sleeve.

15. UsingT24003 fit input shaft rear bearing.

16. Fit input shaft rear bearing circlip.

17. Lubricate and fit input shaft rear oil seal using T24004.

18. Assemble transmission.

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission DismantleDismantleDismantle
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Output Shaft Assembly
Remove

1. Dismantle transmission.

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission DismantleDismantleDismantle

2. Retain output shaft in suitable securing device for
operation access.

3. Remove and discard output shaft front bearing circlip.

4. Inspect front bearing for wear or damage. If
replacement is necessary, replace together with output
shaft.

5. Remove and discard circlip of output shaft rear bearing.

6. Using T32001, remove rear bearing of output shaft
and inner race of reverse gear needle roller bearing.

7. Remove reverse gear and needle roller bearing etc.

8. Using T32001, remove 4th gear, inner ring 5th gear
needle roller bearing and synchro assembly.

9. Remove intermediate spacer collar.

10. Press down 1st gear, synchro assembly, 2nd gear and
3rd gear.

Refit

Caution: Clean all the parts before assembling.

Caution: Fit new circlip after fitting the bearing.

Caution: Use manual transmission fluid to lubricate
bearing and running parts.

Caution: Check components for wear,scratch,damage
and replace as necessary.

1. Using T24005, fit inner race of 1st gear needle roller
bearing.

2. Fit 1st gear needle roller bearing.

3. Fit 1st gear of output shaft.

4. Fit 1st/2nd inner, mid, outer synchro rings and spring
rings.

Caution: EnsureEnsureEnsure partspartsparts areareare fittedfittedfitted ininin correctcorrectcorrect orderorderorder

andandand orientation.orientation.orientation.

5. Fit 1st and 2nd synchro hub and sleeve.

Caution: EnsureEnsureEnsure partspartsparts areareare fittedfittedfitted ininin correctcorrectcorrect orderorderorder

andandand orientation.orientation.orientation.

6. Fit 1st/2nd inner, mid outer synchro ring and spring ring.

Caution: EnsureEnsureEnsure partspartsparts areareare fittedfittedfitted ininin correctcorrectcorrect orderorderorder

andandand orientation.orientation.orientation.

7. Using T24006, fit inner race of 2nd gear needle roller
bearing of output shaft.

8. Fit 1st gear needle roller bearing of output shaft.

9. Fit 2nd gear of output shaft.

10. Fit 3rd gear of output shaft.

11. Measure and fit 3rd/4th gears spacer collar.

Caution: Refer to table for spacer collar selection.

Thickness mm

22.33

22.43

22.53
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22.63

22.73

12. Using T24007, fit 4th gear of output shaft.

13. Fit inner race of 5th gear needle roller bearing.

14. Lubricate bearings with clean oil.

15. Fit 3rd/5th/Reverse gears needle roller bearings.

16. Fit 5th gear of output shaft.

17. Fit 3rd/4th, 5th/Reverse synchro rings and spring rings.

18. Fit 5th/Reverse synchro hub, sleeve and slide bolcks.

Caution: EnsureEnsureEnsure partspartsparts areareare fittedfittedfitted ininin correctcorrectcorrect orderorderorder

andandand orientation.orientation.orientation.

19. Fit 3rd/4th, 5th/Reverse synchro spring rings and
Reverse synchro rings.

Caution: EnsureEnsureEnsure partspartsparts areareare fittedfittedfitted ininin correctcorrectcorrect orderorderorder

andandand orientation.orientation.orientation.

20. Using T24008, fit inner race of the Reverse gear
needle roller bearing.

21. Lubricate bearings with clean oil, fit 3rd/5th/Reverse
gear needle roller bearings.

22. Using press equipment, fit rear bearing of output shaft
and Reverse gear.

23. Select and fit circlip of output shaft rear bearing.

Caution: Refer to table for circlip selection.

Thickness
(mm)

Colour

L1 2.42 Light grey

L2 2.46 Natural

L3 2.50 Green

L4 2.54 Brown

L5 2.58 Blue

L6 2.62 Yellow

L7 2.66 Pink

L8 2.70 Red

L9 2.78 Purple

L10 2.82 White

L11 2.86 Cyan

24. Select and fit snap ring of output shaft rear bearing.

Caution: Refer to table for snap ring selection.

Thickness (mm)

1.90

1.875

1.85

1.825

1.80

25. Fit front bearing of output shaft using press equipment.

26. Using plier, fit circlip of front bearing to position.

27. Assemble transmission.

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission DismantleDismantleDismantle
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Reverse Idler Gear
Remove

1. Remove and discard reverse access cover.

2. Remove bolt retaining reverse idler shaft, discard
washer.

3. Remove reverse idler gear from transmission housing.

4. Remove circlip securing reverse idler gear to shaft and
discard circlip.

5. Remove thrust washer, needle roller bearing from
reverse idler shaft.

Refit

1. Lubricate bearings with clean oil.

2. Fit needle bearing, reverse idler gear and thrust plate
to reverse idler shaft.

3. Secure reverse idler gear to reverse idler gear shaft
with a new circlip.

4. Position reverse idler gear into rear housing.

5. Fit reverse idler shaft bolt and tighten to 32–44Nm.
Use a new washer.

6. Apply a bead of 1598 black silicone sealant to reverse
access cover.

7. Fit new reverse access cover and tighten securing bolts
to 10–14Nm.
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Differential Assembly
Remove

1. Remove transmission assembly.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RemoveAssembly–RemoveAssembly–Remove

2. Remove differential assembly.

TransmissionTransmissionTransmission DismantleDismantleDismantle

3. Remove inner race of tapered roller bearing using
T32001, discard washer.

Caution: ProtectProtectProtect thethethe differentialdifferentialdifferential carriercarriercarrier beforebeforebefore

fittingfittingfitting supportsupportsupport ofofof T32001...

4. Using a suitable punch, remove roll pin securing pinion
shaft, discard pin.

5. Progressively slacken, then remove 8 bolts securing final
drive gear to carrier, remove gear.

6. Remove pinion shaft, sun gears, planet gears and thrust
washers.

Refit

1. Measure original thrust washer thickness and according
this thickness select two new for sun gears.

Caution: Refer to table for shim selection.

Thickness(mm) Colour

H 0.90±0.01 Yellow

H 0.95±0.01 Green

H 1.00±0.01 Blue

H 1.05±0.01 Red

H 1.10±0.01 White

H 1.15±0.01 Black

H 1.20±0.01 Purple

H 1.25±0.01 Orange

H 1.30±0.01 Brown

H 1.35±0.01 Grey

2. Position thrust washer on each sun gear.

3. Position sun gears in carrier.

4. Position thrust washer on each planetary gear.

5. Position planetary gear in carrier.

6. Rotate planetary gears and sun gears until pinion shaft
holes in planetary gears and differential carrier are
aligned.

7. Insert pinion shaft.

8. Retain pinion shaft using new roll pin.

9. Using T24009, fit inner race of taper bearings.

10. Fit final drive gear to carrier.

11. Position new 8 bolts to final drive gear and tighten to
140–170Nm.

12. Fit manual transmission assembly.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RefitAssembly–RefitAssembly–Refit
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Control Assembly
Remove

1. Remove transmission assembly.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RemoveAssembly–RemoveAssembly–Remove

2. Remove bolts from interlock assembly.

3. Remove bolts securing control assembly to transmission
assembly.

4. Remove control assembly.

5. Remove bolts securing gear selector lever to control
assembly.

6. Remove gear selector lever.

7. Using a suitable punch to remove roll pin, remove the
shift and selector shaft.

8. Remove bolts securing reverse lock thrust plate.

9. Remove reverse lock thrust plate.

10. Remove 5th/Reverse return spring.

11. Remove interlock assembly gear shift arm guide.

12. Remove reverse lock selector.

13. Remove 1st/2nd gear return spring, return spring thrust
plate.

14. Remove and discard needle roller bearing.

15. Remove and discard oil seal.

16. Remove gear shift lever.

17. Remove nylon block.

18. Remove and discard breather plug.

Refit

1. Using T24017, fit roll pin.

2. Using T24024, fit shaft of reverse lock selector.

3. Assemble reverse lock selector assembly.

4. Fit new breather plug to control assembly.

5. Using T24016, fit gear shift and selector shaft oil seal.

Caution: Take care to avoid damaging the oil seal lip,
while fitting it.

6. Using T24015, fit new needle roller bearing.

7. Fit reverse lock thrust plate and tighten bolts to
18–26Nm
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8. Position shift and selector shaft through control
assembly.

9. Fit 5th/Reverse gear return spring, interlock assembly,
gear shift arm guide, reverse lock selector assembly,
1st/2nd gear return spring and return spring thrust
plate in the correct sequence.

Caution: Ensure that the above components are fitted in
the correct sequence on the shaft.

10. Fit gear shift lever to shift and selector shaft.

11. Fit assembled parts into housing and tighten bolts
securing interlock assembly to30–40Nm.

12. Position nylon block and fit gear selector lever.

13. Fit manual transmission assembly.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RefitAssembly–RefitAssembly–Refit

Fittings and Release Mechanism
Remove

1. Remove slave cylinder bracket.

2. Remove cable support bracket.

3. Remove reverse lamp switch.

4. Remove 3 self-locking dowels assembly.

5. Remove oil filler and drain plugs.

6. Remove bolt securing interlock assembly.

7. Remove control assembly.
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8. Remove and discard cap of rear housing.

9. Remove and discard reverse access cover of rear
housing.

The following operations can only be carried out with the
transmission assembly removed.

10. Remove clutch release bearing.

11. Remove bolt securing release fork.

12. Remove release lever assembly and release fork.

13. Remove 4 bolts securing release bearing guide sleeve,
remove guide sleeve.

Refit

1. Fit slave cylinder bracket and tighten bolts to
22–30Nm.

2. Fit cable support bracket and tighten bolts to
22–30Nm.

3. Apply thread sealant to reverse light switch, fit and
tighten switch to 32–44Nm.

4. Fit self locking dowel assembly and tighten to
32–44Nm.

5. Fit oil filler and drain plugs and tighten to 30–40Nm.

6. Fit interlock assembly and tighten bolt to 30–40Nm.

7. Apply 1596F gray silicone sealant to mating face of
control assembly.

8. Fit control assembly, apply thread sealant to bolts and
tighten to 22–30Nm.

9. Fit new rear housing cap.

10. Apply 1598 black silicone sealant to mating face of
reverse access cover.

11. Fit reverse access cover of rear housing, apply thread
sealant to bolts and tighten to 10–14Nm.

The following operations can only be carried out with the
transmission assembly removed.

12. Fit guide sleeve.

13. Apply thread sealant to guide sleeve securing bolts and
tighten to 10–14Nm

14. Fit release bearing.

15. Apply thread sealant to release fork securing bolts.

16. Fit release lever and release fork and tighten bolts
30–40Nm.

17. Fit manual transmission assembly.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RefitAssembly–RefitAssembly–Refit
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T24016
Replacer, oil
seal, shift and
selector shaft

T24010
Replacer, front
oil seal, output

shaft

T24011
Replacer, front
oil seal, input
shaft

T24012
Replacer, outer
track of taper
bearing

T24013
Replacer, bush
of fork, 1st /
2nd gears

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T24014
Replacer, guide
oil, input /
output shafts

T24015

Replacer, roller
bearing, shift
and selector
shaft

T32001 Puller universal

T24001
Replacer, front
bearing, input
shaft

T24002

Replacer, inner
track of roller
bearing, 4th
gear
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Tool
Number

Description Picture

T24003
Replacer, rear
bearing, input
shaft

T24004
Replacer, rear
oil seal, input
shaft

T24005
Replacer, inner
track of roller
bearing, 1st gear

T24006

Replacer, inner
track of roller
bearing, 2nd
gear

T24007
Replacer, 4th
gear, output
shaft

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T24008

Replacer, inner
track of roller
bearing, reverse

gear

T24009
Replacer, inner
track of taper
bearing

T24017 Puncher, Ø3
spring pin

T24024
Replacer,
reverse lock
shaft
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Clutch
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-clutch cover to flywheel 25Nm

Bolt-clutch master cylinder to pedal bracket 7–10Nm

Nut-clutch slave cylinder to slave cylinder bracket 20–25Nm

Nut-clutch slave cylinder hose to pipe 15–19Nm

Bleed plug-clutch slave cylinder 12–17Nm
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Specifications

Type: Hydraulic pressure assistant clutch

Drive plate diameter: 228mm

Pressure plate diameter 228mm

Clutch plate friction material B1675

Diaphragm finger height when clamped on a thick gauge plate: 28.45-30.45mm

Diaphragm finger clearance (service limit) 64.0mm

Clutch plate thickness under 6600 N axial load:

• New 7.35-7.95mm

• Service limit 6.5mm

Rivet depth:

• New 1.2 mm above rivet head

• Service limit 0.2mm above rivet head

Clutch plate run-out:

• New 0.8mm

Grease: Molybdenum disulphide grease
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Clutch System Component Layout

1. Clutch pedal

2. Clutch switch

3. Master cylinder

4. Quick fit connector

5. Pipe

6. Slave cylinder

7. Release lever

8. Release fork

9. Release bearing

10. Manual gearbox input shaft

11. Clutch cover assembly

12. Drive plate
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13. Flywheel 14. Bolt (6 off)
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ClutchClutchClutch PedalPedalPedal andandand MasterMasterMaster CylinderCylinderCylinder ComponentComponentComponent
LayoutLayoutLayout

1. Flanged bolt (2 off)

2. Master cylinder

3. Clip

4. Pivot shaft

5. Bush

6. Clutch pedal

7. Pedal box

8. Clip

9. Pedal return spring

10. Pedal return spring bush

11. Pedal rubber

12. Clip
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Description
General Clutch Operation

The clutch is a conventional three piece, diaphragm type fitted
with a hydraulic clutch release system which comprises two
main components, a master cylinder and slave cylinder.

The clutch requires no adjustment to compensate for clutch
wear.

Clutch Hydraulics

The master cylinder is located inside the vehicle, fitted directly
to the pedal box. The piston pushrod is attached to a spigot
on the clutch pedal and is secured with a clip.

The clutch pipe is connected to the master cylinder by a swivel
coupling which aids installation and alignment. The other end
of the pipe terminates in a 'quick fit' connector next to the
slave cylinder. The pipe is flexible and allows ease of routing
and prevents failure due to engine movement and vibration.

The slave cylinder is fitted on the manual transmission housing
bracket. The release arm, the release fork and release bearing
form the release mechanism. The release bearing support is
fitted with a guide sleeve which is fitted on the manual gearbox
input axis. The pipe from the slave cylinder terminates in a
‘quick fit’ connector next to the master cylinder. When it is
released, the release fork pushes the release bearing against
the clutch diaphragm spring.

Clutch Mechanism

Vehicles fitted with manual transmission are fitted with a single
mass flywheel. The pressure plate assembly is mounted to the
flywheel locating on three dowels and secured using six bolts.

Pressure Plate

1. Diaphragm spring

2. Cover

3. Pressure plate

4. Fulcrum rings

5. Leaf springs

The pressure plate assembly comprises a diaphragm spring,
pressure plate and cover. The pressure plate is manufactured
from cast iron and is machined to ensure a smooth surface
for the drive plate to engage on. The outer diameter of the
pressure plate features three lugs connecting it via leaf springs
to the cover. The leaf springs have three tempered steel leaves
and pull the pressure plate away from the drive plate when the
clutch pedal is depressed. The cover houses the diaphragm
spring and the pressure plate and is manufactured from pressed
steel.

The diaphragm spring features a cast ring with eighteen fingers
on its inner diameter. Two circular steel fulcrum rings are
attached to the housing and allows the diaphragm to pivot
between them. The diaphragm is not physically attached to
the pressure plate. When pressure is applied to the diaphragm
fingers from the release bearing, the diaphragm pivots between
the fulcrum rings and moves away from the pressure plate.
The leaf springs attaching the pressure plate to the cover move
away from the drive plate.

Drive Plate

1. Drive plate

2. Friction material

3. Splined hub

4. Torsion damper

The drive plate is fitted between the flywheel and the pressure
plate assembly and features a splined hub which engages with
the splines on the transmission input shaft. This plate provides
the attachment surface for the spring steel segments. The
friction material comprises two discs which are riveted to
each side of the spring steel segments. The rivets are secured
through recessed holes in the friction material and emerge in
clearance holes in the opposite disc to prevent damage to the
pressure plate and flywheel.

Clutch Switch

The clutch switch is located in the pedal box and consists of an
inner sensor in an outer mounting sleeve. To ensure correct
orientation, the sensor is keyed to the mounting sleeve and
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the mounting sleeve is keyed to the pedal mounting bracket.
Mating serrations hold the sensor in position in the mounting
sleeve.
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Operation
Hydraulic Operation

When the clutch pedal is pressed, the piston is pushed into the
master cylinder. The piston pressurizes the fluid in the master
cylinder forcing the fluid along the clutch pipe. The pressure
acts on the piston of the slave cylinder which moves under the
hydraulic force applied.

When the clutch pedal is released, force from the compressed
fingers of the diaphragm, pushes against the release bearing.
The release bearing pushes the piston back into the slave
cylinder which returns hydraulic fluid back up the clutch pipe
and into the master cylinder.

Mechanical Operation

When the clutch pedal is pressed, the hydraulic pressure
extends the piston in the slave cylinder. The extension of
the piston changes the rotary movement of the release lever
into linear movement pushing the release bearing on to the
fingers of the diaphragm which pivots about its fulcrum on
the pressure plate housing. The diaphragm fingers move away
from the pressure plate. The leaf springs securing the pressure
plate to the cover move away from the drive plate pulling the
pressure plate away from the drive plate.

The removal of pressure from the pressure plate on the drive
plate breaks the mechanical link between the flywheel and
pressure plate and the drive plate preventing the transfer of
drive from the drive plate to the transmission input shaft.

When the clutch pedal is released, hydraulic pressure is
removed from the piston in the slave cylinder. The removal of
the pressure allows the release bearing to be pushed back by
the fingers of the diaphragm which pushes the piston into the
slave cylinder.

The diaphragm pivots on its fulcrum on the pressure plate
housing. This applies pressure to the pressure plate and
overcomes the pressure applied by the leaf springs. The
pressure plate moves towards the flywheel and applies force
to the drive plate.

The force applied to the drive plate by the pressure plate
increases the friction between the drive plate and the flywheel.
As the clutch pedal is released the friction increases and
rotary movement of the flywheel is transferred to the drive
plate, which in turn begins to rotate the input shaft of the
transmission.

When the pedal is released fully, the pressure applied to the
pressure plate by the diaphragm forces the drive plate onto
the flywheel transferring drive to the transmission input shaft
transferring drive to wheels.

Clutch Switch

The clutch switch is activated when the clutch pedal is
operated. The ECM uses the signal from the clutch switch for
the following functions:

• To provide surge damping during gear changes

• To suspend cruise control if the clutch pedal is pressed

Surge damping stops engine speed rising dramatically during
gear changes. Surge damping assists driveability in the following
ways:

• Smoother gear changes

• Greater exhaust gas emission control

• Improved fuel consumption

The clutch switch receives a 12V reference voltage from the
ECM. With the clutch pedal in the rest position the switch is
connected to ground. When the clutch pedal is pressed the
ECM receives a 12V signal.

In the event of a clutch pedal switch failure any of the following
symptoms may be observed:

• Surge damping inactive

• Cruise control inactive
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Service Procedures
Clutch Assembly
Remove

1. Remove transmission assembly.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RemoveAssembly–RemoveAssembly–Remove

2. Fit flywheel locking toolT10028 to cylinder block and
secure with bolt.

3. Progressively loosen and then remove 6 bolts securing
clutch cover assembly to flywheel. Discard bolts.

4. Remove clutch cover assembly and collect drive plate.

5. Remove release bearing from guide sleeve.

Check

1. Visually check diaphragm fingers for wear and irregular
height.

2. Inspect clutch drive plate for signs of wear or oil
contamination. Renew drive plate if necessary.

3. Measure clutch plate thickness, renew drive plate if less
then service limit.

Drive Plate Thickness (When Compressed)

New drive plate 7.5mm

Service limit 5.9mm

4. Measure rivet depth, renew plate if less than service
limit.

Rivet Depth B

New drive plate 1.2mm

Service limit 0.2mm

5. Check pressure plate for signs of wear or damage.

6. Check for signs of overheating on drive straps (deep
yellow to blue colour), renew pressure plate if
necessary.

Caution: Renew a clutch pressure plate which has been
accidentally dropped.

7. Use a straight edge and feeler gauges, check the surface
of the pressure plate for flatness a 4 separate points.
Renew plate if more than service limit.
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Pressure Plate Distortion

Service limit 0.15mm

8. Examine release bearing and sleeve for signs of wear or
damage. Renew release bearing if necessary.

9. Clean pressure plate and flywheel, dowels and dowel
holes.

10. Inspect flywheel for signs of scoring or other damage.
Renew if worn or damaged.

Refit

1. Clean release bearing sleeve.

2. Lubricate release bearing guide sleeve with grease.

3. Fit release bearing.

4. Lubricate clutch drive splines with molybdenum
disulphide grease.

5. Position drive plate to pressure plate with correct
direction.

6. UseT22001 to align drive plate and pressure plate.

7. Ensure drive plate is aligned to centre of pressure plate.

8. UseT22001 to fit clutch assembly to flywheel.

9. Fit 6 new bolts, securing pressure plate to flywheel and
tighten finger tight at this stage.

10. UseT10028 to restrain flywheel, and working in a
diagonal sequence, evenly and progressively tighten
bolts to 25Nm.

11. Remove T22001.

12. Fit transmission assembly.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RefitAssembly–RefitAssembly–Refit
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Clutch Release Bearing
Remove

1. Remove transmission assembly.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RemoveAssembly–RemoveAssembly–Remove

2. Hold clutch release arm and remove clutch release
bearing from guide sleeve.

Refit

1. Clean component mating faces.

2. Lubricate bearing running surface with molybdenum
disulphide grease.

3. Fit clutch release bearing to guide sleeve.

4. Fit manual transmission.

ManualManualManual TransmissionTransmissionTransmission Assembly–RefitAssembly–RefitAssembly–Refit

Clutch Master Cylinder (A)
Remove

1. Remove battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier Bracket–RemoveBracket–RemoveBracket–Remove

2. UseT22002 to disconnect clutch slave cylinder pipe
connection.

3. Remove steering column lower panel assembly and the
panel heater closure.

PanelPanelPanel Assembly–FasciaAssembly–FasciaAssembly–Fascia ClosingClosingClosing Panel–Panel–Panel–

Driver–RemoveDriver–RemoveDriver–Remove

Panel–HeaterPanel–HeaterPanel–Heater Closure–RemoveClosure–RemoveClosure–Remove

4. Release clip and remove clevis pin securing master
cylinder push-rod to clutch pedal.

5. Remove 2 bolts securing clutch master cylinder to
pedal bracket.

6. Release clutch pipe grommets.

7. Remove master cylinder and fluid pipe, manoeuvring
clutch pipe through grommet holes.

8. Remove grommet from fluid pipe.

Refit

1. Fit grommet from fluid pipe.

2. Manoeuvre fluid pipe through grommet holes and
secure grommets in holes.

3. Position master cylinder to pedal bracket, fit and tighten
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bolts to 7–10Nm.

4. Position master cylinder push-rod to clutch pedal, fit
clevis pin and secure with clip.

5. Connect clutch fluid pipe.

6. Fit steering column lower panel assembly and the panel
heater closure.

PanelPanelPanel Assembly–FasciaAssembly–FasciaAssembly–Fascia ClosingClosingClosing

Panel–Driver–RefitPanel–Driver–RefitPanel–Driver–Refit

PanelPanelPanel --- HeaterHeaterHeater Closure–RefitClosure–RefitClosure–Refit

7. Fit battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier Bracket–RefitBracket–RefitBracket–Refit

Clutch Master Cylinder (B)
Remove

1. Drain brake fluid from reservoir.

Caution: Brake fluid will damage paint finished surfaces.
If spilled, immediately remove fluid and clean area with
water.

2. Remove battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier Bracket–RemoveBracket–RemoveBracket–Remove

3. Disconnect master cylinder low pressure hose from
brake fluid reservoir.

4. Disconnect master cylinder pipe connection.

5. Remove steering column lower panel assembly and the
panel heater closure.

PanelPanelPanel Assembly–FasciaAssembly–FasciaAssembly–Fascia ClosingClosingClosing Panel–Panel–Panel–

Driver–RemoveDriver–RemoveDriver–Remove

Panel–SteeringPanel–SteeringPanel–Steering ColumnColumnColumn Closure–RemoveClosure–RemoveClosure–Remove

6. Release clip and remove clevis pin securing master
cylinder push-rod to clutch pedal.

7. Remove 2 bolts securing clutch master cylinder to
pedal bracket.

8. Release clutch pipe grommet.

9. Remove master cylinder and fluid pipe, manoeuvring
clutch pipe through grommet holes.

10. Remove grommet from fluid pipe.
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Refit

1. Fit grommet from fluid pipe.

2. Manoeuvre fluid pipe through grommet holes and
secure grommets in holes.

3. Position master cylinder to pedal bracket, fit and tighten
bolts to 7–10Nm.

4. Position master cylinder push-rod to clutch pedal, fit
clevis pin and secure with clip.

5. Fit steering column lower panel assembly and the panel
heater closure.

PanelPanelPanel Assembly–FasciaAssembly–FasciaAssembly–Fascia ClosingClosingClosing Panel–Panel–Panel–

Driver–RefitDriver–RefitDriver–Refit

Panel–HeaterPanel–HeaterPanel–Heater Closure–RefitClosure–RefitClosure–Refit

6. Connect master cylinder pipe connection until hear
'click' sound and then rotate the connection 180°,
which ensure installation is correct.

7. Connect master cylinder low pressure hose to
reservoir and secure with clip.

8. Top up fluid level in brake reservoir to 'MAX' mark.

9. Bleed the clutch system.

ClutchClutchClutch SystemSystemSystem BleedingBleedingBleeding

10. Fit battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier Bracket–RefitBracket–RefitBracket–Refit

Clutch Slave Cylinder (A)
Remove

1. Remove battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier Bracket–RemoveBracket–RemoveBracket–Remove

2. UseT22002 to disconnect clutch slave cylinder pipe
connection.

3. Remove undertray.

Undertray–RemoveUndertray–RemoveUndertray–Remove

4. Remove clip securing slave cylinder to bracket and
release slave cylinder.

5. Remove clutch slave cylinder.

Refit

1. Connect clutch slave cylinder pipe connection.

2. Position slave cylinder push rod against clutch release
arm.

3. Fit slave cylinder to bracket and secure with clip.

4. Fit undertray.

Undertray–RefitUndertray–RefitUndertray–Refit
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Clutch Slave Cylinder (B)
Remove

1. Drain brake fluid from reservoir.

Caution: Brake fluid will damage paint finished surfaces.
If spilled, immediately remove fluid and clean area with
water.

2. Remove undertray.

Undertray–RemoveUndertray–RemoveUndertray–Remove

3. Remove clip securing clutch slave cylinder hose to
bracket and disconnect pipe union.

4. Loosen 2 nuts securing clutch slave cylinder to bracket.

5. Remove clutch slave cylinder.

Refit

1. Position slave cylinder push rod against clutch release
arm.

2. Fit slave cylinder to bracket and tighten nuts to
20–25Nm.

3. Position slave cylinder hose and tighten union to
15–19Nmsecure hose with a clip.

4. Top up fluid level in brake reservoir to 'MAX' mark.

5. Bleed the clutch system.

ClutchClutchClutch SystemSystemSystem BleedingBleedingBleeding

Clutch System Bleeding
Bleed
Bleeding of the hydraulic system is only permissible if a clutch
pipe or hose has been disconnected. Ensure the fluid in the
reservoir is maintained between the minimum and maximum
levels throughout the bleed procedure and use only new fluid.

Warning: Do not allow brake fluid to come into contact
with eyes or skin.

Caution: Never reuse brake fluid that has been bled from
the clutch operating system.

1. Remove undertray.

Undertray–RemoveUndertray–RemoveUndertray–Remove

2. Remove dust cap from nipple, position bleed bottle and
connect hose to bleed nipple.

3. Depress clutch pedal to floor and hold.

4. Loosen bleed nipple and allow air and fluid to escape.

5. Tighten nipple.

6. Return clutch pedal to fully released position.

7. Repeat process until bubble free fluid emerges.
Depress clutch pedal to floor and hold, tighten nipple
to 12–17Nm.

8. Remove bleed bottle and disconnect hose to bleed
nipple, fit duct cap.

9. Top up fluid level in brake reservoir to 'MAX' mark.

10. Fit undertray.

Undertray–RefitUndertray–RefitUndertray–Refit
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T10028 flywheel locking
tool

T22001 Aligner, clutch
plate

T22002 Pipe dismantling
fork
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HVAC Structure
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-compressor to compressor mounting bracket 22-28Nm

Bolt-compressor/condenser pipe to compressor 19-25 Nm

Bolt-evaporator pipe and expansion valve to evaporator 5 Nm

Bolt-condenser plugs 12 Nm

Bolt-condenser to Radiator 5 Nm

Bolt-compressor/condenser pipe to condenser 7-10 Nm

Bolt-cooling system air duct to radiator 7-10 Nm

Bolt-PAS cooler to front bumper armature 7-10 Nm

Bolt-front bumper armature to body longitudinal frame 19-23 Nm

Bolt-bonnet lock platform to body 7-10 Nm

A/C pressure sensor 10 Nm

Bolt-evaporator/compressor pipe A to evaporator 7-10 Nm

Nut-evaporator/compressor pipe A to
evaporator/compressor pipe B

8 - 10 Nm

Bolt-evaporator/compressor pipe A to body clips 7-10 Nm

Bolt-evaporator/compressor pipe B to compressor 19-25 Nm

Bolt-evaporator/compressor pipe B to body clips 7-10 Nm

Bolt-condenser/evaporator pipe A to condenser 7-10 Nm

Nut-condenser/evaporator pipe A to condenser/evaporator
pipe B

8 - 10 Nm

Bolt-condenser/evaporator pipe A to body clips 7-10 Nm

Bolt-condenser/evaporator pipe B to condenser 7-10 Nm

Bolt-condenser/evaporator pipe B to body clips 7-10 Nm

Bolt-filter Housing to front ventilation panel 5 Nm

Bolt and nut-heater assembly to body 7-10Nm

Bolt-A/C to evaporator 7 - 10 Nm

Bolt-power controller to heater case 9 Nm
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Specifications
Type CFC free, sealed, closed loop system; controlled byA/C ECU

Refrigerant type HFC-R134a

Refrigerant charge quantity 480 ± 30 g

Compressor: (25℃ - 40℃)

Pressure (High side) 10.5-25.3 bar

Pressure (Low side) 1-3 bar

Displacement:

Displacement Min. 5%

Displacement Max. 100%

Lubricating oil PAG 46

Oil fill quantity (new) 120 ± 10 ml

Evaporator thermostat:

Opens + 2 ℃
Closes - 4 ℃
Trinary switch operating pressure:

Low:

Closing pressure 2 bar

Opening pressure 2.3 bar

High:

Opening pressure 26 bar

Closing pressure 32 bar

Condenser fan control:

Low:

Closing pressure 10 bar

Opening pressure 17 bar

High:

Closing pressure 19 bar

Opening pressure 22 bar
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Heating and Ventilation Component Layout

1. Outboard front face duct

2. Front windscreen and front side window vent duct

3. Heater assembly

4. Front footwell outlet plate

5. Control panel

6. Rear footwell duct

7. Rear face vent duct

8. Filter housing

9. Boot outlet vent
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Air Conditioning (A/C) System Component Layout

1. Low pressure servicing connection

2. High pressure servicing connection

3. Refrigerant lines

4. Evaporator and Thermostatic Expansion ValveTXV

5. Condenser

6. Compressor
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Description

The heating and ventilation system controls the temperature
and distribution of air supplied to the vehicle interior.

The system consists of a filter housing, a heater assembly,
distribution ducts and a control panel. Outlet vents are
incorporated in the boot.
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FilterFilterFilter HousingHousingHousing

1. Filter housing cover

2. Pollen filter

3. Filter housing

4. Bolt

The filter housing is located in the passenger side of the plenum
and secured to the bulkhead by two bolts. A pollen filter is
installed in the housing to improve the quality of the fresh air
supply to the vehicle interior.

Fresh air from the filter housing, or recirculated air, flows into
the heater assembly where a variable speed blower, and/or ram

effect, forces the air through the system. Depending on the
settings on the control panel, the air is then heated or cooled
as required and supplied through the distribution ducts to the
windscreen, fascia and floor level outlets. A thumbwheel on
the fascia allows the flow of the front face level outlets to be
adjusted independently from the settings on the control panel.
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Heater Assembly

1. Windscreen and side window outlets

2. Face level outlets

3. Rear footwell outlet

4. Front footwell outlet

5. Drain outlet

6. Recirculated air inlet

7. Fresh air inlet

8. Blower

9. Engine coolant return

10. Engine coolant feed

11. Heater matrix

12. Distribution flaps mechanism and servo motor

13. LH blend flap mechanism and servo motorATC only

14. RH blend flap mechanism and servo motor

15. Power controller

16. Heater matrix coolant temperature sensorATC only

17. Fresh/recirculated air flap mechanism and servo motor.

The heater assembly heats and distributes fresh or recirculated
air as directed by selections made on the control panel.
The assembly is installed on the vehicle centre-line, between
the fascia and the engine bulkhead, and consists of a casing,
formed from a series of plastic mouldings, which contains a

blower, a heater matrix and control flaps. Internal passages
integrated into the mouldings guide the air through the casing
and separate it into two flows, one for the LH outlets and
one for the RH outlets. Two drain outlets in the bottom of
the casing are connected to tubes installed in each side of the
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tunnel which direct any condensation from the casing interior
to beneath the vehicle. A dedicated wiring harness connects
the heater assembly to the vehicle wiring.

The heater assembly is connected to the filter housing in the
plenum to provide the fresh air inlet. A grille in the heater
casing, adjacent to the fresh air inlet, provides a recirculated
air inlet from the cabin.

Blower

The blower is installed in the LH side of the heater casing and
consists of an open hub, centrifugal fan powered by an electric
motor. Operation of the blower is controlled by the + and -
non latching switches on the control panel, via a blower relay

in position 5 in the engine compartment fuse box and a power
controller fitted in the heater assembly.

Heater Matrix

The heater matrix provides the heat source to warm the air
being supplied to the distribution outlets. The heater matrix is
an aluminium single pass, fin and tube heat exchanger, installed
in the LH side of the casing. Two aluminium tubes attached
to the heater matrix extend through the engine bulkhead to
connect the heater assembly to the engine coolant system.
When the engine is running, coolant is constantly circulated
through the heater matrix by the engine coolant pump.
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Control Flaps

Temperature and Distribution Control

Graphic shows flaps set for medium heat to face level and footwell outlets

1. Front face level outlet

2. Windscreen and side windows outlet

3. Heater assembly casing

4. Air inlet

5. Blower

6. Heater matrix

7. Rear footwell outlet

8. Front footwell outlet

Control flaps are installed in the heater assembly to control
the inlet source, temperature and distribution of air.

Fresh/Recirculated air flap:

The fresh/recirculated air flap opens and closes the fresh
and recirculated air inlets to control the source of incoming

air. The flap is operated by a servo motor controlled by
a fresh/recirculated air switch on the control panel. The
fresh air/recycle servo motor consists of a unidirectional
electric motor which drives a cam connected to the flap lever
mechanism by a wire rod. Each 360° turn of the cam cycles
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the fresh/recirculated air flap from fresh air to recirculated air
and back to fresh air.

The positive side of the motor is connected to a battery
power supply from the passenger compartment fuse box. The
negative side of the motor is connected to the output side of
an integral microswitch, and the contacts of the microswitch
are connected to two outputs from the control panel. When
the control panel pulls one of the microswitch connections to
earth, the motor is energised and turns the cam. After the
cam has turned 180° the microswitch trips and de-energises
the motor, and the control panel subsequently releases the
earth connection. When the control panel pulls the other
microswitch connection to earth, the motor turns the cam
through another 180° to complete the fresh/recirculated air
flap position cycle.

Blend flaps:

A blend flap regulates the flow of air through the heater
matrix to control the temperature of the air leaving the heater
assembly. The blend flap is attached to a spindle located in
the heater casing. The blend flap is controlled by the blend
flap servo motor.

Distribution flaps:

Two distribution flaps are installed to control the flow of air
to the footwells, windscreen/side windows and the face level
outlets. The flaps control the flow from the blend flap to
the outlets and are attached to spindles that extend through
the RH side of the heater casing where they are attached to
a common lever mechanism. To operate the flaps, a mode
actuator is installed between the lever mechanism and the
distribution switch on the control panel.
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Distribution Ducts

Separate distribution ducts are installed for the rear footwells,
for the face level outlets in the fascia and the rear of the
centre console. Distribution ducts for the windscreen and
front side window outlets are integrated into the fascia. The
rear footwell ducts are located in ports at the side of the heater
assembly and extend along the floor below the front seats.

Four vent assemblies in the fascia and two in the rear of
the centre console allow occupants to control the flow and
direction of face level air. Each vent assembly incorporates a
thumbwheel to regulate flow and moveable vanes to control
direction. A further vent is incorporated into each A-pillar
trim directing air to each front side window.

Outlet plates for the front footwells are installed in the ports at
the sides of the heater assembly. Two rear floor vents (located
beneath the front seats) distribute air to the rear floor area.

Outlet Vents

The outlet vents promote the free flow of heating and
ventilation air through the cabin. The outlet vents are located
in the LH and RH sides of the boot and vent cabin air into the
sheltered area between the body and the rear bumper. The

vents are effectively non-return valves and each consist of a
grille covered by soft rubber flaps. The flaps open and close
automatically depending on the pressure differential between
cabin and the outside.

Air Conditioning

According to the different models of vehicles, one
air-conditioning system will be installed on a vehicle, such as
(ETC) or (ATC);

• The Electronic Temperature Controlled (ETC) system
selects the temperature, blower speed and air
distribution manually.

• The Automatic Temperature Controlled (ATC) system
monitors and adjusts the temperature, blower speed
and air distribution automatically. This provides
optimum control of the system and requires no manual
intervention. A manual mode is also available to
allow individual functions of automatic operation to be
overridden to accommodate personal preferences.

The two systems comprise of a refrigerant system, a heater
assembly and a control system. The difference betweenATC
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andETC is thatATC has solar light sensor, in-car temperature
sensor and evaporator temperature sensor, whileETC
doesn’t have. In addition, the two air conditioning controller
assemblies and the control systems are different.

Refrigerant System

Schematic of A/C System

A. Refrigerant liquid B. Refrigerant vapour

1. Evaporator

2. TXV

3. Pressure switch

4. High pressure servicing connection

5. Cooling fan

6. Filter

7. Desiccant

8. Condenser

9. Compressor

10. Low pressure servicing connection

The refrigerant system transfers heat from the vehicle interior
to the outside atmosphere to provide the heater assembly with
dehumidified cool air. The system comprises a compressor,
condenser,TXV and an evaporator connected by refrigerant
lines. The system is a sealed, closed loop system filled with
a charge weight of R134a refrigerant as the heat transfer
medium. Oil is added to the refrigerant to lubricate the
internal components of the compressor.

To accomplish the transfer of heat, the refrigerant is
circulated around the system where it passes through
two pressure/temperature regimes. In each of the

pressure/temperature regimes, the refrigerant changes state.
During the state changes, maximum heat absorption or release
occurs. The low pressure/temperature regime is from the
thermostatic expansion valve TXV, through the evaporator
to the compressor. The refrigerant decreases in pressure and
temperature at the thermostatic expansion valve TXV, then
changes state from liquid to vapour in the evaporator in order
to absorb heat. The high pressure/temperature regime is from
the compressor, through the condenser to the thermostatic
expansion valveTXV, The refrigerant increases in pressure
and temperature as it passes through the compressor, then
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releases heat and changes state from vapour to liquid in the
condenser.

Compressor

1. Pulley

2. Clutch connector

3. Inlet connection

4. Outlet connection

5. Control valve vent

The compressor circulates the refrigerant around the system
by compressing low pressure, low temperature vapor from the
evaporator and discharging the resultant high pressure, high
temperature vapor to the condenser.

The compressor is attached to a mounting bracket on the
engine, and is a seven cylinder swash plate unit with variable
displacement driven by the ancillary drive belt via a pulley and
an electrically actuated clutch.
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Sectioned View of Compressor

A. Inlet pressure B. Outlet pressure C. Servo pressure D. Ambient air pressure

1. Clutch and pulley assembly

2. Shaft

3. Guide pin

4. Outlet port

5. Inlet port

6. Control valve assembly

7. Ball valve

8. Push rod

9. Diaphragm

10. Suction valve

11. Discharge valve

12. Piston

13. Swash plate

14. Lug plate

The compressor consists of a housing which contains a shaft
mounted in radial and thrust bearings. A lug plate is pressed
onto the shaft and the clutch and pulley assembly is splined
to the end of the shaft at the front of the housing. A swash
plate is installed on the shaft and connected to the lug plate
by two guide pins. The swash plate is a sliding fit on the shaft
and biased away from the lug plate by a spring. The outer
circumference of the swash plate is engaged in the ends of

seven pistons, which are located in cylinders equally spaced
around the housing interior. Two pressure chambers in the
rear of the housing are connected to inlet and outlet ports in
the housing wall. Suction and discharge valves, between each
cylinder and the chambers, control the flow of vapour into and
out of the cylinders. A control valve assembly regulates a servo
(control) pressure supplied through drillings in the housing to
the chamber containing the swash plate.
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The control valve assembly consists of a ball valve operated by a
push rod connected to a diaphragm. A spring and atmospheric
pressure on one side of the diaphragm are opposed by inlet
pressure on the opposite side of the diaphragm, and also by

outlet pressure and a spring acting on the ball valve. The
ball valve controls a flow of vapour from the outlet pressure
chamber to produce the servo pressure in the swash plate
chamber.

CondenserCondenserCondenser

1. Modulator

2. Desiccant

3. Filter

4. Plug

5. Heat exchanger

6. Outlet connection

7. Inlet connection

8. End tank

The condenser transfers heat from the refrigerant to the
surrounding air to convert the vapour from the compressor
into a liquid. It also removes moisture and solid impurities from
the refrigerant and provides a reservoir of liquid refrigerant
to accommodate changes of heat load at the evaporator.

Ambient air, passing through the heat exchanger due to ram
effect and/or the cooling fan, absorbs heat from the refrigerant
to change it from a vapor to a liquid. The condenser

section cools and liquifies the refrigerant before it enters the
modulator. In the modulator, most of the remaining gas in the
refrigerant separates off and the refrigerant passes through the
desiccant and filter (to remove moisture and solid impurities),
and then into the sub-cooler section. The refrigerant is
further cooled as it flows through the sub-cooler section,
resulting in the refrigerant at the outlet to the evaporator
being almost 100% liquid.
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(((TXV）））
TXV and Evaporator

1. Evaporator

2. Bolt

3. Connecting tube

4. TXV

The thermostatic expansion valve meters the flow of
refrigerant into the evaporator to match the refrigerant flow
with the heat load of the air passing through the evaporator
matrix. The thermostatic expansion valve is attached to the
inlet and outlet ports of the evaporator. The valve consists
of an aluminum housing containing inlet and outlet passages.
A ball and spring metering valve is installed in the inlet

passage. The metering valve is controlled by a temperature
sensitive tube connected to a diaphragm. The top of the
diaphragm senses evaporator outlet pressure and the tube
senses evaporator outlet temperature. The thermostatic
expansion valve meters to balance the pressure and the
proper over temperature from evaporator outlet, this can
match refrigerant flow to the thermal load of the evaporator.
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Thermostatic expansion valve

1. Diaphragm

2. Housing

3. Metering valve

4. Inlet passage to evaporator

5. Outlet passage from evaporator

6. Temperature sensitive tube

Liquid refrigerant flows through the metering valve into
the evaporator. The restriction across the metering valve
reduces the pressure and temperature of the refrigerant. The
restriction also changes the stream of refrigerant into a fine
spray, to improve the evaporation process. As the refrigerant
passes through the evaporator, it absorbs heat from the
air flowing through the evaporator matrix. The increase in
temperature causes the refrigerant to vaporize and increase
in pressure.

The temperature and pressure of the refrigerant leaving the
evaporator act on the diaphragm and temperature sensitive
tube, which move to regulate the metering valve opening
and so control the volume of refrigerant flowing through
the evaporator. The warmer the air flowing through the
evaporator matrix, the more heat available to evaporate
refrigerant and thus the greater the volume of refrigerant
allowed through the metering valve.

Evaporator
The evaporator is installed in the air inlet of the heater
assembly and absorbs heat from the exterior or recirculated
inlet air. Low pressure, low temperature refrigerant changes
from liquid to vapour in the evaporator, absorbing large
quantities of heat as it changes state.

Refrigerant Lines
Aluminium refrigerant lines connect the system components
together with O-rings fitted between the connections to
ensure a secure seal. To maintain similar flow velocities
around the system, the diameter of the refrigerant lines
varies to suit the two pressure/temperature regimes. The
larger diameters are installed in the low pressure/temperature
regime and the smaller diameters are installed in the high
pressure/temperature regime with charging connections
incorporated into the refrigerant lines for system servicing.
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HeaterHeaterHeater AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

1. Distribution servo motor

2. Connecting tube toTXV and evaporator

3. LH blend flap servo motor ATC only

4. RH blend flap servo motor

The heater assembly controls the temperature and distribution
of air supplied to the distribution ducts. The heater assembly
incorporates a TXV, evaporator and evaporator temperature
sensor in the air inlet side of the casing. The heater assembly
also incorporates:

• The servo motors individually control each control
flap.ETC has four servo motors to operate the
distribution flap, with individual control of the LH and RH
blend flaps and fresh/recirculated air flap. ETC has three
servo motors to operate the distribution flap, blend flap

and fresh/recirculated air flap. The servo motors are
installed on the outside of the casing and are controlled
by the A/C controller. A feedback potentiometer in each
servo motor provides the A/C controller with a related
flap position signal.

• A coolant temperature sensor, against the heater matrix
and outputs to theATCECU temperature signal. (ATC
only).

• A power controller control the blower speed.
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Temperature and Distribution Control

Graphic shows flaps set for medium heat to face level and footwell outlets

1. Front face level outlet

2. Windscreen and side windows outlet

3. Heater assembly casing

4. Air inlet

5. Blower

6. Evaporator

7. Heater matrix

8. Rear footwells outlet

9. Rear face level outlet

10. Front footwells outlet
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Operation
General

To operate the refrigerant system, theA/CECU
communicates with the ECM. TheECM controls engagement
of the compressor clutch and the speed of the engine cooling
fan. TheA/CECU also controls operation of the fresh /
recirculated air servo, blower speed, air temperature and air
distribution.

Inlet Air Source

When the fresh/recirculated air switch is pressed, the switch
connects an earth to the control panel. The control panel
then illuminates the icon in theLCD and the fresh recycle
motor turns the control flap in the heater assembly to close
the fresh air inlet and open the recirculated air inlet. When
the fresh/recirculated air switch is pressed again, the icon
extinguishes and the earth is switched from the recirculated
air side to the fresh air side of the fresh recycle motor. The
fresh recycle motor then turns the control flap in the heater
assembly to open the fresh air inlet and close the recirculated
air inlet.

The inlet air source can be manually selected to recirculated air
for a timed period or latched until a second press of the switch
returns it to fresh air. The control panel also incorporates an
automatic parked recirculation feature.

Timed Recirculated Air
If the switch is pressed for less than 1 second, the control panel
sets the inlet air source to recirculated air for 4 minutes, after
which it automatically reverts to fresh air.

Latched Recirculation
If the switch is pressed for more than 2 seconds, the icon in
theLCD flashes for 5 seconds then illuminates permanently,
and the air source is latched in the fresh air position.

Parked Recirculation
Parked recirculation automatically sets the inlet air source
to recirculation when the ignition is switched off, without
illuminating the icon in the LCD, to prevent damp air from
entering the passenger compartment. When the handset is
docked, the control panel sets the inlet air source to fresh
air, after a time delay of approximately 5 seconds. The delay
allows time for the engine to be started, which will mask any
operating sound from the servo motor.

Blower Control

The blower operates while the ignition is on via the blower
relay and power controller 30 stepped speeds. The blower
relay supplies a battery power feed to the blower. The blower
relay is energised by theATCECU shortly after the ignition is
switched on. The blower switch connects the power output
side of the blower to different earth paths through the power

controller, to produce corresponding differences of blower
operating voltage and speed. At the maximum, the power
controller supplies full battery voltage to the blower to operate
it at maximum speed.
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1. Fresh/recirculated air servo motor

2. Control panel

3. Blower relay

4. Blower

5. Power controller

Air Temperature

Turning the temperature rotary switch on the control panel
operates the blend flap servo motor in the heater assembly.
The blend flaps vary the proportion of air going through
the cold air bypass and the heater matrix. The proportion
varies, between full bypass no heat and no bypass full heat, to
correspond with the position of the rotary switch.

Air Distribution

Using the three distribution switches on the control panel
operates the actuator motor turning the distribution flaps in
the heater assembly and direct air to the corresponding outlets
around the passenger compartment.

Compressor

When the engine is running and A/C is off, the clutch is
de-energised and the pulley freewheels with the drive belt.
Vapour pressures are equalised throughout the compressor
housing. The spring, between the lug plate and the swash plate

holds the swash plate at the minimum tilt angle (to minimise
load during system start-up).

When A/C is requested, the clutch is energised and the
pulley turns the shaft. The lug plate and the swash plate
turn with the shaft, and the angled swash plate produces
reciprocating movement of the pistons. Vapour from the inlet
pressure chamber is drawn into the cylinders, compressed,
and discharged into the outlet pressure chamber, producing
a flow around the refrigerant circuit. The flow rate through
the compressor is determined by the length of the piston
stroke, which is controlled by the tilt angle of the swash plate.
The tilt angle of the swash plate is set by the servo pressure
and compressor inlet pressure acting on the pistons during
their induction stroke. A relative increase of inlet pressure
over servo pressure moves the pistons along their cylinders
to increase the tilt angle, the piston stroke and the flow rate.
Similarly, a relative decrease of inlet pressure over servo
pressure moves the pistons along their cylinders to reduce
the tilt angle, the piston stroke and the flow rate.
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The control valve regulates the servo pressure in the swash
plate chamber as a function of inlet pressure, so that the
flow rate of the compressor matches the thermal load
at the evaporator, i.e. the more cooling required in the
passenger compartment, the higher the thermal load and flow
rate. Servo pressure varies between inlet pressure and inlet
pressure + 1 bar (14.5 lbf/in2).

On start-up, the compressor inlet pressure is relatively low.
In the control valve, the diaphragm and push rod hold the ball
valve open. This allows a restricted flow of outlet pressure
through the ball valve into the swash plate chamber, which
maintains the swash plate at a low tilt angle. As the refrigerant
flows through the evaporator and absorbs heat (i.e. as the
thermal load increases) the pressure of the vapour entering
the compressor increases. In the control valve, the increased
inlet pressure causes the diaphragm and push rod to move to
close the ball valve. The resultant reduction in swash plate
chamber pressure, together with the increase in inlet pressure,
causes pistons on their induction stroke to move the swash
plate to a higher tilt angle and increase the piston stroke and
the flow through the compressor. When the thermal load of
the evaporator decreases, the subsequent decrease in pressure
of vapour entering the compressor causes the control valve
to open. This increases swash plate chamber pressure, which
reduces the tilt angle of the swash plate and the flow through
the compressor.

By matching refrigerant flow to the thermal load of the
evaporator, the variable compressor maintains a relatively
constant evaporator outlet temperature of approximately 3
to 4℃.
A/C Clutch Relay

The relay coil is supplied with 12V through fuse 9 in the
engine compartment fuse box and is live when the main relay
is energised. The relay coil ground path is controlled by
theECM which completes the ground path when an A/C on
request message is received.

Failure
If the A/C compressor clutch relay fails the following symptoms
will be observed:

• The clutch will not engage on the compressor drive pulley
(visual check)

• The temperature of the incoming air will not be lowered

The A/C compressor clutch relay could fail in the following
ways:

• Relay coil short circuit

• Relay coil open circuit

• Relay coil high resistance

• Relay contact stuck open

• Relay contact stuck closed

• Relay contact high resistance

• Relay wiring open circuit

• Relay wiring high resistance

• Relay wiring short circuit to 12V

• Relay wiring short circuit to ground

• ECM not providing ground path

If the A/C compressor clutch does not appear to engage but
the A/C switch is 'on' remove the compressor clutch relay and
test.

Check that theECM is providing a ground path to energise the
relay. Connect a multimeter between a 12 V supply and the
fuse box terminal which corresponds with pin 85 of the relay.
Start the engine, turn on the A/C system and the multimeter
should indicate 12V. If theECM is not supplying a ground path,
check that all the conditions of engagement have been met.
Check the resistance of wiring between the relay contact
terminal and the compressor clutch. With the relay removed,
measure the resistance between the fuse box terminal, which
corresponds with pin 87 of the compressor clutch relay and
the compressor clutch. The resistance value should be less
than 0.5Ω.

A/C Pressure Sensor

Warning: Servicing must only be carried out by personnel
familiar with both the vehicle system and the charging and
testing equipment. All operations must be carried out in
a well ventilated area away from open flame and heat
sources.

The pressure sensor is used to perform the following
operation:

1. To engage the A/C compressor clutch if the refrigerant
pressure reaches a specified value

2. To disengage the A/C compressor clutch if the refrigerant
pressure exceeds the specified value

3. To switch the cooling fan and the operating speed is
determined by refrigerant pressure if it exceeds the
specified value

Switch Opening
pressure, bar
(lbf/in2)

Closing pressure,
bar (lbf/in2)

Low 2.3 (33.4) 2 (29)

High 26 (377) 32 (464)

If either threshold is exceeded the continuity of the ground
path to theECM is broken. This causes theECM strategy to
disengage the A/C compressor clutch on safety grounds.

Because the compressor is lubricated by oil suspended in the
refrigerant, ECM prevents operation of the compressor unless
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there is a minimum refrigerant pressure, and thus refrigerant
and oil in the system.

When refrigerant pressure increases to a value that indicates
additional condensing is required, theECM connects an earth
to the cooling fan relay unit, to request an increase in cooling
fan speed.

Failure
If the sensor fails the driver may notice that the A/C system
does not operate at all or it cuts out after a period of time.

The sensor could fail in the following ways:

• Refrigerant gas pressure too low due to leakage or
incorrect fill

• Refrigerant gas pressure too high due to incorrect fill

• Internal short circuit

• External wiring open circuit

• External wiring short to 12V

• Sensor body not grounded
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Service Procedures
Refrigerant Recovery, Recycling and Recharging

The life cycle and work efficiency of (A/C) system
are depending on refrigerant’s stability. If refrigerant
is contaminated by such as dust, air or humidity, the
contaminations will affect refrigerant and compressor
lubrication (PAG)s' stability. It will also affect the relationship
between pressure and temperature, reduce work efficiency
and result in inner corrosion and abnormal wearing of moving
parts.

The following procedures must be followed to ensure system's
stability:

• Before opening any connection, clean the connection
and surrounding area. It can reduce the possibility of
contamination.

• Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

• Keep all tools clean, dry, including inlet manifold meter
and all spare parts.

• To ensure A/C lubrication not be contaminated by
humidity, use clean, dry equipment and container to refill
A/C lubrication (PAG).

• After opening A/C system, complete all service
procedure with well preparation as soon as possible.

• Evacuate and recharge A/C system after opening it.

All service parts will be dried and sealed/wrapt before leaving
factory. Only unseal/unwrap these parts when connecting
operation is to be carried out. To be aware that, however, the
temperature of these service parts must be as same as the
room temperature before being unsealed/unwrapt in order to
prevent the parts form should be connected to the system as
soon as possible.

Recycle, Evacuation and Recharging Procedure

Warning: Avoid breathing in refrigerant 134a(R-134a) and
lubrications' vapor because it will hurt eyes, nose and
throat. All the procedure must be carried out in a well
ventilated area. Recover R-134a from A/C system should
be done by service equipment certified by SAE J 2210 (R-
134a recycling equipment). If system leaks accidentally,
ventilate the area before any service processed. Refer to
health and safety information provided by refrigerant and
lubrication manufacturer. Service station can complete
A/C system recycling, evacuating and recharging with one
time. Service station can filter the refrigerant in recycling
and evacuating process to ensure the clean, dry refrigerant
to be recharged into system.

Filling machine can recycle, discharged and recharged the
refrigerant at one time. To ensure the refrigerant to be

recharged in A/C system is clean and dry, it will be filtrated
when being recycled and discharged.

• Never recharge R-12 refrigerant to R-134a system. Two
type of refrigerant are incompatible with each other.
No mixing together even a little because the mixed
refrigerant will damage equipment.

• Never use variable diameter adaptor to avoid cross
contamination, result in system malfunction.

Service Station Installation and Maintenance

There are many types of service stations in the market. All
service station can carry out A/ C system draining, recycling,
evacuating, recharging and refilling lubrication. Refer to user's
manual to familiarise station installation and maintenance
procedure.

Function of Control Panel

The operator can control and monitor the service station.
Refer to user's manual it should include the following
information:

Main power switch: supply power to control panel.

Display: display programmed evacuating time and recharge
quantity. Refer to user's manual for detail programming
information.

Low pressure inlet manifold meter: indicate lower side
pressure.

High pressure inlet manifold meter: indicate higher side
pressure.

Control panel: includes all control buttons.

Low pressure valve: connect A/C system low pressure side
with service station.

Humidity indicator: indicate refrigerant humidity.

High pressure valve: connect A/C system high pressure side
with service station.

Recovery

1. Connect high pressure hose to high pressure
connectors in A/C system.

Tip: Use refrigerant tank designed only for service
station. Overcharging restraint system is designed based
on this kind of refrigerant tank. The tank valve is also
designed for the restraint system.

2. Open valve on connectors.

3. Connect low pressure hose to low pressure connectors
in A/C system.

4. Open valve on connectors.

Warning: If there is no refrigerant in A/C system, stop
recycling process immediately to avoid air sucked into the
tank.
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5. Check low and high side meter on the control panel to
ensure A/C system is pressurized. No pressure means
there is no refrigerant can be recycled.

6. Turn valves on refrigerant station to correct positions.

7. Open gas and liquid valves on the tank.

8. Drain lubrication from lubrication separator.

9. Close lubrication drain valve.

10. Power to service station.

11. Turn Main power switch to 'ON'.

Caution: Reuse the recycled lubrication is prohibited. The
recycled lubrication will damage the equipment.

Caution: Part of A/C lubrication (PAG) could be recycled
together with refrigerant but service station can separate
lubrication from refrigerant to calculate the quantity of
lubrication.

12. Allow service station to recycle refrigerant from
system. Refer to user’s manual for detailed information
about service station.

13. Wait for 5 minutes, then check low pressure meter. If
A/C system can keep vacuum, the recycling is finished.

Warning: If warning indicator illuminates, it means the
tank is overfull and service station will stop, install a new
empty tank to continue this process. The different type
of tank is prohibited using.

14. If low side pressure starts to rise from zero, it means
there is still refrigerant in the system. Repeat this
procedure until the vacuum in the system can be kept
for 2 minutes.

Evacuation

Ensure enough R-134a refrigerant stored in the tank during
recharging. Check the quantity of refrigerant in the tank. If it
is less than 3.6 kg, the new refrigerant should be added into
tank. Refer to user's manual for the information about adding
refrigerant to the tank.

1. Ensure the high and low sides hoses have been
connected with relevant valve on the service station.

2. Open gas and liquid valve on the refrigerant tank.

Caution: The evacuating procedure must be carried out
before recharging process.

3. Start vacuum pump and evacuate the system. During
the recycling, the uncondensed gas (most are air) will
be drained out from the tank. The noise of pressure
releasing could be heard.

4. Check system's leak. Refer to user's manual for the
information about service station.

Additional A/C Lubrication Refilling

The additional lubrication must be refilled after recycling.

Note:

• Plug the lubrication bottle with the cap all the time to
prevent humidity and contaminations from entering the
bottle.

• This operation requires the A/C system being vacuum.
Don't open the lubrication refilling valve with pressure
existing in A/C system which could result in lubrication
flow back through the breath of bottle.

• During recharging and refilling lubrication procedure, the
oil level in refilling bottle must not lower than sucking
tube to prevent the air from entering the A/C system.

1. Use R-134a system specific bottle with dial to contain
lubrication (PAG).

2. Refer to user's manual for the information about
service station. Refill proper quantity of lubrication to
the system.

3. When the quantity of lubrication added is enough,
close the valve.

Recharging

Caution: The evacuating procedure must be carried out
before recharging process.

1. Close low pressure side valve by control panel.

2. Open high pressure side valve by control panel.

3. Refer to user's manual for the information about
service station.

4. Refill necessary quantity of refrigerant to the system,
ensure the units is correct, e.g. kg or pound. Refer to
General data, air conditioning.

5. Start recharging.
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If Recharging is Completed
Successfully/Unsuccessfully:
If Recharging is Completed Successfully:

1. Close high pressure side valve on the service station.
2 valves should be closed.

2. Start the engine and A/C system.

3. Keep engine running until the high and low pressure
side meters show steady reading.

4. Compare the reading with specifications.

5. Check evaporator outlet temperature to ensure the
data consist with specifications.

6. Keep the A/C system running.

7. Close high pressure side valve.

8. Disconnect high pressure side hose from the vehicle.

9. Open high and low pressure side valves. The remaining
refrigerant in both hoses will be sucked into system.

10. Close low pressure side valve.

11. Disconnect low pressure side hose from the vehicle.

If Recharging is Completed Unsuccessfully:

Sometime the refrigerant can not be charged in the system
completely. There are two following reason could be:

1. The pressure in refrigerant tank is same as the pressure in
the A/C system.

• Cause recharging procedure to be too slow.

• Refer to user's manual for the information about service
station.

2. There is not enough refrigerant to be recharged into
system.

• Recycle the refrigerant has been recharged, evacuate the
system and recharge it.

• Refer to user's manual for the information about service
station.

Compressor
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Recover refrigerant from A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recoveryrecoveryrecovery

3. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly removeremoveremove

4. Release tension on ancillary drive belt and remove drive
belt from compressor pulley.

DriveDriveDrive beltbeltbelt removeremoveremove

5. Remove 2 bolts securing A/C pipes to compressor and
release pipes from compressor.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

6. Remove and discard O-rings from A/C pipes.

7. Disconnect compressor multiplug and release harness
clips.

8. Remove 3 bolts securing compressor to mounting
bracket.

9. Manoeuvre compressor from engine compartment and
remove compressor.

Refit

1. Renew desiccant pack in condenser.

DrierDrierDrier desiccantdesiccantdesiccant bagbagbag refitrefitrefit

2. If a new compressor is being installed carry out the
procedure for filling the replacement compressor with
oil.

AirAirAir ConditioningConditioningConditioning SystemSystemSystem Precautions.Precautions.Precautions.

3. Lubricate new A/C pipe O-rings with clean refrigerant
oil.

4. Position compressor to mounting bracket, fit and
tighten bolts to 22-28Nm

5. Connect compressor multiplug and secure clips.

6. Remove plug from compressor and position A/C pipes,
fit bolts and tighten to 19-25 Nm
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7. Fit ancillary drive belt to compressor pulley. Ensure
ancillary drive belt is correctly located to all pulleys.

DriveDriveDrive belt.belt.belt.

8. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly refitrefitrefit

9. Recharge A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recyclingrecyclingrecycling andandand recharging.recharging.recharging.

10. Connect battery earth lead.

Evaporator
Remove

1. Remove heater assembly.

HeaterHeaterHeater assemblyassemblyassembly remove.remove.remove.

2. Remove screw securing block and pipe assembly to
heater casing.

3. Release insulation from TXV (Thermostatic Expansion
Valve).

4. Remove 2 bolts securing block and pipe assembly to
evaporator and remove block and pipe assembly.

5. Disconnect operating lever and position
fresh/recirculated air flap servomotor aside.

6. Remove 3 screws securing fresh/ recirculated air flap
servomotor.
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7. Release harness from passenger side.

8. Remove 6 screws securing evaporator access panel and
remove panel.

9. Release and disconnect evaporator temperature sensor
multiplug.

10. Remove evaporator assembly.

11. Remove evaporator temperature sensor from
evaporator.

Refit

1. Fit evaporator temperature sensor to evaporator.

2. Fit evaporator to heater assembly, ensuring evaporator
temperature sensor lead is in correct position.

3. Fit evaporator access panel, fit and tighten screws.

4. Fit heater harness to evaporator access panel.

5. Connect evaporator temperature sensor multiplug and
secure to heater casing.

6. Fit heater air intake duct to heater assembly and secure
with 3 screws.

7. Connect fresh/recirculated air servo multiplug.

8. Clean mating faces and seal recesses on evaporator
TXV and block and pipe assembly.

9. Fit and pipe assembly to TXV and tighten bolts to 5
Nm

10. Fit insulation to TXV, block and pipe assembly.

11. Secure block and pipe assembly to heater casing with
screw.

12. Fit heater assembly.

HeaterHeaterHeater assemblyassemblyassembly refitrefitrefit
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Thermostatic Expansion Valve
Remove

1. Remove heater assembly.

HeaterHeaterHeater assemblyassemblyassembly removeremoveremove

2. Remove screw securing block and pipe assembly to
heater casing.

3. Release insulation from TXV.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing block and pipe assembly to
evaporator and remove block and pipe assembly.

5. Remove and discard block and pipe assembly O-rings.

Refit

1. Lubricate new block and pipe assembly Orings with
clean refrigerant oil.

2. Fit O-rings to block and pipe assembly.

3. Fit block and pipe assembly to TXV and tighten bolts
to5 Nm

4. Fit insulation to TXV and block and pipe assembly.

5. Secure evaporator block and pipe assembly to heater
casing with screw.

6. Fit heater assembly.

HeaterHeaterHeater assemblyassemblyassembly refitrefitrefit

Condenser
Remove

1. Recover refrigerant from A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recoveryrecoveryrecovery

2. Remove front bumper.

FrontFrontFront bumperbumperbumper assemblyassemblyassembly remove.remove.remove.

3. Remove 2 screws securing air filter duct to bonnet
locking platform.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing bonnet locking platform
supports and remove supports.

5. Remove 4 bolts securing bonnet locking platform to
body and move aside.
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6. Move air filter duct aside.

7. Release 3 clips securing air temperature sensor harness
to front bumper armature.

8. Remove 2 bolts securing PAS cooler to radiator and
tie aside.

9. Remove 10 nuts securing bumper armature, collect 10
washers and with assistance, remove bumper armature.

10. Remove 4 screws securing cooling system air duct to
radiator and remove duct.

11. Remove bolt securing compressor pipe to condenser
and disconnect pipe. Discard O-ring.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

12. Remove 2 bolts securing condenser to radiator, lift
and release condenser from mounting lugs and remove
condenser.

Refit

1. If the same condenser is being fitted:

a. Remove plug from condenser. Remove and discard
O-rings.

b. Remove and discard filter and desiccant pack from
condenser.

c. Fit new desiccant pack.

Caution: Do not remove desiccant pack from packaging
until immediately before installation in condenser.

d. Fit new filter.

e. Lubricate new O-rings and threads of plug with clean
refrigerant oil.

f. Fit O-ring to plug.

g. Fit plug to condenser and tighten to 12 Nm

h. Ensure the mating faces condenser and A/C pipe are
clean.

2. Lubricate new O-rings and sealing washer with clean
refrigerant oil and fit to A/C pipes.

3. Fit condenser to radiator lugs, fit and tighten screws
to5 Nm

4. Remove plug and fit compressor pipe to condenser,
secure with bolt and tighten to 7-10 Nm

5. Fit cooling system air duct to radiator, secure with bolt
and tighten to 7-10 Nm

6. Fit PAS cooler to front bumper armature, fit bolts and
tighten to 7-10 Nm

7. Position bumper armature to body and fit nuts to
between 19-23 Nm

8. Fit harness clips to armature.

9. Connect condenser pipe to condenser.

10. Position bonnet locking platform to body, fit and tighten
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bolts to 7-10 Nm

11. Position bonnet locking platform supports and fit bolts.

12. Fit screws to air filter duct.

13. Fit front bumper.

FrontFrontFront bumperbumperbumper assemblyassemblyassembly refit.refit.refit.

14. Recharge A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recharging.recharging.recharging.

Drier Desiccant Bag
Remove

1. Recover refrigerant from A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recoveryrecoveryrecovery

2. Remove intercooler (turbocharger only).

IntercoolerIntercoolerIntercooler removeremoveremove

3. Remove Allen headed plug from condenser.

4. Remove and discard O-rings.

5. Remove and discard filter and desiccant pack.

Refit

1. Fit new desiccant bag to condenser.

Caution: Do not remove desiccant pack from packaging
until immediately before installation in condenser.

2. Fit new filter to condenser.

3. Lubricate new O-rings and threads of plug with clean
refrigerant oil.

4. Fit O-rings to plug.

5. Fit plug to condenser and tighten to 12 Nm

6. Fit intercooler (turbocharger only).

IntercoolerIntercoolerIntercooler refitrefitrefit

7. Recharge A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recharging.recharging.recharging.
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Pressure Sensor - Air Conditioning
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Recover refrigerant from A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recoveryrecoveryrecovery

3. Disconnect multiplug from pressure sensor.

4. Remove pressure sensor from pipe and discard O ring.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

Refit

1. Lubricate new O-rings and threads of plug with clean
refrigerant oil.

2. Fit O-ring to pressure sensor.

3. Fit pressure sensor and tighten to 10 Nm

4. Recharge A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recharging.recharging.recharging.

5. Connect battery earth lead.

Hose - Compressor to Condenser
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Recover refrigerant from A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recoveryrecoveryrecovery

3. Remove front bumper.

frontfrontfront bumperbumperbumper assemblyassemblyassembly removeremoveremove

4. Remove bolt securing compressor/condenser pipe to
condenser. Release pipe from condenser and remove
pipe.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove and discard O-ring from
compressor/condenser pipe.

6. Remove bolt securing compressor/condenser pipe to
compressor. Release pipe from compressor.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

7. Remove and discard O-ring from
compressor/condenser pipe.

8. Remove compressor/condenser pipe.

Refit

1. Lubricate new O-rings with clean refrigerant oil.
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2. Remove plug.

3. Fit new O-rings, to each end of the
compressor/condenser pipe.

4. Position compressor/condenser pipe to compressor, fit
bolt and tighten to 19-25 Nm.

5. Position compressor/condenser pipe to condenser, fit
bolt and tighten to 7-10 Nm.

6. Fit front bumper.

frontfrontfront bumperbumperbumper assemblyassemblyassembly refitrefitrefit

7. Recharge A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recharging.recharging.recharging.

8. Connect battery earth lead.

A/C Pipe - Evaporator to Compressor
A-Evaporator to Connection
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Recover refrigerant from A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recoveryrecoveryrecovery

3. Remove 2 bolts of clip securing A/C pipes A to body
and remove clip.

4. Release nut securing pipe A and pipe B between
compressor and evaporator.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove and discard O-rings from A/C pipes.

6. Remove 1 bolt securing A/C pipes to evaporator
connector and remove pipe A between evaporator and
compressor.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

7. Remove and discard O-rings from A/C pipes.

Refit

1. Lubricate new O-rings and threads of plug with clean
refrigerant oil.

2. Remove plug.

3. Fit O-ring to both side of evaporator/ compressor pipe
A.

4. Position A/C pipe A between evaporator and
compressor, fit bolt and tighten to 7-10 Nm.

5. Connect pipe A and pipe B between compressor and
evaporator, tighten nut to 8 - 10 Nm.

6. Fit 2 clips securing A/C pipe to body, tighten bolt
to7-10 Nm.

7. Recharge A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recharging.recharging.recharging.

8. Connect battery earth lead.
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A/C Pipe - Evaporator to Compressor B -
Compressor to Connection
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Recover refrigerant from A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recoveryrecoveryrecovery

3. Remove 1 bolt of clip securing A/C pipes B to body
and remove clip.

4. Release nut securing pipe B to compressor and
disconnect pipe B from compressor.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove and discard O-rings from A/C pipes.

6. Remove bolts securing A/C pipes to evaporator
connector and remove pipe B between evaporator and
compressor.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

7. Remove and discard O-rings from A/C pipes.

Refit

1. Lubricate new O-rings and threads of plug with clean
refrigerant oil.

2. Remove plug.

3. Fit O-ring on both side of evaporator/compressor pipe
B.

4. Position A/C pipe B between on compressor side, fit
bolt and tighten to 19-25 Nm.

5. Connect pipe A and pipe B between compressor and
evaporator, tighten nut to 8 - 10 Nm.

6. Fit clip securing A/C pipe to body, tighten bolt to 7-10
Nm.

7. Recharge A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recharging.recharging.recharging.

8. Connect battery earth lead

A/C Pipe - Condenser to Evaporator A -
Condenser to Connection
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Recover refrigerant from A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recoveryrecoveryrecovery

3. Remove 1 bolt of clip securing A/C pipes A to body
and remove clip.

4. Release nut securing pipe A and pipe B between
condenser and evaporator.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove and discard O-rings from A/C pipes.

6. Remove 1 bolt securing A/C pipes to evaporator
connector and remove pipe A between condenser and
evaporator.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

7. Remove and discard O-rings from A/C pipes.

Refit

1. Lubricate new O-rings and threads of plug with clean
refrigerant oil.

2. Remove plug

3. Fit O-ring on both side of evaporator/condenser pipe A.

4. Position A/C pipe A to condenser side, fit bolt and
tighten to 7-10 Nm.

5. Connect pipe A and pipe B between condenser and
evaporator, tighten nut to8 - 10 Nm.

6. Fit clip securing A/C pipe to body, tighten bolt to7-10
Nm.

7. Recharge A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recharging.recharging.recharging.

8. Connect battery earth lead.
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A/C Pipe - Condenser to Evaporator B -
Connection to Evaporator
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Recover refrigerant from A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recoveryrecoveryrecovery

3. Remove 1 bolt of clip securing A/C pipes B to body
and remove clip.

4. Release nut securing condenser/evaporator pipe B to
evaporator and release pipe from evaporator.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove and discard O-rings from A/C pipes.

6. Remove nut securing A/C pipes to evaporator
connector and remove pipe B between condenser and
evaporator.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

7. Remove and discard O-rings from A/C pipes.

Refit

1. Lubricate new O-rings and threads of plug with clean
refrigerant oil.

2. Remove plug.

3. Fit O-ring on both side of evaporator/condenser pipe B.

4. Position A/C pipe B to condenser side, fit bolt and
tighten to 7-10 Nm.

5. Connect pipe A and pipe B between condenser and
evaporator, tighten nut to 8 - 10 Nm.

6. Fit clip securing A/C pipe to body, tighten bolt to 7-10
Nm.

7. Recharge A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recharging.recharging.recharging.

8. Connect battery earth lead.

Filter Housing - Fresh Air Intake
Remove

1. Remove plenum.

PlenumPlenumPlenum --- airairair intakeintakeintake removeremoveremove

2. Release clip and remove filter cover from housing.

3. Remove filter.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing filter housing to front
ventilation panel and remove filter housing.

Refit

1. Ensure filter housing is clean.

2. Position filter housing to front ventilation panel, fit
bolts and tighten to 5 Nm

3. Fit new filter.

4. Fit filter cover and secure with clip.

5. Fit plenum.

PlenumPlenumPlenum --- airairair intakeintakeintake refit.refit.refit.
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Fresh Air Filter
Remove

1. Remove plenum.

PlenumPlenumPlenum --- airairair intake.removeintake.removeintake.remove

2. Release clip and remove filter cover from housing.

3. Remove filter.

Refit

1. Fit new filter.

2. Fit filter cover and secure with clip.

3. Fit plenum.

PlenumPlenumPlenum --- airairair intakeintakeintake refit.refit.refit.

Heater Assembly
Remove

1. Drain cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- draindraindrain

2. Recover refrigerant from A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recoveryrecoveryrecovery

3. Release 2 clips securing heater hoses to heater and
disconnect hoses.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing air conditioning pipes to
heater and disconnect pipes. Discard the O-ring seals.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove fascia.

FasciaFasciaFascia

6. Remove 4 bolts and 2 nuts securing heater to bulkhead.
Release from centre tunnel and remove LH centre
console support bracket.
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7. Release harness from RH centre console support
bracket and remove RH bracket.

8. Disconnect heater harness from body harness multiplug.

9. Support heater assembly.

10. Disconnect 2 heater drain hoses and remove heater
assembly.

Refit

1. Position heater in vehicle and connect drain hoses.

2. Connect heater harness multiplug to body harness
multiplug.

3. Position centre console support brackets and attach
harness with clip.

4. Secure heater to bulkhead with bolts and nuts tightened
to between 7-10Nm

5. Lubricate and fit new O-rings to A/C pipes and connect
them to block and pipe assembly at bulkhead, fit bolts
and tighten bolts to between 7 - 10 Nm

6. Connect coolant hoses to heater and secure with clips.

7. Fit fascia.

Fascia.Fascia.Fascia.

8. Recharge A/C system.

RefrigerantRefrigerantRefrigerant recharging.recharging.recharging.

9. Refill cooling system.

CoolantCoolantCoolant --- refillrefillrefill

10. Connect battery earth lead.

Blower Assembly
Remove

1. Remove centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole assemblyassemblyassembly removeremoveremove

2. Disconnect multiplug from blower assembly.

3. Remove 3 screws securing blower to heater assembly
and remove blower.

Refit

1. Fit blower to heater assembly and secure with screws.

2. Connect multiplug to blower assembly.

3. Fit centre console. + Console assembly 740401.

ConsoleConsoleConsole assemblyassemblyassembly refitrefitrefit
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Heater Core
Remove

1. Remove heater assembly.

HeaterHeaterHeater assemblyassemblyassembly removeremoveremove

2. Remove 2 screws and both pipe clamps from heater
assembly.

3. Loosen 2 clamps and remove heater pipes from matrix.

4. Remove and discard 2 O-ring seals.

5. Remove matrix from heater assembly.

Refit

1. Fit matrix to heater assembly.

2. Fit new O-ring seals to pipes.

3. Connect pipes to heater matrix and secure clamps.

4. Fit heater pipe clamps and secure with screws.

5. Fit heater assembly.

HeaterHeaterHeater assemblyassemblyassembly refitrefitrefit
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Power Controller
Remove

1. Remove fascia.

FasciaFasciaFascia removeremoveremove

2. Disconnect power controller connector.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing power controller to heater
case.

4. Remove power controller.

Refit

1. Fit power controller to heater case and tighten bolts
to 9 Nm

2. Reconnect power controller connector.

3. Fit fascia.

FasciaFasciaFascia refitrefitrefit
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HVAC-ETC
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-A/C Controller 2 Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
A/C Control Component Layout - ETC

1. ETCcontrol panel

2. Evaporator temperature sensor

3. Pressure sensor

4. Power controller
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System Control Diagram
Heater Assembly Control Diagram - ETC

A. Hard wired B. MSCAN Bus C.LIN Bus

1. Distribution flaps servo motor

2. RH blend flap servo motor

3. Fresh/recirculated air flap servo motor

4. Diagnostic socket

5. Body Control Module (BCM)

6. Power controller

7. Blower

8. Blower relay

9. ETC
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CompressorCompressorCompressor andandand FanFanFan ControlControlControl DiagramDiagramDiagram --- ETCETCETC

A. Hard wired B.LIN Bus C. HSCAN Bus

1. ETCcontrol panel

2. BCM

3. Pressure sensor

4. Compressor relay

5. Compressor

6. Cooling fan

7. Cooling fan relay unit

8. Fuse 4, engine compartment fuse box

9. Main relay

10. Evaporator temperature sensor

11. ECM
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Description
Control System ETC

TheETC control system consists of:

• ETC ECU

• A pressure sensor

• An evaporator temperature sensor

• A power transistor

• Ambient temperature sensor

ETC ECU

ETCECU working method and operation is similar
to theATC ECU. The difference is that theETCECU
throughBCM Bus communicates with theLIN to control the
rear windscreen heater and diagnostic systems.ETCECU also
receives ambient temperature information from the ambient
temperature sensor on the front bumper.

Control Panel - ETC

1. Temperature control switch

2. Blower speed control switch

3. Face mode switch

4. Feet and front windscreen/front window defrost mode
switch

5. Defrost mode switch

6. Feet mode switch

7. Fresh/Recirculated air switch

8. System on/off (OFF) switch

9. Face and feet mode switch

10. Heated Rear Window (HRW) switch

11. LCD
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Display Outputs ETC

1. Temperature

2. Defrost mode

3. Fresh/recirculated air

4. Distribution mode

5. Blower speed

6. Heated Rear Window (HRW)

7. A/C switch on
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Service Procedures
Control Assembly
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release 3 clips securing centre console upper finisher
to fascia.

3. Release 9 clips and centre console surround from
centre console.

4. Disconnect Air Conditioning (A/C) control multiplugs.

5. Remove 4 screws and release clips securing A/C
controls to centre console. Remove A/C controls.

Refit

1. Connect A/C controller multiplugs.

2. Position A/C controller to finisher and secure with
screws to 2 Nm.

3. Position finisher to centre console and secure clips.

4. Position up finisher to centre console and secure clips.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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HVAC-ATC
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-A/C Controller 2 Nm

Bolt-blend flap servo motor to heater case 9Nm

Bolt-fresh recirculated air flap servo motor to heater case 9 Nm

Bolt-distribution flap servo motor to heater case 9 Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Control panel

The controls for heating and ventilation are installed on a
panel in the centre of the fascia, the control panel also forms
part of the air conditioning (A/C) ECU. Two rotary switches
control the outlet temperature for the driver and passenger,
two non latching push switches control the blower speed,
three non-latching push switches control air distribution,
two non latching push switches control the selection of
fresh/recirculated air and operation of the Heated Rear

Window (HRW). An icon in theLCD illuminates when the
above switches are operated. The control panel also features
a non-latching MONO function switch and a non-latching OFF
switch.

Icons on the panel and the controls indicate their respective
operating positions and functions.
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A/C Control Component Layout - (ATC)

1. Automatic Temperature Control (ATC) control
panel/ECU and in-car temperature sensor

2. Evaporator temperature sensor

3. Solar light sensor

4. Pressure sensor

5. Heater coolant temperature sensor

6. Power controller
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System Control Diagram
Heater Assembly Control Diagram - (ATC)

A. Hard wired B. MSCAN Bus C. HSCAN Bus
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1. Heater coolant temperature sensor

2. Solar light sensor

3. LH blend flap servo motor

4. Distribution flaps servo motor

5. RH blend flap servo motor

6. Fresh/recirculated air flap servo motor

7. Diagnostic socket

8. Body Control Module (BCM)

9. SCS modulator

10. Power controller

11. Blower

12. Blower relay

13. ATC control panel
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CompressorCompressorCompressor andandand FanFanFan ControlControlControl DiagramDiagramDiagram --- (ATC)(ATC)(ATC)

A. Hard wired B. MSCAN Bus C. HSCAN Bus

1. ATC control panel

2. BCM

3. Pressure sensor

4. Compressor relay

5. Compressor

6. Cooling fan

7. Cooling fan relay unit

8. Fuse 4, engine compartment fuse box

9. Main relay

10. Evaporator temperature sensor

11. ECM
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Description
Control System –ATC

The ATC control system automatically controls the operation
of the refrigerant system and the control flaps in the heater
assembly to control the temperature and distribution of air
in the vehicle interior. It also outputs signals to the power
controller to control the blower which controls air volume
and to theBCM to control the HRW.

TheATC control system consists of:

• AnATC ECU includes an in-car temperature sensor

• A pressure sensor

• An evaporator temperature sensor

• A solar light sensor

• A heater coolant temperature sensor

• A power controller

• Ambient temperature sensor

ATC ECU

ATC ECU is installed in the centre of the fascia, below the
radio. An integral control panel on theATCECU contains

switches for system control inputs and a Liquid Crystal Display
(LCD) to provide system status information.

Inputs from the sensors, the control panel switches and
theBCM are processed by theATC ECU, and theATCECU
then outputs the appropriate control signals.

ATCECU communicates with theBCM onMSCAN for
operation of the rear screen heater and diagnostics; and
theATCECU communicates with theECM via theBCM for
operation of compressor clutch. ATC ECU sends an output
to the evaporator temperature to the engine management
system, via theBCM to send the evaporator temperature to
ECM to determine the idle speed for the compressor load
and receives inputs of:

• Vehicle speed, from SCS

• Ambient temperature, from the ambient temperature
sensor via a located behind the front bumper.
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ControlControlControl PanelPanelPanel --- ATCATCATC

1. LH temperature control switch

2. RH temperature control switch

3. Automatic mode (AUTO)switch

4. Mono mode (MONO) switch

5. Mode switch

6. Air distribution for face/Anion

7.

8. LCD

9. Heated Rear Window (HRW ) switch

10. Economy mode (ECON) switch

11. Blower speed decrease switch

12. System on/off (OFF) switch

13. Fresh/Recirculated air switch

14. Defrost mode switch

The control panel switches are all non-latching switches except
for the LH temperature and RH temperature control switches,
which are incremental rotary switches. The switches have the
following functions:

LH and RH Temperature:

Enabled only while the system is on:

• Each rotation of either temperature switch increases or
decreases the related temperature setting, in steps of 1
°C, between 16 °C and 28 °C.

• If the decrease side of the switch is pressed when a
temperature of 16 °C is set, the display changes to LO
(maximum cold).

• If the increase side of the switch is pressed when a
temperature of 28 °C is set, the display changes to HI
(maximum hot).

Economy Mode (ECON) Switch:

Enabled only while the system is on. Provides manual on/off
control of the refrigerant system compressor, when in AUTO
or MANU mode to reduce fuel consumption when there
is no requirement for cool or dehumidified air, e.g. when
the ambient temperature is lower than the LH and RH
temperature settings. The use of the ECON switch toggles
the ECON icon on and off.

System On/Off Switch:

Switches the system on and off. When used to switch the
system off, theLCD display, blower and compressor are
switched off. When used to switch the system on, the system
resumes the configuration in use prior to the previous off
selection.
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Automatic Mode (AUTO ) Switch:

Starts the system in, or switches the system to and from,
the automatic mode. The use of theAUTO button toggles
theAUTO icon on and off. When in automatic mode,
theATCECU automatically controls the temperature and
distribution of air in the vehicle interior.

Temperature Settings:

The LH and RH temperature settings are reference inputs
used by the control system and give an approximation of
the temperatures that will be established in the passenger
compartment; they are not necessarily actual distribution
outlet temperatures, or the temperatures at specific points in
the passenger compartment.

MONO Switch:

Enabled only while the system is on. The MONO mode
switch is used to toggle theATC from dual zone (AUTO ) to
single zone (MONO). For instance, when the driver is alone
and there is no requirement for a secondary temperature
zone for the passenger. When MONO is enabled, both set
temperatures will be the same as that of the driver's set
temperature.

If there is any adjustment to the set temperature using the
passenger side temperature control then MONO mode will
be disabled and the system will revert toAUTO mode. The
use of the MONO switch toggles the MONO icon on and off.

Blower Switch:

Enabled only while the system is on. Provides manual control
of blower speed:

• Each press of the + or - symbol produces an appropriate
step change of blower speed, from 0 to 8 (0 is blower
off).

• If the switch is kept depressed, after 1 second subsequent
speed changes occur every 0.5 second until the end of the
scale is reached.

Distribution Switch:

Enabled only while the system is on. Provides manual control
of air distribution:

• Each press changes the air distribution, in sequence,
through face level only, face level and footwells, footwells
only, footwells and windscreen/side windows demist,
windscreen/side windows demist only.

• If the switch is kept depressed, after 1 second subsequent
distribution changes occur every 0.5 second until

distribution reaches windscreen/side windows demist
only. Releasing and then pressing the switch again
changes distribution back to face level only.

Defrost Mode Switch:

Defrost mode is operational when the ignition is on even if
the engine is not running. The following functions are enabled
when the defrost switch is operated:

• Air distribution set to screen

• Blower set to 7 speed when ambient air temperature
less than 10 ℃, blower set to 5 speed when ambient air
temperature is more than 10 ℃, but remains manually
adjustable without turning defrost off.

• Fresh air selected (when engine is running)

• A/C selected (when engine is running)

• HRW on (when engine is running)

SelectingAUTO turns defrost off (when on) and turnsAUTO
on. Selecting defrost again when defrost is on turns defrost off
and turnsAUTO on. If theATC system is off, selecting defrost
turns the system on.

Heated Rear Window (HRW) Switch:

HRW is only operational when the engine is running.
The operation of theHRW switch sends a message via
theMSCAN Bus to the BCM. This energises theHRW
relay which powers the HRW. TheHRW function is a timed
function that, unless manually selected off, automatically
switches off when:

• after 12 minutes (the ambient temperature is equal to or
higher than 10℃)

And it is automatically enabled when the ambient air
temperature is less than 5℃.

When the handset is removed, theHRW function is reset and
must be re-selected on the next ignition cycle.

Fresh/Recirculated Air Switch:

Enabled only while the system is on. An indicatorLED in the
switch is illuminated while the system is manually selected to
the recirculated air mode.

Temperature Scale:

Enabled only while the system is on. The temperature reading
on the display is set to Celsius scale, the set temperatures
are increased or decreased in steps of one using the set
temperature buttons.
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Display Outputs –ATC

1. LH temperature

2. Anion

3. Automatic mode

4. Manual distribution

5. Blower speed

6. Mono mode

7. Defrost mode

8. RH temperature

9. Heated Rear WindowHRW

10. Air Conditioning (A/C)

11. Economy mode

12. Fresh/recirculated air

Symbols and text on the display illuminate to show when the
related system functions are active. when illumination switch
is Closed and Turn on, outputs on theATCLCD display
brightness is according to the setting of the fascia illumination
switch.

Illuminates to show the LH temperature selection, together
with the temperature scale.

Economy Mode:

Illuminates when the compressor is manually selected off with
the ECON switch.

Fresh/recirculated Air:

Illuminates when inlet air source is manually selected to
recirculated air and remains on untilAUTO switch is pressed
again.

Automatic Mode:

Illuminates theAUTO icon and related symbol(s) when the
inlet air source, blower speed, air distribution or compressor
are in the automatic mode.

Manual Distribution:

Illuminates the appropriate symbol(s) to show the manually
selected air distribution. Also illuminates in the automatic
modes when one of the temperatures is set to LO or HI.

RH Temperature:

Illuminates to show the RH temperature selection, together
with the temperature scale (ºC).

Blower Speed

Illuminates when the blower speed is manually selected.
Also illuminates in the automatic mode when one of the
temperatures is set to LO or HI, and in the defrost mode.

Pressure Sensor

The pressure sensor protects the refrigerant system from
extremes of pressure and helps control the speed of the engine
cooling fan. The pressure sensor is installed in the rear corner
of the engine compartment, in the high pressure/temperature
refrigerant line between the condenser and the TXV. The
pressure sensor outputs a pressure signal to the ECM.

Evaporator Temperature Sensor

The evaporator temperature sensor is anNTC type sensor
that providesATCECU with an input of the evaporator air
outlet temperature. The evaporator temperature sensor
is installed in a clip which locates in the outlet side of the
evaporator matrix in the heater assembly.

In-car Temperature Sensor

The in-car temperature sensor is anNTC type sensor
that provides theATCECU with an input of passenger
compartment air temperature. The sensor is assembled
inATC ECU.

Solar Light Sensor

The sensor is installed in the centre of the fascia near the
windscreen. The solar light sensor consists of two diodes
that provide theATCECU with inputs of light intensity, one
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as sensed coming from the LH side of the vehicle and one as
sensed coming from the RH side. The inputs are used as a
measure of the solar heating effect on vehicle occupants.

Heater Coolant Temperature Sensor

The heater coolant temperature sensor is anNTC type sensor
that provides the ATC ECU with an input related to heater
matrix coolant temperature. The sensor is installed in the
passenger side of the heater casing and presses against the
underside of the heater matrix.

Ambient Air Temperature Sensor

The ambient temperature sensor is wired directly to the
instrument pack and is situated in the front bumper. The
signal from the sensor is used by the ATC ECU to modify
the climate control algorithm to compensate for ambient air
temperature.

Anion Generator (Alternative)

Anion generator can improve air quality inside the car to create
a healthy environment for passengers.

Anion generator is set on top of wind path in the instrument
panel. The anion can be blowed into the car when the blower
and the generator is on. The generator is connected to the
ATC with hard wire to transfer the signals.

The anion in the generator is formed by the high voltage
discharge of direct current in the carbon fibre brush.

When the air conditioning is on, press the button for more

than 2 seconds (the symbol appears in the LCD display)
to activate the anion generator. Press this button again (more

than 2 seconds) to turn off the generator and the symbol

disappears in the display.

When the generator is on , it can work intermittently
according to the blower speed (the speed level on the ATC
display screen).

Blower speed ON/OFF intermittently

Level 1 15min/15min

Level 2 13min/13min

Level 3 11min/11min

Level 4 9min/9min

Level 5 7min/7min

Level 6 5min/5min

Level 7 5min/5min

Level 8 5min/5min

When the generator is on, the symbol IO N is always
appeared When the generator is off the symbolIO N is
disappeared When the generator is off intermittently, the
symbolIO N is appearedWhen the generator is on intermittently,
the symbol is disappeared the symbol is off when the
generator is turned off.

If the generator is turned off manually and then turned
on again, the counter will be set. The counter will not
be stopped when changing the blower speed manually or
automatically.ATC can switch to the optimal parameter
according to the above table.WhenATC is off the generator
can not work because the blower is off.
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Operation
ATC System Control

ATC system is a closed loop control system which aims to
achieve a comfortable climate in the passenger compartment.
In order to achieve this, the systemmaintains the following two
conditions:

• The temperature distribution ranging from floor level to
roof level

• The average temperature in the passenger compartment

The system aims to achieve a temperature distribution with a
warmer floor areas and a cooler roof area using the following
inputs:

• Set passenger compartment temperature as selected by
the user

• In car temperature

• Ambient air temperature

• Evaporator temperature

• Heater core temperature

Theses inputs are interpreted by theATCECU resulting in the
following outputs:

• Motor position for the blend flap

• Motor position for the air distribution flap

• Blower speed

The sensors and control panel switches input to theATC
ECU, andATCECU then outputs to the heater assembly
and communicates with the BCM. TheBCM is connected to
theECM via theHSCAN Bus, and relays messages between
theATCECU and the ECM.

When the system is first switched on, theATCECU resumes
the control outputs in use when the system was last switched
off. If conditions have changed, or a different mode is selected
to switch the system on, the control outputs are immediately
changed to produce the required new settings.

The system operates in automatic, economy and defrost
modes, with manual overrides of the inlet air source, blower
speed and air distribution. The air temperature is automatically
controlled in all operating modes.

In the automatic mode, theATCECU operates the system
to warm-up or cool down the passenger compartment to
establish and maintain the temperature selections on the
control panel, while directing the air to those outlets most
comfortable for the occupant(s). If a difference between the
LH and RH temperature selections causes a conflict of the
required blower speed or air distribution settings, priority is
given to achieving the temperature requested on the driver's
side of the control panel.

while the system is in the automatic or defrost mode, and
the refrigerant compressor is manually selected off,ATCECU
enters the economy mode to reduce the load on the engine.
Economy mode operation is similar to the automatic mode,
but without the ability to cool the passenger compartment
if the ambient temperature is higher than the temperature
selections made on the control panel, or to dehumidify the
fresh or recirculated air.

In the defrost mode, theATCECU sets the inlet air source to
fresh air, the blower to maximum speed, the air distribution to
windscreen and side windows, and outputs signals to the BCM
to operate the rear window heater.ATCECU switches on the
rear window heater timer for a predetermined duration. If
HRW is on ATC ECU resets the timer. If the defrost mode is
selected off while the rear window heater is still on, the heater
remains on until the end of the cycle unless cancelled using the
rear window heater switch.

When the recirculation button is pressed, the recirculation
flap decides the source of the incoming air, either fresh air
from outside the vehicle or reuse of air already present in the
passenger compartment. The recirculation flap is controlled
by theATCECU in two positions:

• Fresh air

• Recirculation

Pressing the recirculation button whileAUTO is not on,
switches the recirculation flap from fresh air to recirculation
and vice versa. When the recirculation button is pressed
during fresh air mode, the actuator switches the flap to
recirculation mode, and, if the A/C is not switched on a
4 minute time delay will begin. When the timer expires it
returns to fresh air mode.

A long press of the recirculation button (2 seconds or
more) sets the flap to recirculation mode permanently. The
recirculation icon in theLCD flashes as an indication of this. A
secondary press of the recirculation button cancels this mode.

Parked recirculation automatically sets the inlet air source
to recirculation when the ignition is switched off, without
illuminating the icon in theLCD to prevent damp air from
entering the passenger compartment. When the handset is
docked, theATCECU sets the inlet air source to fresh air,
after a time delay of approximately 5 seconds. The delay
allows time for the engine to be started, which will mask any
operating sound from the servo motor.

Compressor Control
When the engine is running and the ECON button is pressed,
the A/CECU extinguishes the ECON icon, illuminates A/C
icon in theLCD display and changes the request to compressor
on. This sends a signal via theBCM to the ECMengaging the
compressor clutch. When the ignition is on, theBCM outputs
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a compressor on/off request to theECM every 10 seconds. To
prevent damage to the compressor, and the formation of ice
from blocking the evaporator matrix, theBCM withholds the
change of request to compressor on, and extinguishes theLED
when the switch is released, if:

• The blower is off.

• The evaporator temperature is - 4 ℃ or below

When senses blower operation on an input taken from one of
the connections between the power controller and the blower
switch,ATCECU reads battery voltage when the blower
operates (at any speed). If the change of request is withheld
because of low evaporator temperature, theATCECU
changes the request to compressor on, when the evaporator
temperature increases to approximately 2 ℃.

When it detects the request has changed to compressor on,
theECM energises the compressor clutch relay to supply
battery power to the compressor clutch, provided the
following conditions exist:

• The pressure sensor inputs an earth to the ECM

• The evaporator temperature is above 2 ℃.
• The engine is not under hard acceleration.

• The engine coolant temperature is not too high.

• There is no engine running problem.

If one of the grant conditions no longer exists, theECM
deenergises the compressor clutch relay, to disengage the
compressor clutch, until the grant condition is restored.
If hard acceleration causes the compressor clutch to be
disengaged, after three occurrences in a single ignition cycle
theECM disregards further hard acceleration occurrences
and the compressor clutch remains engaged.

After receiving a compressor on request, theECM outputs a
compressor clutch status message to theATCECU to advise if
the request was granted or not. If the compressor on request
was granted, theATCECU keeps the A/C icon illuminated. If
the compressor on request was refused, theATCECU repeats
the compressor on request until it is granted or cancelled by:

• Pressing the A/C switch again, which changes the request
back to compressor off.

• Selecting the blower off, which changes the request back
to compressor off.

• Removing the handset.

When a compressor on request is withheld by theATCECU
or refused by the ECM, the ECON icon in theLCD is
illuminated until the request is granted or cancelled. When
the compressor is engaged:

• TheAUTO icon is illuminated if inlet air, blower speed
and distribution are all in automatic mode.

• The icon on the display is illuminated provided the LH
and RH temperature are not set to LO or HI.

Once the compressor on request is granted, the compressor
remains on until the request is cancelled or the engine stops,
even if one of the grant conditions no longer exists.

If a compressor on request fails, A/C icon flashes to indicate a
fault and, on the display, theAUTO icon extinguishes and the
ECON icon illuminates.

Engine Cooling Fan Control
The ECM operates a cooling fan module to control the engine
cooling fan at one of two speeds: low and high. When the
ignition is switched on, theECM energises the main relay in
the engine compartment fuse box to supply battery power, via
fuse 4, to the cooling fan relay unit. In the cooling fan relay unit,
the battery power supply is regulated and fed to the cooling fan
motor. TheECM switches two relays in the cooling fan relay
unit to control the feed.

In addition to the refrigerant system, the cooling fan is used to
cool the engine coolant and, where applicable, the automatic
transmission fluid. When there is a conflict of the fan speed
required by the different systems, the higher speed is selected.

When a compressor on request is granted, theECM will
depend on the A/C pressure sensor output signal to control
the cooling fan relay module, and operate the fans at low or
high speed to ensure adequate cooling of the condenser.

Air Temperature Control
To determine the amount of heat or cooling required in
the passenger compartment, theATCECU uses the sensor
inputs and the temperatures selected on the control panel to
calculate target air outlet temperatures for the driver's and the
front passenger's side of the heater assembly. TheATCECU
then signals the servo motors controlling the respective
blend flaps in the heater assembly to move the flaps to the
appropriate position. The target temperatures are constantly
updated and, in the automatic mode, also used in further
calculations to determine the blower speed and the air
distribution.

The average temperature in the passenger compartment is
adapted according to the ambient air temperature. If the
ambient air temperature is very low, it increases the average
in car temperature. If the ambient air temperature is very
high, the average in car temperature is also slightly increased.

The signal provided by the solar sensor acts as a compensation
to the control algorithm to achieve a comfortable temperature
in the passenger compartment despite the solar loading. The
compensation is only effective when the air distribution is set
to the face or face/feet level positions, as passengers feel the
benefit of the compensation most at these positions.
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Blower Control
Blower speed can be controlled by either manual selection
or automatic control. The blower speed calculates automatic
speed control using the following inputs:

• Ambient air temperature

• Temperature difference from the outer control loop

• Set temperature

• Battery voltage

• Blower feedback voltage

A blower relay and a power transistor are used to run the
blower at one of 32 stepped speeds. All speed steps are
available in the automatic modes of blower control. In the
manual mode, 8 steps are used to provide slow, intermediate
and fast blower speeds. The blower relay is energised
by theATCECU whenever the ignition switch is on, and
theATCECU modulates the power controller to regulate the
voltage across the blower motor to control blower speed.

When automatically controlled, the actual blower speed at any
time is controlled using the following correction factors:

• Vehicle speed correction. In the automatic, economy
and defrost modes, blower speed is corrected for vehicle
speed to compensate for the increase in ram effect
on the inlet air as the vehicle speed increases. Blower
speed progressively decreases for 8 steps between
approximately 50 to 110 km/h (31 to 68 mph). Similarly,
blower speed increases again as vehicle speed decreases
from 110 to 50 km/h (68 to 31 mph).

• Temperature correction. In the automatic and economy
modes, if the LH or RH temperature is set to LO or
HI, the blower runs at maximum speed with correction
only for vehicle speed. If both the LH and RH outlet air
temperatures are set to a specific temperature, blower
speed corrections are added to compensate for the
heater coolant temperature, external air temperature
and the solar load acting on the vehicle.

• Cold engine lockout. During warm-up, to avoid blowing
excessive amounts of cold air into the passenger
compartment, blower operation is disabled if the heater
coolant temperature is below approximately 15 °C,
and limited to speed 3 at heater coolant temperatures
between approximately 15 and 20 °C. For coolant
temperatures from approximately 20 to 50 °C, the
blower speed is progressively increased to maximum
speed

• Purge correction. During cool down, to purge the
ducting of hot air, blower speed is set to 3 for 5 seconds
after the system is switched on. Over the following 6
seconds, the blower speed is progressively increased up
to maximum speed.

• Selected temperature correction. As the temperature
in the passenger compartment approaches the selected
temperatures, blower speed is progressively reduced
until, once the selected temperatures have been
established, blower speed stabilises at blower speed 5.

• Solar correction. Solar heating correction is employed
when air distribution is set to face level only or to
face level and footwells. The correction progressively
increases the blower speed, up to a maximum of 8 steps,
with increasing values of solar heating.

Air Distribution Control
To control the air distribution within the passenger
compartment, theATCECU signals the servo motor
controlling the distribution flaps in the heater assembly to
move the flaps to the appropriate position.

In the automatic and economy modes, if the LH or RH
temperature selections are set to LO or HI, air distribution is
fixed as follows:

• If one is set to LO and one is set to a specific
temperature, to face level only and permanent
recirculated air.

• If one is set to HI and one is set to a specific temperature,
to footwells only and at fresh air mode.

• If driver’s side is set to LO and passenger’s side is set to
HI, according to first rule and vice versa to second rule.

When specific LH and RH temperature selections are set,
air distribution is determined from the target air outlet
temperatures.

Default Settings
If the battery power supply to theATCECU is disrupted for
any reason, e.g. battery disconnected, the system reverts to
default settings when the battery power supply is restored.
Default settings are:

• Temperature scale set to market preference.

• LH and RH outlet temperatures of 22 ℃.

After battery power is restored, if the system is first switched
on using the OFF switch, the automatic mode is engaged,
regardless of the settings in use when the battery was
disconnected.

Diagnostics
TheATCECU performs a diagnostic check each time the
ignition is switched on, and stored the diagnostic trouble code
DTC corresponding to the failure (if it has one) in theATC
ECU. TheATCECU then reverts to normal control but uses
a default value or strategy for the detected fault.DTC can be
read by diagnostic instrument. Other faults are identified by
performing a manual diagnostic check of the system.
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Service Procedures
Control Assembly
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release 3 clips securing centre console upper finisher
to fascia.

3. Release 9 clips and centre console surround from
centre console.

4. Disconnect Air Conditioning (A/C) control multiplugs.

5. Remove 4 screws and release clips securing A/C
controls to centre console. Remove A/C controls.

Refit

1. Connect A/C controller multiplugs.

2. Position A/C controller to finisher and secure with
screws to 2 Nm.

3. Position finisher to centre console and secure clips.

4. Position up finisher to centre console and secure clips.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Evaporator Temperature Sensor
Remove

1. Remove evaporator.

EvaporatorEvaporatorEvaporator RemoveRemoveRemove

Refit

1. Fit evaporator.

EvaporatorEvaporatorEvaporator RefitRefitRefit

Solar Light Sensor
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release clips securing solar light sensor to fascia.

3. Ensuring multiplug does not drop below fascia,
disconnect multiplug from solar light sensor.

4. Remove solar light sensor.

Refit

1. Position solar light sensor to fascia and connect
multiplug.

2. Fit solar light sensor to fascia and secure clips.

3. Connect battery earth lead.
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Ambient Temperature Sensor-ATC
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release sensor from mounting clip and manoeuvre
through lower bumper grille.

3. Disconnect multiplug and remove sensor.

Refit

1. Position sensor to bumper grille and connect multiplug.

2. Fit sensor to grille and secure with clip.

3. Connect battery earth lead.

Left Blend Flap - Servo Motor
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove left heater closure panel.

PanelPanelPanel --- HeaterHeaterHeater ClosureClosureClosure RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Disconnect blend flap servo motor multiplug.

4. Remove 3 bolts securing blend flap servo motor to
heater unit.

5. Disconnect servo motor and flap linkage.

6. Remove blend flap servo motor.

Refit

1. Fit servo motor and flap linkage.

2. Fit 3 bolts securing servo motor to heater and tighten
to 9Nm.

3. Connect blend flap servo motor multiplug.

4. Fit heater left closure panel.

PanelPanelPanel --- HeaterHeaterHeater ClosureClosureClosure RefitRefitRefit

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Heater Coolant Temperature Sensor
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove passenger heater closure panel.

3. Disconnect temperature sensor multiplug.

4. Release clip securing temperature sensor to heater unit
and remove.

Refit

1. Fit temperature sensor to heater unit and secure with
clip.

2. Connect temperature sensor multiplug.

3. Fit passenger heater closure panel.

4. Connect battery earth lead.

Right Blend Flap - Servo Motor
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove heater right closure panel.

3. Disconnect blend flap servo motor multiplug.

4. Remove 3 bolts securing blend flap servo motor to
heater unit.

5. Disconnect servo motor and flap linkage.

6. Remove blend flap servo motor.

Refit

1. Fit servo motor and flap linkage.

2. Fit 3 bolts securing servo motor to heater and tighten
to 9Nm.

3. Connect blend flap servo motor multiplug.

4. Fit heater right closure panel.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Fresh Recirculated Air Flap - Servo Motor
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove passenger's heater closure panel.

3. Disconnect fresh recirculated air flap servo motor
multiplug.

4. Remove 3 bolts securing recirculating motor to heater
unit.

5. Disconnect recirculating motor operating lever.

6. Remove recirculating motor.

Refit

1. Fit recirculating motor and connect flap linkage.

2. Fit screws securing servo motor to heater and tighten
to9 Nm

3. Connect recirculating motor multiplug.

4. Fit passenger's heater closure panel.

5. Connect battery earth lead.

Distribution Flap - Servo Mmotor
Remove

1. Remove fascia.

2. Disconnect servo motor connector.

3. Remove 3 screws securing distribution flap servo
motor.

4. Disconnect servo motor and flap linkage.

5. Remove distribution flap servo motor.

Refit

1. Fit servo motor and connect flap linkage.

2. Tighten 3 screws securing servo motor to 9 Nm

3. Connect servo motor connector.

4. Fit fascia.
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Front Wheel Steering
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Power steering pressure sensor 24–26Nm

Bolt-power steering oil intake pipe to power steering pump 38–42Nm

Bolt-power steering pump to mounting bracket 45Nm

Bolt-power steering pump pulley to power steering pump 25Nm

Bolt-belt tensioner to mounting bracket 25Nm

Bolt-steering rack to front subframe (long) 40–50Nm

Bolt-steering rack to front subframe (short) 40–50Nm

Tube assembly-steering oil return pipe to steering rack 26–30Nm

Bolt-front subframe to body 110–120Nm

Bolt-power steering oil return pipe to subframe 19–25Nm

Nut-front exhaust pipe to intermediate exhaust pipe 20–25Nm

Nut-front anti-roll bar link to anti-roll bar 60–70Nm

Nut-track rod bar ball joint 28–32Nm

Bolt-road wheel 115–130Nm

Locking nut-power steering column to power steering rack
input shaft

20–25Nm

Nuts-pas ball joint 40–55Nm

Bolt-power steering oil intake pipe to power steering rack 26–30Nm

Bolt-steering oil cooler to radiator 7–10Nm
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Specifications
Type Servo-assisted rack and pinion, linear ratio system

Steering column:

Þ Type Tilt and reach adjustable steering column with collapse
mechanism. Integral electronic steering column lock.

Steering wheel diameter 370 mm

Turns - lock to lock 2.81

Turning circle:

Þ Smallest turning radius

Overall ratio

11.3m

16:1

Power assisted steering:

Operating pressure:

Flow rate:

Þ Nominal

90 Bar

8.15 litres/min
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Steering System Component Layout

1. Fluid reservoir

2. Pressure sensor

3. PAS pump

4. Steering column

5. Steering gear

6. PAS fluid cooler
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Steering Rack Component Location

1. Grommet

2. Valve unit

3. Track rod end lock nut

4. Flange bolt (2 off)

5. Flange bolt (2 off)

6. Gaiters (2 off)

7. Track rod ball joint

8. Lock nut (2 off)

9. Steering rack component
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PAS Hydraulic Component Location

1. PAS pump suction hose

2. PAS high pressure hose

3. PAS return hose

4. PAS fluid cooler

5. Return hose - cooler to reservoir
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Description
General

The major steering components comprise a two stage
collapsible steering column, a power assisted steering rack, a
pump, a pressure sensor, a fluid reservoir, a fluid cooler and
fluid pipes and hoses.

Steering Rack

The steering rack is mounted in the optimum position, low
on the rear cross member of the front subframe. As the rack
mounting points and suspension pivot points are all defined
by the accurate rigid subframe, the designed geometric
relationships are maintained at all times. The rack is retained

with two bolts through cast lugs near the valve unit and two
bolts which secure a clamp fixed to the opposite end of the
rack. A 'Double D' arrangement together with a nut and
cam bolt secures the steering column to the steering rack
pinion. The rack requires 2.81 turns from lock to lock and the
rack and pinion has an overall ratio of 16:1. Rubber gaiters
protect the movement area of the rack. Track rod ends, fitted
to threaded tie rods and secured with locknuts provide for
the adjustment of front wheel steering alignment. Each track
rod end is secured by a lock nut to the steering arm, which
extends from the front hub.

Valve Unit

1. Input shaft

2. Torsion bar

3. Circlip

4. Oil seal

5. Valve housing

6. PTFE ring (4 off)

7. Outer sleeve

8. Pinion shaft

9. Bearing

10. Oil seal

11. Nut

12. Bearing

13. Pin - pinion shaft to torsion bar

14. Pin - rotor to torsion bar

The valve unit is an integral part of the steering rack. The
principal function of the valve unit is to provide maximum
power assistance (i.e.; when parking) with minimum effort
required to turn the steering wheel.

The cast outer casing of the valve unit has four ports which
provide the connections for pressure feed from the pump,
return to the fluid reservoir and pressure feed from the valve
unit to the annulus and full area of the cylinder. A non return

valve and seal is fitted in the pressure feed port from the PAS
pump.

The valve unit comprises an outer sleeve, rotor, torsion bar
and a pinion shaft. The valve unit is coaxial with the pinion shaft
which is connected to the steering column via the input shaft.
The valve unit components are located in a housing which is
screwed to a mating casting on the steering rack main body
and secured with screws.
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The outer sleeve is located in the main bore of the valve unit.
Three annular grooves are machined on its outer diameter.
PTFE rings are located between the grooves and seal against
the bore of the valve unit. Holes are drilled radially in each
annular groove through the wall of the sleeve. The bore of the
outer sleeve is machined to accept the input shaft. Six equally
spaced slots are machined in the bore of the sleeve. The ends
of the slots are closed and do not continue to the ends of the
outer sleeve. The radial holes in the outer sleeve are drilled
into each slot.

The input shaft is splined at its outer end and has a cross
hole for location of the torsion bar. The inner end has splines
which are a loose fit in corresponding splines in the pinion
shaft. The width of the splines allows the torsion bar to
twist several degrees before the splines contact one another.
The splined coupling between the input shaft and the pinion
shaft ensures that if the power steering fails, the steering
can be operated manually without overstressing the torsion
bar. The central portion of the input shaft has equally spaced
longitudinal slots machined in its circumference. The slots are
arranged alternately around the input shaft.

The torsion bar is fitted inside the rotor and is connected to
the input shaft and the pinion shaft with pins. The central
diameter of the torsion bar is machined to a smaller diameter
than at each end. The smaller diameter allows the torsion bar
to twist in response to torque applied from the steering wheel
in relation to grip of the tyres on the road surface.

The pinion shaft has machined teeth on its central diameter
which mate with the teeth on the steering rack. A bore in
the upper end is machined with loose splines which mate with
similar splines on the rotor. The pinion shaft locates in a cast
housing which is part of the steering rack and rotates on ball
and roller bearings.

Power Assisted Steering (PAS) Pump

Hydraulic pressure to operate the PAS system is generated by
a vane-type pump which is driven from the crankshaft of the
engine by a polyvee ribbed belt. Whilst the engine is running,
hydraulic fluid is drawn from the reservoir by the suction action
of the pump. The amount of fluid delivered to the control
valves, and its pressure, is regulated by the flow control valve
built into the pump. Excess fluid is returned to the intake side
of the pump via internal fluid ways.

Warning: Care is required when working on the hydraulic
systems, since the high pressure fluid can be hot and, when
the pump is operating, reach pressures in excess of 10000
KPa(1450 lbf/in2) causing a risk of personal injury.

PAS Pressure Sensor

Turning the steering wheel onto full lock will place a
considerable additional load on the engine compared to the
straight ahead position. To avoid the possibility of the engine
stalling, or running too slowly at idle, a power steering load
signal is produced by a sensor and sent to the Engine Control
Module (ECM) so that it can adjust the idle control to avoid
engine stall. The sensor is called a “demand” sensor and is
located on the outlet union at the high pressure side of the
steering hydraulic pump. The PAS load signal is produced
when the engine is running and the PAS pump is operating.
The signal is required for ECM idle speed corrections when
the vehicle is stationary and the throttle is closed.ECMThe
PAS load signal is transmitted directly to the ECM via a hard
wired connection.ECMThe sensor produces an analogue
voltage proportional to PAS load.ECMThe ECM uses the
signal to make corrections to the idle speed control output.

Fluid Flow

Fluid flow from the pump is delivered to the valve unit around
the steering pinion. The control unit valve controls hydraulic
pressure and changes direction of flow. Fluid is directed to
the appropriate side of the power cylinder where rack thrust
is generated. Fluid returning from the power cylinder flows
through a loop in the return pipe, which acts as a fluid cooler,
which is attached to the engine coolant radiator, before
entering the reservoir where the fluid is allowed to settle.

Fluid Reservoir

The reservoir comprises a body, a cap and a filter assembly.
The cap features an integral fluid level dipstick and an O-ring
seal fitted to the cap prevents leakage. A breather hole is
incorporated in the cap to allow changes in fluid level during
operation. A non-serviceable filter assembly is fitted into the
bottom of the reservoir. The filter is made from fine stainless
steel mesh which is moulded into the frame of the filter and
removes particulate matter from the fluid before it is drawn
into the supply connection.
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Operation

Rotary movement of the steering wheel is transferred via
the steering column to the valve unit which is mounted on
the steering rack. The rotary movement of the steering is

converted into linear movement of the steering rack through
the rack and pinion.

Neutral Position

1. Rotor

2. Torsion bar

3. Outer sleeve

4. Flow to hydraulic cylinder

5. Flow from pump

6. Return to reservoir

7. Flow from reservoir

With no movement of the steering wheel being applied, fluid
flows from the pump to the valve unit. The slots in the outer
sleeve and the rotor are aligned so that the fluid pressure flows
across the valve unit. Some pressure is applied to the feed and
return ports which in turn is felt at either side of the piston in
the hydraulic cylinder. With the forces equal on each side of

the cylinder, the steering remains in the neutral position. The
majority of the fluid delivered from the pump is returned from
the valve unit, and via the fluid cooler, back to the reservoir.
With the majority of the fluid being returned to the reservoir,
the pressure available at each side of the piston is very low.
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Steering To The Left

1. Rotor

2. Twisted torsion bar

3. Outer sleeve

4. Pressure flow to LH hydraulic cylinder

5. Flow from pump

6. Return to reservoir

7. Flow from RH hydraulic cylinder

Counter-clockwise rotation of the steering wheel in turn
rotates the rotor and the torsion bar in the same direction.
The slots in the rotor move out of their neutral alignment and
block the return flow of fluid to the reservoir. Fluid pressure
from the pump now flows into the newly aligned slots in
the rotor and outer sleeve. The pressure is directed by the
alignment of the slots into the left hand side of the hydraulic

cylinder where the pressure increases. The right hand side
of the hydraulic cylinder is opened to return and allows fluid
displaced from the right hand side of the piston to flow to the
reservoir. The pressure difference on the left and right hand
sides of the piston in the cylinder gives the power assistance
to turn the steering.
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Steering To The Right

1. Rotor

2. Twisted torsion bar

3. Outer sleeve

4. Return flow from LH hydraulic cylinder

5. Flow from pump

6. Return to reservoir

7. Flow to RH hydraulic cylinder

Clockwise rotation of the steering wheel in turn rotates the
rotor and the torsion bar in the same direction. The slots in
the rotor move out of their neutral alignment and block the
return flow of fluid to the reservoir. Fluid pressure from the
pump now flows into the newly aligned slots in the rotor and
outer sleeve. The pressure is directed by the alignment of the
slots into the right hand side of the hydraulic cylinder where
the pressure increases. The left hand side of the hydraulic
cylinder is opened to return and allows fluid displaced from
the left hand side of the piston to flow to the reservoir. The
pressure difference on the left and right hand sides of the piston
in the cylinder gives the power assistance to turn the steering.

Progressive Assistance

Progressive power assistance is dependant on the amount
of road wheel resistance opposing the turning of the front
wheels. When the steering wheel is turned to the left or

right, the rotary movement is transferred through the steering
column to the rotor shaft which rotates the same amount as
the steering wheel. The rotary movement is also transferred
from the rotor to the torsion bar. If the road wheel resistance
is high, (when parking), the torsion bar will twist. The twisting
of the torsion bar means that the rotary movement of the
pinion and the outer sleeve is slightly less than that of the
rotor. The twisting of the torsion bar moves the slots in the
rotor and the torsion bar out of alignment, resulting in the
gaps between both sets of slots becoming larger. The greater
the resistance of the road wheels to the steering rotary
movement, the greater the misalignment of the slots in the
rotor and torsion bar. As the misalignment becomes greater,
the fluid pressure passing to the applicable side of the hydraulic
cylinder increases. When the road wheel resistance reduces
or less effort is applied to the turning of the steering wheel,
the reduced torque applied to the rotor allows the torsion bar
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to unwind. This reduces the misalignment between the slots
in the rotor and the torsion bar, reducing the fluid pressure
applied to the applicable side of the hydraulic cylinder.

Hydraulic Circuit

1. Reservoir

2. Low pressure suction line

3. PAS pump

4. Flow control/relief valve

5. Discharge port

6. Hydraulic cylinder pressure areas

7. Steering rack and pinion assembly

8. Control valve unit

9. Fluid cooler

When the engine is started, the pump draws fluid from the
reservoir down the low pressure suction line. The fluid passes
through the pump and emerges as pressurised fluid at the
discharge port where it passes through a hose to a valve unit.
If no steering effort is applied, the pressure is applied equally to
each side of the piston in the hydraulic cylinder. The remainder
of the flow is returned from the valve unit to the reservoir via
the fluid cooler.If steering effort is applied in either direction,

the fluid pressure is directed to the applicable side of the
piston in the hydraulic cylinder, providing power assistance to
reduce the steering effort required. The fluid displaced by the
movement of the piston in the cylinder is returned through the
valve unit to the reservoir via the fluid cooler. The fluid cooler
reduces the fluid temperature which prolongs the life of the
hoses and seals in the system.
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Service Procedures
Pressure Sensor
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect pressure sensor multiplug.

3. Position cloth to collect oil spillage.

4. Remove pressure sensor.

Caution: To prevent damage to components, use two
spanners when loosening or tightening unions.

5. Remove and discard O-ring.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

Refit

1. Clean pressure sensor and mating face of pump union.

2. Lubricate new O-ring withPAS fluid.

3. Fit new O-ring, fitPAS pressure sensor and tighten to
24–26Nm.

Caution: To prevent damage to components, use two
spanners when loosening or tightening unions.

4. Connect pressure sensor multiplug.

5. Connect battery earth lead.

6. Check and top upPAS fluid.

PowerPowerPower assistedassistedassisted steeringsteeringsteering systemsystemsystem bleedingbleedingbleeding refit.refit.refit.

Power Assisted Steering System - Pressure Test
Prepare

1. To determine if a fault is in the steering pump or
steering rack, close the test valve for a maximum of
five seconds. Pump damage may occur if test valve is
closed for longer periods.

2. If the gauge does not register between 85 and 95 bar
(maximum pump pressure), the pump is faulty.

3. If maximum pump pressure is correct, suspect the
steering rack.

4. On completion, stop the engine.

5. Disconnect battery earth lead.

6. Remove test equipment from adaptors.

7. Remove adaptors from PAS pump and steering rack
feed pipe.

8. Fit new sealing washers, connect feed pipe to PAS
pump, fit and tighten banjo bolt to 38–42Nm.

9. Clean chassis and surrounding area.

10. Check PAS fluid level.

PASPASPAS systemsystemsystem ...

11. Connect battery earth lead.

Assemble

1. Test equipment - assembly.

a. Fit gauge and hose T38001to valve assembly
T38002and tighten union.

b. Fit 2 hoses T38003to valve assembly T38002and
tighten unions.

2. Disconnect battery earth lead.

Caution: Care must be taken to ensure that oil or fluid
does not enter or contaminate the alternator.

3. Position container to collect fluid spillage.

4. Clean PAS pump, PAS pipes and unions.

5. Remove banjo bolt securing steering rack feed pipe to
PAS pump, remove and discard sealing washers.

6. Fit adaptor T38005and sealing washers to PAS pump.
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7. Using the banjo bolt and new sealing washers, fit
adaptor T38004to steering rack feed pipe.

8. Connect hoses T38003to T38004and
T38005adaptors.

9. Ensure all pipes and fittings are clear of rotating parts.

10. Hang pressure gauge in a safe position under bonnet.

11. Connect battery earth lead.

12. Start engine and allow air to bleed from PAS system, by
turning steering from lock to lock.

PowerPowerPower assistedassistedassisted steeringsteeringsteering systemsystemsystem bleedingbleedingbleeding ...

13. Check and top up steering fluid reservoir.

PASPASPAS systemsystemsystem ...

14. Test Procedure:

a. Ensure steering system is free from leaks and maintain
maximum fluid level during test.

b. With the test rig valve open, start the engine.

c. With the engine at idle and normal running
temperature, slowly turn the steering wheel and
hold on lock.

d. Repeat pressure test on opposite lock.

e. The test pressure should progressively rise from 5 bar
to 90 bar, dependant on road surface. Pressure will
rise to 90 bar when the steering is held on full lock.

f. With the engine at idle, release the steering wheel.
Pressure should read 5 bar or below.

g. Pressure outside the above tolerance indicates a fault.

15. Remove test equipment from adaptors.

16. Remove adaptors from PAS pump and steering rack
feed pipe.

17. Fit new sealing washers, connect feed pipe to PAS
pump, fit and tighten banjo bolt to 38 – 42 Nm.

18. Clean chassis and surrounding area.

19. Check PAS fluid level.

20. Connect battery earth lead.

Power Assisted Steering System Bleeding
Adjust

1. Clean reservoir around filler cap.

2. Remove filler cap from reservoir and fill reservoir with
power steering fluid from a clean container until fluid
reaches between upper and lower mark on level.

Capacities,Capacities,Capacities, FluidsFluidsFluids andandand LubricantsLubricantsLubricants ...

Caution: Care must be taken to ensure that oil or fluid
does not enter or contaminate the alternator.

3. Start engine and allow to run at idle for 10 seconds.
Stop engine.

4. Check and top-up steering fluid reservoir.

5. Start engine and turn steering fully to LH and RH locks.
Stop engine.

6. Check and top-up steering fluid reservoir.

7. Start and run engine for 2 minutes, turn steering fully
to RH and LH locks.

8. Check and top-up steering fluid reservoir.

Caution: Do not hold steering at full lock for longer than
10 seconds.

9. Switch off engine.

10. Check power steering fluid, if aerated, wait until fluid
is free from bubbles then top-up reservoir to upper
level mark.

11. Fit reservoir filler cap.
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Power Assisted Steering Pump
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Position container to collect fluid spillage.

3. Loosen union and disconnect feed pipe from PAS pump.
Remove and discard 2 sealing washers.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

4. Remove and discard clip securing fluid inlet hose to
PASpump. Disconnect hose.

5. Loosen PASpump belt.

6. Remove PASpump belt.

BeltBeltBelt --- PASPASPAS pumppumppump Remove.Remove.Remove.

7. Remove 3 bolts securing PASpump pulley to PASpump
and remove pulley.

8. Remove 2 bolts and nuts securing PASpump to
mounting bracket and remove PASpump.

Refit

1. Fit PASpump to mounting bracket.

2. Fit nuts and bolts securing PASpump to mounting
bracket and tighten to45Nm.

3. Fit PASpump pulley to PASpump, fit bolts but do not
fully tighten at this stage.

4. Fit PASpump belt.

BeltBeltBelt --- PASPASPAS pumppumppump Refit.Refit.Refit.

5. Tighten bolts securing PASpump pulley to PASpump
to 25Nm.

6. Fit fluid inlet hose to PASpump and secure with new
clip.

7. Fit new sealing washers and fit feed pipe to PASfit and
tighten union to 38–42Nm.

8. Bleed PASsystem.

PowerPowerPower assistedassistedassisted steeringsteeringsteering systemsystemsystem bleedingbleedingbleeding
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PAS Pump Tensioner
Remove

1. Remove PAS pump belt.

2. Remove 2 bolts securing PASpump drive belt tensioner
to PASpump mounting bracket.

3. Remove tensioner.

Refit

1. Clean PASbelt tensioner and mating face on pump
mounting bracket. PAS

2. Fit tensioner to mounting bracket and tighten bolts to
25Nm

3. Refit PASpump belt.

Power Assisted Steering Rack
Remove

1. Raise vehicle on lift.

2. Peel back carpet and peel back seal to reveal bolt
securing steering joint to steering rack.

Caution: Before disconnecting any part of the steering
linkage, ensure the road wheels are positioned straight
ahead and the steering wheel is prevented from turning.
Unrestricted turning of the steering wheel will damage the
SRS rotary coupler.

3. Remove nut and bolt securing steering joint to steering
rack and discard nut.

4. Release universal joint from steering rack.

5. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly Remove.Remove.Remove.

6. Remove front road wheels.

7. Remove nuts securing track rods to steering arms. Fit
an M10 nut to ball pin, flush with end of pin.

8. Using T38008release track rod ends from steering
arms. Remove M10 nuts from ball pins.

9. Remove nuts securing anti roll bar links to anti roll bar
and release links.

10. Position anti roll bar aside.

11. Remove 3 bolts securing exhaust intermediate pipe to
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downpipe (Turbocharged models) or exhaust manifold
(VCT models), release intermediate pipe and collect
gasket.

12. Support intermediate pipe and release 2 front exhaust
mountings.

13. Support rear of subframe using a transmission jack.

14. Remove and discard 2 Patchlok bolts securing subframe
braces to body.

15. Remove 4 bolts, from centre and rear subframe
mountings. Collect washers and subframe braces.

16. Lower rear of subframe.

17. Position container to collect fluid spillage.

18. Remove union securing return pipe to steering rack
and discard O-ring.

19. Remove union securing feed pipe to steering rack and
discard O-ring.

20. Remove 4 bolts securing steering rack to subframe.

21. Withdraw and remove steering rack from driver's side
of vehicle, position anti roll bar as necessary.

22. Remove pinion seal.

23. Note number of threads exposed from each track road
end locknut for refitting reference.

24. Remove track rod ends and lock nuts from steering
rack.

Refit

1. Centre steering rack and position each locknut on track
rod with same amount of thread exposed as noted
during removal.

2. Connect downpipe (Turbocharged models) or exhaust
manifold (VCT models) to intermediate pipe, fit nuts
and tighten to 45 - 50 Nm.

3. Fit pinion seal ensuring that the recess on the seal is
located on the raised 'pip' on the gear.

4. Fit steering rack and locate to subframe taking care
not to dislodge the pinion seal. Fit 2 lower bolts and
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tighten to 40–50Nm.

5. Fit 2 upper bolts and tighten to 40–50Nm.

6. Clean pipe unions and mating faces.

7. Fit new O-ring to return pipe, connect pipe and tighten
union to 26–30Nm.

8. Fit new sealing washers to feed pipe, connect pipe and
tighten union to 26–30Nm.

9. Raise subframe, fit washers, subframe braces and
new Patchlok bolts securing subframe and tighten to
110–120Nm.

10. Fit new Patchlok bolts securing subframe braces to
body and tighten to 19–25Nm.

11. Fit 2 front exhaust mountings and remove support.

12. Clean exhaust mating faces and fit new gasket.

13. Fit front exhaust pipe (turbo models) or exhaust
manifold (VCT models) to intermediate pipe, fit nut
and tighten to 20–25Nm.

14. Fit anti-roll bar links to anti-roll bar, fit nuts and tighten
to 60–70Nm.

15. Connect track rods to steering arms, fit new nuts and
tighten to 28–32Nm.

16. Fit road wheels and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm.

17. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly Refit.Refit.Refit.

18. Fit new bolt retaining steering joint to steering rack, fit
new nut and tighten to20–25Nm.

19. Fit steering joint seal and reposition carpet.

20. Bleed power steering system.

PowerPowerPower assistedassistedassisted steeringsteeringsteering systemsystemsystem bleedingbleedingbleeding Refit.Refit.Refit.

21. Check steering geometry.

WheelWheelWheel alignmentalignmentalignment Refit.Refit.Refit.

Track Rod Ball Joint
Remove

1. Raise vehicle with a lift.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

2. Remove road wheel.

3. Loosen track rod end locknut.

4. Remove nut from ball pin and discard.

5. Fit an M10 nut to ball pin, flush with end of pin.

6. Using T38008, separate ball pin from track rod.
Remove M10 nut from ball pin.

7. Remove track rod from steering rack. Retain the track
rod locknut in position as fitting reference.

Refit

1. Fit track rod end up to locknut with ball pin facing
upwards.

2. Connect ball pin to steering arm, fit new nut and
tighten to 28–32Nm.

3. Tighten lock nut to 40–55Nm.

4. Fit road wheel and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm.

5. Remove stands and lower vehicle.

6. Check steering geometry.
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WheelWheelWheel alignment.alignment.alignment. Pipe - PAS Pump to Steering Rack
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. RemovePAS pressure sensor multiplug.

3. Raise vehicle on the lift.

4. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray RemoveRemoveRemove

5. Position container to collect spillage.

6. Remove union securing pipe to steering rack, remove
and discard sealing washers.

Caution: To prevent damage to components, use two
spanners when loosening or tightening unions.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

7. Remove union securing feed pipe to steering pump,
remove and discard sealing washers.
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Caution: To prevent damage to components, use two
spanners when loosening or tightening unions.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

8. Remove feed pipe from engine compartment.

Refit

1. Clean pipe ends and mating faces.

2. Position feed pipe in engine compartment.

3. Using new sealing washers, position pipe to pump,
remove plug, fit union and tighten to 38–42Nm

Caution: To prevent damage to components, use two
spanners when loosening or tightening unions.

4. Using new sealing washers, position pipe to steering
rack, remove plug, fit union and tighten to 26–30Nm

Caution: To prevent damage to components, use two
spanners when loosening or tightening unions.

5. Fit undertray.

UnderstrayUnderstrayUnderstray RefitRefitRefit

6. Remove container.

7. Connect PAS pressure sensor multiplug.

8. Connect battery earth lead.

9. Bleed power steering system.

PowerPowerPower AssistedAssistedAssisted SteeringSteeringSteering SystemSystemSystem Bleeding.Bleeding.Bleeding.

Pipe - Steering Rack To Oil Cooler
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Raise vehicle on lift.

3. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Position container to collect spillage.

5. Release clip securing return pipe to oil cooler and
disconnect pipe from oil cooler.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

6. Remove 2 screws securing pipe to subframe.

7. Remove union securing pipe to steering rack, remove
and discard washers.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

8. Remove pipe from engine compartment.

Refit

1. Clean pipe ends and mating faces.

2. Position pipe in engine compartment.

3. Remove plug from steering rack.

4. Using new sealing washers, position pipe to steering
rack, remove plug, fit union and tighten to 26–30Nm
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Caution: To prevent damage to components, use two
spanners when loosening or tightening unions.

5. Using new sealing washers, position pipe to subframe
and fit screws to 19–25Nm

6. Remove plug and connect pipe to oil cooler and secure
clips.

7. Remove container.

8. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray Refit.Refit.Refit.

9. Connect battery earth lead.

10. Bleed power steering system.

PowerPowerPower AssistedAssistedAssisted SteeringSteeringSteering SystemSystemSystem

Oil Cooler - Steering
Remove

1. Remove front bumper.

FrontFrontFront BumperBumperBumper RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Position container to collect fluid spillage.

3. Release 2 clips and disconnect PAShoses from oil
cooler.

Caution: Always fit plugs to open connections to prevent
contamination.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing oil cooler to body and remove
oil cooler.

Refit

1. Position oil cooler, fit bolts and tighten to 7–10Nm

2. Clean oil cooler hose connections.

3. ConnectPAS hoses to oil cooler and secure with clips.

4. Remove container.

5. Fit front bumper.

BumperBumperBumper AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- FrontFrontFront

6. Bleed PAS system.

PowerPowerPower AssistedAssistedAssisted SteeringSteeringSteering System.System.System.
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T38001 PAS pressure
test equipment

T38002
Adaptor
hydraulic
pressure test

T38003

Adaptor
hydraulic
pressure test
hose

T38005 Adaptor power
steering pump

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T38004 Adaptor power
steering test

T38008 Remover ball
joint
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Steering Wheel and Column
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-steering column cover 2.4–3.4Nm

Bolt and washer-steering wheel to steering column 60–70Nm

Locking nut-power steering column to power steering rack
input shaft

20–25Nm

Bolt-power steering column to instrument panel frame 21–25Nm

Screw-rotary coupler to steering column 4–5.5Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Steering System

1. Fluid reservoir

2. PAS pump

3. Steering column

4. Steering gear

5. PAS fluid cooler
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Steering Column Component Location

1

7

8

6

5

2

4

3

S382001

1. Mounting screws (4 off)

2. Upper universal joint

3. Sliding column joint

4. Lower universal joint

5. Grommet

6. Column adjustment lever

7. Electric steering column lock(ESCL)

8. Harness connection from ESCL
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Description
General

The major steering components comprise a two stage
collapsible steering column, a power assisted steering rack, a
pump, a pressure sensor, a fluid reservoir, a fluid cooler and
fluid pipes and hoses.

Steering Column

The steering column features two collapse mechanisms,
the upper part sliding away from the driver and the lower
part telescoping to allow for the movement of the engine
and steering components in severe impacts. The column
is mounted to the cross car beam. It is possible to adjust
the steering wheel for both reach and rake. To aid with
rake adjustment there is a counterbalance spring, as well as
cushion stops, at each end of the adjustment. A twin-walled
grommet provides the seal between the steering column
and the bulkhead. The 370 mm steering wheel comprises a
cast, four spoke frame onto which model specific covering

materials are moulded. The hub is splined to locate with the
splines on the steering column. The horn switch is mounted
in the centre pad of the steering wheel. The trip computer
remote switches and, where fitted, the cruise control, remote
radio (volume, mode and scroll) and tiptronic paddle switches,
are also mounted on the steering wheel. All the switches
are connected by wires to the rotary coupler connector.
Protection for the driver's face and upper torso is provided
by an airbag located in the centre of the steering wheel under
a plastic cover and brand badge.

Electronic Steering Column Lock (ESCL)

The ESCL is located on the steering column housing. The lock
is considered to be not serviceable. The ESCL ECU is located
on the lower front of the fascia. The ECU receives a handset
status and confirms the validity of the handset. If the validity of
the handset is confirmed the ECU will send a ‘lock’ or ‘unlock’
signal to the ESCL depending on the users requirements.
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Service Procedures
Steering Wheel Alignment - Adjustment
Adjust

1. Mark position of track rods for reference.

2. Loosen RH and LH track rod end lock nuts.

Caution: To avoid possible joint damage always use
a spanner to hold track rod end when loosening or
tightening track rod end lock nut.

3. Rotate track rod to obtain correct alignment.

Tip: When rotating one side of the steering rod lock nut
outward or inward, the other side should be rotated in
the same amount of threads outward or inward.

4. Recheck front wheel alignment.

WheelWheelWheel AlignmentAlignmentAlignment

5. Tighten RH and LH track rod lock nuts.

6. Ensure steering rack gaiters are not strained or twisted
then secure gaiter clips.

Check

1. Ensure tyre pressures are correct and vehicle is at
kerbside weight.

2. Roll vehicle backwards and forwards to relieve stresses
in steering and suspension.

3. Ensure that wheel alignment equipment is properly
calibrated and position equipment as per manufacturers
instructions.

4. Take an average of 3 readings.

5. Check front wheel alignment is within tolerance.

WheelWheelWheel AlignmentAlignmentAlignment ...

Switch - Cruise Control
Remove

1. Remove steering wheel.

SteeringSteeringSteering wheelwheelwheel Remove.Remove.Remove.

2. Remove screw securing Tiptronic paddle switch to
steering wheel (if fitted) and carefully release clips
securing switch cover to steering wheel.

3. Remove screw securing cruise control switch assembly
to steering wheel. Carefully remove the switch taking
care not to damage the ribbon cable.

4. Disconnect switch ribbon cable multiplug and remove
switch assembly.
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Refit

1. Fit cruise control switches to steering wheel and secure
with screws.

2. Fit switch cover and secure Tiptronic paddle with screw
(if fitted).

3. Connect ribbon cable multiplug.

4. Refit steering wheel.

SteeringSteeringSteering wheelwheelwheel Refit.Refit.Refit.

Steering Column Cover
Remove

1. Remove steering column closing panel.

PanelPanelPanel assemblyassemblyassembly --- fasciafasciafascia closingclosingclosing panelpanelpanel --- driverdriverdriver

Remove.Remove.Remove.

2. Remove 2 screws securing lower cover to steering
column.

3. Release 6 clips securing both cover sections together.

4. Release steering column adjustment lever and remove
lower cover panel.

5. Lower steering column adjustment lever.

6. Remove top cover from steering column.

Refit

1. Position top cover to steering column.

2. Release steering column adjustment lever and move
column to upper position.

3. Position lower cover to steering column and secure to
top cover with clips.

4. Position and secure lower cover to steering column
with screws and tighten to 2.4–3.4Nm.

5. Fit steering column closing panel.

PanelPanelPanel assemblyassemblyassembly --- fasciafasciafascia closingclosingclosing panelpanelpanel --- driverdriverdriver

Refit.Refit.Refit.
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Steering Wheel
Remove

1. Remove drivers airbag.

AirbagAirbagAirbag --- SteeringSteeringSteering SheelSheelSheel --- DriverDriverDriver Remove.Remove.Remove.

2. Disconnect steering wheel switch multiplugs.

3. Centralise steering wheel with road wheels in straight
ahead position.

4. Restrain steering wheel and loosen bolt securing
steering wheel to column - do not fully remove bolt.

5. Release steering wheel from column.

6. Remove bolt and steering wheel.

7. Attach tape across edge of rotary coupler to retain
correct setting.

8. Remove 4 screws securing horn switch to steering
wheel and remove horn switch.

9. Remove 4 screws securing LH and RH switch finishers
to steering wheel and remove both finishers.

10. Disconnect horn switch multiplug from steering wheel
switch harness and release harness from cable tie.

11. Disconnect earth lead.

12. Carefully release ribbon cable from steering wheel.

Refit

1. Fit horn switch assembly to steering wheel and secure
with screws.

2. Position ribbon cable and secure to steering wheel.

3. Position harness to steering wheel.

4. Fit LH and RH switch finishers and secure with screws.

5. Connect horn switch multiplug and secure to steering
wheel harness.

6. Remove tape from rotary coupler.

7. Ensure road wheels are in straight ahead position and
fit steering wheel to column.

8. Fit and tighten bolt securing steering wheel to column
to 60–70Nm.

9. Connect horn switch multiplug.

10. Connect steering wheel switch multiplugs.

11. Fit drivers airbag

AirbagAirbagAirbag --- SteeringSteeringSteering WheelWheelWheel --- DriverDriverDriver Refit.Refit.Refit.
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Steering Column
Remove

1. Remove handset from start switch, disconnect
battery leads, earth first and wait 10 minutes for
the SRSback-up power circuit to discharge before
commencing work.

2. Remove steering wheel.

SteeringSteeringSteering wheelwheelwheel Remove.Remove.Remove.

3. Remove column cover.

SteeringSteeringSteering columncolumncolumn covercovercover Remove.Remove.Remove.

4. Remove steering column switch assembly.

SwitchSwitchSwitch assemblyassemblyassembly --- steeringsteeringsteering columncolumncolumn Remove.Remove.Remove.

5. Disconnect electric steering column lock connector.

6. Peel back carpet and pull back seal to reveal bolt
securing steering column universal joint to steering
rack.

7. Remove nut and bolt securing steering column universal
joint to steering rack and discard nut.

8. Release universal joint from steering rack.

9. Remove 4 bolts securing steering column to bracket.

10. Disconnect 2 clips securing steering column harness to
steering column and position steering column harness
aside.

11. Remove steering column assembly.

Refit

1. Locate universal joint to steering rack ensuring correct
orientation.

2. Fit new self-locking nut and bolt to secure steering
joint, lightly tighten bolt.

3. Check that a clearance of 4mm exists between steering
joint and aperture seal at 12 o'clock position.

4. If clearance is less than 4 mm, slacken pinion and lever
upwards until clearance is correct.

5. Tighten universal joint nut to 20–25Nm.

6. Fit bolts securing steering column to body and tighten
to 21–25Nm

7. Refit seal and reposition carpet.

8. Connect harness to steering column.

9. Connect electric steering column lock connector.

10. Fit column cover.

SteeringSteeringSteering columncolumncolumn covercovercover Refit.Refit.Refit.

11. Fit steering column switch assembly.

SwitchSwitchSwitch assemblyassemblyassembly --- steeringsteeringsteering columncolumncolumn Refit.Refit.Refit.

12. Fit steering wheel.

SteeringSteeringSteering wheelwheelwheel Refit.Refit.Refit.

13. Connect battery earth lead.
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Switch Assembly - Steering Column
Remove

1. Remove steering wheel.

SteeringSteeringSteering wheelwheelwheel Remove.Remove.Remove.

2. Remove steering column cover

SteeringSteeringSteering columncolumncolumn covercovercover Remove.Remove.Remove.

3. Remove 4 bolts securing rotary coupler to steering
column.

4. Disconnect 5 multiplugs from rotary coupler.

5. Remove rotary coupler from steering column.

Refit

Caution: If the peg on a new rotary coupler is broken, or
if you suspect that the rotary coupler has been dropped
or mishandled, discard the coupler.

1. Ensure the front road wheels are pointing straight
ahead. Position rotary coupler to steering column and
connect multiplugs.

2. Secure rotary coupler to steering column with bolts
and tighten to 4–5.5Nm.

3. Remove tape from rotary coupler or remove locking
peg if fitting a new rotary coupler.

4. Ensure the rotary coupler is installed in its central
position. To obtain centre position, rotate coupler
gently clockwise and anticlockwise until the white
segment appears on the indicator wheel.

5. Fit steering column cover.

SteeringSteeringSteering columncolumncolumn covercovercover Refit.Refit.Refit.

6. Fit steering wheel.

SteeringSteeringSteering wheelwheelwheel Refit.Refit.Refit.

7. Connect the battery earth lead.

8. System check: Turn rotary coupler, check that
SRSwarning lamp switches on for 4 seconds then
switches off.

9. Check that headlamps, wiper/washers and steering
wheel controls function normally.
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Wheel Alignment
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Nuts-pas ball joint 40–55Nm

Nuts-rear upper arm to subframe 90–110Nm

Nuts-rear wheel toe-in adjust 90–110Nm
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Specifications
Wheel alignment:

Front

Camber-unladen condition

Castor-unladen condition

King-pin inclination

Total toe-in

-0°21' ± 30'

3°30' ± 30'

12°41' ± 30'

0°10’ ± 10'

Rear

Camber - unladen condition

Total toe-in

–0°50’ ± 30'

0°22' ± 12'
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Service Procedures
Wheel Alignment
Check

1. Wheel alignment must only be carried out using
approved equipment.

2. The equipment must be calibrated, set up and operated
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

3. Ensure correct vehicle data is entered into the approved
equipment.

4. Check steering joints, suspension joints and wheel
bearings for wear or free play. Adjust or repair as
required.

5. Check and adjust tyre pressures.

6. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

7. Ensure vehicle is at unladen weight.

GeneralGeneralGeneral DataDataData

8. Ensure wheel mounting clamps are adjusted to correct
size and fitted securely to vehicle.

9. Ensure cameras are fitted and aligned correctly.

10. Carry out run-out compensation in accordance with
equipment manufacturer's instructions. Lower vehicle,
and allow vehicle suspension to return to level.

11. Ensure steering wheel is in the central position.

Adjust

1. Observe readings from test equipment and adjust
geometry as required.

GeneralGeneralGeneral DataDataData

2. Front wheel alignment adjust:

a. Loosen lock nut on front track rod.

b. Adjust track rod to specification.

c. Tighten lock nut to 40–55Nm.

d. Repeat above for other side.

3. Rear wheel camber adjust:

a. Loosen lock nut on upper arm.

b. Adjust rear wheel camber to specification rotating
cam bolt securing upper arm to subframe.

c. Tighten lock nut to 90–110Nm.

d. Repeat above for other side.

S384002

4. Rear wheel toe-out angle adjust:

a. Loosen 2 nuts securing trailing arm to subframe.

b. Adjust toe-out angle to specification.

c. Tighten lock nut to 90–110Nm.

d. Repeat above for other side.

S344014
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Front Suspension
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Nut-lower arm inner ball joint to subframe lock 75–90Nm

Bolts-lower arm bush housing to subframe 140–170Nm

Nut-lower arm outer ball joint to swivel hub 40–50Nm

Bolts-wheel 115–130Nm

Nut-front strut damper top mounting 54–62Nm

Nut-anti-roll bar links to damper 50–65Nm

Bolts-subframe brace to body 19–25Nm

Bolt-lower arm outer ball joint to swivel hub 40–50Nm

Nuts-anti-roll bar links to anti-roll bar 60–70Nm

Bolts-front damper to hub 90–110Nm

Nuts-steering rod outer ball joint 28–32Nm

Bolt-subframe to body 110–120Nm

Screws-subframe brace to body 19–25Nm

Bolts-steering rack to front subframe (long) 40–50Nm

Bolts-anti-roll bar bush and clamp to subframe 22–28Nm

Screws-damper piston top 19–25Nm

Bolts-engine lower steady 90–110Nm

Bolts-turbocharger pipe to subframe 7–10Nm

Screws-subframe brace to subframe 19–25Nm

Bolt-steering rack to front subframe (short) 40–50Nm

Bolts-steering rack to front subframe (short) 40–50Nm

Screws-front wheel speed sensor to hub 7–10Nm

Screws-front brake disc to hub flange 30–36Nm

Bolts-front brake caliper to hub 90–110Nm

Nut-front drive shaft 350–370Nm

Screws-front brake back plate to hub 5–7Nm
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Specifications
Type MacPherson strut with L shaped rearward-facing lower arms.

ARB connected via ball jointed link to strut.

Front control arm L shaped, steel forged with lightening holes. Ball joints at
forward inner and outer joints

Nominal height to wheel arch from hub centre* 393.5mm

Nominal height to wheel arch from hub centre* 21.5mm

Front coil spring data:

Total coils: 5

Active coils: 3.8

Wire diameter Approx 13.8mm

Free length: Approx 358-367mm

* Measurement taken with vehicle at unladen weight.
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Front Suspension Component Location

1. MacPherson strut assembly (2 off)

2. Anti-roll bar link (2 off)

3. Subframe mountings (6 off)

4. Subframe

5. Hub assembly (2 off)

6. Lower arm (2 off)

7. Anti-roll bar

8. Anti-roll bar bush and clamp (2 off)

9. Subframe braces (2 off)

10. Lower arm bush and housing assembly (2 off)
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Front Suspension Components

1. Damper unit

2. Swivel hub

3. Hub nut

4. Drive flange

5. Circlip

6. Bearing

7. Inner ball joint

8. Outer ball joint

9. Lower arm bush and housing assembly

10. Lower arm

11. Anti-roll bar

12. Anti-roll bar bush

13. Anti-roll bar clamp

14. Anti-roll bar link

15. Coil spring
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MacPherson Strut Components

1. Piston rod top nut

2. Washer

3. Locknut/washer assembly (3 off)

4. Top mounting plate

5. Bearing

6. Spring isolator

7. Bump stop washer

8. Bump stop

9. Dust cover

10. Coil spring

11. Damper

12. Spring isolator

13. Bump cup
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Description
General

The front suspension comprises:

• Two MacPherson struts

• Two 'L' shaped lower arms

• Anti-roll bar

• Two anti-roll bar links

• Front subframe

• Swivel hub, bearing and drive flange

The front suspension design features anti-dive and anti-squat
geometry via the anti-roll bar and 1:1 strut movement ratio.
The layout and design of the struts minimizes camber loss due
to side forces, improving handling and steering response.

Front Subframe

The subframe is fabricated from hydro-formed tubing providing
a light and strong structure. All machining of critical geometric
locations is performed after fabrication to ensure accurate
location of the front suspension and steering components.

The subframe is mounted on six rubber mounts and provides
location for all front suspension components, except the strut
top mounts, engine and gearbox mountings. A subframe
brace, fitted between each subframe rear mounting point and
the body, provides additional rigidity to this subframe. The
layout of the mountings ensures that subframe movement
under cornering forces, which cause unwanted steering
effects, is avoided.

MacPherson Strut

Two MacPherson struts control the damping of the front
suspension. Each strut assembly comprises a damper unit,
a coil spring and a top mount assembly. The coil spring is
retained in a compressed condition between the strut spring
seat and the top mount assembly. Isolators at each end of the
spring reduce noise transmitted from the suspension to the
body. A bearing is fitted to the underside of the top mount
assembly and allows the spring to rotate as the steering is
operated. A dust cover is fitted between the bump stop
and the damper and protects the damper rod from dirt and
damage.

The coil spring axis is offset to the axis of the damper. This
arrangement provides side load compensation, which reduces
friction within the damper.

Damper

The front dampers feature 85 mm bump and 95 mm rebound
damping. Each damper is handed.

Each damper is gas charged and oil filled, and is of twin
tube construction. The twin tube construction allows the
damper piston to operate on an inner tube with an oil/gas

cavity between the inner and outer tubes. This minimises oil
cavitation and eliminates the effect of damage to the outer
tube affecting piston operation.

The damper is attached at its lower end to a location in the
swivel hub and is secured with a pinch bolt. A tang on the
damper locates in the swivel hub and ensures that the damper
is correctly orientated.

The damper rod is located in steel inserts in rubber bushes,
which are integral with the top mounting plate, and are secured
with a washer and nut. A hexagon is provided in the outer end
of the damper rod to restrain the rod from rotating when the
nut is tightened. The damper rod is sealed in the damper with
a low friction seal.

An angled spring seat is integral with the damper body and also
provides the attachment point for the ARB link.

A welded bracket, near the bottom of the damper, allows for
the attachment of the brake hose, the ABS speed sensor cable
and on the RH damper, the brake pad wear sensor harness.

Coil Springs

The coil springs fitted to the strut assembly are manufactured
from silicon chrome vanadium. The top of the spring is located
in a spring isolator which in turn is located in the top mount
bearing. The base of the spring, which is fitted with an isolator
sleeve, is located in a spring seat that is integral with the
damper body. Both isolators reduce noise transmitted to the
body from the suspension. The front springs differ between
engine type and vehicle specification and each spring can be
identified by a colour code painted on the coils of the spring.

Top Mounting Plate Assembly

The top mounting plate assembly comprises of the top
mounting plate, a double rubber bush and three studs. The
bushes are located into the top mounting plate. Steel inserts
are bonded into the centre of the bush and prevent the
locknut on the damper rod over compressing the bush when
it is tightened. The axis of the bush is not square to the plate,
which allows the bearing to be located with its axis aligned to
the offset coil spring. Three lugs on the underside of the plate
provide for the attachment of the top mount bearing which is
an interference fit in the lugs. The bearing and the bush are
not serviceable and a new top mounting plate assembly must
be fitted if replacement is required.

Lower Arm

The lower arm is an 'L' shaped, high strength alloy forging that
connects the swivel hub to the subframe.

The arm has an outer ball joint that has a parallel shank. The
parallel shank locates in a split location in the bottom of the
swivel hub and is clamped in position by a bolt and locknut.
An inner ball joint is also fitted and is positioned near the road
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wheel axis to minimise the effects of camber. The inner ball
joint locates in a tapered seat in the subframe and is secured
with a locknut. The inner and outer ball joints are not available
as serviceable items and if replacement of either is necessary,
a complete lower arm will be required.

The rear of the lower arm has a forged hexagon locating
in a mating hexagon in a compliance bush. The voided rear
compliance bush has a nylon outer and is fitted in a cast iron
housing which is attached to the subframe with two M14
bolts. The design of the housing allows the bracket to shear in
the event of a frontal crash, optimising crash performance. A
line is provided in the upper flat of the hexagon on the lower
arm, which allows the compliance bush to be positioned,
approximately, in the correct position to aid assembly to the
subframe.

As the suspension moves, the lower arm pivots on the inner
ball joint. The linear movement of the suspension is changed
to rotational movement of the lower arm controlled by the
stiffness of the rear compliance bush.

The compliance bush is not available as a serviceable item and
if replacement is necessary, a new bush and housing assembly
will be required.

Caution: Do not jack the vehicle under the front or rear
lower arm as damage or misalignment may occur.

Anti-Roll Bar (ARB) and Links

A solid spring steel ARB is used that operates, via ARB links,
from the spring seat on each strut. The bar diameter is 21.5
mm.

The ARB is attached to the rear of the subframe with two
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) bushes that are secured with
clamp plates and bolts. The low friction bushes PTFE require
no additional greasing and allow the ARB to rotate freely with
quiet operation. This allows the bar to respond quickly to roll
inputs and allows stiffer bushes to be used as there is relatively
little compression or twisting. Washers are attached to the
ARB to locate the outside of each bush and prevent sideways
movement of the bar.

The ends of the ARB are attached to each strut spring seat via
an ARB link. This arrangement allows the ARB to act on a ratio
of approximately 1:1 with the wheel travel providing maximum
roll bar effectiveness.

Each ARB link has a ball joint fitting at each end, which improves
response and efficiency. The top ball joint is mounted on the
axis of the link and attaches directly to the strut spring seat
and is secured with a locknut. The lower ball joint is mounted
at 90° to the axis of the link and attaches to the ARB and
is secured with a locknut. The link must be attached to the
ARB with the ball joint on the outboard side of the bar and
the locknut facing inwards. The ball joints on the ARB links

are not serviceable and if replacement of either is necessary, a
new link will be required.
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Service Procedures
Lower Arm-Front
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove undertray.

Undertray-AssemblyUndertray-AssemblyUndertray-Assembly RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove front road wheels.

4. Use an open ended spanner on the flats machined on
the anti-roll bar links to prevent ball stud rotation.

5. Remove nuts securing both anti roll bar links to anti
roll bar.

6. Release links from anti-roll bar.

7. Remove nut and bolt securing lower arm outer ball
joint to hub.

8. UsingT32011 release lower arm outer ball joint from
swivel hub.

Warning: Do not jack the vehicle under the front or rear
lower arm as damage or misalignment may occur.

9. Fit lower arm outer ball joint protector T32003.

10. Move anti-roll bar aside for access to lower arm bush
housing bolts.

11. Remove 2 bolts securing lower arm bush housing to
subframe.

12. Remove nut securing lower arm inner ball joint to
subframe.

13. Release ball joint taper from subframe. If necessary,
replace nut and use a soft mallet to release joint taper
and remove lower arm.

14. Pull front hub aside to make sure have enough space to
remove lower arm inner ball joint, and ensure inner ball
joint not over Max swing limit.

15. Remove the front lower arm.

Refit

1. Move front hub aside for access to fit lower arm
bush and insure that the ball joint does not exeed the
maximum swinging limit.

2. Align lower arm bush housing to subframe, fit but do
not tighten fully at this stage.

3. Fit lower arm inner ball joint nut and tighten to
75–90Nm.

4. Tighten lower arm bush subframe bolts to
140–170Nm.
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5. Remove lower arm outer ball joint protectorT32003
and inspect ball joint boot for damage.Ensure lower
arm outer ball joint is fully engaged in swivel hub and
bolt is located in ball joint groove.

6. Connect lower arm outer ball joint to hub, fit nut and
bolt and tighten to 40–50Nm.

7. Ensure lower arm outer ball joint is fully engaged in
swivel hub and bolt is located in ball joint groove.

Caution: Nuts and bolts must be tightened with weight of
vehicle on suspension.

8. Fit road wheels and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm.

9. Fit undertray.

Undertray-AsemblyUndertray-AsemblyUndertray-Asembly RefitRefitRefit

10. Check wheel alignment.

WheelWheelWheel AlignmentAlignmentAlignment RefitRefitRefit

Outer Ball Joint Boot-Front Lower Arm
Remove

Caution: This ball joint boot kit should only be used if the
boot is damaged during a service. It must not be used if
the vehicle has been driven with a damaged boot.

1. Remove front lower arm.

LowerLowerLower Arm-FrontArm-FrontArm-Front RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove and discard 2 spring rings securing ball joint
boot to ball joint.

3. Remove and discard ball joint boot.

Refit

1. Clean ball joint.

2. Apply grease from ball joint boot kit.

3. Fit top spring ring to new boot.

4. Fit boot to ball joint and engage lower part of boot to
ball joint groove.

5. Fit special toolT32023 over new boot.
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6. Using special toolT32025 position spring ring
onT32023 , usingT32024 push spring ring until
position on outer ball joint boot.

7. Engage upper spring ring to ball joint.

8. Fit front lower arm.

LowerLowerLower Arm-FrontArm-FrontArm-Front RefitRefitRefit

Bush and Bracket-Front Lower Arm
Remove

1. Remove lower arm.

LowerLowerLower Arm-FrontArm-FrontArm-Front RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Using T32001,T32007 and T32009, remove front
lower arm bush and bracket.

Refit

1. Clean front lower arm to bush and bracket mating faces.

2. Position bush and bracket to front lower arm, ensure
bush is aligned to front lower arm according to the
mark.

3. Using T32008,T32001 andT32010 press bush and
bracket to front lower arm until bush face lines up with
mark on lower arm.

4. Fit lower arm.

LowerLowerLower Arm-FrontArm-FrontArm-Front RefitRefitRefit
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Damper-Front
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove road wheel.

3. RH side only: Release pad wear sensor harness from
damper.

4. ReleaseABS sensor harness and brake hose from
damper. Release harness and brake hose from clip.

5. Remove nut securing track rod to steering arm. Fit an
M10 nut to ball pin, flush with end of pin.

6. UsingT38008 release track rod ball joint from steering
arm. Remove M10 nut from ball pin.

7. Disconnect link from anti-roll bar.

8. Remove nut and bolt securing lower arm ball joint to
hub.

9. UsingT32011 release lower arm ball joint from hub, fit
ball joint protector T32003.

10. Temporarily support hub on top of lower arm.

11. Remove bolt securing damper to hub.

12. Remove hub from damper.

13. Remove 3 nuts securing damper to body.

14. Remove spring and damper assembly.

15. Use an open ended spanner on the flats machined on
the anti-roll bar link to prevent ball stud from rotating.

16. Position spring compressorT32016 andT32017 in
vice.

17. Position spring and damper assembly to spring
compressor. Compress spring.

18. Hold shaft with an Allen key and remove piston rod
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top nut. Discard nut.

19. Remove washer and mounting turret with bearing.

20. Remove isolator.

21. Remove spring.

22. Remove bump stop washer, bump stop and dust cover.

23. Remove isolator.

24. Release spring tension, release shoes and remove spring
from compressor.

Refit

1. Inspect damper, spring mounting rubbers and bearing
for deterioration and damage.

2. Inspect damper dust cover and bump stops for signs of
deterioration and damage.

3. Wipe damper shaft and bump stop cup.

4. Fit bump stop, bump stop washer and dust cover to
damper.

5. Ensure bump stop and bump stop washer are correctly
located in dust cover.

6. Fit spring to damper.

7. Position spring/damper assembly to spring
compressorT32016 and T32017Compress spring.

8. Ensuring correct orientation, fit spring mounting plate
and rubber to damper shaft.

9. Fit washer and new nut.

10. Hold shaft with an Allen key and tighten nut to
54–62Nm.

11. Release spring tension, release shoes and remove spring
compressor.

12. Clean anti-roll bar link, fit to damper and tighten nut
to 50–65NmUse an open ended spanner on the flats
provided to prevent ball stud rotation.

13. Clean damper/spring location on underside of wing.

14. Position damper/spring assembly to body, fit and tighten
nuts to 19–25Nm.

15. Locate hub to damper.

16. Remove lower ball joint protector and inspect ball joint
boot for damage.

17. Clean lower ball joint and hub mating faces.

18. Connect lower arm to hub, fit nut and bolt and tighten
to 40–50Nm.

19. Ensure lower arm ball joint is fully engaged in swivel
hub and bolt is located in the ball joint groove.

20. Clean anti-roll bar joint, connect to anti-roll bar, fit nut
and tighten to 60–70Nm. Use an open ended spanner
on the flats provided to prevent ball stud rotation.

21. Ensure correct orientation of link ball joint to anti-roll
bar.

22. Fit nut and bolt securing damper to hub and tighten
to 90–110Nm.

23. Clean track rod ball joint taper and seat.

24. Align steering rack ball joint to steering arm, fit and
tighten nut to 28–32Nm.

25. Secure brake hose and ABS sensor harness to brackets.
Secure ABS sensor harness and brake hose in swivel
clip.

26. RH side only. Secure pad wear sensor harness to
damper.

27. Fit road wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

28. Lower the vehicle.

29. Check wheel alignment.

WheelWheelWheel AlignmentAlignmentAlignment
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Subframe-Front
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove front road wheels.

3. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

4. Remove intermediate pipe and silencer.

IntermediateIntermediateIntermediate PipePipePipe RemoveRemoveRemove

5. Mark relative position of subframe to body to aid refit.

6. Release 2 nuts securing lower arm knuckle joints to
subframe and release (do not remove at this stage).

7. Remove 4 bolts securing lower arm rear bushing to
subframe.

8. Tie lower arms to anti-roll bar both sides.

9. Tie steering rack aside.

10. Remove 4 bolts securing steering rack to subframe.

11. Remove 4 bolts securing anti-roll bar bushings to
subframe.

12. Loosen 2 bolts securing both subframe braces to body
floor.

13. Remove 2 bolts securing both subframe braces to
subframe.

14. Remove 2 bolts securing condenser pipe brackets to
subframe.

15. Remove 2 bolts securing lower engine steady.

16. Remove 2 bolts securing PAS pipe brackets to subframe.

17. Use hydraulic lifting equipment to support subframe.
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18. Release steering rack peg from subframe.

19. Evenly and progressively loosen 4 remaining subframe
bolts (do not remove at this stage).

20. Gently lower approximately 40mm, release both lower
suspension arms and move aside for access.

21. Remove bolts and collect washers and top hats.

22. With assistance, carefully remove subframe.

23. Remove subframe from hydraulic lifting equipment.

Refit

1. Position subframe to hydraulic lifting equipment.

2. Carefully raise subframe to within approximately 40mm
of fitted position.

3. Align lower arm knuckles to subframe.

4. Align subframe to marks on body and engage steering
rack peg.

5. Fit six subframe mounting bolts.

6. Evenly and progressively tighten 4 front subframe
mounting bolts ensuring washers and top hats are
aligned. Tighten bolts to110–120Nm.

7. Remove rear 2 subframe mounting bolts.

8. Fit subframe braces to subframe and tighten bolts
to19–25Nm.

9. Fit steering rack to subframe and tighten bolts

to40–50Nm.

10. Fit bolts securing anti roll bar clamps to subframe and
tighten to22–28Nm.

11. Fit bolts securing rear lower arm bushings to subframe
and tighten bolts to140–170Nm.

12. Fit bolts securing PAS pipe to subframe and tighten
to19–25Nm

13. Fit lower engine steady securing with bolts and tighten
to90–110Nm.

14. Fit bolts securing condenser pipe to subframe and
tighten to7–10Nm.

15. Fit lower arm knuckle joints to subframe and tighten
nuts to75–90Nm.

16. Fit intermediate pipe and silencer.

IntermediateIntermediateIntermediate PipePipePipe RefitRefitRefit

17. Fit front road wheels and tighten bolts to115–130Nm.

18. Connect battery earth lead.

19. Check wheel alignment.

SteeringSteeringSteering WheelWheelWheel Alignment–AdjustmentAlignment–AdjustmentAlignment–Adjustment RefitRefitRefit
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Brace-Front Subframe
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove and discard Patchlok bolt securing brace to
body.

3. Remove bolt securing brace to subframe and remove
brace.

Refit

1. Position brace to subframe, secure with bolt and
tighten to 19–25Nm

2. Position brace to body, fit and tighten bolt to
19–25Nm

3. Lower the vehicle.

Bush-Front Subframe
Remove

1. Remove front subframe.

SubframeSubframeSubframe ––– FrontFrontFront RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Using tools T32002,T32019 andT32005 remove 4
subframe bushes.

3. Remove special tools from bush.

4. Using tools T32021, T32002,T32019 andT32022
remove middle suspension bush.

5. Remove special tools from middle suspension bush.

Refit

1. Clean subframe bush recess.

2. UsingT32018,T32004 andT32006 fit new subframe
bush.
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3. Remove special tools from bush.

4. Ensure bush is correctly aligned.

5. Fit front subframe.

Subframe–FrontSubframe–FrontSubframe–Front RefitRefitRefit

Anti Roll Bar-Front
Remove

1. Remove intermediate pipe.

IntermediateIntermediateIntermediate PipePipePipe RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove front road wheels.

3. Remove track rod end nuts and usingT38008 release
track rod end from steering armand release track rod
end from steering arm.

4. Use an open ended spanner on the flats machined on
the anti-roll bar link to prevent ball stud from rotating.

5. Remove nuts and disconnect both anti-roll bar links
from roll bar.

6. Remove nut and bolt securing hub to lower
arm—passengers side.

7. UsingT32011 release lower arm ball joint.

8. Fit lower ball joint boot protectorT32003.
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9. Remove 4 bolts securing steering rack to subframe and
release steering rack from subframe.

10. Remove 4 bolts securing anti-roll bar bush clamps to
subframe.

11. Remove anti-roll bar clamps and bushes.

12. Manoeuvre anti-roll bar towards the passenger side of
the vehicle, and release the drivers side of the anti-roll
bar under the vehicle. Manoeuvre the anti-roll bar and
remove from under the vehicle.

Refit

1. Position anti-roll bar to subframe and manoeuvre into
location.

2. Fit bushes to anti-roll bar and locate to abutments.

Caution: Anti roll bar bushes have a special coating and
must not be lubricated.

3. Fit clamps, fit bolts securing clamps and tighten each
bolt in turn to22–28Nm.

4. Position steering rack, fit bolts and tighten to40–50Nm.

5. Remove lower arm ball joint boot protectorT32003.

6. Pull hub outwards, engage shaft to hub and fit hub to
lower ball joint.

7. Fit nut and bolt securing hub to lower arm and tighten
to40–50Nm.

8. Align anti-roll bar link, fit nut securing antiroll bar link
and tighten to60–70Nm.

Caution: Nuts and bolts must be tightened with weight of
vehicle on suspension.

9. Position steering rod ball joint to steering arm and
tighten nut to28–32Nm.

10. Fit road wheels and tighten bolts to115–130Nm.

11. Fit intermediate pipe.

IntermediateIntermediateIntermediate PipePipePipe RefitRefitRefit
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Mounting Rubbers-Anti Roll Bar-Set
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove undertray.

Undertray–AssemblyUndertray–AssemblyUndertray–Assembly RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove 4 bolts securing steering rack to subframe.

4. Carefully release steering rack from subframe and tie
aside to access anti-roll bar clamp bolts.

5. Remove 4 bolts securing each anti-roll bar bush clamp
to subframe.

6. Remove clamps and bushes.

Refit

1. Fit bushes to anti roll bar and locate to abutments.

Caution: Anti roll bar bushes have a special coating and
must not be lubricated.

2. Fit clamps.

3. Fit bolts and tighten each bolt in turn to22–28Nm.

4. Check that each bolt is tightened.

Caution: Failure to carry out this procedure can result in
bolts being incorrectly tightened.

5. Release steering rack and align to subframe, fit bolts
and tighten to40–50Nm.

6. Fit undertray.

Undertray–AssemblyUndertray–AssemblyUndertray–Assembly RefitRefitRefit

7. Lower the vehicle.
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Link-Anti Roll Bar
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove road wheel.

3. Remove nut securing link to anti-roll bar.

4. Disconnect anti-roll bar link.

5. Turn suspension strut to gain access to upper link nut.

6. Remove nut securing anti-roll bar link to damper.

Caution: To prevent damage to components, use two
spanners when loosening or tightening unions.

7. Remove link from damper.

Refit

1. Fit link to damper and tighten anti-roll bar link damper
nut to50–65Nm.

Caution: To prevent damage to components, use two
spanners when loosening or tightening unions.

2. Connect link to anti-roll bar and tighten nut
to60–70Nm.

Caution: To prevent damage to components, use two
spanners when loosening or tightening unions.

3. Fit road wheel and tighten bolts to115–130Nm.

4. Lower the vehicle.

Hub-Front
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove front wheel.

3. With an assistant applying brakes, remove and discard
drive shaft hub nut.

4. RH side only: Disconnect pad wear indicator multiplug,
release harness from clip.

5. Release ABS sensor harness from bracket. Remove clip
and release brake hose from bracket.

6. Remove 2 bolts securing brake caliper to hub. Release
caliper from hub and tie aside.

Caution: Don’t tie brake caliper on brake hose.

7. Remove countersunk screw securing brake disc to
drive flange.
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8. Remove brake disc.

9. Remove nut securing track rod to steering arm and
discard nut.

10. Fit an M10 nut to ball pin, flush with end of pin.

11. UsingT38008 release track rod ball joint from steering
arm.

12. Remove M10 nut from ball pin.

13. Remove screw securing ABS speed sensor, release
sensor and position aside.

14. Remove nut and bolt securing lower arm to hub.

15. Remove bolt securing damper to hub.

16. UsingT32011 release hub from lower arm ball joint.

17. Fit lower arm ball joint protector.

18. Release drive shaft from hub.

19. Remove hub assembly from damper.

Tip: Do not remove protective cover from bearing until
hub is about to be fitted.
Tip: Do not store hub bearings near magnetic fields or
iron filings as damage may occur.

Refit

1. Clean hub to damper mating faces.

2. Clean drive shaft and flange splines.

3. Clean hub to lower arm ball joint mating faces.

4. Fit hub to damper.

5. Position drive shaft into drive flange.

6. Remove lower arm ball joint protector and inspect ball
joint boot for damage.

7. Locate lower arm ball joint in hub.

8. Fit bolt securing damper to hub and tighten to
90–110Nm.

9. Fit nut and bolt securing lower arm to hub and tighten
to 40–50Nm.

10. Ensure ball joint is fully engaged in hub and bolt is in
ball joint groove.

11. Clean track rod to steering arm ball joint mating faces.

12. Connect track rod ball joint to steering arm, fit new
nut and tighten to 28–32Nm.

13. Clean wheel ABS sensor to hub mating faces.

14. Lightly lubricate ABS sensor and hub mating faces with
correct grade of grease.

Capacities,Capacities,Capacities, FluidsFluidsFluids andandand LubricantsLubricantsLubricants ...

15. Fit ABS sensor to hub and secure with screw and
tighten to 7–10Nm.

16. Fit brake disc to drive flange, fit countersunk screw and
tighten to 30–36Nm.

17. Release caliper and position to brake disc.

18. Fit bolts securing caliper to hub and tighten to
90–110Nm.

19. Position brake hose to bracket and secure with clip.

20. Secure ABS sensor harness to damper. Secure brake
hose and ABS sensor harness in swivel clip.

21. RH side only: Connect pad wear indicator multiplug,
secure harness in clip.

22. With an assistant applying brakes, fit drive shaft hub nut
and tighten to 350–370Nm.

23. Stake drive shaft hub nut.

24. Fit road wheel

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit
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25. Lower the vehicle.

26. Check wheel alignment.

WheelWheelWheel AlignmentAlignmentAlignment

Bearings-Front Hub
Remove

1. Remove hub.

Hub-FrontHub-FrontHub-Front RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove 3 bolts securing brake disc shield to hub.

3. Position hub to press, support on tools T32015.

4. Fit toolT32012 to drive flange and press drive flange
from hub bearing.

5. Remove brake disc shield.

6. UsingT32001 and T32012, remove the inner ring of
bearing.

7. Remove circlip from hub.
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8. UsingT32013 and T32015, remove the hub bearing
from hub.

Refit

1. Clean hub and bearing mating faces.

2. UsingT32014 support hub, useT32013 to press the
new bearing into hub.

3. Fit circlip to hub.

4. Fit brake disc shield, fit bolts and tighten to 5–7Nm.

5. UsingT32013 support the hub flange, usingT32012
press the hub flange into hub bearing.

6. Fit hub.

Hub-FrontHub-FrontHub-Front RefitRefitRefit
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T32011
Lever front
lower arm ball

joint

T32003
Protector -
front lower arm
ball joint

T32023

Replacer and
guide front
lower arm
outer ball joint

boot

T32025

Front lower
arm outer ball
joint spring ring

clamp

T32024

Replacer front
lower arm
outer ball joint

boot

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T32001 Puller universal

T32007 Remover front
lower arm bush

T32009
Remover cap
front lower
arm bush

T32008 Replacer front
lower arm bush

T32010
Replacer cap
front lower
arm bush
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Tool
Number

Description Picture

T38008 Remover ball
joint

T32016 Coil spring
compressor

T32017
Adaptor
coil spring
compressor

T32002 Puller bushes

T32019 Centre screw

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T32005 Remover front
subframe bush

T32021

Remover front
subframe
middle

suspension bush

T32022

Remover front
subframe
middle

suspension bush

T32018 Centre screw

T32004
Replacer Half
Front Subframe

Bush
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Tool
Number

Description Picture

T32006 Replacer front
subframe bush

T32015 Support plate
front hub

T32012
Remover
replacer front
hub flange

T32013
Remover and
replacer front
hub bearing

T32014 Support front
hub
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Rear Suspension
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-fuel tank strap 21–25Nm

Bolts-wheel 115–130Nm

Bolts-rear upper arm to subframe 90–110Nm

Nuts-rear upper arm to trailing arm 90–110Nm

Nut-LH rear damper to top mount 25–34Nm

Nut-rear damper top mount to body 19–25Nm

Bolts-rear damper to trailing arm 140–170Nm

Bolt-rear handbrake cable to rear lower arm 19–25Nm

Bolts-rear lower arm to subframe 90–110Nm

Bolts-rear lower arm to trailing arm 90–110Nm

Screws-rear anti-roll bar saddle clamp to rear subframe 22–28Nm

Bolts-rear anti-roll bar links to rear trailing arm 50–65Nm

Nuts-rear anti-roll bar links to anti-roll bar 50–65Nm

Nuts-rear hub 200–220Nm

Screws-rear brake disc to hub bearing 30–36Nm

Bolts-rear brake caliper bracket to trailing arm 61–66Nm
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Rear Suspension
Type Independent, trailing arm suspension with transverse upper

and lower arms. ARB connected via ball jointed links to
trailing arms.

Rear upper lateral link Fabricated steel

Nominal height from hub centre to wheel arch* 395 mm

Anti-roll bar diameter 17 mm

Rear coil spring data:

Total coils 8.3

Active coils 7.3

Wire diameter 13.4 mm

Free length 356 mm

* Measurement taken with vehicle at unladen weight.
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Rear Suspension Component Location

1. Stub axle (2 off)

2. Damper assembly (2 off)

3. Upper arm (2 off)

4. Rear subframe

5. Coil Spring (2 off)

6. Rear subframe mounting (2 off)

7. Front subframe mounting (2 off)

8. Anti-roll bar (where fitted)

9. Trailing arm (2 off)

10. Lower arm (2 off)
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Rear Suspension Components

1. Rear subframe

2. Upper arm (2 off)

3. Damper assembly (2 off)

4. Trailing arm (2 off)

5. Lower arm (2 off)

6. Lower arm inner bush (2 off)

7. Lower spring isolator (2 off)

8. Coil spring (2 off)

9. Upper spring isolator (2 off)

10. Rear anti-roll bar (where fitted)

11. Anti-roll bar link (where fitted)

12. Anti-roll bar clamp and bush (2 off)
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Rear Damper Assembly Components

1. Damper assembly (2 off)

2. Dust cover (2 off)

3. Bump stop (2 off)

4. Bump stop plate (2 off)

5. Top mounting (2 off)

6. Rebound plate (2 off)

7. Nut M10 flanged (2 off)

8. Noise isolator cap (2 off)
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Description
General

The rear suspension comprises:
• Two dampers

• Two coil springs

• Two upper arms

• Two lower arms

• Two trailing arms

• Anti-Roll Bar (ARB) (where fitted)

• Two ARB links (where fitted)

• Rear subframe

The rear suspension design features anti-lift control via the
trailing arms and optimum camber control via the transverse
upper and lower arms. The compact suspension layout allows
a low and wide boot floor, and a full size spare wheel, with
minimal intrusion into the boot area.

Subframe and Bushes

The fabricated steel subframe is attached to the body with
four rubber mounts and provides location for all suspension
components. The subframe is secured with four bolts and
flanged washers. The rubber mounts are not solid, instead
they incorporate spaces or “voids” to control side force steer
whilst isolating road noise.

Dampers

Each damper features 125 mm bump and 75 mm rebound
damping. The dampers are gas charged and oil filled and are
of twin tube construction. The twin tube construction allows
the damper piston to operate on an inner tube with an oil/
gas cavity between the inner and outer tubes. This minimises
oil cavitation and eliminates the effect of damage to the outer
tube affecting piston operation.

The lower damper mounting is fitted with a nonserviceable
bush that is attached to the trailing arm with a bolt and washer.
This mounting position gives the damper an approximate ratio
of 1:1, which is beneficial for damping control. The damper
rod is located in a bush in a top mounting and is secured with
a rebound plate and a locknut. The top mounting is attached
to the body with two captive studs on the mount and two lock
nuts.

The rebound plate fitted between the damper rod locknut and
the top mounting cushions forces as the damper rod reaches
full extension.

A spring aid plate and a spring aid are fitted over the rod
and cushion the damper operation if maximum bump travel is
reached. A bump cup is fitted to the top of the damper body
and protects the low friction damper rod seal from damage
from the spring aid when maximum travel is reached. A dust
cover is fitted to protect the damper rod from dirt and damage.

Coil Springs

Coil springs, manufactured from chromium steel, are fitted
between the body and the lower arm. Each spring is located
in upper and lower spring isolators which reduce noise
transmitted to the body from the suspension. Both isolators
are positively retained to the spring.

The lower isolator is positively retained by a location pip on
the lower arm. A hole in the lower isolator is provided for
water drainage and must be aligned with corresponding hole
in the lower arm when fitted.

Upper Arm

The upper arm is a non handed fabrication with a pillow-type
ball joint at the inner end and a bush at the outer end. It has
holes for weight saving and cable routing and a welded flange
on its top face to maximise lateral stiffness for camber control.

The inner mounting of the upper arm is attached to a fabricated
mounting on the subframe via a ball joint and is secured with a
cam bolt, washer and nut to the subframe. The outer mounting
of the upper arm is attached to a bush fitted to the trailing arm
and is secured with a bolt and locknut.

Lower Arm

The lower arm is a high strength, steel shell pressing with
a closing plate and is a nonhanded fabrication. The inner
mounting is fitted with a bush. The bush locates in a fabricated
bracket on the subframe and is secured with a bolt that locates
in a captive nut on the subframe.

Caution: Do not jack the vehicle under the front or rear
lower arm as damage or misalignment may occur.

Trailing Arm

The trailing arm is a pressed steel fabrication comprising a main
shell and closing plate together with an internal stiffener and a
forged spindle housing.
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The trailing arm has two forged lugs that are provided for
the attachment of the rear brake calliper. A non-serviceable,
machined hub spindle is press fitted into the arm and locates
the hub and bearing, which is retained with a staked washer
and nut. There is a bracket at the rear of the arm to which the
lower damper mounting bush is secured with a bolt.

The forward end of the trailing arm is fitted with a compliance
bush which controls steer performance and enhances ride
and noise isolation. The bush locates in a fabricated bracket
in the subframe. Slots in the bolt attachment holes in the
compliance bush allow for toe adjustment. The orientation of
the compliance bush in the trailing arm is important to ensure
the correct axle steer performance and bush durability. If
replacing, carefully observe and mark the orientation to aid
reassembly.

Anti-Roll Bar (ARB) and Links

A solid spring steel ARB is used that operates directly from
each trailing arm. Each end of the ARB is attached to the
trailing arm via non-handed ARB links.

The ARB is 17 mm in diameter. The ARB is attached to the
rear of the subframe with two Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
bushes that are secured with clamp plates and bolts. The low
friction PTFE bush material requires no additional greasing and
allow the ARB to rotate freely with quiet operation. This
allows the bar to respond quickly to roll inputs and allows
stiffer bushes to be used as there is relatively little compression
or twisting.

Each ARB link has ball joint fittings on its attachments to the
ARB and trailing arm. The ball joint attachments improves roll
response and efficiency. Each link must be attached to the ARB
with the ball joint on the outboard side of the ARB attachment
and the nut on the inboard side.
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Service Procedures
Upper Arm-Rear
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove road wheel.

3. Remove 3 clips securing harness to upper arm.

4. On RH upper arm, support fuel tank and remove RH
rear fuel tank strap bolt and position strap aside.

5. Remove bolt securing upper arm to trailing arm.

6. Mark position of upper arm to subframe bolt, remove
bolt and remove upper arm.

Refit

1. Position upper arm to subframe, fit bolt, align to marks
but do not tighten at this stage.

2. Position upper arm to trailing arm, fit bolt but do not
tighten at this stage.

3. On RH upper arm, position RH rear fuel tank strap,
tighten bolt to 21–25Nmand remove support.

4. Fit clips securing harness to upper arm.

5. Refit road wheel and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm.

6. Lower the vehicle.

7. Tighten bolt securing upper arm to subframe to
90–110Nm.

8. Tighten bolt securing upper arm to trailing arm to
90–110Nm.

Caution: Nuts and bolts must be tightened with weight of
vehicle on suspension.

9. Check rear wheel alignment.

WheelWheelWheel AlignmentAlignmentAlignment
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Bush Set-Rear-Upper Arm
Remove

1. Remove rear upper arm.

UpperUpperUpper ArmArmArm --- RearRearRear RemoveRemoveRemove

2. As shown, usingT34015 and T34016, use hydraulic
press to remove ball joint bush.

Caution: Ensure the rubber end of the bush is located fully
in the special tools. Use a hydraulic press to install bush.

3. Remove special tools from ball joint bush.

4. As shown, usingT34018 and T34019, use hydraulic
press to remove the other bush of the upper arm.

5. Remove special tools from rubber bush.

Refit

1. Clean rubber bush recess.

2. As shown, usingT34018 and T34020, use hydraulic
press to fit new rubber bush to rear upper arm

3. Remove special tools from rubber bush.

4. Clean bush ball joint recess.

5. As shown, usingT34015 and T34017, use hydraulic
press to fit new ball joint bush to rear upper arm.

Caution: Ensure the rubber end of the bush is located fully
in the special tools. Use a hydraulic press to install bush.

6. Remove special tools from ball joint bush.

7. Fit rear upper arm.

UpperUpperUpper ArmArmArm --- RearRearRear RefitRefitRefit
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Lower Arm-Rear
Remove

1. Remove rear lower arm.

LowerLowerLower Arm–RearArm–RearArm–Rear RemoveRemoveRemove

2. As shown, usingT34015 and T34016, use hydraulic
press to remove ball joint bush.

3. Remove special tools from ball joint bush.

4. As shown, usingT34018 and T34019, use hydraulic
press to remove the other bush of the lower arm.

5. Remove special tools from rubber bush.

Refit

1. Clean rubber bush recess.

2. As shown, usingT34018 and T34022, use hydraulic
press to fit new rubber bush to rear lower arm.

3. Remove special tools from rubber bush.

4. Clean rear lower arm bush recess.

5. As shown, usingT34015 and T34021, use hydraulic
press to fit new ball joint bush to rear lower arm.

Caution: Ensure the rubber end of the bush is located fully
in the special tools. Use a hydraulic press to install bush.

6. Remove special tools from ball joint bush.

7. Fit rear lower arm.

LowerLowerLower ArmArmArm --- RearRearRear RefitRefitRefit
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Bush Set-Rear Lower Arm
Remove

1. Lower rear seat back and pull back luggage
compartment trim to access damper fixing.

2. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

3. Remove rear wheel.

4. Support trailing arm under damper boss on trailing arm.

Caution: Do not jack the vehicle under the front or rear
lower arm as damage or misalignment may occur.

5. Remove cap from damper top mounting.

6. Remove 2 nuts securing damper to body.

7. Remove bolt securing damper to trailing arm.

8. Release damper from body and remove damper.

9. Using a spanner to prevent rotation of the damper
piston remove and discard nut from damper.

10. Remove rebound plate, mounting plate, bump stop
washer, bump stop and dust cover from damper noting
correct orientation of plate.

Refit

1. Fit dust cover, bump stop, bump stop washer, mounting
plate and rebound plate ensuring correct orientation
of plate.

2. Fit new nut and tighten to 25–34Nm.

3. Clean damper to body mating faces.

4. Fit damper to trailing arm, fit bolt, but do not tighten
at this stage.

5. Extend damper and locate to body.

6. Fit nuts securing damper to body and tighten to
19–25Nm.

7. Fit cap to damper top mounting.

8. Remove support from beneath trailing arm.

9. Tighten bolt securing damper to trailing arm to
140–170Nm.

10. Fit road wheel and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm.

11. Lower the vehicle.

12. Position seat back and fit luggage compartment trim.
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Damper-Rear
Remove

1. Remove rear suspension spring.

SpringSpringSpring --- RearRearRear SuspensionSuspensionSuspension RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove handbrake cable from clip.

3. Remove brake pipe unions and release brake hose
fixing clips.

Refit

1. Position lower arm to subframe, fit bolt but do not
tighten at this stage.

2. Fit handbrake cable to lower arm clip to 19–25Nm.

3. Fit rear coil spring.

SpringSpringSpring --- RearRearRear SuspensionSuspensionSuspension RefitRefitRefit

4. Tighten bolt securing lower arm to subframe to
90–110Nm.

5. Tighten bolt securing lower arm to trailing arm to
90–110Nm.

Caution: Nuts and bolts must be tightened with weight of
vehicle on suspension.

Spring-Rear Suspension
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove road wheel.

3. Support lower arm under spring pan.

Caution: Do not jack the vehicle under the front or rear
lower arm as damage or misalignment may occur.

4. Remove bolt securing lower arm to trailing arm and
release lower arm.

5. Carefully release support and lower the lower arm.

6. Remove spring.

7. Remove upper and lower isolators from spring.

Refit

1. Clean lower arm and spring mating faces.

2. Position spring in lower arm. Ensure the lower isolator
locating lug is positioned correctly in lower arm.

3. Raise lower arm and engage upper spring isolator to
boss on body.

4. Fit trailing arm to lower arm, fit bolt but do not tighten
at this stage.

5. Refit road wheel and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm.

6. Lower the vehicle.

7. Tighten lower arm to trailing arm bolt to 90–110Nm.

Caution: Nuts and bolts must be tightened with weight of
vehicle on suspension.
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Anti-Roll Bar-Rear
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Use an open ended spanner on the flats machined on
the anti-roll bar link to prevent ball stud from rotating,
remove 2 nuts and release anti-roll bar links from
anti-roll bar.

3. Remove 4 bolts securing anti-roll bar clamps to
subframe, remove anti-roll bar and collect clamps.

4. Remove 2 anti-roll bar bushes.

Refit

1. Fit anti-roll bar bushes.

2. Fit clamps, fit bolts securing clamps and tighten each
bolt in turn to 22–28Nm.

3. Lower the vehicle.

4. Align anti-roll bar links, fit nuts and use an open ended
spanner on the flats machined on the anti-roll bar link
to prevent ball stud from rotating, and tighten nuts to
50–65Nm

Caution: Nuts and bolts must be tightened with weight of
vehicle on suspension.

Rubbers-Anti-Roll Bar
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove 4 bolts securing anti-roll bar clamps to
subframe and remove clamps.

3. Remove anti-roll bar bushes.

Refit

1. Fit bushes to anti-roll bar.

2. Fit clamps, fit bolts and tighten to 22–28Nm.

3. Lower the vehicle.
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Link-Anti Roll Bar
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove road wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Use an open ended spanner on the flats machined on
the anti-roll bar link to prevent ball stud from rotating.
Remove nut and release anti-roll bar link from antiroll
bar. Remove nut and release anti-roll bar link from
anti-roll bar.

4. Use an open ended spanner on the flats machined on
the anti-roll bar link to prevent ball stud from rotating.
Remove nut and release anti-roll link from trailing arm.

5. Remove anti-roll bar link.

Refit

1. Fit anti-roll bar link to trailing arm, fit nut and tighten
to 50–65Nm.

2. Fit anti-roll bar link to anti-roll bar, fit nut and tighten
to 50–65Nm.

Caution: Nuts and bolts must be tightened with weight of
vehicle on suspension.

3. Fit road wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

4. Lower the vehicle.

Hub Bearing-Rear
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove rear wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove 2 bolts securing caliper assembly to trailing
arm, release caliper assembly and tie aside.

Caution: Do not tie brake caliper on brake hose.

4. Remove countersunk screw securing brake disc.

5. Remove brake disc.

6. Remove and discard cap from hub.
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7. Knock back staking locking hub nut to stub axle shaft.

8. Remove and discard hub nut.

9. Remove keyed washer from stub axle.

10. Remove hub assembly.

Caution: Do not store hub bearings near magnetic fields
or iron filings as damage may occur.

Refit

1. Clean stub axle.

2. Fit hub assembly to stub axle.

Caution: Do not remove protective cover from bearing
until hub is about to be fitted.

3. Fit keyed washer to stub axle.

4. Fit new hub nut and tighten to 200–220Nm.

5. Stake flange on hub nut to stub axle shaft.

6. Fit new grease cap to hub.

7. Ensure mating surfaces of disc and hub are clean.

8. Fit disc to hub, fit countersunk screw and tighten to
30–36Nm.

9. Release caliper and position to disc.

10. Fit bolts securing caliper to trailing arm and tighten to
61–66Nm.

11. Fit road wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

12. Lower the vehicle.
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T34015

Remove and
replacer upper
and lower arm
ball joint bush

T34016
Remove upper
and lower arm
ball joint bush

T34018

Remove and
replacer upper
and lower arm

bush

T34019
Remove upper
and lower arm

bush

T34020 replacer up
arm bush

Tool
Number

Description Picture

T34017
Replacer rear
upper arm ball
joint bush

T34022 Replacer rear
lower arm bush

T34021 Replacer lower
arm ball bush
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Tyres and Wheels
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-road wheel 115–130Nm
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Specifications
Wheels

Wheel size:

Alloy

Steel

7.5J x 17

6.5J x 16

7.5J x 17

Tyre size:

With 7.5J x 17 wheels (alloy)

With 6.5J x 16 wheels (alloy and steel)

215/50 R17 91W

215/55 R17 93W

Stow wheels

With 6.5J x 16 wheels ( steel) 215/55 R16 93W

Note: The tyre size is displayed on the outer wall of each
tyre.

Tyre pressures

Front 2.2 barTyre Pressures - Normal driving
conditions Rear 2.2 bar

Front 2.2 barTyre pressures - High speed (in excess
of 100 mph (160 km/h)) Rear 2.2 bar

Tip: Normal driving conditions: Carrying up to 4
passengers and luggage.
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Service Procedures
Wheel
Remove

1. Use a suitable wheel brace or the wrench supplied in
the vehicle tool kit to loosen 5 road wheel bolts.

2. Raise the vehicle on a lift, and set to normal working
height.

3. Remove the wheel.

4. Remove the tyre valve assembly.

Warning: Use a tyre changer to remove the tyre. Manual
tools or prybar could damage the road wheel or tyre.

Caution: Do not place the wheel face down on the ground
to avoid scratching.

Refit

Caution: Please clean the corrosive on the surface of the
road wheel, drum and brake disc before refitting. If wheel,
disc and drum contact surfaces are not properly cleaned,
the wheel bolts could become loose and may cause the
wheel to fall off while the vehicle is moving. This will cause
the vehicle to go out of control, and could cause injury.

1. Fit a new tyre valve assembly.

2. Fit tyre with tyre changer.

3. Carry out wheel balance.

4. Fit the wheel, tighten 5 road wheel bolts to
115–130Nm. Follow the sequence shown on the
illustration below, (1 to 5).

Warning: If there is oil leakage between the wheel and the
brake disc or drum, it will cause the wheel bolts to become
loose and result in injury with the vehicle out of control.
Never use heat to remove a seized wheel. This will shorten
the life of the wheel, wheel bolts, hub and bearing. Wheel
bolts must be tightened in correct sequence and to correct
torque to avoid distortion of wheel, brake drum or disc.
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Brake
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Screws-front brake caliper bleed 7–9Nm

Bolts-wheel 115–130Nm

Screws-front brake disk to hub 30–36Nm

Bolt-front brake caliper to hub 90–110Nm

Front caliper housing to carrier guide pins 28Nm

Front brake hose to caliper housing 16–18Nm

Front brake hose to brake pipe connection 16–18Nm

Screws-rear brake caliper bleed 7–9Nm

Rear caliper housing to carrier guide pins 22–28Nm

Screws-rear brake disc to hub 30–36Nm

Bolt-rear brake caliper to trailing arm 61–66Nm

Bolt-rear back plate to trailing arm 55–60Nm

Rear brake hose to caliper housing 16–18Nm

Rear brake hose to rear brake pipe connection 14–17Nm

Bolts-accelerator pedal to pedal box 18–25Nm

Nut-pedal box to body 19–25Nm

Bolts-steering column to support bracket 21–25Nm

Nut-master cylinder to servo 25Nm

Nuts-servo cylinder to body 22Nm

Brake pipe unions to master cylinde 16–18Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Brake System Component Location

1. Master cylinder assembly

2. Brake servo assembly

3. Steering Angle Sensor (SAS) (if fitted)

4. Yaw accelerator sensor (if fitted)

5. Flexible brake hose

6. RH rear brake backplate

7. RH rear brake calliper

8. Rear flexible brake hose

9. LH rear brake disc

10. Front flexible brake hose

11. Brake fluid low level switch

12. ABS/DSC Modulator

13. RH front brake calliper

14. Inlet manifold

15. Brake vacuum pipe with non return valve

16. Brake fluid reservoir
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BrakeBrakeBrake SystemSystemSystem ControlControlControl ComponentComponentComponent LocationLocationLocation

1. Wheel speed sensor assembly (rear)

2. Brake pad wear sensor (rear)

3. ABS warning light

4. Brake pad wear warning light

5. Traction control/DSC warning light

6. Parking brake on / Electronic Brake force Distribution
(EBD) failure warning light

7. Brake fluid reservoir

8. Brake master cylinder

9. Brake servo

10. ABS/DSC Modulator ECU

11. Modulator ECU connector

12. ABS/DSC Modulator

13. Wheel speed sensor assembly (front)

14. Brake pad wear sensor (front)

15. DSC on/off switch

16. Yaw accelerator sensor

17. Brake lamp switch

18. Brake fluid low fluid level switch

19. Steering angle sensor
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FrontFrontFront BrakesBrakesBrakes ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Front brake pad wear sensor

2. Bleed screw cap

3. Bleed screw

4. Calliper housing

5. Anti-rattle spring

6. Piston seal

7. Piston

8. Piston dust cover

9. Shield

10. Brake disc
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11. Calliper carrier

12. Calliper securing bolt

13. Brake pad

14. Guide pin dust cover

15. Guide pin

16. Guide pin dust cover cap
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RearRearRear BrakesBrakesBrakes ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Rear brake pad wear sensor

2. Bleed screw cap

3. Bleed screw

4. Calliper housing

5. Anti-rattle spring

6. Piston seal

7. Piston

8. Piston dust cover

9. Brake disc

10. Calliper carrier

11. Calliper securing bolt

12. Brake pad

13. Guide pin dust cover

14. Guide pin

15. Guide pin dust cover cap
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ParkingParkingParking DrumDrumDrum BrakeBrakeBrake ComponentsComponentsComponents

1. Rear backplate

2. Brake shoe return spring

3. Brake shoe adjuster

4. Brake shoe retaining pin

5. Forward brake shoe

6. Brake disc with integral drum

7. Brake shoe expander

8. Retaining clip

9. Brake shoe return spring

10. Rearward brake shoe

11. Brake shoe retaining pin

12. Guide plate
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Description
General

The brakes consist of front and rear ventilated disc brakes
operated by a diagonally split, dual circuit hydraulic system with
vacuum servo power assistance.

The system incorporates ABS, Electronic Brake force
Distribution (EBD) and brake pad wear sensing as standard
on all models.

Some vehicles are also fitted with SCS, which incorporates
Traction Control (TC).

Hydraulic Pressure System

For normal brake operation, brake pedal movement is assisted
by the brake servo assembly and transmitted to the master
cylinder assembly.

The master cylinder assembly converts brake pedal movement
to hydraulic pressure.

Primary and secondary brake pipe circuits supply the hydraulic
pressure to the brakes via the SCS modulator: the primary
circuit supplies the front left and rear right brakes; the
secondary circuit supplies the front right and rear left brakes.

acuum for the brake servo assembly is obtained from the
engine inlet manifold, through a vacuum line and non return
valve.

For the ABS, EBD and TCS functions, the modulator regulates
the hydraulic pressure to the brakes to control wheel speed,
either individually or as axle pairs.

Operation for these functions is controlled by an ECU
integrated into the modulator.

The modulator ECU also operates warning indications in the
instrument pack to provide the driver with status information
on each function.

TCS operating strategy is to reduce engine torque. This is
achieved through additional software in the modulator ECM
and the Engine Management System (EMS) ECU.

If required, the SCS and TCS functions can be disabled using a
switch on the fascia.
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Brake Pedal and Switch

The brake pedal is installed on a pivot shaft in the pedal
mounting bracket on the engine bulkhead.

A clevis pin and clip connect the input rod of the brake servo
to the brake pedal.

A tang on the end of the brake pedal activates the Hall effect
brake switch in the pedal mounting bracket.

The brake switch provides two pedal status outputs: one is
connected to the modulator ECU.

The second is connected to the cruise control system (where
fitted) and the TCM on automatic transmission models.

The brake switch consists of an inner sensor in an outer
mounting sleeve. To ensure correct orientation, the sensor
is keyed to the mounting sleeve and the mounting sleeve is
keyed to the pedal mounting bracket.

Mating serrations hold the sensor in position in the mounting
sleeve. While the brakes are off, the tang on the brake pedal
rests against the end of the sensor.

When the brake pedal is pressed, the tang moves away from
the sensor and induces a change of sensor output voltages.

In the event of a brake switch failure any of the following
symptoms may be observed:

• Cruise control inactive

• Brake lights inoperative

Brake Servo Assembly

The brake servo assembly provides power assistance to reduce
the pedal effort when braking.

If the brake servo assembly fails, the hydraulic system still
functions but will require greater brake pedal effort due to the
lack of vacuum assistance.

The master cylinder assembly is attached to the forward ends
of two tie bolts in the brake servo assembly.

The brake servo assembly consists of a circular housing which
contains two diaphragms, a central plate, a control valve
assembly, input and output push rods and a filter.

The input push rod is connected to the brake pedal. The
output push rod locates in the primary piston of the master
cylinder.

A protective gaiter is installed on the control valve assembly
where it extends from the rear of the housing.

A port in the front face of the housing is connected to a vacuum
line from the engine.

A non return valve is incorporated into the vacuum line.

The control valve assembly consists of a valve body containing
a valve, a piston, a valve spring and an input rod spring. The
valve controls a vacuum port in the valve body.

The piston controls an air inlet port between the valve and the
piston.

A reaction disc and a ratio disc separate the piston from the
output push rod.

A guide tube on the front of the valve body is attached to the
front diaphragm and supported in a bush in the central plate.

A return spring locates in the open end of the guide tube. The
two diaphragms and the central plate separate the interior of
the housing into four sealed chambers.

The chambers at the front of the diaphragms are connected
together through fixed passages in the valve assembly.

The chambers at the rear of the diaphragms are connected
together through the interior of minor diaphragms on the tie
bolts.
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MasterMasterMaster CylinderCylinderCylinder AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

1. Secondary pressure chamber

2. Secondary piston

3. Secondary feed hole

4. Fluid reservoir ports

5. Master cylinder

6. Primary feed hole

7. Primary centre valve

8. Primary piston

9. Primary springs

10. Primary pressure chamber

11. Secondary centre valve

12. Valve pin

13. Secondary spring

The master cylinder assembly produces hydraulic pressure to
operate the brakes when the brake pedal is pressed.

The assembly is attached to the front of the brake servo
assembly, and typically comprises a cylinder containing two
pistons in tandem.

The rear piston produces pressure for the primary circuit and
the front piston produces pressure for the secondary circuit.

A brake fluid reservoir is installed on top of the cylinder.

The reservoir is internally divided to provide an independent
supply of fluid to each brake circuit, and so prevent a single fluid
leak from disabling both primary and secondary brake circuits.

Should a failure occur in one circuit, the remaining circuit will
still operate effectively, although brake pedal travel and vehicle
braking distances will increase.

If the fluid level in the reservoir is too low, a level switch
opens and breaks a circuit between the ABS modulator and
the instrument pack, which illuminates the brake warning light.

Front Brakes

The front brakes each comprise of a hub mounted, single
piston, sliding calliper assembly and a ventilated disc.

The inboard side of the disc is protected by a shield.

On the RH brake, a pad wear sensor is connected to the
inboard brake pad and wired in series with the rear brake pad
wear sensor.

The connector of the sensor lead is located on the inner wing
in the engine compartment.

When hydraulic pressure is supplied to the calliper, the piston
extends and forces the inner pad against the disc.

The calliper housing reacts and slides on the guide pins to bring
the outer pad into contact with the disc.

If the brake pads become sufficiently worn, the RH disc causes
the pad wear sensor to go open circuit and illuminates the pad
wear warning light in the instrument pack.
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Rear Brakes

The rear brakes each comprise of a hubmounted, single piston,
sliding calliper assembly and a ventilated disc.

The centre of each disc incorporates a drum for the parking
brake.

The inboard side of the disc is protected by a shield integral
with the back plate of the parking brake.

On the LH brake, a pad wear sensor is connected to the
inboard brake pad and wired in series with the front brake
pad wear sensor.

The connector of the sensor lead is located on the rear
subframe. When hydraulic pressure is supplied to the calliper,
the piston extends and forces the inner pad against the disc.

The calliper housing reacts and slides on the guide pins to bring
the outer pad into contact with the disc.

If the brake pads become sufficiently worn, the LH sensor
becomes open circuit and the instrument pack illuminates the
pad wear warning light.

Handbrake

The handbrake consists of drum brakes, integrated into the
rear discs of the main brakes, which are operated by cables
connected to a lever assembly between the front seats.

The lever assembly is mounted on the transmission tunnel.

A warning switch on the lever operates the brake warning
light in the instrument pack. While the handbrake is applied
the warning switch connects an earth to the instrument pack
which, if the ignition is on, illuminates the brake warning light.

In some markets, the instrument pack performs a bulb check
of the brake warning light each time the ignition is switched on.

A front cable is connected between the lever assembly and
a cable tensioner, and two handbrake cables are connected
between the cable tensioner and the drum brakes.

Clips and a guide bracket secure the handbrake cables to the
underside of the vehicle, and grommets seal the handbrake
cables where they pass through the transmission tunnel.

The cable tensioner equalises the load applied by the
handbrake cables when the handbrake is applied.

The effective length of the cables can be adjusted by the
adjuster nut securing the front cable to the handbrake lever.

Each drum brake consists of a pair of brake shoes installed on
a backplate attached to the trailing arm of the rear suspension.

The shoes operate on the drum integrated into the rear brake
disc.

The shoes are separated by a manual adjuster and an expander,
and secured in position with retaining pins and return springs.

When the handbrake lever is applied, the movement is
transmitted by the handbrake cable to the expander, which
forces the shoes apart and into contact with the drum in the
rear brake disc.

Brake shoe to drum clearance is set manually using the adjuster
(there is no automatic adjustment).
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Operation
General

When the ignition is switched on, the modulator ABS ECU
performs a check of the brake related warning lights on the
instrument pack as part of the power up procedure.

The warning lights are illuminated for approximately 4 seconds
and then extinguished.

If a fault warning light remains illuminated after the lamp check,
a fault has been detected and repair action is required.

Brake Servo Assembly

Brake Off

With the brake pedal released, the piston in the control valve
assembly positions the valve so that the vacuum port is open
and the two pairs of chambers are connected together.

When the engine is running air is evacuated through the
vacuum line and non return valve, creating a partial vacuum in
all four chambers.

When the engine stops, the non return valve closes to maintain
the partial vacuum.

Servo with Brakes Off

A = Partial Vacuum; B = Ambient Pressure

1. Vacuum line connector

2. Housing

3. Diaphragms

4. Minor diaphragm

5. Tie bolt

6. Valve body

7. Valve

8. Valve spring

9. Input rod spring

10. Input push rod

11. Filter

12. Gaiter

13. Piston

14. Ratio disc
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15. Reaction disc

16. Central plate

17. Master cylinder

18. Return spring

19. Guide tube

20. Output push rod

21. Bush

Brakes On

When the brake pedal is pressed, the input push rod and the
piston initially move forward in the valve body.

The valve body and output rod then move with the input rod,
against resistance from the return spring, to transmit the brake
pedal force to the master cylinder assembly.

During the initial movement of the piston, the valve, assisted by
the valve spring, moves with the piston and closes the vacuum
port to isolate the chambers at the rear of the diaphragms from
the vacuum source.

Further movement of the input push rod causes the piston to
move away from the valve and open the air inlet port.

This allows a restricted flow of filtered ambient air through the
air inlet port, which creates a servo pressure in the chambers
at the rear of the diaphragms.

Force from the resultant pressure differential across the
diaphragms is transmitted through the valve body to the
output push rod, supplementing the pressure being applied by
the brake pedal.

The force produced by the diaphragms, in proportion to the
input force, i.e. the boost ratio, is 5.6 : 1.

The boost ratio remains constant, as the input force from the
brake pedal increases, until the limit of assistance is reached
when servo pressure is equal to ambient pressure.

Brakes Held On

When the brake pedal effort is constant, opposing pressures
cause the reaction disc to extrude onto the ratio disc, which
moves the piston against the valve to close the air inlet port.

This prevents any further increase in servo pressure and
maintains a constant output force to the master cylinder
assembly.

Brakes Released

When the brake pedal is released, the input rod spring moves
the input rod and piston rearwards within the valve body to
close the air inlet port and open the vacuum port.

The air from the chambers at the rear of the diaphragms is
then evacuated through the vacuum port and the chambers at
the front of the diaphragms, to restore a partial vacuum in all
four chambers.

Simultaneously, the return spring moves the valve body,
diaphragms, output rod and input rod rearwards to return
them to their brakes off position.
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Servo with Brakes On

A = Partial vacuum; B = Ambient pressure; C = Servo pressure

1. Vacuum line connector

2. Housing

3. Diaphragms

4. Minor diaphragm

5. Tie bolt

6. Valve body

7. Valve

8. Valve spring

9. Input rod spring

10. Input push rod

11. Filter

12. Gaiter

13. Piston

14. Ratio disc

15. Reaction disc

16. Central plate

17. Master cylinder

18. Return spring

19. Guide tube

20. Output push rod

21. Bush

Master Cylinder

Brakes Applied

When the brake pedal is pressed, the output rod in the brake
servo assembly pushes the primary piston along the cylinder
bore.

This produces pressure in the primary pressure chamber
which, in conjunction with the primary springs, overcomes
the secondary spring and simultaneously moves the secondary
piston along the cylinder bore.

The initial movement of the pistons closes the primary and
secondary centre valves.
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Further movement of the pistons then pressurizes the fluid in
the primary and secondary pressure chambers, and thus the
brake circuits.

The fluid in the chambers behind the pistons is unaffected by
movement of the pistons and can flow unrestricted through
the feed holes between the chambers and the reservoir.

Brakes Released

When the brake pedal is released, the primary and secondary
springs push the pistons back down the bore of the cylinder.

The rapid movement of the pistons cause partial vacuums to
form in the pressure chambers, which opens the centre valves
and allows fluid to circulate between the two hydraulic circuits
and the reservoir.

Additional Features

Anti Lock Braking System–ABS

The ABS function prevents the road wheels locking during
brake application, thus maintaining vehicle stability even under
emergency conditions.

Warning: ABS is an aid to retaining steering control and
stability while braking:

• ABS cannot defy the natural laws of physics acting
on the vehicle

• ABS will not prevent accidents resulting from
excessive cornering speeds, following another vehicle
too closely, aquaplaning, etc.

• The additional control provided by ABS must never
be exploited in a dangerous or reckless manner which
could jeopardise the safety of the driver or other road
users

• The fitting of ABS does not imply that the vehicle will
always stop in a shorter distance.

Tip: During normal braking the feel of the brake pedal
on vehicles equipped with ABS will be the same as that
on non ABS vehicles. During anti-lock braking operation,
the driver will experience feedback in the form of a
pulsating brake pedal and solenoid/pump motor noise
from the ABS modulator.

Under normal braking mode conditions, ABS function is
enabled but not active.

Brake fluid flows straight from the fluid reservoir into each
caliper via the HCU, and brakes each wheel.

As soon as the ABS modulator ECU detects a wheel locking,
via the ABS sensor, the ECU sends a command to shut the
inlet solenoid valve, preventing the flow of brake fluid into the
caliper.

At the same time, the caliper outlet solenoid valve opens to
drain the brake fluid from the caliper and allows the wheel to
rotate.

If, on the other hand, the ECU detects a wheel spinning
normally, brake pressure is too low so the caliper outlet
solenoid valve is shut, allowing brake fluid to flow into the
caliper via caliper inlet solenoid valve, to increase brake
pressure.

If the wheel is locking in a critical situation, the caliper
inlet solenoid valve and caliper outlet solenoid valve close
to maintain brake pressure and ensure optimum brake
performance.

Electronic Brakeforce Distribution–EBD

To maintain vehicle stability during braking, the EBD optimises
the distribution of hydraulic pressure between the front and
rear axles under all vehicle load configurations and road
conditions.

The EBD operates in forward and reverse gears and is
automatically enabled when the SCS ECU is in the normal
braking mode at vehicle deceleration rates of 0.3 g and above
(i.e. medium to high brake pedal loads).

EBD operation is similar to that of ABS, but it is calibrated to
intervene at lower wheel slip limits and operates on the rear
brakes only.

During braking, if the SCS ECU detects the wheels of the rear
axle going slower than those of the front axle, i.e. a potential
wheel slip, it sends a signal to the hydraulic modulator to close
the inlet solenoid valve for the brakes of the rear wheels.

This prevents any further increase in hydraulic pressure to
those brakes, while allowing the hydraulic pressure to the
brakes on the front axle to increase and so maximise the
overall braking effort.

If the wheel speeds of the rear axle return within the calibrated
wheel slip limits, the SCS ECU signals a stepped opening of the
inlet solenoid valves, which allows a progressive increase of
hydraulic pressure to the rear brakes.

Operation of EBD is detectable from a stiffening of brake pedal
movement as the inlet solenoid valves close and a slight pulsing
of the brake pedal as the inlet solenoid valves open.

EBD operation ceases immediately the brake pedal is released.

The wheel slip limit for EBD operation varies with the vehicle’s
speed.

Traction Control System–TCS

Two methods are used to control traction: brake intervention
and engine torque reduction. When the wheels on one side
of the vehicle run on a different road surface, the side with
less tyre grip may slip. In this situation, TCS uses brake
intervention.

It applies the brakes the wheels on one side until the speed of
the two sides is the same. Brake intervention is controlled in
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the same way as ABS, using two additional restrictors in the
ABS modulator.

Generally, when the vehicle’s speed exceeds 60kph, brake
intervention cannot be used.

If both the driven wheels slip, the ECU will signal the ECM to
reduce engine torque.

Slip Control System–SCS

SCS can prevent a vehicle from oversteering or understeering
and skidding by controlling brake intervention, engine torque
reduction and transmission shifting(automatic transmission
only). The ECU can detect the driver's intention from the
steering angle sensor signal and the real driving situation from
the lateral speed sensor signals to estimate if the vehicle is
in a dangerous situation. If such a situation is detected, the
ECU will request engine and automatic transmission shifting
control intervention to avoid danger and ensure the best road
handling.

Engine Drag Torque Reduction–EDTR

During downshifts, the engine torque may increase enough to
produce a braking effect to which causes the driven wheels to
skid.

EDTR reduces the risk of the driving wheels locking during
down shifts on low friction road surfaces.

EDTR calculates a target driving wheel speed to provide the
best possible front wheel control and ensure the stability of
the vehicle.

This is achieved through increasing the engine power output
more than demanded by the driver reducing the braking effect
of the engine.

EDTR is automatically activated at every ignition cycle. EDTR
will not operate if there is a fault with the system.

EDTR will not operate if there is a fault with the system.

Hydraulic Brake Assist–HBA

HBA automatically detects an emergency braking condition
and increases the hydraulic braking to the maximum level
in order to achieve maximum deceleration in the distance
possible.

HBA is automatically activated at every ignition cycle. HBA
will not operate if there is a fault within the system.

Hill Hold Control–HHC

Hill Hold Control is a comfort function.

The main function of HHC is to prevent the vehicle from rolling
backwards while driving off up-hill on an inclined surface.

Main requirements for activation of HHC are recognition of
“vehicle stand still” and brake pressure build-up by the driver
via brake pedal.

Following detection of the ‘vehicle standstill’ state, after the
driver has released the brake pedal, the braking pressure
built-up by the driver during the stop procedure is maintained
in the braking system by the HHC function.

Braking pressure is released after a pressure-hold time of max.
2 sec.

During the pressure-hold period, the driver has enough time
to press the accelerator pedal to drive off.

The braking pressure is reduced as soon as the system detects
the driver’s intention to drive off.

The driver’s intention to move off is detected by the engine
torque reaching a level which is sufficient to move the vehicle
in the required direction.

Brake Disc Wiping–BDW

The main features of the function Brake Disc Wiping are first
detection of rain or wet road by making use of front window
wiper or rain sensor signals and second subsequent active
brake pressure build up.

The purpose of the brake pressure build up is to remove
moisture from the brake disc for achieving minimum brake
response delay.

The pressure level of the Brake Disc Wiping is set so that
vehicle deceleration is at the threshold of perception.

Brake Disc Wiping is repeated after a certain interval as long
as the system detects rain or wet road.

Wiping is implemented at front axle as compromise between
effectiveness and comfort.

Any time the driver has full control over the braking system
and can therefore directly control the vehicle behavior.

The function BDW stops the wiping process at once, when:

• the driver operates the brakes

• any other controller demands a brake actuation

• lateral acceleration exceeds a certain threshold,

• or deceleration during active BDW is to strong.

In case of a system failure BDW is switched off.

BDW Operation

During BDW control, additional noise can be generated in the
vehicle passenger compartment.

This noise is caused by the hydraulic pump and by valve
triggering, and the noise propagation through the vehicle’s
bodywork and into the passenger compartment.
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ZTPMS

ZTPMS is an indirect tyre pressure monitoring system.

The system does not directly measure tyre pressure but
compares individual wheels speeds, which must remain within
set parameters.

When a low tyre pressure situation occurs, the rolling radius
of the affected wheel will decrease thus increasing the wheel
speed.

If the difference in wheel speeds is greater than set parameters
the ITPMS will alert the driver via a warning light.

Diagnostics

While the ignition is on, the diagnostics function of the SCS
ECU monitors the system for faults. In addition, the return
pump is tested by pulsing it briefly immediately after the engine
starts, provided the vehicle’s speed exceeded 4.4 mph (7 km/h)
on the previous ignition cycle.

An initial system test illuminates the warning light when the
ignition is first switched on. The lamp should extinguish after
approximately 4 seconds.

If a fault exists in the warning light circuit, the lamp will not
illuminate during the lamp check, but provided there are
no other faults, the related function will otherwise be fully
operational. When a fault is detected the SCS ECU stores a
related fault code in memory and illuminates the appropriate
fault warning light(s) for the remainder of the ignition cycle.

If a fault does not recur it is erased from memory after twenty
drive cycles.

After rectification of an ABS sensor or return pump fault, the
ABS and ETC functions are disabled, and the ABS warning light
remains illuminated after the lamp check, until vehicle speed
exceeds 7.5 mph (12 km/h) (to allow additional checks to be
performed).

Fault codes and diagnostic routines can be accessed using
approved diagnostic equipment.

Warning Lamps And Text Messages

SCS TC ABS Brakes

Lamp

Flashes Flashes None N/A

Activated

Message
Centre

None None None N/A

Lamp

N/A N/A

Disabled

Message
Centre

Stability Control Off Traction Control
Off

N/A N/A

Lamp

Fault

Message
Centre

Stability Control Fail Traction Control
Fail

Several messages
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Service Procedures
Brake Pad-Front
Remove

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove front road wheels.

3. RH side only: Disconnect pad wear sensor multiplug.

4. RH side only: Release grommet from wheel arch liner.
Release pad wear sensor lead from clips, brake hose
bracket and bleed screw dust cap.

5. Remove anti-rattle spring clip from caliper housing.

6. Remove 2 caps from guide pin dust covers.

7. Remove 2 guide pins from caliper housing.

8. Release caliper housing from caliper carrier and tie
aside.

Caution: Do not tie brake caliper on brake hose.

9. Remove brake pads from caliper housing.

Refit

1. Remove any scale and loose corrosion from around
edge of disc.

2. Clean caliper housing and caliper carrier using brake

cleaning fluid.

Warning: Do not use compressed air to clean brake
components. Dust from friction materials can be harmful
if inhaled.

3. Inspect caliper and seals for damage.

4. Remove bleed screw cap, connect bleed hose and
bottle to bleed screw. Loosen bleed screw.

5. Press piston into caliper housing then tighten bleed
screw to7–9Nm.

6. Disconnect bleed hose and remove bottle.

7. Secure bleed screw cap.

8. Fit brake pads to caliper housing. On RH brake, ensure
pad wear sensor is connected to inner pad.

Caution: If brake pads low warning light was illuminated
on the instrument pack before changing brake pads, the
sensor must be renewed, otherwise the warning light will
still be illuminated.

9. Lubricate guide pins with anti-seize grease.

10. Untie caliper housing and position to caliper carrier
and align. Fit guide pins and tighten.

11. Fit caps to guide pin dust covers.

12. Fit anti-rattle spring clip to carrier housing.

13. RH side only: Secure pad wear sensor lead to bleed
screw dust cap, brake hose bracket and clips. Install
grommet in wheel arch liner and connect multiplug.

14. Check and top up brake fluid reservoir.

Caution: Never reuse fluid that has been bled from the
brake system.

Reservoir–BrakeReservoir–BrakeReservoir–Brake Fluid–CheckFluid–CheckFluid–Check /// TopTopTop UpUpUp ...

15. Fit road wheels and tighten bolts to115–130Nm.

16. Lower the vehicle.

17. Press brake pedal several times to seat brake pads.

Tip: Pedal travel may be longer than normal during first
brake applications.
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Brake Disc-Front
Remove

Caution: Brake discs must be renewed in pairs, unless one
disc requires changing before 1000 miles (1500 km) from
new.

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

2. Remove road wheel.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing caliper carrier to hub.

4. Release caliper carrier from hub and tie aside.

Caution: Do not tie brake caliper on brake hose.

5. Remove Torx screw securing brake disc to drive flange.

6. Remove brake disc.

Refit

1. Ensure mating surfaces of disc and drive flange are clean.

2. Fit disc to drive flange, fit countersunk screw and
tighten to 30–36Nm.

3. Check brake disc run-out.

ThicknessThicknessThickness andandand Run-outRun-outRun-out CheckCheckCheck --- FrontFrontFront BrakeBrakeBrake DiscDiscDisc

4. Examine brake pads and renew if necessary.

5. Fit caliper assembly to hub, fit and tighten bolts to

90–110Nm.

6. Fit wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

7. Lower the vehicle.
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Caliper Housing - Front
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

2. Remove front road wheel.

3. Place a container beneath vehicle to collect fluid
spillage.

4. Disconnect brake pipe union at bracket on inner wing.
Remove clip and release brake hose from bracket.

Caution: Before disconnecting or removing components,
ensure the immediate area around joint faces and
connections are clean. Plug open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove clip securing brake hose to bracket on damper.
Release brake hose from bracket and clip on ABS
sensor harness.

6. Disconnect brake hose from caliper housing.

Caution: Before disconnecting or removing components,
ensure the immediate area around joint faces and
connections are clean. Plug open connections to prevent
contamination.

7. RH side only disconnect brake pad wear sensor from
inner pad.

8. Remove anti-rattle spring from caliper housing.

9. Remove 2 caps from guide pin dust covers.

10. Remove 2 guide pins from caliper housing.

11. Release caliper housing from caliper carrier.

12. Remove brake pads from caliper housing.

Refit

1. Clean components and mating faces.

Warning: Do not use compressed air to clean brake
components. Dust from friction materials can be harmful
if inhaled.

2. Remove any scale and loose corrosion from around
edge of disc.

3. Fit brake pad to caliper housing.

4. Lubricate guide pins with anti-seize grease.

5. Position caliper housing to caliper carrier and align. Fit
guide pins and tighten to28Nm.

6. Fit caps to guide pin dust covers.

7. Fit anti-rattle spring to caliper housing.

8. RH side only: Connect pad wear sensor to inboard
brake pad.

9. Connect brake hose to caliper housing and tighten
union to16–18Nm

10. Ensure steering is centralised, then engage brake hose
in bracket on inner wing. Fit clip, connect brake union
to brake hose and tighten to16–18Nm.

11. Fit brake hose to bracket on damper and secure with
clip. Secure hose in clip on ABS sensor harness.

12. Bleed brake system.

BrakeBrakeBrake SystemSystemSystem BleedingBleedingBleeding

13. Fit road wheel and tighten bolts to115–130Nm.

14. Lower the vehicle.
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Brake Pad-Rear
Remove

Warning: Brake pads must be renewed in axle sets only,
otherwise braking efficiency may be impaired.

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

2. Remove rear road wheels.

3. LH side only: Disconnect pad wear sensor. Release pad
wear sensor lead from bleed screw dust cap and clips
on ABS sensor lead and wheel arch.

4. Remove anti-rattle spring clip from caliper housing.

5. Remove 2 caps from guide pin dust covers.

6. Remove 2 guide pins from caliper housing.

7. Remove caliper housing from caliper carrier and tie
aside.

Caution: Do not tie brake caliper on brake hose.

8. Remove brake pads from caliper housing.

Refit

1. Remove any scale and loose corrosion from around
edge of disc.

2. Clean caliper housing and caliper carrier.

Warning: Do not use compressed air to clean brake
components. Dust from friction materials can be harmful
if inhaled.

3. Inspect caliper and seals for damage.

4. Position bleed bottle, connect bleed hose to bleed
screw and loosen screw.

5. Press piston into caliper housing then tighten bleed
screw to7–9Nm.

6. Disconnect bleed hose and remove bottle.

7. Secure bleed screw cap.

8. Fit brake pads to caliper housing. On LH brake, ensure
pad wear sensor is connected to pad.

Caution: If brake pads low warning light was illuminated
on the instrument pack before changing brake pads, the
sensor must be renewed, otherwise the warning light will
still be illuminated.

9. Lubricate guide pins with anti-seize grease.

10. Position caliper housing to carrier and align. Fit guide
pins and tighten to22–28Nm.

11. Fit caps to guide pin dust covers.

12. Fit anti-rattle spring clip to carrier housing.

13. LH side only: Connect pad wear sensor multiplug.
Secure pad wear sensor to bleed screw dust cap and
clips on ABS sensor lead and wheel arch.

14. Press brake pedal several times to seat brake pads.

Tip: Pedal travel may be longer than normal during first
brake applications.

15. Check and top up brake fluid reservoir.

Reservoir–BrakeReservoir–BrakeReservoir–Brake Fluid–CheckFluid–CheckFluid–Check /// TopTopTop UpUpUp ...

16. Fit road wheels.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

17. Lower the vehicle.
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Brake Disc-Rear
Remove

Caution: Brake discs must be renewed in pairs, unless one
disc requires changing before 1000 miles (1500 km) from
new.

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

2. Remove road wheel.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing caliper assembly to trailing
arm, release caliper assembly and tie aside.

Caution: Do not tie brake caliper on brake hose.

Do not allow caliper to hang on brake hose.

4. Remove countersunk screw securing brake disc to hub.

5. Remove brake disc.

Refit

1. Ensure mating surfaces of disc and hub are clean.

2. Fit disc to hub, fit and tighten countersunk screw and
tighten to30–36Nm

Caution: Brake discs must be renewed in pairs, unless one
disc requires changing before 1000 miles (1500 km) from
new.

3. Examine brake pads and renew if necessary.

4. Release caliper assembly and fit to trailing arm, fit and
tighten bolts to61–66Nm.

5. Refit road wheel and tighten bolts to 115–130Nm

6. Lower the vehicle.

7. If replacement disc fitted, adjust handbrake.

Handbrake–AdjustmentHandbrake–AdjustmentHandbrake–Adjustment
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Backplate-Rear Brake Disc
Remove

1. Remove rear hub bearing

HubHubHub BearingBearingBearing --- RearRearRear RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove brake shoe retainers, release brake shoes from
backplate and release handbrake cable from expander.

3. Remove handbrake shoe assembly and withdraw
handbrake cable from trailing arm.

4. Remove 4 bolts securing backplate and remove
backplate.

Refit

1. Clean components and mating faces.

2. Fit brake shoe retaining pins. Position backplate to
trailing arm, fit bolts and tighten to 55–60Nm.

3. Position brake shoe retainers, complete with return
springs, adjuster and expander, to backplate and secure
with brake shoe retainers.

4. Position handbrake cable and secure to expander.

5. Fit rear hub bearing.

HubHubHub BearingBearingBearing --- RearRearRear RefitRefitRefit

6. Adjust handbrake.

HandbrakeHandbrakeHandbrake --- AdjustmentAdjustmentAdjustment

Brake Shoe-Rear
Remove

1. Remove rear brake disc.

BrakeBrakeBrake DiscDiscDisc --- RearRearRear RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove brake shoe retainers.

3. Release brake shoes from backplate.

4. Release handbrake cable from expander.

5. Remove brake shoes complete with return springs,
adjuster and expander.

6. Noting fitted position, release and remove return
springs, collect adjuster and expander.

Refit

1. Clean components and mating faces.

Warning: Do not use compressed air to clean brake
components. Dust from friction materials can be harmful
if inhaled.

2. Use a wire brush to remove any corrosion.

3. Inspect all parts for wear or damage.

4. Position adjuster and expander to brake shoes and fit
return springs.

5. Position brake shoes, complete with return springs,
adjuster and expander, to backplate and secure with
brake shoe retainers.

6. Position handbrake cable and secure to expander.

7. Fit rear brake disc.

BrakeBrakeBrake DiscDiscDisc --- RearRearRear RefitRefitRefit

8. If replacement disc fitted, adjust handbrake.

HandbrakeHandbrakeHandbrake --- AdjustmentAdjustmentAdjustment
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Caliper Housing-Rear
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

2. Remove rear road wheel.

3. Place a container beneath the vehicle to collect any
spillage.

4. Disconnect brake pipe union at bracket on lower arm.

Caution: Before disconnecting or removing components,
ensure the immediate area around joint faces and
connections are clean. Plug open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Remove clip and release brake hose from bracket.

6. Disconnect brake hose from caliper housing.

Caution: Before disconnecting or removing components,
ensure the immediate area around joint faces and
connections are clean. Plug open connections to prevent
contamination.

7. LH side only: Disconnect pad wear sensor from
inboard brake pad.

8. Remove anti-rattle spring from caliper housing.

9. Remove 2 caps from guide pin dust covers.

10. Remove 2 guide pins from caliper housing.

11. Release caliper housing from caliper carrier.

12. Remove brake pads from caliper housing.

Refit

1. Clean components and mating faces.

Warning: Do not use compressed air to clean brake
components. Dust from friction materials can be harmful
if inhaled.

2. Remove any scale or loose corrosion from around edge
of disc.

3. Fit brake pads to caliper housing.

4. Lubricate guide pins with anti-seize grease.

5. Position caliper housing to caliper carrier and align. Fit
guide pins and tighten to 22–28Nm.

6. Fit caps to guide pin dust covers.

7. Fit anti-rattle spring to caliper housing.

8. LH side only: Connect pad wear sensor to inboard
brake pad.

9. Fit brake hose to caliper and tighten union to
16–18Nm.

10. Engage end of brake hose in bracket on trailing arm,
fit clip, connect brake pipe union to brake hose and
tighten to 14–17Nm.

11. Secure rear brake hose to trailing arm.

12. Bleed brake system.

BrakeBrakeBrake SystemSystemSystem BleedingBleedingBleeding

13. Fit wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

14. Lower the vehicle.
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Thickness and Run-Out Check-Rear Brake Disc
Check

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

2. Remove road wheel.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing caliper assembly to trailing
arm, release caliper assembly and tie aside.

Caution: Do not tie brake caliper on brake hose.

4. Using a micrometer, measure the thickness of disc at 4
equally spaced points around disc, 10 mm from outer
edge of disc. Disc thickness must be 17.0mm minimum.
Renew disc if outside limit(s).

Caution: Brake discs must be renewed in pairs, unless one
disc requires changing before 1000 miles (1500 km) from
new.

5. Mount a Dial Test Indicator (DTI) toTCH00022 and
secureTCH00022 to inboard side of hub using caliper
assembly bolt hole.

6. Position DTI probe 10 mm from outer edge of disc.

7. Fit wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

8. Zero DTI and rotate road wheel one complete turn to
measure disc run-out. Disc run-out must not exceed
the 0.06mm limits.

9. If disc runout is outside limits:

a. Remove road wheel

b. Remove countersunk screw securing brake disc to
hub and remove disc

c. Ensure disc to hub flange mounting faces are clean.

d. Fit disc to hub and tighten countersunk screw and
tighten to 30–36Nm.

e. Fit wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

f. Check disc run-out again as detailed.

g. If run-out is still outside limits, renew disc and/or hub.

10. Remove wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RemoveRemoveRemove

11. Remove DTI andTCH00022 from inboard side of hub.

12. Fit caliper to trailing arm, and tighten bolts to
61–66Nm.

13. Fit wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

14. Press brake pedal several times to set brake pads.

15. Lower the vehicle.
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Thickness and Run-Out Check-Front Brake Disc
Check

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

2. Remove road wheel.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing caliper carrier to hub, release
caliper carrier from hub and tie aside.

Caution: Do not tie brake caliper on brake hose.

4. Using a micrometer, measure the thickness of disc
at 4 equally spaced points around disc, 10 mm from
outer edge of disc. Disc thickness must be 20.0 mm
minimum; Renew disc if outside limit(s).

Caution: Brake discs must be renewed in pairs, unless one
disc requires changing before 1000 miles (1500 km) from
new.

5. Mount a Dial Test Indicator (DTI) toTCH00022 and
secureTCH00022 to inboard side of hub using caliper
assembly bolt hole.

6. Position DTI probe 5 mm from outside edge of disc.

7. Fit wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

8. Zero DTI and rotate wheel one complete turn to
measure disk runout. Disc runout must not exceed
0.06 mm.

9. If disc runout is outside limits:

a. Remove wheel.

b. Remove countersunk screw securing brake disc to
hub and remove disc.

c. Ensure disc to hub flange mounting faces are clean.

d. Fit disc to hub and tighten countersunk screw and
tighten to 30–36Nm.

e. Fit wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

f. Check disc run-out again as detailed.

g. If run-out is still outside limits, renew disc and/or hub.

10. Remove wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RemoveRemoveRemove

11. Remove DTI andTCH00022 from inboard side of hub.

12. Fit caliper assembly to hub, fit and tighten bolts to
90–110Nm.

13. Fit wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

14. Press brake pedal several times to seat brake pads.

15. Lower the vehicle.
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Pedal Box-Automatic Transmission
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove steering column closing panel.

PanelPanelPanel Assembly–SteeringAssembly–SteeringAssembly–Steering ColumnColumnColumn LowerLowerLower

Cover–BaseCover–BaseCover–Base RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove 4 bolts and release steering column from fascia
beam.

4. Remove clip and pin securing brake servo push rod to
brake pedal.

5. Remove clevis pin securing master cylinder push-rod
to clutch pedal.

6. Remove 2 bolts securing clutch master cylinder to
pedal bracket.

7. Release clips securing Vacuum servo push-rod to pedal
box and remove nut and push-rod.

8. Remove 2 bolts and 4 nuts securing pedal box to body.

9. Disconnect brake switch and accelerator pedal
multiplugs and remove pedal box.

10. Remove 2 bolts and accelerator pedal from pedal box.
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11. Remove clip from brake pedal pivot shaft.

12. Restrain brake pedal, remove brake pedal pivot shaft
and brake pedal from pedal box. Collect return spring.

13. Remove brake switch, release clips and bracket from
pedal box assembly.

Refit

1. Fit brake switch bracket to pedal box and secure clips.
Fit brake switch to bracket.

2. Fit return spring to brake pedal.

3. Align brake pedal to pedal box, fit brake pedal pivot
shaft and clip.

4. Fit accelerator pedal to pedal box and secure with bolts
and tighten to18–25Nm

Warning: When fitting accelerator pedal, must correctly
position the pedal into the groove of the pedal box. Error
positioning will result in non-return.

5. Position pedal box and connect multiplugs.

6. Fit pedal box to body and secure with nuts and bolts
to19–25Nm.

7. Connect brake servo push rod to brake pedal with pin
and clip.

8. Fit Clutch master cylinder to clutch pedal and secure
with bolts.

9. Fit Clutch master cylinder push-rod to clutch pedal and
secure with nets.

10. With brake pedal released, ensure brake switch is in
contact with operating tang on brake pedal.

11. Position steering column to fascia beam, fit bolts and
tighten to21–25Nm.

12. Fit steering column closing panel.

PanelPanelPanel Assembly–SteeringAssembly–SteeringAssembly–Steering ColumnColumnColumn LowerLowerLower

Cover–BaseCover–BaseCover–Base RefitRefitRefit

13. Connect battery earth lead.

Pedal Box-Manual Transmission
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove steering column closing panel.

PanelPanelPanel Assembly–SteeringAssembly–SteeringAssembly–Steering ColumnColumnColumn LowerLowerLower

Cover–BaseCover–BaseCover–Base RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove 4 bolts and release steering column from fascia
beam.

4. Remove clip and pin securing brake servo push rod to
brake pedal.

5. Remove 2 bolts and 4 nuts securing pedal box to body.

6. Disconnect brake switch and accelerator pedal
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multiplugs and remove pedal box.

7. Remove 2 bolts and accelerator pedal from pedal box.

8. Remove clip from brake pedal pivot shaft.

9. Restrain brake pedal, remove brake pedal pivot shaft
and brake pedal from pedal box. Collect return spring.

10. Remove brake switch, release clips and bracket from
pedal box assembly.

Refit

1. Fit brake switch bracket to pedal box and secure clips.
Fit brake switch to bracket.

2. Fit return spring to brake pedal.

3. Align brake pedal to pedal box, fit brake pedal pivot
shaft and clip.

4. Fit accelerator pedal to pedal box and secure with bolts
and tighten to18–25Nm

Warning: When fitting accelerator pedal, must correctly
position the pedal into the groove of the pedal box. Error
positioning will result in non-return.

5. Position pedal box and connect multiplugs.

6. Fit pedal box to body and secure with nuts and bolts
to19–25Nm.

7. Connect brake servo push rod to brake pedal with pin
and clip.

8. With brake pedal released, ensure brake switch is in

contact with operating tang on brake pedal.

9. Position steering column to fascia beam, fit bolts and
tighten to21–25Nm.

10. Fit steering column closing panel.

PanelPanelPanel Assembly–SteeringAssembly–SteeringAssembly–Steering ColumnColumnColumn LowerLowerLower

Cover–BaseCover–BaseCover–Base RefitRefitRefit

11. Connect battery earth lead.
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Vacuum Servo-Brake
Remove

1. Remove battery carrier.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Disconnect 3 multiplugs from ECM.

3. Remove strap securing engine harness to battery
carrier bracket.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing battery carrier bracket to
engine compartment and remove battery carrier
bracket.

5. Disconnect multiplug from brake fluid low level
indicator switch.

6. Position cloth under reservoir to absorb fluid spillage.

Caution: Brake fluid will damage paint finished surfaces.
If spilled, immediately remove fluid and clean area with
water.

7. Release 2 brake pipes from master cylinder.

Caution: Before disconnecting or removing components,
ensure the immediate area around joint faces and
connections are clean. Plug open connections to prevent
contamination.

8. Disconnect vacuum hose from brake servo.

9. Remove steering column closing panel.

10. Remove clip and pin securing brake servo push rod to
brake pedal.

11. Remove 4 nuts securing servo to body and remove
servo.

12. Remove and discard 2 nuts and washers securing
master cylinder to servo.

13. Remove servo assembly.

Refit

1. Fit master cylinder to servo and secure, fit 2 new nuts
and tighten to25Nm.

2. Clean mating faces of servo and body.
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3. Fit servo assembly and secure to pedal box, fit nuts
and tighten to22Nm.

4. Position servo to brake pedal with pin and clip.

5. Refit steering column closing panel.

6. Connect breather hose to brake servo.

7. Clean brake pipe unions.

8. Fit brake pipes to master cylinder and tighten
to16–18Nm.

9. Fit battery carrier bracket and secure with bolts.

10. Position ECM harness, connect multiplugs and secure
to battery carrier bracket with strap.

11. Fit battery cover.

BatteryBatteryBattery CarrierCarrierCarrier BracketBracketBracket RefitRefitRefit

12. Connect multiplug to brake fluid low level indicator
switch.

13. Bleed brake system.

BrakeBrakeBrake SystemSystemSystem BleedingBleedingBleeding

Switch-Brake
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove steering column closing panel.

PanelPanelPanel Assembly–SteeringAssembly–SteeringAssembly–Steering ColumnColumnColumn LowerLowerLower

Cover–BaseCover–BaseCover–Base RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Release brake switch from brake switch bracket in pedal
box. Disconnect multiplug and remove brake switch.

4. Release clips securing brake switch bracket to pedal
box and remove bracket.

Refit

1. Fit brake switch bracket to pedal box and secure with
clips.

2. Connect multiplug to brake switch.

3. Fit brake switch to brake switch bracket.

4. With brake pedal released, ensure brake switch is in
contact with operating tang on brake pedal.

5. Fit steering column closing panel.

PanelPanelPanel Assembly–SteeringAssembly–SteeringAssembly–Steering ColumnColumnColumn LowerLowerLower

Cover–BaseCover–BaseCover–Base ReiftReiftReift

6. Connect battery earth lead.
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Brake System Bleeding
Bleed

The following procedure covers bleeding the complete system,
but where only the primary or secondary circuit has been
disturbed in isolation it should only be necessary to bleed
that circuit. Partial bleeding of the hydraulic system is only
permissible if a brake pipe or hose has been disconnected with
only minor loss of fluid.

Warning: Do not allow brake fluid to come into contact
with eyes or skin.

Caution: Never reuse fluid that has been bled from the
brake system.

1. Top-up fluid level in brake reservoir to ‘MAX' mark.

Reservoir–BrakeReservoir–BrakeReservoir–Brake Fluid–CheckFluid–CheckFluid–Check /// TopTopTop UpUpUp ...

Caution: Ensure the fluid in the reservoir is maintained
between the minimum and maximum levels throughout
the bleed procedure using new brake fluid.

2. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

3. At rear RH brake caliper (LHD models), remove
bleed screw dust cap and attach tube to bleed screw.
Submerge free end of tube in clear container containing
new brake fluid

4. Apply pressure to brake pedal several times, then apply
steady pressure.

5. Loosen bleed screw to release brake fluid and air.
Allow pedal to return unassisted.

6. Repeat procedure until a flow of clean airfree fluid is
purged into the container then, while holding pedal
at end of downward stroke, tighten bleed screw
to7–9Nm.

7. Remove tube from bleed screw and fit bleed screw
dust cap.

8. Repeat bleed procedure at remaining three brake
calipers in the following sequence: rear LH; front RH;
front LH.

a. LHD models: Rear LH; front RH; front LH.

Warning: Braking operation may be seriously impaired if
the incorrect bleed sequence is used.

9. Lower the vehicle.

10. Top-up fluid level in brake reservoir to‘MAX' mark.

Reservoir–BrakeReservoir–BrakeReservoir–Brake FluidFluidFluid CheckCheckCheck /// TopTopTop UpUpUp

11. Apply brakes and check for leakage.

12. Road test vehicle. Check brake pedal for firm travel
when brakes are applied.
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Low Level Indicator Switch-Brake Fluid
Remove

1. Disconnect multiplug from brake fluid low level
indicator switch.

2. Release clip securing brake fluid low level indicator
switch to brake fluid reservoir and remove switch.

Caution: Brake fluid will damage paint finished surfaces.
If spilled, immediately remove fluid and clean area with
water.

Refit

1. Fit brake fluid low level indicator switch to brake fluid
reservoir and secure clip.

2. Connect multiplug to brake fluid low level indicator
switch.

Master Cylinder and Fluid Reservoir
Remove

1. Position absorbent cloth under ABS modulator to
absorb fluid spillage.

Caution: Brake fluid will damage paint finished surfaces.
If spilled, immediately remove fluid and clean area with
water.

2. Disconnect multiplug from brake fluid low level
indicator switch.

3. Disconnect 2 brake pipe unions from master cylinder.

4. Release connector bracket from battery tray and
disconnect multiplug.
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5. Release the engine bay harness from battery carrier and
disconnect main harness.

6. Remove 2 nuts and washers securing master cylinder
to servo and discard nuts.

7. Remove master cylinder and fluid reservoir.

Refit

1. Fit master cylinder to servo, fit washers and nuts and
tighten to25Nm.

2. Clean brake pipe unions.

3. Connect brake pipes to master cylinder and tighten
to16–18Nm.

4. Position engine harness connector to battery carrier
bracket and connect to main harness. Secure connector
to bracket.

5. Connect multiplugs to ECM.

6. Connect multiplug to brake fluid low level indicator
switch.

7. Bleed brake system.

BrakeBrakeBrake SystemSystemSystem BleedingBleedingBleeding
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

TCH00022 Brake disc
runout test kit
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Park Brake
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-rear brake caliper to trailing arm 61–66Nm

Bolt-rear handbrake cable to subframe 19–25Nm

Bolt-rear handbrake cable to fuel tank strap 10Nm

Bolt-central heat shield to body 19–25Nm

Bolt-fuel tank heat shield to body 19–25Nm

Bolt-handbrake lever to centre channel 19–22Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Parking Brake Component Location

1. Lever assembly

2. Adjuster nut

3. Warning switch

4. Front cable and compensator

5. Parking brake cables assembly

6. Shield

7. Expander

8. Brake shoe adjuster

9. Protective sleeve

10. Brake shoe
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Description
Handbrake

The handbrake consists of drum brakes, integrated into the
rear discs of the main brakes, which are operated by cables
connected to a lever assembly between the front seats.

The lever assembly is mounted on the transmission tunnel.
A warning switch on the lever operates the brake warning
light in the instrument pack. While the handbrake is applied
the warning switch connects an earth to the instrument pack
which, if the ignition is on, illuminates the brake warning light.
In some markets, the instrument pack performs a bulb check
of the brake warning light each time the ignition is switched on.

A front cable is connected between the lever assembly and
a cable tensioner, and two handbrake cables are connected
between the cable tensioner and the drum brakes. Clips and
a guide bracket secure the handbrake cables to the underside
of the vehicle, and grommets seal the handbrake cables where
they pass through the transmission tunnel. The cable tensioner
equalises the load applied by the handbrake cables when the
handbrake is applied. The effective length of the cables can be
adjusted by the adjuster nut securing the front cable to the
handbrake lever.
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Service Procedures
Cable-Handbrake
Remove

1. Release handbrake adjusting nut cover.

2. Loosen handbrake cable adjusting nut.

3. Remove intermediate exhaust pipe.

IntermediateIntermediateIntermediate PipePipePipe RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Remove bolts securing fuel tank heat shield and remove
heat shield.

5. Remove bolts securing centre heat shield and remove
heat shield.

6. Release handbrake cable from compensator.

7. Remove bolt securing handbrake cable support bracket
to fuel tank strap and release cable.

8. Remove bolt securing cable to subframe.

9. Remove bolt securing cable to lower arm.

10. Release clip securing cable to trailing arm.

11. Remove road wheel.

12. Remove 2 bolts securing caliper to trailing arm, release
caliper and tie aside.

13. Remove countersunk screw securing brake disc.

14. Remove brake disc.

15. Release handbrake cable from expander.

16. Remove handbrake cable.
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Refit

1. Position handbrake cable and secure to expander.

2. Ensure mating surfaces of disc and hub are clean.

3. Fit rear brake disc assembly.

4. Examine brake pads and renew if necessary.

5. Release caliper assembly and fit to trailing arm, fit and
tighten bolts to 61–66Nm.

6. Secure cable to trailing arm using clip.

7. Position cable in lower arm clips.

8. Position cable to subframe, fit bolt and tighten to
19–25Nm.

9. Fit cable to support bracket.

10. Position support bracket to fuel tank strap, fit bolt and
tighten to 10Nm.

11. Connect handbrake cable to compensator.

12. Fit centre heat shield and secure with bolts to
19–25Nm.

13. Fit fuel tank heat shield and secure with bolts to
19–25Nm.

14. Fit intermediate exhaust pipe.

IntermediateIntermediateIntermediate PipePipePipe RefitRefitRefit

15. Adjust handbrake.

HandbrakeHandbrakeHandbrake --- AdjustmentAdjustmentAdjustment

16. Fit road wheel.

17. Lower the vehicle.

Handbrake-Adjustment
Adjust

Warning: Where possible, a road test should be on well
surfaced, dry roads. Always comply with speed limits and
local traffic regulations.

1. Open centre console cover.

2. Loosen handbrake cable adjusting nut until nut is flush
with end of thread.

3. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

Warning: Do not work on or under a vehicle supported
only by a jack. Always support the vehicle on safety
stands.

4. Remove both rear road wheels.

5. On each rear brakes:

a. Turn brake disc to align road wheel bolt hole with
brake shoe adjuster (approximately 11 o'clock on
RH brake and 1 o'clock on LH brake)

b. Use a thin bladed screwdriver, or similar, to turn
brake shoe adjuster nut (RH thread) until brake disc
is able to turn with light resistance.

c. Unscrew brake shoe adjuster nut 5 notches.

d. Ensure brake disc is free to turn without resistance

6. Cycle handbrake lever fully on/off 5 times to seat
handbrake shoes and cables.
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7. Tighten handbrake cable adjusting nut until pull the
handbrake lever for 100–110.

8. Cycle handbrake lever fully on/off.

9. Apply handbrake lever 2 notches.

10. On each rear brake, check force required to turn
brake disc. Brake disc must turn with light resistance.
If necessary, use brake shoe adjuster nut to re-adjust
the shoes.

11. Release handbrake lever and ensure both rear brake
discs turn without resistance.

12. Switch ignition on and check handbrake operation.
Apply handbrake lever in 1 notch increments and
ensure the following occurs:

a. Notch 1 - rear brake discs turn without resistance,
handbrake warning lamp in instrument pack on or
off.

b. Notch 2 - rear brake discs turn with light resistance,
handbrake warning lamp in instrument pack on.

c. Notch 3 and above - rear brake discs locked,
handbrake warning lamp in instrument pack on.

13. Switch ignition off.

14. Fit handbrake adjust nut cover to centre console.

15. Fit rear road wheels.

16. Lower the vehicle.

Handbrake Lever
Remove

1. Remove centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole AssemblyAssemblyAssembly RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove 2 screws securing heater duct to fascia bracket.

3. Remove bolt securing heater duct bracket to the side
of handbrake lever assembly.

4. Release duct from heater unit and remove.

5. Remove handbrake cable adjusting nut and release
cable.

6. Remove 3 bolts securing handbrake lever to body and
remove handbrake lever.
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7. Disconnect multiplug from handbrake warning switch
and remove handbrake warning switch.

Refit

1. Fit handbrake warning switch to handbrake lever.

2. Carefully feed handbrake cable through handbrake lever.

3. Fit handbrake lever to body and tighten bolts to
19–22Nm.

4. Connect handbrake warning lamp multiplug.

5. Fit handbrake cable to handbrake lever and secure with
nut but not fully tighten at this stage.

6. Adjust handbrake.

HandbrakeHandbrakeHandbrake --- AdjustmentAdjustmentAdjustment

7. Fit centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole AssemblyAssemblyAssembly RefitRefitRefit

Handbrake Front Cable
Remove

1. Remove centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole AssemblyAssemblyAssembly RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove handbrake cable adjusting nut, release cable
collect washer.

3. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

4. Remove intermediate exhaust pipe.

IntermediateIntermediateIntermediate PipePipePipe RemoveRemoveRemove

5. Remove bolts securing heat shield to body and remove
heat shield.

6. Release 2 rear handbrake cables from handbrake
compensator.

7. Remove handbrake front cable.

Refit

1. Fit handbrake front cable to body.

2. Connect handbrake cable to compensator.

3. Position centre heat shield, fit and tighten bolts to
19–25Nm.

4. Fit intermediate exhaust pipe.

IntermediateIntermediateIntermediate PipePipePipe RefitRefitRefit

5. Lower the vehicle.

6. Feed handbrake cable through handbrake lever, fit and
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tighten adjusting nut.

7. Fit centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole AssemblyAssemblyAssembly RefitRefitRefit

8. Adjust handbrake.

HandbrakeHandbrakeHandbrake --- AdjustmentAdjustmentAdjustment
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Brake Module
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Screws-modulator to adjustor to upper bracket 7–10Nm

Screws-modulator lower bracket to body 19–22Nm

Front brake pipes to modulator 16–18Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Brake System Control Diagram

A. Hard wired B. HS CAN bus C. MS CAN bus

1. ABS / DSC Modulator

2. Body Control Module (BCM)

3. Yaw accelerator sensor

4. Steering angle sensor
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5. Front wheel speed sensor

6. Rear wheel speed sensor

7. Engine Control Module (ECM)

8. Transmission Control Unit (TCU) (automatic
transmission only)

9. Electronic Steering Column Lock (ESCL) control unit

10. Brake switch

11. Instrument pack and message centre

12. LH brake lamp

13. High level brake lamp

14. RH brake lamp

15. Brake fluid low level sensor

16. Pad wear sensor (front)

17. Pad wear sensor (rear)

18. Parking brake switch

19. DSC / TCS switch

20. Diagnostic socket
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Description
SCS Modulator

(Slip control system) can help the driver to control the
vehicle’s stability and handling to ensure maximum safety
under all driving conditions. SCS is sometimes referred to
as VSC (Vehicle Stability Control). The SCS modulator is a

non serviceable, 4 channel unit consisting of an integrated
Hydraulic Control Unit (HCU) and SCS ECU. Depending
on the system components’ working condition, the ECU
can control the HCU in different operating modes including:
normal braking, brake held on, pressure decreasing and
pressure increasing.

Hydraulic Control Unit Schematic (HCU)

Hydraulic Modulator Schematic
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Hydraulic operation only for one channel (other channels are
the same).

1. Fluid reservoir

2. Brake servo assembly

3. Master cylinder

4. Overflow valve

5. Non return valve

6. Restrictor

7. Inlet solenoid valve

8. Non return valve

9. Return pump

10. Non return valve

11. Caliper inlet solenoid valve

12. Accumulator

13. Non return valve

14. Caliper outlet solenoid valve

15. Caliper

Normal Braking Mode
When the brake pedal is pressed, pressurised fluid flows from
the master cylinder to the caliper through the restrictor and
caliper inlet solenoid valve. The hydraulic modulator does not
affect normal braking. See the following illustration:

Pressure Increasing Mode
When the brake pressure needs to be increased, the SCS
system starts to work, the inlet solenoid valve 7 is opened,
restrictor 6 is shut off, and the return pump 9 is activated. The
pressurised brake fluid enters the caliper 15 to increase the
brake pressure. See the following illustration. The overflow
valve 4 can protect the hydraulic system. If the system pressure
exceeds the limited value, it will be opened to return the brake
fluid back to the master cylinder 3.

Brakes Held On
To maintain system pressure, the caliper inlet solenoid 11,14
and caliper outlet solenoid shut off. The caliper pressure
remains steady. See the following illustration:

Pressure Decreasing Mode
When the system needs to decrease brake pressure, the inlet
solenoid valve 7 and caliper inlet solenoid valve 11 shut off and
the restrictor 6 and caliper outlet solenoid 14 open. Brake
fluid flows into the accumulator 12 at first to decrease fluid
pressure, then returns to the pump 9. The brake fluid in the
caliper flows into the master cylinder and system pressure is
decreased. See the following illustration.
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During SCS system operation, the above procedures
continually repeat to provide optimum operation of the
braking system.

ABS Sensors

The ABS sensors are active sensors (i.e. they receive a power
feed from the ABS modulator) that supply the ABS modulator
with wheel speed signals. An ABS sensor is installed in each
front wheel hub and in each rear suspension trailing arm,
in close proximity to the inboard seal of the related wheel
bearing. The seals, which rotate with the wheels, each contain
a magnetic element incorporating 48 pole pairs. When the
wheels rotate, the pole pairs in the seals induce voltage
fluctuations in the ABS sensors that are converted into square
wave signals and output to the ABS modulator. The frequency
of the signal is proportional to wheel speed. Each ABS sensor
has a fly lead connecting it to the vehicle wiring in the engine
compartment or the boot, as applicable.

Yaw/Lateral Accelerator Sensor

The Yaw/Lateral accelerator sensor is located on the centroid
of the vehicle. It measures the rotational velocity of the
vehicle around the vertical axis and transmits the data to
the SCS ECU. The SCS ECU compares the signal of the
Yaw/Lateral accelerator sensor and steering angle sensor
to analyse the driving situation, then accordingly sends the
control command. The Yaw/Lateral accelerator sensor is made
from two thick oscillating elements that have been machined
from semiconductor wafers. They contrarily oscillate in
the resonant frequency which is defined by their weight
and coupling spring. There is an external microcapacitor
acceleration sensor in the oscillating elements. When the
CMOS chip of the sensor rotates around the vertical axis

the angular velocity produces an acceleration value, which is
recorded on the plane of the wafer. These acceleration values
are proportional to the angular velocity.

Steering Angle Sensor

The steering angle sensor is integrated into the rotary coupler
of the steering wheel switch assembly. It monitors steering
wheel as it is turned by the driver and transmits its position
as input data to SCS ECU. The SCS ECU compares the signal
of the Yaw/Lateral accelerator sensor and the steering angle
sensor to analyse the situation that the vehicle is in, then
accordingly sends the control command. One degree is the
minimum angle which is induced by the steering angle sensor.

SCS / TC Switch

The TC switch is a non latching push switch installed on the
switch panel in the centre of the fascia. When pushed in, the
switch connects an ignition supply to the SCS modulator to
inhibit the TC function for the remainder of the drive cycle
or until the switch is pressed again. When the TC function is
inhibited, the SCS ECU illuminates the TC warning light in the
instrument pack.

Warning Lights

The SCS ECU and the pad wear sensors provide signals to
the instrument pack to convey brake system status. On the
instrument pack the signals are used to control the display of
symbols on the message centre and the illumination of warning
lights; the message centre also displays explanatory text when
either a symbol is displayed or a warning light is illuminated.
The warning lights/symbols consist of:

• A red brake graphic to warn of low brake fluid level,
handbrake on and brake control system failure affecting
EBD.

• A yellow ABS graphic, to warn of brake control system
failure affecting the ABS function.

• A yellow traction control graphic, to warn of brake
control system failure affecting the TC function and to
indicate SCS/TC operation.

• A yellow brake pad wear graphic, to warn of brake pads
approaching the minimum thickness limit.

• A yellow tyre pressure monitoring system graphic to
warn of control system failure. A red tyre pressure
monitoring system graphic to warn of lack of pressure.
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Service Procedures
ABS
Remove

1. Remove ignition handset and disconnect battery earth
lead.

2. Position absorbent cloth under modulator to absorb
fluid spillage.

Caution: Brake fluid will damage paint finished surfaces.
If spilled, immediately remove fluid and clean area with
water.

3. Disconnect multiplug from modulator.

4. Disconnect 2 inlet brake pipes from modulator.

Caution: Before disconnecting or removing components,
ensure the immediate area around joint faces and
connections are clean. Plug open connections to prevent
contamination.

5. Note fitted positions of 4 outlet pipes on modulator
and disconnect pipes.

6. Remove modulator and upper bracket from lower
bracket.

7. Remove 3 bolts securing modulator to upper bracket.

8. Remove modulator.

9. Remove 3 bolts securing lower modulator bracket to
body and remove lower bracket.

Refit

1. Fit mounting bracket upper to modulator, fit bolts and
tighten to7–10Nm.

2. Fit modulator bracket lower to body ensuring that
fixing grommets are correctly engaged. Tighten bolts
to19–22Nm.

3. Fit modulator and upper bracket to lower bracket.

4. Clean brake pipe unions.

5. Connect inlet and outlet brake pipes to modulator,
ensuring pipes are connected to their correct ports.
Tighten brake pipe unions to between16–18Nm.

6. Connect multiplug to modulator.

7. Connect battery earth lead.

8. Bleed brake system.

BrakeBrakeBrake SystemSystemSystem BleedingBleedingBleeding
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Drive Axle
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-intermediate shaft support bearing bracket to engine 19–25Nm

Nut-front hub to lower arm outer ball joint 40–50Nm

Nut-track rod ball joint 28–32Nm

Bolt-front anti roll bar to anti roll bar link 60–70Nm

Nut-front drive shaft 350–370Nm

Bolt-front hub to lower arm outer ball joint 40–50Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
RH Drive Shaft Components

1. Outer joint

2. Snap ring

3. Clamp (big)

4. Gaiter

5. Clamp (small)

6. Dynamic damper

7. Clamp (small)

8. Gaiter

9. Clamp (big)

10. Shaft

11. Bearing housing

12. Dust shield

13. Bearing

14. Circlip
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LH Drive Shaft Components

1. Outer joint

2. Snap ring

3. Clamp (big)

4. Gaiter

5. Clamp (small)

6. Dynamic damper

7. Clamp (small)

8. Gaiter

9. Clamp (big)

10. Shaft

11. Circlip
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Description

Drive shaft comprises a solid shaft with inner and outer
constant velocity joints. The intermediate shaft is fitted with
a roller bearing and bearing housing which is secured to the
rear of the cylinder block on the RH side. The other solid
shaft with inner and outer constant velocity joints is fitted to
the differential on the LH side. The inner joint is of the tripod
type with spherical bushing to reduce sliding resistance. The
shaft and joint are one assembly. The outer joint of the ball
and socket type is splined to the shaft and secured with a
snap ring. The joints are packed with grease and protected by
gaiters. Both drive shafts are fitted with dynamic dampers.
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Operation

The drive shaft transmits engine torque, via the gearbox, to
the front wheels. The dynamic dampers reduce any vibration
produced by the drive shaft's rotation.
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Service Procedures
RH Shaft & Both Joints
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove front wheel arch liner.

LinerLinerLiner --- frontfrontfront wheelwheelwheel archarcharch --- frontfrontfront

3. Prise locking device from nut. With an assistant pressing
brake pedal, remove and discard drive shaft nut.

4. Remove nut from track rod end, fit an M10 nut to ball
pin, flush with end of pin.

5. Break taper joint using toolT38008 and release end
from track rod.

6. Remove nut from ball pin.

7. Remove nut securing link to anti roll bar and release
link.

8. Remove nut and bolt securing hub to lower arm.

9. UsingT32011 release lower arm ball joint.

10. Take care not to damage lower ball joint rubber gaiter.

11. Fit lower ball joint boot protector T32003.

12. Pull hub outward to release drive shaft from hub.

13. Remove 3 bolts securing drive shaft carrier bracket to
cylinder block.

14. Release drive shaft from differential and remove.

15. Remove dust shield.

16. Remove and discard drive shaft circlip.

Refit

1. Fit dust shield.

2. Fit new drive shaft circlip.

3. Clean ends of drive shaft and locations in hub and
differential.

4. Fit drive shaft to differential and push fully home.

5. Clean mating face of drive shaft support bracket and
cylinder block.

6. Fit bolts securing drive shaft carrier bracket to cylinder
block and tighten to 19–25Nm.

7. Remove lower arm ball joint boot protector T32003.

8. Pull hub outwards, engage drive shaft to hub and fit
hub to lower ball joint.

9. Fit nut and bolt securing hub to lower arm and tighten
to 40–50Nm.
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10. Ensure lower ball joint is fully engaged in hub and bolt is
located in ball joint groove.

11. Ensure tapers in track rod end and steering arm are
clean and rubber boot is not damaged.

12. Fit track rod end to steering arm and tighten nut to
28–32Nm.

13. Ensure anti-roll bar and link mating faces are clean.

14. Position link to anti roll bar, fit and tighten nut to
60–70Nm.

15. Fit new drive shaft nut and tighten nut to 350–370Nm.

16. Stake nut to drive shaft.

17. Fit front wheel arch liner.

LinerLinerLiner --- frontfrontfront wheelwheelwheel archarcharch --- frontfrontfront

18. Lower the vehicle.

LH Shaft & Both Joints
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove front wheel arch liner.

LinerLinerLiner --- frontfrontfront wheelwheelwheel archarcharch --- frontfrontfront

3. Prise locking device from nut. With an assistant pressing
brake pedal, remove and discard drive shaft nut.

4. Remove nut from track rod end.

5. Fit an M10 nut to ball pin, flush with end of pin.

6. Break taper joint usingT38008 and release end from
track rod.

7. Remove nut from ball pin.

8. Remove nut securing link to anti roll bar and release
link.

9. Remove nut and bolt securing hub to lower arm.

10. UsingT32011 release lower arm ball joint.
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11. Take care not to damage lower ball joint rubber gaiter.

12. Fit lower ball joint boot protector T32003.

13. Pull hub outward to release drive shaft from hub.

14. UseT30001 release drive shaft from differential.

15. Remove drive shaft assembly.

16. Remove and discard drive shaft circlip .

Refit

1. Fit new circlip to drive shaft.

2. Clean ends of drive shaft and locations in hub and
differential.

3. Fit drive shaft to differential and push fully home.

4. Remove lower ball joint boot protector T32003.

5. Pull hub outwards, engage drive shaft to hub and fit
hub to lower ball joint.

6. Fit nut and bolt securing hub to lower arm and tighten
to 40–50Nm.

7. Ensure lower ball joint is fully engaged in hub and bolt is
located in ball joint groove.

8. Ensure tapers in track rod end and steering arm are
clean and rubber boot is not damaged.

9. Fit track rod end to steering arm and tighten nut to
60–70Nm.

10. Ensure anti roll bar and drop link mating faces are clean.

11. Position link to anti roll bar and fit nut to 28–32Nm.

12. Fit new drive shaft nut and tighten to 350–370Nm.

13. Stake nut to drive shaft.

14. Fit front wheel arch liner.

LinerLinerLiner --- frontfrontfront wheelwheelwheel archarcharch --- frontfrontfront

15. Lower the vehicle.
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Outer CV Joint
Remove

1. Remove drive shaft.

ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith bothbothboth jointsjointsjoints

2. Place drive shaft in vice.

3. Release both gaiter clips and discard.

4. Slide gaiter along drive shaft to gain access to outer
joint.

5. Using circlip pliers, release circlip and remove joint
from drive shaft.

6. Remove circlip from drive shaft and discard.

Refit

1. Clean drive shaft and gaiter.

2. Fit new circlip to drive shaft.

3. Position outer joint to drive shaft, using a tool press
circlip into its groove and push joint fully onto drive
shaft.

4. Apply grease to the joint.

5. Position gaiter to joint and secure with new clips.

6. Fit drive shaft.

ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith bothbothboth jointsjointsjoints

Outer CV Joint Gaiter
Remove

1. Remove outer joint.

OuterOuterOuter jointjointjoint

2. Remove outer joint gaiter from drive shaft.

Refit

1. Clean drive shaft.

2. Fit new gaiter to drive shaft and secure with clips.

3. Fit outer joint.

OuterOuterOuter jointjointjoint
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Inner Joint
Remove

1. Remove drive shaft.

ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith bothbothboth jointsjointsjoints

2. Place drive shaft in vice.

3. Release 2 gaiter clips and discard.

4. Remove intermediate drive shaft.

5. Remove intermediate drive shaft snap ring and discard.

6. Remove inner joint.

Refit

1. Clean drive shaft and gaiter.

2. Fit 2 new clips on the drive shaft.

3. Position new inner joint to drive shaft.

4. Fit new snap ring to intermediate drive shaft.

5. Apply grease to the joint.

6. Fit new inner joint to the drive shaft.

7. Fit drive shaft

ShaftShaftShaft withwithwith bothbothboth jointsjointsjoints

Inner Joint Gaiter
Remove

1. Remove outer joint gaiter.

GaiterGaiterGaiter --- outerouterouter jointjointjoint

2. Measure and record fitting dimensions of dynamic
damper

3. Remove dynamic damper.

4. Remove 2 gaiter clips. Remove inner gaiter clips and
gaiter.

5. Check the gaiter and renew if necessary.

Refit

1. Clean drive shaft and ball joint.

2. Apply grease to inner joint.

3. Fit inner gaiter and secure with new clips.

4. Lubricate and fit the dynamic damper.

5. Check that dimension is correct, compared to the
original measurement taken.

6. Clean drive shaft and outer joint gaiter.

7. Fit outer joint gaiter.

GaiterGaiterGaiter --- outerouterouter jointjointjoint
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Special Tools
Tool
Number

Description Picture

T38008 Remover ball
joint

T32011
Lever front
lower arm ball

joint

T32003
Protector -
front lower arm
ball joint

T30001 Remover drive
shaft
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Instrument Panel and Console Interior Fitting

Instrument Panel and Console
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Screw-fascia cross car beam to ‘A’ post (LH) 23-25Nm

Bolt-centre console bracket 6–8Nm
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Service Procedures
Switch - Cruise Control
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove driver's airbag.

3. Disconnect steering wheel multiplugs.

4. Centralise steering wheel in straight ahead position.

5. Restrain steering wheel and loosen bolt securing
steering wheel to column - But do not fully remove
the bolt.

6. Mark fitted position of steering wheel to column.

7. Release steering wheel from column.

8. Remove bolt from steering wheel and remove steering
wheel.

9. Attach tape across edge of rotary coupler to retain
correct setting.

10. Remove screw securing RH tiptronic paddle switch
to steering wheel (if fitted) and carefully release clips
securing switch cover to steering wheel.

11. Remove screw securing cruise control switch assembly
to steering wheel.

12. Disconnect switch ribbon cable multiplug and remove
switch assembly.

Refit

1. Fit the switch assembly and connect switch ribbon
cable multiplug.

2. Fit the bolt securing cruise control switch assembly to
steering wheel.

3. Fit the tiptonic piddle switch to steering wheel and
secure the bolt.

4. Position the steering wheel and Secure the bolt

5. Press the steering wheel, and fit steering wheel to
restrain column with bolt.

6. Connect steering wheel multiplug.

7. Connect battery earth lead.
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Panel Assembly - Fascia Closing Panel Driver
Side
Remove

1. Remove 2 screws securing lower closing panel to
steering column lower cover.

2. Release 2 clips securing lower closing panel to body.

3. Remove closing panel.

Refit

1. Fit and secure closing panel to the lower fascia.

2. Secure screws, connect bolt to the steering column
lower cover.

3. Fit 2 clips to the body.

Wood Trim - Centre Console - Rear
Remove

1. Remove gear knob.

SelectorSelectorSelector LeverLeverLever KnobKnobKnob RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove automatic A/C control assembly.

AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic AirAirAir ConditioningConditioningConditioning ControlControlControl AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Open storage box lid.

4. Remove ashtray.

5. Remove screw from ashtray housing.

6. Release 6 clips and upper wood trim.

7. Repeat the step on the passenger side.

8. Remove the wood trim. Do not dismantle further if the
component has been removed for access.

9. Release 4 clips and remove gear selector indicator
assembly.

10. Remove cigar lighter.

11. Remove the cigar lighter housing.

12. Remove 6 clips from wood trim.

Refit

1. Fit the clips on the wood trim.

2. Fit cigar lighter housing.

3. Fit cigar lighter.
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4. Fit gear selector indicator assembly with clips.

5. Position wood trim and connect electrical multiplug
and connectors.

6. Fit the wood trim and secure clips.

7. Fit trim with screw.

8. Fit ashtray and close lid.

9. Fit automatic A/C control assembly.

AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic AirAirAir ConditioningConditioningConditioning ControlControlControl AssemblyAssemblyAssembly

RefitRefitRefit

10. Fit gear knob.

SelectorSelectorSelector LeverLeverLever KnobKnobKnob RefitRefitRefit

Glove Box Assembly
Remove

1. Open glove box and release the clips securing air
damper to glove box.

2. Apply inward pressure on side of glove box and release
clips from fascia.

3. Remove circlips retaining glove box hinge pins.

4. Remove hinge pins and glove box assembly.

Refit

1. Fit glove box to fascia and secure with hinge pins.

2. Fit the circlips to hinge pins and secure the glove box
to fascia with clips.

3. Fit the air damper to glove box with clips.
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Fascia
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove centre console

ConsoleConsoleConsole AssemblyAssemblyAssembly RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove glovebox.

GloveboxGloveboxGlovebox RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Remove steering column.

SteeringSteeringSteering ColumnColumnColumn RemoveRemoveRemove

5. Remove instrument pack.

InstrumentInstrumentInstrument PackPackPack RemoveRemoveRemove

6. Remove solar sensor.

SolarSolarSolar LightLightLight SensorSensorSensor RemoveRemoveRemove

7. Remove both upper 'A' post trim finishers.

UpperUpperUpper ‘A’‘A’‘A’ postpostpost TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher RemoveRemoveRemove

8. Remove both lower 'A' post trim finishers.

LowerLowerLower ‘A’‘A’‘A’ postpostpost TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher RemoveRemoveRemove

9. Pull back the carpet near LH lower 'A' post, remove 3
earth bolts.

10. Pull back carpet near RH lower 'A' post, remove 3 bolts
and disconnect earth leads.

11. Disconnect 3 multiplugs connecting fascia harness to
BCM.

12. Release both door grommets and disconnect both
fascia to door harness connectors.

13. Release harness clip from fascia rail.

14. Release 5 clips securing LH side fascia finisher to fascia
and remove finisher.

15. Release 5 clips securing RH side fascia finisher,
disconnect passenger air bag disable multiplug and
remove finisher.

16. Remove wiper motor assembly.

WiperWiperWiper MotorMotorMotor andandand LinkageLinkageLinkage RemoveRemoveRemove

17. Release cubby box, remove 2 screws securing USB
connector to storage box and remove storage box.
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18. Remove 2 bolts securing fascia support rail to bulkhead.

19. Remove 4 bolts securing both ends of fascia support
rail to body.

20. With assistance, remove fascia and fascia support rail.

Refit

1. With assistance, position fascia and support rail to
body. Ensure heating and ventilation ducts are correctly
engaged in heater assembly.

2. Fit bolts securing ends of fascia support rail to body
and tighten to23-25Nm.

3. Fit bolts securing fascia support rail to bulkhead and
tighten to23-25Nm.

4. Fit wiper motor assembly.

WiperWiperWiper MotorMotorMotor andandand LinkageLinkageLinkage RefitRefitRefit

5. Position storage box and fit USB connector to the
storage box with screws.

6. Position the storage box with clips.

7. Connect multiplugs and tighten earth bolts to6–8Nm,
and pull back carpet near RH 'A' post

8. Tighten earth bolts to6–8Nm, and pull back carpet
near LH 'A' post

9. Connect fascia harness to BCM multiplugs.

10. Connect both front door to fascia harness multiplugs
and secure grommets.

11. Secure harness clip to fascia.

12. Position RH side finisher to fascia and connect multiplug
in order to connect multiplug easily.

13. Fit RH side finisher to fascia with clips.

14. Fit LH side finisher to fascia and secure clips.

15. Fit 'A' post upper trim finishers.

UpperUpperUpper ‘A’‘A’‘A’ postpostpost TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher RefitRefitRefit

16. Fit 'A' post lower trim finishers.

LowerLowerLower ‘A’‘A’‘A’ postpostpost TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher RefitRefitRefit

17. Fit solar sensor.

SolarSolarSolar LightLightLight SensorSensorSensor RefitRefitRefit

18. Fit instrument pack.

InstrumentInstrumentInstrument PackPackPack RefitRefitRefit

19. Fit steering column.

SteeringSteeringSteering ColumnColumnColumn RefitRefitRefit

20. Fit centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole AssemblyAssemblyAssembly RefitRefitRefit

21. Fit glovebox.

GloveboxGloveboxGlovebox RemoveRemoveRemove

22. Connect battery earth lead.
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Ventilator - RH
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release 5 clips securing RH side fascia finisher to fascia,
disconnect passenger airbag disable multiplug and
remove finisher.

3. Release 2 clips securing RH ventilator to fascia and
remove ventilator.

Refit

1. Fit RH ventilator to fascia and secure clips. Ensure
ducts are correctly engaged.

2. Position RH side finisher to fascia and connect disable
switch multiplug.

3. Fit RH side fascia finisher to fascia with clips.

4. Connect battery earth lead.

Console Assembly
Remove

1. Position gear selector lever in neutral. (Automatic
transmission models only).

2. Disconnect battery earth lead.

3. Release 10 clips securing gear lever gaiter, pull gear
knob firmly upwards and remove gear knob. (Manual
transmission models only).

4. Remove wood trim.

WoodWoodWood trimtrimtrim RemoveRemoveRemove

5. Release 6 clips, securing rear air vent assembly to
console moulding and remove.

6. Remove driver side fascia lower closing panel.

PanelPanelPanel AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- FasciaFasciaFascia ClosingClosingClosing PanelPanelPanel DriverDriverDriver

RemoveRemoveRemove

7. Repeat the above step on passenger side.

8. Remove 2 bolts securing centre console to mounting
brackets.

9. Open storage box lid.

10. Remove 2 screw covers.

11. Remove 2 storage box bolts.

12. Remove 2 screws securing centre console to fascia.

13. Release and remove handbrake finisher.
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14. Release handbrake.

15. Carefully remove centre console assembly.

Refit

1. Carefully fit centre console assembly.

2. Fit screws securing centre console to fascia.

3. Fit storage box bolts.

4. Fit screw covers.

5. Fit heater closing panel and vents with bolts.

6. Fit both closing panels and secure with screws.

PanelPanelPanel AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- FasciaFasciaFascia ClosingClosingClosing PanelPanelPanel DriverDriverDriver

SideSideSide RefitRefitRefit

7. Carefully align heater duct extension and secure rear
air vent assembly.

8. Apply handbrake.

9. Fit centre console handbrake finisher.

10. Fit wooden trim finisher.

WoodWoodWood TrimTrimTrim RefitRefitRefit

11. Fit gear lever knob and secure gaiter clips. (Manual
transmission only).

12. Connect battery earth lead.

Centre Bezel Assembly
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Carefully release 9 clips securing centre bezel assembly
to fascia.

3. Disconnect SEL/ESC switch multiplug.

4. Remove centre bezel assembly.

5. Remove 2 screws and SEL/ESC switch from centre
bezel assembly.

Note: DoDoDo notnotnot dismantledismantledismantle furtherfurtherfurther ififif thethethe componentcomponentcomponent hashashas

beenbeenbeen removedremovedremoved forforfor access.access.access.

Refit

1. Fit SEL/ESC switch to centre bezel assembly with
screws.

2. Connect SEL/ESC switch multiplug to centre bezel
assembly.

3. Carefully align centre vents to ducts and secure with
clips.

4. Connect battery earth lead.
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Panel Assembly - Steering Column Lower Cover
- Base
Remove

1. Remove 2 screws securing panel to fascia.

2. Remove 4 clips from the lower cover and remove the
cover.

Refit

1. Fit lower cover to instrument panel with bolts and clips

Ventilator - LH
Remove

1. Release 5 clips securing LH side fascia finisher to fascia
and remove LH side fascia finisher.

2. Release 2 clips securing LH side ventilator and remove
LH ventilator from fascia.

Refit

1. Fit LH ventilator to fascia and secure clips. Ensure ducts
are correctly engaged.

2. Fit LH side fascia finisher to fascia with clips.
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Seats
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Screw - front seat to floor 40-50Nm

Bolt - squab to cushion 40–50Nm

Striker - striker to body 22Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Manual Seats Component Location

1. Lumbar adjustment handwheel (driver’s seat only)

2. Backrest forward/recline lever

3. Cushion height raise/lower lever

4. Seat forward/rearward lever
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Electric Seat Component Location

1. Lumbar adjustment handwheel (driver’s seat only)

2. Backrest forward/recline switch

3. Seat forward/rearward switch and cushion height
raise/lower switch

4. Seat forward/rearward switch and cushion height
raise/lower switch
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Driver’s Electric Seat Control Layout

1. Backrest forward/recline motor

2. Seat forward/rearward motor

3. Cushion height raise/lower motor
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System Control Diagram
Driver's Electric Seat Control Diagram

1. Driver seat forward/rearward motor

2. Driver cushion height raise/lower motor

3. Driver backrest forward/recline motor

4. Fuse 21 (30A on BCM)

5. Driver’s seat switchpack
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Description
Driver's Seat

Different options of driver's seats are fitted according to model
and trim specification, as follows: 6 way manual or electric
driver's seat (forward/ rearward, recline, height and manual
lumbar); cloth or leather cover; side airbag.

Passenger's Seat

Different options of passenger's seats are fitted according to
model and trim specification, as follows: 4 way or 6 way;
manual or electric passenger's seat (forward/ rearward, recline,
height); cloth or leather cover; SBR.A storage tray is fitted
under the seat cushion.
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RearRearRear SeatsSeatsSeats
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Operation
Manual Seats

1. Lumbar adjustment handwheel (driver's seat only)

2. Backrest forward/recline lever

3. Cushion raise/lower adjustment lever (driver's seat only)

4. Seat slide forward/rearward lever

The manual seats can be adjusted by means of levers and rotary
controls to adjust the seat to suit individual requirements.

Driver's Seat
The seat slide forward/rearward lever (4) located on the front
of the seat trim. Lifting the lever allows the seat to move
backwards or forwards to the desired position. The seat locks
in the selected position when the lever is released. A cushion
raise/lower adjustment lever at the side of the outer seat trim,
is used to adjust the seat height. Pumping the lever repeatedly
up or down, raises or lowers the seat height, respectively.
Backrest forward/recline lever enables adjustment of the
backrest position. Pulling the lever up releases the backrest.
With the backrest released, it can be moved backwards or
forwards as required. Releasing the lever locks the backrest

in the required position. A lumbar adjustment handwheel is
located on the outer face of the driver's backrest and allows
for adjustment of the backrest lumbar cushion. Rotation of
the handwheel in a clockwise direction softens the lumbar
cushion and counter-clockwise rotation hardens it. Rotation
of the handwheel pulls a cable which is connected to a ribbed
lumbar support. As the cable is pulled the ribbed support is
deflected which hardens the lumbar cushion.

Passenger's Seat
The passenger's seat is adjusted in the same way as the driver's
seat. The forward/rearward adjustment is operated by lifting
the lever located on the front of the seat. The side lever allows
the adjustment of the backrest position.
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ElectricElectricElectric SeatSeatSeat

1. Lumbar manual adjustment handwheel

2. Driver's seat switchpack

3. Backrest forward/recline switch (2-way switch)

4. Seat slide forward/rearward switch and cushion height
up/down switch (4-way switch)

5. Seat slide forward/rearward switch and cushion height
up/down switch (4-way switch)

The driver's electric seat can be adjusted by using the driver's
seat switchpack located on the outer seat trim panel. The
seat position can be adjusted to suit individual requirements.
The driver's seat has forward and rearward adjustment,
cushion height adjustment, backrest adjustment and lumbar
adjustment. Lumbar adjustment is always manually controlled.
When the handset is docked or the ignition is on, the seats can
be adjusted. Operation of the seat in each axis is controlled
from the driver's seat switchpack, which is mounted on the
outer seat trim panel. The driver's seat switchpack contains

one 2-way switch for recline adjustment and one 4-way switch
to control both seat height and forward-rearward adjustment.
The motors receive a 12V supply and earth path from the
driver's seat switchpack. Depending on which seat adjustment
is selected, the power can be supplied to either side of the
motor to drive it in either direction. To protect the motors
when the seat movement reaches the extent of its travel,
thermal cut-out switches, within each motor, cut the power
supply to that motor.
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Service Procedures
Seat Complete - Passenger
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Move seat fully back.

3. Remove 2 covers from front fixings.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing front of seat to body and
discard bolts.

5. Move seat fully forward.

6. Remove 2 bolts securing rear of seat to body and
discard bolts.

7. Disconnect seat belt and side airbag multiplugs (if
fitted).

8. Remove seat from vehicle.

Refit

1. Making sure the seat slides are correctly aligned,
position front seat to vehicle.

2. Connect seat belt and side airbag multiplugs (if fitted).

3. Fit 2 new bolts securing rear of seat to body and tighten
to 40-50Nm.

4. Move seat fully back.

5. Fit 2 new bolts securing front of seat to body and
tighten to 40-50Nm.

6. Fit covers to front fixings.

7. Connect battery earth lead.
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Squab Foam - Passenger - Front
Remove

1. Remove passenger squab cover.

SquabSquabSquab CoverCoverCover --- PassengerPassengerPassenger RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Release squab foam from frame and remove foam.

Refit

1. Fit foam to squab frame.

2. Fit passenger squab cover.

SquabSquabSquab CoverCoverCover --- PassengerPassengerPassenger RefitRefitRefit

Cover - Passenger Squab - Front
Remove

1. Remove front seat.

SeatSeatSeat CompleteCompleteComplete --- PassengerPassengerPassenger RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Depress the clip securing the head rest and remove
head rest.

3. Release and remove 2 head rest guide tubes, (if
necessary, you can cut the covers).

4. Remove screw securing outer valance to seat.

5. Release clip securing outer valance to seat and remove.

6. Remove screw securing inner valance to seat.

7. Release clip securing inner valance to seat and remove.
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8. Release squab cover securing clips.

9. Remove 4 bolts securing squab to cushion frame and
remove squab.

10. Release squab cover fastening strip.

11. Note fitted position, remove 24 C rings and remove
cover.

Refit

1. Fit cover to squab and secure with C rings.

2. Secure squab cover fastening strip.

3. Fit seat squab to cushion and secure with 4 bolts,
tighten to 40–50Nm.

4. Secure squab cover to cushion frame with clips.

5. Fit inner valance and secure with clip and screw.

6. Fit outer valance and secure with clip and screw.

7. Fit head rest guide tubes and secure with clips.

8. Fit head rest.

9. Fit front seat.

SeatSeatSeat CompleteCompleteComplete --- PassengerPassengerPassenger RefitRefitRefit
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Cushion - Rear Seat
Remove

1. With assistance, pull front of cushion upwards until it
releases from clips.

2. Pull the cushion forward to release from rear clips and
remove rear cushion.

Refit

1. Position cushion in vehicle and fit rear seat belts
through cut outs in cushion.

2. Push cushion rearwards making sure the rear clips
locate in correct slots.

3. Position front clips in slots and push down firmly until
clips are correctly located.

Cover - Cushion - Rear Seat
Remove

1. Remove rear seat cushion.

CushionCushionCushion --- RearRearRear SeatSeatSeat RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Noting exact positions, remove 39 C rings securing
cushion cover to frame.

3. Remove cushion cover from cushion.

Refit

1. Fit cushion cover to cushion pad and secure to frame
with C rings.

2. Fit rear seat cushion.

CushionCushionCushion --- RearRearRear SeatSeatSeat RefitRefitRefit
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Squab - Rear Seat
Remove

1. Remove rear seat cushion.

CushionCushionCushion --- RearRearRear SeatSeatSeat RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Press release button and pull forward until it is just past
the vertical position, (as illustration).

3. Holding the squab at the bottom, push upwards to
release from fixing bracket.

4. Release squab from centre bracket and remove squab.

Refit

1. Position squab and align to centre bracket.

2. Align squab to side fixing, position squab until pin aligns
into fixing and push downwards to secure.

3. Fit rear seat cushion.

CushionCushionCushion --- RearRearRear SeatSeatSeat RefitRefitRefit

4. Push squab to correct position and secure in locating
clip.

Cover - Squab - Rear Seat
Remove

1. Remove rear seat armrest.

2. Remove rear seat squab.

SquabSquabSquab --- RearRearRear SeatSeatSeat RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove head restraint from rear seat squab.

4. Release and remove 2 head rest guide tubes.

5. Release and remove squab catch cover trim.

6. Release zip ends from inside cover.

7. Unzip squab cover.

8. Release squab cover fastening strip.

9. Release and remove squab frame.

10. Noting their fitted position, remove 25 C rings and
remove cover.
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Refit

1. Fit squab cover to squab foam and secure with new C
rings.

2. Fit squab to frame.

3. Secure squab cover fastening strip.

4. Fasten squab cover zip.

5. Position zip ends within squab cover.

6. Fit squab catch cover trim and secure with clips.

7. Fit head rest guide tubes and secure with clips.

8. Fit head rest.

9. Fit rear seat squab.

SquabSquabSquab --- RearRearRear SeatSeatSeat RefitRefitRefit

10. Fit rear seat armrest.

Striker - Squab - Rear Seat
Remove

1. Press release button and pull forward.

2. Mark position of seat squab striker.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing striker to body and remove
striker.

Refit

1. Position striker to body, fit bolts and tighten to22Nm.

2. Locate rear seat squab to correct position and secure
in clips.
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Side Board Outer - Power Seat
Remove

1. Remove front seat.

SeatSeatSeat CompleteCompleteComplete --- DriverDriverDriver RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove screws securing valance to seat.

3. Release 2 clips securing valance to seat and release
valance.

4. Remove 3 screws securing switch pack to valance and
remove valance.

Refit

1. Fit switch pack to valance and secure with screws.

2. Secure valance to seat with clips and screw.

3. Fit front seat.

SeatSeatSeat CompleteCompleteComplete --- DriverDriverDriver RefitRefitRefit

Lumbar support assembly - front seat
Remove

1. Back off the lumbar support fully.

2. Remove front seat squab foam.

FoamFoamFoam --- driverdriverdriver squabsquabsquab --- frontfrontfront removeremoveremove

3. Remove lumbar support mechanism from squab
suspension bars.

4. Remove 2 screws securing lumbar control to squab
frame.

Refit

1. Fit lumbar support mechanism to squab suspension
bars and secure with clips.

2. Position lumbar control to squab frame and secure
with screws.

3. Fit front seat squab foam.

FoamFoamFoam --- driverdriverdriver squabsquabsquab --- frontfrontfront refitrefitrefit
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Switch pack assembly - driver seat
Remove

1. Remove front seat.

SideSideSide BoardBoardBoard OuterOuterOuter --- PowerPowerPower SeatSeatSeat RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove screw securing valance to seat.

3. Release 2 clips securing valance to seat and release
valance.

4. Remove 3 screws securing switch pack to valance and
release switch pack.

5. Disconnect switch pack multiplug and remove switch
pack.

Refit

1. Fit switch pack to valance and secure with screws.

2. Connect switch pack multiplug.

3. Secure valance to seat with clips and screw.

4. Fit front seat side board.

SideSideSide BoardBoardBoard OuterOuterOuter --- PowerPowerPower SeatSeatSeat RefitRefitRefit

Cover - driver cushion - front
Remove

1. Fully raise seat cushion.

2. Remove outer valance.

SideSideSide BoardBoardBoard OuterOuterOuter --- PowerPowerPower SeatSeatSeat RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove screw securing inner valance to seat.

4. Release inner valance from clip and remove valance.

5. Release 3 clips securing squab cover to cushion frame.

6. Disconnect squab harness multiplug.

7. Remove 4 bolts securing squab to cushion frame and
remove cushion.
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8. Remove 4 C rings and release 5 fastening strips securing
cushion cover to frame.

9. Release cushion foam from frame and remove.

10. Release elastic strap and remove 13 C rings securing
cover to foam.

11. Remove cushion cover.

Refit

1. Fit cushion cover to foam and secure with elastic strap
and new C rings.

2. Fit cushion foam to frame and secure cover with
fastening straps and new C rings.

3. Fit seat squab to cushion and secure with 4 bolts,
tighten to 40–50Nm.

4. Connect squab harness multiplug.

5. Secure squab cover to cushion frame with clips.

6. Fit inner valance and secure with clip and screw.

7. Fit outer valance.

SideSideSide BoardBoardBoard OuterOuterOuter --- PowerPowerPower SeatSeatSeat RefitRefitRefit

Seat complete - driver
Remove

Warning: Always remove the ignition key from the ignition
switch, disconnect the vehicle battery and wait 10 minutes
before commencing work on the SRS system.

1. Move or power seat fully back.

2. Remove 2 covers from front fixings.

3. Remove 2 bolts securing front of seat to body and
discard bolts.

4. Move seat fully forward.

5. Remove 2 bolts securing rear of seat to body and
discard bolts.

6. Disconnect battery earth lead.
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7. Disconnect seat belt stalk and side airbag multiplugs
(if fitted).

8. Disconnect seat harness multiplug. (if fitted)

9. Remove seat from vehicle.

Refit

1. Making sure the seat slides are correctly aligned,
position front seat to vehicle.

2. Connect seat harness multiplug. (if fitted)

3. Connect seat belt and side airbag multiplugs.

4. Fit 2 new bolts securing rear of seat to body and tighten
to 40-50Nm.

5. Connect battery earth lead.

6. Move or power seat fully back.

7. Fit 2 new bolts securing front of seat to body and
tighten to 40-50Nm.

8. Fit covers to front fixings.

Foam - driver squab - front
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove squab cover.

CoverCoverCover --- driverdriverdriver squabsquabsquab --- frontfrontfront removeremoveremove

3. Release squab foam from frame and remove foam.

Refit

1. Fit foam to squab frame.

2. Fit squab cover.

CoverCoverCover --- driverdriverdriver squabsquabsquab --- frontfrontfront refitrefitrefit

3. Connect battery earth lead.
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Cover - driver squab - front
Remove

1. Remove outer valance.

SideSideSide BoardBoardBoard OuterOuterOuter --- PowerPowerPower SeatSeatSeat RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Depress the clip securing the head rest and remove
head rest.

3. Release and remove 2 head rest guide tubes, (if
necessary, you can cut the covers).

4. Remove screw securing inner valance to seat.

5. Release inner valance from clip and remove valance.

6. Release 3 clips securing squab cover to cushion frame.

7. Disconnect squab harness multiplug.

8. Remove 4 bolts securing squab to cushion frame and
remove squab.

9. Release squab cover fastening strip.
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10. Remove lumbar support handwheel.

11. Note fitted position, remove 24 C rings and remove
cover.

Refit

1. Fit cover to squab and secure with new C rings.

Warning: The squab cover is constructed specifically for
use on a seat with a side air bag fitted and must not
in any way be repaired. Covers designed to be used in
conjunction with side airbags can be identified by an
‘AIRBAG’ label sewn into the cover seam adjacent to the
airbag location and an ‘AIRBAG PASS’ label with date of
manufacture, sewn inside the cover.

Warning: For effective airbag performance, when fitting
the cover, ensure retention wires, shock cords and C rings
are correctly located and secure.

2. Fit lumbar support handwheel.

3. Secure squab cover fastening strip.

4. Fit seat squab to cushion and secure with 4 bolts,
tighten to 40–50Nm.

5. Connect squab harness multiplug.

6. Secure squab cover to cushion frame with clips.

7. Fit inner valance and secure with clip and screw.

8. Fit head rest guide tubes and secure with clips.

9. Fit head rest.

10. Fit outer valance.

SideSideSide BoardBoardBoard OuterOuterOuter --- PowerPowerPower SeatSeatSeat RefitRefitRefit
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Door Trim
Service Procedures
Plastic Sheet - Rear Door
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- rearrearrear doordoordoor removeremoveremove

3. Disconnect speaker multiplug.

4. Remove 3 screws securing speaker to door and remove
speaker.

5. Remove plastic sheet.

Refit

1. Fit plastic sheet to rear door.

2. Fit speaker to door and secure with screws.

3. Connect speaker multiplug

4. Fit rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- rearrearrear doordoordoor refitrefitrefit

5. Connect battery earth lead.

Trim Casing - Rear Door
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove access cover from interior handle and remove
screw securing handle to door.

3. Release 2 clips securing grab handle trim to trim casing,
remove cover and 2 screws securing grab handle to
door.

4. Carefully release 8 clips securing trim casing to door.

5. Lift trim casing and release from door.

6. Disconnect multiplug from tweeter.
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7. Disconnect multiplug from window switch pack.

8. Release lock operating cable from interior handle,
release hook and remove trim casing.

9. Release 2 clips securing window switch pack to trim
casing and remove switch pack.

Refit

1. Fit window switch pack to trim casing.

2. Connect multiplug to tweeter.

3. Connect operating cable and position trim casing, fit
casing to door and secure with clips.

4. Fit screws securing grab handle to door and fit grab
handle cover.

5. Secure interior handle to door with screw and fit
access cover.

6. Connect battery earth lead.

Plastic Sheet - Front Door
Remove

1. Remove front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront doordoordoor removeremoveremove

2. Disconnect multiplug from speaker. Remove 3 screws
securing speaker assembly to door and remove speaker.

3. Release plastic sheet, pass harness and release cable
through sheet on removal.

Refit

1. Pass harness and release cable through sheet and
secure to door.

2. Position speaker to door and secure with screws.

3. Connect multiplug to speaker assembly.

4. Fit front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront doordoordoor refitrefitrefit
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Trim Casing - Front Door
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove access cover from interior handle and remove
screw securing handle to door.

3. Release clips securing grab handle trim to trim casing,
remove cover and 2 screws securing grab handle to
door.

S523066

4. Remove rear screw securing trim casing to door.

S523067

5. Carefully release 8 clips securing trim casing to door.

S523069

6. Lift trim casing and release from door.

7. Disconnect multiplug from tweeter.

8. Disconnect 2 multiplugs from window switch pack.

S523070

9. Release lock operating cable from interior handle,
release hook and remove trim casing.

10. Carefully release 4 clips securing switch pack to door
casing and remove switch pack.

Refit

1. Fit window switch pack.

2. Connect multiplugs to window switch pack.

3. Connect multiplug to tweeter.

4. Connect operating cable and position trim casing to
door.

5. Fit trim casing to door and secure with clips.

6. Fit rear screw securing trim casing to door.

7. Fit screws securing grab handle to door and fit grab
handle cover.

8. Secure interior handle to door with screw and fit
access cover.

9. Connect battery earth lead.
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Interior Trim and Paneling
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Front seat belt assembly 30–35Nm

Bolt-rear seat belt to body 30–35Nm
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Service Procedures
Trim Finisher - 'A' Post - Upper - Each
Remove

1. Release front door seal.

2. Release 2 clips securing screw cover to 'A' post trim
finisher and remove cover.

3. Remove screw securing 'A' post trim finisher to 'A'
post.

4. Release 2 clips securing 'A' post trim finisher to 'A' post
and remove finisher.

Warning: Always follow the 'SRS Precautions' and the
correct procedures for working on SRS components.
Persons working on SRS systems must be fully trained and
have been issued with copies of the Safety guidelines.

Refit

1. Fit 'A' post trim finisher to 'A' post and secure clips.

2. Fit screw securing 'A' post trim finisher to 'A' post.

3. Fit screw cover to 'A' post trim finisher and secure
with clips.

4. Fit front door seal

Trim Finisher - 'A' Post - Lower - Each
Remove

1. Release front door seal.

2. Release and remove bonnet release handle (LH only).

3. Release 6 clips securing lower 'A' post finisher to 'A'
post and remove finisher.

Refit

1. Fit lower 'A' post trim finisher to 'A' post and secure
clips.

2. Fit bonnet release handle.

3. Fit front door seal.
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Trim Finisher - 'BC' Post - Upper - Each
Remove

1. Release front and rear door seals.

2. Remove bolt securing seat belt to body and collect
spacer.

3. Release 2 clips securing screw cover to 'BC' post trim
and remove cover.

4. Remove 2 screws securing 'BC' post trim finisher to
'BC' post.

5. Release 2 clips securing upper 'BC' post trim finisher to
lower 'BC' post trim finisher.

6. Release seat belt and remove upper BC trim finisher.

Refit

1. Position ‘BC’ post trim finisher and fit seat belt.

2. Fit upper 'BC' post trim finisher to lower 'BC' post trim
finisher and secure clips.

3. Locate seat belt adjusting handle to adjusting mechanism
and secure trim finisher to 'BC' post with screws.

4. Fit screw cover to 'BC' post trim finisher and secure
with clips.

5. Position seat belt and spacer, fit bolt and tighten
to30–35Nm.

6. Fit front and rear door seals.
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Trim Finisher - 'BC' Post - Lower - Each
Remove

1. Remove upper 'BC' post trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- upperupperupper --- eacheacheach RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove lower 'A' post trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'A''A''A' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove 2 screws securing 'BC' post trim finisher to
'BC' post.

4. Release 4 clips and 1 locating peg securing 'BC' post
trim finisher to 'BC' post and remove finisher.

Refit

1. Fit 'BC' post trim finisher to 'BC' post and secure clips
and locating peg.

2. Secure 'BC' post trim finisher to 'BC' post with screws.

3. Fit lower 'A' post trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'A''A''A' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower RefitRefitRefit

4. Fit upper 'BC' post trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- upperupperupper --- eacheacheach RefitRefitRefit

Trim Finisher - 'D' Post - Upper - Each - Saloon
Remove

1. Remove lower 'D' post trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'D''D''D' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower --- eacheacheach RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Release clips securing screw cover to 'D' post trim and
remove cover.

3. Remove screw securing 'D' post trim finisher to 'D'
post.

4. Release 3 clips securing 'D' post trim finisher to 'D'
post and remove finisher.

Refit

1. Fit 'D' post trim finisher to 'D' post and secure clips.

2. Secure 'D' post trim finisher to 'D' post with screw.

3. Fit screw cover to 'D' post trim finisher and secure
with clips.

4. Fit lower trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'D''D''D' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower --- eacheacheach RefitRefitRefit
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Trim Finisher - 'D' Post - Lower - Each - Saloon
Remove

1. Remove rear seat cushion.

CushionCushionCushion --- rearrearrear seatseatseat RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove rear seat squab.

SquabSquabSquab --- rearrearrear seatseatseat RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Release rear door seal.

4. Release 3 clips and 2 locating peg securing lower 'D'
post trim finisher to 'D' post.

5. Release 2 clips securing lower 'D' post trim finisher to
upper 'D' post trim finisher and remove.

Refit

1. Position lower 'D' post trim finisher and secure to
upper 'D' post trim finisher with clips.

2. Secure lower 'D' post trim finisher to 'D' post with
clips and locating peg.

3. Fit rear door seal.

4. Fit rear seat squab.

SquabSquabSquab --- rearrearrear seatseatseat RefitRefitRefit

5. Fit rear seat cushion.

CushionCushionCushion --- rearrearrear seatseatseat RefitRefitRefit

Handle - Grab - Each
Remove

1. Remove 2 screw covers from handle.

2. Remove 2 screws securing grab handle to body and
remove handle.

Refit

1. Fit grab handle to body and secure with screws.

2. Fit screw covers to grab handle.
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Headlining - Sunshine/Sliding Roof - Saloon
Remove

1. Fully recline front seats.

2. Disconnect battery earth lead.

3. Remove 2 grab handles cover screws and remove the
grab handles

4. Remove remaining 2 grab handles.

HandleHandleHandle --- grabgrabgrab --- eacheacheach RemoveRemoveRemove

5. Remove front interior lamp.

LampLampLamp assemblyassemblyassembly --- interiorinteriorinterior courtesycourtesycourtesy --- frontfrontfront

RemoveRemoveRemove

6. Release 4 clips securing cover to interior mirror and
remove cover.

7. Disconnect multiplugs from interior mirror and rain
sensor.

8. Release sun visor from retaining clip,

9. Release visor screw cover, remove 2 screws securing
visor to body and release visor.

10. Disconnect multiplug from sun visor and remove sun
visor (vehicle with vanity mirror only).

11. Remove remaining sun visor.

12. Release clip securing sun visor retaining clip to body
and remove clip.

13. Remove sun visor retaining clips.

14. Remove 'A' post upper trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'A''A''A' postpostpost --- upperupperupper --- eacheacheach RemoveRemoveRemove

15. Remove remaining 'A' post upper trim finisher.

16. Remove 'BC' post upper trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- upperupperupper --- eacheacheach RemoveRemoveRemove

17. Remove remaining 'BC' post upper trim finisher.

18. Remove rear interior lamp.

LampLampLamp assemblyassemblyassembly --- interiorinteriorinterior courtesycourtesycourtesy --- rearrearrear RemoveRemoveRemove

19. Remove 2 screws securing Centrally High Mounted
Stop Light (CHMSL) cover to CHMSL and remove
cover.

20. Remove upper 'D' post finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'D''D''D' postpostpost --- uppereachuppereachuppereach RemoveRemoveRemove

21. Remove remaining 'D' post upper trim finisher.

22. Disconnect multiplug connecting roof harness to body
harness.
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23. Remove sunroof flange finisher to headlining.

24. Release door seals from body as required.

25. Release 2 clips securing rear of headlining to body.

26. Disconnect multiplugs fromCHMSLand aerial.

27. Carefully remove headlining through the door.

28. Release harness from headlining and remove harness.

Refit

1. Fit harness to headlining using adhesive.

2. Carefully fit headlining through the door.

Caution: Take care not to damage or crease headlining.

3. Connect multiplugs toCHMSL and aerial.

4. Fit headlining to roof at rear and secure clips.

5. Fit sun visor retaining clips to body and secure with
clips.

6. Secure headlining to sunroof aperture and fit flange
finisher.

7. Position sun visors connect multiplugs, secure with
screws and secure screw covers.

8. Secure sun visors to retaining clips.

9. Fit front interior lamp.

LampLampLamp assemblyassemblyassembly --- interiorinteriorinterior courtesycourtesycourtesy --- frontfrontfront RefitRefitRefit

10. Connect roof harness to body harness multiplugs.

11. FitCHMSLcover and secure with screws.

12. Fit rear interior lamp.

LampLampLamp assemblyassemblyassembly --- interiorinteriorinterior courtesycourtesycourtesy --- rearrearrear RefitRefitRefit

13. Fit 'D' post upper trim finishers.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'D''D''D' postpostpost --- uppereachuppereachuppereach RefitRefitRefit

14. Fit 'BC' post upper trim finishers.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- upperupperupper --- eacheacheach RefitRefitRefit

15. Fit 'A' post upper trim finishers.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'A''A''A' postpostpost --- upperupperupper --- eacheacheach RefitRefitRefit

16. Fit door seals to body.

17. Fit front grab handle.

HandleHandleHandle --- grabgrabgrab --- eacheacheach RefitRefitRefit

18. Connect interior mirror and rain sensor multiplugs.

19. Fit cover to interior mirror and secure clips.

20. Connect battery earth lead.

21. Return front seats to vertical.
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Carpet - Main Floor
Remove

1. Remove driver's seat.

SeatSeatSeat completecompletecomplete --- driverdriverdriver RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove passenger's seat.

SeatSeatSeat completecompletecomplete --- passengerpassengerpassenger --- manualmanualmanual RemoveRemoveRemove

SeatSeatSeat completecompletecomplete --- passengerpassengerpassenger --- autoautoauto RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole assemblyassemblyassembly RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Remove lower 'A' post trim finishers.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'A''A''A' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower RemoveRemoveRemove

5. Remove lower 'B' post trim finishers.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower --- eacheacheach RemoveRemoveRemove

6. Remove lower 'D' post trim finishers.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'D''D''D' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower --- eacheacheach RemoveRemoveRemove

7. Release clips and remove 2 foot rest fixing covers.

8. Remove 2 bolts securing foot rest to body and remove
foot rest.

9. Remove carpet from vehicle.

Refit

1. Position carpet into vehicle.

2. Position foot rest and secure with bolts.

3. Fit foot rest fixing covers.

4. Fit lower 'D' post trim finishers.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'D''D''D' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower --- eacheacheach RefitRefitRefit

5. Fit lower 'B' post trim finishers.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower --- eacheacheach RefitRefitRefit

6. Fit lower 'A' post trim finishers.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'A''A''A' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower RefitRefitRefit

7. Fit centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole assemblyassemblyassembly RefitRefitRefit

8. Fit passenger's seat.

SeatSeatSeat completecompletecomplete --- passengerpassengerpassenger --- manualmanualmanual RefitRefitRefit

SeatSeatSeat completecompletecomplete --- passengerpassengerpassenger --- autoautoauto RefitRefitRefit

9. Fit driver's seat.

SeatSeatSeat completecompletecomplete --- driverdriverdriver RefitRefitRefit
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Parcel Tray - Rear - Saloon
Remove

1. Remove RH 'D' post upper trim finisher.

2. Remove LH 'D' post upper trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'D''D''D' PostPostPost --- UpperUpperUpper --- EachEachEach RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove 2 bolts securing rear seat belts to body.

4. Release seat belt trim finishers from parcel tray.

5. Release all the clips securing parcel tray to body.

6. Release seat belts and remove parcel tray.

Refit

1. Position parcel tray and fit seat belts.

2. Fit parcel tray and secure clips and locating pegs.

3. Fit seat belt trim finishers

4. Secure seat belts to body with bolts and tighten
to30–35Nm.

5. Fit LH 'D' post upper trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'D''D''D' PostPostPost --- UpperUpperUpper --- EachEachEach RefitRefitRefit

6. Fit RH 'D' post upper trim finisher.

Parcel Tray - Rear - Sun Blind Fitted
Remove

1. Remove RH 'D' post trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'D''D''D' PostPostPost --- UpperUpperUpper --- EachEachEach RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove LH 'D' post trim finisher.

3. Release clips securing RH parcel tray finisher and
remove finisher.

4. Release clips securing LH parcel tray finisher and
remove finisher.

5. Remove 3 bolts securing seat belts to floor.

6. Slide parcel shelf forwards to release shelf from 6
locating clips.

7. Remove 3 seat belt trim finishers from parcel shelf.

8. Release seat belts from parcel tray and remove tray.

9. Remove end finishers from RH and LH rear sun blind
assembly.
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10. Release sun blind from parcel tray aperture and remove
sun blind.

11. Remove 3 screws securing locating brackets to parcel
shelf and remove brackets.

12. Release 3 clips securing air vent to parcel tray, and
remove air vent.

Refit

1. Position brackets to parcel shelf and secure with screws.

2. Position air vent and secure with brackets.

3. Position sun blind to parcel tray and fit sun blind end
finishers.

4. Fit seat belts and seat belt trim finishers to parcel tray.

5. Fit parcel tray.

6. Fit bolts securing seat belts to floor.

7. Fit LH parcel tray finisher.

8. Fit RH parcel tray finisher.

9. Fit LH 'D' post upper trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'D''D''D' PostPostPost --- UpperUpperUpper --- EachEachEach RefitRefitRefit

10. Fit RH 'D' post upper trim finisher.
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Spectacles Box - Driver
Remove

1. Open glasses box and 2 screws cover.

2. Remove 2 screws from glasses box.

Refit

1. Fit glasses box to body and secure with screws.

2. Close screw cover.

Trim Casing - Luggage Compartment - Sill
Remove

1. Open boot lid/tailgate.

2. Release luggage compartment seal.

3. Remove luggage compartment carpet.

4. Remove 4 scrivets securing sill trim casing to body.

5. Release 4 clips securing sill trim casing to body and
remove trim casing.

Refit

1. Ensure that clips are correctly fitted in trim casing.

2. Position sill trim casing to body and secure with clips
and scrivets.

3. Fit luggage compartment seal ensuring correct fitment
all round.

4. Fit luggage compartment carpet.

5. Close boot lid/tailgate.
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Interior Trim and Paneling Interior Fitting

Trim Finisher - Luggage Compartment
Remove

1. Open boot lid/tailgate.

2. Remove luggage compartment sill trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- luggageluggageluggage compartmentcompartmentcompartment --- sillsillsill RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Release 4 clips and remove side finisher from luggage
compartment.

Refit

1. Fit side finisher to luggage compartment and secure
with clips.

2. Fit luggage compartment sill trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- luggageluggageluggage compartmentcompartmentcompartment --- sillsillsill RefitRefitRefit

3. Close boot lid/tailgate.
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Fixed Windows Exterior Fitting

Fixed Windows
Service Procedures
Glass - Rear Quarter Light
Remove

1. Remove rear door glass.

GlassGlassGlass --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor ElectricallyElectricallyElectrically OperatedOperatedOperated

WindowsWindowsWindows FittedFittedFitted RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Release and remove quarter light glass from door frame.

Refit

1. Position and fit quarter light glass to door frame.

2. Fit rear door glass.

GlassGlassGlass --- RearRearRear Door-Door-Door- ElectricallyElectricallyElectrically OperatedOperatedOperated

WindowsWindowsWindows FittedFittedFitted RefitRefitRefit

Windscreen
Remove

1. Remove air intake plenum.

PlenumPlenumPlenum --- AirAirAir IntakeIntakeIntake RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove A post upper trim finish.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'A''A''A' PostPostPost --- UpperUpperUpper --- EachEachEach RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove rain sensor (if fitted)

SensorSensorSensor --- RainRainRain RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Remove interior mirror.

MirrorMirrorMirror --- InteriorInteriorInterior --- DippingDippingDipping RemoveRemoveRemove

5. Protect external bodywork and internal trim adjacent
to glass.

6. Cover trim and bodywork.

7. Make hole in sealer and assemble cutting knife.

8. Cut out glass and remove.

9. Remove sealer from body and original screen if refitting.

Refit

1. Clean and polish windshield.

2. Apply etch primer around windshield aperture.

3. Assemble applicator.

4. Attach suction handles to windshield.

5. Apply sealer to glass.

6. With assistance, lift windshield into place and align in
aperture. Lightly press glass to sealer.

7. Remove suction handles from windshield.

8. Remove all protective covers and tape.

9. Check screen for leaks

10. Fit A post upper trim finish.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'A''A''A' PostPostPost --- UpperUpperUpper --- EachEachEach RefitRefitRefit

11. Fit air intake plenum.

PlenumPlenumPlenum --- AirAirAir IntakeIntakeIntake RefitRefitRefit

12. Fit rain sensor (if fitted).

SensorSensorSensor --- RainRainRain RefitRefitRefit

13. Fit interior mirror.

MirrorMirrorMirror --- InteriorInteriorInterior --- DippingDippingDipping RefitRefitRefit
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Exterior Fitting Fixed Windows

Backlight
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Disconnect multiplugs from heater elements.

3. Remove center high mounted stop lamp.

LampLampLamp AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- CHMSLCHMSLCHMSL RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Protect external bodywork and internal trim adjacent
to glass. Place suitable covers over trim and bodywork.

5. Make hole in sealer and assemble cutting knife.

6. Cut out backlight and remove from body.

7. Remove sealer from body and original screen if refitting.

Refit

1. Clean and polish backlight body frame.

2. Clean and polish backlight.

3. Apply etch primer around backlight aperture.

4. Apply etch primer around backlight body frame.

5. Apply sealer to glass.

6. With assistance, lift backlight into place and align in
aperture. Lightly press glass to sealer.

7. For the polyurethane glue to solidify completely, it will
take at least 24 hours.

8. Remove the tapes and clean the body and rear backlight
of residual polyurethane glue.

9. Perform a water test by softly spraying warm water on
the backlight to check for any leaks that may exist. If
there is a leak, apply more polyurethane glue around
the leaking point.

10. Fit center high mounted stop lamp.

LampLampLamp AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- CHMSLCHMSLCHMSL RefitRefitRefit

11. Connect multiplugs to heater elements.

12. Fit backlight finisher.

13. Connect battery earth lead.
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Bumpers, Fascias and Grille Exterior Fitting

Bumpers, Fascias and Grille
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt - bumper cover to body 7–10Nm
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Exterior Fitting Bumpers, Fascias and Grille

Service Procedures
Bumper Assembly - Front
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove 6 screws securing front grille to bonnet locking
platform.

3. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assembly-Remove.assembly-Remove.assembly-Remove.

4. Remove 2 self tapping screws securing front bumper
to front wheel arch.

5. Remove 2 self-tapping screws from bumper to (1 per
side).

6. Release ambient air temperature sensor from bumper.

7. With assistance, carefully lift pulling outwards on each
side of bumper to clear side mountings.

8. Disconnect fog lamp multiplugs.

9. Disconnect PDC sensor multiplugs (if fitted).

10. Remove the front bumper and remove 4 screws
securing fog lamp to bumper.

11. Remove 6 screws and remove the high bracket.

12. Release 15 clips and remove bumper grille.

13. Release 14 clips and remove lower grille.

14. Release 2 clips and remove the bezel of front fog lamps.

Refit

1. Fit each bezel of fog lamps, high and lower grille, and
secure clips.

2. Fit fog lamps and secure with screws.

3. With assistance position bumper to vehicle, connect
fog lamp multiplugs and secure ambient temperature
sensor with clip.

4. Connect PDC sensor multiplugs (if fitted).

5. Slide bumper into position and engage bumper side
mountings.

6. Fit and tighten 6 screws securing bumper to bonnet
locking platform to7–10Nm.

7. Fit and tighten screws securing bumper to wheel arch.

8. Position and refit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assembly-Refit.assembly-Refit.assembly-Refit.

9. Connect battery earth lead.
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Bumpers, Fascias and Grille Exterior Fitting

Bumper Assembly - Rear
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Open boot lid/tailgate.

3. Remove 5 scrivets securing bumper to body.

4. Remove both tail lamps.

TailTailTail Lamps-RemoveLamps-RemoveLamps-Remove

5. Remove 6 screws securing bumper to body.

6. With assistance, carefully lift and pull outwards on each
side of bumper to release bumper from side mountings.

7. Remove both reflectors to bumper.

Refit

1. Fit and secure reflectors to bumper.

2. With assistance, position bumper to vehicle.

3. Slide bumper into position and engage each side of
bumper in side mountings.

4. Secure bumper to body with 6 screws.

5. Fit both tail lamps.

TailTailTail Lamps-RefitLamps-RefitLamps-Refit

6. Secure bumper to body with 5 scrivets and screws.

7. Secure bumper to rear wheel arch liners with screws.

8. Close boot lid/tailgate.

9. Connect battery earth lead.
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Exterior Fitting Bumpers, Fascias and Grille

Bumper Assembly - Rear - With Park Distance
Control Fitted
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Open boot lid/tailgate.

3. Remove 5 scrivets securing bumper to body.

4. Remove both tail lamps.

Tail Lamps-Remove

5. Remove 6 screws securing bumper to body.

6. With assistance, carefully lift and pull outwards to
release bumper from side mountings.

7. Disconnect 4 multiplugs from parking distance control
sensors.

8. With assistance, remove rear bumper.

9. Remove reflectors to bumper.

10. Release 2 clips and remove each parking distance
control sensor from its holder.

Refit

1. Fit and secure reflectors to bumper.

2. With assistance, position bumper to vehicle.

3. Connect 4 multiplugs from parking distance control
sensors.

4. Slide bumper into position and engage each side of
bumper in side mountings.

5. Secure bumper to body with 6 screws.

6. Fit both tail lamps.

TailTailTail Lamps-RefitLamps-RefitLamps-Refit

7. Secure bumper to body with 5 scrivets and screws.

8. Secure bumper to rear wheel arch liners with screws.

9. Close boot lid.

10. Connect battery earth lead.
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Exterior Trim and Paneling Exterior Fitting

Exterior Trim and Paneling
Service Procedures
Undertray - Assembly
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove 10 screws securing undertray to vehicle and
remove undertray.

Refit

1. Position undertray and secure with screws.

2. Lower the vehicle.

Liner - Rear Wheel Arch - Each
Remove

1. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

2. Remove road wheel

WheelWheelWheel RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove 3 screws and 4 nuts securing wheel arch liner
to wheel arch.

4. Release and remove wheel arch liner.

Refit

1. Fit wheel arch liner to wheel arch.

2. Secure wheel arch liner with screws.

3. Fit road wheel

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

4. Lower the vehicle.
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Exterior Fitting Exterior Trim and Paneling

Plenum - Air Intake
Remove

1. Remove wiper arms.

ArmArmArm --- wiperwiperwiper --- eacheacheach RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Disconnect windscreen washer pipe.

3. Release screws securing plenum to body.

4. Remove bonnet rear edge rubber seal.

5. Release plenum from windscreen surround trims and
remove plenum.

6. Disconnect washer jets and remove from plenum.

7. Release washer tube from 3 clips and grommet and
remove tube.

8. Mark fitted position of plenum drain hoses.

9. Release 2 clips and remove 2 drain hoses from plenum.

Refit

1. Fit and align plenum drain hoses and secure with clips.

2. Fit washer tube to clips and secure grommet.

3. Fit and connect washer jets.

4. Fit plenum to body ensure drain hoses align with body
drain holes.

5. Align plenum to windscreen surround trims and secure
screws.

6. Fit bonnet rear edge rubber seal.

7. Connect windscreen washer pipe.

8. Refit wiper arms.

ArmArmArm --- wiperwiperwiper --- eacheacheach RefitRefitRefit
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Exterior Trim and Paneling Exterior Fitting

Liner - Front Wheel Arch - Front - Each
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Raise the vehicle on a lift.

3. Remove undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Remove road wheel.

WheelWheelWheel RemoveRemoveRemove

5. In engine compartment, release pad wear (RH only)
andABSsensor multiplugs from clips on wheel arch
liner.

6. Release sensor cable(s) from clips on wheel arch and
liner.

7. Disconnect pad wear (RH only) andABSsensor cable
grommets and pull multiplugs through wheel arch liner.

8. Disconnect pad wear (RH only) andABSsensor
multiplugs.

9. Remove 7 screws and 2 spit pins securing wheel arch
liner to body.

10. Release and remove wheel arch liner from inner wing.

Refit

1. Fit wheel arch liner to inner wing and secure with
screws.

2. Feed pad wear (RH only) andABSsensor multiplugs
through wheel arch liner and secure grommets to liner.

3. Fit cables to clips on liner and inner wing.

4. Connect pad wear (RH only) andABSsensor multiplugs
and secure in clip.

5. Fit road wheel

WheelWheelWheel RefitRefitRefit

6. Fit undertray.

UndertrayUndertrayUndertray --- assemblyassemblyassembly RefitRefitRefit

7. Connect battery earth lead.
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Exterior Fitting Mirrors

Mirrors
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Screw-mirror 4–6Nm
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Mirrors Exterior Fitting

Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Mirrors Component Location

1. LH mirror assembly

2. RH mirror assembly

3. Driver’s Door Switch Pack (DDSP)
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Exterior Fitting Mirrors

System Control Diagram
Interior Rear View Mirror Control Diagram

A. Hard wired

1. Neutral Switch - Auto Models only - Reverse selected

2. Interior rear-view window (anti-dazzle, with Rain Sensor)

3. Fuse 44 (5A in BCM)
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Mirrors Exterior Fitting

Description
General

The electrochromatic rear view mirror darkens automatically
to prevent glare from a following vehicle’s headlamps. The
mirror clears again when light levels return to normal.

When reverse gear is selected, the mirror clears automatically
to provide maximum rear view vision while the vehicle is
reversing. When the reverse switch is activated a digital signal
is transmitted to the mirror via the BCM.

The power supply for the mirror is supplied via fuse 44 in the
BCM fusebox.

Light Sensors

Two light sensors are positioned on the mirror facing forwards
and rearwards. Light levels are recorded and if the rearward
sensor detects significantly higher light levels compared with
the forward sensor, the mirror is darkened to prevent glare.
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Exterior Fitting Mirrors

Operation
General

When the engine starts, the electric rear view mirror
automatic dazzle prevention function will become active and
operate totally automatically.
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Mirrors Exterior Fitting

System Component Layout
Exterior Mirrors Component Layout

1. LH mirror assembly

2. RH mirror assembly

3. Driver’s Door Switch Pack (DDSP)
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Exterior Fitting Mirrors

System Control Diagram
Exterior Mirrors Control Diagram

A. Hard wired B. LIN Bus

1. DDSP

2. Exterior mirror motor power supply: Fuse 45 (10A in
BCM)

3. Exterior mirror heater power supply: Fuse 5 (10A in
BCM)

4. Left hand door mirror assembly

5. Right hand door mirror assembly
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Mirrors Exterior Fitting

Description
General

Electrically operated door mirrors are fitted as standard on all
models. Each door mirror is operated from the Driver's Door
Switch Pack (DDSP) via a four-position, circular rocker switch
and two LH/RH selector switches.

Door Exterior Mirrors

Each mirror is handed and the basic construction of each
mirror is identical. The mirror head is constructed from
moulded plastic and houses the mirror motors, swash plate
and mirror glass. The door mirrors assembly is secured to the

door with three bolts and an orientation pin. The three bolts
are accessible by removing the front door frame finisher.

The mirror head and bracket are nonserviceable and must be
replaced as a complete assembly. Only the mirror glass is
available as serviceable items.

Exterior Mirror Heaters
The mirror glass is heated to prevent misting. Heating
elements are bonded to the rear of the glass and operate
at all times when the rear windscreen is heated. Two Lucar
terminals bonded to the rear of the glass element, provide for
the heater element connections to the door harness.
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Exterior Fitting Mirrors

Driver'sDriver'sDriver's DoorDoorDoor SwitchSwitchSwitch PackPackPack (DDSP)(DDSP)(DDSP)

1. Exterior mirror adjustment switch

2. RH exterior mirror selector switch

3. Driver's Door Switch Pack (DDSP)

4. LH exterior mirror selector switch

The DDSP is located in the driver door trim panel and is
secured with four sprung clips.

The DDSP has a four position circular rocker switch to operate
the vertical and horizontal adjustment motors in the mirror.
Two mirror select switches are provided to select either the
LH or RH mirror. The LH/RH mirror selection switches each
have a red LED which illuminates to show which mirror is
selected and active. The DDSP has a Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) which houses all the electronic components for mirror
and window operation. LEDs on the PCB provide for the
switch illumination. The light emitted from each LED is passed

through a lens integral with the mat and transferred to the
switch via a plastic optical lens. Power is supplied when the
handset is in the docked position through the mirror harness
connector to the DDSP. All power supplies to the mirror
adjustment motors are supplied from the DDSP.

Diagnostics

No diagnostic information is available for the mirror system.
Faults can be diagnosed by checking power supplies, earth
connections, harness continuity and switch operation.
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Mirrors Exterior Fitting

Operation
General

The mirror can be controlled When the remote key insert the
ignition or the engine start. However, the mirror heater are
only active when the engine is running.

Mirror Select

Two mirror select switches are provided to select either
the LH or RH mirror for adjustment. When a selection
is made, the momentary switch operates a contact and
completes a circuit. The DDSP senses the switch operation
and electronically latches the selection. The LED on the side
of the switch illuminates to show which mirror is selected.

Mirror Adjust

Mirror adjustment is achieved by pressing the appropriate part
of the circular four-way rocker switch on the DDSP for the
direction of adjustment required. When the switch is pressed,
the applicable contacts on the rubber membrane mat complete
a circuit on the PCB. The adjustment switch is designed so that
only one motor can operate any one time.

A power supply, via fuse 45 in the BCM when the handset is
docked, passes through the switch contacts in the DDSP. The
DDSP directs the power supply to the applicable motor. The
motor will operate for as long as the switch is operated. If the
mirror swash plate reaches the full extent of its travel on that
axis and the switch is still operated, a clutch on the motor
mechanism will slip to protect the motor from overload.
Clutch operation is signified by an audible clicking sound.
When the switch is released, the motor will stop immediately.

Mirror Heaters

The mirror heaters are active at all times when the rear
windscreen is heated. Power is supplied to the mirror heaters
via fuse 5 in the BCM and is connected directly to the mirror
heater elements.
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Exterior Fitting Mirrors

Service Procedures
Mirror - Exterior - Electric
Remove

1. Remove front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront door-Removedoor-Removedoor-Remove

2. Release 3 clips securing cheater panel to door and
remove panel.

3. Peel back plastic sheet to access multiplug and
disconnect mirror multiplug.

4. Remove 3 bolts securing mirror to door and remove
mirror

Refit

1. Position exterior mirror to door, fit and tighten 3 bolts
to4–6Nm.

2. Connect multiplug and fit plastic sheet.

3. Fit cheater panel and secure clips.

4. Fit front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront door-Refitdoor-Refitdoor-Refit

Mirror - Interior - Dipping
Remove

1. Release 4 clips and remove the cover of the mirror.
(if fitted)

2. Gently tap or push the mirror in a downward motion
toward the front of the car.

Refit

1. Position the mirror to the window glass shoe - push
or gently tap the mirror in an upward motion toward
the rear of the car.
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Roof Exterior Fitting

Roof
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Screw-sunshade assembly 5Nm
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Exterior Fitting Roof

Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Sunroof Assembly

1. Glass panel assembly

2. Drip rail

3. End cap

4. Rear frame

5. Guide rail

6. Slide/tilt mechanism assembly

7. Trim lace

8. Sunroof Electronic Control Unit (ECU) and motor

9. Front frame

10. Wind deflector assembly

11. Sunshade assembly
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Roof Exterior Fitting

System Control System
Sunroof Control Diagram

A. Hard wired

1. Fuse 43 (20A in BCM)

2. Motor and sunroof Electronic Control Unit (ECU)

3. Rotary switch
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Exterior Fitting Roof

Description
General

The sunroof consists of an electricallyoperated, tilt and slide
glass panel with a wind deflector and a sunshade panel.

The sunroof features one touch opening in slide mode.
Operation of the sunroof is controlled by a rotary switch.

Switch

The rotary switch controls the sunroof tilt and slide
movement.

Movement of the switch operates contacts in the switch body
to produce a combination of earth outputs to the motor and
drive gear on the sunroof assembly. The Electronic Control
Unit (ECU) interprets the earth signals then supplies power
to the motor to drive the sunroof glass panel in the required
direction.

Sunroof control signals (RF007)

Pin 2 Pin 1 Description

0 0 No action

1 0 Slide open/Tilt
down

0 1 Slide close/Tilt up

0 = open circuit; 1= earth

Sunroof Assembly

The sunroof assembly has a glass panel assembly, a sunshade
panel assembly and a frame assembly attached to the middle
of the inside of the roof. Also trim and a wind deflector are
installed on the frame.

The frame assembly comprises frame A, frame B, two side rails
and a guide rail attached to frame B. Frame A is manufactured
from PPLGF material, moulded water drain tubes and E-drive
support which is an alternative design to avoid drive cables
and guide tubes. Frame A is connected to the guide rail
by rivets. The guide rail is black anodized aluminium alloy.
Frame B is made from black E-coated steel. It is connected
to the guide rail. The end cap is constructed of PVC (water
drain tubes are included). It is connected to the guide rail
by ultrasonic welding. The trim lace is made from PVC and
connected to frame A, guide rail and frame B. Plastic blades
with over-moulded leaf springs are installed in the guide rail.

The height of the tilt up position is around 10mm. The
glass panel is ESG (tempered safety glass), privacy grey, with
a thickness of 4mm. The glass panel is fixed to sunroof
mechanism by four M5 screws.

Frame B encloses the retraction area of the glass panel and the
sunshade panel. The sunshade panel locates in slots along the
inboard edge of each side of the frame. Rubber stops on the
front edge of the sunshade panel butt against the underside of

the glass panel when the sunroof is closed. When the sunroof
slides open, the rubber stops cause the sunshade panel to open
with the glass panel.

Webasto tilt-slide sunroofs include a watermanagement-
system. Water can drip into the frame and drip rail “wet-area”
and will be guided forward or rearward to the drain hoses
via the frame side guide rail, then go to behind each wheel
arches. There is an outlet at each corner leading out to the
drain tubes.

Motor and Drive Gear Inputs and Outputs

The motor and drive gear is powered by a permanent battery
supply via fuse 43 in the Body Control Module (BCM).
A system earth is connected for ECU, motor and switch
operation. A switch earth and two sunroof control signals are
input from the switch.
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Roof Exterior Fitting

Operation
General

Operation of the sunroof is enabled while the handset is
docked or when the ignition is on.

Sunroof Switch

When the rotary sunroof switch is operated, the earth outputs
produced are interpreted by the sunroof ECU in the motor and
drive gear, which then supplies power to drive the sunroof to
the required position.

Tilt Operation
When the glass panel is closed, rotating and holding the switch
counter-clockwise will tilt the panel open. Releasing the switch
will stop the panel immediately. If the panel is tilted fully open,
rotate and hold the switch clockwise to close it. Sunroof
movement can be stopped immediately at any time by releasing
the switch.The sunroof does not have a one-touch tilt function.

Slide Operation
If the glass panel is closed, rotating and holding the switch
counter-clockwise will slide the panel open. Releasing the
switch causes the glass panel to stop immediately. If the
panel is slid open fully, then rotate and hold the switch
counter-clockwise to close it. Sunroof movement can be
stopped immediately at any time by releasing the switch. The
sunroof does not have one-touch close or anti-trap functions.

One Touch (Express) Opening

Rotating counter-clockwise and then quickly releasing the
sunroof switch will initiate one touch slide open operation.
This moves the glass panel to the fully open position in one
movement. A momentary counter-clockwise rotation of the
switch while the panel is moving will cause the panel to stop
immediately.

Initialisation

If the glass panel has been operated manually or has been
replaced, its initial position must be restored using the
following procedure:

1. Rotate and hold the switch clockwise, the glass panel will
start to move to tilt-up position. When the glass panel
reaches the tilt up position fully, then release the switch.

2. Rotate the switch clockwise again, and then hold it for 8
seconds. The glass panel will move step-by-step towards
tilt up. Keep rotating the switch clockwise until the glass
panel is back to the tilt-up position, then release the
switch to complete initialisation.

3. After these two steps sunroof initialisation is complete.

Emergency Manual Operation

If there is a failure of the control system, the sunroof can be
operated manually by removing the front interior lamp housing

and using a allen key to turn the manual drive socket on the
underside of the motor and drive gear.

Motor Thermal Protection

To prevent damage to the motor, the ECU limits motor
operation as follows:

• Continuous operation in one direction of 120 seconds
maximum.

• The minimum cooling time is 20 seconds.

If the thermal cutout has been triggered, any requests to open
the sunroof are disabled until the unit has cooled sufficiently.
However, the sunroof will accept commands to close.
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Exterior Fitting Roof

Service Procedures
Sun/sliding Roof Assembly
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove headlining.

HeadliningHeadliningHeadlining --- sunshine/slidingsunshine/slidingsunshine/sliding roof-Remove.roof-Remove.roof-Remove.

3. Release drain pipe clips and disconnect 4 drain pipes
from sunroof assembly.

4. Remove 12 bolts securing sunroof assembly to body
and with assistance remove sunroof assembly.

5. Remove 3 screws securing sunroof motor to sunroof
frame.

Refit

1. Position sunroof motor to frame and secure with
screws.

2. With assistance position sunroof assembly to body, fit
and tighten bolts.

3. Connect drain pipes to sunroof assembly and secure
with clips.

4. Fit headlining.

HeadliningHeadliningHeadlining --- sunshine/slidingsunshine/slidingsunshine/sliding roof-Refit.roof-Refit.roof-Refit.

5. Connect battery earth lead.

6. Initialization

Glass Panel - Sun/Sliding Roof
Remove

1. Open sunroof blind.

2. Remove 4 screws securing glass to sunroof frame.

3. Remove glass.

Refit

1. Fit glass, but do not tighten 4 screws at this stage.

2. Align glass 300 mm either side of the centre line to
the roof.

3. Set front of glass flush to roof panel to 1.0 mm down.

4. Set rear of glass flush to roof panel to 1.0 mm up.

5. Tighten screws securing glass to sunroof frame.

6. Operate motor in tilt open for 15 seconds to initialise
motor.

7. Operate sunroof to check alignment.

8. Close sunroof blind.
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Roof Exterior Fitting

Sunshade Assembly - Sun/Sliding Roof
Remove

1. Remove sunroof glass.

GlassGlassGlass panelpanelpanel --- sun/slidingsun/slidingsun/sliding roof-Remove.roof-Remove.roof-Remove.

2. Remove 2 screws securing rear sunshade bar to sunroof
rail.

3. Tilt front of sunshade bar to release and remove bar
from sunroof assembly.

4. Remove 4 screws securing sunshade to LH and RH
sunshade guides to rails.

5. Slide sunshade rearwards to collect and remove LH and
RH guides from sunroof guide rails.

6. Slide sunshade forwards, lift and remove sunshade.

Refit

1. Position sunshade to sunroof assembly, install sunshade
guides, fit screws and tighten to5Nm.

2. Fit rear sunshade bar to sunroof rail, fit screws and
tighten to5Nm.

3. Operate sunshade to check alignment.

4. Fit sunroof glass.

GlassGlassGlass panelpanelpanel --- sun/slidingsun/slidingsun/sliding roof-Refit.roof-Refit.roof-Refit.
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Exterior Fitting Wipers and Washer

Wipers and Washer
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Nut-Wiper Arm to Spindle 30Nm

Screw-Linkage-Wiper 7–10Nm
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Wipers and Washer Exterior Fitting

Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Wiper Components

1. Wiper arm assembly (passenger)

2. Wiper blade (passenger)

3. Wiper blade (driver)

4. Wiper arm assembly (driver)

5. Wiper arm cap

6. Wiper motor

7. Wiper linkage assembly
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Washer Components

1. Front windscreen washer jet

2. 'T'- piece (2-way) connector

3. 'T'- piece (3-way) connector

4. Washer reservoir filler assembly

5. Washer reservoir

6. Windscreen washer pump

7. Washer tube

8. Non Return Valve (NRV)
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System Control Diagram
Wipers and Washers Control Diagram

A. Hardwired B. LIN Bus C. HS CAN bus

1. Rain sensor (if fitted)

2. Wiper motor

3. Wiper column switch

4. Ambient air temperature sensor

5. Washer pump

6. Ignition switch

7. ABS/DSC control module

8. Master Light Switch (MLS)

9. Body Control Module (BCM)
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Description
General

The wipers and washers system is controlled by the Body
Control Module (BCM) on receipt of requests made by the
driver or the rain sensor unit (if fitted). All wiper functions
are operated from a multifunction wash/wipe lever switch
assembly located on the right hand side of the steering column.
The wipers and washers system comprises:

• A wiper motor

• A wiper linkage

• Two wiper arms and blades

• Two washer jets

• A washer reservoir and pump

• A wiper column switch

A rain sensor, which automatically controls the intermittent
function is fitted to some models. The rain sensor housing also
contains a light sensor, which operates the automatic lighting
function.

A rain sensor, which automatically controls the intermittent
function is fitted to some models. The rain sensor housing also
contains a light sensor, which operates the automatic lighting
function.

Diagnostic information on some aspects of the wipe/wash
system can be retrieved using T5.

Wiper Column Switch

The wiper column switch comprises a five-shift lever switch
and a rotary switch. The position of intermittent wipe, slow
speed wipe, fast speed wipe switches and 'off' are locked, and
flick wipe and programmed wash\wipe switches are not locked.
The rotary switch is used to select intermittent rain delay time
or adjust the sensitivity of rain sensor (if fitted).

Wiper Functions

The wiper system supports the following functionality:

• Programmed wash/wipe

• Flick wipe

• Slow speed wiper

• Fast speed wiper

• Intermittent wipe (with speed dependent delay
adjustment or wipe operation with sensitivity of rain
sensor (if fitted) adjustment.)

Programmed Wash/Wipe
Pull the lever switch towards the steering wheel, the washer
operates immediately. After a brief interval, the wiper will
operate together with the washer. After the lever is released,
the wiper will continue to operate and wipe three times. After

a few seconds, the wipers will wipe once more to remove
excess washer fluid on the windscreen.

Flick Wipe
Press the wiper column switch down and quickly release,
the wiper will complete a slow speed wipe operation. If the
switch remains pressed, the wipers operate at the fast wipe
speed. When the switch is released the wiper will complete a
slow speed wipe operation until the motor reaches the park
position.

Slow Speed Wipe
When the slow speed position of the switch is selected, the
wipers will operate continuously at slow speed.

Fast Speed Wipe
When the switch is operated to the latched fast speed position,
the wipers will operate continuously at fast speed.

Intermittent Wipe
The intermittent wipe function is controlled by the BCM.
When the switch is operated to the intermittent position,
the BCM initiates single, slow speed wipes. In between the
wipes the blades remain in the park position until the selected
delay period is over. The length of delay is selected using
the four position rotary switch on the end of the wiper
lever. If a programmed wash/wipe function is requested when
intermittent is selected, the programmed wash/wipe cycle will
occur and the intermittent function will then resume when the
motor reaches the park position at the end of the wash/wipe
cycle.

Intermittent Wipe with Rain Sensor
The intermittent wipe function with a rain sensor fitted is
controlled by the BCM and the rain sensor unit. When the
switch is operated to the intermittent position, the BCM will
initiate one complete wipe cycle to calibrate the rain sensor.
The rain sensor continually monitors the rainfall or screen
wetness over the optical area of the sensor and operates the
wipers intermittently or continuously as appropriate. The light
sensor is a photoelectric cell, which increases the sensitivity of
the rain sensor in poor conditions or night driving to ensure
that the screen remains clear. A heating element ensures that
the optical element stays clear of ice and condensation. The
heating element is controlled by the sensor which receives
ambient temperature messages from the BCM on the LIN Bus.

When the rain sensor is fitted, normal speed dependant and
period adjustment intermittent operation is disabled and the
rain sensor assumes full control of the intermittent wiper
function.

Speed Dependent Wipe
In intermittent, slow or fast positions the BCM will adjust the
wipe function to compensate for different vehicle speeds. It
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achieves this by monitoring the wheel speed signals from the
ABS ECU, via the HS CAN Bus.

If the wiper switch is in the intermittent position the BCM
compares the vehicle's speed to the resistance of the rotary
switch and adjusts the selected delay period accordingly.

If the wiper switch is in the slow position, and the vehicle speed
falls below 8 km/h, the BCM will initiate intermittent wipe with
a delay appropriate to the intermittent rotary switch setting or,
if the vehicle is fitted with a rain sensor, to a delay determined
by the sensor.

If the wiper switch is in the fast position and the vehicle speed
falls to less than 8 km/h, the wiper speed will change to slow
speed. At speeds above 8 km/h the wipers will resume normal
speed dependant operation.

Wipers

The wiper motor is located below the plenum grille at the base
of the windscreen. The motor is attached to a linkage which
in turn is attached to a bracket between the inner and outer
bulkheads.

The motor comprises a Direct Current (DC) motor which
drives a gear wheel via a worm drive attached to the motor
spindle. The gear wheel is attached externally to the linkage
which drives each of the wiper arms attached to wheel boxes
at each end of the linkage.

The motor receives two feeds from a four pin connector from
the harness. One feed is a 12 V direct supply which operates
the motor at fast speed. The second feed is also a 12 V supply
through a resistor to the motor. This reduced voltage operates
the motor at slow speed. The motor is earthed through to a
track on the internal gear wheel.

A fourth pin from the connector is also connected via a contact
to the gear wheel track and operates the motor park switch.

The wiper arms are positively located on hexagonal drive
spindles on the wheel boxes with securing nuts. An insert
is located on each hexagonal spindle and its outer diameter
mates with tapered splines in the wiper arm. Each wiper arm
has a pivot point between the wheel box attachment and the
arm itself. A spring is connected to each side of the pivot
point and applies pressure to keep the wiper blade on the
windscreen.

The boneless wiper blades are attached to the wiper arms
with clips that allow the blade to pivot. This design ensures
increased screen cleaning efficiency at all driving speeds, whilst
reducing noise and wind resistance.

Windscreen Washers

The windscreen washer system comprises a reservoir, a
reservoir neck, a washer pump, two washer jets, a Non-Return
Valve (NRV), hoses and hose tie-in.

The reservoir is located in the right hand side wheel arch
and has a capacity of approximately 3.8 litres. A filler neck,
with a sealing cap, is accessible in the engine compartment for
replenishing the reservoir with a mixture of clean water and
washer additive. The washer pump locates into the reservoir
body, and a rubber grommet seals the joint.

The washer pump, when operated, draws fluid from the
reservoir and passes it under pressure to the washer jets via
a hose and an NRV. The NRV prevents fluid draining from the
jets, and the hose, back to the reservoir. This ensures that the
washers operate immediately when requested.

Rain Sensor (if fitted)

1. Connector

2. Transmitter diodes

3. Retaining clip

4. Heater element

5. Receiver diodes

6. Light sensor

7. Latch clip

8. Rain sensor body

The sensor provides information to the BCM for the optimum
wiper operation for the prevailing conditions to maintain the
screen in a clear condition at all times. The rain sensor is
an optical unit which operates on an infrared waveband. The
sensor uses the principle of the laws of reflection on interfacing
surfaces between materials with differing refraction indices.

The optical unit is heat bonded to the inside surface of the
windscreen during manufacture and cannot be removed or
replaced. If damage occurs to the optical unit or windscreen,
then a new windscreen will be required and fitment can only
be performed at authorised dealers.

The rain sensor unit attaches to the optical unit via four clips
which latch onto formed tags on the optical unit. Positive
retention is achieved by two retaining clips which force the
clips onto the tags.
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Operation
Wiper Column Switch

1. Programmed wash/wipe

2. Intermittent

3. Slow speed

4. Fast speed

5. Intermittent delay rotary switch

6. Flick wipe

Windscreen Wipers

The switches for intermittent, slow and fast speed and flick
wipe all complete an earth path through the switch to the
BCM on one of two wires from two switch contacts 1 and
2. The combination of earths detected by the BCM on one
or both wires signals the BCM of the function selected. The
combinations are shown in the following table:

Switch position Switch 1 Switch 2

Off 0 0

Flick wipe 1 1

Intermittent 1 0

Slow speed 0 1

Fast speed 1 1

0 = Open circuit 1 = Closed circuit

Slow Speed Operation
When wiper slow speed operation is selected, electronic
circuitry inside the BCM provides an earth path for the wiper
enable relay coil. The coil energises and moves the relay
contacts to allow the feed from fuse 10 to pass through the
enable relay contacts. The feed passes through the wiper relay
and is connected to the motor via a resistor. The resistor
causes the motor to operate at slow speed by reducing the
current supplied. The motor is earthed through its body to
an earth eyelet connector.

When the wipers are in intermittent operation, the BCM
always operates the wiper motor in slow speed via the

resistor. When the wipers are turned off, the BCM switches
the wiper relay to complete the cycle at slow speed.

Fast Speed Operation
When fast speed is selected the electronic switch energises
the wiper enable relay as described for slow speed. The BCM
also energises the coil of the wiper relay by providing an earth
path via another electronic switch within the BCM. The feed
from fuse 10 passes through the wiper relay contacts and is
connected directly to the motor, by-passing the resistor used
for slow speed operation. The allows the motor to receive full
battery voltage and to operate at fast speed.

Intermittent Operation
The intermittent rotary switch completes an earth path
through the switch from the BCM. Each switch position has
a different resistance and the resistance is measured by the
BCM. The BCM uses the readings to determine the chosen
delay period by selecting a timer relating to that resistance.
The switch has four delay selections and the resistance and
delay period for each position is shown in the following table.

Switch position Resistance kΩ Delay - seconds

1 1 - 3 17

2 3 - 5 11

3 5 - 7 6

4 7 - 9 3

When the BCM timer reaches the end of the selected delay
period, the wipers will operate for one complete slow speed
cycle and stop at the park position. The BCM will then start
the timer to initiate the selected delay period before operating
the wipers again.

Programmed Wash/Wipe
The programmed wash/wipe function is controlled by the
BCM. When the switch is operated, the washer pump
will immediately operate to spray washer fluid onto the
windscreen via the washer jets. The washer pump will be
powered for a minimum of 750 milliseconds, after which, if the
switch is still operated, the BCM will initiate wiper operation
at slow speed for three full wipe cycles and stop when the
motor reaches the park position. The washer pump will
operate for as long as the switch is held and the three final
wipe cycles will not start until the switch is released. After
a short delay the wipers will operate for one further wipe
to remove any washer fluid remaining on the windscreen. If
another wiper function is selected before the programmed
wash/wipe has completed its cycle, the current function will
be replaced by the newly chosen function. The programmed
wash/wipe function can be turned off or on by the driver using
the instrument pack display.
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Vehicle Speed Related Delay
The switch has four delay selections and six different speed
ranges are used to determine the optimum wiping rate. The
relationship between switch resistance, vehicle speed and
wiper delay period is shown in the following table:

Switch Position (Resistance kΩ)

1 (1-3) 2 (3-5) 3 (5-7) 4 (7-9)

Speed
km/h
(mph)

Delay — seconds

<8 (<5) 26 17 10 5

<32 (<20) 19 12 6 3

<64 (<40) 17 11 6 3

<92 (<57) 15 10 5 2

<128
(<80)

15 9 4 2

>128
(>80)

13 7 3 2

Park Switch
The park switch comprises an incomplete track located on
the gear wheel inside the wiper motor which is connected
to the motor earth track also on the gear wheel. An input
from the BCM is connected to a contact in the wiper motor,
which connects with the park track when the wipers reach the
park position, completing an earth path from the BCM. The
completed circuit provides an earth for the output from the
BCM which interprets the earth as a wipers in park position
signal.

Windscreen Washers

The switch for the programmed wash/wipe, when operated,
completes an earth path through the switch from the BCM
and the washer pump on a single wire. The completed earth
path signals the BCM that programmed wash/wipe has been
requested and the wipers are operated accordingly. The earth
path also energises the washer pump for the duration that the
earth path is complete.

The washer pump receives a 12 V supply from fuse 16 in the
passenger compartment fusebox when the handset is docked
or the ignition is on. When the programmed wash/wipe is
selected from the wiper column stalk switch an earth path is
completed through the switch providing an earth for the pump,
which then operates. The pump will operate for a minimum of
750 milliseconds, or for as long as the switch is operated.

Rain Sensor (if fitted)

The rain sensor receives a 12 V supply from fuse 44 inside the
BCM fusebox when the handset is in the AUX or IGN position.
For the rain sensor to operate the wiper column lever switch
must be selected in the intermittent position.

A connection to the wiper motor park switch is monitored
by the rain sensor logic to inform the rain sensor when the

park switch is open or closed circuit and the wiper motor is
operating or in the park position. Intermittent wiper operation
is controlled by the rain sensor via LIN Bus signals to the
BCM. The information provided on the LIN Bus from the rain
sensor determines the optimum rate of intermittent operation
provided by the BCM. When the rain sensor determines that
wiper operation is required, a LIN Bus message is transmitted
to the BCM which starts the wipe cycle. When the sensor
receives an open circuit signal from the wiper park switch, a
second LIN Bus message is sent to the BCM to end the wipe
cycle when the park position is reached (i.e. the park switch
becomes closed circuit).

The rain sensor transmits a LIN Bus status message to the BCM
every 10 seconds even if the windscreen is dry to inform the
BCM that the sensor is functional. If the BCM does not receive
this message after a period of 12 seconds the rain sensor
function will be disabled and normal intermittent function will
be enabled. If a message is received after the 12 second period,
then the BCM will pass control of the intermittent function
back to the rain sensor.

The sensitivity of the rain sensor can be adjusted by the driver
using the intermittent rotary switch on the wiper column
lever. Sensitivity of the rain sensor is automatically reduced
when the vehicle speed falls to less than 8 km/h. The speed
signal is transmitted to the rain sensor from the BCM on the
LIN Bus. This prevents the rain sensor operating the wipers
continuously except when very heavy rainfall is present.

The ambient temperature is transmitted on a LIN Bus message
every 10 seconds when the ignition is on. This is monitored
by the rain sensor which operates the sensor heater element
when appropriate.

Rain Sensor Functionality (Automatically open
front headlamp functionality)

1. Windscreen - outside surface

2. Optical unit

3. Transmitter diodes (100% light transmitted)

4. Rain sensor unit
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5. Receiver diodes (100% light received)

6. Water droplets/film

7. Receiver diodes (less than 100% light received)

8. Lost light

A. Clean, dry windscreen

B. Wet and dirty windscreen

The sensor contains transmitter and receiver diodes which
transmit and receive infrared light which is directed onto the
windscreen via an optical unit. The light is directed at an angle
so that the light is reflected 100% on the outside surface of the
screen and is transmitted back into the optical unit. To receive
a 100% reflection the screen outer surface must be clean and
dry.

The light is reflected four times from when it leaves the
transmitter diodes to when it is picked up by the receiver
diodes. If the windscreen is wet or dirty in the area of the
optical unit, the clean conditions required for 100% reflection
means that some of the light reflected is lost. As the screen
becomes dirtier or wetter, the received light is evaluated
by the rain sensor and translated into a signal value. A
micro-controller within the rain sensor monitors the change
in signal and initiates the appropriate wipe cycle via LIN Bus
signals to the BCM.

The software can compensate for the long term effects
scratches and stone chips in the area of the optical unit and
short term effects of dirt or smears caused by worn wiper
blades. A heater element is also contained within the rain
sensor and uses ambient temperature signals from the BCM
to keep the optical unit clear of frost or condensation.

The sensitivity of the rain sensor can be adjusted by the driver
using the intermittent rotary switch on the wiper lever. The
period between wipe cycles can be increased or reduced
manually by the driver to suit prevailing conditions. In very
heavy rain the sensor will operate the wipers continually.
When several continuous wipe cycles have taken place,
the sensor will maintain the continuous operation to avoid

switching back to intermittent from a continuous wipe and
back again.

The rain sensor receives vehicle speed information from
the ABS ECU via the BCM every two seconds. The sensor
increases the sensitivity as the speed increases to optimise the
wiper operation. When the vehicle speed is reduced to less
than 8 km/h, the sensitivity is automatically reduced. Below
this speed the wipers will only operate continuously in very
heavy rain.

A light sensor is incorporated into the sensor and is used to
increase the sensitivity of the sensor when light levels are low.
This feature counteracts the effects of rain on the windscreen
affecting the driver's vision during night time driving.

Diagnostics

A diagnostic socket allows the exchange of information
between the BCM, rain sensor and diagnostics tool. The
diagnostic socket is located in the driver's footwell and is
constructed to the ISO 15765 standard. A socket connects
directly to the CAN Bus and allows the retrieval of diagnostic
information and programming of certain functions to be
performed. The BCM forms the gateway for the CAN Bus
link to other electronic control units. The BCM also translates
diagnostic messages from diagnostics tool into CAN Bus
messages recognised by the system components.

The rain sensor can store fault codes which can be used to
diagnose faults or non function of the rain sensor. The faults
are stored in a non-volatile memory which retains the logged
fault codes even when the supply is disconnected. If a rain
sensor fault prevents the sensor from operating, the BCM will
control the wiper system as if a rain sensor is not fitted.

The BCM monitors all inputs and outputs related to the
wiper system and other BCM controlled functions. If a fault
is detected a code applicable to that fault is stored in a fault
log. Two fault logs are provided within the BCM for internal
and external faults. The BCM is capable of detecting open and
short circuits and also incorrect LIN Bus messages.
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Service Procedures
Arm - Wiper - Each
Remove

1. Open bonnet.

2. Remove windscreen wiper arm fixing cover.

3. Remove nut securing windscreen wiper arm to linkage.

4. Remove windscreen wiper arm from linkage.

Refit

1. Fit and align windscreen wiper arm to linkage spindle.

2. Fit nut to linkage spindle and tighten to30Nm.

3. Fit windscreen wiper fixing cover. 4 Close

4. Close bonnet.

Motor and Linkage - Wiper
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove wiper arm.

3. Remove air intake plenum.

PlenumPlenumPlenum --- airairair intakeintakeintake

4. Remove bolts securing motor and linkage to body.

5. Disconnect multiplug from windscreen wiper motor
and remove motor and linkage.

Refit

1. Connect multiplug to windscreen wiper motor.

2. Fit motor and linkage and tighten bolts to7–10Nm.

3. Fit air intake plenum.

PlenumPlenumPlenum --- airairair intakeintakeintake

4. Fit wiper arm.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Blade - Wiper - Each
Remove

1. Lift wiper blade away from windscreen.

2. Depress clips, rotate blade and remove from wiper arm.

Refit

1. Fit wiper blade to arm and rotate and secure clips.

2. Lower wiper arm to windscreen.

Reservoir - Washer
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove RH front wheel arch liner.

LinerLinerLiner --- FrontFrontFront WheelWheelWheel ArchArchArch --- FrontFrontFront --- EachEachEach

3. Position container to catch any spillage.

4. Release filler neck from clip on body and remove filler
neck from reservoir.

5. Remove 3 bolts securing washer reservoir to body.

6. Disconnect windscreen washer pump multiplug and
remove washer reservoir.

7. Release hose from washer reservoir and disconnect
hose from washer pump.

Refit

1. Position washer reservoir to body and secure with
bolts.

2. Position washer hose to washer reservoir and connect
to pump.

3. Fit filler neck to reservoir and secure in clip on body.

4. Fit RH front wheel arch liner.

LinerLinerLiner --- FrontFrontFront WheelWheelWheel ArchArchArch --- FrontFrontFront --- EachEachEach

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Pump - Washer
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove washer reservoir.

ReservoirReservoirReservoir --- washerwasherwasher

3. Remove washer hose from washer pump.

4. Release washer pump from clip and remove washer
pump.

Refit

1. Fit washer hose to washer pump.

2. Fit washer pump.

3. Fit washer reservoir.

ReservoirReservoirReservoir --- washerwasherwasher

4. Connect battery earth lead.

Sensor - Rain
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release clips securing interior mirror cover to interior
mirror and remove cover.

3. Disconnect multiplug from rain sensor.

4. Carefully release clips securing rain sensor to
windscreen and remove rain sensor.

Refit

1. Fit rain sensor to windscreen and secure with clips.

2. Connect multiplug to rain sensor.

3. Fit interior mirror cover to interior mirror and secure
clips.

4. Connect battery earth lead.
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Lighting
Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Interior Lighting Component Location

1. Body Control Module (BCM)

2. Vanity mirrors lamp (if fitted)

3. a Front reading lamp

b Front reading lamp (with sunroof switch)

4. Glovebox lamp switch

5. Boot lamp

6. a Rear reading lamp

b Rear reading light with individual lights
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System Control Diagram
Exterior Lighting Control Diagram

A. Hardwired B. CAN Bus

1. Diagnostic socket

2. Front reading lamp

3. Rear reading lamp

4. Boot lamp

5. Vanity mirror lamp

6. Glovebox lamp switch

7. RH front door open switch

8. LH front door open switch

9. RH rear door open switch

10. LH rear door open switch

11. Boot open switch

12. Interior lamp fuse 38

13. BCM
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Description
General

The interior lighting system is controlled by the BCM which
is located on the passenger side of the vehicle, behind the
glovebox.

The interior lighting comprises:

• Front reading lamp.

• Rear reading lamp.

• Glovebox lamp (if fitted)

• Vanity mirrors lampif fitted

• Boot lamp

• Fascia illumination, including in handset dock LED light

Front Reading Lamps

The front interior lamp assembly is located centrally in the
head lining above the windscreen. The assembly is retained
with two screws which locate in brackets attached to the roof
panel. Three spring clips and two solid clips provide retention
to the headlining.

The interior lamp assembly has one nonlatching switch for the
interior lamp operation and two latching switches for the map
reading lamps. The lamps are located in a plastic moulding
which also provides location for the sunroof switch (where
fitted) and the bluetooth microphone for the hands free in-car
telephone system (where fitted).

The interior lamp is fitted with a single filament bulb. The
assembly is connected to the roof harness with a four-pin
connector.

The lens can be removed to allow for replacement of the
bulbs. The capless bulbs are a push fit in the holder and can be
removed by pulling gently. Care must be taken not to turn the
bulb, or the holder will be released and lamp assembly removal
will then be necessary to refit the holder.

Rear Reading Lamp

The rear interior lamp assembly is located in the headlining
in a central position above the rear screen. The assembly
secured to the headlining with tabs and can be removed from
the headlining by carefully prising the lamp assembly from the
metal ring. The assembly is connected to the roof harness with
a 3-pin connector (Low) or 4-pin connector (High).

Boot Lamp

The boot (loadspace) lamp is located in the panel in the load
space under the parcel shelf. The lamp comprises a plastic
moulding which incorporates a lens and also provides location
for a bulb holder. The boot lamp operates automatically when
the boot is opened, a door is opened or the interior lamps are
switched on.

Glovebox Lamp (Where Fitted)

The glovebox lamp is located in an aperture in the left hand
side of the glovebox. The lamp comprises a plastic moulding
which incorporates a lens and also provides location for the
bulb holder. The lamp is connected, via a microswitch, to a
two pin connector. The microswitch is located externally on
the left hand side of the box and is operated by the glovebox
lid hinge mechanism.

The glovebox lamp operates automatically when the lid is
opened.

Vanity Mirrors Illumination (where fitted)

On higher trim level vehicles, vanity mirrors with illumination
are fitted on the driver and passenger sun visors. Two lamps
are positioned on each side of the mirror and illuminate
through translucent lenses. The bulbs are accessible by
gently prising the whole mirror unit away from its backplate
mounting. The mirror illumination operates at all times,
irrespective of ignition switch position or main light switch
condition.

The lamps are connected to the roof harness via a two-pin
connector and are activated when the mirror cover is raised,
operating a simple switch to complete a circuit to the bulbs.
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Illumination is provided by two single filament, festoon type 3
Watt bulbs.

Fascia Illumination

A number of fascia components, including handset docking
port and the instrument pack, are illuminated with LEDs
under certain conditions. The fascia lamps use Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) enabling them to fade on and off, as
follows:

• Fades on when the handset is docked or the ignition on,
and the headlamps or side lamps are illuminated.

• Fades off when the side lamps are switched off.

• Fades off when the ignition handset is removed.

Bulb Size

Lamp Type Voltage

Glovebox lamp T5 12V 1.2W

Front reading
lamp

W5W 12V 5W

Rear reading lamp W5W 12V 5W

Boot lamp R10W 12V 10W
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Operation
Overview

The power supply for the interior lamp operation is from the
battery, through fusible link 9 in the engine compartment fuse
box to the passenger compartment fusebox. The feed is from
fuse 38 to the BCM and is permanently live.

If an interior lamp is left on and the BCM has seen no LIN
Bus activity after a 15 minute period, after the handset has
been removed, it will enter sleep (power saving) mode and
extinguish all interior lamps. When a LIN Bus message wakes
the BCM, the illumination will be restored if still selected.
When the vehicle is locked with the handset, the BCM will
extinguish the interior lamps. All interior lamps are powered
from Field Effect Transistors (FETs) within the BCM. The PWM
output has number of advantages over a constant direct power
supply. If the power supply voltage increases to above 12V, the
PWM output can be adjusted to supply a constant voltage to
each bulb, increasing bulb life. The PWM output when the
lamps are on is at a frequency of 100 ±10 Hz.

When the interior lamps are illuminated, for example when
a door is opened, the PWM output is increased on a linear
ramp to fully illuminate the interior lamps after a 1.3 second
fade on period. When the interior lamps are extinguished, for
example when the ignition is on, the PWM output is decreased
on a linear ramp to fade the lamps off over a 2.8 second period.

If the interior lights are on when the engine is started, they will
switch off immediately.

Interior Lamps

Interior lamp operation illuminates the following lamps:

• Front interior lamp

• Rear Interior lamp

• Glovebox lamp (where fitted)

• Vanity mirrors illuminationwhere fitted

• Boot lamp

• Fascia and handset docking port LEDs

The interior lamp operation is controlled by the BCM on
receipt of signals from the front interior lamp master switch,
from a door or boot open switch or when the vehicle is
unlocked. The boot and door open switches are the same
switches used by the security system for perimetric alarm
operation.

Each door and boot latch mechanism contains an integral
microswitch. When a door or the boot is open, the
microswitch contacts are closed completing an earth path to
the BCM. When the door is closed, the earth path is removed
and the connection becomes open circuit.

The interior lamps have two modes of operation; manual
operation using the momentary switch on the front interior
lamp or automatic operation controlled by the BCM.

Manual Operation

The master switch on the front interior lamp assembly can be
used to switch all the front and rear interior and map reading
lamps on or off. When the interior lamps are switched on or
off manually, automatic fade on or off will not operate and the
lamps will come on or go off immediately.

If the interior lamps are selected on manually, and the doors
are closed and then locked, automatic control will resume and
the lamps will fade off.

If the doors are open and the interior lamps are illuminated by
automatic control, then operation of the switch will extinguish
the lamps and automatic control will be disabled until the doors
are closed.

Automatic Operation

Automatic control of the interior lamps operates on a
number of on and off conditions which are controlled by the
BCM on receipt of signals from various sources. When the
lamps are operating in automatic control, the most recent
lamp operation request will override the current operating
condition.

The interior lamps will gradually illuminate if:

• The vehicle is unlocked using the handset.

• The BCM receives a door or boot open signal.

• The side lamps have been on for more than 30 seconds
and the handset removed.

• The handset is removed within 30 seconds of turning the
headlamps off. The interior lamps will stay on for 30
seconds.

• The ignition is on and a door is opened. The interior
lamps will stay on for 15 minutes or until the door is
closed.

• The interior light switch is pushed when the lamps are
off and alarm is not armed.

• The inertia switch or crash sensor is tripped (in this case,
the lamps illuminate instantly without fade).

The interior lamps will fade OFF if:

• All the doors and the boot are closed and the handset is
docked or ignition on (except if the lamps are switched
on from the momentary switch).

• All the doors and the boot are closed, the lamps will
go off after a 30 second delay (except if the lamps are
switched on from the interior light switch).

• The side lamps have been on for more than 30 seconds
and the handset is removed, the lamps will go off after a
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20 second delay (except if the lamps switched on from
the momentary switch).

• The vehicle is locked using the handset.

• After a 15 minute period, if a door or the boot remain
permanently open.

• After a 15 minute period, the glovebox lamp (if fitted)
and/or map reading lamp(s) are left permanently on.

• The handset is docked or ignition on.

• The vehicle battery voltage drops below a specified level.

• The inertia switch is reset.

When the interior lamps are switched on by automatic
control, the PWM output for the lamps is increased on a
linear ramp over a period of 1.3 seconds to slowly increase
the lamp intensity.When the interior lamps are switched off
by automatic control, the PWM output is decreased on a
linear ramp over a period of 2.8 seconds to slowly decrease
the lamp intensity to the off condition.

Interior Lamp Disable

The driver can switch the interior lamp operation off
permanently, preventing all automatic control. The interior
lamps can still be operated manually using the light switch on
the front interior lamp assembly.

Automatic Control Enable/Disable

Pressing and holding the switch for more than 5 seconds will
illuminate the interior lamps and disable the automatic control.

Confirmation is indicated by the interior lamps giving a short
flash off, on and then off again.

If the interior lamps are on (or off), pressing and holding the
momentary switch for more than 5 seconds will switch off the
interior lamps and disable the automatic control. Confirmation
is indicated by the interior lamps giving a short flash on and
then off.

A further 5 second press of the switch will enable the
automatic control of the interior lamps. Confirmation is
indicated by the interior lamps giving a short flash off, on and
then off again.

Inertia Switch Operation

If the inertia switch is tripped and the alarm system is not
armed, the BCM will switch all interior lamps on immediately
and cut the power supply to the fuel pump and unlock the
doors (if locked).

When the inertia switch is tripped, contacts within the switch
open creating an open circuit. When the BCM detects that the
battery feed has been removed, it activates all of the interior
lamps. When the inertia switch is reset, the BCM receives the
battery feed via the switch and turns off all the interior lamps.

Fascia Illumination and Dimming

All switch, panel and instrument pack illumination is produced
by LEDs. The LEDs are powered by the BCM when the rotary
light switch is in the side lamp or headlamp position. A rotary
thumbwheel dimmer potentiometer is located adjacent to the
Master Light Switch (MLS) and adjusts the brightness of the
following illumination:

• Docking port for handset

• Sunroof switch

• Automatic gearbox selector and gearbox control switch

• Cigar lighter

• Slip Control Switch

• Hazard warning light switch

• Heated rear window switch

• Cruise control switch

• Master lock switch

• Driver's Door Switch Pack

• HVAC switches

• ABS switch

All LEDs are driven by the MLS on a PWM output. The
thumbwheel potentiometer provides the selected dimming
setting signal to a MOSFET in the MLS. The MOSFET drives
the LEDs with a PWM output appropriate to the selected
setting.
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Service Procedures
Main Light Switch (MLS)
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Open storage box below MLS. Reach behind MLS and
press to release 3 spring clips securing MLS to fascia.

3. Disconnect multiplug and remove MLS.

Refit

1. Connect multiplug and push MLS into position in fascia,
ensuring clips are fully engaged.

2. Close storage box

3. Connect battery earth lead.

Lamp Assembly - CHMSL
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove 2 screws securing cover to CHMSL and
remove cover.

3. Disconnect multiplug from CHMSL.

4. Remove 2 nuts securing CHMSL to rear window and
remove.

Refit

1. Fit CHMSL to rear window and secure with nuts.

2. Connect multiplug to CHMSL.

3. Fit cover to CHMSL and secure with screws.

4. Connect battery earth lead.
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Lamp Assembly - Interior Courtesy - Rear
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release 3 clips securing interior lamp assembly to
headlining.

3. Disconnect multiplug from interior lamp and remove
lamp assembly.

Refit

1. Connect lamp assembly multiplug, locate 2 lugs into top
trim, then push interior lamp into position, ensuring
clips are fully engaged.

2. Connect battery earth lead.

Lamp Assembly - Interior Courtesy - Front
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove interior lamp lens.

3. Release 3 clips securing interior lamp bulb cover to
interior lamp and remove cover.

4. Remove 2 screws securing interior lamp to body.

5. Disconnect multiplug from interior lamp and remove
lamp assembly.

Refit

1. Connect lamp assembly multiplug, locate 2 lugs into top
trim, then push interior lamp into position, ensuring
clips are fully engaged.

2. Fit screws securing interior lamp to body

3. Fit interior lamp lens.

4. Connect battery earth lead.
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Lamps
Description and Operation
System Component Layout

1. Dipped beam headlamp

2. Front direction indicator

3. Main beam headlamp

4. Front fog lamp

5. Hazard warning switch

6. Body Control Module (BCM)

7. Centre High Mounted Stop Lamp (CHMSL)

8. Number plate lamp

9. Rear fog lamp

10. Bumper-mounted reflector

11. Rear direction indicator

12. Brake lamp

13. Tail lamp

14. Reverse lamp

15. Direction indicator and dipped/main beam column lever
switch

16. Master light switch (MLS)

17. Fascia illumination thumbwheel

18. Side repeater
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System Control Diagram
Exterior Lighting Control Diagram

A. Hard wired B. CAN Bus C. LIN Bus

1. Dipped headlamps

2. Main headlamps

3. Engine compartment fusebox

4. Number plate lamps

5. CHMSL

6. Rear indicator lamp

7. Front fog lamp

8. Side repeater lamps

9. Rear fog lamps

10. Brake and tail lamps

11. Instrument pack

12. MLS

13. Direction indicator and dip/main headlamp lever

14. Brake switch

15. BCM
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Description
General

The exterior lighting system comprises externally mounted
lamps operated using the MLS and the auto-lamp control
sensor. The following external lamps are fitted:

• Front side lamps

• Dipped beam headlamps

• Main beam headlamps

• Number plate lamps

• Stop lamps/CHMSL

• Direction indicators/Side indicators

• Front fog lamps

• Rear fog lamp

• Reverse lamps

Main Light Switch (MLS)

1. Lighting Mode rotary switch

2. Fascia illumination thumbwheel

The MLS is illuminated at all times when the handset is docked
or the ignition is on. When the side lamps or dipped beam
lamps are switched on, the panel illumination is automatically
dimmed to prevent glare during night-time driving.

Auto-Lamp Control Sensor

The auto-lamp control sensor is incorporated within the
rain sensor fitted to the inside of the windscreen behind the
interior mirror.

Headlamp

The headlamps are each located on five mountings and secured
with bolts to the bonnet locking platform. The headlamp
provides locations for the side lamp, dipped beam and main
beam bulbs.

The dipped beam and main beams are all halogen bulbs. The
small bulb beside the dipped beam is the side lamp. Each
halogen bulb has pegs which ensure that the bulb is installed
correctly. The bulbs are secured with wire clips and are

covered by sealing rubber covers to prevent the ingress of
moisture and dirt.

Side Lamps

Each front side lamp is located in the side of each main beam
bulbs. Each side lamp has a single filament bulb.

Number Plate Lamps

Two number plate lamps are located in the underside of the
applique on the boot lid.

Direction Indicators

The front direction indicators are located within the central
section of the headlamp assembly and the rear indicators are
located in the upper section of the tail lamp assembly. Both
the front and rear indicator lenses are translucent and the
orange indicator colour is provided by an orange-coloured
single filament bulb. The side direction indicators are located
within the mirror. If we want to change the bulb, we must
change the mirror assembly.

Direction Indicator/Dipped/Main Beam Switch

The direction indicator/dipped/main beam switch is located on
the LH side of the steering column. The switch controls the
following:

• LH direction indicator

• RH direction indicator

• Headlamp flash

• Dipped/main beam

• Trip computer functions

Both the front and rear indicators are illuminated by single
filament, bayonet type bulbs. Each front indicator bulb is
accessible by removing the cover from the headlamp and
turning the bulb holder to release it from the indicator lens
body.

A side repeater indicator is LED's mounted in mirrors.

Brake Lamps, Centre High Mounted Stop Lamp
(CHMSL) and Brake Switch

A tail/stop lamps is LED.

A CHMSL is located at the top of the rear screen and is secured
with two nuts which locate on studs bonded to the inside
surface of the rear screen. The CHMSL comprises sixteen
LEDs positioned horizontally in the housing attached to the
upper centre section of the rear screen.

The brake switch is attached to the pedal mounting bracket
located behind the fascia. The brake switch is a Hall effect
proximity sensor which is activated by a tang on the top of the
brake pedal.

The brake pedal is installed on a pivot shaft in the pedal
mounting bracket on the engine bulkhead. A clevis pin and
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clip connect the input rod of the brake servo to the brake
pedal. A tang on the end of the brake pedal activates the
'instant make and break' Hall effect brake switch in the pedal
mounting bracket.

The brake switch consists of an inner sensor in an outer
mounting sleeve. To ensure correct orientation, the sensor is
keyed to the mounting sleeve and the mounting sleeve is keyed
to the pedal mounting bracket. Mating serrations hold the
sensor in position in the mounting sleeve. For safety reasons,
the brake switch includes two separate circuits, one normally
open and one normally closed, connecting to ground. The
two circuits are referred to as 'brake main' and 'brake safety'.

Front Fog Lamps

The front fog lamps are located in each outer part of the front
bumper. Each front fog lamp has a halogen bulb powered from
a relay in the engine compartment fusebox which is powered
by the BCM. The fog lamp circuit is protected by a conventional
fuse in the engine compartment fusebox.

Rear Fog Lamps

The rear fog lamps are located in the boot lid. (Each) rear
fog lamp bulb is located in the bulb holder behind the boot
lamp lens assembly. (Each) rear fog lamp has a single filament,
bayonet type bulb which locates in the holder. The bulb
protrudes through an aperture in the lamp assembly to
illuminate the rear fog lamp lens section.

Reverse Lamps

Each reverse lamp bulb is located in the bulb holder in the inner
lower section of the tail lamp assembly. Each reverse lamp has
a single filament, bayonet type bulb.

The BCM incorporates the reverse lamp relay which is
connected to the reverse lamp switch. On vehicles fitted
with manual transmission, a plunger type reverse lamp switch
is fitted to the rear of the selector housing. On vehicles
fitted with automatic transmission, the reverse light switch is
incorporated within the starter inhibitor/position switch.

Bulb Specifications

Bulb Type Rating

Dipped beam
headlamps

H7 12V 55W

Main beam
headlamps

H7 12V 55W

Direction
indicator
lamps

PY21W 12V 21W

Headlamps

Front side
lamps

W5W 12V 5W

Reverse
lamps

W16W 12V 16WTail lamps

Direction
indicator
lamps

W21W 12V 21W

Front fog lamps H3 12V 55W

Rear fog lamp(s) H21W 12V 21W

Number plate lamps W5W 12V 5W
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Operation
General

The BCM controls and monitors the following exterior lights:

• Direction indicators/Warning lights

• Brake lamps

The BCM controls the following lights:

• Side lamps lamps

• Dipped beam

• Main beam

• Front fog lamps

• Rear fog lamp(s)

• Reverse lamps

• Number plate lamps

Main Light Switch (MLS)

1. OFF position

2. AUTO position

3. Side lamp position

4. Headlamp position

5. Rear fog lamp switch position

6. Front fog lamp switch position

MLS control the following exterior lights:

• Main beam headlamps, Side lights, Tail lamps

• Rear fog lamp(s)

• Front fog lamps

• Fascia illumination

The MLS is illuminated at all times when the handset is docked
or the ignition is on. When the side lamps or dipped beam
lamps are switched on, the panel illumination is automatically
dimmed to prevent glare during night-time driving.

Direction Indicators

1. LH indicator/LH parking lamps

2. RH indicator/RH parking lamps

3. Main beam flash

4. Main beam

Auto-Lamp Control

When the MLS is set to the AUTO position, the auto-lamp
control sensor is used to operate the headlamps although the
MLS still has the higher priority in controlling the headlamps.
The auto-lamp feature is a driver assistance system and has to
be seen as a comfort feature rather than to be relied on by the
driver.

The lamp-sensitive components of the sensor are integrated
into the housing of the rain sensor.

The sensor receives the following inputs:

• Ambient brightness around the vehicle looking upward

• Angular brightness from the front

• Vehicle speed

A signal is sent to the BCM by the auto-lamp sensor to switch
on the dipped beam lamps and side lamps if the following
conditions are detected:

• Reduced visibility due to low ambient lamp level

• Adverse weather conditions such as rain or snow

• Artificial obstructions of vision such as a tunnel or
underground car park

At power-up or reset of the sensor there will be a delay for
self-test, acquisition and computation of the data before a
valid signal can be sent to the BCM. During this time, which
will cover one LIN Bus signal, the lamps off signal will be
transmitted. During this time, the MLS is the default control.

Low Ambient Light Level
If the filtered value for the ambient light falls below a minimum
threshold the condition “twilight” is set and a request to
turn on the headlamps will be sent. In order to reset the
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condition “twilight”, the filtered value for the ambient light
has to exceed another minimum threshold. The request for
turning the headlamps off will be sent after a delay.

Rain or Snow
The headlamps will be switched on:

• The sensor detects more than 10 wipe cycles per minute

• The wiper switch is in position 1 or 2 for minimum 5
seconds

Tunnel
The reaction of the auto-lamp control sensor to the changes
in ambient and front light while entering or exiting tunnels is
determined by speed dependent time constants. If both signals
for ambient and front light fall below determined thresholds
and continue falling steadily, the tunnel entrance is detected
and the condition “tunnel” is set, which leads to a request being
sent to the BCM to switch the headlamps on.

If the signal for the ambient light exceeds a determined
threshold again the condition “tunnel” will be switched off
and after a delay, a request is sent to the BCM to switch the
headlamps off. For enhanced driving safety, the headlamps are
automatically switched on if the vehicle speed exceeds 120
km/h.

If communication with the auto-lamp control sensor is lost
after the dipped beam lamps and the side lamps have been
switched on as requested by the sensor, the dipped beam lamps
and the side lamps will remain on until either communication
is restored and the dipped beam lamps are switched off, or the
AUTO function is de-selected.

If AUTO is selected, and the ignition is on, and no sensor
signals are received for 0.5 s, then the BCM will automatically
switch on the dipped beam lamps and the side lamps. These
will remain on until either communication is restored or the
AUTO function is de-selected.

If the MLS is in the AUTO position and the ignition is on and
the sensor declares a fault condition, then the dipped beam
lamps and the side lamps are switched on immediately.

Side Lamps

The side lamps are operated when the MLS is moved to the
side or dipped beam position. On activation of the side lamps,
the MLS sends a signal on the LIN Bus connection to the BCM
to energise the side lamp relay. The BCM also sends a signal
to the instrument pack to activate the fascia illumination. In
the event of the BCM detecting a fault with the MLS and the
handset is docked or the ignition is on then the side lamps will
be remain illuminated.

A parking lamp feature allows the driver to leave the vehicle
with either the LH or RH side and tail lamps illuminated. This
is selected by moving the direction indicator lever to the LH

or RH position as required when the handset is removed. In
this condition instrument pack illumination will remain off. The
feature is deactivated by moving the indicator lever to the off
position.

Dipped Beam

The dipped beam lamps are operated when the MLS is moved
to the dipped beam position and the ignition is on. On
activation of the dipped beam lamps, the MLS sends a signal
on the LIN 1 connection to the BCM to energise the dipped
beam relay. In the event of the BCM detecting a fault with the
MS CAN Bus and ignition is on then the dipped beam lamps
will remain illuminated.

Main Beam

The main beam is operational only when the dipped beam
headlamps are on. The main beam is operated using the
direction indicator and dipped/main beam column switch. The
main beam flash is operated by pulling the column switch
towards the steering wheel. The headlamps will remain
illuminated until the switch is released. When main beam
is active, the dipped beam bulb remains illuminated. If the
ignition is on, the engine is not running and the engine is
cranked, the main beam is powered down allowing the starter
motor to draw the maximum current.

Number Plate Lamps

The number plate lamps are controlled by the BCM and are
illuminated when the MLS is in the side lamp or headlamp
position, regardless of handset position. The BCM supplies
a common feed to both bulbs and bulb failure will only be
detected by the BCM if both bulbs fail. The BCMwill transmit a
MS CAN Bus signal to the instrument pack to display a number
plate lamp bulb failure signal.

Brake Lamps

When the brake pedal is at rest, the tang on the brake pedal
rests against the end of the sensor. When the brake pedal is
pressed, the tang moves away from the sensor and induces a
change of sensor output voltages. The brake switch provides
two pedal status outputs: one is a hard wired connection to
the BCM. The ECM receives two hard wired inputs from the
brake lamp switch to:

• Limit fuelling during braking (only if closed throttle is
detected)

• Suspend cruise control if the brakes are applied
Switch condition Brake main Brake safety

Brake pedal not
pressed

Ground Open circuit

Brake pedal
pressed

12V 6 – 8V
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Direction Indicators and Hazard Warning Light
System

With the handset docked or the ignition on, the direction
indicators and side repeaters are operated using the
direction indicator lever. The corresponding indicator lamps
will illuminate with a 1:1 on/off ratio accompanied by a
corresponding MS CAN Bus signal to the instrument pack
to illuminate the relevant telltail lamp and emit an audible
warning at the same rate. The BCM monitors the status of
the direction indicators and side repeaters and, in the event
of detecting a bulb failure shall continue to illuminate the
external lamps at the nominal rate but double the frequency
of the MS CAN Bus signal to enable the tell-tail lamp and
audible warning to operate at twice the nominal rate, thereby
warning the driver of the fault. Failure of a side repeater LED
will not cause the front or rear indicators to illuminate at
twice the nominal rate.

The hazard warning light system uses the direction indicators
and side repeater lamps. Operation of the hazard warning
lights is selected using the non-latching momentary switch
located on the centre console between the centre air vents.
This sends a signal to the BCM which causes the direction
indicators and side repeaters to illuminate. The switch
features a hazard triangle symbol which illuminates when the
hazard warning lights are active. The symbol is also illuminated
at a low intensity when the side lamps or headlamps are on. If
the handset is docked or the ignition is on and the direction
indicator column lever is operated, the corresponding lamps
will continue to illuminate at the nominal rate and the opposite
direction indicators and side repeaters will cease illuminating
until the direction indicator column lever is returned to its
original position, the hazard warning lights will continue to
operate. This feature enables the driver of the vehicle to signal
left or right when the vehicle is being towed. If the direction
indicators are operating and the hazard warning light switch is
operated, the hazard warning lights will take priority over the
direction indicators.

In the event of the BCM detecting either an internal or CAN
Bus fault, and with the handset in any position, the hazard
lamps will continue to operate in accordance with the last valid
signal request. If the BCM detects a heavy braking condition,
the hazard warning lights will operate immediately. Hazard
warning light operation will continue until the hazard warning
light switch is operated.

If the BCM detects that the inertia switch has been tripped,
the hazard warning lights will operate immediately. Hazard
warning light operation will continue until the hazard warning
light switch is operated for a minimum of 5 seconds. This is
to prevent the switch being pressed due to impact during the
crash. The hazard warning lights will not be stopped when

the inertia switch is reset, but only when the hazard switch is
pressed.

Direction Indicator and Dipped/Main Beam
Column Switch
The column switch comprises three switches. The direction
indicator switch is a three position latching switch which
completes earth paths from the MLS via resistors in the
switch. The differing resistance values are used by the MLS to
determine which direction indicator has been selected. The
switch has a central off position and is moved to this position
automatically when the steering wheel is in the straight ahead
position.

The headlamp flash and dipped/main beam switch is a
three-position non-latching switch which completes earth
paths from the BCM via resistors in the switch. The switch is
in the off position when at rest. Pulling the lever towards the
steering wheel will trip one of two switches:

• The first switch operates the main beam headlamp flash.
The switch completes an earth path through a resistor
and the BCM recognises the resistance value as a request
to activate the headlamp flash. The headlamps will remain
illuminated until the switch is released.

• The second switch toggles the headlamps between
dipped and main beam. The switch completes an earth
path through a resistor and the BCM recognises the
resistance value as a request to activate or de-activate
the main beam headlamps.

The indicators and dipped/main beam headlamp switches are
only operative with the handset docked or the ignition on. If
the main beam is selected and the MLS is moved to the side
lamp or off position or the handset is removed, main beam will
be de-selected and dipped headlamps will be illuminated at the
next headlamp request.

Front Fog Lamps

The front fog lamps will operate with the side lamps or
headlamps on, the ignition on, and the MLS pulled out to the
first latched position. If the MLS is returned to the original
latched position or the handset is moved to the docked
position or removed, the front fog lamps will be extinguished.
The tell-tail lamp illuminates in the instrument pack whenever
the front fog lamps are on.

If the fog lamps are operated before the engine is cranked,
they will extinguish during engine cranking to allow the starter
motor to draw the maximum current

Rear Fog Lamp(s)

The rear fog lamp(s) will operate with the dipped beam or
front fog lamps on, the MLS pulled out to the second latched
position and the ignition on. If the MLS is returned to the first
latched (AUX) position, or the handset is moved to the docked
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position or removed, the rear fog lamp(s) will be extinguished.
If the rear fog lamp(s) is on when the MLS is switched off, the
MLS will rotate to the first latched position (front fog lamp
position) and the rear fog lamp(s) will not illuminate on the
next ignition cycle and must be re-selected using the MLS. The
tell-tale lamp illuminates in the instrument pack whenever the
rear fog lamp(s) is on.

Reverse Lamps

The reverse lamps are powered from the reverse lamp relay in
the BCM via the reverse lamp switch.

On models fitted with manual transmission, the reverse lamp
switch receives a supply from the engine compartment fusebox
when the ignition is on. When reverse gear is selected, the
switch is operated and the supply illuminates the reverse lamps
until reverse gear is deselected or the handset is moved AUX
position.

Lights Off Delay

The vehicle provides timer-controlled lighting of the vehicle
dipped beam headlamps and/or the fog lamps (optional) and
may be used to light the path from the vehicle after the
handset has been removed. This feature is configurable using
the feature menu located within the message centre. This
menu will allow the user to select from the following options:

• Automatic illumination of the dipped beam headlamps
only

• Automatic illumination of the dipped beam headlamps,
and the rear fog lamp(s)

• Automatic illumination of the dipped beam headlamps,
and the rear fog lamp(s)

• Lighting time-out (from 0 to 5 minutes in increments of
30 seconds).

When enabled, the Lights Off Delay feature is operated using
the main beam flash switch within a defined time period of the
handset being removed. All enabled lamps will enter the Lights
Off Delay mode and illuminate for a defined period. When the
time period has expired, the feature is disabled until the next
ignition cycle.

If the feature is active and the main beam flash switch is
subsequently operated, then the feature is deactivated.
Subsequent activation of the main beam headlamp switch
within the time period will toggle the enabled lamps on and
off.

If any door is opened whilst the timer is running, the timer will
be reset. The feature will be cancelled if there is any change in
handset or MLS position.

The operation of the side lamps is unaffected by the feature.
If the side lamps are on when the feature is enabled, the side

lamps will remain on whilst the timer is running and will remain
on when the time period has expired.

Circuit Protection

Individual lighting circuits are protected by transistors within
the BCM which contain Field Effect Transistors (FET) in place
of conventional fuses. The FETs respond to heat generated
by increased current flow caused by short circuits and, when
applicable, cut the supply to the affected feature. Once the
fault has been rectified or the FET has cooled, the FET will
automatically reset and continue to operate that function as
normal.

Bulb Monitoring

The transistors within the BCM control a bulb monitoring
facility which relieves the driver of the obligation to check the
vehicle lighting before the start of each journey. It operates
when the MLS is moved to the side lamp or headlamp position.
The transistors contain MOSFETS which control the bulb
monitoring. The BCM microprocessor supplies an output to
each transistor. This output switches the resistors to supply
an output to the selected lamp circuits. The microprocessor
monitors the output from each transistor to the selected
lamps using signals from the transistors.

When a bulb is functioning correctly, the transistor signal
to the microprocessor is at 0V. When a bulb fails and
causes an open circuit, the transistor outputs a signal at
5V to the microprocessor. This signal is interpreted by the
microprocessor as a bulb failure and the MLS generates LIN
Bus signals to the instrument pack via the BCM to provide the
appropriate visual warning to the driver.

When a bulb failure occurs, the failure is stored in the fault
log within the BCM. Every time the ignition is switched on, the
BCM will transmit a signal to the instrument pack to display
the applicable warning to the driver. This warning will be
displayed regardless of the MLS position. When the failed bulb
is replaced, the signal will be removed from the fault log when
the applicable lamp is switched on and the microprocessor has
confirmed that the bulb and circuit is functioning correctly.

Emergency Back-up

The BCM contains an emergency back-up feature to provide
a minimum of lighting in the event of a failure of the BCM
microprocessor or other component or if the battery voltage
is low.

The emergency circuit is deactivated on a functional BCM by
a pulsed signal transmitted from the processor. The pulsed
signal must operate at a minimum of 15 Hz to prevent the
BCM activating the emergency back-up feature.

If a failure occurs and the pulsed signal ceases, the BCM will
immediately activate the emergency circuits which will switch
dipped headlamps and tails lamps on, irrespective of the MLS
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position. Brake lamp functionality will also be maintained but
the following exterior lighting features controlled by the BCM
will be inhibited:

• Direction indicator lamps

• Hazard warning lights

• Headlamp flash and main beam

• Front fog lamps

• Rear fog lamp(s)
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Service Procedures
Bulb - Directional - Indicator
Remove

1. Push side repeater lamp rearwards against spring
pressure and pull outwards to release.

2. Release bulb holder from side repeater lamp assembly.

3. Remove bulb from bulb holder.

Refit

1. Fit bulb to bulb holder.

2. Fit bulb holder into side repeater lamp assembly.

3. Fit leading edge of side repeater lamp and press the
rear edge to secure clip.

Bulb - Reverse Lamp- Saloon
Remove

1. Release boot lid latch.

2. Remove boot seal.

3. Remove luggage compartment sill trim casing.

4. Release luggage compartment trim.

5. Twist reverse lamp bulb holder anticlockwise and
release from lamp unit.

6. Remove reverse lamp bulb from bulb holder and
discard.

Refit

1. Fit new stop/tail lamp bulb into holder and refit holder
into lamp assembly.

2. Secure luggage compartment trim.

3. Fit luggage compartment sill trim casing.

4. Fit boot seal.

5. Close boot lid.
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Bulb - Number Plate Lamp
Remove

1. Release boot lid latch.

2. Remove boot lid trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- bootbootboot lid-Removelid-Removelid-Remove

3. Twist number plate lamp bulb holder anticlockwise and
release from lamp unit.

4. Remove number plate lamp bulb from holder.

Refit

1. Fit number plate lamp bulb into holder and refit holder
into lamp assembly.

2. Fit boot lid trim casing.

3. Close boot lid.

Bulb - Rear Fog Lamp
Remove

1. Release boot lid latch.

2. Remove boot lid trim casing panel.

3. Twist rear fog lamp bulb holder anticlockwise and
release from lamp unit.

4. Remove rear fog lamp bulb from holder and discard.

Refit

1. Fit new rear fog lamp bulb into holder and refit holder
into lamp assembly.

2. Fit boot lid trim casing panel.

3. Close boot lid.
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Bulb - Rear DI
Remove

1. Release boot lid latch.

2. Remove boot seal.

3. Remove luggage compartment sill trim casing.

4. Release luggage compartment trim.

5. Twist indicator lamp bulb holder anticlockwise and
release from lamp unit.

6. Remove indicator lamp bulb from holder and discard.

Refit

1. Fit new indicator lamp bulb into holder and refit holder
into lamp assembly.

2. Secure luggage compartment trim.

3. Fit luggage compartment sill trim casing.

4. Fit boot seal.

5. Close boot lid.

Bulb - Dip Beam
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove engine compartment fuse box - LH headlamp
bulb only

EngineEngineEngine compartmentcompartmentcompartment fusefusefuse box-Removebox-Removebox-Remove

3. Remove dust cover from headlamp.

4. Disconnect multiplug from bulb.

5. Release clip securing bulb to headlamp and remove bulb.

Refit

1. Fit bulb to headlamp and secure with clip.

2. Connect multiplug to bulb.

3. Fit dust cover to headlamp.

4. Fit engine compartment fuse box-LH headlamp bulb
only.

EngineEngineEngine compartmentcompartmentcompartment fusefusefuse box-Refitbox-Refitbox-Refit

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Cover Assembly- Front Fog Lamp
Remove

1. Remove front bumper.

BumperBumperBumper assemblyassemblyassembly --- front-Remove.front-Remove.front-Remove.

2. Disconnect multiplug from bulb.

3. Release dust cover from fog lamp unit.

4. Remove 1 bolt to cover assembly.

5. Remove the cover assembly.

Refit

1. Fit the cover assembly to front fog lamp with 1 bolt.

2. Connect multiplug.

3. Fit dust cover to fog lamp.

4. Fit front bumper.

BumperBumperBumper assemblyassemblyassembly --- front-Refit.front-Refit.front-Refit.

Lamp Assembly - Front Fog
Remove

1. Remove front bumper.

BumperBumperBumper assemblyassemblyassembly --- front-Remove.front-Remove.front-Remove.

2. Remove 4 screws securing front fog lamp to front
bumper.

3. Remove front fog lamp from bumper.

Refit

1. Fit front fog lamp to front bumper.

2. Fit and tighten screws securing front fog lamp to front
bumper.

3. Fit bumper assembly.

BumperBumperBumper assemblyassemblyassembly --- front-Refit.front-Refit.front-Refit.
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Headlamps - Dip Beam, High Beam
Check

1. Position beam setting equipment to headlamp.

2. Switch headlamps on and note main beam settings.
Beam must be 1.0% below the horizontal and parallel
to the vehicle centre line.

3. Adjust headlamp if required.

4. Switch off headlamps and remove beam setting
equipment.

Adjust

1. Turn inner adjuster as necessary to get correct
horizontal beam setting for dip beam.

2. Turn outer adjuster as necessary to correct vertical
beam setting dip beam.

3. Turn inner adjuster as necessary to get correct
horizontal beam setting for high beam.

4. Turn outer adjuster as necessary to correct vertical
beam setting high beam.

Headlamp Assembly
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove front bumper.

BumperBumperBumper AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- Front-Remove.Front-Remove.Front-Remove.

3. Remove 4 bolts securing headlamp to body.

4. Disconnect multiplug from headlamp assembly.

5. Remove headlamp assembly.

Refit

1. Position headlamp assembly to body.

2. Align headlamp assembly, fit bolts and tighten.

3. Connect multiplug to headlamp.

4. Fit front bumper.

BumperBumperBumper assemblyassemblyassembly --- front-Refit.front-Refit.front-Refit.

5. Connect battery earth lead.

6. Check headlamp alignment.

HeadlampsHeadlampsHeadlamps --- dipdipdip beam,beam,beam, highhighhigh beam-Refit.beam-Refit.beam-Refit.
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Bulb - Front Directional Indicator
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Twist bulb holder anti-clockwise and release from
headlamp.

3. Remove front indicator bulb from holder.

Refit

1. Fit bulb to bulb holder.

2. Fit bulb holder to headlamp assembly.

3. Connect battery earth lead.

Bulb - Side Lamp
Remove

1. Remove dust cover from headlamp.

2. Remove side lamp bulb holder from headlamp.

3. Remove bulb from side lamp bulb holder.

Refit

1. Fit bulb into side lamp bulb holder.

2. Fit side lamp bulb holder to headlamp assembly.

3. Fit dust cover to headlamp.
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Lamp Assembly - Tail
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Release boot lid latch.

3. Remove boot seal

4. Remove luggage compartment sill trim casing.

5. Release luggage compartment trim.

6. Remove 4 nuts securing tail lamp to body.

7. Release tail lamp and disconnect multiplug.

8. Remove tail lamp.

Refit

1. Connect multiplug to tail lamp.

2. Fit tail lamp to body and secure with nuts.

3. Secure luggage compartment trim.

4. Fit luggage compartment sill trim casing.

5. Fit boot seal.

6. Close boot lid.

7. Connect battery earth lead.

Bulb - Main Beam
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove dust cover from headlamp.

3. Disconnect multiplug from bulb.

4. Release clip securing bulb to headlamp and remove bulb.

Refit

1. Fit bulb to headlamp and secure with clip.

2. Connect multiplug to bulb.

3. Fit dust cover to headlamp.

4. Connect battery earth lead.
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Doors
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt - door hinge to door 30–36Nm

Cap nut - shaft – upper hinge 18–22Nm

Bolt - door hinge to body 30–36Nm

Screw - exterior handle backplate to door 2–2.5Nm

Bolt - door lock 8–12Nm

Bolt - window regulator guide rail to door 6.5–7.5Nm

Screw - door striker 20–30Nm

Bolt - glass holder 6.5–7.5Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Windows System Component Location

1. Driver's Door Switch Pack (DDSP)

2. Body Control Module (BCM) and fusebox

3. RH front window motor

4. Passenger front window switch

5. RH rear window switch

6. RH rear window motor

7. Remote handset

8. LH rear window motor

9. LH rear window switch

10. LH front door lock switch

11. LH front window motor
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System Control Diagram
Windows System Control Diagram

A. Hard wired B. MS CAN Bus C. LIN Bus

1. Driver's Door Switch Pack (DDSP)

2. Passenger front window switch

3. RH rear window switch

4. LH rear window switch

5. Master Locking Switch

6. Remote handset

7. Diagnostic socket

8. LH front window motor

9. LH rear window motor

10. RH rear window motor

11. RH front window motor

12. Body Control Module (BCM)
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Description
General

The electric window system is controlled by the Body Control
Module (BCM) which is located on the passenger side of the
vehicle, behind the glovebox. The windows system is one of
many functions controlled by the BCM. Refer to the Body
Control Module section for further details of connections and
fusing.

The window system comprises:

• LH and RH electric windows, front and rear

• Driver's Door Switch Pack (DDSP)

• Single switches for front passenger's and rear doors

• Window lifting motor and mechanism

Each door trim has a lift/press type switch to control the
window for that door.DDSP has four switches to allow the
driver to control operation of each window. It also contains an
isolation switch to prevent operation of the rear window from
the door mounted switches.DDSP also controls exterior
mirror operation. The electric windows will operate when the
handset is docked or ignition on, or for 30 seconds after the
handset has been removed. The 30 second timer is cancelled
if a door is opened during that period or if already open when
the handset is removed.

‘Intelligent' window lift motors with anti-trap, one-shot and
lazy close/open functions are fitted as standard to the driver's
door on all models and to all doors on the deluxe model.
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FrontFrontFront ElectricElectricElectric WindowsWindowsWindows

1. Front door glass

2. Rear runner

3. Friction pad (2 off)

4. Motor assembly

5. Cables

6. Forward runner

The front windows are electrically operated on all models and
can be controlled from individual switches for the applicable
window or from theDDSP Each front window motor receives
a power supply from theBCM BCMcontrols the power and
earth connections and can operate the windowmotor in either
direction by reversing the motor polarity to power the window
glass up or down.

The front window regulator and motor are supplied as a
complete assembly and are handed. The assembly comprises
front and rear runners, three cables, a motor, a gearbox and
drum assembly. The runners are secured in the door frame
with four bolts and the motor is secured with a further two
bolts. The glass is fitted in two carriers which are located
in the tracks of the runners. Friction pads hold the glass in
position in the carrier. Each friction pad is clamped in the
carrier with a bolt, which applies pressure to the pad and
positively retains the glass in the carrier.

The window is raised and lowered by an upper cable, a mid
cable and a lower cable. The upper cable is a sheathed Bowden
type cable with one end attached to the carrier in the rear
runner. The cable is routed up the runner, around a pulley
at the top and diagonally to the motor at the bottom of the
forward rail. A spring tensioner is fitted between the sheath
and the motor and applies tension to the cable when lowering
the window.

The mid cable is also a sheathed Bowden type cable with one
end attached to the carrier on the forward runner. The cable is
routed up the runner, around a pulley at the top and diagonally
to the rear runner. The cable passes around a pulley at the
bottom of the rear runner and is connected to the rear carrier.

The bottom cable is unsheathed and one end is connected to
the bottom of the forward carrier. The cable is routed around
a fixed cable tensioner at the bottom of the forward runner
and is connected to the motor drum.
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When the motor is operated, each carrier is pulled in the
required direction by the cables and slides in the runner to
raise or lower the glass. A worm drive reduction gearbox

between the motor output shaft and the drum reduces the
effort required by the motor to raise or lower the window.
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RearRearRear ElectricElectricElectric WindowsWindowsWindows

1. Cables

2. Runner

3. Motor assembly

4. Friction pads (2 off)

5. Rear door glass

The rear windows can be controlled from individual switches
for the applicable window or from theDDSPEach rear window
motor receives a power supply fromBCM BCMcontrols the
power and earth connections and can operate the window
motor in either direction by reversing the motor polarity to
power the window glass up or down.

The rear window regulator and motor are supplied as a
complete assembly and are handed. The assembly comprises
a single runner, two cables, a motor, a gearbox and drum
assembly. The runner and motor is secured in the door frame
with five bolts. The glass is fitted in a single carrier located
in the track of the runner. Two friction pads hold the glass
in position in the carrier. Each friction pad is clamped in the
carrier with a bolt, which applies pressure to the pad and
positively retains the glass in the carrier.

The window is raised and lowered by two cables; an upper
cable and a lower cable. The upper cable is unsheathed with
one end attached to the carrier. The cable is routed up the
runner, around a pulley at the top and diagonally to the motor.
The lower cable is also unsheathed with one end attached
to the bottom of the carrier. The cable is routed down the
runner, around a pulley at the bottom and diagonally to the
drum attached to the motor.

When the motor is operated, the carrier is pulled in the
required direction by the cables and slides in the runner to
raise or lower the glass. A worm drive reduction gearbox
between the motor output shaft and the drum reduces the
effort required by the motor to raise or lower the window.
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Driver'sDriver'sDriver's DoorDoorDoor SwitchSwitchSwitch PackPackPack (DDSP)(DDSP)(DDSP)

1. Driver's Door Switch Pack (DDSP)

2. RH front window switch

3. RH rear window switch

4. Rear window isolation switch

5. LH rear window switch

6. LH front window switch

DDSPis located in the driver's door trim panel and is secured
with four spring clips.DDSP comprises four window switches,
a rear window isolation switch and mirror adjustment control.

Each window switch has anLED which is illuminated red
when the Master Light Switch (MLS) is in the side lamp or
headlamp position. At this time, if the rear window isolation
switch is not selected, then theLED will also be illuminated
red. The illumination is controlled by the illumination dimmer
thumbwheel on theMLS The rear window isolation switch
has a whiteLED which is illuminated when the rear window
isolation is selected.DDSP is an intelligent, microprocessor
controlled unit, which is connected to theBCM via the
LIN 1 Bus. DDSPAll switch operations are converted to
digital signals by Field Effect Transistors (FET) within LINand
transmitted to theBCM BCMin a data stream via the LIN
Bus. The BCM converts the received digital signals into the

requested window operation.DDSPhas a Printed Circuit
Board (PCB) which houses all the electronic components.PCB
on theLED provide the switch illumination. The light emitted
from eachLED is transferred to the switch via a plastic
optical lens.DDSPThe DDSP has two connectors.The rear
connector provides for the window operation connections
to theBCM power feeds and earth connections. Switch
LEDillumination is controlled directly from theMLS via this
connector. The forward connector is used for the mirror
operation.

An internal timer is integrated into theDDSP logic circuits
and will stop transmitting data messages after a period of 30
seconds after the handset is removed. The time delay allows
for switch inputs for window operation to continue to be made
within the 30 second timer provided by theBCM for window
motor operation.
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PassengerPassengerPassenger andandand RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor SwitchesSwitchesSwitches The front passenger door and the rear door window switches
are located in the door trim panels.Each door switch has
electronic components mounted on a PCB and a connector.
An LED LEDon the PCB provides the switch illumination. The
light emitted from the LED is passed through a plastic optical
lens. A six-pin connector provides the window operation
connections to theBCM and switch LED LEDillumination.
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Operation
Electric Window

The electric window system will operate at all times whenever
the handset is docked, or for 30 seconds after theBCM
receives an ignition off message. The motors are powered
directly from electronic relays within theBCM.BCM responds
to signals from the switches and powers the applicable window
motor to raise or lower the window.

Manual Mode
Manual mode is initiated after the window switch is operated
for more than 450 ms. This will cause the requested window
to be operated in the selected direction for as long as the
switch is on. When the switch is released, the window will
stop immediately.

Automatic (‘one-shot') Mode
Automatic mode provides a 'one-shot' down function on
all electric windows with intelligent (anti-trap) window lift
motors fitted (driver's door on all models, optional on other
models). Automatic mode is initiated after the window switch
is operated for more than 60 ms (short press) and less than
450 ms. This will cause the selected window to move to
the fully open position (or the fully closed position) after
the switch is released. A further operation of the selected
window switch, from either theDDSP or the dedicated
window switch will exit automatic mode.

Anti Trap Function (Where Fitted)
Anti-trap is a function available on intelligent window lift
motors. Any increase in current required before the
expected top or bottom point is detected is assumed to be
an obstruction. If this occurs during lifting, the polarity is
reversed to open the window fully.

When the window is opening after a trap has occurred,
pressing the driver's window switch again will stop the window
lowering and reset the anti-trap detection.

Anti-trap has the highest priority of the driver's window
control functions. If the anti-trap function fails and theBCM
is programmed for auto mode (one-shot), the window close
function will only operate in inch mode. Manual or auto mode
operation will be disabled. Inch mode will only operate the
window motor for a period of 0.4 to 0.6 seconds, preventing
the window from being driven up fully in one operation. The
window switch must be repeatedly operated to power the
window to the fully up or down position.

Thermal Protection

BCMThe maximum default continuous motor operation is
limited to 7 seconds.

Window motor: There are two types; anti-trap and normal.

Anti-trap motors: thermal protection is triggered by operation
time. After continuous operation for 30-100 seconds, the
thermal protection starts.

Normal motors: If the motor locks for about 30 seconds, the
motor will start thermal selfprotection.

Lazy Lock/Unlock

This function allows the simultaneous auto closing/opening
of all windows and is only enabled if all four windows are
fitted with intelligent (anti-trap) window lift motors. Lazy
locking/unlocking is invoked by one of the following actions:

• Long press of the lock/unlock button on the remote
handset.

• Insert the emergency key into the driver’s door lock, turn
and hold for more than 2 seconds.

Operation of any window switch during lazy locking/unlocking
will cause the window operation to stop immediately. If the
vehicle's security system is armed, lazy unlocking can only be
invoked using the remote handset or emergency key.

Rear Window Disable

The rear window disable switch on theDDSPenables/disables
the function of the rear window switches. TheBCM stores
your selection until you use the rear window disable switch
again.

Open When Crashed

If the vehicle has crashed, with impact deceleration up to a
certain value, the inertia switch will trigger, then all windows
will automatically open.

Switch Conflicts

If a conflict arises between a window switch located in
theDDSP and an individual window lift switch then theDDSP
will take priority. If a window is stopped due to conflict
between theDDSP and the individual switch, when one of
the switches is released and re-applied the window will inch in
the requested direction. If a switch is activated for more than
20 seconds, then theBCM will consider this to be a faulty (i.e.
stuck) switch and ignore further inputs from that switch for
that ignition cycle.

Diagnostics

A diagnostic socket allows the exchange of information
between theISO and the recommended diagnostic equipment
via theCANThe diagnostic socket is located in the driver's
footwell and is constructed to ISO standardBCM.BCM
controls all outputs for window operation. If a fault is
detected, then a code applicable to that fault is stored in a fault
log. Two fault logs are provided within theBCMfor internal
and external faults relative to the window lift system.
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Service Procedures
Handle - Outside - Front Door
Remove

1. Remove private lock.

PrivatePrivatePrivate LockLockLock --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Move handle backwards then rotate rear of handle
outwards and remove by releasing from front tags.

Refit

1. Using a piece of string loop round door inner release
lever, pull outwards to engage behind outside handle
release lever.

2. Fit door handle to front tags and rotate to locate into
rear door aperture.

Caution: Ensure door handle gaskets are fitted correctly.

3. Fit private lock.

PrivatePrivatePrivate LockLockLock --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

Door Assembly - Front
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Open door.

3. Release harness sleeve and disconnect multiplug from
'A' post.

4. Remove upper hinge cap nut.

Caution: Please protect paint from scratch.

5. Remove lower bolt from lower hinge.

Caution: Please protect paint from scratch.

6. With assistance, lift door up until centre bolt comes
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out from lower door hinge completely, then remove
door assembly.

Caution: Please protect paint from scratch when
removing or refitting the door assembly.

7. Remove upper and lower door hinge from door
assembly.

Refit

1. Position upper and lower door hinge to door, secure
with bolts and tighten to 30–36Nm.

2. With assistance, position door to hinges.

Caution: Please protect paint from scratch when
removing or refitting the door assembly.

3. Fit lower bolt to lower door hinge and tighten to
30–36Nm.

Caution: Please protect paint from scratch.

4. Fit cap nut to upper hinge pin and tighten to 18–22Nm.

Caution: Please protect paint from scratch.

5. Connect multiplug and secure harness sleeve to 'A'
post.

6. Connect battery earth lead.

7. Check door alignment.

Hinge - Front Door - Upper
Remove

1. Remove front door.

DoorDoorDoor AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- FrontFrontFront RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove bolt securing upper hinge from outside of 'A'
post.

3. Remove 'A' post lower trim.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'A''A''A' PostPostPost --- LowerLowerLower RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Remove bolt securing upper hinge from inside of 'A'
post and remove hinge.

Refit

1. Position hinge to 'A' post

2. Fit upper hinge with bolts from inside and outside of
body separately, tighten to 30–36Nm.

3. Fit front door.

DoorDoorDoor AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- FrontFrontFront RefitRefitRefit

4. Align door on hinges.

DoorDoorDoor --- FrontFrontFront --- AlignAlignAlign ononon hingeshingeshinges RefitRefitRefit

5. Fit 'A' post lower trim.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'A''A''A' PostPostPost --- LowerLowerLower RefitRefitRefit
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Hinge - Front Door - Lower
Remove

1. Remove front door.

DoorDoorDoor AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- FrontFrontFront RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove bolt securing lower hinge from outside of 'A'
post.

3. Remove 'A' post lower trim.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'A''A''A' PostPostPost --- LowerLowerLower RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Remove bolt securing hinge to inside of 'A' post and
remove hinge.

Refit

1. Position lower hinge to 'A' post.

2. Fit lower hinge with bolts from inside and outside of
body separately, tighten to 30–36Nm.

3. Fit front door.

DoorDoorDoor AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- FrontFrontFront RefitRefitRefit

4. Align door on hinges.

DoorDoorDoor --- FrontFrontFront --- AlignAlignAlign ononon HingesHingesHinges RefitRefitRefit

5. Fit 'A' post lower trim.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- ‘A’‘A’‘A’ PostPostPost --- LowerLowerLower RefitRefitRefit

Door - Front - Align on Hinges
Adjust

1. Open door.

2. Place wooden block on jack and position jack to
support door lower edge.

3. Loosen 3 bolts securing hinges to door.

4. Loosen 2 Torx bolts securing door latch striker.

5. Use jack to assist with door alignment.

6. Tighten hinge bolts.

7. Remove jack and close door to check for correct
alignment.

8. When alignment is satisfactory, tighten hinge bolts to
30–36Nm.

9. Adjust door latch striker.

DoorDoorDoor --- FrontFrontFront --- AdjustAdjustAdjust ononon StrikerStrikerStriker
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Private Lock - Front Door
Remove

1. Remove grommet for access to screw securing private
lock to inner door handle.

2. Loosen screw securing private lock to inner door
handle (Do not remove screw it is captive).

3. Remove private lock.

Refit

1. Position and fit private lock to door handle assembly,
tighten screw to 2–2.5Nm.

2. Refit grommet and ensure seal properly.

Latch - Front Door
Remove

1. Ensure window glass is fully closed.

2. Remove front door plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Loosen top bolt and remove bottom bolt securing rear
regulator guide to door.

4. Lift regulator rear guide up and forward to release from
door mounting and lay in bottom of door.

5. Release clip and disconnect exterior handle control rod.

6. Release door lock control rod from latch lever.

7. Remove clip securing inner release cable to door.

8. Remove 3 screws securing latch to door and move
forward to access multiplug.
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9. Disconnect multiplug from latch.

10. Manoeuvre and remove latch from door.

11. Release cable from latch body.

Refit

1. Connect inner cable to latch body.

2. Manoeuvre latch into door and connect multiplug to
latch.

3. Position latch to door, fit and tighten screws to
8–12Nm.

4. Fit clip securing inner release cable to door.

5. Connect door lock control rod to latch and secure clip.

6. Fit door lock control rod to exterior door handle.

7. Position rear regulator guide to door, fit bolts and
tighten to 6.5–7.5Nm.

8. Check latch for correct operation.

9. Fit front door plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

Door - Front - Adjust on Striker
Adjust

1. Open door.

2. Loosen 2 striker screws and align striker to door latch,
tighten screws.

3. Close door checking ease of closure and rear edge
alignment of door flush to adjacent panel(s).

4. Open door and tighten screws to 20–30Nm.

5. Close door re-checking ease of closure and rear edge
alignment of door flush to adjacent panel(s).
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Handle - Outside - Rear Door
Remove

1. Remove grommet for access to screw securing outside
handle capping to inner door handle.

2. Loosen screw securing outside door capping lock to
inner door handle (Do not remove screw it is captive).

3. Remove outside handle capping.

4. Move handle backwards then rotate rear of handle
outwards and remove by releasing from front tags.

Refit

1. Using a piece of string loop round door inner release
lever, pull outwards to engage behind outside handle
release lever.

2. Fit door handle to front tags and rotate to locate into
rear door aperture.

Caution: Ensure door handle gaskets are fitted correctly.

3. Position and fit outside capping to door handle
assembly, tighten screw to 2–2.5Nm.

4. Refit grommet and ensure seal properly.

Door Assembly - Rear
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Open front door for access. Release harness sleeve
from 'BC' post, disconnect multiplug.

3. Open rear door.

4. Remove upper hinge cap nut.

5. Remove centre bolt securing lower hinge to door.
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6. With assistance, lift door up until centre bolt comes
out from lower hinge completely, then remove door
assembly.

Caution: Please protect paint from scratch when
removing or refitting the door assembly.

7. Remove upper and lower door hinge from rear door
assembly.

Refit

1. Position upper and lower door hinge to door, secure
with bolts and tighten to 30–36Nm.

2. With assistance, position door to hinges.

3. Fit bolt to lower hinge. Tighten to 30–36Nm.

4. Fit cap nut to upper hinge pin. Tighten to 18–22Nm.

5. Connect multiplug and secure harness sleeve to 'BC'
post.

6. Connect battery earth lead.

7. Check door alignment.

Hinge - Rear Door - Upper
Remove

1. Remove rear door.

DoorDoorDoor AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- RearRearRear RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Mark position of hinge and remove bolt securing hinge
from outside of 'BC' post.

3. Remove 'BC' post lower trim.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' PostPostPost --- LowerLowerLower RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Remove bolt securing upper hinge from inside of 'BC'
post and remove hinge.

Refit

1. Position upper hinge to 'BC' post.

2. Fit upper hinge with bolts from inside and outside of
body separately, then tighten to 30–36Nm.

3. Fit rear door.

DoorDoorDoor AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- RearRearRear RefitRefitRefit

4. Align rear door on hinges.

DoorDoorDoor --- RearRearRear --- AlignAlignAlign ononon HingesHingesHinges RefitRefitRefit

5. Fit 'BC' post lower trim.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' PostPostPost --- LowerLowerLower RefitRefitRefit
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Hinge - Rear Door - Lower
Remove

1. Remove rear door.

DoorDoorDoor AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- RearRearRear RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Mark position of lower hinge and remove bolt securing
hinge from outside of 'BC' post.

3. Remove 'BC' post lower trim.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' PostPostPost --- LowerLowerLower RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Mark hinge position and remove bolt securing hinge
from inside of 'BC' post and remove hinge.

Refit

1. Position lower hinge to 'BC' post.

2. Secure with 2 bolts, align to witness marks and tighten
to 30–36Nm.

3. Fit rear door.

DoorDoorDoor AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- RrearRrearRrear RefitRefitRefit

4. Align door on hinges.

DoorDoorDoor --- RearRearRear --- AlignAlignAlign ononon HingesHingesHinges RefitRefitRefit

5. Fit 'BC' post lower trim.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' PostPostPost --- LowerLowerLower RefitRefitRefit

Door - Rear - Align on Hinges
Adjust

1. Open door.

2. Place wooden block on jack and position jack to
support door lower edge.

3. Loosen 3 bolts securing hinges to door.

4. Loosen 2 Torx bolts securing door latch striker.

5. Use jack to assist with door alignment.

6. Tighten hinge bolts.

7. Remove jack and close door to check for correct
alignment.

8. When alignment is satisfactory, tighten hinge bolts to
30–36Nm.

9. Adjust door latch striker.

DoorDoorDoor --- RearRearRear --- AdjustAdjustAdjust ononon StrikerStrikerStriker
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Latch - Rear Door
Remove

1. Remove plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Taking care not to damage clip, release clip and remove
exterior handle control rod from latch.

3. Disconnect multiplug from latch.

4. Remove 3 Torx screws securing latch to door.

5. Remove release cable from latch, and remove latch.

Refit

1. Position and fit release cable to latch and close security
flap.

2. Connect multiplug to latch.

3. Position latch to door, fit and tighten screws to
8–12Nm.

4. Position exterior handle clip at bottom of travel and
ensure exterior handle is in the closed position. Taking
care not to move exterior handle control rod up or
down, secure control rod in clip.

5. Fit plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

Door - Rear - Adjust on Striker
Adjust

1. Open door.

2. Loosen 2 striker screws and align striker to door latch,
tighten screws.

3. Close door checking ease of closure and rear edge
alignment of door flush to adjacent panel(s).

4. Open door and fully tighten screws to 20–30Nm.

5. Close door re-checking ease of closure and rear edge
alignment of door flush to adjacent panel(s).
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Division Bar - Quarter Light - Rear
Remove

1. Remove rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove inner waist seal.

SealSealSeal --- WaistWaistWaist InnerInnerInner --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor --- EachEachEach RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove outer waist seal.

SealSealSeal --- WaistWaistWaist OuterOuterOuter --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor --- EachEachEach RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Lower door glass.

5. Remove finisher from quarter light division bar.

6. Remove 3 screws securing quarter light division bar
to door.

7. Remove glass channel seal from quarter light division
bar.

8. Remove quarter light division bar.

Refit

1. Position quarter light division bar to door and secure
with screws.

2. Fit glass channel seal to quarter light division bar.

3. Fit finisher to quarter light division bar.

4. Fit outer waist seal to door.

SealSealSeal --- WaistWaistWaist OuterOuterOuter --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor --- EachEachEach RefitRefitRefit

5. Fit inner waist seal to door.

SealSealSeal --- WaistWaistWaist InnerInnerInner --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor --- EachEachEach RefitRefitRefit

6. Fit rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit
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Rubber/Felt - Glass Channel - Rear Door - Each
Remove

1. Remove rear door glass.

GlassGlassGlass --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor --- EachEachEach RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Release glass channel seal from glass channel.

3. Remove 3 screws securing rear door pillar finisher to
door.

4. Remove rear door pillar finisher.

5. Release glass channel seal from door.

Refit

1. Starting from rear door pillar, feed new glass channel
seal onto door.

2. Position rear door pillar finisher to door and secure
with screws.

3. Fit seal to glass channel.

4. Fit rear door glass.

GlassGlassGlass --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor --- EachEachEach RefitRefitRefit

Seal - Waist Inner - Rear Door - Each
Remove

1. Remove rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Bend out 7 tags securing inner waist seal to door casing
and remove seal.

Refit

1. Position inner waist seal to door and secure with tags.

2. Fit rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit
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Seal - Waist Outer - Rear Door - Each
Remove

1. Lift the outer waist seal to release the securing clips
and remove seal.

Caution: Always protect paintwork and glass when
removing trim finishers.

Refit

1. Position outer waist seal to door and secure with clips.

Glass/Glass Cassette Unit - Rear Door - Adjust
Adjust

1. Remove rear door plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Release 2 clips and remove window switch from door
casing.

3. Connect window switch to door harness multiplug.

4. Lower glass and loosen cassette fixed bolt.

5. Loosen cassette adjustment bolts.

6. Raise glass, ensure glass is evenly aligned to guides.

7. Tighten glass clamps to6.5–7.5Nm.

8. Tighten glass cassette bolts to6.5–7.5Nm.
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9. Raise and lower glass to check action and alignment..

10. Check torque of adjustable cassette bolts.

11. Tighten the fixed position cassette bolt to6.5–7.5Nm.

12. Disconnect switch multiplug from door harness.

13. Fit window switch to door casing.

14. Fit rear door plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

Glass - Rear Door - Each
Remove

1. Remove rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove rear door outer waist seal.

SealSealSeal --- WaistWaistWaist OuterOuterOuter --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Release 2 clips and remove window switch from door
trim casing.

4. Connect switch to door harness multiplug.

5. Raise door glass to align regulator glass clamp access
holes in door.

6. Loosen 2 bolts securing door glass to regulator glass
clamps.

7. Lower door glass.

8. Remove finisher from quarter light division bar.
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9. Remove 3 screws securing quarter light division bar
to door.

10. Remove glass channel seal from quarter light division
bar.

11. Remove quarter light division bar.

12. Remove door glass from door.

Refit

1. Position door glass to door regulator glass clamps.

2. Position quarter light division bar to door and secure
with screws.

3. Fit glass channel seal to quarter light division bar.

4. Fit finisher to quarter light division bar.

5. Raise glass to regulator glass clamp access holes.

6. Align door glass.

Glass/glassGlass/glassGlass/glass cassettecassettecassette unitunitunit --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor --- AdjustAdjustAdjust

7. Fit rear door outer waist seal.

SealSealSeal --- WaistWaistWaist OuterOuterOuter --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

8. Disconnect door switch multiplug.

9. Fit switch to door casing.

10. Fit rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

Switch - Electric Window Lift - Rear Door - Each
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Release 2 clips securing window lift switch pack to rear
door trim casing.

4. Remove window lift switch.

Refit

1. Fit switch to trim casing.

2. Fit rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

3. Connect battery earth lead.
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Motor and Control Unit - Rear Door - Each
Remove

1. Secure door glass in fully raised position to door frame
using adhesive tape.

2. Remove rear door plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Loosen 2 bolts securing regulator glass clamp to glass.

4. Remove regulator fixed location bolt.

5. Loosen remaining bolts securing regulator to door.

6. Disconnect multiplug from door glass motor.

7. Manoeuvre and remove regulator unit through door

aperture.

Refit

1. Position and fit regulator in door.

2. Connect multiplug to door glass motor.

3. Align and fit bolt securing regulator assembly to door
and tighten to 6.5–7.5Nm.

4. Fit glass to regulator glass clamps, tighten bolts to
6.5–7.5Nm.

5. Remove adhesive tape securing door glass.

6. Fit rear door plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- RearRearRear DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

7. Ensure correct operation and alignment of window.
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Release Handle - Interior - Rear Door - Each
Remove

1. Remove rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- rearrearrear doordoordoor removeremoveremove

2. Remove 4 screws securing interior release handle to
rear door trim casing.

3. Remove interior release from door trim casing.

Refit

1. Position interior release handle to rear door trim casing
and secure with screws.

2. Fit rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- rearrearrear doordoordoor refitrefitrefit

Trim Casing - Front Door
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove access cover from interior handle and remove
screw securing handle to door.

3. Release clips securing grab handle trim to trim casing,
remove cover and 2 screws securing grab handle to
door.

4. Carefully release 8 clips securing trim casing to door.

5. Lift trim casing and release from door.

6. Disconnect multiplug from tweeter.

7. Disconnect 2 multiplugs from window switch pack.
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8. Release lock operating cable from interior handle,
release hook and remove trim casing.

9. Carefully release 4 clips securing switch pack to door
casing and remove switch pack.

Refit

1. Fit window switch pack.

2. Connect multiplugs to window switch pack.

3. Connect multiplug to tweeter.

4. Connect operating cable and position trim casing to
door.

5. Fit trim casing to door and secure with clips.

6. Fit rear screw securing trim casing to door.

7. Fit screws securing grab handle to door and fit grab
handle cover.

8. Secure interior handle to door with screw and fit
access cover.

9. Connect battery earth lead.

Trim Casing - Rear Door
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove access cover from interior handle and remove
screw securing handle to door.

3. Release 2 clips securing grab handle trim to trim casing,
remove cover and 2 screws securing grab handle to
door.

4. Carefully release 8 clips securing trim casing to door.

5. Lift trim casing and release from door.

6. Disconnect multiplug from tweeter.

7. Disconnect multiplug from window switch pack.

8. Release lock operating cable from interior handle,
release hook and remove trim casing.

9. Release 2 clips securing window switch pack to trim
casing and remove switch pack.

Refit

1. Fit window switch pack to trim casing.

2. Connect multiplug to tweeter.

3. Connect operating cable and position trim casing, fit
casing to door and secure with clips.

4. Fit screws securing grab handle to door and fit grab
handle cover.

5. Secure interior handle to door with screw and fit
access cover.

6. Connect battery earth lead.
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Switch Pack - Electric Window Lift Driver Door
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront doordoordoor removeremoveremove

3. Carefully release 4 clips securing switch pack to door
casing.

4. Remove switch pack.

Refit

1. Fit switch pack into door casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront doordoordoor refitrefitrefit

2. Fit front door trim casing.

3. Connect battery earth lead.

Rubber/Felt - Glass Channel - Front Door - Each
Remove

1. Ensure window is fully down.

2. Remove front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove exterior door mirror.

MirrorMirrorMirror --- ExteriorExteriorExterior --- ElectricElectricElectric RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Remove outer waist seal.

SealSealSeal --- WaistWaistWaist OuterOuterOuter --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

5. Release seal from front edge of door and glass channel.

6. Release seal from rear edge of door and ease from rear
glass and window channel.

7. Release 6 clips securing seal to top edge of door and
remove seal.
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Refit

1. Align seal to rear window channel and fit rear edge of
door securing clips.

2. Secure seal to top of door with clips.

3. Fit seal to front window channel and front edge of door.

4. Fit outer waist seal.

SealSealSeal --- WaistWaistWaist OuterOuterOuter --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

5. Fit exterior door mirror.

MirrorMirrorMirror --- ExteriorExteriorExterior --- ElectricElectricElectric RefitRefitRefit

6. Fit front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

Seal - Waist Inner - Front Door - Each
Remove

1. Remove front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Bend out 7 tags securing inner waist seal to door casing
and remove seal.

Refit

1. Position inner waist seal to door and secure with tags.

2. Fit front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit
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Seal - Waist Outer - Front Door - Each
Remove

1. Remove exterior door mirror.

MirrorMirrorMirror --- ExteriorExteriorExterior --- ElectricElectricElectric removeremoveremove

2. Release clips securing waist seal at rear edge of door.
Lift the waist seal to release the remaining clips.

Caution: Always protect paintwork and glass when
removing trim finishers.

Refit

1. Position waist seal to door and secure with clips.

2. Fit exterior door mirror.

MirrorMirrorMirror --- ExteriorExteriorExterior --- ElectricElectricElectric RefitRefitRefit

Glass/Glass Cassette Unit - Front Door - Adjust
Adjust

1. Remove front door plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Connect window switch multiplug.

3. Lower glass and loosen glass clamp bolts.

4. Loosen bolts securing window glass cassette.

5. Raise glass, ensuring even alignment to door frame
weather seals.

6. Tighten glass clamps to 6.5–7.5Nm.

7. Tighten window glass cassette bolts to 6.5–7.5Nm.

8. Lower glass and check torque.
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9. Raise and lower glass to check action and alignment.

10. Disconnect switch pack multiplug.

11. Fit front door plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor ReFitReFitReFit

Glass - Front Door - Each
Remove

1. Remove door seal.

Rubber/feltRubber/feltRubber/felt --- GlassGlassGlass ChannelChannelChannel --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Raise glass to regulator glass clamp access holes in door.

3. Mark fitted position of glass.

4. Loosen 2 bolts securing glass to regulator glass clamps.

5. Manoeuvre glass and remove from door.

Refit

1. Position glass to door.

2. Align door glass.

3. Tighten regulator glass clamp bolts. Refer to Torque
table.

4. Fit door seal.

Rubber/feltRubber/feltRubber/felt --- GlassGlassGlass ChannelChannelChannel --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit
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Motor and Control Unit - Front Door - Each
Remove

1. Secure door glass in fully raised position to door frame
using adhesive tape.

2. Remove front door plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Loosen 2 bolts securing friction clamp to glass.

4. Remove bottom left bolt and loosen the remaining bolt
securing rear unit slide to door.

5. Lift and manoeuvre forwards rear slide from mounting
holes and lay in door.

6. Loosen bolts securing front slide to door, lift and
manoeuvre rearwards from mounting holes to access
multiplug.

7. Disconnect multiplug from door glass motor.

8. Manoeuvre and remove regulator unit through door
aperture.

Refit

1. Position and fit regulator assembly in door.

2. Connect multiplug to door glass motor.

3. Align front slide to glass and bolts into door mounting
holes.

4. Align rear slide to glass and bolts into door mounting
holes.

5. Fit bolts securing regulator assembly to door and
tighten to 6.5–7.5Nm.

6. Fit glass to regulator glass clamps, tighten bolts to
6.5–7.5Nm.

7. Remove adhesive tape securing door glass.

8. Fit front door plastic sheet.

PlasticPlasticPlastic SheetSheetSheet --- FrontFrontFront DoorDoorDoor RefitRefitRefit

9. Ensure correct operation and alignment of window.
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Release Handle - Interior - Front Door
Remove

1. Remove front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront doordoordoor removeremoveremove

2. Remove 4 screws securing front door release interior
to trim casing.

3. Remove front door interior release handle from door
trim casing.

Refit

1. Position interior release handle to front door trim
casing and secure with screws.

2. Fit front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront doordoordoor refitrefitrefit

Switch - Electric Window Lift - Front Door -
Passenger
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove access cover from interior handle and remove
screw securing handle to door.

3. Release 2 clips securing grab handle cover to trim
casing and remove cover.

4. Remove 2 screws securing grab handle to door.

5. Remove rear screw securing trim casing to door.

6. Carefully release 8 clips securing trim casing to door.

7. Lift door trim casing and release from door.

8. Disconnect multiplug from tweeter.

9. Disconnect multiplug from switch pack.

10. Release lock operating cable from interior handle,
release hook and remove trim casing.

11. Carefully release 3 clips securing switch pack to door
casing.

12. Remove switch pack.

Refit

1. Fit window switch pack to trim casing.

2. Connect multiplug to window switch pack.

3. Connect multiplug to tweeter.

4. Connect operating cable and position trim casing to
door.

5. Fit trim casing to door and secure with clips.

6. Fit rear screw securing trim casing to door.

7. Fit screws securing grab handle to door and fit grab
handle cover.

8. Secure interior handle to door with screw and fit
access cover.

9. Connect battery earth lead.
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Front Closures
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt - fender 7–12Nm

Bolt - inner fender bracket 7–10Nm

Bolt - bonnet locks 7–10Nm

Bolt - member front end panel 7–10Nm

Bolt - member front end panel bracket 7–10Nm

Bolt - hinge to bonnet assembly 20–29Nm

Bolt - bonnet striker to bonnet assembly 7–10Nm

Bolt - bonnet safety latch to bonnet locking platform 7–10Nm
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Service Procedures
Fender - Front - Each
Remove

1. Remove front wheel arch liner.

FrontFrontFront WheelWheelWheel ArchArchArch LinerLinerLiner Remove.Remove.Remove.

2. Remove front bumper.

FrontFrontFront BumperBumperBumper AssemblyAssemblyAssembly Remove.Remove.Remove.

3. Push side repeater lamp rearwards against spring
pressure and pull outwards to release.

4. Disconnect multiplug and remove side repeater lamp.

5. Remove 7 bolts securing fender to body and bolt
securing fenderto inner fender bracket.

6. Remove fender.

Refit

1. Position and align front fender.

2. Fit bolts securing fenderg to body but do not tighten
at this stage.

3. Align fender to profiles of adjacent panels, with
uniform gaps. Tighten bolts securing fender to
body to7–12Nmand inner fender bracket to body
to7–10Nm.

4. Position side repeater lamp and connect multiplug.

5. Fit leading edge of side repeater lamp and press the

rear edge to secure clip.

6. Fit front bumper.

FrontFrontFront BumperBumperBumper AssemblyAssemblyAssembly Refit.Refit.Refit.

7. Fit front wheel arch liner.

FrontFrontFront WheelWheelWheel ArchArchArch LinerLinerLiner Refit.Refit.Refit.
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Member Front End Panel
Remove

1. Remove front bumper.

Front Bumper Remove

2. Remove 2 screws securing air filter intake to member
front end panel.

3. Remove 2 upper bolts and loosen 2 lower bolts
securing member front end panel brackets to the panel.

4. Remove 4 bolts securing member front end panel to
body.

5. Remove 4 bolts securing both bonnet locks to member
front end panel.

6. Raise member front end panel from body, release clips
securing bonnet safety catch cable coupler to the panel.
Remove member front end panel.

7. Remove radiator mounting rubbers from bonnet
member front end panel.

Refit

1. Fit radiator mounting rubbers to member front end
panel.

2. Position member front end panel to body and secure
cable in clips.

3. Position both bonnet locks to member front end panel,
fit bolts and tighten to 7–10Nm

4. Fit bolts securing member front end panel to body and
tighten to 7–10Nm

5. Position bonnet member front end panel brackets to
the panel fit 2 bolts and tighten to 7–10Nm

6. Fit screws securing air filter intake to member front
end panel.

7. Check bonnet alignment and operation of bonnet locks
and safety catch.

8. Fit front bumper.

Front Bumper Refit
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Bonnet – Alignment – Check and Adjust
Check

1. Check bonnet alignment. Bonnet to wing profiles
must be flush and gaps must be equal; front corners of
bonnet must be level with wings.

Adjust Profile at Rear of Bonnet

1. Mark hinge outline on bonnet.

2. Loosen bolts securing hinge to bonnet.

3. Adjust position of bonnet to set correct bonnet to
wing profile.

4. Tighten hinge bolts to 20–29Nm.

Adjust Profile at Front of Bonnet

1. Loosen striker locknut.

2. Adjust striker and bonnet buffer to set correct bonnet
to wing profile.

3. Tighten striker locknut.

Adjust Gaps on Front Corners

1. Mark outline of both hinges on body.

2. Loosen bolts securing hinges to body.

3. Adjust lateral and fore/aft position of bonnet to set
correct bonnet to wing gaps, with front corners level
with wings.

4. Tighten hinge bolts to 20–29Nm.
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Bonnet
Remove

1. Remove bolts securing hinges to bonnet.

2. With assistance, support bonnet in open position.
Release spring clips retaining gas struts to bonnet and
remove bonnet.

3. Remove 4 bolts securing both latches to bonnet.

Refit

1. Fit bonnet latches to bonnet, tighten the bolts to
7–10Nm.

2. With assistance, position bonnet to hinges. Fit, but do
not fully tighten bolts at this stage.

3. Connect gas struts to bonnet and secure with clips.

4. Check alignment of bonnet against both wings and
bonnet platform.

BonnetBonnetBonnet --- AlignmentAlignmentAlignment --- CheckCheckCheck andandand AdjustAdjustAdjust

5. Tighten the bolts securing bonnet latches to bonnet
to 20–29Nm.
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Safety Catch – Bonnet
Remove

1. Open bonnet.

2. Remove 2 nuts securing safety catch to bonnet and
remove safety catch.

Refit

1. Position safety catch to bonnet and tighten bolts to
7–10Nm.

2. Close bonnet.

Lock – Bonnet
Remove

1. Open bonnet.

2. Remove 2 bolts securing bonnet lock to bonnet locking
platform and remove lock.

3. Release cable from bonnet lock.

Refit

1. Position bonnet lock and fit cable.

2. Position bonnet lock to bonnet locking platform, fit
bolts and tighten to 7–10Nm.

3. Close bonnet.
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Control Cables Assembly – Bonnet
Remove

1. Remove bonnet locks.

LockLockLock --- BonnetBonnetBonnet RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove lower 'A' post trim.

AAA PostPostPost Trim–LowerTrim–LowerTrim–Lower RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Release cable at bonnet release lever.

4. Release bulkhead grommet.

5. Draw cable through bulkhead and remove.

Refit

1. Draw cable through bulkhead and locate grommet.

2. Attach cable to bonnet pull lever mechanism.

3. Refit lower 'A' post trim.

AAA PostPostPost Trim–LowerTrim–LowerTrim–Lower RefitRefitRefit

4. Refit bonnet locks.

LockLockLock --- BonnetBonnetBonnet RefitRefitRefit
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Rear Closures
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt - hinge to boot lid inner panel 7–12Nm

Bolt - latch to boot lid 7–10Nm
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Service Procedures
Solenoid/Motor - Fuel Filler Flap Release
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove luggage compartment RH trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- LuggageLuggageLuggage CompartmentCompartmentCompartment RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Open fuel filler flap and remove rubber seal.

4. Using T54001, turn plastic nut securing solenoid to
body 1/4 of a turn.

5. Remove nut and release solenoid from body.

6. Disconnect multiplug and remove solenoid.

Refit

1. Position solenoid and connect multiplug.

2. Fit solenoid to body and using T54001, secure with
plastic nut.

3. Fit seal and close fuel filler flap.

4. Fit luggage compartment RH trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- LuggageLuggageLuggage CompartmentCompartmentCompartment RefitRefitRefit

5. Connect battery earth lead.

Boot Lid
Remove

1. Disconnect the battery earth lead.

2. Remove the boot lid liner.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher --- bootbootboot lidlidlid RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove the boot lid latch.

LatchLatchLatch --- bootbootboot lidlidlid RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Disconnect the multiplug on the boot latch and number
plate lamp.

5. Remove the harness retainer on the boot lid and take
the harness out from inside of the boot lid.

6. If the boot lid needs to be re-installed, a mark should
be placed at the boot lid hinge as reference for
re-installation.

7. Release the bolts that secure the hinge to the boot lid
and remove the boot lid.

Refit

1. Secure boot lid to hinge with slightly tightening.

2. Fit harness into boot and cover by protective tube.

3. Connect multiplug of boot lid latch and number plate.

4. Fit boot lid latch.

LatchLatchLatch ––– BootBootBoot LidLidLid RefitRefitRefit

5. Fit boot lid trim finisher.

TrimTrimTrim FinisherFinisherFinisher ––– BootBootBoot LidLidLid RefitRefitRefit
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6. Check alignment of boot lid to body.

7. Tighten the bolts securing hinge to boot lid to
7–12Nm.

8. Connect battery earth lead.

Boot Lid – Align on Hinges
Adjust

1. Open boot lid.

2. Protect paintwork where necessary.

Boot Lid Height

3. Use an assistant to support boot lid.

4. Disconnect both boot lid support struts.

5. Loosen bolts securing boot lid hinge to body.

6. Align boot lid as necessary.

7. Secure boot lid hinge bolts.

8. Connect both support struts.

Fore and Aft

9. Use an assistant to support boot lid.

10. Disconnect both boot lid support struts.

11. Loosen bolts securing boot lid hinge to boot lid.

12. Align boot lid as necessary.

13. Secure boot lid hinge bolts.

14. Connect both support struts.

Note: AfterAfterAfter eacheacheach adjustmentadjustmentadjustment ensureensureensure thatthatthat thethethe strikerstrikerstriker

adjustmentadjustmentadjustment isisis correct.correct.correct.
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Boot Lid – Align on Striker
Adjust

1. Open tailgate.

2. Protect paintwork where necessary.

3. Remove luggage compartment sill trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing ––– LuggageLuggageLuggage CompartmentCompartmentCompartment --- SillSillSill –––

RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Screw in each boot lid bump stop until fully home (both
sides).

5. Loosen boot lid striker bolts.

6. Align boot lid as necessary (ensure ease of closure).

7. Tighten boot lid striker bolts.

8. Unscrew each boot lid bump stop to achieve acceptable
fit.

9. Ensure boot lid closure is satisfactory.

10. Fit luggage compartment sill trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing ––– LuggageLuggageLuggage CompartmentCompartmentCompartment --- SillSillSill –––

RefitRefitRefit

Trim Casing - Boot Lid
Remove

1. Open boot lid.

2. Remove clips securing trim finisher to boot lid.

3. Remove trim casing.

Refit

1. Fit trim casing.

2. Close boot lid.
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Latch - Boot Lid
Remove

1. Remove boot lid trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- BootBootBoot LidLidLid RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove 3 bolts securing latch to boot lid.

3. Disconnect latch multiplug.

4. Pass release cable through boot lid aperture and
remove latch from boot lid.

Refit

1. Position latch to boot lid and connect multiplug.

2. Pass release cable through aperture, position latch to
boot lid, fit bolts and tighten to7–10Nm.

3. Fit boot lid trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim CasingCasingCasing --- BootBootBoot LidLidLid RefitRefitRefit
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Horns
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Screw-HI/Lo Horn to the Horn Bracket 7-10Nm
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Service Procedures
Horn - each
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove front bumper.

BumperBumperBumper assemblyassemblyassembly --- frontfrontfront ––– RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Disconnect multiplug and remove horn.

Refit

1. Fit horn to bracket and secure with nut, and tighten
to7-10Nm

2. Position horn and connect multiplug to horn.

3. Fit front bumper.

BumperBumperBumper AssemblyAssemblyAssembly --- FrontFrontFront --- RefitRefitRefit

4. Connect battery earth lead.
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Body Control Module
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Screw-BCM to the Bracket 5-7Nm
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Description and Operation
Body Control Module (BCM) Component
Location

1. Body Control Module (BCM) 2. Diagnostic connector
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Body Control Module (BCM) Component
Location

A=MS_CAN BUSB=HS_CAN BUSC=LIN BUS

1. Instrument pack and central In car Entertainment
ICEdisplay

2. Engine Control UnitECU

3. Transmission Control UnitTCU

4. Supplementary Restraint SystemSRS ECU
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5. Anti-lock Braking System(ABS)/Dynamic stability
control(DSC)

6. Yaw Rate SensorYRS

7. Steering Angle SensorSAS

8. Steering Wheel SwitchesSWS

9. Rain SensorRS

10. Electronic Temperature ControlETC

11. Parking Distance ControlPDC ECU

12. Main Light SwitchMLS

13. Driver’s Door Switch PackDDSP

14. SEL/ESC Switch

15. Electronic Steering Column LockESCL ECU

16. Automatic Temperature ControlATC

17. Entertainment and Navigation Unit

18. Body Control Module(BCM)
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Description
General

The BCM, incorporating the passenger compartment fusebox,
is located behind the glovebox on the vehicle bulkhead secured
with two bolts. The BCM comprises a microprocessor
with low power mode and a flash memory, an Electrically
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM), CAN
transceivers, a LIN transceiver and a power supply.

The BCM is responsible for a number of functions on the
vehicle and interacts with other major electrical systems using
the MS and HS CAN Buses and minor electrical systems
using the LIN Bus connections. The BCM is responsible
for the power distribution system to many vehicle electrical
components.

Using the HS CAN, the BCM receives information from and
interacts with the following vehicle features:

• ECM

• TCU

• SRS ECU

• ABS/DSC ECU.

• The ABS/DSC ECU is connected to the SAS and yaw rate
sensor using a local HS CAN.

Using the MS CAN, the BCM receives information from and
interacts with the following vehicle features:

• Instrument pack including all gauges and warning
indicators

• ATC ECU

• ESCL ECU

• ESCL ECU is connected via the LIN Bus to the ESCL

• ICE and navigation unit

Using the LIN Bus, the BCM receives information from and
interacts with the following vehicle features:

• DDSP

• MLS

• MFC

• PDC ECU

• Rain sensor

• Steering wheel switches

• ETC ECU

In addition, the BCM controls the operation of, and stores
information for the following ancillary systems:

• Battery voltage

The BCM receives the alternator load status. This is
published on the CAN for alternator load management
purposes.

• Vehicle odometer

The BCM stores the vehicle odometer reading (up to a
maximum of 999999 km). The instrument pack displays
the latest maximum reading. Once stored, it is not
possible to amend the odometer reading

• Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) storage

The VIN is stored in the BCM. It is not possible to amend
the VIN once the vehicle has reached a preset mileage.

• Vehicle configuration information

The BCM stores vehicle configuration information. The
vehicle configuration code contains information about
the vehicle construction, including which options are
fitted.

• Service interval display

The BCM stores the service interval data for display in
the instrument pack.

• Diagnostic code data

The BCM performs self-diagnostic checks when the
ignition is on and stores any errors detected in the
EEPROM as diagnostic trouble codes. Errors within the
CAN & LIN Buses are also stored.

Programmable functions

Diagnostics tool allows the following functions to be
performed:

• The addition of a new blank key

• Enable/disable an existing vehicle key

• Learn the cipher key from the EMS when replacing the
BCM

• Teach the cipher key to the EMS when replacing the
Engine Control Module (ECM)

• Generate a new cipher key when replacing BCM and
ECM together

• Set the battery load management status

• Write new application software (only under
manufacturer’s guidance)

Fuse Listing

The BCM incorporates the passenger compartment fusebox
and features the following fuses:

Fuse no. Circuit(s) protected Rating
(Amps)

1 Not used 15

2 Cigar lighter 15

3 Reverse lamps 10

4 Not used 15

5 Exterior mirror heating 5
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6 Inertia switch OUT/Fuel pump 10

7 Auxiliary power socket 15

8 Front window - LH 30

9 Clutch, brake and reverse light
switch

5

10 Main beam headlamp - LH and RH 20

11 - -

12 Number plate lamps, front side light
- LH and rear tail light - LH

5

13 Not used 5

14 Instrument pack 5

15 ESCL ECU 20

16 Washer pump 30

17 Passenger seat motors 30

18 Horn 15

19 Seat heater 30

20 Dipped beam headlamp - RH 10

21 Driver’s seat motors 30

22 HVAC/Selector display 5

23 Rear window - LH 30

24 Front window - RH 30

25 Not used 15

26 Heated rear window 25

27 Start/stop switch 5

28 SAS 5

29 Not used 15

30 Auxiliary component 15

31

Common lock relay passenger,
common lock relay rear, rest lock
relay passenger and rest lock relay
rear

25

32 Dipped beam headlamp - LH 10

33 - -

34 - -

35 ABS ECU, TCU 10

36 Front side light - RH and tail light -
RH

5

37 Diagnostic socket 5

38 Interior lamp, Vanity mirror lamps,
Glovebox lamp

5

39

Driver's lock relay, fuel flap release,
common lock relay driver, fuel flap
release and luggage compartment
release motor

10

40 ICE head unit 15

41 Rear fog lamp 10

42 Airbag ECU 10

43 Sunroof 20

44 Rain sensor, PDC ECU,
steering wheel switches and
electrochromatic mirror

5

45 Not used 10

46 Rear window - RH 30
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Operation
General

With the handset removed, the BCM allows the security,
lighting and diagnostic system to operate. With the handset
in the AUX position, the BCM also allows the wash/wipe and
window system to operate. When the handset is moved to
the IGN position, the fuel system is operational. The BCM
communicates with and passes information between ECUs on
the CAN and LIN buses.

Load Management

The BCM operates in a number of electrical load management
configurations. Each mode reduces battery drain such as when
vehicles are stored, transported or not used for a period of
time.

Transit Mode
Transit mode is configured to prevent excessive battery drain
when the vehicle leaves the factory and is delivered to a dealer.
The BCM is programmed at the factory, after the vehicle
has been assembled, with the correct market program and
programmed to operate in transit mode and remains in this
mode until the Pre-Delivery Inspection (PDI) is performed.
Transit mode will allow limited functionality of electrical
functions as follows:

• The dipped beam head lamps will not operate unless the
engine is running

• The main beam head lamps will not operate unless the
engine is running

• The front fog lamps (if fitted) will not illuminate unless
the engine is running

• The rear fog lamps will not illuminate unless the engine
is running

• The reverse lamps will not operate unless the engine is
running

• The follow-me-home and find-my-car features are not
operational

• When the engine is not running, only window close
operations are possible.

• Full front & rear window operation is possible with the
engine running.

• The front wipers will operate for a maximum period of
1 minute with the handset in the AUX position. The
timer will restart for a further 1 minute if either the wiper
switch is moved or the handset is removed to the AUX
position.

The vehicle load management configuration is changed from
transit mode to normal mode by the dealer using diagnostic
tool.

Normal Mode
This is the default setting and is used during normal vehicle
operation after the PDI has been completed.

Sleep Mode
The BCM remains in sleep mode, drawing a minimal current,
when the handset is removed, provided the permanent battery
feed is connected and the CAN and LIN buses are in an inactive
state. The BCM remains in readiness for receiving CAN and
LIN Bus signals.

Power Down Under Load
To allow the starter motor to draw the maximum current
when cranking the engine, certain loads are powered down
when the engine is cranking. The HVAC blower motor, Heated
RearWindow (HRW), fog lights and main beam head lamps and
are all powered down. When cranking is complete the loads
are re-enabled individually to limit the current draw from the
battery.

If cranking takes more than 45 seconds, the starter motor is
disengaged and all loads are powered on immediately.

Diagnostics

The BCM monitors all inputs and outputs and if a fault is
detected a code for that fault is stored in a fault log. Two fault
logs are provided within the BCM for internal and external
faults. The BCM is capable of detecting short or open circuits
and also incorrect CAN and LIN Bus signals. The BCM will
disable certain functions when faults are detected. When the
fault is subsequently corrected, the function will be active on
the next function request.

The diagnostic socket allows the exchange of information
between the BCM and diagnostic tool. The diagnostic socket
is located in the driver's footwell and is constructed to ISO
standard. A connection bridge between the MS and HS
CAN Buses allows the retrieval of diagnostic information and
programming of certain functions to be performed.
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Service Procedures
Body Control Module (BCM)
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove glovebox.

GloveGloveGlove boxboxbox assemblyassemblyassembly --- RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Remove 2 clips and 2 screws securing closing panel to
fascia and remove panel.

4. Disconnect BCM multiplugs.

5. Remove 2 bolts securing BCM to BCM bracket, release
from upper lugs and remove BCM.

Refit

1. Fit BCM to upper lugs on BCM bracket and secure with
bolts, and tighten to5-7Nm.

2. Connect multiplugs to BCM.

3. Fit glovebox.

GloveGloveGlove boxboxbox assemblyassemblyassembly --- RefitRefitRefit

4. Fit closing panel to fascia and secure with clips and
screws.

5. Connect battery earth lead.
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Body Dimension
Service Procedures
Basic Information
Measurement Types

The following dimensional information is shown to assist the
technician in the diagnosis and repair of body panels. The
information is shown in two different forms. In the first part of
the information X, Y and Z dimensions are shown and in the
second part actual point to point dimensions are shown.

The X, Y, Z dimensions are the planes used by SAIC for the
measurement of body panels. The whole bodyshell lies within
a parallel grid system. note In this chapter all data’s unit are
millimeter.

The‘X’plane is an imaginary vertical plane which measures
distances along the length of the vehicle. The start point for
this plane is through the centre of the front wheels.

The‘Y'plane is an imaginary plane through the centre of the
vehicle and measures distances across the vehicle. As a rule,
body dimensions are symmetrical about the centre line.

The‘Z'plane is an imaginary horizontal plane which measures
distances in height of the vehicle. The start point for this plane
is through the centre of the wheels.

The point to point dimensional information shown are actual
distances between two points. These points used are either
intersection points or holes. Where holes are taken, the point
of measurement is always from the hole centre.

Caution: Data are integral In this chapter except gap
dimension data
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Floor Information

Item Description X(mm) Y(mm) Z(mm)

A Front subframe mounting hole -450 -500 115

B Front subframe mounting hole 53 -452 90

C Front subframe mounting hole 367 455 -122

D Front jacking bracket hole 468 -733 -139

E Rear subframe mounting hole 2093 616 -17

F Rear jacking bracket hole 2013 -733 -139

G Rear subframe mounting hole 2425 -541 30

H Rear damper mounting hole 2623 -523 88

J Rear tooling hole 3270 -513 97
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Front End Information

Item Description X(mm) Y(mm) Z(mm)

A Fender mounting hole -274 740 519

B Fender mounting hole 63 766 564

C Fender mounting hole 163 770 574

D Bonnet hinges mounting hole 275 713 588

E Front damper mounting hole -20 614 518

F Front damper mounting hole -80 635 526

G Front bumper bracket assembly mounting hole -590 -478 301

H Front bumper bracket assembly mounting hole -590 -478 91

I Front bumper bracket assembly mounting hole -590 478 301

J Front bumper bracket assembly mounting hole -590 478 91
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Side Information

Item X(mm) Y(mm) Z(mm)

A 398 -788 451

B 371 -791 127

C 424 –788 451

D 421 –790 142

E 1488 -801 472

F 1454 -792 162

G 1513 –801 471

H 1503 –792 175
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Point to Point Dimensional Information

Note: All dimensions are to hole/slot centres.
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Side and Roof Information

Item From To Length (mm)

C1-C2 Top hinge fixing - rear
hole - front door

‘B' post door striker -
top fixing hole

1030

D1-D2 Bottom hinge fixing - rear
hole - front door

‘B' post door striker -
top fixing hole

1042

F1-F2 Top hinge fixing - rear
hole - rear door

‘D' post door striker -
top fixing hole

910

G1-G2 Bottom hinge fixing - rear
hole - rear door

‘D' post door striker -
top fixing hole

967

H Roof - top break line Body side - top break line 26

J Roof - top break line Body side - top break line 26

K Roof - top break line Body side - top break line 26
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Internal Information

Item From To Length (mm)

A1-A2 Top tooling hole (behind
B post)

Seat belt reel anchorage
lower fixing

1614

B1-B2 Seat belt reel anchorage
lower fixing RHS

Seat belt reel anchorage
lower fixing LHS

1391
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Front End Information

Item From To Length (mm)

A1-A2 Front bumper armature
fixing hole - RHS

Front bumper armature
fixing hole - LHS

1016

B1-B2 Sidemember tooling hole
- RHS

Transmission assembly
mounting hole - LHS

921

C1-B2 Sidemember tooling slot
- RHS

Transmission assembly
mounting hole - LHS

934

D1-D2 Fender - second fixing
hole - RHS

Wing - first fixing hole - LHS 1545

E1-E2 Front damper mounting
hole - RHS

Front damper mounting
hole - LHS

1270

F1-D2 Fender - fourth fixing
hole - RHS

Fender - first fixing hole - LHS 1574

G1-G2 Fender - third fixing hole
- RHS

Fender - third fixing hole
- LHS

1541

H1-H2 Top corner on bodyside panel Forward bonnet hinge
fixing hole

1538
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Rear End Information

Item From To Length (mm)

A1-A2 Outboard hole on parcel shelf Top corner on roof panel 1039

B1-B2 Top inboard rear lamp
fixing hole, LHS

Top inboard rear lamp
fixing hole, RHS

1267
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Under Body Information

Item From To Length (mm)

A1-A2 Front subframe frist
mounting hole

Front subframe second
mounting hole

1077

B1-B2 Front subframe frist
mounting hole

Front subframe third
mounting hole

1279

C1-C2 Front subframe first
mounting hole

Front subframe second
mounting hole

506

D1-D2 Front subframe second
mounting hole

Front subframe third
mounting hole

983

E1-E2 Front subframe second
mounting hole

Front subframe third
mounting hole

379

F1-F2 Front subframe first
mounting hole

Front subframe third
mounting hole

852

G1-G2 Front jacking bracket hole Rear jacking bracket hole 2130

H1-H2 Forward tooling hole Rear tooling hole 1144

J1-J2 Rear tooling hole Rear subframe mounting hole 922

K1-K2 Rear tooling hole Rear subframe mounting hole 1219
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Dimension Length (mm) Dimension Length (mm)

A 1000 J 503

B 904 K 817

C 910 L 918

D 1466 M 2463

E 1466 N 2543

F 1233 O 2875

G 1083 P 3720

H 1026

Gap Information

Side Information
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Section Description Dimension (mm) Profile (mm)

A Front bumper to fender 0.0+0.5 -0.5±0.5

B Fender to front door 4.5±0.5 0+1.0/-0

C Front door to rear door 4.5±0.5 0+1.0/-0

D Rear door to rear body side 4.0±0.5 -0+1.0/-0

E Body side rear to rear
bumper

0.0±0.5 -0.5±0/0.5
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Front End Information

Section Description Dimension (mm) Profile (mm)

A Headlamp to bonnet 5.0±1.0 –2.3±1.0

B Headlamp to fender 3.2±1.0 –2.5±0.5

C Headlamp to bumper 2.5±1.0 –16.2±1.5

D Grille upstand to headlamp 2.5±1.0 –3.5±1.0

E Grille upper edge to bonnet 5.0±0.5 1.5±0.5

F Grille upper edge to bonnet 5.0±0.5 0.8±0.5
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Rear End Information

Section Description Dimension (mm) profile (mm)

A Body side rear to rear
bumper

0.0+0.5 -0.5+0/-0.5

B Body side rear to rear
bumper

4.5+0.5 -1.0+0/-0.5

C Boot lid to rear fender 3.0±0.8 -0.1±0.5

D Boot lid to rear fender 3.0±0.8 -0.1±0.5

E Boot lid to rear bumper 5.0±1.3 Maximum gap across lid=1.5

F rear bumper to wheel
arch alignment

0±0.1 NA

G Tail lamp to rear fender 2.0±0.8 -1.0+0/-0.5

H Rear fog lamp to boot lid 0.9±0.8 -1.0+0/-0.5
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Fuel Flap Information

Gap

Section Gap Profile (mm)

A 4.0±0.8 -0.5±0.5

B 4.0±0.8 -0.5±0.5

C 4.5±0.8 0.5±0.5

D 4.5±0.8 0.0±0.5
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Paint and Coatings
Description and Operation
General
Panel Preparation

Replacement panels are supplied with a cathodic primer
coating as part of the panel protection and in compliance
with the vehicle's Corrosion Warranty, where applicable. DO
NOT remove the primer before paint refinishing. In the event
of localised surface damage or imperfections, ensure that only
the minimum of primer is removed during rectification work
for effective repair.

Rectify damage as far as possible by panel beating or
straightening. To remove corrosion or paint runs on outer
surfaces, abrade the primer coat in the affected area as
necessary, then follow the procedure below:

1. Clean the panel using a solvent wipe.

2. Treat exposed areas of metal with an etch phosphate
process.

3. Re-treat the affected area using either a separate
acid-etch primer and two-pack surfacer, or an integrated
etch primer/filler.

Welded Panels
When replacing welded panels the following procedure must
be observed:

1. Remove primer from the immediate vicinity of new and
existing panel flanges, cleaning to bright metal finish.

2. On joints to be spot welded, apply weldthrough zinc
rich primer to joint faces of both flanges. Make spot
welds while primer is still wet or according to the
manufacturer's instructions.

3. Dress accessible weld joints.

4. Clean panel using solvent wipe.

5. Treat bare metal with an etch phosphate process.

6. Re-treat repaired areas.

Sectioned Panels
When replacing part or sectioned panels, the basic procedure
is the same as for welded panels described above, with the
following variations:

1. Remove primer from both new and existing joint faces,
cleaning to a bright metal finish.

2. Where an overlap joint with the existing panel is to be
spot welded, apply weldthrough, zinc rich primer to both
joint faces and spot weld while the primer is still wet, or
according to the manufacturer's instructions.

3. MIG weld butt joints where applicable.

4. Dress weld joints.

5. Clean the panel with a solvent wipe.

6. Treat bare metal areas using an etch phosphate process.

7. Re-treat the affected area using either a separate
acid-etch primer and two-pack surfacer, or an integrated
etch primer/filler.

8. Treat the inner faces of lap or butt joints with a suitable
cavity wax.

Clinched Panels
When replacing clinched panels the following procedure must
be observed:

1. Abrade primer on new and existing panel joint faces, and
clean using a solvent wipe.

2. Apply metal-to-metal adhesive where applicable.

3. Where joints are to be spot welded, apply suitable
weld-through, zinc rich primer to weld areas.

4. Where joints are to be welded (MIG/MAG or spotweld),
apply zinc rich primer in adjacent areas.

5. To retain the panel while clinching the flanges, tack spot
weld or plug weld as appropriate.

6. Clean the panel with a solvent wipe.

7. Treat bare metal areas with a suitable etch phosphate
process.

8. Re-treat the affected area using either a separate
acid-etch primer and two-pack surfacer, or an integrated
etch primer/filler.

Paint Preparation

Paint Refinishing
The following process must be adhered to for paint refinishing
operations.

1. Seal required exterior and interior seams with an
approved seam sealer.

2. Repair any damage to underbody sealers.

3. Apply a two-pack paint refinishing system. This meets
with original build integrity.

4. Apply cavity wax to all interior surfaces which have not
received refinish paint.

Paint Repairs
The following process must be adhered to for paint repair
operations.

1. Before carrying out paintwork repairs, clean the vehicle
thoroughly using either a steam cleaner or high-pressure
washer.

2. Wash locally repaired areas using a mild water-mixable
detergent and wipe them clean with solvent, immediately
before paint application.
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3. Ensure that damaged paintwork which has led to exposed
metal is abraded until the metal is clean, extending
beyond the area of the original damage.

4. Treat the bare metal with an etch phosphate to remove
all traces of rust and to provide a key for new paint coats.

5. Re-treat the affected area using either a separate
acid-etch primer and two-pack surfacer or an integrated
etch primer/filler, and follow with a two-pack paint
system.

6. Treat those surfaces not receiving paint using an approved
cavity wax, following paint operations.

Paint Construction

1. Vehicle body.

2. Etch primer.

3. Primer filler.

4. Basecoat colour.

5. Clear coat.

Caution: When heat curing paint repairs: The
temperature must not exceed 60℃℃℃ (140℉℉℉) metal
temperature and maximum cycle time 30 - 40 minutes.
Temperatures/times above these figures will cause damage
to the vehicle electrical system and plastic parts may
distort.

Paint procedure system

The following process must be adhered to for paint refinishing
operations.

• Strip and refinish.

• Flat and refinish.

• Local respray.

• Fine flat, compound and polish.

• Compound and polish.

• Local compound and polish.

• Brush touch up.

• Local strip. The term "local" defines repairs limited to
an area of approximately 380mm x 380mm (15in x 15in)
and which forms a section of a panel.

This Paint Refinishing section includes check lists have been
collated to assist the painter. These lists are categorised into
three main popular repair types:

1. Repairs to panels with scratches down to baremetal.

2. Refinishing new original replacement panels.

3. Refinishing painted panels that are original equipment or
two-component material

This is a guideline only. Use specific Paint Manufacturers
recommendations as per the individual data sheet
systems.

Repairs to Panels with Scratches Down to Bare
Metal
• Degrease area or panel that requires repair.

• Abrade the damaged area with Dry P240- wet P400 grade
paper, feather edge the paint film.

• Abrade complete panel.

• For complete panel abrade: Dry P240 grade paper if
priming the entire panel.

• For spot repairs: Dry P400 or wet P800 grade paper
with abrading block. Finalise preparation with wet P1000
grade paper by hand.

• Clean panel with airline blower gun and degrease.

• If bare metal is visible, apply a Wash Etch type primer.
Minimum build 25-30 microns.

• Do not abrade Etch primer; Apply tinted
two-component primer to the suggested micron build.
(Tinted primer to replicate original sealer coat).

• To aid sanding use a dark coloured guide coat. (Do not
use black cellulose aerosol) Use a basecoat mix or dry
powder type.

• Abrade with dry P500 or wet P1000 grade paper.
(Minimum build of two-component primer, 80 microns).

• Remove all traces of contamination using airline blower
gun and degrease.

• Apply the base coat to achieve opacity.

• After flash off of the basecoat solvents, apply Clear coat
to a minimum build of 45- 50 microns.

Refinishing New Original Replacement Panels
• Degrease area or panel that requires repair.

• Abrade complete panel with Dry P240 grade paper.

• Clean panel with airline blower gun and degrease.

• If bare metal is visible, apply a Wash Etch type primer.
Minimum build 25-30 microns.
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• Do not abrade Etch primer; Apply tinted
two-component primer to the suggested micron build.
(Tinted primer to replicate original sealer coat).

• To aid sanding use a dark coloured guide coat. (Do not
use black cellulose aerosol) Use a basecoat mix or dry
powder type.

• Abrade with dry P500 or wet P1000 grade paper.
(Minimum build of two component primer, 80 microns).

• Remove all traces of contamination using airline blower
gun and degrease.

• Apply the base coat to achieve opacity.

• After flash off of the basecoat solvents, apply Clear coat
to a minimum build of 45- 50 microns.

• Degrease area or panel that repuires repair.

• Abrade complete panel with dry P240 grade paper or
wet P800 grade paper with abrading block.For optimum
performance , finalise with wet P1000 grade paper by
hand.

• Clean panel with airline blower gun and degrease.

• Apply the base coat to achieve opacity.

• After flash off of the basecoat solvents, apply Clear coat
to a minimum build of 45- 50 microns.

Refinishing Original Equipment Painted Panels
or Two-component Material
• Degrease area or panel that requires repair.

• Abrade complete panel with Dry P240 grade paper
or abrade wet with P800 and block. For optimum
performance finalise with wet P1000 grade paper by
hand.

• Clean panel with airline blower gun and degrease.

• Apply the base coat to achieve opacity.

• After flash off of the basecoat solvents, apply Clear coat
to a minimum build of 45- 50 microns.
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Collision Repair
Description and Operation
General Welding Precautions
General

For ease of reference, the diagrams on the following pages
show only the type of weld used in repair where it varies from
that used in production.

The replacement welds in the welding diagrams are denoted
by the following symbols:

A. = Single/Multiple thickness plug welds

B. = MIG seam weld

When carrying out welding operations the following criteria
must be observed:

• Where resistance spot welds have been used in
production, these must be reproduced with new
spot welds in replacement where possible. All such
reproduction spot welds must be spaced 30 mm apart.

• When spot welding, it is recommended that test coupons
of the same metal gauges and materials are produced to
carry out peel tests to ensure that welding equipment
being used can produce a satisfactory joint. Plug welds
must be used if a satisfactory spot weld cannot be
produced.

• The electrode arms on hand-held spot welding guns must
not exceed 300 mm in length;

• Single-side spot welding is not acceptable.

• Gas welding and brazing are not acceptable. MIG brazing
is the preferred method.

• Where 3 metal thicknesses or more are to be welded
together it is imperative to use MIG plug welds to ensure
joint strength.

• MIG plug welds must be used in repair joints where there
is no access for a resistance spot welder. To replace each
production spot weld, an 8mm (approx.) hole must be
drilled and/or punched, and a MIG plug weld then made in

its place. The number of plug welds must match exactly
the number of spot welds which have been removed.

• Where holes are left in an existing panel after removal
of the spot welds, a single MIG plug weld will be made in
each hole as appropriate.

Electronic Control Units

The Electronic Control Units (ECU) fitted to vehicles make
it advisable to follow suitable precautions prior to carrying
out welding repair operations. Harsh conditions of heat and
vibration may be generated during these operations which
could cause damage to the units.

In particular, it is essential to follow the appropriate
precautions when disconnecting or removing the airbag
Diagnostic Control Unit (DCU).

Supplementary Restraint System Precautions

Any work undertaken which involves the removal or
replacement of any item of the Supplementary Restraint
System (SRS), requires extreme caution and adherence to the
appropriate precautions.

Equipment

Prior to commencing any test procedure on the vehicle, ensure
that the relevant test equipment is working correctly and any
harness or connectors are in good condition. This particularly
applies to electronic control units.

Seat Belt Anchorages

Seat belt anchorages are safety critical. When making repairs
in these areas, it is essential to follow design specifications.
Note that High Strength Low Alloy (HSLA) steel may be used
for seat belt anchorages.

Where possible, the original production assembly should be
used, complete with its seat belt anchorages, or the cut line
should be so arranged that the original seat belt anchorage is
not disturbed.

All welds within 250 mm of seat belt anchorages must be
carefully checked for weld quality, including spacing of spot
welds.

Panel Replacement Procedure

This procedure is designed to explain the basic panel removal
and replacement method. The main criterion in removal and
replacement of body panels is that the original standard is
maintained as far as possible. While individual repairs will differ
in detail, this procedure has been devised placing emphasis on
ease of repair and the elimination of unnecessary work.

Body panels are being increasingly manufactured in high
strength steels to meet design requirements for safety and
weight saving. As panels in high strength steels cannot be
visually identified, and as they are more sensitive to excess
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heat than panels manufactured from low carbon steel, it is
advisable that the following procedure be observed at all
times.

Remove Panel

1. Expose resistance spot welds. For those spot welds
which are not obviously visible, use a rotary drum sander
or wire brush fitted to an air drill, or alternatively a hand
held wire brush.

Caution: In wheel arch areas it may be necessary to soften
underbody coating, using a hot air gun, prior to exposing
spot welds.

2. Cut out welds using a cobalt drill.

3. Alternatively, use a clamp-type spot weld remover.

4. Cut away the bulk of the panel as necessary using an air
saw.

Caution: On certain panel joints MIG welds and braze
should be removed using a sander where possible, before
cutting out the panel bulk.

5. Separate spot welded joints and remove panel remnants
using hammer, bolster chisel and pincers.

Prepare Old Surfaces

1. Remove any remaining sealant using a hot air gun to
minimise the risk of toxic fumes caused by heat generated
during welding.
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Warning: Care must be taken to avoid excessive heat
build-up when using the hot air gun.

2. Clean all panel joint edges to a bright smooth finish, using
a belt-type sander.

Note: As an alternative, a disc sander may be used.

3. Straighten existing panel joint edges using a shaping block
and hammer.

Prepare New Surfaces

1. Mark out bulk of new panel and trim to size, leaving
approximately 50 mm overlap with existing panel. Offer
up new panel/section, align with associated panels (e.g.
new body side panel aligned with door and boot lid).
Clamp into position.

2. Cut new and existing panels as necessary to form butt,
joggle or brace joint as required. Remove all clamps and
metal remnants.

3. Prepare new panel joint edges for welding by sanding to
a bright finish. This must include inner as well as outer
faces.

4. Apply suitable weld-through primer, to panel joint
surfaces to be welded, using brush or aerosol can.
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5. Apply correct sealant or adhesive, as applicable, to panel
joint surfaces.

Offer up And Align

Offer up new panel and align with associated panels. Clamp
into position using welding clamps or other clamps. Where a
joggle or brace joint is being adopted, make a set in the original
panel joint edge or insert a brace behind the joint.

Caution: In cases where access for welding clamps is
difficult, it may be necessary to use tack welds.

1. Select arms for resistance spot welding and shape
electrode tips using a tip trimmer. Tips should be dressed
so the diameter is equal to twice the thickness of the
metal to be welded plus 3.0 mm.

Caution: Use arms not exceeding 300 mm in length.

2. Fit resistance spot welding arms and test equipment
for satisfactory operation, using test coupons. Where
monitoring equipment is not available, verify weld
strength by checking that metal around the weld puddle
pulls apart under tension during pulling.

3. Use a resistance spot welder where access permits. Try
to ensure weld quality by using a welding monitor where
possible.

4. MIG tack weld butt joints and re-check alignment and
panel contours where necessary. Ensure that a gap is
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maintained to minimise welding distortion, by inserting a
hacksaw blade as an approximate guide.

5. Dress MIG tack welds using a sander with 36 grit disc, or
a belt-type sander where access is limited.

6. MIG seam weld butt joints.

7. Always use MIG plug welds where excessive metal
thickness or limited access make resistance spot welding
impractical. Make plug welds either by using holes left
by the spot weld cutter, or through holes punched and
drilled for the purpose, approximately 8mm diameter.

8. Dress all welds using either a sander with 36 grit disc, or
a belt-type sander and/or wire brush. When dressing
welds ensure an area as small as possible is removed to
protect the zinc coating.
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Body Sealing
Underbody Sealer Treatment Areas

Underfloor areas and sill outer panels are treated with a
Plastisol PVC underbody sealer. This material is not suitable
for re-treatment. When repairing areas of underbody sealer,
strip the factory-applied underbody sealer back to a suitable
break point. Ensure that a clean metal surface is exposed and
that the edge of the existing sealer adheres soundly to the
panel.

Apply new underbody sealer between primer and surfacer
paint operations. Apply seam sealer as necessary before
application of underbody sealer. Ensure that blanking plugs
and grommets in the floor pan (except those used for wax
injection) are fitted before underbody sealer application. Refit
any heatfusible plugs which have been disturbed in repair with
the aid of a hot air blower, or replace with rubber grommets.

Ensure that suspension units, wheels, tyres, power unit,
exhaust and brakes (including all mounting points) are shielded
prior to application of fresh underbody sealer.

Seam Sealers

A heat cured, PVC based sealant is applied to specific joint
seams during factory assembly. This material is not suitable
for service use and, during repair, should be substituted by an
approved Seam Sealer.

Apply seam sealers after the application of primer and before
the application of surfacer and top coat. The seam sealer must
form a continuous bead, with the profile of the bead dependant
on the type of seam. If seam sealer is applied with a brush,
take particular care to maintain the required coverage of the
seam. Where shaping of the seam sealer is required, use a
cloth soaked with solvent such as white spirit to achieve the
required finish.

Ensure that ALL accessible repair seams are sealed following
a repair. Damage to a vehicle often flexes areas of the body
remote from the impact. As a result, the seam sealer in
these areas may be disturbed by subsequent straightening and
repair operations. Check all seams in the vicinity of the area
undergoing repair for evidence of cracked seam sealer, then
clean out as required and apply fresh seam sealer using the
following procedure:

Clean the affected seam and re-treat any exposed metal areas
with a suitable etching primer.

Apply appropriate seam sealer as necessary.

Treat affected area with an acid-etch primer (and underbody
sealer as applicable).

Apply appropriate colour coat.

Where seams are inaccessible following the reassembly or
fitting of components, ensure that a paste-type seam sealer is

applied to such seams. Certain seams also become inaccessible
after the completion of panel repairs. In such instances apply
seam sealer and paint before final assembly. Provided access
is adequate, apply seam sealer to both sides of a repair joint.
Where access is limited to one side only (e.g. box sections),
treat the affected box member with cavity wax. Seams to
which seam sealer is applied during factory assembly are
detailed in the following illustrations.

Note: ThoroughlyThoroughlyThoroughly inspectinspectinspect allallall jointsjointsjoints aroundaroundaround vicinityvicinityvicinity

ofofof repair.repair.repair. IfIfIf necessarynecessarynecessary sealsealseal allallall areasareasareas thatthatthat havehavehave

beenbeenbeen joined,joined,joined, repairedrepairedrepaired ororor replaced.replaced.replaced. LeaveLeaveLeave nonono areaareaarea

openopenopen tototo wetwetwet /damp/damp/damp contamination.contamination.contamination. SealingSealingSealing willwillwill

helphelphelp eliminate:eliminate:eliminate: waterwaterwater ingressingressingress andandand windwindwind noisenoisenoise etc.etc.etc.

AlwaysAlwaysAlways carrycarrycarry outoutout aaa finalfinalfinal qualityqualityquality checkcheckcheck ononon allallall sealedsealedsealed

areas.areas.areas.
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SeamSeamSeam sealersealersealer --- undersideundersideunderside ofofof vehiclevehiclevehicle --- frontfrontfront endendend andandand floorfloorfloor
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Seam sealer - underside of vehicle - rear
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Seam sealer - engine bay
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Seam sealer - main floor

Seam sealer - rear floor
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Seam sealer - dash upper, roof area

Seam sealer - front and rear door
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Seam sealer - bonnet and boot lid

Seam sealer - tonneau lower extension
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Structural adhesive - rear floor assembly

Structural adhesive dash and plenum panel
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Structural adhesive- rear parcel shelf

Structural adhesive- parcel shelf
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Structural adhesive- rear panel
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Structural adhesive- wheel arch rear

Structural adhesive- sunroof and front header
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Structural adhesive- sun roof centre and rear
header
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Structural adhesive- fixed roof - front, centre
and rear header
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ExpandingExpandingExpanding FoamFoamFoam AcousticAcousticAcoustic SealsSealsSeals

General Information

Expanding foam acoustic seals are used in various closed
sections of the body to improve vehicle refinement. The seals
expand during the factory paint process, thus locking them
into position. The seals are used in 24 locations throughout
the vehicle.

The main function of the seals is to insulate the cabin from
noise and vibrations, particularly road noise. They are located
such that they prevent noise accentuation along a section and
also reflect air borne noise away from the cabin.

A secondary function of the seals is that the internal sections
are sealed from the infiltration of water, air, dust and gases.

Another advantage of the seals is that they marginally increase
the overall stiffness of the body and its structural performance
in case of a crash.

The seals are manufactured from a modified Polyethylene
Copolymer. All the seals are fitted in the body-in-white areas,
and after going through the paint baking process expand up to
eight times original size.

Replacing seals
As paint oven temperatures used in a repair workshop are
significantly lower than those that are used during manufacture
of the vehicle, a different process is required to replace the

seals in service. When replacing a seal, the following procedure
must be followed.

1. Apply a primer (Sika primer 210) to the area where the
seal fits.

2. After clipping the new seal into place, administer a bead
of bonding (Sikaflex 255FC) around the periphery and fill
in all seal holes.

3. Inject foam (Sikabaffle 277) into the area where the
new seal has been fitted, this ensures that the correct
refinement levels are maintained.
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IdentifyingIdentifyingIdentifying BodyBodyBody SealsSealsSeals

1. Between panels - bolted 7. Clinch joints - type (a)

2. Panel edges - bolted 8. Clinch joints - type (b)

3. Between panels - spot welded 9. Clinch joints - type (c)

4. Panel edges - spot welded 10. Gaps between panels - type (a)

5. Between panels - bonded 11. Gaps between panels - type (b)

6. Panel edges - bonded 12. Lap joint
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ApprovedApprovedApproved MaterialsMaterialsMaterials

Description - Usage Supplier Part Number

Cavity waxes

Inner Cavity Wax (Amber) 3M 08901/11/21

Inner Cavity Wax (Transparent) 3M 08909/19/29

Cavity waxes Croda PW57

Engine compartment waxes and paints

Aero engine chamber waxes and
trim waxes

Astors DA3243/1

Engine chamber trim waxes/paints Croda PW197

Engine chamber trim waxes/paints Dinol 4010

Miscellaneous materials

Aerosol Auto Adhesive (Trim) - impact
adhesive for trim parts

3M 0808

Flexible Parts Repair Material - rubber
modified polypropylene parts

3M 05900

Seam sealers

Twisted car body gap-type of gaps
between panels (B)

3M 08568

Drip Check Clear - bolted, spot
welded and bonded panel edges;
type (a) and (b) gaps between panels;

type (c) clinch joints

3M 08401

Drip Check Heavy - type (b) gaps
between panels; type (c) clinch joints

3M 08531

Polyurethane Seam Sealer - bolted,
spot welded and bonded panel edges;
type (a) and (b) gaps between panels;

type (b) clinch joints

3M 08684/89/94

Polyurethane Sealer (Sachet) - bolted
panel edges; type (b) clinch joints

3M 08684/83/88

Sprayable Sealer - lap joints 3M 08800/23

Super Seam Sealer - lap joints;
type (b) clinch joints

3M 08537

Betafill rivets and erasable sealing
glue – type (b) clinch joints

Gurit-Essex 10211/15/20

Rivets, joints and bottom film –
superposition joint

Gurit-Essex 10101/10707

Leaking inspection (clear) – between
bolted panels, spot welded and bonded
panel edges, type ©, clinch joints,
type (a) gap between panels.

Kent Industries 10075

Putty joint – type (b) gap between panels. Kent Industries
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Description - Usage Supplier Part Number

Polyurethane Seam Sealer - bolted, spot
welded and bonded panel edges; type
(a) and (b) gaps between panels;

PPG 6500

Polyurethane Seam Sealer - bolted,
spot welded and bonded panel edges;
type (b) gaps between panels;

Teroson 92

Terolan light Seam Sealer-bolted,
spot welded and bonded panel

edges; type (a) and (b) gaps between
panels; type (c) gaps between bonded

panels, clinch joints

Teroson 128.60D

Terolan specified erasable Seam
Sealer- superposition joint

Teroson 179.708

Terostat sprayable Seam Sealer - bolted,
spot welded and bonded panel edges,
type (b) gaps between bonded panels.

Teroson 9320

Terostat 1K PU Seam Sealer (SE20)-spot
welded and bonded panel edges; type
(a) and (b) gaps between panels;

Teroson

Sealer-bolted, spot welded and
bonded panel edges, type (b) gaps

between bonded panels.

Wurths 8901001/-/6

Structural adhesives

Automotive Structural Adhesive
- between bonded panels; type

(a) clinch joints

3M 08122

Bi-epoxy -, spot welded and bonded
panel edges; type (a) gaps between

panels; clinch joint

Ciba-Geigy XB5106/7

Underbody sealers

Body Schutz 3M 08861

Spray Schutz 3M 08877

Crodapol erasable bottom sealer Croda PV75

Terotex underbody sealer (CP 02) Teroson 9320

Stonechip coating (flat) 3M 08158/9/60

Underbody waxes

Stonechip coating (flat) 3M 08158/9/60

Underbody waxes Croda PW61

Underbody waxesv Dinol Tectacote 205

Weld-through primers

Weld Thru' Coatingv 3M 05913

Zinc spray 3M 09113
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Description - Usage Supplier Part Number

Zinc primers ICI P-565 63

Screen adhesives

Direct glazing adhesive Rover components BHM 705

Noise insulation material

Sika primer Sika 210

Sikaflex Sika 255 FC

Sikabaffle (swell foam) Sika 277

Column foam Redashe 4330

Gap filling seam sealer

Flexible foam sealer (shock resistant) Redashe 4320
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EquipmentEquipmentEquipment andandand SuppliersSuppliersSuppliers

Cavity wax equipment and techniques

1. Air inlet

2. Flow control (spray pattern adjustment)

3. Pressure cup (1 litre capacity). Maximum pressure 140
PSI (9.7 bar, 9.84 kg/cm3)

4. Gun connector

5. Lance nipple connection

6. Flexible lance

7. Rigid directional hook wand (forward cone spray pattern)

8. Flexible nylon lance 1100 mm with 360° spray pattern

9. Rigid lance 1100 mm with 360° spray pattern

When re-treating wax-injected areas which have been
disturbed during repairs, it is necessary to use a compressed
air spray gun with integral pressure cup and a selection of
interchangeable lances.

The following points must be observed during use, according
to the attachments fitted:

• Use the rigid or flexible lance attachments with 360°
spray dispersal when treating enclosed areas, to ensure
maximum coverage.

• Where openings are restricted, use the hook nozzle to
provide a more directional spray (e.g. inside narrow or
short box sections).

• Spray exposed underbody surfaces directly from the gun
less lance attachment and without disconnecting the fluid
coupling.

1100 mm rigid lance The nozzle on the rigid lance produces a
360° circular spray pattern combined with a forwarddirected
spray. Although wax is distributed to all box section surfaces
in a single stroke, effective and complete coverage is obtained
in long straight structures and box section cavities by spraying
on both inward and outward strokes of the lance. The rigid
lance also provides the positional accuracy required in shaped
sections, by allowing visual assessment.

Caution: Do not force the lance into access holes when
using this attachment.

1100 mm flexible nylon lance This lance is similar in pattern
to the rigid version, but provides the additional penetration
required for curved sections or in places where access is
difficult. Its main limitation is a lack of positional accuracy
inside box sections. Carry out all spraying on the outward
stroke of the lance. Withdraw the lance slowly to ensure
sufficient coverage. Do not withdraw the lance too quickly.
Ensure that the nylon tube of the lance is kept away from the
edges of the access hole to eliminate abrasion and extend the
life of the tube. Take care to ensure that spraying ceases just
before the nozzle emerges from the access hole. To assist
in this process paint the final 30 mm of the nozzle with RED
paint.

Hook nozzle on flexible lance
The rigid hook produces a highly atomised, forward-directed,
fully conical spray pattern having long range and good
dispersion characteristics. This combination has good
directional capabilities for treating short, narrow sections, and
may also be used for direct spraying of inner wheel arches etc.

In use, position the flat area at the end of the lance at 180°
to the nozzle spray direction. This will help to guide the spray
more accurately when it is concealed in a box section or access
hole.

For general spraying, move the nozzle in an arc from side to
side as required, to ensure full coverage.

Note: Always clean gun after use with appropriate solvent
to maintain efficiency.

Recommended equipment
3M car body Schutz spray gun 08996 Spray gun is made of
housing and light alloy, assembled by 3M bolts to Schutz case.

3M Pneumatic cartridge spray gun 08012 Direct electrical
pneumatic gun is used for 3M cartridge products. The
advantage is easy to spray, no adjustment valve for additional
control.

3M Pneumatic machine spray gun -08006/7 Direct electrical
pneumatic gun is used for 3M sealing material packed in bags.
(product number 08006 gun is valid for 200ml and 310ml
sealing material in bags. Product number 08007 spray gun is
valid for all kinds of material in bags including 600 ml).

Other valid spray guns: heavy gun 08013.

3M gluing gun 08190 This gun is valid for 3M structural adhesive
08120

3M inner chamber wax mold gluing spray gun 08997 This
instrument can carry a 1 KG cartridge and has a 750 mm tube.
Able to get validated system from all 3M surface repairing
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data. Kuper Pagele falcon junior pneumatic spray gun (airproof
type). This pneumatic spray instrument is mainly used to
spray wax. It has a 3L can with an entire hand pump. It
gives a possibility to spray wax without any compressed air
or other additional procedures. It makes more convenient if
you select to use the nozzle, spray gun, tube length and valve
with filter. It can also be used for other normal maintenances,
wax spray or adhesive spray. Heavy material can be used. All
components are replaceable. Variable nozzle can be used.

SATA Schutz gun, type UBE SATA Schutz gun is used to do a
retreatment to car underbody for cars with protecting paints.
The gun stays in a special 1L case. Spare screws (gun has inner
screw) fit to most Schutz standards.

Type UBE specification

Air consuming 7 ft3/min (200 litres/ min)
@ 45 lbf.in2

Weight 23.3 oz 220 grams

SATA HkD1 wax filling instrument This instrument can be used
to do a retreatment. SATA HKD1 instrument consist of the
following parts : high quality forging, a gun with 1L compressed
feeding container, extendible nylon gun tube, 1100 mm steel
pipe, hook like stick pipe. The quick fastener as a standard
spare parts can make a easy pipe connection. Every gun has a
entire nozzle with special spray features which fit the type of
the car body.

Note: Always clean gun after use with appropriate solvent
to maintain efficiency.

3M Supplier contact details:
3M China Co Ltd.

38/f Maxdo Center 8 Xing Yi Road Shanghai China

200336

Tel: 86 21 62753535

www.3M.com

Branch offices

• Beijing,

• Chengdu,

• Chong Qing,

• Dalian,

• Fu Zhou,

• Guang Zhou,

• Hangzhou,

• Kun Ming,

• Shen Zhen,

• Nan Jing,

• Quing Dao,

• Shen Yang,

• Su Zhou,

• Tian Jin,

• Xi An,

• Xia Mne,

• Wuhan,

• Urumqi

• Zhengzhou.
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Corrosion Prevention
Factory Treatments

During production, vehicle bodies are treated with the
following anti-corrosion materials:

• A PVC-based underbody sealer which is sprayed onto the
underside of the main floor, rear floor and the rear wheel
arches.

• An application of cavity wax which is sprayed into the sill
panels, side member extensions and the lower areas of
the door panels.

• A coat of protective wax is applied to areas of the wheel
arch not covered by the liners. Whenever body repairs
are carried out, ensure the anti-corrosion materials in
the affected area are repaired or renewed as necessary
using the approved materials.

Precautions During Body Repairs and Handling

Take care when handling the vehicle in the workshop.
Underbody sealers, seam sealers, underbody wax and body
panels may be damaged if the vehicle is carelessly lifted.

Proprietary Anti-corrosion Treatments

The application of proprietary anti-corrosion treatments, in
addition to the factory-applied treatment, could invalidate the
CorrosionWarranty and should be discouraged. This does not
apply to homologated compatible, preservative waxes which
may be applied on top of existing coatings.

Fitting Approved Accessories

When fitting accessories ensure that the vehicle's corrosion
protection is not affected, either by breaking the protective
coating or by introducing a moisture trap.

Do not screw self-tapping screws directly into body panels. Fit
suitable plastic inserts to the panel beforehand. Always ensure
that the edges of holes drilled into panels, chassis members
and other body parts are protected with a suitable zinc rich
or acid etch primer, and follow with a protective wax coating
brushed onto the surrounding area.

Do not attach painted metal surfaces of any accessory directly
to the vehicle's bodywork unless suitably protected. Where
metal faces are bolted together always interpose a suitable
interface material such as weldable zinc rich primer, extruded
strip, or zinc tape.

Steam Cleaning and De-waxing

Due to the high temperatures generated by steam cleaning
equipment, there is a risk that certain trim components could
be damaged and some adhesives and corrosion prevention
materials softened or liquefied. Adjust the equipment so that
the nozzle temperature does not exceed 90° C (194° F). Take
care not to allow the steam jet to dwell on one area, and keep
the nozzle at least 300 mm from panel surfaces.

DO NOT remove wax or lacquer from underbody or
underbonnet areas during repairs. Should it be necessary
to steam clean these areas, apply a new coating of wax or
underbody protection as soon as possible.

Maintenance Inspection

Carry out the following operations to check bodywork for
corrosion:

• With the vehicle on a lift, carry out visual check of
underbody sealer for damage.

• With the vehicle lowered, inspect exterior paintwork for
damage and body panels for corrosion.

Note: If the vehicle is dirty, it will need to be washed prior
to inspection of bodywork.

The checks described above are intended to be visual only. It
is not intended that the operator should remove trim panels,
finishers, rubbing strips or sound-deadening materials when
checking the vehicle for corrosion and paint damage.

1. With the vehicle on a lift, and using an inspection or spot
lamp, visually check for the following:

• Corrosion damage and damaged paintwork, condition of
underbody sealer on front and rear lower panels, sills and
wheel arches;

• Damage to underbody sealer. Corrosion in areas adjacent
to suspension mountings and fuel tank fixings.

Note: TheTheThe presencepresencepresence ofofof smallsmallsmall blistersblistersblisters ininin thethethe

underbodyunderbodyunderbody sealersealersealer isisis acceptable,acceptable,acceptable, providingprovidingproviding theytheythey dododo

notnotnot exposeexposeexpose barebarebare metal.metal.metal.

Pay special attention to signs of damage caused to
panels or corrosion protection material by incorrect jack
positioning.

Warning: It is essential to follow the correct jacking and
lifting procedures.

2. With the vehicle lowered, visually check for evidence
of damage and corrosion on all visible painted areas, in
particular the following:

• Front edge of bonnet.

• Visible flanges in engine compartment.

• Lower body and door panels.

Rectify any bodywork damage or evidence of corrosion
found during inspection as soon as is practicable, both to
minimise the extent of the damage and to ensure the
long term effectiveness of the factory-applied corrosion
prevention treatment. Where corrosion has become
evident and is emanating from beneath a removable
component (e.g. trim panel, window glass, seat etc.),
remove the component as required to permit effective
rectification.
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Underbody Protection Repairs

Whenever body repairs are carried out, ensure that full sealing
and corrosion protection treatments are reinstated. This
applies both to the damaged areas and also to areas where
protection has been indirectly impaired, as a result either of
accident damage or repair operations.

Remove corrosion protection from the damaged area before
straightening or panel beating. This applies in particular
to panels coated with wax, PVC underbody sealer, sound
deadening pads etc.

Warning: DO NOT use oxy-acetylene gas equipment to
remove corrosion prevention materials. Large volumes of
fumes and gases are liberated by these materials when
they burn.

Note: EquipmentEquipmentEquipment forforfor thethethe removalremovalremoval ofofof toughtoughtough

anti-corrosionanti-corrosionanti-corrosion sealerssealerssealers offersoffersoffers varyingvaryingvarying degreesdegreesdegrees

ofofof speedspeedspeed andandand effectiveness.effectiveness.effectiveness. TheTheThe compressedcompressedcompressed

air-operatedair-operatedair-operated scraperscraperscraper (NOT(NOT(NOT ananan airairair chisel)chisel)chisel) offersoffersoffers

aaa relativelyrelativelyrelatively quietquietquiet mechanicalmechanicalmechanical methodmethodmethod usingusingusing ananan

extremelyextremelyextremely rapidrapidrapid reciprocatingreciprocatingreciprocating action.action.action. MoveMoveMove thethethe

operatingoperatingoperating endendend ofofof thethethe tooltooltool alongalongalong thethethe workworkwork surfacesurfacesurface

tototo removeremoveremove thethethe material.material.material.

The most common method of removal is by means of a hot
air blower with integral scraper. One of the most efficient
methods, is the rapidcutting 'hot knife'. This tool uses a wide
blade and is able to be used easily in profiled sections where
access is otherwise difficult.

Use the following procedure when repairing underbody
coatings:

1. Remove existing underbody coatings.

2. After panel repair, clean the affected area with a solvent
wipe, and treat bare metal with an etch phosphate
material.

3. Re-prime the affected area.

Caution: DO NOT, under any circumstances, apply
underbody sealer directly to bare metal surfaces.

4. Replace all heat-fusible plugs which have been disturbed.
Where such plugs are not available use rubber grommets
of equivalent size, ensuring that they are embedded in
sealer.

5. Mask off all mounting faces from which mechanical
components, hoses and pipe clips, have been removed.
Underbody sealer must be applied before such
components are refitted.

6. Brush sealer into all exposed seams.

7. Spray the affected area with an approved service
underbody sealer.

8. Remove masking from component mounting faces, and
touch-in where necessary.

After refitting mechanical components, including hoses and
pipes and other fixtures, mask off the brake discs and apply
a coat of approved underbody wax.

Note: Where repairs include the application of finish
paint coats in the areas requiring underbody wax, carry
out paint operations before applying wax.

Underbody Wax

The underbody wax must be reinstated following all repairs
affecting wheel arch panels. The wax is applied over paints and
underbody sealers.

Remove old underbody wax completely from a zone extending
at least 200 mm beyond the area where new underbody sealer
is to be applied.

Cavity Wax Injection

After repairs, always treat areas with an approved cavity
wax. In addition, treat all interior surfaces which have been
disturbed during repairs whether they have been treated in
production or not. This includes all box members, cavities
and door interiors. It is permissible to drill extra holes for
access where necessary, provided these are not positioned
in load-bearing members. Ensure that such holes are treated
with a suitable zinc rich primer, brushed with wax and then
sealed with a rubber grommet.

Before wax injection, ensure that the cavity to be treated is free
from any contamination or foreign matter. Where necessary,
clear out any debris using compressed air.

Ensure that cavity wax is applied AFTER the final paint process
and BEFORE refitting any trim components.

During application, ensure that the wax covers all flange and
seam areas and that it is adequately applied to all repaired areas
of both new and existing panels.

It should be noted that new panel assemblies and complete
body shells are supplied without wax injection treatment.
Ensure that such treatment is carried out after repairs.

Effective cavity wax protection is vital. Always observe the
following points:

• Complete all paint refinish operations before wax
application.

• Clean body panel areas and blow-clean cavities if
necessary before treatment.

• Maintain a temperature of 18° C (64° F) during
application and drying.

• Check the spray pattern of injection equipment.
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• Mask off all areas not to be wax coated and which could
be contaminated by wax overspray.

• Remove body fixings, such as seat belt retractors, if
contamination is at all likely.

• Move door glasses to fully closed position before treating
door interiors.

• Treat body areas normally covered by trim before
refitting items.

• Check that body and door drain holes are clear after the
protective wax has dried.

• Keep all equipment clean, especially wax injection
nozzles.

Areas treated with cavity wax are shown in the following
figures.

Cavity wax treatment areas and injection holes
- Upper sill section

All areas symmetrically opposite to those shown are also treated.

2,4,6,8,10: Cavity wax treatment areas and injection holes.
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CavityCavityCavity waxwaxwax treatmenttreatmenttreatment areasareasareas andandand injectioninjectioninjection holesholesholes --- LowerLowerLower sillsillsill sectionsectionsection

All areas symmetrically opposite to those shown are also treated.
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1. Injection holes for lower sill section
CavityCavityCavity waxwaxwax treatmenttreatmenttreatment areasareasareas andandand injectioninjectioninjection holesholesholes --- SideSideSide membermembermember extensionsextensionsextensions

All areas symmetrically opposite to those shown are also treated.
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CavityCavityCavity waxwaxwax treatmenttreatmenttreatment areasareasareas andandand injectioninjectioninjection holesholesholes --- FrontFrontFront andandand rearrearrear doordoordoor

All areas symmetrically opposite to those shown are also treated.

Cavity wax injection into inside of both front and rear doors. Complete inner panels and frame to be coated with the wax
preservative. Large proportion will sit in the bottom part of the door when allowed to drain.
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Diagnostic
Water Leaks
General Information

Where water leakage is involved, always adopt a logical
approach to the problem using a combination of skill,
experience and intuition. Do not reach a conclusion based
only on visual evidence, such as assuming that a wet footwell
is caused by a leak emanating from the windscreen. It will
often be found that the source of the leak is elsewhere. Use
of the correct procedure will increase the chance of locating
a leak, however obscure it may seem.

Tools and Equipment

The following tools and equipment are recommended for the
purpose of detection and rectification of water leaks:

1. Garden sprayer (hand-operated)

2. Wet/dry vacuum cleaner

3. Dry, absorbent cloths

4. Battery torch

5. Small mirror

6. Weatherstrip locating tool

7. Trim panel remover

8. Small wooden or plastic wedges

9. Dry compressed air supply

10. Hot air blower

11. Sealer applicators

12. Ultrasonic leak detector

During leak detection, the vehicle should be considered in
three basic sections:

• The front interior space.

• The rear passenger space.

• The loadspace or boot.

Testing

From the information supplied by the customer it should be
possible for the bodyshop operator to locate the starting point
from which the leak may be detected. After the area of the
leak has been identified, find the actual point of entry into the
vehicle.

A simple and effective means in the first instance is an ordinary
garden spray with provision for pressure and jet adjustment,
which will allow water to be directed in a jet or turned into a
fine spray. Use a mirror and a battery-powered torch (NOT a
mains voltage inspection lamp) to see into dark corners.

The sequence of testing is particularly important. Start at the
lowest point and work slowly upwards, to avoid testing in one

area while masking the leak in another. For example, if testing
started at the level of the windscreen, any water cascading into
the plenum chamber could leak through a bulkhead grommet
and into the footwells. Even at this point it could still be
wrongly assumed that the windscreen seal was at fault.

Another important part of identifying a water leak is by
visual examination of door aperture seals, grommets and
weatherstrips for damage, deterioration or misalignment,
together with the fit of the door itself against the seals.

Note: Check the colour of the water around the leak. If
the water is dirty, the leak is from under the vehicle. If the
water is clean, it is from above.

Sealing

When the point of the leak has been detected, it will then be
necessary to rectify it using the following procedure:

1. Renew all door aperture seals and weatherstrips which
have suffered damage, misalignment or deterioration

2. Check all body seals to ensure that they are correctly
located on their mounting flanges/ faces using a lipping
tool if necessary

3. Dry out body seams to be treated using compressed air
and/or a hot air blower as necessary

4. Apply sealant on the outside of the joint wherever
possible to ensure the exclusion of water

5. When rectifying leaks between a screen glass and it's
weatherstrip (or in the case of direct glazing, between the
glass and bodywork), avoid removing the glass if possible.
Apply the approved material at the appropriate location
(i.e. glass to weatherstrip or glass to body)

Primary Door Seal Replacement

The primary door seals on the front and rear doors are bonded
into position. It is imperative that the following points are
adhered to when replacing a seal:

• The area of the door where the seal is to be bonded
must be thoroughly cleaned. Do not use paint thinners
for cleaning the door.

• The ideal temperature of the seal and door when bonding
is 25° C (77° F). The seal will not bond properly if either
the door or seal is below 18° C (64° F).

• When initially fitting the seal, apply only a light pressure,
this allows the seal to be removed and repositioned if
necessary. If repositioning the seal, do not touch or allow
the contact surfaces to be contaminated in any way.
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Service Procedures
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Front End Panel

1. Front side dash assembly RH

2. Inner valance assembly RH

3. Front side dash LH

4. Inner valance assembly LH

5. Front sidemember assembly RH

6. Sidemember rear extension assembly RH

7. Front inner sidemember assembly RH

8. Front outer tower & sidemember assembly RH

9. Front bumper mounting bracket assembly RH

10. Front sidemember assembly LH

11. Sidemember rear extension assembly LH

12. Front inner sidemember assembly LH

13. Front outer tower & sidemember assembly LH

14. Front bumper mounting bracket assembly LH

15. Front end headlamp mounting assembly RH

16. Front end headlamp mounting assembly LH

17. Front end headlamp lower mounting to sidemember
reinforcement

18. Front end headlamp lower mounting to sidemember
reinforcement

19. Headlamp & front end panel mounting bolt
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20. Clucth pipe bracket LH
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Door Panel

1. Front door assembly 2. Rear door assembly
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Rear Floor Panel

1. Right side rear longitudinal member

2. Right side rear wheel arch inner assembly

3. Rear panel

4. Spare wheel well

5. Left side rear longitudinal member

6. Cross member rear floor

7. Right side seat squab lower assembly

8. Seat pan

9. Left side seat squab lower assembly

10. Cross member heel board

11. Left side rear wheel arch inner assembly

12. Left side rear sill extension
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Roof Panel

1. Roof fixed

2. Header rear

3. Centre bow

4. Header front
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1. Roof (sun roof fitted)

2. Header rear

3. Sun roof reinforcing panel

4. Header front
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Bodyside Panel

1. Body side - front section

2. Body side - centre section

3. Body side - rear section
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1. Cantrail closing assembly

2. Inner quarter assembly

3. Front outer valance assembly

4. A post reinforcement assembly

5. Body side outer

6. B-C post closing panel

7. Inner sill reinforcement

8. Tonneau extension

9. Rear lamp mounting and drain channel extension
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Front Floor Panel

1. Front floor assembly

2. right side sill inner assembly

3. left side sill inner assembly
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Wheel Arch Panel

1. Right side rear wheel arch outer assembly

2. Left side rear wheel arch outer assembly

3. Right side rear wheel arch sill closing extension panel

4. Left side rear wheel arch sill closing extension panel

5. Right side rear wheel arch inner assembly

6. Left side rear wheel arch inner assembly

7. Right side seat squab lower assembly

8. Left side seat squab lower assembly

9. Right side rear sill extension

10. Left side rear sill extension

11. Right side front squab panel

12. Left side front squab panel

13. Front squab panel bolt
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Vehicle Access
Description and Operation
Alarm and Locking System Component Layout

1. Horn

2. Engine Control Module(ECM)

3. Bonnet lock

4. Instrument pack

5. Body Control Module(BCM)

6. Passenger’s switch and lock

7. Master locking switch

8. Rear door switch and lock(RH)

9. Fuel flap actuator

10. Boot switch and lock

11. Rear door switch and lock(LH)

12. Handset docking station

13. Driver’s door switch and lock

14. Remote handset

15. Inertia switch
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Alarm and Locking System Control Diagram

A= Hard wired B= MS_CAN BUS C= Radio frequency signal

1. Remote handset

2. Master locking switch

3. Bonnet switch

4. Fuel flap switch and actuator

5. Inertia switch

6. Instrument pack

7. Horn

8. Passenger door switch and lock
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9. Driver’s door switch and lock

10. Rear door switch and lock(RH)

11. Rear door switch and lock(LH)

12. Boot release

13. Body Control Module(BCM)
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Immobilisation System Control Diagram

A. Hard wired B. MS CAN Bus C. HS CAN Bus

1. Remote handset

2. Handset docking station

3. Body Control Module (BCM)

4. Instrument pack

5. Starter motor

6. Engine Control ModuleECM
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Description
General

This description covers all aspects of vehicle locking, alarm
systems and engine immobilisation. These systems are all
controlled by Body Control Module (BCM).

Vehicle Locking System

Door Latches — General
When Central Door Locking (CDL) is applied to the doors,
the external door handles will not open the doors. The doors
can be opened from inside the vehicle.

The lock motors are protected by an overheat protection
function, which can suspend lock motor operation if a high
number of motor operations occurs within a given period.

Driver's Door Latch
The driver's door latch comprises a door open microswitch
and a lock motor. The latch is located inside the door and
secured with screws. The latch secures the door in the closed
position on a striker which is secured to the B/C post.

The lock motor can be driven in either direction to lock
or unlock the door. A microswitch is attached to the latch
mechanism and is in an open circuit condition when the door
is closed. When the door is opened, the latch mechanism
operates the microswitch causing a short circuit to earth. This
completed earth path is detected by the BCM and generates a
driver's door open message in the instrument pack or triggers
the alarm system (if armed).

The driver's door is also fitted with a key barrel to allow the
driver to open the doors using the emergency key (contained
in the handset). The key barrel houses a switch assembly which
comprises two microswitches. One microswitch is operated
when the key is turned to the unlock position and the second
is operated when the key is turned to the lock position. Each
microswitch is normally in an open circuit condition. When
operated, each microswitch causes a short circuit to earth.
The BCM detects the completed earth path and determines
which microswitch is operated. The BCM then operates the
door lock motors to lock or unlock the doors as applicable.

Passenger and Rear Door Latches
The passenger and rear door latches each comprise a door
open microswitch and a lock motor. Each rear door latch
assembly has a child lock facility. A small lever on the inside
of the door activates the child lock, preventing the rear door
from being opened from inside the vehicle.

Boot Lock
The boot lock comprises a boot open microswitch and a lock
motor. The boot release is located on the lower inside edge
of the boot lid panel and secured with three screws. The lock
motor is driven in one direction to move the latch mechanism

and open the boot lid. The latch secures the boot lid in the
closed position on a striker which is secured to the rear boot
panel. The boot open microswitch is connected to the latch
and is open circuit when the boot lid is closed. When the boot
lid is opened, the microswitch contacts close, completing an
earth path to the BCM. This completed earth path is detected
by the BCM and generates a boot lid open message in the
instrument pack or triggers the alarm system (if armed).

Master Locking Switch

The master locking switch is a momentary action switch
located on the front console below the heating controls.
When the switch is operated a momentary earth path to the
BCM is completed. The BCM interprets the completed earth
path as a request either to lock or unlock all of the doors at
the same time.

Fuel Flap Release
The fuel flap release is a motor driven linear actuator located
inside the RH rear wing. When the driver's door is locked, the
fuel filler flap is also locked.

Inertia Switch
The inertia switch is located behind the fascia to the left of
the steering wheel. The switch is mounted vertically and has a
reset button on its top surface. If the alarm system is disarmed
when the supply is removed, the BCMwill operate all door lock
motors to unlock all of the doors. The BCM will also initiate
the hazard warning lights to start flashing, cut the power supply
to the fuel pump and illuminate the interior lamps. The inertia
switch can be reset by pressing the button on the top of the
switch.
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Remote Handset

The remote handset comprises an RF transmitter with a
lock button, an unlock button and a boot open button, a
battery and an emergency key. The button and battery are
mounted on a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) inside the case.
The RF signals from the remote handset are detected by
an RF receiver in the BCM. The remote handset contains a
replaceable 3V battery. The battery will require replacing
when the acceptable voltage falls below 2.7V. A replacement
remote handset requires programming of the BCM to initiate
the new code.

The remote handset contains a transponder which is detected
by the immobilisation coil in the docking station when the
remote handset is inserted to the docked position.

RF Receiver
The RF receiver is located within the BCM. RF signals from
the remote handset are received and de-modulated. A resistor
integral in the BCM pulls the signal output up to 12V. When
the remote handset is operated, the signal output line from
the receiver to the BCM will oscillate between 0 and 12V at a
frequency controlled by the transmitter code.

Rolling Code Signal
The remote handset transmits a rolling code signal. The BCM
compares the data transmitted by the remote handset with
data stored. If the transmitted code is up to 999 codes in
advance of the value stored in the EEPROM, the BCM will
confirm that the remote handset transmission is valid and
perform the lock/unlock request.

If the code is behind that currently stored in the RAM or
is more than 999 in advance, the BCM will consider the
code invalid and the request will be ignored. The code can
become in advance of the code previously stored by repeated
operation of the remote handset buttons out of RF range
of the vehicle. If the rolling code stored in the BCM RAM
becomes more than 1000 codes out of synchronisation with
the remote handset or the vehicle’s battery is disconnected,

resynchronisation with the BCM will occur the next time the
remote handset is docked.

Security System

The primary function of the security system is to prevent
unauthorized access to the vehicle. When the ignition is in
the ‘AUX’ position, The transponder built into the remote
handset will mobilize the engine. The cipher is read by the
coil around the ignition switch, the maximum control area is
20mm. This uses a 125kHz frequency to send power, and data,
to the transponder.

The alarm system comprises:

• Vehicle horn

• Door microswitches (x 4)

• Bonnet microswitch

• Boot microswitch

• Security LED

• Hazard warning light operation

• Remote handset

• Ignition switch

• BCM

• RF receiver (in BCM)

Alarm Horn
The horn is powered via fuse 18 and a relay located in the
BCM. The relay coil earth connection is controlled by the
BCM. When the BCM detects an alarm trigger, it completes
and breaks the earth path for the relay coil causing the horn
to sound intermittently.

Door Micro-switches
Each door latch mechanism contains an integral microswitch
to inform the BCM of the status of the door. When the door
is open the microswitch contacts are closed completing an
earth path to the BCM. When the door is closed, the earth
path is removed and the connection becomes open circuit.
The door microswitches, together with the bonnet and boot
open switches form the perimetric protection feature of the
alarm system. These switches detect forced entry into the
vehicle when the alarm system is armed. The door open
microswitches are also used by the BCM to display panel status
information in the instrument pack message centre and for
control of the interior lamps.

Boot Open Switch
The boot lock motor contains an integral microswitch to
inform the BCM of the status of the boot lid. When the boot
lid is closed the microswitch contacts are open, creating an
open circuit to the BCM. When the boot lid is opened, the
switch closes completing the earth path to the BCM. The
BCM senses the completed earth path and, if the CAN BUS
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detects the earth path open, will trigger the alarm. The boot
open microswitch is also used by the BCM to display panel
status information in the instrument pack and for automatic
control of the interior illumination.

Bonnet open switch
The bonnet open switch is located on the bonnet locking
platform which is mounted above the radiator.

When the bonnet is closed the microswitch contacts are open
and there is no earth path for the BCM. When the bonnet is
open the microswitch contacts are closed providing an earth
path for the BCM. The BCM senses the closed circuit and, if
the alarm system is armed, will trigger the alarm. Bonnet open
switch is also used by the BCM to display bonnet open status
information in the instrument pack.

Security LED
The security LED is located in the small display panel to the
right of the instrument pack. The LED receives a permanent
12V supply via the instrument pack. The BCM controls the
earth from the LED. The LED has several flash modes to
indicate the status of the alarm system as follows:

• Permanent - inner locking

• Fast flash - Central locking (passenger door open)

• Slow flash- use remote/ mechanical key

• No flash - unlock

Security System Arming and Disarming

The vehicle security system operates three sub-systems:

Perimetric system comprising:

• Doors & boot open switches

• Ignition switch

• Central locking switch

The visible warning devices comprising:

• Hazard warning lights

• Main beam headlamps (configurable)

Audible warning device comprising:

• Vehicle horn

The security system is split into three individual zones; with
each zone comprising of a number of discrete inputs. When
the security system is armed, violation of any of these zones
will trigger the alarm system.

Security zone Discrete inputs

1 (front) • Inertia Switch

• Bonnet open switch

2(middle/
interior)

• Front LH door open switch

• Front RH door open switch

• Rear LH door open switch

• Rear RH door open switch

• Driver's door key unlock (15 second
timer)

• Docked position with incorrect
handset transponder

• Master locking switch

3 (rear) • Boot open switch

Fully Armed State
The BCM fully arms the system when:

• All doors are closed

• The handset is removed

• A valid lock request is received from the handset

• A valid lock request is received from use of the
emergency key

The direction indicators flash three times to confirm that the
vehicle has entered the fully armed state.

Note: IfIfIf thethethe BCMBCMBCM receivesreceivesreceives aaa locklocklock requestrequestrequest whenwhenwhen thethethe

driver'sdriver'sdriver's doordoordoor isisis openopenopen thenthenthen thethethe BCMBCMBCM willwillwill notnotnot armarmarm thethethe

securitysecuritysecurity system.system.system.

Partially Armed State
The BCM partially arms the systems if the system is armed and
a door is not fully closed, causing a mislock.

• If zone 1 caused the mislock, then zones 2 and 3 are fully
armed and their inputs monitored for activation.

• If zone 2 caused the mislock, for example, one or more
of the side doors are open, then zones 1 and 3 are fully
armed and their inputs monitored for activation. In this
case the doors that are fully closed within zone 2 are
monitored for activation.

• If zone 3 caused the mislock, for example, if the boot is
left open, then zones 1 and 2 are fully armed and their
inputs monitored for activation.

• If two zones caused the mislock, then the remaining zone
is fully armed and its inputs monitored for activation.

• Unlocking the boot whilst the system is fully armed sets
zone 3 to the partially armed state.

Mislock Alarm
The BCM emits an audible warning (a 25 ms activation of the
horn) to inform the driver of a mislock condition when, the
vehicle is externally locked by key or handset out of the car, the
door is open, the handset is docked or the engine is running.
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Disarmed State
The BCM fully disarms the system on:

• Receiving receipt of a valid unlock request from the
handset unlock button

• Receiving receipt of a valid unlock request from the
driver’s door unlock switch (In this case the BCM
temporarily disables zone 2 only for a period of 15
seconds. If a valid remote key unlock request has not
been received or a valid handset is docked.

• Docking of a valid handset.

The direction indicators flash once for 2 seconds to confirm
that the vehicle is disarmed.

If the driver’s door unlock switch fails to open or short
circuits, then it will not be possible to disarm the alarm with
the emergency key; remote disarming will not be affected.

Alarm Event Memory
The BCM stores the reasons for the last ten alarm events
in EEPROM. This data can be retrieved via the diagnostics
connector.

On completion of an alarm cycle the BCM disables any active
warning signals for a period of 5 seconds. The BCM then
re-evaluates the status of all zones to determine if a valid trigger
still exists. This is done in the order of the queued zones.
For instance, if opening of the bonnet had triggered the most
recent sounding of the alarm, the software checks if the bonnet
is still open.

If after the 5 seconds has expired, a trigger condition still exists,
then the BCM shall immediately activate the warning devices
for a further alarm warning cycle. If no conditions to re-launch
the warning devices exist, then the security system shall enter
the armed state.

With the security system armed and the doors locked,
inserting an incorrect handset causes the security system to
be triggered.

Note: IfIfIf thethethe securitysecuritysecurity systemsystemsystem hashashas beenbeenbeen triggeredtriggeredtriggered andandand

thethethe handsethandsethandset isisis removed,removed,removed, aaa validvalidvalid remoteremoteremote locklocklock requestrequestrequest

willwillwill silencesilencesilence thethethe alarmalarmalarm andandand keepkeepkeep thethethe alarmalarmalarm armed.armed.armed.

Speed Related Locking
The BCM controls a speed-related locking function using a
speed signal originated from the ABS system. The speed
related locking function is set to off by default, but can be
configured by the dealer.

The BCM will automatically lock all doors when the vehicle
speed exceeds 5 km/h. This function will only operate once
per ignition cycle. Once locked, the doors can be unlocked
using the master locking switch, after which they will not
lock again until the BCM senses the ignition is turned off and

then on again. When speed related locking is functional, an
automatic unlock feature will unlock all the doors when the
ignition is turned off. On vehicles with an automatic gearbox,
the selector lever must be in the 'PARK' position before
the doors will unlock. The speed related locking feature is
programmable.

Bathrobe locking
It is possible to use the handset to lock the vehicle while then
engine is running and the vehicle is stationary. The vehicle's
alarm system, however, will not be armed.

Auto-relocking
If the vehicle is unlocked using the handset, but no opening
panels are operated within 30 seconds or the handset is
docked, the vehicle will relock automatically.
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Seat Belts
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Front seat belt height adjuster 30–35Nm

Bolt-front seat belt retractor to ‘BC’ post 30–35Nm

Front seat belt assembly 30–35Nm

Bolt-Front seat belt 30–35Nm
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Description and Operation
System Component Layout
SRS Component Location

1. Driver’s front airbag module

2. Rotary coupler

3. SRS warning light in instrument pack

4. Passenger’s airbag warning light

5. Passenger’s front airbag module

6. Passenger airbag disable switch

7. BCM

8. SRS ECU
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SRS Component Location

1. BCM

2. Passenger occupancy sensor

3. Head curtain airbag modules

4. Side airbag module

5. Crash sensor - side impact

6. SRS ECU
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SRS Component Location

1. Rear seat belt

2. Rear seat belt pre-tensioner

3. Rear seat belt buckles

4. Front seat belt

5. Front seat belt pre-tensioner

6. Front seat belt height adjuster

7. Rear centre lap belt and buckle

8. Driver’s seat belt buckle and warning switch

9. SRS ECU

10. Seat belt warning light in instrument pack
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System Control Diagram
SRS System Control Diagram

A. Hard wired B. HSCAN Bus C. MSLIN Bus

1. Head curtain airbag modules,where fitted

2. Passenger's front airbag module

3. Driver's front airbag module

4. Rotary coupler

5. Passenger airbag disable switch

6. Passenger airbag disabled warning light.

7. Seat buckle warning light

8. SRS warning light in instrument pack

9. Diagnostic socket

10. Seat belt buckle switch (Drivers)

11. Seat belt buckle switch (Passengers)

12. Passenger occupancy sensor, where fitted
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13. Seat belt pre-tensioner reel

14. Crash sensor side impact,if fitted

15. Side airbag, if fitted

16. SRS ECU

17. BCM and fuse 42.
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Description
General

The Supplementary Restraint System(SRS) provides excellent
passive protection for vehicle occupants in the event of a
serious collision. The protection afforded is above what would
normally be provided using just seat belts. The system is
regarded as passive because it operates automatically without
the need for interactions by the vehicle's occupants.

TheSRS system comprises the following components:

• SRS ECU

• Driver's airbag module

• Front passenger's airbag module

• Front passenger's side airbag module (where fitted)

• Head curtain airbag module (where fitted)

• Seat belt pre-tensioner reel

• Crash sensor side impact (if fitted)

• Seat belt buckle switches

• Rotary coupler

• Passenger airbag disable switch

• SRS warning light (in instrument pack)

• Seat belts unfastened warning light (in instrument pack)

• Passenger airbag disabled warning light (in instrument
pack)

SRSECU is connected withBCM and diagnostic socket
through HSCAN line.

SRS ECU

TheSRS ECU(if fitted) controls the operation of theSRS by
using internal collision detection sensors to determine the
incidence of a frontal or side crash event.

TheSRSECU is fitted to the centre console bracket
underneath the console storage bin and mounted to the
bracket by three bolts. Two connectors provide theSRSECU
connections to the body harness.

Acceleration data ofSRSECU is electronically processed by an
internal microprocessor to determine the severity of the crash
condition.SRSECU is able to use the input data to distinguish
between a severe crash situation and a minor impact or rough
road conditions and so prevent spurious deployment.

If a frontal impact is detected which is greater than the required
deployment threshold value, a signal is sent from theSRSECU
to initiate deployment of the relevant front airbag modules and
seat belt pre-tensioners.

Where fitted, two additional crash sensors are mounted in
positions remote from theSRSECU for the detection of side
impacts. If a side impact is detected which is greater than the
deployment threshold value, a signal is sent to theSRSECU
to initiate deployment of the relevant side airbag modules.

An electronic safing sensor is incorporated into theSRS ECU.
Electronic switches for each of the airbag igniter squibs and
seat belt pretensioners are activated if the severity of the crash
condition exceeds a pre-determined trigger value.

Caution: It is important that the SRS ECU is correctly
mounted and is fitted in the designated location and
orientation to ensure correct operation.

Main Sensor
The main sensor is a deceleration detection device that is
contained in theSRS ECU.

If theSRSECU processor determines a crash condition of
sufficient severity to warrantSRS component deployment,the
processor provides a signal to initiate airbag module and/ or
seat belt pre-tensioner deployment.

For side impacts, the side impact crash sensors provide
additional inputs to theSRSECU for determining and
confirming a crash condition in conjunction with theSRSECU
internal accelerometer.

For rear impacts, theSRSECU uses the sensor to determine
that a severe rear collision has occurred and deploys the seat
belt pretensioners.

ECU Monitoring
Warning: Do not use electrical test equipment on the SRS
harness while it is connected to any of the SRS system
components. It may cause accidental deployment and
personal injury.

When the ignition is on, theSRSECU monitors the readiness
of theSRS components during the power-up phase and
continues monitoring during vehicle operation. TheSRSECU
is capable of detecting a short circuit, short/ leakage to battery
and open circuit condition for each of the squibs within the
system. TheSRSECU monitors the status of the following
components:
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• SRSECU internal accelerometer

• SRSECU internal safing sensor

• SRSECU microprocessor

• Side impact crash sensors, where fitted

• Front airbag modules

• Side airbag modules, where fitted

• Head airbag modules, where fitted

• Seat belt pre-tensioners

• Diagnostics status

If a system or component fault is detected, theSRS warning
light is illuminated permanently to alert the driver that a
fault condition exists.SRSECU applies a test current to the
airbag and pre-tensioner squibs to check the continuity of the
relevant circuits.

Recommended diagnostic equipment can be used to
interrogate theSRS system for fault conditions via the
diagnostic connector. Diagnostic information supplied includes
a count to indicate how many times an intermittent fault has
occurred and the duration period of each fault condition.

Power Supply and Back-up
The ignition power feed provides a positive voltage supply to
theBCM via a dedicated system fuse located in theSRS ECU.

A separate ignition feed is provided to theSRS warning light
via fuse 42 in theECU fusebox. In the event of power supply
failure, check the condition of the fuses and the harness
connections at theBCM andSRS ECU.All system operations
become active when the ignition is on.

SRSECU incorporates capacitors. If the power supply is
disconnected during a crash, the capacitors store enough
charge to enable operation of the relevant triggering device
and firing circuitry for a short duration.

Side Impact Crash Sensors

Where fitted, the side impact crash sensors are located
beneath the cross-member in the vehicle sill. The sensors
are attached to the cross-members by one bolt and have
a location/orientation feature that matches the vehicle
body. Each sensor consists of an electronic accelerometer,
microprocessor and serial link circuit. The sensor determines
the severity of a side impact and communicates with the ECU,

which determines the need for deployment of the restraint
system.

Caution: The side impact crash sensors must be fitted in
the correct orientation. Ensure the fixing screws do not
damage the sensors or sensor harness when refitting the
front seats.

Driver and Passenger Front Airbag Modules

1. Polyurethane cover

2. Housing

3. Airbag module

4. Earthing wire connector

The driver’s airbag is attached to the steering wheel by three
clips. The module is assembled by pushing it towards the
steering wheel until it clips into place.

The electrical connection from the driver’s airbag to
theSRSECU is provided via the rotary coupler. There is an
earthing wire connection on the driver module that connects
to the steering wheel.

The driver’s front airbags are activated by a signal from
theSRSECU in the event of a severe frontal collision.
The modules house a folded nylon fabric bag and the gas
generator module. When a severe frontal impact is detected
by theSRSECU a small electrical electric current is applied
to the gas generator (inflator). The gas generator is activated
to produce gas to inflate the nylon bag. The airbag modules
are not serviceable items.
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Passenger'sPassenger'sPassenger's FrontFrontFront AirbagAirbagAirbag ModuleModuleModule

Warning: After replacing the vehicle windscreen the
Passenger Restraint System may not be capable of normal
operation for 24 hours.

Warning: If a new airbag module shows any sign of
damage, do not use.

1. Housing 3. Gas generator

2. Fabric cover 4. Connector

The passenger’s front airbag module is located within the fascia,
directly in front of the passenger seat. The airbag module
is securely mounted to the fascia by means of six nuts. Two
additional fixings attach the bracket from the Cross Car Beam.

The passenger’s front airbags are activated by a signal from
theSRSECU in the event of a severe frontal collision.

The modules house a folded nylon fabric bag and the gas
generator module. When a severe frontal impact is detected
by theSRSECU a small electrical electric current is applied
to the gas generator (inflator). The gas generator is activated
to produce gas to inflate the nylon bag. The airbag modules
are not serviceable items.
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PassengerPassengerPassenger ModuleModuleModule ManualManualManual DisableDisableDisable SwitchSwitchSwitch If a child seat is fitted in the front passenger seat, the passenger
airbag must be manually disabled to prevent injury to the child.
The airbag disable switch is located on the passenger side of
the fascia. When the passenger airbag has been disabled using
this switch, a warning light is displayed.

The switch must be returned to the normal "On" position
when the seat is no longer used by a child or a child with a
child seat.
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SideSideSide (Pelvis-Thorax)(Pelvis-Thorax)(Pelvis-Thorax) AirbagsAirbagsAirbags (Where(Where(Where Fitted)Fitted)Fitted)

Warning: If a new airbag module shows any sign of
damage, do not use.

1. Cover 3. Bracket

2. Electrical connector

The side (thorax) airbag module is fixed under the outer
bracket of the seat cover, when side crash happens, it can
protect the rid, pelvis, and upper tripe. The side airbag is
activated by a signal from theSRSECU in the event of a
severe collision.

The side airbag modules have a flying lead that terminates in a
4-pin connector. The connector connects to theSRSECU via
the main harness and is located beneath the seat cushion.

Caution: Do not try to remove the connector at the
module end, it is a permanent connection.
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HeadHeadHead CurtainCurtainCurtain AirbagAirbagAirbag ModulesModulesModules (Where(Where(Where Fitted)Fitted)Fitted)

Warning: If a new airbag module shows any sign of
damage, do not use.

1. Front tether fixing 4. Gas generator/inflator

2. Front tether strap 5. Side curtain

3. Fixation points 6. Plastic retaining clips

Where fitted, the head curtain airbags are designed to protect
the impact side occupants' heads from direct impact with the
vehicle structure and from suffering impacts from intrusive
objects, in the event of a severe crash.

The airbag is located behind the interior trim above the front
and rear doors. The airbag housing and gas generator are fixed

to a centre mounting bracket. The front tether is connected
at the lower end of the A post. The airbag is held in place
with plastic clips, which are designed to break apart as the
airbag inflates. The airbag module is connected via the vehicle
harness to theSRSECU to get a signal in a crash event.
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FrontFrontFront SeatSeatSeat BeltBeltBelt Pre-tensionersPre-tensionersPre-tensioners

During a collision, the front seat belts are tightened using a
pre-tensioner to ensure the occupants are restrained and any
loose seat belt webbing is pulled in. The pre-tensioner units
are integral with the seat belt inertia reel assemblies, which
are fixed to the vehicle B/C posts by Torx bolts. Electrical
connection to the main harness is provided through 2-pin
connectors that are secured to the body.

During a collision, the seat belt pre-tensioners are activated
by a signal from theSRS ECU. The fixing mode and work
principle of the two pre-tensioner inertia reel are the same.
Every pre-tensioner is equipped a igniter and propeller, which
is effected on the pre-tensioner inertia reel.

Rear seat belt is not equipped with pre-tensioner.

Warning: Once the pre-tensioner has been operated, it
cannot be reset. The gas generator will be exhausted. The
unit must be replaced.

Seat Belts

An inertia reel, three-point seat belt is installed at each front
seat position. The inertia reels are of the Emergency Locking
Retractor(ELR) type, which incorporate a locking system
reacting to webbing and car sensors. The webbing sensor
activates the locking system if the webbing is subjected to a
sharp pull. The car sensor activates the locking system if the
vehicle is subjected to sudden deceleration or a severe tilt
angle such as in the event of a crash.

The inertia reel adds a locking mechanism, which has woof
sensor and vehicle sensor. If the woof is pulled suddenly, the
woof sensor will start the locking equipment immediately. If
the vehicle decelerate suddenly or lange-angle incline, vehicle
sensor will start the locking equipment immediately.

Traction will locked when the crash is happened, all front
seat belt traction equipment are equipped with load limit
equipment. if the load limit is over the critical level, The woof
will relax by the load limit equipment. so the load on the
passenger will reduce.

Front Seat Belts

The inertia reel of each front seat belt is attached to the body
in a cavity at the base of each B/C post behind the lower B/C
post trim. A locating tag on the seat belt unit mates with a
slot on the B/C post, and a bolt at the base of the unit secures
the seat belt to the body. The seat belt webbing runs from the
inertia reel, through a webbing guide within the vehicle trim to
a guide in a manual height adjuster at the upper B/C post to an
anchor point at the base of the B/C post.

The height adjuster is attached to the upper B/ C post by one
screw and hook on the rail and the webbing runs through a
'D-loop' which is attached to the adjuster by a stud and nut.
The stud part of the mechanism can slide up and down the
adjuster to provide the required seat belt setting The buckle
assembly for each seat belt is attached to a bracket on the
inboard side of each seat frame.
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Rear Seat Belts

The inertia reels of the RH and LH rear seat belts are attached
to the body parcel shelf, underneath the parcel shelf trim. Each
inertia reel is fixed to the parcel shelf body by a bolt at the rear
of each unit, a locating tag at the front of each inertia reel holds
the assemblies in position on the parcel shelf. The end of the
webbing is secured to anchor points at the base of the D-post
for the outboard seats, and at the lower frame of the rear seat
for the centre seat belt.

The buckle assembly for each of the rear seat belts consists
of a buckle that can be folded down into the seat cushion.
The buckles are attached to spring loaded brackets that are
anchored by a single bolt at the lower frame of the seat,
between the right and centre seat positions. The buckle for
the rear right seat is anchored to the same point on the lower
frame as the long end of the webbing for the centre seat
belt. The buckle assemblies for the rear right and centre seat
occupants are supplied as a single component.

The seat belt for the left rear seat passes over the left shoulder
of the occupant to a buckle close to the right hip. The seat belt
for the centre seat occupant is a manually adjusted lap belt.
The seat belt for the right seat occupant passes over the right
shoulder to a buckle at the left hip.

Seat Belt Warning Indicators

The front seat belt buckles incorporate the seat belt disable
switch that connects to the instrument pack by theSRS ECU.
A seat belt warning is triggered if the vehicle is in motion
without the seat belts being fastened. The warning comprises
an audible chime and the illumination of the warning light in the
instrument pack. On some models, to prevent an unnecessary
warning if no passenger is present, a sensor switch is located
within the foam of the passenger seat. If the sensor is not
activated by the presence of an occupant, then the seat belt
warning will not be triggered.
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Operation
General

All system operations become active when the ignition is on
and remain operational when the engine is started. When
the handset is docked, theSRS warning light illuminates for
approximately 4 seconds and then turns off, this indicates that
the system is functional.

Front Impacts

The front airbags and the seat belt pretensioners are deployed
in the event of a frontal impact of sufficient severity to exceed
theSRSECU impact trigger threshold.

When the accelerometer and safing sensor in theSRS
electronic control unit sense an impact, the electronic control
unit triggers the front airbag modules by sending an electric
current to an igniter:

• Driver's front airbag: the igniter initiates gas production
in the propellant causing airbag inflation.

• Front passenger’s airbag: the igniter initiates gas
production in the propellant causing airbag inflation.

The airbags have vent holes to discharge the gas to provide
progressive deceleration for the moving occupant and thus
reduce the risk of injury.

SRSECU triggers the seat belt pretensioner operation for the
front seat belts.

• TheSRSECU triggers the seat belt pretensioner
operation for the front seat belts. This is achieved by
activating a propellant that acts on a mechanism in the
seat belt inertia reel. This reduces slack from the seat
belt. This causes an increase in the tension of the seat
belt to restrain the occupant in a secure position during
impact.

The seat belt pretensioners are equipped with safe sensor,
and the acting time is shorter than the front airbag, then it
can restrain the occupant in the seat before the airbag whole
explore.

SRSECU is able to distinguish between rough road conditions
and a frontal collision. If the main sensor detects a frontal
collision of sufficient severity, theSRSECU sends an electric
current to the airbag modules and seat belt pre-tensioners.

Side Impacts

The side (thorax) airbags and the head airbags are deployed in
the event of a side impact of sufficient severity to exceed the
side impact trigger threshold. When theSRSECU receives a
signal from one of the side impact crash sensors and detects an
impact, theSRSECU activates the side (thorax) airbag module
and the head curtain airbag module on the side of the vehicle
suffering the impact. A current from theSRSECU triggers the
module to ignite a quantity of gas propellant. The expanding

gas causes airbag inflation. The inflating side (thorax) airbag
bursts through the seat cover at the outboard seam. At the
same time, the head airbag module deploys from beneath the
headlining trim to protect the occupant from head injuries.
The side airbags offer additional protection to the occupants
in the event of a collision acting on the side of the vehicle.
Either the driver's side airbag or the passenger's side airbag
is activated depending on the side of the vehicle suffering the
impact. The airbags progressively deflate the gas from vent
holes to reduce the risk of injuries.

Front Angled Impacts

The deployment of airbags and seat belt pretensioners that
occur when a vehicle is involved in a front angled collision is
dependent on the speed and angle of the impact. Different
conditions could apply:

• If impact is below the threshold for theSRSECU sensors
the system gives no response, none of the airbags or seat
belt pre-tensioners are activated.

• If the speed and angle of the impact is in excess of
the front impact trigger threshold, the driver's airbag,
passenger's front airbag and seat belt pre-tensioners are
activated.

Rear Impact

If the impact exceeds the rear impact trigger threshold, then
the seat belt pre-tensioners are activated.

Lamp Check

TheSRS warning light illuminates after the ignition switch
has been switched on in order to provide a lamp check.
After about 4 seconds, the warning light will go out for the
remainder of the ignition cycle, providing theSRS system
integrity is maintained. The system checks the condition of
theSRS ECU, side impact crash sensors andSRS harnesses.

System Continuity Fault

If one of the following faults are experienced when the ignition
is on, then theSRS warning light will illuminate and remain on
for the duration of the ignition cycle:

• SRSECU fault

• Harness fault

• Earth connection fault

• Open circuit fault

• Airbag fault

• Pre-tensioner fault

If the vehicle is moving, system monitors the fault, the warning
light will illumined to show the fault ofSRS system. When the
warning light is on, theSRS will not work, when the crash is
happened.
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While the ignition is on, the diagnostic function of
theSRSECU monitors theSRS system for faults. If a fault
is detected, theSRSECU stores a related fault code in
non-volatile memory and sends an output to illuminate
theSRS warning light. With the warning light on, theSRS
system may not operate correctly in the event of a collision.
The fault memory is accessible through the use of the
recommended diagnostic equipment.

Low Voltage Fault

With a supply voltage range fault the warning light is
illuminated. The fault code remains stored in the SRS-ECU
memory.

Intermittent Fault

The warning light comes on and is illuminated for the
remainder of the drive cycle. The warning light will not
illuminate on the next ignition cycle unless the fault reoccurs,
but the fault code remains stored inSRSECU memory.

Permanent Fault

For a permanent fault, theSRS lamp will stay on after the initial
warning light test on every ignition cycle until the cause of the
fault has been resolved. In addition, the diagnostic system will
record a fault.

After detecting a fault, the system may retain some operational
capability:

• If a fault is detected that is external to anSRSECU
circuit,SRSECU will still attempt to fire airbags and seat
belt pre-tensioners in the event of a collision.

• If an internalSRSECU or power supply fault is detected,
the complete system will be disabled.

• If a fault exists in theSRS warning light circuit, the lamp
will not illuminate during the lamp check at ignition on,
but provided there are no other faults, the system will
remain fully operational.

Diagnostics

Additional information that can be accessed via the diagnostics
socket include:

• SRSECU fault codes

• Release levels of the hardware and software

• Status of the crash mode

• Vehicle Identification Number(VIN)data

SRSECU logs the fault in internal memory, this can be
accessed using the recommended diagnostic equipment via
the diagnostic socket under the driver side fascia closing panel.
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Service Procedures
Adjustable Mounting - Seat Belt - BC Pillar - Each
Remove

1. Remove 'BC' post upper finisher (finisher will remain
captive on webbing).

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- upperupperupper --- eacheacheach ---

Remove.Remove.Remove.

2. Remove bolt securing seat belt to 'D' loop adjuster
mechanism.

3. Remove bolt securing 'D' loop adjuster mechanism to
'BC' post.

4. Release bolt securing adjuster mechanism from 'BC'
post and remove.

Refit

1. Fit 'D' loop adjuster mechanism to 'BC' post. Fit bolt
and tighten to 30–35Nm.

Tip: If the airbag module is to be replaced, the bar code
from the new module must be recorded.

2. Fit seat belt to 'D' loop adjuster mechanism. Fit bolt
and tighten to 30–35Nm.

3. Fit 'BC' post upper finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- upperupperupper --- eacheacheach ---

RefitRefitRefit

Seat Belt Assembly - Front - Each
Remove

1. Remove handset from docking station, disconnect
battery leads, earth first and wait 10 minutes for
theSRS back-up power circuit to discharge before
commencing work.

Warning: It is imperative that before any work
is undertaken on the SRS system the appropriate
information is read thoroughly.

2. Remove bolt securing seat belt lower anchorage.

3. Remove lower 'BC' post finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower --- eacheacheach ---

RemoveRemoveRemove

4. Remove upper 'BC' post finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- upperupperupper --- eacheacheach ---

RemoveRemoveRemove

5. Remove bolt securing seat belt to 'D' loop adjuster
mechanism.

6. Remove bolt securing seat belt reel to body.

7. Disconnect pre-tensioner multiplug and remove front
seat belt.

Refit

1. Position upper seat belt 'D' loop to adjuster mechanism,
fit bolt and tighten to 30–35Nm.

2. Connect pre-tensioner multiplug,

3. Position seat belt reel to body and tighten bolt to
30–35Nm.

4. Fit lower 'BC' post finisher.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- lowerlowerlower --- eacheacheach ---

RefitRefitRefit

5. Fit upper 'BC' post finisher

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- 'BC''BC''BC' postpostpost --- upperupperupper --- eacheacheach ---

RefitRefitRefit

6. Fit bolt securing seat belt lower anchorage and tighten
to 30–35Nm.

7. Connect battery leads, earth last.

8. Carry out system check by turning the ignition on and
checking theSRS warning light illuminates for 4 seconds
and then extinguishes.
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Supplemental Inatable Restraints
Specifications
Torque

Description Value

Bolt-airbag gas generator (LH) 8–12Nm

Bolt-SRS ECU 7–10Nm
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Service Procedures
Airbag - Fascia - Passenger
Remove

1. Remove handset from docking station, disconnect
battery leads, earth first and wait 10 minutes for
theSRS back-up power circuit to discharge before
commencing work.

Warning: It is imperative that before any work
is undertaken on the SRS system the appropriate
information is read thoroughly.

2. Remove fascia.

FasciaFasciaFascia --- RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Disconnect multiplug from airbag.

4. Remove 2 bolts securing passenger airbag bracket to
fascia support rail.

5. Remove 6 nuts securing passenger airbag to fascia and
remove airbag.

Refit

1. Fit passenger airbag to fascia, fit nuts and tighten to
8–12Nm.

2. Tighten bolts securing passenger airbag bracket to
fascia support rail to 8–12Nm

3. Connect multiplug to airbag.

4. Fit fascia.

FasciaFasciaFascia --- RefitRefitRefit

5. Connect battery leads, earth last.

6. Switch ignition on and check theSRS warning light
illuminates for 4 seconds and then extinguishes.
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Airbag - Steering Wheel - Driver
Remove

1. Remove handset from docking station, disconnect
battery leads, earth first and wait 10 minutes for
theSRS back-up power circuit to discharge before
commencing work.

Warning: It is imperative that before any work
is undertaken on the SRS system the appropriate
information is read thoroughly.

2. Release clips securing airbag module to steering wheel.

3. Disconnect multiplug connector from airbag.

4. Remove airbag.

Warning: Store the airbag module with the deployment
side uppermost. If it is stored deployment side down,
accidental deployment will propel the airbag module with
enough force to cause serious injury.

Refit

1. Position airbag to steering wheel, connect multiplug
and spade connector.

2. Fit airbag to steering wheel and secure with clips.

3. Connect battery leads, earth last.

4. Switch ignition on and check theSRS warning light
illuminates for 4 seconds and then extinguishes.

SRS Electronic Control UnitSRS
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole assemblyassemblyassembly --- RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Disconnect 2 multiplugs fromSRS ECU

4. Remove 3 bolts securingSRSECU to body and remove
ECU.

Refit

1. PositionSRSECU to body, fit bolts and tighten to
7–10Nm.

2. Connect multiplugs toSRS ECU.

3. Fit centre console.

ConsoleConsoleConsole assemblyassemblyassembly --- RefitRefitRefit

4. Connect battery earth lead.

5. Switch ignition on and checkSRS warning light
illuminates for 4 seconds and then extinguishes.
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Curtain Airbag - Head
Remove

1. Remove key from ignition switch, disconnect both
battery leads, earth lead first, and wait 10 minutes for
theSRS back-up power circuit to discharge before
commencing work.

Warning: It is imperative that before any work
is undertaken on the SRS system the appropriate
information is read thoroughly.

Warning: Vehicles fitted with ITS airbags utilise special
'A' post and 'BC' post upper trim components, do not
attempt to replace with standard trim components.

Warning: Keep new airbag module in the original
packaging, until just before fitting. Place old ITS module
in the empty packaging for carriage.

2. Remove headlining.

HeadliningHeadliningHeadlining --- sunshine/slidingsunshine/slidingsunshine/sliding roofroofroof --- RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Disconnect multiplugs from airbag module.

4. Release airbag tether strap from 'A' post.

5. Remove 6 screws securing head airbag curtain to body
and release curtain locating pegs from body.

6. Remove bolt securing airbag gas generator to bracket
and remove head air bag.

Refit

1. Position the airbag to the ‘BC’ post, secure with screws.

2. Locate head airbag curtain locating pegs to body and
secure curtain with screws.

3. Fit airbag tether strap to 'A' post.

4. Connect multiplug to airbag.

5. Fit headlining.

HeadliningHeadliningHeadlining --- sunshine/slidingsunshine/slidingsunshine/sliding roofroofroof --- RefitRefitRefit

6. Connect battery earth lead.
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Park Assistant System
Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Parking Distance Control System Location

1. Instrument pack incorporating audible warning sounder

2. BCM

3. Rear camera (where fitted)

4. Rear ultrasonic sensors

5. PDC ECU

6. Neutral Start Switch (NSW)

Reverse lamp switch
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Park Assistant System Safety and Restraints

System Control Diagram
PDC Control Diagram

A. Hard wired B. MSCAN C.LIN bus

1. Instrument pack incorporating audible warning sounder

2. a Neutral Start Switch (NSW)

b Reverse light switch

3. Reverse camera (where fitted)

4. PDCECU

5. Ultrasonic sensors

6. BCM incorporating fuse 44
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Description
General

Parking Distance Control (PDC Electronic Control Unit
PDC) warns the driver of any obstacles in the path of the
vehicle during reversing manoeuvres. The system consists of
four ultrasonic sensors mounted in the rear bumper, anPDC
Electronic Control Unit PDCECU and an audible warning
sounder incorporated within the instrument pack. When the
vehicle is in reverse gear, thePDCECU uses the ultrasonic
sensors to monitor the area around the rear bumper. An
audible warning is produced by the sounder within the
instrument pack if an object is detected within the monitored
area. The system is able to detect solid obstructions in the
path of the vehicle as well as less solid obstructions such as
a wire fence.

Where fitted, a camera is fitted to provide a view on the
navigation screen of the area behind the vehicle.

Ultrasonic Sensors

The ultrasonic sensors are installed in inserts in the rear
bumper. All four sensors are identical, body colour matched
and keyed to the inserts to ensure correct orientation.

The centre sensors have a detection range of 1500 mm with
the side sensors having a detection range of 600 mm from the
corner of the bumper.

PDC ECU

PDCECU provides automatic control without intervention
from the driver. TheECU without intervention from
the driver. TheECU is located behind the LH luggage
compartment trim panel connected to theLIN using a single
connector via the PDCBCM Bus.

Warning Sounder

The sounder within the instrument pack produces the audible
warning tone which informs the driver of the system's status
and the presence of an obstruction in the monitored area.

Reverse Camera (Where Fitted)

Where specified, a reverse camera is fitted to the number
plate applique to provide the driver with a real time view
of the area behind vehicle in order to assist with reversing
manoeuvres. It is connected to the navigation unit via a hard
wired connection. The camera is connected to ground and
receives battery voltage via the reverse light switch.
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Operation
General

PDCECU receives a status of the ignition, reverse switch
position via theBCM Bus connection to theLIN With
the ignition on, thePDC enters a self check mode. After
performing the self check, the system enters its standby mode
during which the system is live but cannot detect obstructions.

When thePDCECU receives a reverse gear selected message
from the BCM, the activation of the system is delayed
for 1 second after reverse gear is selected. This avoids
unnecessary audible warning tones when the automatic
transmission selector lever is being moved between Drive and
Park positions. ThePDCECU then activates the ultrasonic
sensors, in sequence, and outputs a signal to theBCM in
turn transmits the signal to the instrument pack. A single
audible warning tone is produced to indicate the system
is active. The sensors transmit 48 kHZ ultrasonic pulses.
Any reflections from the pulses received by the transmitting
and adjacent sensors are then processed and output to
thePDCECU as distance readings.PDCECU then processes
the distance readings from the sensors to determine if there
are any obstructions within the detection area. If there are
no obstructions in the detection area, there are no further
audible warning tones. If an obstruction is detected, the
sounder produces repeated audible warning tones. From the
edge of the detection area, approximately 1500 mm from the
rear of the vehicle, the frequency of the audible warning tones
increases by 1 Hz per 200 mm until, at approximately 300 mm
from the obstruction, the audible warning tone is continuous.

The audible warning tone produced compared to the distance
from the obstruction is shown in the table below:

Distance from
obstruction (mm)

Side sensors Central sensors

0–300 Permanent tone Permanent tone

300–600 Intermittent tone Intermittent tone

600–1500 No tone Intermittent tone

> 1500 No tone No tone

Caution: Blind spots, areas where the sensor cannot
detect obstructions, may occur if obstructions are present
at distances of around 200 mm from the sensors.

Reverse Camera (Where Fitted)

When reverse gear is selected, the reverse light switch closes
providing the camera with a 12V supply. The camera sends the
image to the navigation screen to enable the driver to view the
area behind the vehicle and any obstructions in its path.

Diagnostics

Each time the system is activated, thePDCECU and the
sensors perform self check routines.PDCECU also performs
a check of the system wiring for short, open circuits and
incorrect specification sensors. If a fault is detected and is
present for longer than 3 seconds, a related fault code is
stored in thePDC ECU(EEPROM) of thePDCECU and
the system is disabled. To alert the driver to a fault, a higher
frequency 3 second audible warning tone is produced, in place
of the normal short tone, when the system first becomes
active. Fault codes can be accessed using the diagnostic
instrument.
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Service Procedures
Control Unit (ECU) - PDC
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove LH side trim finisher from luggage
compartment.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- luggageluggageluggage compartmentcompartmentcompartment --- RemoveRemoveRemove

3. Disconnect multiplug fromECU.

4. Remove 2 bolts securingECU to body and remove
ECU.

Refit

1. PositionECU to body and secure with bolts.

2. Connect multiplug to ECU.

3. Fit LH side trim finisher to luggage compartment.

TrimTrimTrim finisherfinisherfinisher --- luggageluggageluggage compartmentcompartmentcompartment --- RefitRefitRefit

4. Connect battery earth lead.

Remove

1. Remove rear bumper.

BumperBumperBumper assemblyassemblyassembly --- rearrearrear --- withwithwith parkparkpark distancedistancedistance

controlcontrolcontrol fittedfittedfitted --- RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Release clips securing sensor to bumper and remove
sensor.

Refit

1. Fit sensor to rear bumper and secure with clips.

2. Fit rear bumper.

BumperBumperBumper assemblyassemblyassembly --- rearrearrear --- withwithwith parkparkpark distancedistancedistance

controlcontrolcontrol fittedfittedfitted --- RefitRefitRefit
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Entertainment and Navigation Information and Entertainment

Entertainment and Navigation
Description and Operation
ICE Component Layout
ICE Component Location

1. Steering wheel audio controls (where fitted)

2. Display screen

3. SEL/ESC control

4. ICE head unit

5. Radio antenna

6. USB/AUX port

7. LH rear door speaker

8. LH front door speaker

9. LH front door tweeter
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ICE -Control Diagram
ICE Control Diagram

A. Hard wired B. MSCAN Bus C.LIN Bus

1. SEL/ESC control

2. Display screen

3. Speakers (4 off) and tweeters (2 off)

4. USB/AUX port

5. Radio antenna

6. Steering wheel controls (where fitted)

7. BCM

8. ICE head unit
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Entertainment and Navigation Information and Entertainment

IN CAR ENTERTAINMENTICE-Description
General

There are three levels of audio/navigation systems available, as
follows

1. Radio, CD player, monochrome display screen.

2. Radio, CD player, USB port, satellite navigation (with SD
card slot), colour display screen.

3. Radio, CD/DVD player, USB port, satellite navigation (with
SD card slot), colour display screen, Bluetooth telephone.

For more information about the navigation functions of the
head unit

NAVIGATIONNAVIGATIONNAVIGATION SYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

Head Unit (Audio only)

1. Source select: Tuner, CD, Aux

2. Radio waveband

3. Mix button

4. Mute button

5. Fast reverse (previous track)

6. Fast forward (next track)

7. Main menu button

8. Eject CD

9. Audio effects: Bass Treble, Balance, Fader

10. System information button

11. Station preset buttons

12. Scan for stations

13. On/off and volume control

14. Autostore button
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Head Unit (Audio and Navigation)

1. Mode switch

2. SD card slot

3. NAV button

4. DIVERT button

5. RPT (Repeat) button

6. Equalizer control

7. SETUP button

8. Down

9. Dim display light

10. Up

11. Backward

12. Forward

13. List radio stations/CD tracks

Head Unit (Audio, Navigation and Bluetooth)

1. TEL button

2. Start call button

3. End call button

Caution: For details on the other buttons please refer to
the Navigation and Audio Head Unit.
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SteeringSteeringSteering WheelWheelWheel ControlsControlsControls

The audio unit can be controlled by the remote switches
mounted on the steering wheel. The three function switches
duplicate the most used functions of theICE system.

1. Reduce volume

2. Increase volume

3. Select audio source (e.g. Radio, CD, AUX)

SEL/ESC Control

The SEL/ESC control is used to navigate through menu and
other options displayed on the display screen. Rotate the
control to navigate through options and press SEL to select
an option. Press ESC to cancel an option or return to the
previous option.

Display Screen

The display screen is situated above the SEL/ ESC control. The
upper screen displays audio information and options.

External temperature, date and time are permanently displayed
in the bar across the bottom of the screen.

1. Clock 2. Radio frequency and station information
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3. Digital time

4. Date (year, month, date)

5. External temperature

Speakers

Bass Speaker

Bass speakers are fitted in all four doors. Speakers are secured
to the door panel by three screws.

Tweeter

Tweeter units are fitted in the front passenger and driver doors
only.

Radio Antenna

The roof-mounted radio antenna is a selfcontained unit. The
power is supplied from the BCM.

The cable that transmits the signal from the antenna to the
head unit is routed under the headlining.
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IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT (ICE)-Operation
General

TheICE system can only be operated when the handset is
docked or the ignition is on. Rotate the SEL/ESC control to
navigate the options shown in the display screen.

Thermal Protection

To prevent damage to the unit, thermal protection is fitted to
shut down audio functions if the internal vehicle temperature
increases. The sequence of action is as follows:

1. Reduce volume

2. Mute rear speakers

3. Switch off radio and CD/DVD functions

4. Switch off display screen and main processor.

Steps 1-3 of the shutdown sequence are accompanied by a
pop-up message on the display screen.

For more information on all of the features of the ICE system
and how to use them, refer to the Navigation Manual and
Owner’s Manual.
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Navigation System Component Layout
Navigation System Component Location

1. GPS antenna

2. Navigation screen

3. SEL/ESC control

4. Navigation head unit with SD card slot

5. BCM

6. Speakers
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Navigation System Control Diagram
Navigation System Control Diagram

A. Hard wired B. MSCAN Bus C.LIN Bus

1. GPS antenna

2. Navigation head unit

3. SEL/ESC control

4. BCM

5. Steering wheel switches

6. Speakers

7. Navigation screen
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Navigation System-Description
General

The navigation system provides computer generated audible
and visual route guidance information to guide the driver
to their desired destination. The system allows the driver
to choose the desired route using minor or major roads
or motorways and either the quickest or shortest route.
Directions to points of interest, such as hospitals, museums,
monuments and hotels are also available. The computer uses
map information stored on an SD memory card to determine
the best route for the journey and provide the driver with
direction and details of approaching junctions.

The current position of the vehicle is determined using a Global
Positioning SystemGPS . The GPSuses satellites that orbit
the earth every 12 hours at a height of 20,000 km and provide
information about the satellite position i.e. latitude, longitude,
altitude, almanac data and time.

The almanac data is the current status of satellites which
orbit the earth. The computer determines which satellites
are 'visible' to the system and their current position and
relationship to each other. Using this information the
computer can account for positional deviations of the satellites
and compensate to enhance the accuracy of the navigation
system. The navigation system requires the almanac data from
at least four different satellites to calculate a fourdimensional
'fix' on its location. As the vehicle moves the computer
continually updates this information so that at all times the
computer knows the precise location of the vehicle.

The direction of the vehicle is determined by the navigation
computer using a solid state gyro sensor located inside the
computer. The gyro sensor supplies angular acceleration data
for the vehicle to the navigation computer. The computer uses
this information to determine the direction of travel of the
vehicle.

Controls for the navigation system are found on the audio head
unit and the SEL/ESC control between the front fascia air vents.

The Navigation Screen comprises a colour LCD screen located
above the SEL/ESC control. Audio instructions are provided
via the door-mounted speakers.
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NavigationNavigationNavigation HeadHeadHead UnitUnitUnit

1. Display main menu

2. On/off and volume control

3. Select navigation mode

4. Calculate alternative route

5. Repeat last navigation instruction

6. System information

7. System settings

8. Dim illumination

9. SD card slot

GPS Antenna

GPS is located behind the front fascia above the instrument
pack. The antenna is connected to theGPS receiver via a
single co-axial cable and passes signals received from theGPS
satellites to the receiver for processing.

It is possible for the antenna to lose the signals from the
satellites in hilly or tree-lined areas, built up areas with tall
buildings, multi-storey car parks, garages, tunnels, bridges and
during heavy rain/thunderstorms. When the signal is lost,
the navigation computer will continue to give guidance using
memory mapped data from the SD card until the signal is
restored.

Navigation Data

Navigation data is provided on an SD memory card. The SD
card slot is located in the front of the head unit.

INININ CARCARCAR ENTERTAINMENTENTERTAINMENTENTERTAINMENT (ICE)(ICE)(ICE)
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Navigation System - Operation
Overview

For more information on the operation of the navigation unit,
refer to the Owner's Manual.
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Service Procedures
Woofer - Rear Door
Remove

1. Remove rear door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- rearrearrear doordoordoor --- RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove 3 screws securing speaker to door and remove
woofer.

Refit

1. Position woofer to door and secure with screws.

2. Fit door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- rearrearrear doordoordoor --- RefitRefitRefit

Woofer - Front Door
Remove

1. Remove front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront doordoordoor --- RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove 3 screws securing woofer to door and remove
speaker.

Refit

1. Position woofer to door and secure with screws.

2. Fit door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront doordoordoor --- RefitRefitRefit
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Speaker - Tweeter - Front
Remove

1. Remove front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront doordoordoor --- RemoveRemoveRemove

2. Remove tweeter.

Refit

1. Position tweeter to trim casing and secure with clips.

2. Fit front door trim casing.

TrimTrimTrim casingcasingcasing --- frontfrontfront doordoordoor --- RefitRefitRefit
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Displays and Gages
Description and Operation
System Component Layout
Instrument Pack Layout

1. High coolant temperature warning light

2. Engine coolant temperature bar chart

3. Glow plug warning lightDiesel Engine only

4. Brake pad wear warning light

5. ABS Warning Light

6. Engine malfunction warning (MIL) light

7. Tachometer (engine speed ) analogue display

8. Check engine (Drive-by-wire) warning light

9. Dynamic Stability Control System/Traction Control
Warning

10. Automatic gearbox warning light (Automatic Transmission
only)

11. Left-hand direction indicator

12. Message centre

13. Right-hand direction indicator

14. Speedometer

15. Fuel level bar chart

16. Low fuel warning light

17. Alarm status and lock status indicator

18. Passenger airbag disabled warning light

19. Rear fog lamp indicator

20. Main beam headlamp indicator

21. Supplementary Restraint System (airbag) warning light

22. Low engine oil pressure warning light

23. Sidelight indicator

24. Battery charge warning light

25. Seat belt unfastened warning light

26. Cruise control warning light

27. Brake system warning light

28. Electronic Steering Column Lock warning light
ESCLwarning light

29. Tyre pressure monitoring system (TPMS) warning light

30. Front fog lamp indicator
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Instrument Pack Component Location

1. Instrument Pack

2. Body Control Module (BCM)

3. Diagnostic socket
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System Control Diagram
Instrument Pack System Control Diagram

A=hard wire B=MS CAN C=HCAN D=LIN

1. Instrument pack

2. Fuel level sensor

3. Transmission Control Unit (TCU)

4. Diagnostic connector

5. ABS/DSC module

6. Master light switch

7. Parking brake switch

8. ESCL ECU

9. Park Distance Control ECU

10. Engine control module

11. SRS ECU

12. Trip control button (low-line vehicles only)

13. Steering wheel trip control (high-line vehicles only)

14. BCM

15. In Car Entertainment head unit
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Description
General

The instrument pack is secured to the fascia by two screws and
connecting to the vehicle main harness. On the Right hand side
of the instrument panel there is a display screen, depending on
high line or low line configuration. For operation, see In Car
Entertainment.

Instrument packs are self-contained and can not be split.
The message centre control button can be used to reset trip
counter (trip computer) or change some of the settings to
the driver’s personal preferences. For operation, see Message
Centre.

Caution: The dealer must use the diagnostic equipment
to reset the maintenance period after every regular
maintenance. After changing the tyre or inflate, use the
message centre menu to reset the TPMS.

Displays

The main function of the instrument pack is to provide
information concerning the status of various vehicle
parameters such as road speed, engine temperature and fuel
level, and alert the driver of problems by means of warning
indicators.

The instrument pack features the following displays:

• Tachometer

• Speedometer

• Engine coolant temperature bar chart incorporating a
high coolant temperature warning lamp

• Fuel tank level gauge bar chart incorporating a low fuel
warning lamp

• Direction indicator lamps

• Message centre displays: Warning messages; total
distance odometer; Gear position indicator; Trip 1
distance; Trip computer; menus.

When the key in the IGN position, all the warning lights
will illuminate for 5 seconds for self-testing, Tachometer,
Speedometer, Engine coolant temperature and Fuel tank level
will execute dial sweeping for self-testing.

Communication Buses

Except the fuel tank level sensor, the instrument pack receives
all its information via the Medium SpeedCAN BUS. The in
car entertainment system, Automatic Air-conditioning,ESCL
andBCM are communicated via the MSCAN interface. The
instrument pack receives High SpeedCAN BUS andLIN BUS
information viaBCM gateway. Information on theCAN bus
which is relevant to the instrument pack is shown in the
following table.

Information type Transmitted by Received by

ABS warning light ABS/DSC Instrument pack

Airbag fault SRS Instrument pack

Passenger side airbag
disabled warning light BCM Instrument pack

Outside temperature BCM Instrument pack

Charging fault BCM Instrument pack

Brake fluid level BCM Instrument pack

Brake pad wear BCM Instrument pack

Cruise control state ECM Instrument pack

Current date
(year-month-day)
for Service interval
announcement
calculation

ICE Instrument pack

Door bonnet or boot
lid open BCM Instrument pack

Dynamic Stability
Control System state ABS/DSC Instrument pack

Electronic brake force
distribution indicator ABS/DSC Instrument pack

Engine coolant low ECM Instrument pack

Engine coolant
temperature ECM Instrument pack

Engine DBW fault
light ECM Instrument pack

Engine MIL fault light ECM Instrument pack

Low oil pressure ECM Instrument pack

Engine speed ECM Instrument pack

Fuel consumption hard wired Instrument pack

Oil pump relay fault BCM Instrument pack

Gear position TCM Instrument pack

Automatic gearbox
fault TCM Instrument pack

Handbrake applied BCM Instrument pack

Ignition switch state
(via CAN) ECM Instrument pack

Bulb failed BCM Instrument pack

Instrument panel
illumination dimmer BCM Instrument pack

Light activation signal BCM Instrument pack

Lights delay activation BCM Instrument pack

Network mode BCM Instrument pack

PDC status PDC Instrument pack

Message centre
display control switch
signal

BCM Instrument pack

Seat belt state BCM Instrument pack
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Information type Transmitted by Received by

Anti-theft alarm status BCM Instrument pack

Alarm triggered state BCM Instrument pack
Remote key battery
low BCM Instrument pack

Remote key Invalid BCM Instrument pack

ESCL state ESCL Instrument pack

Traction control state ABS/DSC Instrument pack

Inertia switch tripped BCM Instrument pack

vehicle speed ABS/DSC Instrument pack

Vehicle lock state BCM Instrument pack

VIN BCM Instrument pack

Wheel speed pulse
signal ABS/DSC Instrument pack

Tyre pressure
monitoring system ABS/DSC Instrument pack
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HarnessHarnessHarness connectorconnectorconnector

ICE display screen

1. ICE display screen 2. Harness connector

Instrument pack connector face view

Instrument pack connector information
Pin No. Description

1 IMMO data

2 Not used

3 KL.15

4 Fuel sender -

5 KL.30

6 Earth lead KL. 31

7 IMMO-TX2

8 IMM0-TX1

9 IMMO-CLK

10 Fuel sender +

11 MSCAN low

12 MSCAN high

The following gauges are included on the
instrument pack:

Tachometer

The tachometer indicates engine speed on a dial marked in
revolutions per minute (x1000). The upper end of the scale
features a red sector to warn the driver if the engine speed is
high enough to risk potential engine damage if it is maintained
at this high level for a sustained period. The instrument pack
receives engine speed on the MSCAN Bus from theECM
when the ignition is in ‘IGN’.
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Speedometer

The speedometer indicates the vehicle road speed in units of
km/h. The vehicle speed signal is sent to the instrument cluster
from the ABS/SCSECU via MS CAN.

Temperature Gauge

Temperature gauge is on the left hand side of tachometer, and
uses a bar chartLED display. When the vehicle is operating
normally, 2–5 bars of LED should be on. The 6th, and 7thLED
are warningLED and illuminate red to indicate the coolant
temperature high. Stop the car immediately to prevent damage
to the engine. When only the 1st bar illuminates, it indicates
the coolant temperature is low. When the 6th bars illuminates,
the high coolant temperature warning light will illuminate and
the message centre will display the warning information. When
the 7th bar illuminates, the high coolant temperature warning
light will flash. At the same time, the warning information will
displayed in the message centre. The instrument pack receives
the temperature signal from the MSCAN via EMS.

Fuel Gauge

The fuel gauge is on the right hand side of tachometer, and
uses an 7LED bar chart display. The gauge is connected to
the fuel level sensor via hard wire, when the key is docked and
‘IGN’ on, the fuel gauge starts to operate. There are two levels
of low fuel warning: the first warning level occurs when one
bar remains illuminated. The warning light (on the right hand
side of the fuel gauge) will illuminate and the message centre
will display the warning information. The second warning level
occurs when the fuel continue to fall to critical state. The
warning light will flash in unison with the final bar, and at
the same time the message centre will display the warning
information.

Caution: If a fuel sensor error is detected (may be due to
sensor open circuit), the gauge will use the last valid value
of fuel capacity, together with the injector signal from
ECM to calculate the fuel remaining during the current
ignition cycle. If the sensor signal is still out of range when
the ignition is next switched on, the first LED bar of the
fuel gauge will flash, the low fuel warning light will flash
simultaneously, and the message centre will display “fuel
level signal failure”.
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Warning Indications

Direction Indicators (Left, Right)
The left and right direction indicators are represented by green
directional arrows located at the top of the instrument pack.
The warning lights flash synchronized with the exterior left
or right direction indicator lights whenever they are operated.
If the hazard warning lights are switched on, both direction
indicator warning lights will flash simultaneously.

ABS System Warning Light
The yellowABS warning light illuminates briefly as lamp check
when the ignition is switched on. If the warning light does
not extinguish after self check, this indicates that there is
a fault with theABS system and the problem needs urgent
rectification. Even though anABS fault is indicated, normal
braking is still operational.

When theABS warning light is illuminated, and the engine is
running, a corresponding message will also be displayed on the
message centre providing further details.

Dynamic Stability Control and Traction Control
DSC/TCWarning Light
The yellow warning light illuminates briefly as a bulb and
system check when the ignition is switched on. If theDSC/TC
warning light remains on, this indicates that DSC/TChas failed
or is switched off. If DSC/TC warning light is flashing, this
meansDSC or TC is working. When the engine starts, the
message centre will display the relevant failure details with
warning sound to alert the driver.

Handbrake & Brake System Warning Light
A red warning light illuminates to alert the driver when: 1.ABS
detects anEBD) failure 2. Brake fluid level low 3. Handbrake
not fully released. If theEBD) fails or Low Brake fluid level light
is still on after the engine has started, ‘Brake system failure,
please repair!’ will display on the message centre and a warning
sound will be heard. If the vehicle speed is over 5km/h, and the
handbrake is not fully released, the message centre will display
‘Warning Handbrake!’ and a warning sound will be heard.

Check Engine (Drive-by-wire) Warning Light
The indicator illuminates as a system check when the ignition
is switched on, for 1.8L engine, the indicator illuminates for
5 seconds as a system check. For 1.8L turbo engine, the
indicator illuminates when the ignition is switched on and
should extinguish when the engine is started.

If the yellow warning light illuminates, this means theEMS
has a serious fault which can affect the engine performance
and lead to engine failure. For example, the electric throttle,
accelerator pedal,ECU voltage etc. When the engine starts,
the message centre will display warning information with
warning sound to alert the driver.

Engine Malfunction Warning (MIL) Light
If the yellow warning light remains on after the engine starts,
this meansEMS has an emissions failure. When the engine
starts, the message centre will display warning information with
warning sound to alert the driver.

GearboxWarning Light (Automatic Transmission
only)
If the yellow warning light remains on after self testing, this
means the gearbox has a control system failure. When
the engine starts, the message centre will display warning
information together with an audible warning.

Tyre Pressure Monitoring SystemTPMSWarning
Light
The warning light can illuminate either red or yellow. If the
warning light illuminates yellow after the self test, and the
handset battery is in good condition, this means that the
TPMS has failed, the message centre will display:’ TPMS failure,
‘please repair!’. If the warning light is red, this means the
tyre pressures are low, the message centre will display ‘Tyre
pressure is low, please maintain!’

Caution: When the tyres are re-inflated, the system will
need to be reset. Access the ‘tyre pressure reset’ menu
from message centre to carry out the reset procedure,
for details, please see ‘message centre display screen
operation’ part.)

Brake Pad Wear Warning Light
The warning light illuminates yellow. When the ignition is
switched on theBCM sends a signal to check the front brake
pad and rear brake pad thickness, if the pad thickness is below
the limit, theBCM will send a signal to the instrument pack,
to illuminate the lamp. When the engine starts, the message
centre will display the relevant failure details with warning
sound to alert the driver.’

Battery/Alternator Charge Warning Light
The warning light illuminates red. When the engine is running
theBCM detects whether the alternator is charging. If
the alternator is not charging, the BCM will send signal to
instrument pack via BUS, to illuminate the light. When the
engine starts, the message centre will display the relevant
failure details.

Seat Belt Warning Light
The warning light illuminates red. If the warning light is still on
after self-testing, this means the driver or passenger seat belt
is not securely fastened. When the engine starts, the message
centre will display the relevant information to alert the driver.
If the seat belt on an occupied front seat remains unfastened
30 seconds after the vehicle speed greater than 5km/h, the
warning lamp will flash accompanied with a repeated audible
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warning until the seat belt are buckled correctly, or until 90
seconds has expired.

SRS Warning Light
The warning light illuminates red. If the warning light is still
on after self-testing, this means the SRS control unit has failed.
When the engine start, the message centre will display “SRS
failure, please repair!’. Because this is an important warning
function, when the ignition is in IGN position, the instrument
pack will monitor the warning light continuously. If the warning
light fails, the message centre will display ‘SRS warning light
failure', after this information is displayed for 3 seconds, the
warning symbol will be permanently displayed.

Main Beam Warning Light
The warning light illuminates blue. When the main beams are
switched on, theBCM will send a signal to the instrument pack
via the BUS.

Cruise Control Warning Light
The warning light can illuminate either yellow or green. When
the ignition is switched on, initially the light illuminates green,
then after a short period it illuminates yellow. If the warning
light is green after self-testing, cruise control is in stand by, if
the warning light is yellow, cruise control is active.

Due to this warning is just a function indicator when driving
the car, so avoid to disturbing the driver, when the turn on the
vehicle light, the illumination can be adjusted.

The message centre will display: ‘Cruise control
stand-by’,‘Cruise control setting XX km/h’ and ‘Cruise control
failure!’to represent the different cruise function status.
When first time active or set Cruise control, the system will
use the current vehicle speed as target, the warning light
color is yellow, the message centre will display ‘Cruise control
setting XXkm/h’, display time is 3 seconds, and XX is target
vehicle speed. When the vehicle meet the target speed, the
information will display again for 3 second. The target speed
can use the cruise knob to change. When the current target
vehicle speed change, the active information will be displayed
again, and update the target speed. When the driver use
accelerator pedal or brake pedal to change the speed and
out of range, the cruise control system will stand-by, the
warning light color is green. If the driver press the cruise
setting button again, the car will use the last target speed as
new target speed to restart cruise control.

During non stand-by cruise control, ifEMS detected the cruise
control failure, the cruise control warning light (yellow) will
flash three times. The message centre will display ‘Cruise
control failure!’

Front Fog Lamp Warning Light
The warning light illuminates green when the front fog lamps
are on. The front fog lamps will only operate when the ignition

and the sidelights are on. The relevant information will be
displayed on message centre.

Rear Fog Lamp Warning Light
The warning light illuminates yellow when the rear fog lamps
are on. The rear fog lamps will only operate when the ignition,
the sidelights and the front fog lamps are on. The relevant
information will be displayed on message centre.

Side Lamps On Warning Light
The warning light illuminates green. When the sidelights are on
the illumination dims to night-time mode and the panel dimmer
thumbwheel becomes active.

Low Oil Pressure Warning Light
When low oil pressure is detected, the red warning light will
illuminate, the message centre will display relevant warning
information and an audible warning will sound to alert the
driver. This failure can cause engine damage, so repairs should
be carried out immediately.

Electronic Steering Column Lock (ESCL)
This warning light is used to indicate faults in the ESCL. The
indicator illuminates as a system check when the ignition is
switched on and should extinguish after about 5 seconds. If
there is a fault with the ESCL, the warning light will remain
illuminated and the message Steering Lock Fault will appear in
the message centre.

Passenger Airbag Off
This warning light is used to indicate that the passenger airbag
has been disabled. The indicator illuminates as a system check
when the ignition is switched on and should extinguish after
about 5 seconds. If the passenger airbag has been disabled,
the light will remain illuminated until the airbag is enabled, and
the message Passenger Airbag Off will appear in the message
centre. Once the passenger airbag has been enabled, the
light will extinguish and the message Passenger Airbag On will
appear in the display. If lamp failure, the message Passenger
Airbag lamp Fail will be displayed.

Alarm Status
The indicator provides information about the status of the
alarm system when ignition is off and the alarm is set, see
‘Anti-theft alarm indicator’.
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Main Message Centre Display Icons

The following are ‘non-tell-tale’ warnings and are only displayed
in the message centre display

Ambient Air Temperature Low

The instrument pack receives the ambient air
temperature signal from theBCM via Data BUS. A warning is
given when the ambient temperature is below 3 degrees C.

Bulb Failure

The instrument pack receives the bulb fail signal
fromBCM via Data BUS. The bulbs that can be detected are:
LH/RH indicator lamp, LH/RH brake lamp, LH/RH dipped
beam. When the bulb fails, the relevant information will be
displayed. When the ignition is on, the warning information
icon will display again, supported by an audible warning. After
the warning display, the icon will be displayed constantly.

Door. Bonnet, Boot open warning

The instrument pack gets the status information
including the door, bonnet and boot door, fromBCM via the
CAN. If any door or bonnet or boot is opened when ignition
position 2 is on, a plan and (or) side view of the car will
displayed. It will disappear after 3 seconds, If, however one
or more doors, bonnet are not closed when vehicle speed is
equal or greater than 5km/h, this warning will repeated in the
display.

Engine Disabled

If the handset is not recognised when it is inserted
into the docking station, theBCM will not switch on the
starter motor relay. It will also send a key invalid signal to the
instrument pack via Data BUS. The relevant information will
be displayed.

Remote Key Battery Low

When the remote key battery is low, theBCM sends
a battery low state signal to the instrument pack via theCAN
BUS. When KL.15 is switched off, the warning information will
display again.

Lights Off Reminder (Key Removed)

The instrument pack receives a signal that the lights
are switched on from theBCM via the Data BUS. When
theBCM detects that the key has been removed, the driver's
door is open and the lights are not switched off, it triggers
the warning message together with an audible warning, which
lasts for approximately 20 seconds or until the sidelights are
switched off.

Overspeed Warning
120

When the vehicle speed exceeds the value set in the
message centre, it triggers the warning icon together with an
audible warning.

Inertia switch tripped

The instrument pack receives a door, boot and bonnet
state signal fromBCM via the Data BUS. When an inertia
switch trip is detected, the warning icon will be displayed and
an audible warning will be given. This is used to remind the
driver that the fuel supply is cut off.

Coolant Level Low

When a low coolant level is detected, the instrument
pack receives a signal fromBCM viaCAN BUS. The warning
icon will appear together with an audible warning. When the
ignition is switched off, the warning message will display again.

Network Failure

When the ignition is on, the instrument pack will
compare the hardware input and BUS input, if the ignition BUS
input state is different to the hardware input state, the warning
message will appear together with an audible warning.

Fuel System Fault

The instrument pack receives the fuel pump relay state
signal fromBCM viaCAN BUS, when a failure is detected, the
warning message will appear together with an audible warning.

Light Delay Switch Off Active

The instrument get the status from BCM. The Lights
Off Delay warning message is displayed when the Lights Off
Delay function is activated.

Auto Transmission Park Position Warning

The park warning message is displayed when an
automatic transmission vehicle is left in any gear other than
park and when CLUSTER KL15 is off. One audible warning
will occur and the graphic will be displayed one minute. After
one minute will turn off.
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Message Centre

Main Display Area
In preview mode, this area displays ‘Next Service’, then the
fuel capacity (X/7).

In shutdown mode, if ‘repeat-on-shutdown’ designated
warnings exist , then the relevant warnings will display in
priority order.

In standard mode, the main display area displays the trip
computer, warning message and menu. Using the message
centre control button you can select different display content
and menu settings. For further details, refer to ‘message
centre control button’.

Trip Distance Display Area
Trip distance display area. In review mode, standard mode,
delay switch off remind mode, this area will display the trip
distance.

Gear Selection Display
This display area only fitted on automatic transmission models.
The gear position only operates with ignition on. This area is
not fitted on manual transmission models.

Total Distance Display Area
In perview mode, standard mode and shutdown mode, this
area will display the total distance the vehicle has been driven.

Whole Screen Display
If configuration is active, when the ignition is on the whole
message centre screen will show “SAIC MOTOR”

Message Centre Control Button

The trip computer displays the following: fuel consumption;
trip distance; average fuel consumption; average speed; range.

By operating message centre control button, it will display the
status included default level menu (trip computer function) and
four level menu.

Trip Button (low line)

On the low line models, the trip button is fitted to the end of
the left-hand combination switch. The trip button is fitted to
navigate the message centre menus and options.

There are two button functions: Long press and short press.
Use a short button press ( < 2 seconds) to select the trip
computer function or to scroll down to highlight the menu
item required; Use a long button press to enter the menu from
the trip computer or to enter a highlighted function.

Trip Control (high line)

The switches for the high line models are on the steering
wheel. The steering wheel switches have the following button
functions: Enter, Scroll Down and Scroll up.

Use the left-hand steering wheel switch to scroll up and scroll
down to select the trip computer function or to highlight a
menu item; Press the left-hand steering wheel switch to enter
the menu from the trip computer or to enter a high lighted
menu item.
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MenuMenuMenu DisplayDisplayDisplay

Instrument Pack Illumination

The brightness level of the instrument pack display can be
controlled by adjusting the dimmer control thumb wheel on
the Master Light SwitchMLS. The dimmer control also affects
the brightness of illuminated switches, message centre, trip
computer and navigation system display (where fitted).

With the handset docked or the ignition on and the sidelights
or headlamps switched on, rotate the control up to increase
brightness level and down to decrease brightness level.
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Operation
Modes of Operation
The functionality of the instrument pack features available at
any particular time is dependent on the position of the ignition
switch. The instrument pack receives the ignition status from
theCAN network and from a hardwired input and uses these
to determine its ignition status.

Sleep Mode
When IGN is off, and network mode become to sleep
mode, the instrument pack will enter sleep mode (if no other
wake up request exist) , provided the vehicle battery remains
connected.

The following signal inputs shall cause the network to wake up
the cluster from sleep mode:

1. Direction IndicatorCAN signals.

2. Trip Computer steering wheel switchCAN signals.

3. Alarm triggered CAN signal.

4. KL.15 signal.

Preview Mode
When the ignition is in position 1 and position 0, previewmode
is requested either by pressing the button of the steering wheel
scroll switches (high-line) or the trip computer button being
pressed (low-line). Preview mode operates for 30 seconds,
after which the cluster returns to sleep mode.

In message centre, the trip-meter distance and the odometer
distance will be displayed. The Service Interval Announcement
(SIA) information is displayed after which the fuel quantity
is displayed for the remaining time. The Service Interval
Announcement information (SIA) consists of a service symbol
(spanner icon), the date of and distance to the next service,
together with the text of distance units ‘km’ or ‘miles’. The
fuel quantity displayed shall be in the form ‘Fuel = x/7’ where x
is the segment number determined by the fuel display function.

Normal Mode (Ignition On)
When the ignition is on, the pre-drive check is initiated by the
instrument pack and theCAN Bus becomes active. All LEDs
are switched on.

The brake system warning lamp will extinguish after the
handbrake released unless there is aEBD fault or a brake fluid
low status exist. Expect the low engine oil pressure warning
light, engine malfunction warning (MIL) light, check engine
(Drive-by-wire) warning light (1.8T), battery charge warning
will illuminate until the engine start, other lights will extinguish
after self-check.

Shutdown Mode
When the ignition switch turns off (from KL.15 to KL.R/KL.30),
in shutdown mode, the main display area of message

centre displays any relevant ‘repeat-on-shutdown’ designated
warnings that exist in priority order.
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Service Procedures
Instrument Pack
Remove

1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

2. Remove 2 screw covers and remove 2 screws securing
instrument pack to fascia.

3. Release instrument pack from fascia and disconnect 1
instrument pack connector and either 1 or 2 display
connectors (depending on if a radio or navigation
display is fitted).

4. Remove instrument pack.

Refit

1. Connect multiplugs and secure instrument pack to
fascia with screws.

2. Connect battery earth lead.

3. Connect diagnostic equipment. Follow on screen
instructions displayed by diagnostic equipment to
configure new instrument pack.
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Glossary List
Name Description

A/C Air Conditioning

ABS Anti-lock braking system

AC Alternating current

AFR Air Fuel Ratio

ATC Automatic Temperature
Control

ATDC After Top Dead Centre

AUTO Automatic

BCM Body Controller Module

CAN Controller area network

CHMSL Centre High Mounted Stop
Lamp

CKP Crankshaft Position

CMP Camshaft Position

DDSP Driver’s Door Switch Pack

DSC Dynamic Stability Control

DTC Diagnostic Trouble Code

EAT Electronic Automatic
Transmission

EBD Electronic Braking-force
Distribution

ECM Engine Control Module

ECT Engine Coolant Temperature

ECU Electronic Control Unit

EEPROM Electronic Erasable
Programmable Read Only
Memory

ELR Emergency Locking
Retractor

EMS Engine Management System

ESCL Electronic steering column
lock

ETC Electronic Temperature
Control

EVAP Evaporative Emission

GPS Global Positioning System

HFM Hot film air mass

HO2S Heated Oxygen Sensor

HRW Heated Rear Window

Name Description

HS High Speed

HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning

ICE In Car Entertainment

ICS Inflatable Curtain Structure

ISO International Organization
for Standardization

LCD Liquid Crystal Display

LED Light Emitting Diode

LIN Local Interconnect Network

MAP Manifold Absolute Pressure

MIL Malfunction Indicator Lamp

MLS Master Light Switch

MS Medium Speed

NTC Negative Temperature
Coefficient

OAT Organic Acid Technology

OBD On Board Diagnostics

PAS Power Assisted Steering

PCB Printed Circuit Board

PDC Parking Distance Control

PWM Pulse Width Modulation

RON Research Octane Number

SBR Side Belt Reminder

SCS Slip Control System

SRS Supplementary Restraint
System

TCM Transmission Control
Module

TMAP Temperature, Manifold
Absolute Pressure

TWC Three-way Catalyst

TXV Thermostatic Expansion
Valve

VIN Vehicle Identification
Number

℃ Celsius
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